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FOREWORD
This is the ninth annual publication of collected reprints
which brings together the published research results of the NOAA
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories (AOML).
This publication provides a single source for articles which ap-
peared in various scientific journals, and those which appeared
as internal scientific and technical publications, during 1974.
The Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
conduct research programs to study the physical, chemical, and
geological characteristics and processes of the ocean waters,
the sea floor, and the atmosphere above the ocean. During 1974,
these programs were organized among the Director's office and
four major groups:
Ocean Remote Sensing Laboratory
Physical Oceanography Laboratory
Marine Geology and Geophysics Laboratory
Sea-Air Interaction Laboratory
The reprints in this collection are arranged alphabetically by
first author within each of these groups.
Harris B. Stewart, Jr. Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorolog-
Director, AOML ical Laboratories
NOAA/Environmental Research Laboratories
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Virginia Key
Miami, Florida 33149 U.S.A.
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A New Look
at the Challenger Expedition
By Harris B. Stewart, Jr.
NOA A A tlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
Miami, Florida
It is hard today to discover any-
thing new about the greatest of all
oceanographic expeditions, the H.M.S.
Challenger expedition of 1872-76.
The 50 quarto volumes of the scien-
tific results have been published, there
were several books written as soon as
the ship returned to England to cap-
ture the news market and, even now,
just 100 years later, there has been
a spate of books to celebrate its
-•entenary.
What is new, however, is a sketch-
book of delightful paintings of the
Challenger during her historic expe-
dition painted by Benjamin Shephard.
a cooper, or barrel maker, in her
crew. The book was discovered by
J. Welles Henderson, president of the
Philadelphia Maritime Museum, dur-
ing one of his routine checks of the
secondhand bookstores of any coastal
city in which he happens to find him-
self. This time it was Boston, Massa-
chusetts, and the clerk brought out an
original sketchbook painted "aboard
some British ship called the H.M.S.
Challenger in the last part of the nine-
teenth century."
Henderson felt it was a real find, for
it was indeed a sketchbook of original
paintings done by a crewman aboard
the Challenger, and they were delight-
ful. Each one showed the Challenger
at ports like St. Thomas. Virgin Is-
lands; Bermuda; Halifax, Nova Scotia;
Inaccessible Island, Tristan da Cunha;
and several in the icy waters of Ant-
arctica. There were several especially
good ones, such as the ship tied up at
St. Paul Rocks, at Christmas Island,
and rounding Cape Challenger on
Kerguelen Island.
The Gulf of Florida Mystery
The painting that was the most in-
triguing, however, showed the Chal-
lenger heeled way over below dark
skies and facing monstrous waves. Of
all of them, this one is a veritable
enigma. Not only is there no area
known as the "Gulf of Florida," as
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the discovery of a sketchbook that belonged to Benjamin Sliepliard, a hand maker
aboard the ship. In this sampling of his paintings are depicted some of the ( hallenger
s
334 Sea
frontier
activities during the fust phase of her voyage in which she is towing an abandoned
\iiip in March. IX7J {top left); in a vale in the mysterious "dull of Florida" in Maw
1X73 {bottom left); taking two abandoned men aboard in October. 1X73 {top right):
and in icy waters of the Antarctic in February, 1X74 {bottom right).
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indicated on the painting, on the run
from Halifax to Bermuda, her next
port of call, but there is no indication
in the written records of a storm of the
intensity indicated by Shephard in
his painting.
IfShephard'sdatcof May 21. 1X73.
is correct, the Challenger was only two
days out of Halifax, at the most some
200 miles (320 kilometers) along the
due-south course for Bermuda. Al-
though the Gulf of Mexico was some-
times referred to as the Gulf of Florida
in the seventeenth century, a check of
nineteenth-century charts showed no
such name in the area between Hali-
fax and Bermuda. Further checks with
the Library of Congress did not turn
up any reference to a Gulf of Florida
in this area.
The Unrecorded Storm
The strongest winds on this general-
ly smooth leg of the expedition were
encountered on May 24 and 25. If it is
assumed that Shephard missed the
date, as he did in several other paint-
ings, and that his painting relates to
an incident on May 24 or 25, then the
Challenger was five or six days along
on a trip of just under 900 miles
(1,450 kilometers) that took nine
days (May 19 to 28). This would put
her average speed of advance at 100
miles (160 kilometers) per day and,
on the 24th or 25th, she would have
been some 500 to 600 miles (800 to
1,000 kilometers) south of Halifax
and 300 to 400 miles (500 to 650
kilometers) north of Bermuda. The
temperature section observed by the
Challenger between Halifax and Ber-
muda on this leg indicates that the ship
would have been in the Gulf Stream—
or as the plot of the section indicates
it. "delta of the Gulf Stream"'— on
May 24 and 25.
Since the captions on other paint-
ings strongly suggest that Shephard
listened to his shipmates as a source
for his information, it is possible that
the Gulf-of-Florida reference might be
his interpretation of the talk he had
heard aboard about the Gulf Stream
coming from Florida or the Straits of
Florida. Certainly the Challenger had
been in the Gulf Stream several times
b\ mid-May of 1873. and it is pos-
sible that Shephard had associated the
(iulf term with the warm waters that
had a Florida origin. At any rate, il
seems to be an error of terminology.
The fact of the storm itself is also
interesting. None of the logs kept h\
men aboard and subsequently publish-
ed makes any mention whatever of a
storm, or even of the weather, on this
leg. Cioing back to the official narra-
tive of the expedition, however, two
references are found to the weather on
the Halilax-to-Bcrmuda run: "On the
19th of May at 5 p.m. the [expedition
left Halifax for Bermuda, and fine
weather was experienced on the pas-
sage. The wind on one occasion only
exceeding a force of 5, vi/., on the 24th
and 25th, on which days a moderate
gale was experienced from the S.W..
lasting 26 hours." And again: "Un-
fortunately, the weather the 24th was
unfavorable either for sounding or
dredging, so that it was impossible to
test the current by mooring a boat."
A Man Affected by the Sea
The painting, however, is a magnifi-
cent one of the Challenger in a gale,
and it is hardly fair to ask the artist
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also to he accurate in such minor de-
tails as when it happened, where it
was. or to stick to the recorded inten-
sity of the storm. This was the first
rough weather the Challenger had en-
countered, and it is possible that Shep-
hard was experiencing his first bit of
this aspect of life at sea. As most
oceanographers know, one's first
rough-weather experience can be trau-
matic. Where one is or what day it is
becomes unimportant, and the severity
of the storm is always considerably
greater when later recounted. Thus.
Shephard depicts the effects the sea
can have on a man, and the painting
might be considered more accurate
because of this note of marine reality.
Are There Other Sketchbooks?
The last sketch in the sketchbook
leaves the Challenger in the ice of the
southernmost Indian Ocean. There
were, however, two more oceans and
26 more months of the Challenger ex-
pedition. The ship went on to Austra-
lia, New Zealand, the Tongas, the
Fijis, and on up through the Philip-
pines to China. She came back south
to New Guinea, north to Japan, east
to the Hawaiian Islands, south to
Tahiti, east to Chile, around the south-
ern tip of South America through the
Straits of Magellan, and up to Monte-
video. Uruguay. The Challenger con-
tinued her multiple observations east
to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and then
turned north for the run to England,
arriving off Spithead on May 24, 1 876.
It is hard to believe Shephard ter-
minated his sketching activities just
because one sketchbook was full by
the time the ship reached Australia.
Where, then, are the other sketchbooks
of Benjamin Shephard, cooper aboard
the H.M.S. Challenger? Hopefully,
someday they will be found and recog-
nized for what they are. In the mean-
time, the world scientific community is
indebted to an almost unknown crew-
man aboard the Challenger for adding
a delightful new dimension to the
knowledge and understanding of what
still stands as the greatest marine
scientific expedition of all times.
Editor's note: Modified from por-
tions of Sketchbook of the H.M.S.
Challenger Expedition 1872-1874 by
H. B. Stewart, Jr., and J. Welles
Henderson , Philadelphia MaritimeMu-
seum, J 972, 34 illustrations, $25.00.
This hook is available through the
Foundation to members at the usual
discount.
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Over the years, many persons, noticing the
swift movement of the Florida Current
portion of the Gulf Stream system off
southeast Florida, have speculated on its
potential as a source of useable energy.
As long as there seemed to be adequate
reserves of fossil tuels to supply our landside
power plants, there was little reason to move
beyond speculation. Then came the
1970's — the environmental movement, the
fuel crisis — and the idea of a fuel-free and
non-polluting energy source suddenly seemed
more attractive.
In 1973, William von Arx of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution and two
researchers — Dr. John Apel and the author —
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) Atlantic
Oceanographic and Meteorological
Laboratories in Miami began to examine the
Florida Current as a potential source of
additional power for rapidly growing south
Florida. They were fortunate in that Walter
Duing of the University of Miami's Rosen tiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Science
had just completed analyzing the largest series
of data ever obtained from the Florida Current
off Miami. For the first time, there was solid
information on the temporal and spatial
variations of the Florida Current. Using
Duing's data, von Arx and his colleagues
calculated that if they could trap as little as
4 percent of the flow, they could extract
somewhere between 1000 and 2000
megawatts. Since this was roughly comparable
to the power generated by the local nuclear
power planb, the idea seemed worth pursuing.
The three wrote up the idea and submitted
it to the spring 1973 meeting of the
American Geophysical Union. Although the
paper came in too late to make the abstracts'
volume, the newspapers picked up the
concept calling it "underwater windmills,"
and the Miami labs of NOAA were inundated
with requests for more data.
Unfortunately, the two of us in Miami
were primarily oceanographers and incapable
of evaluating the engineering and economic
feasibility of capturing energy from the
Florida Current. But we knew the sort of
people we would need to do the evaluation
that was required: ocean engineers, heavy
marine equipment specialists, turbine design
engineers, corrosion and fouling experts,
energy economists, an oceanographer or two,
and several others to round out the team.
Somehow word of our plans got into the
press, and John D. MacArthur of Chicago and
Lake Park, Florida, read about it. The concept
of a fuel-free and non-polluting source of
energy was attractive to him, and he came
down to Miami to talk with us. In this way the
idea of the MacArthur Workshop was born.
Workshop participants met for three days
at the end of February, 1974. Walter Duing
brought his basic data on the Florida Current,
Toby Muir from the Florida Power and Light
Company had the data on the long-term
requirements for south Florida, and William
Shoupp and Edward Somers brought their
combined knowledge of turbine engineering
from Westinghouse. Dugan Johnson came
from Allis Chalmers; Perry Pepper, a propeller
specialist, from Edo Corporation; Herman
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Mean-flow conditions in the Florida Straits off Miami,
averaged over one diurnal tidal cycle. NWF profile
indicates northward currents during June 14-15, 1971.
SWF profile indicates southward-flowing water (shaded)
on June 1 7-18. Values on the isolinag are in centimeters
per second. (W. Duing, R.SMAS, University of Miami)
Sheets from the Department of Ocean
Engineering at the University of Rhode Island;
Robert Wiegel from the Department of Civil
Engineering, University of California,
Berkeley; William Heronemus from the School
of Engineering, University of Massachusetts;
and Wilbur Kirk from the Francis L. LaQue
Corrosion Lab of International Nickel. Others
from government, industry, and the private
sector completed the group.
The workshop concluded that there is a
large resource available in the kinetic energy
in the Florida Current portion of the Gulf
Stream, roughly equivalent to that produced
by twenty-five 1000-megawatt power plants.
Some 2000 megawatts of power could be
extracted by practical systems from that
stretch of the current running conveniently
close to the east coast of southern Florida.
There might be reluctance to commit
research and development efforts to a process
yielding such modest results. However,
findings arising from these efforts would be
directly applicable to other processes of
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energy extraction, such as ocean temperature
gradient and oceanic wind systems.
It was therefore proposed that a phased
study and development program be initiated,
aimed at demonstrating commercial feasibility
of extracting kinetic energy from the Florida
Current. The first phase, a 12-month
undertaking by a 15-man team, would
investigate the feasibility of proceeding with
experimentation and model studies leading
to a proof-of-concept demonstration facility.
Areas of concentration would include:
1. The oceanography and meteorology
of the target area, with emphasis on
quantification of the kinetic energy resource
and analysis of the local and global impact of
its extraction.
2. Determination of proper mooring
methods, including long-life hardware
components and methods of implanting and
servicing.
3. Estimation of loadings from wind
waves and hurricanes and the development of
devices to offset these stresses.
4. Analyses of at least five types of
momentum exchange devices, from the
standpoint of both economic and technical
feasibility.
One device discussed by the workshop was
the open propeller, the original "underwater
windmill." Engineering considerations dictate
that its blades would have to be about 100
meters in length, a drawback given the
velocity gradients found in the current (one
blade tip might be in a slow-moving layer,
another in a fast-moving one). The Kaplan
turbine, a ducted device, would encounter
similar problems. The Savonius rotor, a small
version of which is used on current meters,
was brought up for discussion. So, too, was
the Voith Schneider-type propeller. Basically
a number of vertically arranged blades
attached to a large horizontal disc, the
turbine has a larger inlet area and a larger
mass flow, and therefore develops more
horsepower than comparable devices of
different design. Its shaft speed would be
about two rpm in the Florida Current.
The fifth device examined was the Water
Low Velocity Energy Converter (WLVEC),
developed by Iowa inventor G.E. Steelman.
The converter is operated by parachutes
attached to a continuous belt, which they
pull along as they move with the current.
The chutes collapse as they complete the
circuit, opening again for the next trip. The
concept is both simple in design and
considerably cheaper than the other devices
discussed.
Examined also were a number of
different concepts for collecting or
WLVEC
Overhead view
Anchor
Pulley
Working line
Resting line
G. E. Steelman
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extracting the energy .it the site and delivering
it to the market in a desirable form and .it an
attractive price. Electricity or gaseous
hydrogen fuel deliver) svstems should be
looked into. At a minimum, alternating or
direct current via cable, or compressed air via
hose and pipeline, should be examined as
energy umbilicals. Decisions should also be
made whether or not to design storage sub-
systems adequate to butter against diurnal
and seasonal variations. Such installations
might lead to a system capable of delivering
[leaking power, whose value is much greater
than that of base load electricity.
Workshop participants recommend further
that if the results of Phase I indicate the
project should be carried forward, consideration
should then be given to moving into an
engineering design and experimentation
program. The goal here should be at least
one total svstem design from which the
working drawings for a proot-ot-concept
power plant could proceed. The Phase II
effort would include laboratory experiments,
construction and testing in the ocean of scale-
model subsystems, and preparation tor zero
order specifications and cost estimates. The
Phase II effort should probably be concentrated
under one program manager and should have
a strong industrial flavor.
The results of the second phase should
CURRENT FLOW
Getting nowhere fust. Ship i< an hored in the I lorida
Current. (W. Oiling, R.S.U IS, I ' : rsity <>/ Miami)
allow a sound decision to be made In potential
sponsors on the actual construction M)d
operation of a proof of concept plant, a
prototype probabh of 5- to 2<i n egawatt
capacity. Such a plant would require two
years to complete. The project probably
should include participation b\ the utility,
public or private, that will sell the delivered
product.
Preliminary cost estimates developed
during the workshop indicate that plant
construction costs and retail energy prices for
a system utilizing the kinetic energy of the
flowing Florida (.'urre u would, in .ill probability
be competitive with those projected for other
energy sources in the 1 1)<S() era. In short,
ii set ul energN • m be extracted from the
flow in n Florid i Li'.i rent. If the studies, design.
and ^instruction proposed bv the MacArthur
Wo i ksiuip are each carried out successfully
m uueiu e. the -\ stem can el fecriveh
supplement other sources to help meet the
demand in those areas where relatively fast
currents are found ciose to shore.
Harris It. Stewart, h.. i.< Director of the \tlantic
Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory -. tin
\ational Oceanic ami \tmosphcrii \dministiation.
Requests for the Proceedings oj the Mac \rthm
Workshop should lie din cied to In* offia .
15 Ricltenbackcr Canscicay, Virginia k< v. Mian i,
Vlorida .UI4'>.
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Meetings
The Sea and Its Resources
The oceans are increasingly signifi-
cant to the afTuirs of man. It is now
essential that the expertise of the ma-
rine scientist be augmented by that of
the lawyer, the resource economist, the
astute international negotiator, and the
well-informed administrator and poli-
tician. The symposium held in Mexico
City on 25 through 28 June as part of
the AAAS/CONACYT Conference was
devoted to discussions of today's major
problems in the study of marine en-
vironments and international affairs.
Entitled The Sea and Its Resources, the
sessions brought together a group of
experts on many phases of this rather
broad topic.
Coastal zone resources were the
subject of the first session. Of greatest
interest to the audience, as evidenced
by their questions, was the problem of
the extent and type of control of the
coastal state (nation) on its offshore
waters. Opinions ranged from that of
Eduardo Fcrrcro (substituting for Her-
man Ugarte of Peru) who made an
impassioned defense of Peru's 200-mile
(1 mile = 1.6 km) limit to Warren
Wooster's expressed wish to retain as
much as possible of the high seas for
what he called "the common heritage
of mankind." In a lively discussion,
Fcrrcro disclaimed the common heri-
tage concept, stating that all nations
do not now have the capability to ex-
plore and exploit the resources of the
deep sea. Thus, he said, the so-called
common heritage in reality belongs only
to the more developed nations. Fred
Phlegcr (United States) called for con-
certed efforts to develop a better un-
derstanding of coastal zone processes
through the education and training of
more people to work on coastal zone
problems.
Less controversial was the session on
ocean effects on weather and climate.
The importance of the coupling of the
ocean and atmosphere has only re-
cently been fully appreciated, and
occanographic and meteorological re-
search must go hand in hand in the
future. Close cooperation between
scientists of the two disciplines, the for-
mation of air-sea interaction research
laboratories, and cooperative interna-
tional interdisciplinary projects such as
the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experi-
ment (GATE), which is a multi-
national experiment scheduled for 1974,
will all assist in resolving this problem.
The problem of nonrenewable ocean
resources was stressed in a group of
talks whose topics ranged from general
overviews, scientific research, sea-bed
minerals, oil and gas, and exploration
of the deep sea to engineering and the
technology of recovery. The deep sea
is becoming increasingly attractive not
only for its potential solid mineral con-
tent, but also because of the possibility
that the deep continental margin and
continental rise areas contain hydro-
carbons. There were repeated refer-
ences to the need for the formation of
educated cadres of marine scientists and
administrators for the management of
marine resources.
The group as a whole expressed con-
siderable interest in the administrative
aspects of nonrenewable resources and
their recovery. This interest centered
around the problems of legal owner-
ship or jurisdictional control of non-
renewable resources and their recovery,
management structures or regulatory
agencies on both national and interna-
tional scales, and whether or not a na-
tion could or should develop exploita-
tion capability.
Problems relating to legal jurisdic-
tion and international cooperation in
the development of marine resources
and the facilitation of marine research
were further discussed in sessions de-
voted to ocean affairs. Opinions at these
sessions were anything but in agree-
ment. Speakers from the United States
unanimously pressed for no restrictions
—or at most minimum restrictions
—
on occanographic research outside the
narrowly defined territorial sea; whereas
Jorge Vargas (Mexico) drew sustained
applause following his defense of Mex-
ico's right to impose restrictions on
any research activities in what may
become a Mexican patrimonial sea. He
suggested some sort of regional order
lor a legal framework within which
research at sea could be regulated and
felt that the United States should see
that the results of marine research get
back to the developing countries. John
Knauss (United States) reiterated his
earlier stand as well as the earlier
statements of Warren Woostcr (United
States) and Harris Stewart (United
States) that coastal state restrictions on
marine research outside territorial seas
should be minimal and that no "per-
mit" should be required.
Also discussed during the session
on ocean affairs was the need for
international programs. Participants
stressed that international education
and training at sea—as during the Co-
operative Investigation of the Carib-
bean and Adjacent Regions (CICAR)-
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA)-Carib cruise last
fall—is to be encouraged. There ap-
pears to be more effective international
cooperation in marine science in the
Caribbean than many are aware of. For
example, the CICAR project under
Unesco and various Food and Agri-
culture Organization and bilateral proj-
ects should be recognized.
The meetings were well attended, and
an encouragingly large percentage of
the audience was made up of Mexican
students. Papers in general were not
the more usual presentation of recent
scientific results, but rather addressed
themselves to today's major problem
areas in the marine environment.
Today's concerned occanographer
must be more than just a prober of the
secrets of the global sea. He must add
to his professional mission the need
to convey his knowledge to those "land
people" on whom has devolved the re-
sponsibility of making the decisions
on which will depend the ability of
future generations to utilize effectively
the sea Tnd its resources.
Harris B. Stewart, Jr.
National Oceanic anJ Atmospheric
Administration, Atlantic Occanographic
ami Meteorological Laboratories,
Miami. Florida 33149
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FEDERAL AGENCY ACTIVITIES IN MARINE SCIENCE
ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
H,B, STEWART, JR.
The steering committee of this conference specifi-
cally restricted consideration of the federal activities
to those of the civilian agencies. It is well known that
the Department of Defense, primarily through the Naval
Oceanographic Office, does provide considerable marine
training and equipment to developing nations; however,
the conference preferred to concentrate on those activi-
ties that were initiated for reasons other than any
military ones.
Although almost all federal agencies with marine
responsibilities carry out international activities to
some degree, it was decided to limit consideration to
those activities of the five agencies with major in-
volvement in international marine science: the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National
Science Foundation (NSF), Smithsonian Institution (SI),
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Agency
for International Development (AID)
.
The papers that follow provide the details, but
it was clear from the formal presentations and from the
discussions that followed them that the present level
of marine science assistance by the federal agencies to
developing countries is extremely low. The AID effort,
for example, has been seriously curtailed over the past
two years. Their total personnel have been reduced by
28 per cent, and their present funding is focused on
concluding the existing programs rather than initiating
any new ones. Projects in the marine field have suffer-
ed along with others. NOAA has no funds whatsoever for
providing marine science assistance to other nations,
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and such work as they have accomplished In this area has
either been funded by AID or UNESCO or else done as part
of some other program through internal reprogramming,
e.g., the 1972 education and training cruise aboard the
DISCOVERER as part of the Cooperative Investigation of
the Caribbean and Adjacent Regions (CICAR).
The National Science Foundation contributes both
through its Office of International Programs and through
the program for the International Decade of Ocean Ex-
ploration (IDOE). Although NSP funding for this work
was described as reaching "barely to the non-trivial
level," the IDOE program over the past year has taken
on considerably more international flavor. More foreign
co-investigators are involved, and more IDOE activities
are taking place in foreign waters than was the case
earlier. However, these programs are still directed
primarily to the interests of U.S. scientists, and any
advantages that may accrue to developing nations are
incidental
.
The Fellowship Program of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion puts investigators from other countries on an equal
basis with those from the United States in competing for
fellowship support, so there is no significant partici-
pation in this activity by persons from the less develop-
ed countries. Utilizing primarily PL-480 funds, the
Smithsonian has carried out foreign programs at the rate
of about $4 million per year, of which a small portion
is directed towards marine science. Their major con-
tribution has been the establishment and operation of the
Marine Biological Sorting Center in Tunisia which pro-
vides both a service to the Mediterranean nations and a
training facility for biologists in the region.
Of the five agencies represented, only EPA seemed
to approach an adequacy of funding for its international
activities. Even this agency's work overseas is not
directed specifically toward assisting other countries,
but rather its international mission is "to engage
14
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directly with other nations in activities of specific
interest to EPA." They support informal exchanges and
visits of experts as well as funding pollution-related
programs in Canada, Mexico, western Europe, Tunisia,
Yugoslavia, Poland, Japan, India, Israel, Egypt, and
the U.S.S.R.
Although each federal representative gave an
adequate presentation of what his own agency was doing
in marine science that might assist the developing
countries, it was obvious that only AID had a specific
mission to assist such countries, and even that effort
is essentially phasing out for lack of funds and
personnel. The only conclusion possible is that the
present policy of the federal government does not
recognize marine scientific and technological assistance
to developing countries as an activity deserving of
support. In the present budgetary climate where program
support depends so heavily on expected returns on the
investment, the marine scientific community has so far
been unable to justify any real federal effort to trans-
fer U.S. marine science and technology to the developing
countries. If we can demonstrate the pay-offs, show an
expected return on our investment, a well conceived and
clearly enunciated program plan might elicit the federal
support that is needed if the United States is ever to
mount an effective federal effort in marine science-
both abroad and at home.
15
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NOAA'S ACTIVITIES IN MARINE SCIENCE ASSISTANCE
TO THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
H.B. STEWART, JR.
Before I start on NOAA's activities in assistance
to developing countries in marine science, there are
three points I want to make based on what I have heard at
these meetings since Monday evening:
1) Although the up-coming Law of the Sea Conference
may have been the stimulus for this particular meeting, I
would stress that it is not the major reason— or perhaps
even a valid minor one—for the involvement of the U.S.
marine science community in providing assistance to less
developed countries—and by this I mean less developed
only in the area of marine science. It is a big ocean,
and anything we can do to upgrade the ability of other
countries to contribute meaningfully to understanding the
ocean in all its complexity is useful to us ocean people,
as Doug Chapman used to call us, and it is also useful to
the United States. This is the major rationale insofar
as I am concerned, and I will let others worry about LOS,
balance of payments, political implications, and the
other reasons that have been put forward for helping
other countries in the ocean business.
2) There have, over the past day and a half, been
occasional references to the the problems of funding
programs in marine science and technology in other coun-
tries. The complaint has been that what little funding
there is is scattered in very small pockets in quite a
few locations. To this, I can only reply "be glad that it
is", for a big line item for programs of this sort probably
would not get by OMB and certainly would not get through
the Hill. We just have not yet sold the Executive or the
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Legislative Branch on the need for a well-funded effort in
this area— let alone ocean science in general, and until
we can, be glad uhat a few small bags of coins are secreted
here and there— in the Federal Government and out—that
can be used for this purpose.
3) We speak of the "Less Developed Countries" as
though they were a large group of countries all of whom
are at the same level of marine scientific development,
or lack thereof, and this is far from the truth. The
degree of development of marine science and technology
in those countries with less sophistication in this field
than we in the U.S. have attained runs the full gamut
from those with none at all to those with just a bit less
than ours. All of these are in fact "less developed" than
we are. Therefore, we are dealing with a rather broad
spectrum of degree of development. Many of the sweeping
generalities we have heard in relation to the LDC's Just
apply to one relatively narrow portion of this spectrum
and can not reasonably be applied to all of the countries
who are less developed than the United States. This means
that we must consider each country as a separate case and
as a function of its own level of development in marine
science and technology and of its own needs in this area.
But what about NOAA's efforts to assist less de-
veloped countries in the field of marine science and tech-
nology? One major NOAA activity has been that of our
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC). The ocean-
ographic interests of developing countries cover broad
geographical areas, and data are frequently collected off
their coasts by other nations. It is believed oceanographic
programs of the developing countries could be significantly
and inexpensively enhanced by enabling them to acquire and
use data pertinent to their developmental objectives.
The idea of a Training Program in "Acquisition,
Processing and Utilization of Oceanographic Data" to
satisfy this need was originated at the Agency for Inter-
national Development (AID) which provided the initial
funding. The NODC devised and implemented the program,
and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of
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UNESCO distributed announcements, received and screened
applications, and made travel arrangements. The first
three sessions were intended as pilot projects, the main
purpose being to establish the framework and provide an
initial impetus for significantly increasing the
capabilities of developing countries of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America to acquire, process, and effectively use
information about ocean resources near their coasts and
ocean conditions that affect their coastal activities.
The first class began in June 1971, the second and
third in October 1971 and June 1972 respectively, the
fourth in September 1973 • The continued demand for
additional sessions prompted the National Science Founda-
tion Office of the International Decade of Ocean Explora-
tion to fund a 4th session. During the last of the four
sessions there was a shift of emphasis from visits to in-
ternational organizations (UNESCO, WMO, and FAO) to other
data centers. More emphasis was also given to training
in management practices and the potential of documentation
and information retrieval to foster oceanographic knowledge
Thirty-five marine scientists and administrators
from 21 developing nations have now completed their train-
ing. They are geographically distributed as follows:
Africa:
Ghana
Tanzania
Central & South America
Egypt 1
1
1
3
Argentina 1
Brazil 1
Chile 2
Colombia 2
Ecuador 1
Guatemala 1
Mexico 3
Peru 2
Uruguay 1
1?
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Asia : In;' '. a 2
Incvnesia 3
Korea 3
Pakistan 1
Philippines 2
Thailand k_
15
Europe : Greece 1
Malta 1
Yugoslavia 1
Sixteen countries sent trainees to the first three
training sessions. Of these, three countries have former
trainees in charge of their NODC : Chile, India, and
Mexico
.
Seven countries will start a national Oceanographic
Data Center before the end of 1973: Colombia, Ecuador,
Indonesia, Korea, Peru, Philippines, and Thailand. Three
more countries have definite plans for establishing a
center, but at a later date: Ghana, Guatemala, and
Pakistan; and only three countries of the 16 have no de-
finite flans tc utilize knowledge acquired by the trainees
tc create or operate a data center: Argentina, Brazil,
and Uruguay.
Additional activities have centered in World Data
Center-A (Oceanography
)
3 now also under NOAA's wing. With
the assistance of FAO, WDC-A, Oceanography, has initiated
a data and information exchange program with 30 FAO/UNDP
supported activities which collect oceanographic data in
conjunction with fisheries investigations. These
activities forward data to WDC-A, which in turn arranges
for data processing facilities as well as other services,
as required.
To date, WDC-A has received oceanographic data from
FAO/UNDP activities in India, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Senegal,
2C 1
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Sierra Leone, Mexico, and Tunisia. Technical reports
have been received from UNDP's in Venezuela, Colombia
and Senegal.
The U.S. NODC recently prepared vertical station
plots showing a comparison of various parameters for
Mediterranean Sea station data for WDC-A transmittal to
Dr. Wilhelm Brandhorst ,of the FAO/UNDP Fishery Survey and
Development Project in Tunisia. This work was done under
terms of a $3,000 contract between the FAO Department of
Fisheries and WDC-A, Oceanography. These charges were
levied by WDC-A in order to recover machine processing
costs incurred by NODC in preparing these plots.
Through the Technical Assistance Division of NOAA's
Office of International Affairs, some 85 foreign nationals
were supervised in their training in fisheries and related
sciences during 1973- These included 2 Europeans, 9
from the Near East and South Asia, 10 from Africa, 22
from Latin America, and 42 from Southeast Asia and the
Pacific. The Agency for International Development
sponsored 43 of the 85. FAO sponsored 40, Japan 1, and
one was privately financed. I have their names and coun-
tries, and the universities where they studied, but for
this report, it suffices to say that the Philippines with
16 and Thailand with 15 lead the list, with Mexico, Ghana,
Venezuela, Vietnam, Korea, Chile, and Brazil each with
three or more, and 20 other countries with 2 or less.
Thirty-five of the eighty-five worked in National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) laboratories for varying
periods of time in fields as diverse as fish larval
studies, tuna tagging, and the operation of salmon
hatcheries. This number includes only those working un-
der some sort of formal arrangement. Many students and
scientists from developing countries spend varying
periods of time in NMFS laboratories, often under very
informal circumstances.
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In addition, the NMFS furnishes expert personnel to
AID for work in developing countries. Recent examples
are Korea, Vietnam, Dahomey, Brazil, and Laos, where
NMFS personnel are working on salmon culture, oyster
culture, estuarine fishery development, etc
.
NOAA ' s National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center
(NOIC) has no funds of its own for assistance to develop-
ing countries but has been of help in providing assistance
through AID and OAS. NOIC is concerned with standards,
instrumentation calibration and testing and is providing
advice to developing countries in defining uniform cali-
bration methods and procedures.
In early 1971 the Agency for International Develop-
ment (AID) of the Department of State awarded a grant
of $^50,000 to the Organization of American States (OAS)
for the purchase, acceptance, and calibration of ocean-
ographic equipment as well as training of personnel.
The grant was specifically for four OAS member countries:
Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, and Argentina. The National
Oceanographic Instrumentation Center (NOIC) of NOAA was
designated to advise OAS on the purchase of the equipment,
perform necessary services such as calibration, etc., and
also conduct training courses for their personnel.
In summer 1971, the director of NOIC accompanied by
an OAS staff member visited the four countries to famil-
iarize himself with their existing facilities and cap-
ability. After his return, recommendations for purchase
were made, and eventually a list for each of the four
countries was developed. NOIC prepared equipment
specifications, assisted in the selection of vendors,
while OAS issued purchase orders. The equipment was
shipped to NOIC where it was inspected, tested, and cali-
brated, as required. After completion the equipment was
shipped to the respective countries.
While this work was progressing, two training
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courses were conducted for engineers and technicians of
the recipient countries. A total of seven men partici-
pated. The first group consisted of two engineers each
from Mexico and Argentina. The second group of two
technicians from Colombia and one oceanographer from
Venezuela. The principles of physical oceanography,
measurement techniques, and management of an oceano-
graphic instrument laboratory were reviewed, and the men
were trained in the methodology of testing, evaluating
and calibrating of oceanographic instrumentation.
This assistance program continued for a period of
over two years and is now essentially complete.
NOIC disseminates, free of charge, information on
the performance of oceanographic instrumentation in
several series of publications. The Instrument Fact
Sheets report in a concise form the results of the
instrument test program. Tests in Progress Sheets sum-
marize the test schedule program. Thirty developing
countries are on the mailing list for these publications.
NOIC has made a commitment to furnish UNESCO-IOC
with 100 mechanical bathythermographs in good working
order for distribution to developing countries. IOC
has mailed announcements, and to date requests for some
265 have been received.
Probably NOAA's major recent contribution, especially
to assist developing countries, was NOAA-Carib, a two-month
education and training cruise for Latin Americans carried
out in the fall of 1972 aboard the DISCOVERER.
In response to repeated expressions by the CICAR
countries for opportunities for their marine scientists
and students to obtain at-sea training, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), planned
and carried out NOAA-Carib. The cruise extended from
October 9 to December 15, 1972, and included cooperative
work with scientists and students from Mexico, Jamaica,
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Puerto Rico, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela , and
Colombia plus one man each from the Netherlands Antilles
and France.
In contrast to most cruises on which one or two bunks
are reserved for foreign scientists in the capacity of
joint investigators or observers, NOAA-Carib was set up
to accomplish research work planned completely by the
participating nations. Participating scientists from
each country decided what research work would be done,
where it would be accomplished, and who of their own
people would take part. Participants from each country
included both senior researchers carrying out their own
work, and junior faculty and students who received at-sea
education and training in oceanographic operations. The
U.S. participation was limited to the provision of senior
specialists in the various disciplines in which each nation
wished to work.
In addition to the actual research work at sea, the
major port stop in each country included a one-day educa-
tion and training cruise for 50-60 students and an open
house day on which the public was invited to inspect the
ship and to listen to discussions and lectures about the
equipment and about the work being accomplished. On both
the open house and the one-day cruises, those scientists
from the country being visited who had been aboard for
the previous week played leading roles in the discussions
and lectures— in Spanish in the Spanish speaking ports.
Through arrangements made with the U.S. Navy, 23
reconditioned and calibrated mechanical BT's were pro-
vided to the NOAA Ship DISCOVERER for distribution to
the participating Latin American countries. These were
presented to Mexico, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago,
Venezuela, and Colombia in ceremonies at the end of each
one-day cruise. In addition, the NOAA National Marine
Fisheries Service provided sets of bongo nets and
neuston nets to Colombia and Venezuela so that the re-
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suits of their plankton sampling will be compatible with
those of other CICAR nations by utilizing these standard
CICAR nets.
In summary, 401 Latin American scientists and stu-
dents received at-sea training aboard the DISCOVERER
during NOAA-Carib for periods ranging from one day to two
weeks. Work at sea included:
bathymetry (6741 nm) gravity observations ( 6245 nm)
magnetics (4519 nm) XBT's (346)
biological tows (185) STD casts (42)
salinity samples (462) casts for water samples (53)
cores (7) seismic reflection profiles
dredgings (15 (1066 nm)
deepsea camera stations grab samples (5)
(3)
plus uncounted meteorolgical balloon releases, oxygen
and nutrient samples, chlorophyll samples, and pH
measurements
.
Funding in the amount of $2,000 was provided by
UNESCO to assist in paying for the transportation of
Latin American nationals to and from the DISCOVERER, and for
printed information on oceanography including volumes
of the AOML collected reprints and other publications
were provided to each country.
The participating scientists and students have been
most complimentary in expressing their appreciation, and
I honestly believe that this person-to-person education
and training at sea is a most effective mechanism for
providing very real assistance in marine science to
developing countries.
In conclusion, NOAA is doing what it can in assist-
ing other nations that have less marine science cap-
ability than the U.S., but it is a pitifully small effort.
Support is either from outside (AID, UNESCO, FAO, etc.)
or by internal reprogramming (NOAA-Carib). It is an un-
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satisfactory way to work, and the results are appropriately
unsatisfactory. It seems to me that for the situation to
improve in NOAA--as well as in the other federal agencies
with marine responsibilities it will require some sort of
national commitment at the highest levels of government.
Perhaps these meetings are the first step In that direction
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THE BOLOGNA WORKSHOP ON MARINE SCIENCE
H.B. STEWART, JR,
In October of 1973, the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies with support from the
Office of External Research of the Department of State
sponsored a five-day Marine Science Workshop at The
Johns Hopkins Center in Bologna, Italy. There, repre-
sentatives from some 22 different nations met to ex-
change ideas on the needs and techniques for providing
assistance in marine science to those countries that
desire it.
The formal report, available from the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies here in Washing-
ton, lists some 16 recommendations growing out of this
workshop, and I would refer you to them. To those of you
who have attended international conferences and tried to
arrive at formal wordings that all members of an inter-
national drafting committee can agree to, the problems
we encountered in preparing these recommendations are
all too familiar. They are good recommendations,
however, and hopefully they will be picked up both by
developed and developing countries as well as by the
several international and regional bodies concerned with
assistance in marine science.
Today, however, I would like to give you my per-
sonal ideas on the results of the Bologna Workshop. My
own conclusions stem from sitting in on all the plenary
sessions, participating in some of the smaller concurrent
discussion groups, and long luncheons and evening dis-
cussions with Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans.
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Not everyone concurred in these ideas, but they seemed
to reflect a general consensus of the majority of
participants
:
1. The development of a viable national marine science
capability is not accomplished instantaneously. It
is a long, slow process, but it can be considerably
speeded up by capitalizing on the experience and
capability of nations which have been involved in
marine science longer and have advanced farther
down the read toward an independence in their ability
to deal effectively with the ocean and its resources.
2. "The Lord helps those who help themselves" is the
way one speaker expressed the idea that a nation can
not sit back and wait for an outsider to solve its
marine science problems. Each nation must initiate
its own efforts, establish national goals and
priorities, hopefully obtain a national commitment
to learning about its ocean and the resources it
contains, and be willing as a nation to commit a
portion of its own manpower and funding to this
effort.
3. The marine science and technology needs of each
coastal nation wanting to move ahead in this field
must be carefully studied, evaluated, and documented.
The international agencies may be the best means for
accomplishing this, but the present marine scientists
of the country must be involved in the elaboration
of these national needs. Future requests for
assistance must be relevant to meeting those national
needs
.
4. The universities in each nation, as the traditional
fountainhead of knowledge, must be heavily involved
in the national marine science program, for the role
of the university is not only the imparting of know-
ledge but, in fact, the generation of new knowledge.
Marine science also provides an intellectual stimulus
and challenge that if properly met can provide the
intellectual outlet that man as a reasoning being
demands
.
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5. Although intellectual stimulation is an admirable
national goal, for many countries it ranks on the
list of national priorities well below those of
adequate animal protein for a growing population,
optimum of marine resources, and Improvement of the
national economic base and gross national product.
The development of a sound scientific basis for meet-
ing these needs must rest in the universities, and
it is essential that they be a viable element of any
national program in marine science.
6. The development of a marine science capability and
the increase in the effective recovery of a nation's
marine resources must go hand in hand, must proceed
cooperatively together. This was not a unanimously
agreed upon concept by any means. Thos who disagreed
felt "give us the fish and the oil, and we will worry
about the science later." The general feeling, how-
ever, and examples were cited, was that any project
involving off-shore resources—be they living or
non-living— involved the accumulation of data that
could contribute to the overall understanding of the
systems and regimes that impact the resource. De-
veloping understanding is the business of research,
so the two are natural allies and should proceed
together— resource development and management and
research
.
7. Numerous programs in the past between developed and
developing countries as well as programs of inter-
national agencies carried out in developing countries
have, upon their termination, left nothing behind.
There was a complete consensus that local marine
scientists and technicians must be heavily involved
in any assistance program to the extent that they can
carry on work when the formal project is completed.
8. No global solutions are possible, but rather each
nation must be considered as a separate case with
unique national needs, present capabilities, degree
of national commitment, abundance of off-shore re-
and desire for assistance. These must all
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be considered in any plan for assistance.
9. Cooperation nationally among the university research-
ers in marine science and the non-university groups
involved in oceanic affairs (navy, industry, fisheries
agency, geological survey, weather bureau, foreign
office, etc.) is essential if a firm basis for the
receipt of bilateral or UN agency assistance is to
be developed.
10. Means must be found for generating a marine enthusiasm
among the students who are attracted to science and
technology as their life work. Visiting lectures
and berths on visiting research ships can contribute
to this kindling of an oceanic interest.
11. National mechanisms must be developed whereby the
leading marine scientists have a meaningful contri-
bution to the formulation of national policies
affecting the ocean and marine resources.
12. The major marine science need of developing countries
appears to be the development of an adequate critical
mass of manpower adequately educated and trained in
technology to provide the base for intelligent
resource management and recovery.
13. Although fisheries received the major attention among
the possible recoverable marine resources, it was
pointed out repeatedly that there are other reasons
for nations to learn about the sea. These include
mineral resources (oil, gas, sand and gravel, the
minerals in manganese nodules, phosphorite, and
dissolved minerals), the disposal of man's wastes
(radioactive and others), weather forecasting,
commerce, national defense, recreation, and provid-
ing an outlet for man's innate curiosity about the
seas around him.
14. The results of any experiment or study offshore by
any nation must be integrated into the local frame-
work. This entails the providing of results in the
form of data and/or published results as well as
specimens for the local reference collection.
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15. In general, assistance is more welcome from UN agencies
than from bilateral arrangements, because the receiving
nation is part of the agency itself, and the level of
trust is higher than for bilateral arrangements in
which there may be some degree of mistrust of the
motives of the more developed country. However, bi-
lateral arrangements are often preferable where there
are social and political ties or where a particular
and perhaps unique capability is desired.
16. Sophisticated and expensive equipment should be shared
on a regional basis with the most advanced nation
acting as the overseer.
17. Developing countries should be accorded the chance
and provided with the ability to make their own
decisions
.
18. Developing countries do not need to start out with
the sophisticated equipment in use in the more de-
veloped countries. If the degree of accuracy of a
measurement is known, the degree of precision is less
important
19. Data per se are useful only as they- contribute
—
through scientific endeavor--to knowledge. This
reinforces the need for good university departments
in marine science.
20. High priority should be accorded to the development
of human resources, and this should probably be the
first rather than nearly the last of this series of
items on which there appeared to general agreement.
21. Visiting "experts" must be carefully selected. Even
though a developing country can benefit from even a
visit of short duration, it is desirable to have
these experts remain in the country for two to three
years if maximum benefits are to be realized.
22. For the more developed countries that have some
expertise, it is often more desireable to develop
cooperative bilateral arrangements whereby they can
carry out joint projects to the material benefit of
both nations.
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These 22 concepts are ones that either were
generally agreed upon in the full meetings or in the
working groups or in smaller luncheon groups. During the
smaller working group sessions, there were some interest-
ing ideas that surfaced; and even though they were not
all brought up for general discussion I have selected
four of these to be noted in a summary such as this one.
1. We appear to be concentrating heavily on the methods
and techniques of obtaining assistance from the
larger developed countries and UN agencies when in
fact we can do a good deal to help ourselves on a
regional basis. No two countries have developed their
marine science capabilities in exactly the same manner
and to the same degree. So each nation in a region
should identify its own strongest areas in marine
science and those of its neighbors and mutually arrange
the exchanges or other mechanisms to insure the max-
imum effective transfer of these capabilities among
the region. For example, Chile and Peru need not go
to the United States for help in developing a
seismology program when Colombia has a well developed
effort in this field and in addition is more familiar
with the South American area and has no language
barriers
.
2. Mutual assistance projects on an institute-to-institute
basis developed through personal scientist-to-scientist
contacts can be particularly useful and have the added
advantage of avoiding the delays and constraints often
associated with the usual negotiations between govern-
ments or with the international agencies.
3. If any of the developing countries finds itself in the
almost enviable position of having over-produced
marine scientists—that is, having more new Ph.D's
than its own marine science community can absorb--
every effort should be made to see that funding is
provided so that these recent graduates can work for
an extended period in the developing countries.
Probably a U N agency such as UNESCO should act as
the manager for any such program to insure that
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national needs are matched to available personnel and
to avoid the mistrust or feeling that ulterior motives
are involved on the part of the assisting nation. Use
of this possible manpower source through bilateral
arrangements, however, should not be ruled out.
4. Senior scientists in other countries who are willing
to assist foreign graduate students should be
identified and put in correspondence with students
working in their field of specialization. This would
augment local university capabilities and would up-
grade the research and thesis levels of graduate
students through the providing of guidance by a re-
cognized authority in the field, the providing of
reprints and literature references, and the assurance
that the research is scientifically meaningful.
Particularly attractive is the fact that little or no
funding is required.
In conclusion, we in the United States too often
exhibit the marine science big-brother syndrome. We tend
to feel we know what is best for the other country. It
is for this reason that I feel it was extremely worthwhile
to spend those few days in Bologna finding out what the
potential recipients felt that they needed—and we did.
I commend the Bologna Report to you and would urge that
you keep its recommendations in mind In your own planning
for assistance to other countries in the field of marine
science
.
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THE FLORIDA CURRENT AS A POTENTIAL
SOURCE OF USEABLE ENERGY
William S. von Arx
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Harris B. Stewart, Jr.
John R. Apel
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and
Meteorological Laboratories
The Gulf Stream or more properly, the Florida Current,
carries about 30,000,000 cubic meters of water per second
past Miami's front door- -more than 50 times the total flow
in all of the fresh water rivers of the world. The sur-
face velocity sometimes exceeds 2.5 meters per second,
although the velocity as averaged from top to bottom and
across the Florida Straits is more like 0.9 m/sec.
Tapping into this flow for electrical power has long
fascinated people, but a simple calculation shows that
while the total power available is large, the extractable
power flowing through each square meter of vertical cross-
section of the Stream is small because the velocity is
low when measured in conventional hydro-electric terms.
Hence the costs of turbines to convert the flow to
electricity would be prohibitively large.
As energy becomes a more scarce commodity, and as the
impact of power generation on the environment becomes of
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increased concern to the population at large, the
importance of fuel-free, nonpolluting electrical power
sources also increases, even if these sources mean
higher energy costs. A re-examination of energy schemes
that earlier were found wanting is therefore in order.
Oceanic western boundary currents are one such obvious
source. These derive their energy through a complex process
involving adsorption of sunlight in the oceans and the
atmosphere, then transformations and a redistribution of
this solar energy from the equator toward the poles by
moving currents of air and water, and finally focusing
of the oceanic currents on the western edges of ocean
basins (or the eastern coasts of continents) by the earth's
rotation. Thus Nature has concentrated and transfigured
part of the incoming solar radiation into the great current
systems of the world--the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio off
Japan, and the Agulhas-Somali system on the African coast
among others.
As a location for a pilot program in extracting electrical
power from currents, the Straits of Florida between Miami
and Bimini are ideal, as Fig. 1 shows. Here the flow is
channeled and quite steady, with fluctuations in speed of
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order ±20 u. The current is close to the shore and to
centers of population, and the depths are not so great
as to preclude anchoring power-extracting devices or indeed,
erecting them on the bottom if necessary. Figure 2 shows
four current profiles for this region, as measured by
Prof. Walter Diiing of the University of Miami in June,
1972, which bear out these points.
Assuming that large, underwater slow-speed machines
(similar to either Kaplan turbines or water "windmills")
could be enclosed in venturi tubes and emplaced in the
current at any location desired, then the maximum
theoretical power flux that could be extracted from the
flow is as shown on Fig. 3. This flux, in kilowatts per
square meter of turbine area, is calculated for the four
cross-stream positions listed. To give a feeling for the
numbers involved: A rough average of about 0/80 kW/m^ could
be obtained from the upper layers of the Stream; this may
be compared with the radiant energy from sun falling on
the top of the atmosphere- -1. 35 kW/m , or the amount
of sunlight that, on the year-round day-night average
reaches the surface at Miami- -about 0.22 kW/m
,
(of which
solar cells could convert perhaps 251 to electrical energy).
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So the motion of upper layers of the Florida Current then
uields perhaps 10-20 times more electrical energy per unit
area than the sun provides. (There is additional energy
to be extracted from the temperature difference existing
between the deep and shallow water, but this requires quite
different equipment.) Such turbines would have to be below
keel depth of ships plying the straits, and below wave
action as well.
One possible configuration might be a honeycomb of turbines
occupying a layer of water between 30 and 130 meters, say,
and stretching some 20 Km across the 400-meter-deep Miami
terrace. This array of machines could deliver perhaps
1000 million watts on a 24-hour, yeai -round basis--as much
as two large nuclear plants, in fact. While a 1000-MW
power level is not enough to stave off the national energy
crisis, it could supply a significant part of the power
requirements for a locale where the needs are doubling
every six years. The total energy of motion of the Florida
Current is equivalent to perhaps 25,000 MW, so that the
turbine array would extract perhaps 41 of the kinetic
energy flowing by. Significantly larger amounts
continuously taken out might seriously disrupt climatic
95
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conditions to the north and east, especially in Europe.
There are many places around the world where similar
schemes would work; their engineering and economic feasi
bility remain to be proven, but the energy available is
large enough to be more than casually interesting.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN R. APEL. ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC
AND METEOROLOGICAL LAB, NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Apkl. Thank you Mr. Mathews. Mr. Chairman, members of the
Committee, ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure to be here this morn-
ing and give. testimony on a new start for 1975 in NASA. SEASAT-A.
SEASAT-A is an element of the Earth and Ocean Physics Applica-
tion Program (EOPAP) of NASA, and on-going program. In my
opinion it has very real potential for enlarging the breadth and depth
of scientific knowledge in several disciplines in earth science, and in
addition, it is somewhat unusual in that it promises to yield economic
and social benefits of considerable magnitude. I will try to make this
clear later on.
The general presentation will attempt to detail the objectives of the
program, and the background: describe the spacecraft and its sensors,
which are particularly important in meeting the objectives, and de-
lineate some of the scientific and application problems that wc hope
this spacecraft can address. We will make a sketch of future develop-
ments and talk about a few implications for an operational system
down-stream.
Now. the ocean physics objectives in EOPAP. as they have been
presented here before, are to develop and validate means for predict-
ing the general ocean circulation and associated quantities, and to
develop means for large-scale monitoring of phenomena on the ocean
surface that change, such as wave heights, surface winds, and such
events as storm surges and the piling up of water in front of such an
intense storm system as it approaches the shore. The emphasis is on
identifying marine hazards and understanding them.
Now because of the great length and breadth of the ocean and the
harsh environment that it presents, it is very difficult to obtain a wide-
scale data base. Synoptic-scale data are important for such things as
predicting wave heights so that ships can be routed around storms,
for instance: for forecasting waves m> that, for example, oil drilling
rigs don't get caught in a bad position at sea in the process of being
let down, and a number of other marine operat ions which depend upon
current information.
There is another body of data, which is really more weather-ori-
ented—such things as surface winds, sea surface temperature, which
would also come out of SEASAT. These would go into extending the
so-called 24-hour forecast to a scale of two or three days. One im-
portant piece of information that is still lacking for such longer term
forecasts i« the data base from the global ocean. "Weather is manu-
factured in large part over the ocean, and then it comes over land and
changes. SEASAT has weather implications as well as ocean implica-
tions.
Now it is the first space craft to be dedicated to meeting EOPAP
objectives per se. and it is an outgrowth of a large number of efforts
on the part of NASA, the Department of Defense, the Department of
Commerce, and several universities and institutions.
Starting with the formative stages and extending through to early
this year, the SEASAT program has had participation by other
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agencies and institutions, but commencing early in 1073. NASA vi i \
actively sought the involvement of what it calls the "user"' community
the down-stream data and information users. This involvement on the
part of tho user community has gone a long way in assuring that the
data and the information that will come from SKASAT-A are de-
signed for the users.
The list of active users is very large: I won't delineate them all.
They are listed in the more extended written testimony, but it in-
cludes elements of the Department of Commerce, and a large number
of components of the Department of Defense, the I'.S. Geological
Survey, the Coast Guard. AE(\ EPA. XSF. NASA, the National
Academies and four or live institutions—the Smithsonian Astrophysi-
cal Observatory Woods Hole. Scripps, City Cniversity of New York
and Battelle Institute.
NASA has also taken a relatively unprecedented step of involving
the end-product data users, that is. the ships at sea: these are the
people who would benefit most directly from this kind of data. This
involvement has been coordinated through two Institutes, the Ameri-
can Institute of Merchant Shipping, the American Petroleum In-
stitute, and an institution in Seattle called the Sea Cse Council.
Now, basically SKASAT is a research oriented program having
four main components: the spacecraft, a precision tracking system on
the ground, a data processing system for manipulation of the data,
and certain theoretical and modeling activities that take the data and
translates them into useful information.
It addresses, as I have said before, not onh scientific but applica-
tions problems. Its strong suit is an array of instruments consisting of
active microwave devices, thai is, instruments that irradiate the sur-
face of the oceans with radar enemy and derive their information
from the returned radar signal. It has in addition to that two other
devices called radiometers which simplv sense radiation being emitted
bv the ocean. I will talk in more detail mi these live sensors in a few
moments.
Tt is this group of microwave instruments which allows SK \-
SAT-A to operate on something like a near-all-weather basis, that is
four of the live devices can see through clouds, can see through mod-
erate rainfall and can therefore vield information where it counts, in
the vic'mitv of storms and bad weather.
Now this group of instruments interacts in a way that results in data
and information which show what I like to call a synergistic effect,
that it is to say. the total information obtained from SKASAT is
greater than the sum of the parts from the individual sensors.
To understand how this comes about, we can talk to the particular
spacecra ft coniigurat ion.
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Figure l is a preliminary configuration for SEASAT-A. The five
instruments that are the Radar Altimeter: an I inatri n<r Radar: the
Radar Seatterometer; a Microwave Radiometer: and finally a Visible
Infrared Scanner, the likes of which you have .seen before on the
weather saellites and on Skylaband a number of other spacecraft.
Tins configuration happens to have gravity gradient stabilization
s\ sti-iii which points the spacecraft continually toward the earth.
SEASAT would he put into an orbit which is K)S° retrograde.
Figure 2 shows the orbit which has U'en selected for both oeean-
ographic and geodetic reasons: it spans the unfrozen oceans of the
world for the most part. This illustration shows the sub-orbital track
for one dav: the instruments, of course, look out beyond the sub-
orbital track, but the picture gives you some idea of the density of cov-
erage in one day. It would be at about son kilometers altitude, mak-
ing 14'.
_> orbits per day. Inlike ERTS or the weather satellites, it is in
a non-sun-synehronous orbit, that is. it goes through both dav and
ni«f lit over a period of several months. It doesn't need daylight to
function.
Xow one of the interesting things that SEASAT can do is to make
observations in the regions of the Alaskan North Slope and the Ca-
nadian archipelago, the Northwest Passage. As you will learn later
on. this has significance for potential shipping through that area.
This orbit also happens to be just about right for global sampling
oft he (Mean geoid. that is, the shape of the earth. It is this shape that
would be derived from the altimeter in considerably more detail than
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SEASAT-A ORBITAL GROUND TRACK DURING ONE DAY
360
has over boon possible. If will considerably improve upon the. jrooid
obtainable from GEOS-C, which is the predecessor satellite being:
launched late this year.
Each sensor that is proposed for SEASAT has had successful space-
craft experience. I would like to explain the functioning of the five
sensors. Iwause they form a different class of devices than have been
flown before, with the exception of Skylab. and they are well worth
understanding.
The first is the Compressed Puis* 1 Radar Altimeter. The altimeter is
located at the bottom of the spacecraft, and it looks straight down.
It has two functions. It measures the distance from the spacecraft to
the surface of the ocean \\ itli "Teat precision, to within al>out 10 centi-
meters. The second function is measurement of the roughness of the
ocean surface, that is. the wave height, and the wave height is obviously
valuable to shipping.
In order to understand what we do with the altitude, you have to
understand that the ocean surface is not at a uniform level, but rather
it has high and low regions.
Figure :'> shows you the calculated average surface of the earth
called the «eoid. These you can think of as l>eiiig hills and valleys.
with the contours being curves of constant level, and the numbers be-
ing the height below or above a reference surface in meters.
The deep depression to the north of Puerto Rico is worthy of atten-
tion. Tt is about ."> meters Mow the reference 1 surface, and in fact is a
depression in the ocean surface.
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GEOID IN THE WESTERN ATLANTIC
ELEVATIONS IN METERS
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Skylab h;is observed this (Impression direetly. winch we far, m-i- in
Figure 4. Skylab nn tun fM-casions Hew ;i track right sieros.* Puerto
Rico. ol»er\ illg the surface of the ncejUl with it- altimeter. It looked
down with a radar altimeter at a moving spot of about II kilometers
in diameter. Now on this track is the ocean trench. eight and a half
kilometers deep, and one of the deepest in the world. Uecause of tin-
fact that the mass of the earth i- I'a it her a wax from the ocean surface
there than it is at nearby locations. M depression develops !n the ocean
snrfaee which amount- to about l' 11 meter-, or lii feet. Tin- has lieen
observed from surface measurements, but <>nl\ in a very limited way.
Here is flie depression due to ihe trench, m the surface of the ocean
and not ju-t in the liottom : t hen it o\ erf lew the tip of Puerto Kieo and
observed the mountain- there. What this -how- i- that indeed there is
sueli a depression, and it can he liieasureil by allimctry and measured
in a consistent and (plant it at i\ e way.
This is just one t rack taken over an area of the world which requires
many such track- for its mapping. I hiring the course of the one year
lifetime of SKASAT. it would map the geoid globally on about |n
mile spacings hetween the latitude- of 7- north and south.
So geoidal studies are one major output. In addition, the moving
ocean itself will develop small humps and hollow- on top of ihis
geoid. falling under the general term of sea surface topography. The.-e
humps are due to current flowing on a rotating earth : you may have
heard stories from yachting circle- to the effect that when a vessel
sails from Newport to Merninda. for example, it sails uphill over
the (iillf Stream hv about a meter. This i- I.,. -n;-. of the moving
nrrent.
Figure .*> show- cahulat on- .if the-c e'e\atio>.- What we have
here is again a theoret ii-al elc\ al on ami d>-p' •--m: map of i he w e-tet n
north Atlantic, derived from n am \ear< of - m : i » observations of
SEA SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY
IN THE WESTERN ATLANTIC
ELEVATIONS IN CENTIMETERS
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currents. The elevations are in centimeters. The. meter elevation across
the (iulf Stream is illustrated here. This has never been directly
observed.
In fact the battle that yachtsmen think they have in crossing the
Gulf Stream is probably not due to sailing uphill, but due to the
fart that they sometimes get entrained in some backwater or eddies of
the Gulf Stream which they didn't know about. Incidentally, SEA-
SAT could provide information on this in the future, so our yachting
friends may realize some help from the results of SEASAT.
By measuring this topography of the sea surface, one could measure
surface currents with some accuracy. However, it is a very difficult
task and SEASAT itself isn't all the way there. We expect to measure
current speeds from about a knot upwards, which is a fairly intense
current. Tn the long run. future' work could probably get it down
to the one-quarter to one-half knot level, at which point you could
observe global ocean currents in some detail.
Xow it may also be possible with this altimeter to see features
such as a storm surge. As a hurricane approaches the land it typically
piles up water as it encounters the coast. This storm surge in the case
of hurricane Camille resulted in a 28-foot wave which inundated the
Texas coast. Tf the satellite should be so lucky as to fly over the surge
while it is developing, you could get unprecedented data from it
which would help to understand the storm surge process.
Tt may also be possible to see a tsunami, a seismi'cally excited deep
water wave, usually occurring in the Pacific, whose amplitude is per-
haps a foot and a half in the open ocean, but which also develops into
gigantic waves as they impact a shortline.
Figure fi
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The altimeter also measures the height of regular waves. Figure 6
shows how that is accomplished. If the pulsed altimeter looks at a
smooth ocean, the returned pulse is relatively narrow. As the ocean
gets rougher, the pulse broadens out because of the waves. By meas-
uring the broadening yon can determine the wave height on the
ocean. This should permit a very important input to a global wave
forecast model. That is, you observe waves under the satellite and
you use mathematical models and other observations to extend the
wave observations outward. This can lead to wave forecast services
to the public in much the same sense as weather forecasts are offered
now.
The next instrument is called an imaging radar, which does what.
its name implies. The imaging radar has these very large antennas; it
looks down at the surface of the ocean and gives you an image much
like an ERTS image, but it does so through clouds. However, it doesn't
see exactly the same things as are observed on ERTS images. Figure 7
Figure 7
shows you some examples of what it can see. Tt shows a wave train
observed from aircraft, near an island off of Alaska. What you see are
the waves progressing toward the land, then feeling shallow water
and bending around parallel to the shore, as they do; Organizations
such as the Corps of Engineers are greatly interested in wave liehavior
near shores under storm conditions when thev can't be seen with ordi-
nary imaging devices. In the open ocean where the wave trains are
uniform, you can derive data which is described in technical terms
as a spectrum, which tells how much energy is in each different wave
length. That's exactly the quantity that von need to make a quantita-
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live wa\« fotvca-t. Tlit' altimeter will «rive you wine height iind the
radar i .il' r v\ 1 1 ! true vou wave patterns, and flic two together will
provide the .; r>»t-iii:it itiii needed for a global wave forecast. Wo think
thai SFASAT can probably provide such data on a timely enough
., air in be of smile operational interest. While it is not an operai ional
svsteni niioiv would he required of sueli a system). SKASAT can
i, r l|, define the [>r«>l dciiis of an operational global wave and wind sys
trill as t line <TOOS on.
_
The imager lias heen How n on an airera ft into hurricane Ava. which
proved that it can function in heavy weather or storm conditions.
HURRICANE AVA OBSERVATIONS (JUNE 6. 1973)
Figure 8
The third instrument is the Microwave Wind Scatterometer, which
had a prototype on Skylah. The wind scatterometer uses crossed an-
tenna-. Figure S slide show- the results obtained from the prototype
on Skylah. Early in the Skylah mission, in June 1073. off of the coast
of Raja California. Skylah Hew by what was one of the most intense
eastern Pacific hurricanes on record— hurricane Ava. It had winds of
l.'»7 knot> near the center. The S-l'.i.". scatterometer radiometer on
Skylah swept out an area which extended from the track across to
hen-, hut it didn't see to the eye. At the same time XOAA and the Ait-
Force had aircraft in the storm making hurricane measurements. The
scatterometer. or RAI)S( AT. as it is called, measured winds up to 4-a
knots. I hese measurements are in agreement with other measurements
and calculations made for the storm.
It is extreinelv difficult to i_ret data throughout a hurricane. From
iiiis one device it is possible in principle to derive more information
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mi surface wind speed than you could obtain with n large fleet of air-
era it in ;i hurricane.
The microwave wild scatterometcr then measures winds from very
low speeds lip t<> about :.'•'> meters a second for 5(1 knots) and it will
rive some wind direction as well in the SEASAT configuration.
Above those wind speed-, we propose to use another device which
also lias a prototype on spacecraft: a Multi-Frequency .Microwave
Radiometer. This radiometer is a passive instrument—that is, it
doesn't emit energy but just senses radiation given oil' by the sea. by
ice, and by clouds. To date, prototypes have been flown on SKYLAB
and on NIMBI'S-."). The radiometer, by functioning at several fre-
quencies, will measure the wind by way of measuring foam coverage.
Foam is brighter to the radiometer than the surrounding water, and
winds cause increasing amounts of foam on the surface of the ocean,
and thus the foam coverage can be used to infer the wind. We think
that this will probably work well up into the hurricane speed regime,
above 7.") knots
—
perhaps even to a hundred knots. At those speeds it
is hard to talk about the boundary between sea and air: they form sort
of a continuous fluid.
The radiometer will also measure sea surface temperature, not as
accurately as we would like, but it will measure it through clouds and
•through light rainfall with an acceptable accuracy, perhaps V-/o° to 2°
centigrade. These are data then that couldn't be otherwise obtained in
certain parts of the world because of the cloud cover.
RADIO BRIGHTMfcSS OF THE WORLD
NIMBUS-5 ELECTRICALLY SCANNED MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
i A = 1 f.D cm
12-16 January 1973
Figure
The image in Figure is from the radiometer on XIMBFS-5. called
KSMH. It is a map of the brightness temperature of the world, which
is calibrated at the bottom. T draw your attention to this light blue
hand which extends around the whole world, occurring above and
below the equator. This i- the inter-tropical convergence zone, a region
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of persistent cloud rover. The microwave radiometer ran measure son
surface temperature under such cloud cover. 1 will come hack to the
importance of sea surface temperature in a minute.
In total, these two instruments, the radiometer and the scr.ttcrome-
ter, should give wind speeds globally and for speeds approaching
hurricane velocities with enough density of information so that we
can considerably upgrade both global weather forecasts and the sea
state forecast as well, because the winds drive the seas. It has been cal-
culated that these measurements would be equivalent to about •JO.OOO
ship observations in the open ocean a day.
The last device is a more familial' one. the infrared radiometer.
These give you sea surface temperature operationally with a precision
of about one degree centigrade, which is sufficient for some applica-
tions but not sufficient in the long run. The instrument is included for
identification of land, sea and atmospheric features.
1 ought to say a few words as to why sea surface temperature is
important. It is a seemingly inconsequential parameter, but in fact it
sets the tone of several important weather processes. Kor instance, in
the hurricane gestation region off the northwest coast of Africa, a
decrease of two or three degrees centigrade in the sea surface tempera-
ture may make the difference between an active and an inactive hurri-
cane season, so that continued observations of sea temperatures in that
region will give some information on whether you are likely to have
a hurricane season that year. It is not the only thing that enters into
hurricane formation by any stretch of the imagination, but it is an
important component.
Similarly in the north Pacific, abnormally warm water has been
suspected to cause a deflection of the jet stream ill a way that brings
cold air to the west coast and the warm air to the east coast. The jet
stream essentially oscillates around the entire world. When the Pacific
warm water is in one position, the east coast of the I\S. may have a
warm winter, which has been the situation for the last three years,
and converse] v the west coast will have cold winters. Tf the warm
water moves, it is apparently the case that this weather pattern shifts
along with it. There is an experiment called XORPACS addressing
this problem. While I am not stating it as a fact, there are neverthe-
less indications that you may be able to extend a generalized forecast
toward the seasonal time scale by adding sea surface temperatures to
the many other meteorological observations.
Similarly, temperature maps of the Gulf Stream can ma]) this cur-
rent svstem, at least in the winter months, and since certain kinds of
fish, like tuna, sometimes swim up to a line of temperature that they
apparently like and then follow it along, there are fisheries implica-
tions as well. Sea surface temperature turns out to be an important
parameter.
P'igure l (l -hows in a somewhat complicated way how these sensors
\ieM the in format ion thai vou really want to know. SKASAT- A has
data from ihc-e live inst ruments. phis external data derived from else-
where, from which vou are trying to determine t liese physical param-
eter-: atmospheric moisture, wave-, geoids. currents, tides, tempera-
lures, winds. Karl i of these instruments has an input to a number of t he
other ones, ami together they give you the totality of information
required.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEASAT - A INSTRUMENTS AND
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
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The scientific rationale for putting this group of instruments onSEASAT is implicit on the diagram. SEASAT thus forms what we
may call an integrated observatory that addresses the objectives in
measuring currents, winds, tides, waves and the geoid that we talked
about at the beginning.
In the written testimony there is a table that summarizes, for each
physical variable, the precisions that the instruments will yield.
I would now like to spend a few minutes talking about some of
the scientific problems that can be addressed with SEASAT-A. and
then I will go on to the applications areas.
SEASAT has an important contribution to make in earth science
in at least three areas. The first is oceanography. I have mentioned the
mapping of global currents with their time' and space variations.SEASAT will give the positions of major currents and some speed
information. Improved systems in the future will ? ive good currentinformation, at least for regions awav from the immediate equator
and the frozen areas near the poles. We should also be able to extract
information on deep sea tides. Such tides have onlv been measuredm a tew places in the world, and not much is known about them.Uver a year of data taking we ought to learn a great deal more aboutdeep sea tides.
The currents, of course, arc now only known in an average sense-
in
i
certain systems such as the Gulf Stream there are manv dynamical
effects wherein the current oscillates about at rates of rhe order of
10 kilometers a day. with periods like a month. Tt is possible, we think.
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in tin 1 Imii; run !<> niiikc fi »roi -a>ts of t he en nvnl if wo understand t he
uudi 1 1 \ nig ha-ic science.
Aimilii'i intere-t i 1 1 i_r i uncut system is the Somali Agulhas system
which fln\\> ntl' East A I'm i -a. The Indian Ocean monsoon ro\ ersos diroe-
i urn r \ i-i \ i ; liu nit lis: tlio winds, of course, drive those on fronts, wliioli
a I.-ii iv\ rr-i- 1 1 i-i-i tiiin. This variability allots shipping coming out of
tlio middle eastern oil ports and rounding t lio Capo of Good IIopo for
Europe and North America. There are variations in ship arrival
tune- l>\ as much as f> to s days duo to the vagaries in the current. We
think that we ean got hotter estimates <>f the moving, dynamical fea-
ture- of the currents with SEASAT. whereas all that wo know toda\
are the Imig-tei in averages.
T mentioned ohserving tsunamis. We don't want to imply that a
warning -\ stem could emerge from SEASAT. However, if the space-
craft should cross over a tsunami as it occurs, which it has some
probability of doing in the course of its career—nature cooperating,
of course wp could then got estimates of the wave height - in the open
ocean, which ha\ o never heon measured. The height- are small, hut the
lengths are long and the speeds high- about 400 to 500 miles per hour.
The heights are so low that ships must have crossed tsunamis in mid-
oooan and just haven't seen them. Thus we can address some interesting
research problems in tsunamis.
Tee motions and dynamics can also l>e studied. Earlier I mentioned
the possibility of looking at ice in the Canadian Archipelago. The
imaging radar will yield pictures of ice in fine detail, with resolutions
perhaps on the order of l."i() feet. It is planned to run an exercise
wherein the imaging radar will give real-time data of open water
channels in the Northwest Passage and above the Alaskan North
Slope. This will he a demonstration only: it would be difficult to con-
duct operationally for ninnv years. However, if it can be shown to bo
feasible, there may ho implications for shipping through the North-
west Passage.
The study of waves in the virility of intense storm systems such
as hurricanes is nearly virgin territory. We know almost nothing about
how wind waves propagate from where thev are formed in a hurricane
and finally break away and radiate as swell, so that the imaging radar,
thc-altiinotor. and to some extent, the wind measuring devices will
address wave problems in hurricanes. As waves approach shore, they
can also he seen with the radar, and their interaction with the shoreline
and shore structures studied.
As regards physical oceanography, it is fair to say that SEASAT
will give an overview, a vantage point for global and synoptic scale
data on the surface of the sea that oceanographcrs have never been able
to achieve. However, it is still largely two-dimensional oceanography,
the observations beinjr confined to near-surface phenomena. There are
important processes that go on below the surface as well and these can
be studied by conventional measurements of sub-surface currents and
temperatures, for example. P>v appending those observations to the
SF.ASAT data, a more nearly three-dimensional view of the ocoan
can l>c obtained.
The second scientific discipline imparted by SEASAT is meteorol-
ogy, particularly the motoorologv of the lower layers of the atmos-
phere. SEASAT measurements of winds can be used along with ship
observations of wind and pressure to calculate the wind and pressure
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distributions over the whole surface of the ocean. In the southern
hemisphere, where there are important processes occuring, there is a
particular scarcity of data. This should lead to an understanding of
global circulation which, in turn, has considerable implications for
processes such as sea-air heat exchange, the effects of temperatures on
hurricane growth, for the deflection of the jet stream, and even for
global climatology. As 1 am sure you have heard before, the difference
between an ice age and a non-ice age is just several decrees Centigrade
in the average global temperature. By having better data across the
world, it is possible to learn a little bit more about global climatology,
that is, longer term meteorology. I am not saying that we can predict
ice ajres by any stretch of the imagination, but the data form an incre-
ment to the scientific knowledge of what might cause them.
The third area is geodetic science, which is concerned with the shape
of the earth. One output of SKASAT will be a very precise, fine-
grained geoid. The figure of the earth is of importance for several
reasons—for mapping, for the deflection of the vertical (gravity
doesn't point straight down to the center of the earth but at some small
angle to it), and for a number of elements in the solid earth portions
of the EOPAP program.
Finally, in engineering science, there are always "spin-offs'' from
a nigh technology product such as a spacecraft that lead to improve-
ments in engineering practice and theory.
A. Advancement of Knowledge
B. Protection of Life and Property
1. Navigation and Safety at Sea
2. Warning of Natural Hazards
C. Economic Benefits to the Nation
1. Maritime Operations
2. Utilization of Ocean Resources
3. Environmental Impact
D. National Defense Posture
TARLI 11
DERIVED FROM SEASAT-A DATA
SPECIFIC
Occanographic, Meteorological. Geodetic and
Engineering Science
Prediction of Rich Seas. Adverse Currents
Navigation through Ice Fields
More Precise Iceherg Warnings
Decreased loss of Men ar.d Ships
More Accurate. Longcr-Tcrm Weather Forecasts
Improved Warnings of Storms and Surges
Decreased Tsunami False Alarm Rate
Optimum Ship Routing and Scheduling
Reduced Loss of Oil Drilling Rigs
Improved Design of Offshore Structures
Improved Ship Design
Improved Mapping. Charting, and Geodesy-
Assessment of Biological Productivity
Location of Potential Fisheries
Enhanced Extraction of Oil. Sand. Minerals
Dispersal of Pollutants and Foreign Substances
Improvement in Shoreline Protection
Improved Environmental Forecasts
More Precise Geoidal Mode!
Enhancement of Other DOD Missions
FlCIRF. 11
In the area of applications, we can talk in several different veins.
Figure 11 summarizes some of the expected benefits from SEASAT,
with divisions into general categories and specific examples. So far
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I have talked about one parti ciilar benefit, that is the advancement
of knowledge through the scientific progress made. There are at least
three other benefit areas.
We think that SKASAT will address problems in the protection of
life and property, in economics, and in the national defense posture.
As more specific examples: I'nder safety and navigation at sea. we
have talked al>out predicting high seas and navigating through ice
fields, information that should lead to decreased loss of men. ships.
materials, and the like.
I'nder the category of warning of nat ural hazards : There should he
improved warnings to come from the extended oceanic and atmospheric
data base. There may be better long-term weather forecasts. There will
be some impact on hurricane forecasting, so that the hurricane warning
system need not raise fake alarms needlessly. By knowing more about
currents, it is expected that more can be learned about iceberg drifts.
especial I v in 1 he north Atlantic.
Economic benefits are seen to be large. Using data from SEAJSAT
or its follow-on system, it should be possible to provide optimum, mini-
mum-time ship routing around storms and away from adverse cur-
rents and ice, which could save transoceanic merchant shipping one-
half to one day's transit time. The dollar value of this is somewhat diffi-
cult to estimate. An ocean-going ship costs roughly five thousand to
twenty thousand dollars a day to operate (the super-tankers cost even
more): if this is extrapolated to world-wide shipping, the savings
from one day's decrease in transoceanic crossing time could amount to
hundreds of million- of dollars per year. There is currently an eco-
nomic-benefit analysis going on under NASA sponsorship that is at-
tempting to quantify this and other economies a bit better.
Mr. Svmi.m;tox. These savings will probably be largely enjoyed
by foreign shipping interests, won't they '.
Dr. Ai'KL. To the extent that there are more foreign ships than
American ships, yes.
Mr. Symixotox. I guess all shippers will enjoy lower rates over
a period of time.
Dr. Ai'Ki.. "Well. I think there are more American-owned ships under
foreign flags than just straight out American-registered vessels, of
course—so the dollar savings to American industries are somewhat
larger than the number of American-registered ships would indicate.
Mr. Syminotox. I am asking that question because I had heard that.
Dr. Arr.i. I see. "We will be able to provide you in some months
with more accurate estimates of this, but right now it is offered as a
very coarse estimate of what might be possible. Beyond that, of
course, you have the factors of decreased ca rgo breakage, and more ac-
curate scheduling time, say at the Panama ( 'anal, or busy ports: these
kinds of things save additional dollars and result in reduced insur-
ance rates.
Please understand that this estimate would assume optimum utili-
zation of information by all of the ocean-going ships in the world.
which wouldn't really happen, but the potential savings are large
enough so that it is more than just casually interesting.
There are other things which are also more than casually interest-
ing. The oil industry loses on an average something like live offshore
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oil well drilling rigs a year globally, due to improperly forecast
storms, and the rigs have been averaging 1" million dollars apiece.
Some of the big rigs that are going into the North Sea are topping l"»"
million dollars estimated cost. At thai point it is a crucial thing to
have improved wave forecasts, hecause it will lake upwards oi 11 days
to put down a large rig. and during t hat 1 1 days yon would like to have
-nine idea of whether von are going to run into had weather.
Improved ship design should result from hetter wave data. Im-
provements in things related to the shape of the earth, such as navi-
gation and geodetic control would result in other economic benefits.
Ocean resources will he imparted somewhat indirectly. Biological
productivity ami fisheries 1 have alluded to earlier: the taking of oil.
minerals, sand and gravel out of the ocean, will he enhanced by know-
ing where the currents are and what the waves a re likely to be.
There are environmental benefits as well, for example knowing what
happens to materials dumped into the ocean due to current systems.
Improvements in shore line protection should result through the
knowledge of what waves do under storm conditions.
In the area of national defense: the same kind of environmental
informat ion on winds and waves is required by the I >epartment of De-
fense as by the civilian sector. .The IM)I) is also interested in pre-
cision geoid.
The total Uuielits from SKASAT are rather large and these benefits.
when coupled with the scientific output, make it a particularly attrac-
tive program to the general public as well as to the scientific com-
munity.
I would like to summarize In saying that the I'.S. space program
lias produced satellite systems that have looked at the thin envelope
of the atmosphere, at the browns and greens of rocks and plant-, and
at the bright thermonuclear fires of the sun and the stars. It is time
that we assign ourselves the task of constructing an ocean observatory
system that will view the last remaining member of the ancient ele-
mental quartet of air. earth, lire and water. I think that we arc on the
way to doing so.
Thank you.
Mr. Symixgtox. Thank you very much for that interesting testi-
mony. Now I just have one question. Von say that you can predict the
coming of an ice age '.
Dr. Ai'Ki.. Xo.
Mr. Symixgtox. You did not say that ?
Dr. Apel. Xo.
Mr. Symixgtox. I thought I heard you say you could '.
Dr. Arr.i.. Xo. I mentioned that all we can do is learn, in very small
increments, what might cause ice ages. In no sense would I advertise
that we could predict them. They will come. That is one thing you can
say, based on past history.
Mr. Symixgtox. '"hat is one of the most difficult predictions to
prove. I think the Committee is principally interested in the cost
savings. That may not be the principal interest, but it is a major in-
terest in any national program for which we hope to build public
support.
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Once again, you have crimed comments of others lx'fore vou that
hundreds of millions might he saved if this technology wore employed
and utilized further and fully. 1 think that is an important thing to
know, not only by us hut by the Office of Management and Budget.
This information sometimes helps them to decide whether we can have
it or not. for monetary reasons and financial reasons.
SEASAT is a new start this year. I la- N'OAA Ixhmi thinking about
if for a long time '.
Dr. AiT.i.. I think for three years at least, and it has been very ac-
tively engaged in working with NASA in the process. It has endorsed
the program in writing. Doctor White has written to Doctor Fletcher
saying that this is a good t hing from N( )A A's standpoint. The Depart-
ment of Defense. I think-, has made representations as to its interests,
which are large.
Mr. Symington". Have we been diligent in pursuing this technology i
Dr. Ari.i.. J think that we have been diligent in this. I think that we
have moved ahead with all dispatch as the technology evolved. •
Mr. Mvnir.ws. T think that Doctor Apel is being a little gracious
there. I do know that Doctor White and Doctor Townsend from
XOAA have felt that we should move forward in this area for some
time now. and have been exercising some pressure over NASA to move
along in this area. T don't think that Doctor Apel wants to say tins.
but T think that we have been asked by XOAA to have a more aggres-
sive program in this area.
Mr. Symington. You mean it has been held up to some extent
?
Mr. Mathkws. I would say in the balance of activities. XOAA's
position would be one where we have placed a fairly high priority on
the land activity with the Earth Resources Technology Satellite. They
are pleased with that, but they want now to make sure that we do move
ahead in the oceanographic area in a stronger way than we have in the
past.
Mr. Symington. I am wondering if there is relevance of this kind
of technolojry to the questions which are raised concerning the possible
opening of a sea level canal joining the Atlantic and the Pacific
through Central America. Is this technology helpful in anticipating
problems that might occur?
Dr. Arm. T think it is. yes. but although in that particular instance
it is easy enough to survey across the land area : the Pacific is higher
by roughly 7<) centimeters on the average. SEASAT will nevertheless
make such measurements over a very much larger scale, which will
allow you to estimate, for example, the How of water through a sea
level canal. However. 1 don't know that you would get quite the ac-
curacy that you would ultimately need with SEASAT-A : that is to
say, more precision would be needed in the altimeter in a down-stream
system.
Mr. Symington. SEASAT technology deals largely with the dy-
namics of the ocean, not so much with ocean life?
Dr. Arm.. Yes. that's correct.
Mr. Symixgtox. That goes hack to PUTS technology. I >oes Counsel
have a question ?
Mi 1 . Ham
m
ii, i.. Yes. I wonder i.f it is too early to foresee an opera-
tional system which will do more than jusl enlarge our scientific under-
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standing; of tin- dynamics of the oceans I 1 am suggesting getting into
the matter of foreeasl injr.
Dr. Am.. Yes sir. \Vi« tliinlx thai if SKASAT-A is successful, then
SKASAT I>. if such a thing were authorized, could be a quasi- or
prototype operational system more nearly addressing the operational
problems, and that follow-on. fully operational systems could filially
be constructed, assuming that the predecessors were successful. how-
ever, we won't know about its success for -nine time, until, say. 1!*7 S
or 1 USO. ol)\'iously.
Mr. ITammim.. And 1 assume that you can't tell in advance what
an operational system would look like in terms of the nuinlx'r of
satellites needed in orbit, and things like that I
Dr. Ar>x. I would make a personal estimate that it would be two
or three at the most, based on the requirements that have been leveled
on SKASAT-A by the user agencys such as NOAA and DOT).
The existing sensors allow a global repeat time of aliout W hours.
By reducing it to PJ hours, the operational requirements of the DOT)
could probably be met. The required global repeat times are from
fi to 12 houi's. with improved precisions and proved resolutions. There
is going to have to be considerable work down stream to fret to that
point.
T think that in size, very roughly speaking, it would look some-
thing like the present atmospheric monitoring system. ,as implemented
with the polar orbiters, ITOS XOAA. not the geostationary satel-
lites. T think there are to be five SMS 'fiOKS geostationary satellites.
There wouldn't be anything like five SKASATS, but only two or three.
Mr. Symington*. TTow are we sure that we know what the life ex-
pectancy of SKASAT-A would be I
Dr. Apk.f.. To the extent that devices like tubes and elect ionics don't
fail unexpectedly, we can design to 1 year. The design lifetime is a
year: however, those things that are expendable in the satellite, like
stabilizing gasses and whatever, are sized for three years. A- I under-
stand it. in the earlier space programs involving microwave tubes.
which are the critical elements, extraordinary care has been exercised
in manufacturing and selecting them. The reliability of such things
is good.
Mr. Symington-. Should we deduce that this satellite ceases to be
functioning usefully after a year ?
Dr. Aim'.i,. No. I think that KRTS might provide some guidance in
this. That is, its design lifetime was also one year, and it continues
to go on in a healthy state. At this point it is livingl>eyond its actuarial
age. if you will. You might expect something like the same thing to
hannen to SKASAT.
Mr. Symington. Rut you wouldn't be disappointed if it folded
up in a year from the poini of vour normal expectations^
Dr. A iii
. We would probably be disappointed, but that is the de-
sign one year. T might point out that it has a "graceful" failure mode,
i f you will. That is. it ha- five instruments, four of which are the pri-
mary ones, and the loss of any one degrades some one function or
measurement rather badly, buf it only marginally degrades the re-
maining functions, so thai vou might expect data to come luck in a
partial sen<e for much longer than a \ ear.
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Mr. SvMixiiTdv. I like that expression, graceful failure mode. It
describes so many things. TTow much will it cost, so that 1 can got
some sort of an idea on that?
Dr. Apkl. Twill defer to Mr. Mathews on that.
Mr. Mathews. Mr. Chairman, the range of cost is from about 35
to "if) million dollars. It somewhat depends on the outcome of studies
that we have at the present time. We have one study associated with
the baseline design that Doctor A pel described for you, the five major
instruments and so forth. We have another study in which the ap-
proaches to the design are cost limited, and this is in the 30 mil-
lion dollars category. Whether that space era ft will be too limited to
really meet the basic requirements of the user organizations has yet
to be determined. So that is the reason why there is a fairly large range
of cost that we are quoting at the present time.
Mr. Symixotox. We are not sure of some of the instrumentation?
Mr'. Mathews. We are looking in a design -to-cost sense to deter-
mine whether there are other instrument approaches that might be
cheaper, and what the basic data base would be if instruments are
deleted. After we do that we will be exercising this with the user
organizations. There are some possibilities of acceptance, and also
there are -nine possibilities that they will say this is not good enough.
Wo have already reached a commitment with the users on the base-
line set of instruments, and they are adequate for the purposes. The
higher ranges of costs are the costs that we would project associated
with the baseline configuration.
Mr. Symixotox. TTas a contractor been selected for this project?
Mr. Mathews. These studies are being made by the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, which is one of the XASA organizations, and by
the Applied Physics Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University.
After these studies are completed, the exact method of procurement
of the satellite and the instrumentation will be determined. So the
answer to your question is no. the contractors have not been selected,
and the contracting method has not been selected.
Mr. Svmtxctox. JPL has been involved mostly in planetary ex-
ploration, so this would be a new venture for them, wouldn't it?
Mr. Mathews. Mr. Chairman, actually they have been involved in
the earth and ocean physics program for quite some time, and in a
way it is an outgrowth, not so much of the planetary spacecraft, but
from other planetary activities. Also the types of functions of ground
tracking systems and so forth have been used in planetary activities.
They have very high competence in spacecraft in general, in that
the planetary spacecraft have most of the features of an earth
orbiting spacecraft, and they have a very high requirement on the
reliability.
Mr. Symixotox. What is the proposed fliffht date for SEASAT-A ?
Mr. Mathews. Mr. Chairman, it would be projected at the present
time, in 1978.lt will fly in 107*.
Mr. Svmtxctox. So in 197S vou will fly SEASAT-A. and it will
last a year if it performs normally, and it will cost from 35 to 50 mil-
lion dollars to develop. You picture savings of perhaps hundreds of
millions in shipping. T take it. during that year, and when it ceases to
fuii'-tion the savings will diminish ?
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Mr. Mathews. That is not correct. That projection of savings is
associated with a system that would he operational in character, that
would come into being perhaps sometime in the mid-Si)*s, that would
lx> based <>n the assumption that many of the capabilities of SEASAT
and the basic scientific understandings can be converted into modeling
techniques, forecasting techniques and so forth. That also, in com-
bination with good communications to the ships and so forth, would
reflect in the mid-SD's those types of savings. T do want to stress rather
strongly that SKASAT is an experimental satellite. It is a satellite
which we do need very badly to take tins step toward a system that
has the capabilities which we are describing.
T think somewhat unlike ERTS. it would be a case where the experi-
mental data would have to he worked for some length of time before
we would really have developed all of the analytical techniques asso-
ciated with the SEASAT base to then say we can move into an op-
erational capability.
Mr. Symington. So these so-called savings would really ensue from
an operational system. SEASAT-A. in and of itself, during its first
year of operation, would merely hopefully lead to an operational
system ?
Mr. Mathews. That is basically correct. Tt would have certain values
of its own in the geodetic field, and certainly it would help in terms of
ship activity, ship design, and these types of tilings, but it is largely an
experimental satellite leading to this type of capability.
Mr. Symington. Therefore SEASAT-A is experimental ?
Mr. Mathews. There are all sorts of considerations in that respect
hut in many respects we do need this SEASAT data in order to fur-
nish the specifics of the follow-on system.
Dr. Apel. T think there is an attempt during the XASA cost-benefit
analysis to delineate between SEASAT-A benefits per xe. and the
follow-up benefits of the follow-on systems.
Mr. Syminctox. Yes. What can you say about SEASAT-A bene-
fits, because that is what the Committee is being asked to support at
the moment. What will be the specific benefits of SEASAT-A that
can he measured in terms of money ?
Dr. Apel. It will only Income perfectly clear towards the end of the
.life of the Satellite as to what the benefits would be. Just when would
also depend in part on how quickly the data could he analyzed and
digested and built into some kind of a forecast system. However, the
cost-benefit study will make some estimates in dollar terms. I am
afraid that T can't answer your question to your satisfaction. Tn some
months we will have the answer. 1 think.
Mr. Symington. Well. 1 would like an answer if you think you can
provide one. T know that the Committee will support us in this ven-
ture, but T think that we have to go back and explain why to the extent
that we are able, and not lie too mvstical about it.
Mr. Mathews. Well. Mr. Chairman. T think it is important to note
that SEASAT, in terms of pulling together the specific capabilities.
and that is not the intent of the SEASAT activity: but it is an ex-
treme! \ necessarv activity to go through in order to have a path to this
type of capabilities.
Now our benefits analysis is mostly related to the assumption that if
we can do these things, ami if we can have a communications capa-
bility, and it is quite logical to assume that you can do these things in
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the time period which T am speaking of. in the mid-1080's, then these
would he the benefits.
Most of the benefits would not be directly ascribed to SEASAT.
They would be indirectly ascribed to SEASAT because it is a nec-
essary step along the way.
Mr. Symixotox. Why will it take four years to develop the space-
craft, since so much of the instrumentation has been tested?
Mr. Mvnir.ws. The concepts of these instruments have been tested,
so this gives us a high confidence that these instruments can be devel-
oped. For example, on the imaging radar, it is very closely related to a
radar that we used in one of the late Apollo Hussions. It is not exactly
the same radar, and the development activity does have to take place
to procure the one specific to the SEASAT capability.
The normal lead time associated with the procurement of equipment
of that type, and I think- the imaging radar is probably the longest
procurement, also in terms of integrating this equipment aboard a
space craft and getting the space craft checked out and tested'to assure
its reliability, represents a fairly normal lend time in the development
of a capability of this type.
Mr. Svmim.tiin. 1 think that the information is analyzed in a some-
\\ hat different way. quant itatively and qualitatively, and again is used
in a \ cry selected way. The user T take it here is the United States, and
we share that information, it being appropriate to our interests. Would
that be a fair statement to make?
Mr. Mathews. Yes. I think that is a fail - statement. There may be.
as in many of our programs, international involvement, but the lead-
ership in this area is being undertaken by the United States, and many
of the benefits will accrue to this country.
Mr. Symixotox-. And you say that you can save six days on an ocean
voyage?
Dr. Ar-F.r. One day. One day on a trans-Pacific crossing, and a half
day on a trans-Atlantic crossing.
Mr. Symixotox. Thank you. Doctor Apel. Tt was a pleasure to have
you here today.
Dr. Apel. Thank you.
Mr. Mathews. Xext we will have Doctor Lucas from the Marshall
Space Flight Center to make a statement.
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OCEANOGRAPHY AND THE MARINE GEOID
John R. Apel and H. Michael Byrne
Ocean Remote Sensing Laboratory
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
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Miami, Florida 33149
ABSTRACT
Topographic features of the sea surface of interest in
physical oceanography are briefly reviewed and the relationships
between these features, the marine geoid, and satellite alti-
meter measurements are discussed. Oceanographic requirements
on measurement of the marine geoid are laid out in light of
forthcoming attempts to determine ocean topography from space-
craft. Sampling intervals for altimetric data in time and space
are suggested, and methods of separating geoidal and oceanogra-
phic components offered.
INTRODUCTION
The suggestion that precision altimetric measurements made
from spacecraft could be used to observe several interesting
oceanographic phenomena 1 has led to a set of measurement re-
quirements on the marine geoid that are very difficult to meet.
A root-mean-square precision in geoidal heights of + 10 cm,
relative to the center of mass of the earth, has been specified
as one ultimate requirement for determining the global ocean
circulation with a precision of order + 20 cm/s in the surface
current speed. In this paper we will sketch out the oceano-
graphic features to be addressed, briefly explain their rela-
tionships to the geoid, and offer suggestions for arriving at
the measurements of interest.
TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES ON THE OCEAN SURFACE
The explanation of the steady-state and time-varying
departures of the ocean surface—termed sea surface topography-
from a gravitational equipotential surface is found from the
application of the hydrodynamic equations to the case of fluid
flow on a rotating earth. From the momentum equation for a
nonviscous fluid,
t^ + u -Vu + 2 ifx u « - - Vp - g,
one takes the vertical (z) component to obtain the hydrostatic
equation for steady, uniform flow:
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the horizontal component yields the so-called geostrophic flow
equations 2 :
< 2 "xu
">h = " F
v
h p
on states that, for steady flow at a velocity u
arth having a rotational angular velocity fl, a
ure gradient Vnp must develop^to offset the
nent of Coriolis force, (2 fixu) n . This hori-
is obtained via the fluid tilting itself with
ocal level surface, or geoid, in such a way as
the Coriolis force. For present purposes, we
to be that surface assumed by a uniform,
on the rotating earth, in the absence of tidal
ress, and barometric pressure variations.
This last equati
to exist on an e
horizontal press
horizontal compo
zontal gradient
respect to the 1
to just balance
define the geoid
motionless ocean
forcing, wind st
The slope of any isobaric surface, relative to the geopoten-
tial surface, tan y , can be simply related to t,he fluid velocity
at that surface and the Coriolis parameter f = 2flsinA, where A is
the latitude. In particular, for the free upper surface of the
ocean, the surface speed u due to this geostrophic balance is
given hy
u
o
=
I tan V (1)
so that surface slopes, relative to the geoid, measure surface
current speeds.
Although it is rot apparent from this simple derivation,
the velocity, u
,
as given by Eq. (1) is a combination of baro-
clinic and barotropic components. The baroclinic component is
due to horizontal density gradients in the ocean and gives rise
to vertically varying velocities. A barotropic current system is
constant throughout the veritical water column and can exist in
a homogeneous ocean. A barotropic current system can be measured
by measuring the surface slope. It is the combination of the two
currents that is measured by altimetry at the ocean's surface.
The slopes of even rapidly moving current systems such as
the Gulf Stream are very small, of order 1-2 x 10~ 5 for speeds
of order 200 cm/sec. Figure 1 shows a typical rise in the sur-
face of the Gulf Stream in traversing across the current from
west to east; a one-meter elevation occurs over a cross-stream
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Fig. 1 - Topography of northwestern
boundary of Gulf Stream showing
balance between Coriolis force
and horizontal pressure gradient
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distance of approximate
due to a surface speed
Figure 2 illustrates th
as calculated from long
elevations are given in
is seen that, while the
boundary current is rel
away from the boundary
slope may be of order 1
may be very difficult t
ly 50 km, which, according to Eq . (1), is
of approximately 200 cm/s at A 40°.
e overall relief of the western Atlantic
term current averages for that area; the
centimeters relative to the geoid 3 . It
slope of the northwest edge of a western
atively steep, the general circulation
currents results in a topography whose
? in mid-latitudes. Such small values
o determine from spacecraft.
110° 100° 90° 80° 70° 60° 50° 40° 30e
Fig. 2 - Topographic relief due to
averaged currents in the
western Atlantic (Defant 2 )
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Rather than being stationary flows, the Gulf Stream, the
Kuroshio, and other major current systems undergo considerable
variations in space and time, as described by the full hydro-
dynamic equations. An example of such meanders is shown on
Figure 3, which illustrates the positions of the northwest edge
of the Gulf Stream as determined by Hanson" during approximately
15 months of ship cruises; the spatially growing wavelike fea-
tures have a period of order 40 days and a wavelength of about
300 km. In this region, the position of the stream axis may
shift by amounts exceeding 300 km. Smaller, higher frequency
excursions are observed elsewhere. This dynamic behavior dif-
fers dramatically from the climatologically averaged picture
given in Figure 2, and measuring the variable currents requires
reasonably dense sampling in space and time.
Fig. 3 - Gulf Stream meanders during
September 1965 - August 1966,
with GEOS-C suborbital tracks
superimposed (Hanson 1*)
In addition to currents and their ass
graphy, many other phenomena lead to depar
surface from the geoid. Astronomical tide
open ocean may vary from essentially zero
occur at well defined frequencies, some fi
95 per cent of the tidal energy. There is
variation in the tidal ranges, with the ex
(nodes) in the oscillation patterns being
predicted by existing tidal models 5 . Only
tide measurements have ever been made, so
experimental verification.
ociated dynamic topo-
tures of the ocean
s, whose range in the
to greater than 100 cm,
ve of which contain
considerable spatial
istence of amphidromes
a prominent feature
a few dozen deep-sea
tide models have littte
Long-term wind stress such as trade winds blowing over the
ocean will pile up water against the edge of a continent to a
height of order one meter. Such a steady-state setup may be
difficult to distinguish from geoidal undulations. Short-term,
time-varying wind effects due to storms may lead to surges whose
height can approach 10 meters over several tens of kilometers
along a coast, during a hurricane; such inundations last for
only a few hours, however. Atmospheric pressure loading also
leads to variations in sea level of about one centimeter per
millibar of barometric pressure change, over scales that corres-
pond to the size of atmospheric pressure cells. 'Finally, tsu-
namis and ocean surface waves lead to topographic variations
ranging from perhaps 50 cm for the former to over 30 m for the
latter.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MARINE GEOID
In light of the previous discu
the maximum oceanographic signal, d
ized storm surges, is a departure f
meters, and the associated relative
If a 10 per cent measurement of sur
from the differencing of satellite
measurements 6 , it is obvious that t
combined measurements must be of or
approximately 1000 km length. A me
would yield surface currents with a
which, in oceanographic terms, is q
rents considerably less than 20 cm/
sent, there is no spacecraft method
these, with the exception of drifti
relayed through data collection sys
ssion, it is apparent that
isregarding waves and local-
rom the geoid of order 1.5
slopes are of order 10~ s .
face slope is to be obtained
altitude, orbit and geoid
he overall noise in these
der + 15 cm over arcs of
asurement with this accuracy
precision of about + 20 cm/s,
uite a sizable value. (Cur-
s are of interest; at pre-
apparent for measuring
ng buoys whose positions are
terns on satellites.)
Figure 4, taken from Fubara and Mourad 7 , shows the various
earth-oriented surfaces associated with satellite altimetry.
For oceanographers , the desired quantity is the sea surface ele-
vation, GS = n(A,<(>,t), expressed as a function of latitude and
longitude, A, <(>, and time, t. This will be obtained by simple
(but onerous) differencing of the geocentric orbit radius
FIGURE 4. REPRESENTATION OF SURFACES ASSOCIATED
WITH SATELLITE ALTIMETRY
C Earth's Center of Gravity
E - Surface of a Geocentric Reference Ellipsoid
C - Geoid (the undisturbed Mean Sea Laval)
S - Mean Instantaneous Sea Surface (HISS)
OB - Mean Satellite Orbit
T - Satellite Altimeter at an Instant
M - An Arbitrary Surface Defined by a "Hardware"
Calibrated Altimeter
Fig. 4 - Surfaces associated with
satellite altimetry
(Fubara and Mourad )
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CT = r(A,$,t), the geoidal height CG = h (A ,*) , and altimeter ele-
vation ST = p (A,$,t,T) , via
n
'
= r - p - h. (2)
We have explicitly noted a two-time-scale variation in p via t
and T. Assuming an error budget of 6r = 10 cm for the orbit
determination, 6p = 7 cm for a precision altimeter (as pro-
jected for Seasat-A, say) and 6n = 15 cm for sea surface topo-
graphy, as specified above, an rms combination of these errors
yields
6h = 10 cm
as the allowable geoidal precision. Larger, constant biases are
of course permissible since they have little effect on slope
measurements.
An up-to-date geoidal calculation 9 that uses a combination
of satellite orbital geodesy and integrations of marine gravity
data is shown on Figure 5 . The contours here are given at one-
meter intervals relative to a reference ellipsoid of flattening
1/298.255. It is impossible to accurately estimate the errors
associated with this calculation, but they are unlikely to be
much below 5 m rms. Early evidence from the Skylab altimeter 8
showing a 4-m undulation associated with the Blake plateau east
of Florida suggests high-frequency, 5-m undulations are probably
invisible in this model. Thus the oceanographic requirements
for a 10-cm geoid are at present away from realization by a
factor of order 50.
The question of how to resolve the small, high-frequency
geoidal undulations from similar-sized oceanographic ones can
be partially answered by using the two time scales, t and T,
noted above in Eq . (2). Oceanic features (Gulf Stream meanders,
tides, etc.) tend to have long-term variations compared with the
smoothly varying satellite changes and can be separated out by
appropriate filtering or averaging 10 . The remaining steady-
state undulations are then either geoidal or are oceanographi-
cally constant in time. An additional clue to separating these
comes from noting the strong relation between high spatial fre-
quency geoidal undulations and the local ocean-bottom topography,
at least for bathymetric features removed from the abyssal
plains, as pointed out by Talwani 11.
After the temporal and spatial differences between oceanic
and geodetic undulations have been taken into account, there
will remain a body of unresolved topographic features in alti-
meter data that will be not clearly ascribable to one class or
the other. These may only be removed by patient work at sea,
through shipborne gravimeter, density, and current measurements,
indeed if at all. Clearly this is a long-term process.
CONCLUSIONS
If satellite altimetry is to usefully measure ocean cur-
rents and tides, it will be necessary for decimeter-level
precisions to be achieved in orbit determination, altimeter
measurements, and geoidal undulations. The geoid should be
specified with an rms precision of order 10 cm on a grid of
approximately 20 km spacing over the unfrozen oceans of the
world. Along-track averaging intervals for altimeter data of
order 10 km are required; areas several hundred kilometers on
a side must be sampled often enough to meet a time-space
Nyquist sampling criterion for variations having monthly time
scales and 100-km space scales. The process of separating out
oceanographic from geodetic variations will require the use of
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ancillary data, several iterations, and much time and energy.
Fig. 5 -. Geoid in western Atlantic as
derived from satellite orbit
perturbations and marine gravity
measurements (Vincent, Strange,
and Marsh 8 )
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OCEAN INTERNAL WAVES OFF THE NORTH AMERICAN AND AFRICAN COASTS FROM
ERTS-1
John R. Apel, Robert L. Charnell, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, NOAA,
Miami, Florida 33149
Abstract
Periodic features observed in the ocean portions of
certain ERTS-1 images have been identified with reasonable
certainty as surface manifestations of oceanic internal
gravity waves. A series of images taken over the New York
Bight, commencing with the 16 July 1972 overpass and con-
tinuing on into autumn of 1973, has shown the internal waves
to be present when summer solar heating stratifies the water
sufficiently well to support such oscillations. When fall
and winter wind action mixes the shelf water down to the
bottom, the waves no longer appear. In the Bight, the wave-
lengths range from approximately 400 to 1000 m, with the wave
field being most sharply delineated near the edges of the
continental shelf, at the mouth of the Hudson Canyon. They
appear in packets consisting of several waves separated by
10-15 km, which propagate up on the shelf and disappear.
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The internal wave dispersion equations have been
solved for the water conditions existing in the area and
wave refraction patterns calculated. This shows the waves
to be highly refraction-oriented by the bottom topography
near the Hudson Valley and the packets to be separated by
approximately twelve hours—one semidiurnal tidal period.
They also disappear about where the water depth equals the
mixed layer depth.
An explanation of the sources and sinks for the internal
waves is that they are "daughter" waves generated for a few
hours during the peak current velocity by the long-wavelength
baroclinic tide occurring at the edges of the continental
shelves and island arcs. They then propagate with very low
phase speeds, of order h to h m/s, to be absorbed in the
bottom sediments where the wave breaks on the shelf. On a
worldwide basis, this process can account for a significant
12portion of the 3 x 10 -watt loss in rotational energy of
the earth-moon system and the attendant lengthening of the
day.
The waves have also been detected off the east and west
coasts of Africa, where the wavelengths approach 4 km. On
the western continental shelf, they appear in packets
separated by 30-40 km and are highly phase-oriented parallel
to the bottom shelf topography. Once again, twice-daily
generation by tides in the highly stratified water can account
1310
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for the six packets observed in the image. On the African
east coast, where the continental shelf is narrow and the
water deep, very little topographic orientation is apparent;
the waves appear to have near-random phase, in agreement with
shipborne measurements of open-ocean internal wave coherencies,
Digital image processing is necessary to bring out the
subtle image brightness changes which the waves cause in
an ERTS scene. Two-dimensional Fourier transforms have been
computed for individual wave packets. Power spectra taken
from space series sampled in the direction of the propagation
vector reveal the shelf waves to be coherent narrow-band
processes, while the open-ocean waves are nearly incoherent.
1311
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Figure Captions
1. New York Bight on 16 August 1972; the computer-enhanced
negative print shows oceanic internal waves in southeast
corner.
2. Internal wave patterns superimposed on continental shelf
bottom topography, showing wave packets separated by 12
hours 1 propagation time and guided by Hudson canyon up to
30-fathom contour.
3. Detailed characteristics of one internal wave packet
having 400- to 500-m wavelengths (left side) ; two-dimensional
Fourier transform of left scene, with axes proportional to
wave vector components.
4. Schematic of internal wave generation at shelf edge,
propagation and absorption where top of thermocline inter-
sects bottom at 30 fathoms.
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OCEAN INTERNAL WAVES
OFF THE NORTH AMERICAN AND AFRICAN COASTS FROM ERTS-1 *
John R. Apel and Robert L. Charnell
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Miami, Florida
and
Richard J. Blackwell
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
Periodic features observed in the ocean
portions of certain ERTS-1 images have been
identified with reasonable certainty as surface
manifestations of oceanic internal gravity waves.
A series of images taken over the New York Bight,
commencing with the 16 July 1972 overpass and
continuing on into autumn of 1973, has shown the
internal waves to be present when summer solar
heating stratifies the water sufficiently well
to support such oscillations. When fall and
winter wind action mixes the shelf water down to
the bottom, the waves no longer appear. In the
Bight, the wavelengths range from approximately
400 to 1000 m, with the wave field being most
sharply delineated near the edges of the conti-
nental shelf, at the mouth of the Hudson Canyon.
They appear in packets consisting of several
waves separated by 10-15 km, which propagate up
on the shelf and disappear.
The internal wave dispersion equations have
been solved for the water conditions existing in
the area and wave refraction patterns calculated.
This shows the waves to be highly refraction-
oriented by the bottom topography near the Hudson
Valley and the packets to be separated by approxi-
mately twelve hours—one semidiurnal tidal period.
They also disappear about where the water depth
equals the mixed layer depth.
An explanation of the sources and sinks for
the internal waves is that they are "daughter"
waves generated for a few hours during the peak
current velocity by the long-wavelength baro-
clinic tide occurring at the edges of the conti-
nental shelves and island arcs. They then pro-
pagate with very low phase speeds, of order 1/4
to 1/2 m/s , to be absorbed in the bottom sediments
where the wave breaks on the shelf. On a world-
wide basis, this process can account for a signi-
ficant portion of the 3 x 10 12 -watt loss in
rotational energy of the earth-moon system and
the attendant lengthening of the day.
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The waves have also been detected off the
east and west coasts of Africa, where the wave-
lengths approach 4 km. On the western continental
shelf, they appear in packets separated by 30-40 km
and are highly phase-oriented parallel to the
bottom shelf topography. Once again, twice-daily
generation by tides in the highly stratified water
can account for the six packets observed in the
image. On the African east coast, where the conti-
nental shelf is narrow and the water deep, very
little topographic orientation is apparent; the
waves appear to have near-random phase, in agree-
ment with shipborne measurements of open-ocean
internal wave coherencies.
Digital image processing is necessary to bring
out the subtle image brightness changes which the
waves cause in an ERTS scene. Two-dimensional
Fourier transforms have been computed for individual
wave packets. Power spectra taken from space
series sampled in the direction of the propagation
vector reveal the shelf waves to be coherent
narrow-band processes, while the open-ocean waves
are nearly incoherent.
INTRODUCTION
Periodic features in or on the
ocean have been observed on several
ERTS-1 images taken over continental
shelf regions, both off the U. S. east
coast and the southwest African coast.
These features appear in groups, or
packets, generally oriented parallel to
the local bottom topography and con-
sisting of several individual stripes
separated by 400 to 4000 m; each packet
is in turn separated from its neighbors
by 10 to 30 km. The lengths of the
packets vary from approximately 10 to
perhaps 200 km.
Figure 1 shows a computer-enhanced
image of one scene taken southeast of New
York City on 24 July 1973, in the vicini-
ty of the submerged Hudson Valley;
eastern Long Island appears at the top.
The wave packets are visible along the
lower right-hand side of the picture.
Figures 2(a), (b)
,
(c) and (d) show
line drawings of waves in the vicinity
of the Hudson Valley appearing in ERTS-1
scenes on 16 August 1972, 31 May 1973,
6 July 1973, and 24 July 1973. Figure
2(a) also shows the bottom topography
with isobaths given in fathoms, as well as
calculations of wave phase fronts (via
the dashed lines) that will be discussed
below. The similarity of the orientation
of the patterns and their reappearance in
the same geographical location argue for
generation and control of the waves by
local factors, e.g., continental slope
and shelf features.
Fig. 1 - ERTS-1 scene south of Long
Island, showing internal waves and
surface sworls.
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While it has not yet been possible to examine all other ERTS-1 scenes taken
in this area, those others that have been scanned have failed to show such features.
The preliminary conclusion is that the striations are summertime, good-weather
phenomena.
These periodic striations are thought to be surface manifestations of oceanic
internal gravity waves. Internal waves are progressive up-and-down oscillations of
a stratified fluid which have very small amplitudes at the surface but very large
vertical excursions at a depth where the vertical density gradient is near a maxi-
mum. The phase and group velocities are set by the density variations and the
water depth and are of order 1/4 to 1/2 m/s; periods range from 10 min. to perhaps
several hours. They are probably most familiar to the non-oceanographer through
devices sold in novelty stores, in which two immiscible fluids of different colors
and slightly differing densities are enclosed in a clear plastic box. When gently
rocked, the fluids undergo slow, majestic oscillations of the interface that give
the appearance of large surface gravity waves.
While no "sea truth" is yet available, the identification with internal waves
is reasonably certain, because (1) there is very little else they can be and (2)
they exhibit the correct properties and behavior of internal waves. We argue Item
(1) as follows: (a) If the striations were due to surface rather than internal
waves, the average wavelength of 1000 m would imply a swell with the extremely long
period of 24 sec and a significant wave height less than about 15 m (assuming a
maximum slope of 1:30); during the observations for which documented weather infor-
mation has been obtained, the seas have been generally low and the winds light,
thereby eliminating surface waves as a possibility; (b) Atmospheric internal waves,
as defined by clouds, are certainly visible on ERTS-1 images; however, for these,
the widths of the striations due to individual clouds are of order one-half a wave-
length, while the presumed ocean striations have widths that are generally a small
fraction of a wavelength; furthermore, the latter are most visible when the atmo-
sphere is most cloud-free; and (c) Film or instrument artifacts have been elimin-
ated by conversations with NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center personnel.
O
On the positive side, one may list: (a) The general correctness of the
observed wavelengths for high-frequency internal waves; (b) The existence of a
well stratified water column, a necessary condition for support of internal waves
in the ocean medium; (c) The disappearance of the waves where the mixed layer depth
equals the water depth (thereby eliminating the necessary stratification); (d) The
disappearance of the waves during autumn and winter, when wind action mixes the
ocean down to the bottom over the entire northeast continental shelf; (e) The
known occurrence of visible, periodic surface slicks elsewhere that propagate with
and thereby "tag" internal waves for the eye' 2 ' by changing the surface optical
reflectivity; (f) The repeated reappearance in the same geographical area; and,
finally, (g) Propagation and refraction calculations that reproduce the observed
behavior to within the accuracy of the available data on vertical density structure.
2 . A MODEL OF THE PROCESS
The simplest ocean model that exhibits internal waves is the two-layer model' 3 )
in which a lighter fluid of density Pi and depth hi overlays a heavier fluid of
density p 2 and depth h 2 . A small-amplitude plane wave behaving as expQi (kx + ly -
wt)J has a dispersion relation w = w (k) given by
w^Cpi+PacothCKhi )coth(Kh 2 ) ] - w 2 gKp i [coth( <h i ) +coth( Kh 2 ) ] + (P2-Pi)g 2 < 2 = 0.
The phase speed is u)/|ic| and the group speed is 3w/3|'?|. Calculations of these
quantities as a function of the layer depths hi and h 2 , and effective gravitational
acceleration g' = g 2 (p 2 ~Pi)/(p 2 + Pi), may be used to derive wave refraction
patterns, i.e., the orientation of an isophase front, initially planar in deep
water, that has undergone varying amounts of retardation by the varying water depth.
For shallow water, | k| (h i +h 2 ) <<2tt ; the phase speed c, reduces to
c = [g'hih 2 /(hi+h 2 )] 1/2
13^7
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Fig. 2(a) - Internal wave field on
16 August 1972 (solid lines) and calcu-
lated refraction patterns (dashed lines)
Fig. 2(b) - Weakly developed internal
wave manifestations on 31 May 1973.
No waves were observed during fall or
winter.
Fig. 2(c) - Wave field on 6 July 1973.
The stratification had intensified.
Fig. 2(d) - Internal wave field on
24 July 1973. Bottom contours in
10-fathom increments.
13^8
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3. ADDITIONAL DATA
Figure 2(a) illustrates isophase lines, spaced at arbitrary intervals, result-
ing from this computation; a deep water wavelength of 1000 m and a mixed layer
depth of 60 m were assumed. The general pattern of the observed waves is repro-
duced reasonably well, including the more rapid advance of the packets up the
deeper water in the Hudson Valley, in accordance with the equation above.
The separations of the individual packets in Fig.2(a-d) tend to fall into two
groups having scales near 10 km and 20 km. At the phase speeds listed above, the
time intervals between packets is then of order 12 and 24 hours, suggesting semi-
diurnal and diurnal ocean tidal periods, respectively. Theories exist ( "* ' that
explain the generation of internal waves at depth discontinuities by the flow of
tidal currents over the depth change. According to these theories, the scattering
of the barotropic (uniform current throughout the vertical water column) tide into
a baroclinic (current varying with depth) tide occurs at the edge of the continent-
al shelf or along island arcs for a few hours during the peak tidal current. This
baroclinic current distribution then generates unstable daughter waves (which are
the internal waves) until the current subsides or changes direction due to the
rotation of the earth. Their amplitudes are a maximum below the bottom of the
mixed layer. Thus a packet of waves is created at the shelf edge and launched once
each tidal cycle; it propagates up onto the shelf until the mixed layer intersects
the bottom, whereupon the waves break and deposit their energy into turbulence and
stirring of bottom sediments. On a worldwide basis, this process can account for
a significant portion of the 3x10-*- -watt loss in rotational energy of the earth-
moon system and the attendant lengthening of the day. Thus tidal generation of
internal waves may replace ocean bottom friction as the source of dissipation for
rotational energy.'"*'
On Fig. 2(a) , several packets may be seen propagating up the Hudson Valley,
only to disappear approximately when the 60-meter mixed layer touches the bottom
(near the 30-fathom contour) ; the packets are separated by approximately one semi-
diurnal tidal period of 12.5 hours. Fig. 2(b) shows a poorly developed system,
probably because of weak stratification in the spring; Figs. 2(c) and (d) illus-
trate packets that are approximately 25 hours apart, suggesting that the threshold
for the instability is reached only during the diurnal tide in mid-summer. These
figures contain significant new information on the spatial distribution and the
physics governing internal waves on the continental shelf.
Measurements of the wave numbers and power spectra of the surface signals may
be obtained from an analysis of the ERTS-1 digital tapes for the scene. Fig. 3,
left, shows a 324 km 2 segment of Fig. 2(a) containing two wave packets; on the
right is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the left scene. The film density
is proportional to the reflected light intensity at various wave numbers, with the
components k and k approximately corresponding to east-west and north-south
directions, respectively. The concentration of energy at the ends of the lines
having a NW-SE orientation is due to the fundamental spatial frequency of the
dominant wave packet visible on the left; the corresponding wave length is about
400 m.
Similar waves have been detected off southwest Africa, as Fig. 4 illustrates.
This is a line drawing of a 184 km x 240 km area immediately north of Cape Town,
as obtained from two ERTS-1 scenes in November 1972; the African continent is
visible on the upper right-hand corner. The fluffy rendition represents a cloud
system, probably due to a strong convergent flow of air. This figure shows six
separate packets of waves having lengths up to 4 km, apparently radiating from a
point source on the left center. The inter-packet separation is 40 to 16 km.
They are interpreted as internal wave groups generated by diurnal tides flowing
past some bathymetric feature at the edge of the continental shelf and propagating
up on the shelf, while undergoing refraction and retardation. Thus the figure
contains a history of six previous days' internal wave activity.
Other scenes on the east and west coasts of North America show similar
features. One, in the Florida Current between the Keys and the Bahamas (not
illustrated here)
,
gives evidence of a long group of internal waves propagating in
the direction of the mean flow. In this case it is likely to be a shear-flow
instability, induced by the large vertical gradient in the Gulf Stream, that is
the origin of the internal wave packets.
13*49
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Fig. 3 (Left) - An 18 x 18 km 2 segment containing a 400-m internal wave packet.
(Right) - The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the left-hand scene.
In the deep ocean, where bottom-
refraction effects play essentially no
role, the internal wave fields observed
at sea are random, with a coherence
length on the order of the wavelength
only. Such features are also seen in
other ERTS-1 images taken over the open
ocean as a mottling having a scale of
about 2-3 km and very little coherence.
The analysis and theoretical interpre-
tation of these scenes are incomplete as
yet.
4 . SUMMARY
The ERTS-1 observations of surface
slicks associated with oceanic internal
waves represents a significant advance
in the study of this important oceano-
graphic phenomenon. Synoptic scale wave
patterns, never before obtainable, may
be observed and mechanisms advanced for
their generation, propagation, and dissi-
pation. The global coverage of ERTS-1
may allow one to perform from space, on
a statistically sampled basis, a remote
sensing study of an underwater process
that effects an astronomical event: the
length of the day.
Fig. 4 - A 180 x 240 km 2 area off
southwest Africa (shown dotted)
,
showing six internal wave packets.
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Remote sensing is at once one of the oldest and the newest of
techniques in quantitative oceanography. Acoustic energy has long
been used to detect objects in the water, to sound for fish, and to
make depth measurements. In recent years, the general advance in
sophisticated remote sensing has resulted in a host of new devices for
making scientific measurements in the sea (as distinct from finding
objects, say). This article will attempt to give the flavor of some of
the more recent significant results in remote sensing oceanography.
It is convenient to categorize matrix are located several devices in
instruments in several ways: By the
physical type of radiation they sense,
by whether instrument is passive (i.e.,
senses energy from other sources that
is radiated by the object under study)
or active (that is, the object is illumi-
nated by a signal source under the
control of the investigator), and finally
by the type of platform that carries
the sensor. Thus, one may construct a
three-dimensional matrix with ele-
ments denoting sensors categorized by
radiation type, active or passive
nature, and platform. A survey of
several recent publications (1-5) leads
to Table I, which is ordered along the
lines mentioned above.
At almost every element in this
sundry stages of development that
perform a variety of measurements.
Rather than attempt an exhaustive
discussion of their capabilities, we will
instead concentrate on a few of these
artificial "eyes" that peer into and at
the ocean, ones that have yielded or
promise to yield the most significant
results. Furthermore, the emphasis will
be on scientific or ocean engineering
results rather than on technical details.
Acoustic Probing
Acoustic techniques are begin-
ning to be appreciated for the power-
ful probes they are likely to become. 1
Aside from precision depth probing (a
labor of love and necessity that ulti-
mately formed the observational
foundation on which continental drift
and sea floor spreading were built), the
reflection of sound from scatterers in
the volume of the ocean and from
surface waves constitutes a highly
useful measurement technique for
certain studies. Figure 1 shows a re-
cord of short pulses of 20 kHz sound
reflected from ocean internal waves
and the deep scattering layer. Depth
from 0-300 meters is plotted vertically
vs. time, with the tic marks on the
horizontal axis denoting five-minute
intervals. One observes acoustic scat-
tering from biological material that
sinks as daybreak sets in, but in addi-
tion there are periodic oscillations
about relatively fixed depths that are
due to internal gravity waves having
periods of order five to thirty minutes.
Discussion continues as to whether the
reflecting entities are biological or are
microscale turbulence. The conven-
tional wisdom has them planktonic in
nature, but recent advances in acoustic
scattering in the atmosphere , where
the biological material is absent,
indicates that fine-grained turbulence
is a good tag of internal wave activity
January 1974
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in the air. An extension of this theory
to the sea also yields the conclusion
that oceanic turbulence may be equal-
ly effective in reflecting high-fre-
quency sound.
By running star-shaped patterns,
directional wave number spectra of
high-frequency internal waves may be
obtained relatively quickly with echo-
sounders from moving ships, without
some of the ambiguities entailed by
using thermistor strings.
Another high-frequency acoustic
technique utilizes the scatter of con-
tinuous wave underwater sound from
ocean surface waves, a process that
generates doppler sidebands which
then yield surface wave frequency
spectra.
High-Frequency Radio
The forward scatter of HF radio
waves (3 : 30 MHz), whose lengths are
twice surface ocean waves, allows
monitoring of surface wave spectra
approximately 1000 kilometers off a
coastline. By using linear phased
arrays with pulsed signals, useful
spatial resolutions may be obtained on
a routine basis and used in a wave-fore-
casting model for near-shore marine
prediction. Three stations can cover
continental U.S.. including the highly
important ocean passage for ships
carrying Alaskan North Slope oil.
Microwave Probing
Microwave instruments form a
highly promising d iss of remote sen-
sors for surface oceanography from
aircraft and spacecraft. There are
several types ol microwave devices
either in existence or under develop-
ment. A multifrequency passive micro-
wave radiometer is in principle capable
of simultaneously measuring surface
salinity, temperature, ice cover, small-
scale roughness and foam cover (the
tatter two items thereby yielding sur-
face wind speeds up to perhaps 30
m/s). However, problems in antenna
size and instrument precision must yet
TABLE I
Remote Sensors Useful in Oceanography
Type of Radiation Active Sensors Passive Sensors
Acoustic-
Radio
Microwave
Infrared
Visible
Sonar, echo sounder,
depth finder,
imaging sonar
Surface wave
scatterometer
Pulsed radar;
imaging radar;
scatterometer
Laser
Laser, Lidar
Receiver;
spectrometer
Radiometer;
spectrometer
Radiometer, scanner,
spectrometer, film
Film, Radiometer,
Vidicon scanner,
spectrometer
Platforms: Satellites, aircraft, ships, buoys, submersibles
Figure I. Acoustic echo sounding record vs. time, showing the deep scattering layer sinking as daybreak occurs. Oscillations in both the fixed
and deep scattering layers are due to internal gravity waves.
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Figure 2. Radar image of 200-m gravity waves off Kayak Island, Alaska, at 25 centimeters radar wavelength. Note refraction and shortening of
waves as they approach shore. Photo courtesy of Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
be worked out in order to make the
system practicable, especially from
spacecraft. 3 '6
The microwave scatterometer,
essentially a long-pulse radar that
looks at a range of angles off vertical,
uses the familiar radar sea clutter in a
quantitative way to deduce wind speed
and perhaps direction over a range of
speeds from zero to approximately 15
m/s. Since an X-band microwave signal
is preferentially returned from capil-
lary waves, which are in near-instan-
taneous equilibrium with the wind, the
scatterometer functions as an anemo-
meter rather than a sea state detector.
Such data have recently been obtained
from aircraft 7 and from SKYLAB
during the Pacific hurricane, Ava, in
June 1973. 8
A synthetic aperture imaging
radar can yield images of surface
gravity waves whose lengths are greater
than approximately 50 meters on an
all-weather, day-night basis, either
from aircraft or spacecraft. Figure 2
shows a radar image of 200-meter
waves obtained by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory off Kayak Is., Alaska;
wave shortening and refraction near
shore are chearly visible. 9 By taking
the two-dimensional Fourier transform
of such an image, a directional wave
spectrum can be obtained; this quan-
tity is the fundamental input data
needed for numerical wave forecasting.
High-precision, short-pulse alti-
meters on spacecraft should be able to
measure sea surface topography if the
satellite is accurately tracked; from
such data one may determine deforma-
tions in the sea surface due to gravity
anomalies, current and wind set-up,
storm surge and tsunamis. 10 " 1 Over
the Puerto Rico Trench, the sea sur-
face locally departs from the reference
ellipsoid by 1 5 to 20 m over a north-
south track of perhaps 100 km. Such
measurements from SKYLAB (which
carries a prototype altimeter) have
shown very good agreement with a
calculated marine geoid. 1 2 The surface
deformation due to the Gulf Stream is
of order one meter, a topographic
feature that is in principle observable
with an altimeter with a precision of
order 30 cm. This figure should be
approached by the satellite GEOS-C,
which carries a short-pulse altimeter
and which is scheduled for launch in
June 1974. If the radar pulse is very
short (say 5 ns in length), the distor-
tion in the shape of the surface-re-
flected pulse due to large gravity waves
can be used to determine the signifi-
cant wave height along the sub-satellite
Figure 3. Computer-enhanced negative image of New York Bight taken from ERTS-1 on
17 August 1972, showing pollution, surface sediments, water color discontinuities, internal
waves and ships.
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path. Numerical models can then be
used to extrapolate the sea state away
from the path. 10 NASA, with the
assistance of several other govern-
mental agencies and oceanographic
institutions, is in the final stages of the
conceptual design of a dedicated ocean
satellite, SEASAT-A, carrying an array
of all the microwave instruments just
discussed. It will be devoted to global
wind, wave and temperature forecasts
and to precision marine geodesy.
Infrared Sensors
Historically, the thermal emis-
sion from warm water at far-infrared
wavelengths, when sensed from space-
craft, has yielded sea surface tempera-
ture and current patterns.4 Today sea
surface temperature maps are available
from satellites on a routine basis; the
precision presently reached is about ±
2°C, but should approach 1 C in the
near future. Such data are of great
interest to hurricane forecasting, fish-
ing, military operations and oceano-
graphers.
Visible Radiation
The largest body of imagery
gathered to date has been taken by
solar illumination. With high-resolu-
tion aircraft or satellite photographs or
imagery, one sees in the ocean such
near-surface events as pollution, sur-
face sediment transport, current pat-
terns, chlorophyll distributions, river
plumes, sewer outfalls, oil spills, sur-
face slicks associated with internal
waves, and ships. 1 Figure 3 shows
a computer-enhanced negative image
from the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite taken over the New York
Bight on 16 August 1973. It is a good
example of the type of oceanographic
data that are obtainable from space-
craft imagery. In clearer waters than
those in Figure 3, semi-quantitative
bathymetry can be performed down to
depths in excess of 10 m. 1 3
On a different vein of remote
sensing, current research implies that
lasers and lidars (light detection and
ranging) should be usable from ships
and aircraft for a variety of measure-
ments. From low-flying aircraft for
example, it appears possible to deter-
mine near-surface chlorophyll con-
centrations, water temperature and, to
a lesser precision, salinity. 2 Other
chemical constituents may be detect-
able with Raman lasers. Surface wave
spectra are currently measurable using
laser profilometers with excellent
results, and extensions into the capil-
lary regime appear possible with
doppler lasers. Similar doppler lidars
could determine microturbulence
spectra and particulate concentration
when used underwater. In the the
marine boundary layer, scattering of
laser light may yield hydrosol con-
centrations, data on sea-air inter-
changes, and measurements of water-
spout velocities.
Conclusion
From this brief survey, it is
apparent that ocean remote sensing
has already delivered considerably
more information than was anticipated
several years ago, and that there is a
wide spectrum of promising measure-
ment techniques that remain to be
exploited by the ocean scientist and
engineer. It is a field that deserves
increasing attention from the marine
community. o
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INTRODUCTION
The SEASAT-A Mission is a key element of
the NASA Earth and Ocean Physics Applica-
tions Program (EOPAP) (NASA, 1972). It is
expected to make major contributions to
ocean science and lead to a number of
significant advances in the study of the
atmosphere and the solid earth as well. It will
complement existing and planned research
and observational activities.
The SEASAT-A program is aimed largely at
conducting the research upon which future
applications will be based. It involves not only
the spacecraft but also accurate ground
tracking systems and data processing and
modeling capabilities that will address scien-
tific and applications problems in the domains
of oceanic, atmospheric, and solid earth geo-
physics. It brings together for the first time a
unified set of active radar and passive micro-
wave and infrared instruments that give it the
capability of making observations both day
and night under nearly all types of weather
conditions. Its orbit will span all of the
unfrozen and some of the ice-covered oceans
of the world in an 800 km altitude, non-sun-
synchronous path (Figure 1). It is thus an
integrated geophysical observatory which will
yield a wide variety of data of interest to
scientists in a number of different disciplines.
Its impact on ocean science will come about
through the provision of synoptic and global
scale observations of a set of important
quantities describing the dynamics of the
upper ocean. Such parameters as surface wave
spectra, surface wind velocities, sea surface
temperatures (including those in regions lying
under clouds), and leads and openings
through the ice fields should be measurable
with useful accuracies. In addition,
SEASAT-A will permit systematic steps lead-
ing toward the measurement of deep sea tides
and the major surface currents and circula-
tions, including their variations in space and
time. Meteorology and climatology, viewed as
planetary sciences, should also benefit from
the SEASAT-A Mission through its provision
of the first global-scale data on surface wind
fields. Measurements of the temperature of
the portions of the ocean surface lying under
persistent cloud cover will fill significant gaps
in our observational knowledge of factors
affecting the atmosphere on time scales
ranging from days to months and longer.
Solid earth sciences will also benefit in several
ways from the SEASAT-A results. The
detailed knowledge of both the ocean geoid
and the combined solid earth and ocean tides
gleaned from the data will shed new light on
the gravity field and the structure and
dynamics of the earth's crust.
A detailed description of the SEASAT-A
Mission appears in a review of the EOPAP
Ocean Dynamics Program contained in
Section III (Apel and Siry, this report, 1974).
That discussion also includes a summary of
the characteristics of GEOS-C, a spacecraft
with a more limited oceanographic capability
which is scheduled for launching around the
end of this year, and a report of some of the
Skylab results which are of interest from the
standpoint of ocean science. The geophysical
parameters to be determined from SEASAT-A
and the range and accuracy of the measure-
ments are discussed in Section III.
While SEASAT-A is a NASA applications
program, a number of other institutions have
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been actively involved with NASA in planning
the project, and will continue their contribu-
tion as data users. Among them are many
departments and agencies of the Federal
government, universities, and other organiza-
tions in the private sector which are con-
cerned with maritime affairs (cf. Section III).
The guidance lent by these organizations in
establishing the scientific and applications
objectives, designing the mission, and specify-
ing the data form and flow have helped to
assure the utility of the program to a large
community of marine interests, including
scientific interests.
The views of a number of scientists have
been sought in order to obtain an estimate of
the value of the SEASAT-A Mission from the
scientific standpoint. Their views concerning
its science potential and, to an extent, its
applications benefits are contained in Section
II. The individual contributions there deal
with a number of specific, related scientific
topics in oceanography, meteorology, and
solid earth physics. A summary of these
contributions is contained in the following
discussion.
Much of the material deals with ac-
complishments for which the probability of
success is reasonably high. The NASA Earth
and Ocean Physics Applications Program
(EOPAP) plan includes the conducting, in the
SEASAT-A program, of certain key explora-
tory experiments such as those requiring
accurate determination of sea surface topogra-
phy and spacecraft orbits (NASA, 1972). It is
anticipated that the results of these experi-
ments will be valuable in their own right and
wili pave the way for fuller realization in later
phases of EOPAP of the goals involving
accurate sea surface topography.
OCEANOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY, AND
CLIMATOLOGY
Waves
SEASAT-A should reveal the principal
features of the dynamic behavior of ocean
gravity waves, about which we now have a
dearth of quantitative data. Many funda-
mental questions remain largely unanswered.
A comparison between theory and observa-
tion has been difficult to obtain in large part
due to the absence of adequate experimental
data on waves, especially under storm condi-
tions. Because of this lack, not enough is
known about the genesis of waves in response
to winds, their changing characteristics as
they propagate over the ocean surface, their
interactions with other surface wave fields,
their generating, in turn, of internal waves,
their trapping and refraction by strong
currents, and their attenuation as they enter
shallow waters and suffer major changes in
amplitude, speed, and direction before finally
dissipating their remaining energy in erosive,
often destructive assaults on the coasts. The
most basic description, the complete wave
directional spectrum, S fk,co), as a function of
the wave vector k and the frequency co has
never been measured at all (Stewart, this
report, 1974).
Wave Heights—The wave height informa-
tion presently available is generated largely by
ships at sea. The bulk of the information
comes from some twelve hundred ships, most-
ly in the Northern Hemisphere, which report
wave conditions in terms of height, period,
and dominant direction of travel. It is to be
emphasized that these are not measurements,
but are estimates which have been found,
when actually compared with a few real
measures, to be in error, frequently by a
factor of two (Pierson, this report, 1974a).
SEASAT-A will make measurements of
significant wave height, Hj/3, by means of its
short pulse altimeter, the return pulse
broadening being a function of the wave
amplitude. These measures will be good to 0.5
meter or ±10% in the 1-20 meter range and
will be uniformly distributed over all the
world's unfrozen oceans at a measurement
density sufficiently great to permit the
obtaining of good information about signifi-
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cant spatial variations along the orbital track
{Cf. section III of this report). Accurate
measurements of wave height every 50 kilo-
meters, for example, which is a reasonable
operational schedule for SEASAT-A, will re-
sult in some 7000 observations per day.
Wave Directional Spectra-A very few
weather ships, 4 or 5 in the North Atlantic
and a single one in the North Pacific, record
the wave height as a function of time at a
point. Non-directional frequency spectra,
5(aj), can be deduced from such records
{Pierson, this report, 1974a; Stewart, this
report, 1974).
SEASAT-A will record wave directional
spectra (i.e., wave amplitude as a function of
wavelength and propagation direction) at
some 500 or 600 locations in both hemi-
spheres, using the coherent imaging radar of
the type discussed in the last section. It will
thus, for the first time, furnish global,
synoptic measures of wave height and direc-
tional spectra which, together with the wind
field, constitute the most basic quantities
needed for open-ocean wave forecasting.
Wave Images—'Where a wave field is not
statistically homogeneous, a spectral descrip-
tion is not adequate and wave images are
required instead. This is true, for example, of
waves generated by intense storms, or in the
study of refraction of waves as they enter
shallower water, where bathymetric features
can lead to large concentrations or dilutions
of wave energy (cf. Teleki, this report, 1974).
Here, images of the type seen in Figure 2(a)
will be most valuable, especially under storm
conditions when ordinary photography fails
(Baer, this report, 1974). This picture was
obtained by means of a synthetic aperture,
imaging radar operating in an aircraft off
Kayak Island, Alaska (seen on the left). Also
shown are examples of wave directional
spectra (Figures 2(b) and (c)). The coherent
imaging radar planned for SEASAT-A will
provide images and spectra of this type (cf.
Section III).
Wave generation, propagation, interaction,
and absorption can be studied experimentally
for a variety of conditions of wind speed,
fetch, and duration, using such data. Wave
trapping and refraction through encounters
with current systems is another phenomenon
which can be elucidated by means of
SEASAT-A wave images. Coupling between
surface waves and internal waves can also be
studied with the aid of imagery (cf. Stewart,
this report, 1974). Evidence has already been
presented that effects of internal waves are
discernible in ERTS images in the visible and
near-infrared regions of the spectrum (Apel.
Proni, and Charncll, 1974).
Sea Surface Temperature
The temperature of the ocean's surface,
another one of its basic characteristics, is
currently mapped over cloud-free portions of
the ocean by infrared radiometers operating
on Nimbus, NOAA and SMS satellites, with
precisions approaching ±1°C. The tempera-
tures of the remaining beclouded portions of
the ocean surface are presently determined
only from ships or buoys, however. SEASAT-
A's multichannel microwave radiometer will
map sea surface temperature under conditions
of clouds or light rains, albeit with consider-
ably coarser spatial resolution and somewhat
lower temperature precision than the infrared
instruments (cf. Section III). However, the
microwave measurements should represent
bulk ocean temperatures more closely than
the infrared measures do, particularly under
conditions where light surface winds result in
little surface mixing {Sherman and Rao,
this report, 1974). The microwave radiom-
eter, in order to correct the sea temperature
measurement for effects of atmospheric liquid
and vaporous water and surface foam and
roughness, must make independent determi-
nations of these quantities by using several
frequencies and two polarizations. The rec-
ords of the several channels, taken together,
form the basis for the determination of sea
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surface temperature, foam and roughness and
hence high wind speeds, cloud distribution,
atmospheric water vapor content, and sea and
lake ice cover. The imagery of Figure 3, for
example, was obtained from the Nimbus 5
microwave scanning radiometer, and shows
ice, rainfall, and the near-permanent cloud
cover over the Intertropical Convergence
Zone.
Sea temperature is a parameter of consider-
able importance in oceanic and atmospheric
processes, since it reflects the absorption by
the sea of that prime mover, solar energy. The
difference between active and inactive hur-
ricane seasons may be due to water tempera-
tures in hurricane gestation areas just 2 to 3°C
lower than average. Ocean temperature is a
major factor in determining the tone of
weather and climate in coastal regions of the
world and indeed, as the North Pacific Experi-
ment suggests, may control short term climate
on a continental scale through its influence on
the circumpolar jet stream. Maps of sea
surface temperatures are very useful for
understanding the dynamics of current sys-
tems such as the Gulf Stream or Kuroshio,
especially in winter and spring. Furthermore,
open-ocean Fish such as tuna tend to swim
along lines of constant temperature at certain
times in their excursions and thus ocean
temperatures assist in marine biological
studies. In persistently cloudy areas such as
the Intertropical Convergence Zone or the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current region, tem-
peratures derived from a microwave radiom-
eter will be of special value. Knowledge of
sea surface temperature will also be important
in connection with studies of marine fog
{Ruskin and Jeck, this report, 1974).
Ice Fields and Leads
Ice will be studied in several ways during
the SEASAT-A Mission. The small-scale
features of lake and polar ice fields will be
sampled frequently by the coherent imaging
radar, thereby providing data needed to chart
ice leads, surface roughness characteristics,
and motions of ridges, polynas, and openings
in the ice. This information will be of value in
studying the structure and dynamics of ice
formations {Campbell, this report, 1974;
Noble, this report, 1974). Furthermore, there
are indications that the age and thickness of
ice may be determined from a properly
configured imaging radar.
On a coarser but more nearly global scale,
the microwave scanning radiometer should
provide images of ice cover that can be used
to extrapolate the Fine-grained imaging radar
coverage. Delineations of the edges of ice
packs and glaciers and the general advance
and retreat of ice cover should be possible
with this device.
The information about the ice leads and
openings will also be of value in connection
with the all-weather determination of heat
transfer into the atmosphere, which proceeds
approximately 1000 times more rapidly
across the water than the ice interface. Such
data will be valuable for weather and climate
studies in the polar regions, where much of
the world's weather is spawned {Weeks, this
report, 1974).
Sea Surface Topography
The marine geoid is defined as the surface
which would be assumed by a motionless,
uniform ocean under the influence of the
earth's gravity and rotation, and uniform
atmospheric pressure. Thus, it reflects only
the effects of gravitational and gross cen-
tripetal forces. Departures of the sea surface
from the geoid due to tides, currents, coriolis
force, wind, pressure, and wave-making and
other forces are grouped under the term "sea
surface topography." These departures, if
measurable, can often be used to derive
information on the forcing functions them-
selves.
The general strategy planned for conduct-
ing these topographical experiments with
SEASAT-A includes the focusing of efforts
in the Western North Atlantic Quadrangle
region defined by Goddard, Bermuda, Grand
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Turk, and Cape Kennedy where laser trackers
will yield accurate orbital heights for
SEASAT-A, and relatively good geoid in-
formation is available. The aim is to deter-
mine the sea surface topography to about a
third of a meter in this area, and to one or
two meters elsewhere, or about half an order
of magnitude better tiian in the case of
GEOS-C. In addition, the coverage patterns
will be more uniform and complete in the
case of SEASAT-A.
The Gulf stream traverses this quadrangle
and, in fact, exhibits all its major features in
the area, i.e., relatively steady flow, meanders,
and eddies (cf. Figure 4; Hansen, 1970; Siry,
1973b)..
Tides—The M 2 tidal signal is relatively
strong in the quadrangle, and the orbital paths
are nearly parallel and orthogonal to the
co-range lines there (cf., e.g.. Figure 5;
Hansen, 1949; Siry, 1973b). The com-
plicated, ill-understood transition from deep
sea to coastal tides can also be studied here.
The deep ocean tides have amplitudes of
the order of a meter (cf. Figure 6; Hender-
shott and Munk, 1970). It is anticipated that
the determination of the deep ocean tides on
a global basis may be attempted by analyzing
the entire ensemble of data gathered over a
period of a year and solving, say, for tidal
amplitudes and phases, dissipation parame-
ters, and quantities representing the yielding
of the solid earth in response to both the
lunisolar gravitational effects and the loading
of the ocean tides themselves (cf. Hender-
shott, Munk. and Zetler, this report, 1974).
Tidal dissipations are thought to occur mainly
in regions of broad continental shelves, such
as the Patagonian Shelf and the Bering Sea.
Currents and the Oceanic Pressure
Gradient—The movement of water on a
rotating earth leads to a departure of the
surface of the ocean from the geoidal equipo-
tential surface due to the balance between the
horizontal component of the coriolis accelera-
tion and the resultant horizontal pressure
gradient. The steady components of the dy-
namic topography of the sea surface have an
extreme range of the order of 2 meters, as
shown in Figure 7 (Stommel, 1964). The
topographic relief is particularly pronounced
in the vicinity of western boundary currents
and large oceanic eddies, or rings. The dy-
namic topography for the western Atlantic, as
calculated from essentially climatological den-
sity data, is shown in Figure 8. The mean
position of the Gulf Stream is clearly defined
via its meter relief. The actual Gulf Stream is
a much more dynamic feature, exhibiting
meanders having one-to-six-week periods and
wavelengths approaching 300 km (cf. Figure
4, Hansen, 1970). It sheds rings or eddies of
comparable size at a rate of several per year,
which maintain their current and associated
topographic signatures for many months.
The SEASAT-A instrument complement
will, also include a thermal infrared imager
which will aid in identifying and locating
ocean features such as currents, and thus
facilitate the interpretation of the altimeter
records (Robe, this report, 1974). An image
of this type obtained from the NOAA-2
satellite is seen in Figure 9 (cf. also the last
section of this report).
The combination of precision altimetry,
orbit analysis, and geoidal modeling will allow
measurements of the slope of the local surface
of the ocean relative to the geoid. This slope
can be related to the absolute horizontal
pressure gradient and hence the surface cur-
rent velocity through the use of the fluid
dynamical equations in the geostrophic ap-
proximation (Bryan, this report, \914; Byrne
and VonArx, this report, 1974). The precision
of this velocity determination will depend on
the precisions of the three measurements
entering into the slope calculation, but for
SEASAT-A, it should amount to some two-
thirds of a meter per second in the quadrangle
area. Better results will be looked for as
experience is gained in interpreting time
varying signatures. This approach, when
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combined with the sampling density shown in
Figure 4, should allow both Gulf Stream and
eddy dynamics to be studied on a scale
approached by no other means.
It is anticipated that the lessons learned in
the quadrangle region will facilitate attempts
to detect ocean topography effects out into
the Atlantic and elsewhere. During three days,
the SEASAT-A precision altimeter and track-
ing systems will yield measurements along
subsatellite tracks with an equatorial spacing
of approximately 500 km (and even less at
higher latitudes). In three months, the tracks
should overlay the equator at about 15 km
intervals. Variable topographic features which
have sufficiently long time constants (or are
periodic) and are large enough to be sampled
with this measurement precision and density
should be discernible against spatial variations
in the background geoid.
It is anticipated, for example, that this
approach will be used to search for the
transient mid-ocean currents, of a spatial scale
of the order of 5°, which have recently been
seen. Following them over the oceans as a
whole will help greatly in the effort to
understand how they interact with the mean
general circulation of the ocean, and thereby
contribute significantly to the solution of the
central problem in physical oceanography at
the present time (Bryan, this report, 1974).
Tsunamis, Set-Up, and Storm Surges-
Other oceanic departures from the geoid
should be observable in the altimetric signal if
the satellite is overhead at the time and place
of occurrence. For example, a seismically
excited wave, or tsunami, should be detect-
able in mid-ocean as a near-periodic topo-
graphic ripple of perhaps 50 cm range and
a couple of hundred kilometers in wavelength.
Since these disturbances last for tens of hours
and ultimately traverse the entire ocean basin,
there is a reasonable probability of observing
one if it should occur during the lifetime of
the spacecraft. The amplitude of a deep-ocean
tsunami has never been measured.
Similarly, variations in the set-up of water
against the coast due to longer term wind
stress will be looked for, and the extreme
form of this phenomenon, the storm surge,
should be observable if the timing and posi-
tioning relative to the satellite track are
correct. Such an observation of a storm surge
is a low-probability event but, if obtained, the
data would be extremely valuable as checks
on storm surge prediction models.
SEASAT-A will probably not solve the
problems of ocean tides, currents and circula-
tions completely, however, its accurate
altimetry will permit important exploratory
experiments to be conducted in all these
areas. They should yield data which will be of
much intrinsic value, and will provide the
foundation for planning the next phase of the
program in these areas of ocean science
(NASA, 1972; Siry, 1973a).
Meteorology and Climatology
Surface Winds—SEASAT-A will measure
surface wind speeds, and to some extent,
directions, by means of a scatterometer and a
microwave radiometer. The former relies on
Bragg scattering from wind-generated capil-
lary waves, while the latter senses the increase
in brightness temperature due to foam and
roughness. The fraction of the surface covered
by the capillaries or the foam and roughness is
a function of wind speed (cf. the last section
of this report). These instruments have both
been operated on aircraft missions and on
Skylab. Radar scatter, emission, and wind
speed results obtained during a Skylab passage
near the Pacific hurricane Ava are indicated in
Figure 10.
The SEASAT-A surface wind data will be
equivalent to some 20,000 ship reports each
day, roughly an order of magnitude larger
than that presently provided by surface
vessels. Again, they will be more or less
uniformly distributed over the global oceans,
thus filling the major gaps in the meteoro-
logical coverage patterns which result from
8
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the fact that ships are concentrated in the
Northern Hemisphere, largely in the shipping
lanes (cf. Pierson, this report, 1974b;
Shemdin, this report, 1974). Using wind data
from the spacecraft in conjunction with ship,
buoy, and island information, it appears
possible to define the vector surface wind
field throughout the planetary boundary layer
every 24 hours, for speeds from 4 to 5 m/sec
to perhaps whole gale force or greater, on a
relatively uniform grid of approximately 1400
km spacing.
The definition of the surface wind over the
oceans will be a large step forward in ocean
wave forecasting (Noble, this report, 1974;
Ruskin and Jeck, this report, 1974). The wind
data, used in conjunction with other surface-
derived information and wave directional
spectra supplied by SEASAT-A as both initial
and boundary values of the surface wave field,
will allow development of an advanced,
computerized global wave forecast model
(Pierson
,
this report, 1974b) whose potential
monetary value to marine interests is immense
(cf. NASA, "Economic Benefits of the
SEASAT System," 1974). Scientific prob-
lems in wind-wave interactions, such as the
generation and radiation of waves by intense
storms, and in mixing processes in the upper
layers of the ocean, may be studied using the
enhanced base of global data on winds, waves,
and ocean temperatures.
The Planetary Atmosphere—Coming, as
they will, at the time of the Global Atmos-
phere Research Project (GARP)/First GARP
Global Experiment (FGGE) activities, these
SEASAT-A results will be especially relevant
to the science of the atmosphere. The
measurements of winds in the tropics and of
sea surface temperatures to be made by
SEASAT-A are expected to be of real value in
connection with weather studies in general
and the FGGE in particular. SEASAT-A is
also likely to play a useful role in the longer
range studies aimed at the second objective of
GARP which is to investigate "the factors
that determine the statistical properties of the
general circulation of the atmosphere which
would lead to a better understanding of the
physical basis of climate" (GARP, 1973;
Kellogg, this report, 1974).
A significant improvement in the quality of
the planetary weather forecasts in the one-to
three-day interval is expected to result from
the infusion of SEASAT-A data into global
weather prediction models. The improve-
ments will occur not only over the oceans but
also over continental areas, such as the east
coast and the western half of the United
States, which are strongly affected by mari-
time conditions. The data-sparse Southern
Hemisphere will benefit especially. The
quality of the forecasts there will increase
substantially. This will result in both scientific
and general gains in terms of our understand-
ing of the atmosphere and the weather, and
will permit studies of inter-hemisphere inter-
actions to get underway in earnest. The fierce
meteorological systems surrounding the
Antarctic continent will also be susceptible to
orderly study on a synoptic scale for the first
time.
It is obvious that SEASAT-A data will only
form a portion of the total meteorological
information entering into synoptic or global
scale weather and climate studies. However,
this expanded data base, containing global
measurements of surface wind, waves, and sea
temperature, will be an important and often
unique adjunct to the data obtained from
surface sources and from other spacecraft.
SOLID EAR Til PHYSICS
The Ocean Geoid
Although SEASAT-A is designed primarily
to give oceanic and atmospheric information,
it will contribute significantly to solid earth
geophysics as well.
The present knowledge of the geoid is
based on observations of gravitational per-
turbations of satellite orbits, which reflect
global features (cf. Figure 11), and surface
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gravimetry wliich provides dcta ; !s in some
local areas such as the one indicated in Figure
12 (cL Smith, this report, 1974). The spatial
resolution of the latter is considerably better
than in the case of the global geoid, as can be
seen from comparison with Figure 1 1 . In that
figure, the characteristic spatial scale of the
discernible 'gravity features is of the same
order as the altitudes of most of the satellites
which sensed them, i.e., about ten to Fifteen
degrees. The satellite altimeter approach
offers the best prospect for acquiring high-
resolution ocean geoid data on a global basis.
It has very large advantages over the conven-
tional surface ship method in terms of the
practicalities of achieving worldwide coverage
(Muurad, this report, 1974). The geoid data
provided by the altimeter are not attenuated
by height. The regular coverage patterns of
SEASAT-A will improve the spatial resolution
of the global geoid. The height resolution is
expected to be improved to a scale of the
order of a meter (cf., e.g., Chovitz, this
report, 1974).
The combination of satellite altimetry with
surface gravimetry is also expected to yield
important results concerning geoid perturba-
tions (Bowin, this report, 1974). An example
of the capability actually achieved with the
altimeter operating on Skylab is seen in
Figure 13 (Hoge, this report, 1974). This
instrument has already discovered new geoidal
features (Bowin, this report, 1974).
The fine structure of the geoid to be traced
out by the SEASAT-A altimeter system can
thus be expected to reveal a great deal of
information about the structure and dynamics
of the earth's crust. The small-scale undula-
tions of the ocean geoid are manifestations of
gravity anomalies which reflect density ir-
regularities of corresponding scale and/or
depth. Many of these, in turn, are considered
to result from temperature patterns associated
with convective flows within the astheno-
sphere. Upcurrents due to convection are
thought to occur at ocean rise crests, and on
their volcanic flanks.
10
Lithospheric dynamics will aiso be partially
elucidated by the high resolution surface
gravity mapping obtained from SEASAT-A.
The understanding of tectonic plate behavior
near subduction zones associated with such
phenomena as compressive upbuckling will be
increased.
A continuing interplay between the oceans
and the solid earth is seen again in the
continental shelves and abyssal plains, which
are heavily sedimented. The sedimentation
process is influenced in significant ways by
ocean waves, currents, temperatures, and
nutrient levels. Thus, this aspect of the solid
earth's structure can be better understood
through an increased knowledge of ocean
dynamics (Kaula, this report, 1974).
Fine resolution gravity maps will also
permit more effective planning of other types
of geophysical surveys that use, for example,
heat flow probes, dredge hauls, seismic refrac-
tion profilometers, drill cores, and precision
depth sounders.
Solid Earth Tidal Studies
The ocean tidal studies will also yield data
on the solid earth tides. As mentioned earlier,
the problem of the ocean tides actually
cannot be fully solved without simultaneously
determining the elastic behavior of the solid
earth as it responds not only to the lunisolar
gravitational attractions but also to the load-
ing due to the ocean tides themselves.
Once the ocean tides are known, intriguing
possibilities for detailed probing of the solid
earth can be opened up. For example, the
ocean tidal currents flowing in the earth's
magnetic field generate electric potentials
which are functions of the conductivity of
both sea water and the solid earth. Once the
tides and currents are known, the influence of
the solid earth on the potentials may be
estimated, and the corresponding effective
conductivity as a function of effective depth
in the earth can be deduced. Through this
route, one may derive information about the
temperature distribution within the .earth's
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upper mantle, and draw inferences about the
stress fields that may be responsible for
seismic activity (Hendershott, Munk, and
Zetler, this report, 1974).
Oceanographic and Geodetic Leveling
Oceanographic and geodetic methods have
both been used to determine the positions of
the level surfaces along both the east and west
coasts of the United States. Mean sea level
appears to slope upward from south to
north by nearly a meter, relative to land based
spirit leveling (Sturges, this report, 1974).
This discrepancy cannot be explained in terms
of the estimated accuracies of the two proce-
dures. The SEASAT-A Mission, with its
capability for accurate determination of sea
surface topography along the U.S. East Coast,
for example, may offer prospects for helping
to resolve this long-standing controversy
(Cho vitz, this report, 1974).
ORBITAL DYNAMICS
The very accurate tracking and altimetric
systems employed in the SEASAT-A program
will lead to considerable refinements in the
science of orbital dynamics. The effects of
high-order gravity perturbations will be better
understood and accounted for (Cliovitz, this
report, 1974). Non-gravitational perturbations
such as those due to solar radiation pressure
and residual atmospheric drag will be deter-
mined with increased accuracy. One result
will be improved orbit determination and
prediction models for other earth-orbiting
satellites (cfi, e.g., Smith, this report, 1974).
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
A high-technology system such as a space-
craft and the associated ground facilities
always brings along with it a number of
important developments in engineering
science and technology. While it is difficult to
specify exactly what will be the yield of
SEASAT-A in this regard, it is safe to specu-
late that in the areas of microwave sensors, in
laser and radar tracking technology, and
perhaps in data handling and dissemination,
significant advances are to be expected. It is
likely that other areas in space technology
will be upgraded during the program, as well.
SUMMARY
Figure 14 shows the data flow required, the
interrelationships between SEASAT-A instru-
ments and other sources of information, and
the geophysical parameters to be determined.
As can be seen, each parameter requires data
from several sources in order to achieve that
measurement objective. Many parameters
must, accordingly, be determined simulta-
neously. This leads to a richness of the total
data set to flow from the system. The
projected capability of the SEASAT-A
Mission in meeting measurement objectives is
summarized on Table I, which lists the chief
physical parameters to be determined from it,
along with estimates of range, precision, and
spatial resolution.
The variety and number of scientific dis-
ciplines which are expected to benefit from
the different types of observations are
indicated in Table II. SEASAT-A promises to
be an exceptionally useful and productive
program. It should have a large impact on an
unusually broad spectrum of disciplines of the
sciences of the earth and the oceans, and on a
larger community of users in the general
populace.
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INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, the large strides
made in space science and technology have
provided us with new tools with which to
undertake spaceborne observations and inves-
tigations of the dynamics of the solid earth
and the oceans. First, an improved under-
standing of earth dynamics and earthquake
mechanisms may eventually lead to the ability
to predict earthquakes. Second, a better
understanding of ocean dynamics, that is,
waves, currents, and circulation patterns
could lead to more efficient ocean use
through improved forecasts of the marine
environment. NASA's Earth and Ocean
Physics Applications Program (EOPAP) aims
at solving both solid earth and ocean prob-
lems, these two seemingly disparate subjects
being cemented together by certain common
elements of precise satellite orbit determina-
tion and accurate distance-measuring instru-
mentation. Briefly, the solid earth objectives
are (1) to develop and validate methods which
may eventually lead to earthquake hazard
assessment and alleviation models, and (2) to
refine the global geoid, or shape of the earth,
to a high degree of precision. The ocean
physics objectives (which must draw on cer-
tain of the results from the solid earth
portions) are (1) to develop and validate
means for predicting the general ocean circu-
lation, surface currents, and their transports
of mass, heat, and nutrients, and (2) to
develop and validate means for synoptic
monitoring and prediction of transient
phenomena on the ocean surface such as wave
heights and directions, surface winds, tem-
perature, and storm surges, with an emphasis
on identifying marine hazards.
The origins of the effort are to be found in
the National Geodetic Satellite Program, now
nearing completion after a decade of fruitful
activity. A catalyst for EOPAP as such was a
study on solid earth and ocean physics
(NASA, 1969), sponsored by NASA and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology at
Williamstown, Mass., in 1969. An enlargement
of the concepts laid out in the founding
works to include the dynamics of wind and
waves was made by members of NOAA and
NASA during the drafting of the EOPAP
program plan (NASA, 1972).
NASA is working with user agencies, such
as the Departments of Commerce, Defense,
and Interior, in developing instrumentation
and techniques, as well as longer range plans
to insure that these areas receive the best
technological capabilities of the combined
agencies. From these mutually supportive
contributions will emerge a better understand-
ing of the phenomena involved, with the
expectation that practical benefits will result.
For example, meteorological satellites and the
instruments they carry, coupled with analyti-
cal modelling and computerized data manage-
ment, are past examples of how NASA,
working in this case in support of NOAA, has
assisted in making significant improvements in
weather forecasting. Similarly, other tech-
nologies have been or are being developed
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which will permit (a) a much better under-
standing of the motions of the earth's crust
which produce earthquakes, and (b) major
advances in monitoring and forecasting
ocean-surface conditions on a near- real-time
global basis.
The ocean plays as fundamental a role in
the natural scheme of things as does the
atmosphere, although its functions, being
considerably more varied and diffuse, are
probably neither as well appreciated nor as
well understood. The sea profoundly affects
the weather and in turn is affected by the
atmosphere, acting as both a heat reservoir for
storing, distributing, and releasing solar
energy, and as the dominant source for
atmospheric moisture. Photosynthesis by
oceanic phytoplankton is one major process
for maintenance of atmospheric oxygen. Geo-
logical activity on all time and space scales
takes place in the seas and its beds, which
serve as the repository for the detritus of man
and nature and as an important, practicable
source of petroleum and a few useful miner-
als. Its currents and dilutant powers are called
upon to disperse sewage, poisonous and non-
poisonous wastes, solid trash, and excess heat,
all the while maintaining a role as the aqua
viva for an extremely complicated and com-
mercially important food chain, and as a
means of recreation and refreshment for
people. In the estuaries and the coastal zones,
these conflicting demands are especially se-
vere.
However, because of the great length and
breadth of the sea, and the harsh environment
it presents, the difficulties in obtaining de-
tailed, timely information of sufficient obser-
vational density across most of its expanse
have prevented an effective monitoring and
forecasting system for the oceans. Thus, the
prediction of wave heights depends on fore-
casts of the time and space histories of surface
winds— the latter forecasts themselves being
fraught with considerable uncertainty, as the
loss of ships and oil drilling rigs at sea attests,
Similarly, the locations of major ocean cur-
rents are known only approximately and the
data required for shipping and fishing inter-
ests to efficiently exploit currents are lacking.
The lack of sufficient wind and pressure data
over the oceans has precluded an improved,
longer-range weather forecast for continental
areas. In order to achieve an effective one-to
two-week forecast, observational data are
needed over the oceans with about the same
frequency and density as now exist in the
continental United States.
One finds a diverse list of parameters
entering into oceanic processes; furthermore,
many cannot be discerned from spacecraft.
By and large, satellite oceanography is con-
fined to surface and near-surface phenomena.
This constraint is not as severe as it appears at
first glance, because surface data taken from
spacecraft can be appended with other, con-
ventionally derived subsurface measurements
of certain parameters (e.g., vertical current or
temperature profiles) in order to construct a
more nearly three-dimensional view of the
ocean. In addition, near-surface data are
useful in their own right, since the interaction
between ocean and atmosphere largely takes
place in the few tens of meters above and
below the sea-air interface. Man's marine
activities are mostly limited to that surface as
well, so that the kind of two-dimensional
oceanography that one can pursue from
spacecraft is highly relevant.
SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS
The EOPAP Ocean Dynamics Program
moved from the preparatory and flight test
stage to an orbital phase with launching of the
Skylab Workshop and Command Modules.
This orbiting facility was outfitted with an
Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP)
which included a radar altimeter, a radiom-
eter, and a scatterometer, three instruments
which are basic tools of the EOPAP Ocean
Dynamics Program The concepts on which
these three new equipments were based were
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actually proved in orbit during the Skylab
Mission. The pulse altimeter, for example,
verified for the first time by means of direct
orbital measurements that the sea surface
does indeed dip by some fifteen meters in the
neighborhood of the Puerto Rican trench
which lies to the north of this island. The
depression in the ocean surface is a manifesta-
tion of an anomaly in the earth's gravitational
field in this area. This demonstration con-
firmed by direct observation the earlier indi-
cations of this feature which had previously
been inferred indirectly by other means.
The radiometer and scatterometer, de-
signed to measure surface wind speeds, also
yielded data which showed that they, too, can
be expected to perform well in future EOPAP
ocean dynamics missions. Skylab results will
be described further later in the discussion.
GEOS-C
GEOS-C, a geodynamic experimental ocean
satellite (Figure 1) is scheduled for launch
around the end of this year. It is being
developed to demonstrate the technical feasi-
bility of new systems and techniques to be
used in the Earth and Orean Physics Applica-
tions Program.
The objectives of the GEOS-C Project are
to demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining
satellite altimeter measurements of the ocean
topography which will lead to a better under-
standing of ocean currents and tides, and to
determine the capability of the altimeter to
measure sea state, provide a more precise
description of the earth's gravity field, and to
improve the measurements of the variations in
the solid earth's geometry. A satellite-to-
satellite tracking (SST) experiment conducted
together with ATS-6 will demonstrate a new
method for measurement of the earth's grav-
ity field.
The GEOS-C mission orbit parameters are:
Mean Altitude 843 km (500 nm)
Inclination 115°
Eccentricity 0.006 (maximum)
Orbit Period 101.8 minutes
Forty-one investigators or investigator
teams were selected from the proposals that
were submitted in response to a call for space
flight investigations issued in October, 1972.
These investigator teams are from govern-
ment, university, and industrial organizations.
Wallops Flight Center, which has the project
responsibility for GEOS-C, is in the process of
negotiating contracts with the investigators.
Current plans call for the flight of an
altimeter in GEOS-C to build upon the
successful proof-of-concept tests conducted in
Skylab. The GEOS-C altimeter will map the
sea surface topography over wide areas of the
world's oceans. These findings are expected to
give us a global picture of the geoid which will
be valuable as an indicator of the structure of
the tectonic plates which form the earth's
cover, and important to our national defense
posture. The synoptic wave height data to
flow from this same instrument will aid in
developing better models of wave growth and
other air-sea interactions which are vital ele-
ments in generating our global weather pat-
terns.
SEASAT-A
Introduction
SEASAT-A is the first spacecraft dedicated
to a partial meeting of the EOPAP objectives
in ocean dynamics. It is an outgrowth of a
diversity of scientific and technological work
conducted by NASA, the Department of
Defense, the Department of Commerce, and
several other institutions in both the measure-
ment of the required physical quantities and
the implementation of the appropriate sensors
on spacecraft and on the ground.
During the feasibility study phase of
SEASAT-A, which took place in the first part
of 1973, NASA sought the involvement of the
"user" community—the agencies and institu-
tions that are the intended users of SEASAT-
A data-to help insure that the types and
quantity of data to flow from the spacecraft
will meet the needs of these organizations in
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as satisfactory a manner as possible. The list
of active users is large. From the Federal
Government it includes:
Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Maritime Administration
Department of Defense
Defense Mapping Agency
Army Corps of Engineers
Navy Weather Service Command
Office of Naval Research
Naval Weapons Laboratory
Naval Research Laboratory
Naval Oceanographic Office
Department of Interior
Geological Survey
Department of Transportation
Coast Guard
Atomic Energy Commission
Environ mental Protection Agency
National Science Foundation
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration
National Academy of Sciences
National Academy of Engineering
Institutional users who are active participants
are:
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Scripps Institution of Oceanography/
University of California
University Institute of Oceanography/City
College of New York
Battelle Institute
From the private sector, the user community
includes:
American Institute of Merchant Shipping
American Petroleum Institute
Sea Use Council
The technological heritage of SEASAT-A is
broadly based. The predecessor spacecraft and
sensors of immediate relevance are: the geo-
detic satellites GEOS-1 and 2, which led to
great refinements in the shape and gravity
Field of the earth; the successor to this series.
GEOS-C, with its precision radar altimeter,
due for launch around the end of this year;
Skylab and its sensors, especially the Earth
Resources Experiments Package, EREP:
Apollo 17 and the coherent radar altimeter/
imager on board it; FRTS-1 with its Multi-
spectral Scanner; and the Nimbus and ITOS/
NOAA series of meteorological satellites with
their visible, infrared, and microwave radiom-
eters. SEASAT-A also has a heritage in a
myriad of spacecraft subsystems too detailed
to be listed here.
Basically, SEASAT-A is a research-oriented
program consisting of a spacecraft, precision
ground tracking systems, and data processing
and modeling capabilities that will address
both scientific and applications problems in
ocean surface dynamics. Its strong suit is in an
array of active radar and passive microwave
and infrared instruments that give it the
capability of observing the oceans on a
day/night, near-all-v\eather basis. It is this
group of sensors that allows SEASAT-A to
make quantitative measurements of oceanic,
atmospheric, and geodetic parameters not
only in clear weather, but under wind and
wave conditions perhaps approaching hurri-
cane force, as we!! as over regions lying under
persistent cloud cover. How this is accom-
plished is best appreciated after the system
configuration has been laid out.
Configuration and Mission
Two groups are presently studying
SEASAT-A, the NASA Wallops Flight Center,
managing the Applied Physics Laboratory
of The Johns Hopkins University, and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory of the California Insti-
tute of Technology, figure 2 depicts a pos-
sible spacecraft design lor SEASAT-A. The
prominent features on each design are the
microwave antennas and, of course, the solar
cell panels. The spacecraft is three-axis stabi-
lized to point toward the vertical to within
±0.5°.
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The mission profile for SEASAT-A is tenta-
tively as follows, lifetime, one year minimum;
orbit, approximately 800 km altitude at an
inclination of 108° (retrograde); eccentricity,
less than 0.006, for a nearly circular orbit;
period, 100 minutes, resulting in 14 1/2 orbits
per day. This orbit is non-sun-synchronous
and will precess through a day/night cycle in
approximately four and one-half months. Its
ground track for one day is shown on Figure
3; as can be seen, it spans almost all of the
unfrozen oceans of the world from the
Antarctic to the Alaskan North Slope and the
Canadian archipelago. The orbit is also opti-
mum for fine-grained mapping of the geoid
over the open ocean.
Instruments and Sensors
Each of the sensors proposed for SEA-
SAT-A has predecessors which have been
successfully flown on both aircraft and space-
craft. Good-to-excellent assessments of the
capabilities of these prototypes are in hand
for wind and wave conditions approaching
gale force. Enough is known of their theory of
operation to make reasonable estimates of
their performance under other more severe
environmental conditions. The selection of
instruments was made in order to determine
ocean surface conditions in accordance with
user data requirements set forth during
NASA-sponsored meetings in early 1973. The
sensors form a set of integrated, interactive,
and mutually supporting devices whose simul-
taneous use brings about a genuinely syner-
gistic effect wherein the total information
derived from the sensor package is greater
than the sum of the individual outputs. While
it has not been possible to meet the user data
requirements in their totality because of
limitations on system performance, the five
sensors described below constitute a large first
step toward an optimum configuration.
Compressed Pulse Radar Altimeter (CPRA)
-The CPRA has two distinct functions: to
measure the altitude between the spacecraft
and the ocean surface to a root-mean-square
precision near ±10 cm, and to determine
significant wave heights along the subsatellite
path. The altitude, when blended together
with accurate orbit determinations, may be
used to decipher the topography of the sea
surface including spatial variations in the
geoid and time variations due to ocean
dynamics.
A current NASA estimate of the geoid in
the western Atlantic, as derived from satellite
tracking data and surface gravity measure-
ments, is given in Figure 4. The figure shows
the geoid, that is, the theoretical elevations
and depressions of the motionless ocean
surface due to gravity, with contours of
constant height given in meters, relative to an
elliptical earth.
The prominent surface depression due to
the deep ocean trench north of Puerto Rico
has been observed by different methods, the
Skylab radar altimeter, S-193, being the first
to give a continuous direct measurement of
the sea surface topography. Figure 5 schemati-
cally shows a Skylab track over the trench;
the 1 1 km "footprint" of the S-193 altimeter;
a depth profile along the track; and an
altimeter trace of the overlying ocean surface
and island topography. The measurement has
been repeated by the Skylab altimeter with
near-identical results. The spacecraft measure-
ments bear out both other observations and
detailed calculations which indicate that the
ocean surface is depressed by 1 5-20 m over a
100- to 150-km distance north of Puerto
Rico, due to the gravity anomaly associated
with the trench. Anomalies which are eleva-
tions rather than depressions have also been
observed from Skylab. These are due to
seamounts, plateaus, and the mid-Atlantic
Ridge. Thus, the whole foundation of preci-
sion geoidal measurements via spacecraft
altimetry seems to be on a reasonable the-
oretical and observational footing. The prob-
lems are to extend it globally and increase the
precision.
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The Skylab altimeter has a one-meter alti-
tude precision, which nearly precludes it from
seeing the much smaller topographic depar-
tures from the geoid that are due to ocean
dynamics effects. Such time-varying features
as intense currents, tides, wind pile-up, storm
surges, and tsunamis are in principle observ-
able with an altimeter having sub-meter pre-
cision by measuring sea surface slopes relative
to the geoid. For currents, the slope of the
surface is proportional to the surface speed.
In fact, it was the prospect of measuring
ocean surface currents globally, using altim-
etry and precise orbit determination, that
initially brought members of the oceano-
graphic community into the geodesy program.
However, the topographic variations due to
even intense systems such as the Gulf Stream
or the Kuroshio off Japan are quite small
compared to the gravity-caused geoidal undu-
lations, as Figure 6 indicates. In this illustra-
tion, seasonally averaged density measure-
ments of the Gulf Stream have been used to
calculate a departure of the sea surface from
the geoid amounting to about 110 cm across
the northwestern boundary due to the current
system with surface speeds of 150-250 cm/
sec moving on a rotating earth. This is the
source of the well-known "sailing-uphill-
wh ile-crossing-the-Gulf-Stream" statements.
These topographic variations have never been
measured directly; nevertheless, preliminary
data from Skylab suggest the Gulf Stream
boundary is barely detectable in the altimetric
traces. By extending these measurements to
the sub-meter level with GEOS-C, and further
refining them iteratively with SEASAT-
A
data, it should be possible to demonstrate the
ability to determine ocean surface currents
ranging upwards from about two thirds of a
meter per second and, more importantly, to
map their considerable changes in time and
space. When appended to other spacecraft-
derived data, such as infrared images, such
measurements would in time allow a mapping
of the distribution and speed of one or more
of the stronger ocean currents lying between
the intermediate equatorial belt and the ice-
covered polar regions on a timely enough
basis to be useful for a variety of scientific
and commercial purposes.
The same altimeter precision of ±10 cm
would, together with knowledge of the satel-
lite altitude of comparable accuracy, allow
measurements of deep ocean tides, whose
range is zero to perhaps one meter; the
piling-up of water along a coastline by steady
winds (about one meter elevation) or by
strong winds— the storm surge—(up to 10
meters); and the height and distribution of
tsunamis, the long, fast waves caused by
earthquakes (heights of about one-half meter
in the open ocean). However, storm surges
and tsunamis cannot be routinely measured
because they require the satellite to be over-
head as they occur.
The determination of these small depart-
ures with a precise altimeter will necessitate
concomitant advances in the science of orbital
dynamics and in the technology of satellite
tracking. The same geoidal model used as a
reference for ocean dynamical features, when
converted to the gravity field and extended to
satellite altitudes, will assist in arriving at
orbit measurements having sub-meter accura-
cies in the vertical coordinate. Highly precise
metric techniques using pulsed lasers, radars,
and doppler receivers for tracking will be
necessary for the determination and updating
of the spacecraft orbit.
The second function of the SEASAT-A
compressed pulse radar altimeter mentioned
earlier, that is the measurement of significant
(or statistically averaged) wave height, is also
required in order to reach a 10-cm precision
in altitude. In addition, the wave height is a
valuable commodity in its own right, since it
can be used along with surface wind measure-
ments to make world-wide sea state fore-
casts. The principle of the measurement is
shown in Figure 7. A short pulse reflected
from a rough sea will be broadened by the
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various reflecting levels which the waves give
rise to. The broadened shape of the echo
contains wave height information, the rougher
seas returning the longer the echos. Aircraft
flights have shown this technique to work in
low to moderate seas, as have Skylab data. On
SEASAT-A, wave heights from one to above
20 meters should be measurable along the
subsatellite track on a near-all-weather basis.
Coherent Imaging Radar (CIR)-The re-
quired extension of wave information will be
made by using a coherent imaging radar to
obtain images of the ocean on a sampled
basis. Such a radar can function through
clouds and moderate rain to yield wave pat-
terns near shorelines and in storms, and can
see waves whose length is greater than about
50 m. It can also provide high resolution
pictures of ice, oil spills, current patterns, and
similar features. Computations can be per-
formed on the radar data to yield a quantity
called the wave directional spectrum which
gives the relative distribution of wave energy
among different wavelengths traveling in vari-
ous directions. This, together with the surface
wind velocity, is the fundamental information
needed in forecasting of wave conditions on
the ocean.
Figure 8 illustrates two trains of waves off
Kayak Island, Alaska, one of 150-m and the
other of 60-m wavelength, taken from the
NASA Convair 990 aircraft with the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory imaging radar. The
waves are being refracted and shortened by
shoal water as they approach the island visible
on the left-hand side. Also on the lower left
and center of the figure is a directional
spectrum computed for the relatively uniform
part of the wave train to the right of the
image. Distance from the center of the spec-
trum corresponds to increasing wave fre-
quency, angle to direction of propagation,
and intensity to wave energy.
The data rate from an imaging radar is high,
and judicious use must be made of the device.
Nevertheless, it should be possible to sample
wave spectra over patches of ocean of suffi-
cient size and density to obtain global data on
sea conditions. Near the NASA receiving sites
along the U.S. coasts, more generous quanti-
ties of imagery will be taken and studies of
storm wave patterns near potential offshore
nuclear power plant sites, deep water oil
ports, harbors, and breakwaters will be made.
Over the Northwest Passage and the Great
Lakes, a demonstration of real-time mapping
of ice leads and open water will be made as an
aid to navigation through those straits and
inland seas.
The imaging radar has several experimental
modes, including an altimeter function and a
wind scatterometer mode. The latter will be
described below in conjunction with another
sensor.
Microwave Wind Scatterometer (MWS)-
The third radar system is a microwave
scatterometer, intended to measure surface
wind speed and direction by sensing the
small capillary waves induced by the wind
over the ocean. Previous aircraft experience
and recent Skylab data taken over the Pacific
hurricane Ava in June 1973 indicate this
sensor is useful in winds approaching 25 m/s.
It is expected to yield speeds with an error of
±2 m/s and directions to ±20°. Figure 9
illustrates Ava as taken from the environ-
mental satellite NOAA-2 on the left; on the
right are graphs from Skylab S-193 showing
radar scattering, radiometer temperature, and,
in the upper right-hand corner, wind speed.
The peak wind of 45 knots (22 m/s) obtained
from the scatterometer was observed some
distance from the eyewall, which the sensor
could not view because of look-angle con-
straints.
In the SEASAT-A configuration, the out-
put of the scatterometer will be measure-
ments of lower wind speeds and directions
taken over two 450-km-wide swaths equally
displaced about nadir by 300 km. In 12
hours, these swaths map out a quilt-like
pattern of areas over the portion of the
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oceans between 72° north and south latitude
with enough density of observations so that
an essentially complete chart of surface winds
will be obtained.
It is anticipated that an experimental varia-
tion of tins instrument termed the Wave
Spectrometer may be operated simul-
taneously with the MWS as an alternative, less
complicated and less complete method of
obtaining wave directional spectra along a
300-km-wide swath about nadir.
Scanning Multifrequency Microwave Radi-
ometer (SMMR) - The SMMR is a passive,
nonradiating microwave device, in contrast to
the three previous sensors. It simultaneously
senses the microwave energy emitted by and
reflected from the ocean, ice, and atmos-
phere. In order to separate the various con-
tributions to the signal from these sources,
several microwave frequencies are used, each
being chosen for maximum sensitivity to one
of those geophysical parameters. The scanning
feature will allow low-resolution images of
objects along its line of sight to be con-
structed from the signals received.
Figure 10 is one such low-resolution image
made at a microwave frequency of 35 giga-
hertz, using the Nimbus-5 Electronically Scan-
ning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR). While
this instrument was adjusted primarily for
viewing ice, it nevertheless shows rainfall and
the near-permanent cloud cover over the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) just
north of the equator.
The SEASAT-A instrument will be a device
considerably improved over the ESMR now
on Nimbus-5. It will be optimized for viewing
the sea by scanning at the proper angles over a
swath width of about 900 km about nadir.
The resolution, or instantaneous field of view
(IFOV), will vary between 15 and 100 km,
depending on frequency.
The functions of the SMMR are severalfold.
It is first a wind speed instrument that senses
the increase in emitted microwave energy due
to roughness, foam, and streaks on the ocean
caused when higher wind speeds create wave
breaking and wliitecaps. The estimated ob-
servable range of speeds is from about 10 to
perhaps 50 m/s, or 20 to 100 knots, but the
upper limit has yet to be firmly established.
Thus, the range of speeds measurable from
SEASAT should be extended by SMMR from
the 25 m/s limit of the scatterometer up
toward hurricane force winds. Secondly, it
appears capable of measuring sea surface
temperature with an accuracy of 1.5°—2°C,
even through light clouds, where present
infrared devices are useless, such as over the
ITCZ. Thirdly, the other frequencies are used
for determining atmospheric liquid water and
water vapor content, quantities that are need-
ed in models of oceanic and atmospheric
boundary layer processes as well as for impor-
tant corrections to the precision altimeter
measurements. Ice Fields and cover will also
be observed with low resolution by the
SMMR.
Maps of higher speed ocean surface winds,
temperatures, and overlying atmospheric
water content will be the output of the
SMMR. These maps will, of course, be blend-
ed with the wind data from the Microwave
Wind Scatterometer to yield a global, quanti-
tative chart of wind speed wherever it is
below essentially hurricane force. The measure-
ments will be equivalent to some 20,000 ship
reports a day. When combined with available
ship and buoy surface information on wind
and pressure, it becomes possible to compute
the atmospheric pressure field over the entire
ocean, except perhaps near severe storms; this
will also be true in the data-sparse southern
hemisphere. Such results should help to im-
prove the 24-hour weather forecasts substan-
tially, perhaps making them extensible to two
or three days. This improved predictive capa-
bility for winds implies an approximately
equal improvement in forecasting waves, es-
pecially when assisted by the data on the
initial state of the sea obtained from the radar
altimeter and imager.
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Infrared Radiometer (IRR)-The purpose
of this sensor is to provide images of thermal
infrared emission from ocean, coastal, and
atmospheric features, which will aid in inter-
preting the measurements from the other four
microwave instruments. In addition, it will
have atmospheric correction channels that
will allow one to deduce temperatures from
the imagery with a precision of better than
1°C in clear air. The device will be similar to
scanning radiometers flown on Nimbus and
1TOS/NOAA. Figure 1 1 is an example of
imagery taken from the NOAA-2 Very High
Resolution Radiometer over the southeastern
United States and clearly shows the Gulf
Stream off the coast as a dark band of water,
as well as the Gulf of Mexico Loop Current, a
time-varying feature that apparently pro-
foundly affects the fisheries and the weather
in that sea.
A word on the measurement of sea surface
temperature is in order here. This parameter is
actually of considerable, importance in oce-
anic and atmospheric processes, since it re-
sults from the absorption of that prime
mover, solar energy, by the sea. For instance,
the difference between active and inactive
hurricane seasons may be due to just 2-3°C in
water temperature in hurricane gestation
areas. Ocean temperature is a major factor
determining the tone of weather and climate
in many coastal regions of the world. Maps of
sea surface temperature are very useful for
tracing current systems such as the Gulf
Stream, especially in the winter months.
Furthermore, open-ocean fish such as tuna
tend to swim along lines of constant tempera-
ture at certain times during their excursions,
and a knowledge of temperature can assist in
their location. Thus, sea surface temperature
offers a clue in several important areas of
interest.
The Total System
As has been suggested above, these sensors
separately provide data which, when used
jointly, enhance the interpretation of the
total set. Figure 12 shows the ocean coverage
provided by the devices. The informational
output of the instrument complement will fall
into three classes. The first will be measure-
ments of wave height, wave directional spec-
trum, and surface wind speed and direction
over the global ocean with a repeat time of 12
to 36 hours, on a somewhat uneven grid that
is at least as fine as about eight degrees in
most parts of the world. The second class will
be sea surface topography from which cur-
rents, tides, and other similar features may be
deduced in selected regions over time scales of
days or weeks. The third class is high resolu-
tion imagery, both radar and infrared, made
over selected areas at specified times, on
selected time and space scales.
The interrelationships between these sev-
eral classes of data are suggested in Figure 13,
which illustrates the complex nature of the
contribution that each sensor makes to the
geophysical parameters being measured. The
figure indicates the importance of carrying
the full sensor complement in order to
achieve the measurement objectives. The flow
of the EOPAP ocean dynamics program in
terms of the measurement objectives of the
sequence of flight missions and their instru-
ment complements is summarized in Tables I
through III.
SEASAT-A is thus an integrated observa-
tory addressing the objectives discussed at the
beginning of this paper. The advances ex-
pected from SEASAT-A in the context of its
predecessor flight missions in the EOPAP
ocean dynamics program are indicated in
Table IV. The local region measurement
objectives listed there are expected to be met,
for example, in the Western North Atlantic
quadrangle area defined by Goddard, Ber-
muda, Grand Turk, and Cape Kennedy where
accurate laser trackers will pin down the
orbital height of SEASAT-A. The deep ocean
tide aims correspond to the use of a year's
span of data providing appropriate coverage.
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The requirements set forth by the users are
indicated in Table V. Table VI outlines the
capabilities of the SEASAT-A spacecraft
system from the standpoint of its ability to
meet these requirements. Not all of the
desiderata have been met. In particular, the
requirements of a generally operational
character will probably demand more than
one spacecraft. Thus, the request for contin-
uous coverage of wind and waves with an
update every 12 hours, the desire for 10-km
surface resolution on the SMMR channels,
and the requirement for l/4°-all-weather tem-
perature have been impossible to achieve in
this SEASAT-A mission. Neither does it ap-
pear feasible to reach the overall ±10-cm
accuracy in geoid, altimeter, and orbit de-
termination needed to reduce the ultimate
errors in current measurements to the level of
20 cm/sec. These must await follow-on sys-
tems.
These data will nevertheless be highly
valuable both for research purposes and for
demonstrations of near-operational uses in
marine and weather forecasting. The program
plan calls for assembling all of the data in
compatible format through a command and
control center at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, reducing and interpreting them as
geophysical quantities, and disseminating
them to research scientists. In addition, on a
few occasions during the life of the satellite, a
real-time, quasi-operational exercise will be
conducted in which the wind/wave/imagery
information will be sent out on communica-
tions channels to users such as NOAA's
National Meteorological Center or the DOD
Fleet Numerical Weather Center within some
three hours. Another exercise visualized is one
in which near-real-time radar images of the ice
fields along part of the Northwest Passage are
obtained and estimates made of their useful-
ness to real or hypothetical ship passages.
An important element in interpreting the
SEASAT-A data and extending their utility
will be the considerable body of data on the
oceans and atmosphere available from other
sources. The environmental/meteorological
satellites are one such obvious source for
marine and weather data, as are ships, buoys,
and transoceanic aircraft. In the case of ocean
wave forecasts, a land-based, high- frequency
skywave radar that is intended for detailed
monitoring of wave spectra near the continen-
tal United States is expected to be in service.
Its fine-grained data will complement nicely
the more coarsely spaced open ocean wave
spectral data from SEASAT-A. Similarly, cor-
relative data on currents, tides, the geoid, and
the other parameters of interest will be
amalgamated with the SEASAT-A data by
individual researchers interested in specific
problems.
SCIENT1FIC RESEARCH
In addition to being an applications satel-
lite, SEASAT-A will be an important research
tool in several areas of geophysics. The
following list of scientific problems that it can
address is representative rather than ex-
haustive.
Oceanography—The mapping of major
ocean currents and their time and space
variations in selected regions will be achiev-
able by a combination of infrared imagery to
yield positions (see Figure 11), and precision
altimetry to give estimates of surface speeds.
Figure 14 illustrates meanders of the Gulf
Stream off the northeastern U.S., as deline-
ated during three months of ship measure-
ments in 1965 (Hansen, 1970). It also shows
several orbits over the stream which demon-
strate the sampling density that may be
obtained from the satellite altimeter (Siry,
1973b). Figure 15 illustrates global, averaged
ocean current systems. This idealized picture
differs dramatically from the actual one, as a
comparison of the Gulf Stream in Figures 14
and 15 shows. The SEASAT program should
refine this picture considerably.
Global deep sea tides should be extractable
from altimetry measurements with errors of
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perhaps 3 few tens of centimeters after a year
of data-taking. In contrast, only a few dozen
measurements of open ocean tides presently
exist.
The sensing by the altimeter of a tsunami
in the Pacific may be possible if one or more
of these earthquake-caused waves occur dur-
ing the lifetime of the satellite. The informa-
tion obtained may assist in determining the
energy content of the tsunami and help
reduce the problem of overwarning that now
exists. However, an operational warning sys-
tem cannot be predicated on the basis of
satellite altimetry.
Ice dynamics can be studied with repeated
radar imagery taken in the polar regions. The
size and extent of leads and cracks establish
the heat exchange between air and water
which is key to much of the weather in those
regions.
The generation, spatial distribution, and
radiation of waves by storms and hurricanes
may be investigated with radar imagery. Using
detailed wave spectra, wave-wave interaction
may be studied as a process that cascades
energy from short to long waves, thus leading
to high sea states. Little is known quantita-
tively about the surface wave regime on
continental shelves under severe storm condi-
tions. Similarly, interactions of storm surf
with shorelines and coastal structures can be
observed during bad weather.
Oceanographers have never been able to
gain the overview of their domain required to
understand synoptic or planetary scale events
in the sea. SEASAT-A promises to provide a
very important vantage point for that view.
Boundary Layer Meteorology—The greatly
increased knowledge of the surface tempera-
ture and wind fields over the oceans will aid
in understanding large-scale atmospheric cir-
culation and air/sea heat exchange. The ef-
fects of sea temperature on hurricane growth,
on jet stream deflection, and on global clima-
tology may be illuminated by these measure-
ments. Pole-ward transport of heat by oceanic
currents can be assessed more accurately and
the effect on the overall heat balance assayed.
Geodetic Science—The prime geodetic out-
put of SEASAT-A will be a precise, fine-scale
equipotential surface, or geoid, over the
ocean. This figure of the earth may be used to
determine gravimetric deflections of the verti-
cal at sea. Near land, the latter can be used to
check the accuracy of the new North Ameri-
can Datum. Gravity anomalies due to large
underwater features such as seamounts and
trenches may also be observed. The discrep-
ancies between spirit leveling and sea level
measurements along the coasts may be re-
solved by the precise knowledge of sea surface
topography.
The improved gravity field should lead to
more accurate satellite orbital determination.
The polar wandering and other non-rigid earth
motions may then be measured more readily
using orbit analysis and accurate tracking.
Geophysical discipline studies expected to
benefit from results of the EOPAP ocean
dynamics program and, in particular, from
SEASAT-A findings are indicated in Table VII.
Engineering Science—A high-technology
system such as a spacecraft always brings
along with it a number of important develop-
ments in technology and engineering science.
While it is difficult to specify exactly what
the yield of SEASAT-A in this regard will be,
it is safe to speculate that, in areas of
short-pulse and coherent radars, in tracking
technology, and perhaps in data handling and
dissemination, significant advances are ex-
pected. It is likely that other technologies will
be upgraded during the program as well.
APPLICATIONS
In addition to being of considerable inter-
est to a number of scientific disciplines, the
SEASAT-A program will yield data whose
application to problems in several sectors of
public and private concern will yield sizable
benefits. These can be grouped under (1)
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protection of life and property, (2) economic
benefits, and (3) national defense posture. In
almost all of these cases, the spacecraft data is
only a part, albeit usually an important part,
of the total hi formation needed to solve the
applications problem.
Protection of Life and Property—Improve-
ments in navigation and safety at sea may be
achieved by the better forecasts of liigh seas
obtained from SEASAT-A global-scale wind
and wave data. Navigation through ice in
passages can be demonstrated on an experi-
mental basis using radar images of limited
areas. Better knowledge of current systems in
the northwestern Atlantic will aid in forecast-
ing movement of icebergs across shipping
lanes. Such information will undoubtedly lead
to decreases in the loss rates of men, ships, and
cargo, although not on the scale possible with
an ultimate, operational ocean monitoring
system.
Warning of hazards due to weather can be
made more accurate and timely through the
same general body of data. Quantitative meas-
ures of winds up to near-hurricane force will
lead to more accurate predictions of storm
landfall and storm surge forecasts. These
measurements, when melded together with
other meteorological data, will aid in extend-
ing the one-day general weather forecast
towards a scale of a few days.
Economic Benefits- In principle, large
economies are possible for activities utilizing
SEASAT-A-derived information directly or
indirectly. In the area of maritime operations,
minimum-time routing of transoceanic ship-
ping around storms can save 12 to 24 hours of
ship time on a single crossing, which, when
translated into savings at the rate of $10,000
a ship-day, amounts to eight figure numbers
of dollars per year, world-wide. Reduced
cargo breakage and insurance rates and im-
proved harbor and canal scheduling would
add to those savings. Wave forecasts will also
aid in scheduling of the critical processes of
deploying and operating floating oil drilling
platforms. Similarly, measurements of wave
spectra on the continental shelves under
storm conditions are necessary for the loca-
tion and design of offshore structures such as
floating nuclear power plants and deep water
oil ports. Better hydrodynamic design of ships
will also result from wave spectral data for the
open ocean.
In a slightly different vein, geodetic meas-
urements will ultimately translate into im-
proved navigation, positioning and charting
techniques, and location control at offshore
positions.
The utilization of living and non-living
marine resources is also enhanced by knowl-
edge of currents, temperatures, and waves.
Assessment of biological productivity and
location of potential fisheries depend in part
on the former two parameters, while ocean
dredging and mining of minerals, sand and
gravel require wave data and forecasts for
efficient operation. The impact of pollutants
on the ocean can be estimated more accu-
rately by knowing how currents and winds
advect material dumped into the sea. Im-
provements in shoreline protection and assess-
ments of jetty and harbor construction may
also be had.
National Defense Posture-The Nation's de-
fenses will be assisted by improved environ-
mental forecasts and geoidal models. Various
Department of Defense missions are likely to
be positively affected by the range of infor-
mation derived from SEASAT-A data.
Table VIII summarizes the discussion on
benefits. As with the science problems, the
list is representative and can be extended.
A benefit/cost study is being conducted by
NASA with the participation of many of the
users listed previously. Preliminary estimates
based on the value to operational users of the
wind and wave data alone indicate positive
results.
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Projections for the Future
After the initiation of the final execution
phase later this year, work will commence
that should see the spacecraft launched in
1978. Data taking will begin immediately.
After functional check-out and calibration of
the sensor systems is complete, some time will
be spent on assessment of the capabilities of
the instruments. High wind and wave calibra-
tions previously derived through participation
of the SEASAT-A instrument scientists in
exercises such as the North Pacific (NORPAC)
Experiment will be used in this phase. Com-
parison of the spacecraft measurements with
"sea truth" obtained simultaneously with the
satellite overpass will establish the validity of
the measurements. Data will be made avail-
able to other government agencies and to
institutions in the private sector which will
conduct their own investigations.
SEASAT-A promises to be an exceptionally
useful and productive program. It should have
a large impact on earth science, and on a
community of users and the general populace,
advancing the welfare significantly.
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GEOSTROPHIC CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS WITH SEASAT
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In the horizontal equations of motion
there is an approximate balance between the
term of the coriolis force and the term of the
absolute horizontal pressure gradients. This
relation, often called the geostrophic equa-
tion, has been of practical use in estimating
the velocities and volume transport of ocean
currents.
However, because there has been no meth-
od available to date that can measure the
absolute horizontal pressure gradient but only
the relative gradients generated by the inter-
nal density structure of the ocean. Thus the
numbers for velocities and transports have
been very much open to question.
By arbitrarily choosing a "level of no
motion" one is assuming that the absolute
horizontal pressure gradient is zero at that
depth. This amount essentially to an arbitrary
choice of the constant of integration in the
velocity and transport equations.
To define the absolute horizontal pressure
gradient in the ocean, it is necessary to
measure the configuration of at least one
isobaric surface with respect to at least one
geopotential surface in each oceanographic
section. This given, the absolute slope of
every other isobaric surface can be reasoned
directly from the hydrodynamic equations.
Actual measurement of some absolute hori-
zontal pressure gradient such as that at the sea
surface would put these calculations on a firm
foundation for the first time.
The SEASAT satellite with a capability of
measuring ±1/3 m deviations of sea surface
elevations in selected regions will be able,
with a sufficient data sample, to estimate time
variations of sea surface elevations to approxi-
mately that accuracy, and would thus consti-
tute an important first step in measuring the
geostrophic surface pressure gradient.
From Table I, we see that this would allow
detection of mid-latitude baroclinic or baro-
tropic geostrophic flows with speeds of the
order of 1/2 m/s or possibly less.
This would allow a fairly accurate measure-
ment to be made of the flow field of the Gulf
Stream, an important western boundary cur-
rent.
With reasonable coverage every 10 days the
SEASAT system would allow oceanographers
to investigate the validity of the geostrophic
relation for a time varying process, and
increase the overall understanding of the
dynamical processes inherent in the genera-
tion ard propagation of meanders along the
stream axis.
The measurement of sea surface topo-
graphy from satellites will also allow tracking
of cyclonic cold core rings which are gener-
ated by the stream by observing the changes
in surface topography due to the currents in
the ring (typically 50-200 cm/sec).
Following such rings will provide ocean-
ographers, for the first time, with information
on the frequency of generation of these rings,
a measure of ring size during their formation
and decay, thus providing a better idea of the
lifetime of the rings, and perhaps most impor-
tantly, an up-to-date (near real time) map of
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their position and motion in the western
North Atlantic Ocean.
Measurement of the flow of the Gulf
Stream and other currents will allow calcula-
tions of transport of heat and nutrients to be
made more accurately than is currently possi-
ble. The continuous measurement of the
current and systems if available over several
years will begin to make available a measure
of fluctuations in the Gulf Stream's currents
that has been impossible before.
Many catastrophes of the economic kind,
such as failure of the rice crop in Japan, or of
the Peruvian anchovy fisheries, or years of
unusual numbers of icebergs in shipping lanes,
are attributed to fluctuations in ocean cur-
rents. Very little is known about such fluctua-
tions. It takes years of careful and expensive
conventional observation to produce even a
crude description of them. The scientific
programs of our oceanographic institutions
are not geared to long-term problems of this
kind. SEASAT should be able to provide the
long-term survey needed to reveal fluctuations
in some ocean currents like the Gulf Stream.
Currently there are not sufficient data to
permit us to discuss fluctuation of the geog-
raphy in the Gulf Stream lasting longer than
one year. Tins is because early measurements
were made without knowledge of the exist-
ence of meanders'and rings. Unless allowance
can be made for these short perior fluctua-
tions, the longer period variations obtained by
plotting the data are not statistically signifi-
cant.
The area encompassed by the Gulf Stream
meander region is so large, and the time scale
of variation of the meander so short that it is
impossible to adequately measure the dynami-
cal phenomena with anything except a satel-
lite system.
In a more generaJ sense, we must come to
terms with the ocean as a large-scale turbulent
medium and design experiments to measure
the nature of the turbulent processes. SEA-
SAT-A will permit us to begin to investigate
these processes.
Therefore, it is not a question of how much
better the measurements of ocean dynamics
will be from SEASAT; but to say flatly that
SEASAT is the only system available in the
near future which will be capable of measur-
ing the pressure and motion fields in the
whole area reliably, synoplically, and at an
affordable cost
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TABLE I-MAGNITUDES OF REGIONAL SEA SURFACE SLOPES PRODUCED BY
SYNOPTIC INFLUENCES (ANGLES IN RADIANS)
Equilibrium tidal slopes in mid-ocean
.
lO*
Wind set-up in open qcean (Trades) 10°
Gcostrophic slopes In middle latitudes for ordinary speeds of flow 1 cm/sec 10*'
10 cm/sec 10-*
100 cm/sec 10-*
Shelf tides; Tsunamis in deep water 10-*
Barometric loading
Margin s o f anticyclones 10-'
Cores of extratropical cyclones 10-*
Hurricanes (near eye) 10-*
Wind set-up by coastal gales 10*4
Tidal slopes in embayments and canals 10*4
Bores and surface waves (large but not regional)
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Utility of ERTSI
for Coastal Ocean Observation:
The New York Bight Example
R.L. CHARNELL, JR. APEL, W. MANNING, III
and R.H. QUALSET
Abstract: An Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-I) image
taken over New York Bight on 16 August 1972 was enhanced with
the view to evaluating the sensor package for oceanic observation.
Although ocean information is substantially less dynamic than
land-related information, several important ocean features were
detected. This examination leads to the conclusion that satellites
such as ERTS can be used to study movement and structure of
particulate plumes from river outflow, to monitor deposition and
dispersion of waste dumps, to observe some water mass boundaries,
and to detect the presence and measure the characteristics of internal
gravity waves.
Reprinted from
Marine Technology Society Journal
Vol. 8, No. 3
The National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration has recently
begun a five-year program to initiate
analysis of the marine ecosystem (Pro-
ject MESA) of New York Bight. This,
program, begun in 1973, includes a
field effort to collect base-line data to
describe the present state of the envi-
ronment, as well as to supply data to
determine the manner in which the
environment is being altered by intro-
duction of man-produced by-products.
Data collection will include diverse
types in marine biology, water column
chemistry and geochemistry, marine
sedimentology, and water circulation.
The area of greatest effort is to be the
marine environment between Montauk
Point and Cape May out to the edge of
the continental shelf.
One aspect of this project is to
evaluate various data collection equip-
ment and procedures. One important
element in this evaluation deals with
sensing of the environment using
remote techniques. This includes aerial
photographs, airborne radiometers,
and a suite of sophisticated sensors
flown in space craft.
With the advent of the ERTS
series, we can collect data that detect
changes in the amount of visible and
infrared sunlight reflected by the earth
and atmosphere below the satellite;
this reflected sunlight is distinct from
thermally-emitted infrared radiation.
Rate of scan, sensor field of view, and
satellite speed are coordinated in such
a way that a nearly distortion-free
picture can be constructed from the
individual picture elements (pixels).
This photo-like feature allows for
accurate determination of both loca-
tion and shape of visible features.
Initial data obtained by ERTS-I
on its overflight of New York Bight
indicate its potential use for detecting
changes in water quality and other
oceanographic features of the area.
For operational use, we must deter-
mine the most useful sensor array, the
optimum sampling rate, and ways to
maximize the transmission quality of
marine environmental data. Before the
first two of these can be accomplished,
there must be a clearer understanding
of the significance of data that are
being returned. The purpose of this
report is to describe potential oceano-
graphic uses of images obtained from
ERTS-1 on its observation of New
York Bight.
The Satellite and its Imagery
ERTS- 1 is equipped with a
three-channel return beam vidicon
(presently inoperative) and a multi-
spectral scanner (MSS) that senses
light reflected from below in four
spectral bands. Designation of these
MSS bands and their wavelengths are:
MSS-4, 0.5-0.6Mm; MSS-5, 0.6-0.7/jm;
MSS-6, 0.7-0.8/im; and MSS-7,
0.8-1. 1/im. For ERTS, the wavelength
range selected for MSS-4 is the lowest
useful range for above-atmosphere
sensing of the earth due to a combina-
tion of instrument signal-to-noise ratio
and light scattering by water vapor
in the shorter visible wavelengths.
For ocean viewing, each of these
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Figure 1. Digital energy for all four MSS channels along scan line 1170 from the ERTS-I
image of New York Bight on 16 August, 1972.
bands returns substantially different
data. This occurs because light of dif-
ferent wavelengths penetrates water to
different depths due to water's reflec-
tion and scattering character (Charnell
and Maul, 1973, hereafter denoted
CM-3). Table 1 shows that reflected
light seen in MSS-4 can have pene-
trated an ocean of clean seawater for
tens of meters, whereas that seen in
MSS-7 can have penetrated the ocean
only the order of a meter before it is
absorbed.
A consequence of this spectral
selectivity is that lower bands effec-
tively view water features to a depth
of several meters; a water characteris-
tic such as suspended particulate dis-
persed through the water column will
return a weaker signal in the longer
wavelength bands because higher light
absorption means that a decreased
total amount of target material is
encountered than in the lower bands.
On the other hand, for a feature asso-
ciated with the water surface, such as a
surface film, the relative return will be
approximately the same if the material
reflects uniformly in all bands. Un-
fortunately, strong surface features
tend to have spectral reflectance across
all bands much like that of near sur-
face clouds, and thus the signatures of
these two sources are hard to dis-
tinguish.
The 16 August Image
One of the early passes of
ERTS-I over the New York Bight pro-
duced a clear image with considerable
oceanographic detail. This flyover on
16 August, 1972 which covered an
area of approximately 1 80 kilometers
square, was made at 1107 EDT with a
sun angle of S3 degrees.
While the photo representation
of the satellite image (see CM3 or MTS
Journal for January-February 1973)
does show variation in oceanic reflec-
tance, there is a higher range of energy
returned from the land areas. This
results in the ocean surface appearing
fairly uniform. The relative reflectance
can be seen in Figure 1. Data in this
figure represent the digital energy of a
portion of a single scan line through
the center of the image. The scale of
'intensity' represents digital numbers
(dn) from 0-127 with the upper level
representing an absolute radiance
value. This maximum specified radi-
ance value is different for each band:
for instance, the MSS-6 maximum
specified radiance is 1.76 milliwatts/
cm2 -ster while MSS-7 has a value of
4.60 milliwatts/cm2 -ster, both with a
precision of about ±5 percent. The
figure includes data from all four
spectral bands. Each of the four bands
is easily discernible after pixel 1000;
MSS-4 has the highest energy return;
MSS-7, the lowest.
For this scan line, data up to
Figure 2. Contrast stretch applied to dn range 7 through IS on MSS-S of the New York
Bight, 16 August image. Numbers refer to oceanic features discussed in text.
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about pixel 920 were obtained over
the New Jersey coast. From 920 to the
end of the scan, the sensor was over
Bight waters. These data illustrate an
important feature that has significant
consequences in observing the oceans
remotely; the dynamic range for ocean
features is only a small fraction of that
for the entire scene. With the excep-
tion of the cloud, shown by an energy
spike near pixel 2720, and its shadow,
near pixel 2600, the ocean energy
shows relatively low relief. In fact, the
ocean data for the entire scene, ex-
cluding the waste dumps, show a dy-
namic range in MSS-4 of less than 10
dn; a range only a small fraction of
that over land.
and weighting factors:
MSS Band L^
16 24
N_
2
r=i/N
4 0.5
5 7 15 2 0.5
6 3 11 2 0.5
7 4 1 1
Since the negative image is generally
obtained as output, the equivalent film
gamma is in the last column as 1/N.
Figure 2 shows a reconstitution
of such an operation for the MSS-5
band of the 16 August image. This
image is presented in negative to facili-
plume lays along the New Jersey coast.
The exact extent of the plume is
indistinct due to mixing and settling at
distances away from the Harbor
mouth which reduce the concentration
of particulates near the surface avail-
able to reflect light. However, the
varying depths of light penetration in
the four bands do permit some insight
into the vertical distribution of the
plume. Figure 3 is a composite of all
four spectral bands for the small area
in the apex of the Bight. Noting from
Table 1 that longer wavelength bands
return less information from deep
water than do the shorter wavelength
In spite of this apparent defi-
ciency there is substantial oceanic
information. The most direct techn-
ique to visualize this information is to
amplify the range of ocean energy and
eliminate other returns, a procedure
termed 'contrast stretching.' As an
example, in MSS-5 which is the second
line from the top in Figure 1 , all
apparent oceanic energy is contained
within the dn range of seven to 21.
For 'contrast stretching,' a simple
operation is applied to all scan lines
which comprise the entire image; data
values in this narrow range are ex-
panded to fill the total range with all
other values maximized or set to zero.
Additionally, since turbidity and waste
acid show high energy spikes, back-
ground ocean information can be
emphasized by applying a non-linear
weighting factor that favors low
energy, a process termed 'gamma man-
ipulation.' The equation to accomplish
this 'stretch', 'gamma' and to produce
a negative image is given by
E' = Max,forE<L
MM"
N-l
for L<E<UE'=<-
[Max]
E' = for E> U
where E' represents the new energy
representation and E is the observed
energy; L and U are the lower and
upper gates; and N is the weighting
factor. Max is the maximum digital
value allowed by the output device;
for the hard copy device used in this
work, Max=63. For images presented
here, the maximum information was
obtained by using the following gates
TABLE 1
Theoretical Depths of Average and of Effective
Maximum Penetration of Light into Clean Seawater
MSS Average Depth
(meters)
Effective Maximum
Depth (meters)
15
4.0
1.5
0.5
75
20
7.5
2.5
tate photographic handling. The figure
is skewed to correct for rotation of the
earth beneath the satellite as it moved
north to south over the area.
This form of data presentation
clearly provides greater detail than the
original form. Analysis of oceanic
features is facilitated with this pro-
duct; predominant features or groups
of features have been indicated by
numbers on Figure 2 and will be dis-
cussed individually in the following.
Hudson River Plume
The feature denoted by '1' on
Figure 2, is the highly turbid outflow
from the New York Harbor and in
large measure coincides with the sur-
face plume of lower salinity water of
Hudson River discharge (CM-3). At its
greatest extent the plume is 29 km
long and 1 1 km wide. Insufficient
ground truth data were collected in
conjunction with the overflight to
accurately relate the visual image to
water characteristics. Unpublished
serial data collected by the National
Marine Fisheries Laboratory at Sandy
Hook, New Jersey, for this area in
1969 indicate that for late summer the
size of the outflow plume diminishes
due to low river flow volume and the
bands, it is clear from the composite
figure that the boundary of the plume
does not extend as far south in the
surface layer as it does in the deeper
layers. This may be due to settling and
mixing or to the overriding by ambient
Bight water at the seaward extremity
of the plume.
Waste Dumping
These distinct features, marked
by '2' on Figure 2, are surface mani-
festations of metropolitan waste
dumping (CM-3). The northern patch
may be residue from one or more of
the five bargeloads of sewer sludge
deposited in the area during the pro-
ceeding 24 hours. The sharper double
line in the form of an elongated U is
residue from the waste acid dumps.
This dump is 8 km closer to land than
the designated dump area. This could
indicate dumping outside the desig-
nated area, or it may indicate that
dumped material maintains continuity
for several hours as it is transported
from point of original deposition by
slow moving surface water. If the lat-
ter is the case it clearly indicates a
tendency to resist mixing into the
ambient water and strongly suggests
that this feature will be a persistent
signature of all ERTS images of the
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rCOMPARISON OF SPECTRAL BANDS
FOR APEX OF NEW YORK BIGHT
16 AUGUST IMAGE
oceanic shelf water flowing from the
northeast. While there is no direct
ground truth data to verify this con-
jecture, additional remote sensing data
are available. On a monthly basis the
U.S. Coast Guard maps the sea surface
temperature along the coast by using
data collected by Airborne Radiation
Thermometers (ART). Additional sur-
face temperature data are obtained
from ships and Coast Guard light
structures. Fortuitously, such a map
for the area of interest was con-
structed from data obtained on over-
flights during the day following the
ERTS overflight. These data demon-
strate the existence of a slightly
warmer water body lying along the
coast of New Jersey. This body while
less than two degrees C above what
might be estimated as ambient, does
conform, on the eastern side, to the
general shape and location of the
ERTS detected front. Unfortunately,
the two overflights were a day apart
and density of the Coast Guard data is
too low to accurately define precise
location of water mass boundaries.
However, correlation is good.
Internal Wave Field
In the southeast corner of Figure
2, denoted by '4', there are periodic
variations visible on the ocean surface
having a mean wavelength of about
1000 m. There are several possible
sources for these periodicities, includ-
ing instrument artifacts, atmospheric
opacity, ocean surface waves, and
ocean internal waves.
area. In fact, subsequent images to
date (Sept. 16, 1973) in which clouds
do not obscure the dump sites, clearly
show dump residue, although so far
not as distinct as in the 16 August
1972 data.
It is tempting to use Figure 3 to
evaluate the subsurface distribution of
dumped waste material. As would be
expected, with deeper penetration,
target size increases as if the material
were spreading horizontally as it set-
tled to the bottom. In this case, how-
ever, the organic material may have
associated with it an organic slick
which changes spectral response of sur-
face reflected light. Thus around
dumps, changes in target size for each
band may be due to changes of surface
film character rather than subsurface
configuration of material.
Oceanic Front
Throughout the scene there are
several lineaments that give the appear-
ance of water mass boundaries. The
most pronounced of these is the north-
south trending segment denoted by '3'
in Figure 2. The structure is sharp and
well defined for at least 30 km.
Examination of the feature in all
spectral bands suggests there is a signif-
icant change in reflectance across the
boundary. While this change in reflec-
tance may in part be due to a change
in sea state across the boundary, most
of the reflectance variation is probably
a result of water color variation. This
color variation suggests that the fea-
ture is a manifestation of a water mass
boundary; a boundary that denotes
change from coastal water to the more
Discussions with NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center personnel (Hovis,
1973) have ruled out instrument arti-
facts as a source, because of the irregu-
lar nature and the orientation of the
variations.
Meteorological effects such as
atmospheric internal gravity waves are
considered unlikely sources for several
reasons: (a) lack of any cloud struc-
ture or atmospheric opacity over much
of the region showing the waves argues
for a surface origin; (b) mechanisms
giving rise to periodic cloud structure,
such as the Kelvin-Holmholtz insta-
bility, generate waves whose isophase
fronts are nearly at right angles to the
mean wind, which in this case is ap-
proximately northeast-southwest, as
the high altitude clouds attest. The
observed wave fronts are oriented
almost parallel, rather than normal to
the wind. Finally, (c) one thin cloud in
the lower right-hand corner shows the
periodicities originating beyond the
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cloud's extent and persisting continu-
ously through it, with some obfusca-
tion, to emerge from the other side; if
the modulation were due to variations
in cloud moisture, one would expect it
to be more, rather than less, pro-
nounced in the area of the cloud. A
feature probably associated with at-
mospheric waves may be seen in the
bottom center of Figure 2. Here the
wave-lengths are several times longer
and the wave features considerably
more diffuse than the subject wave
pattern seen in the lower right.
The third possibility, ocean sur-
face waves, is put to rest by the re-
ported sea state for the day: WMO
Code One to Two with significant
wave heights of about two feet. A
1000-m surface wave would have a
25-second period, as contrasted with
three-to-four seconds for the observed
light seas. Furthermore, the variations
in image radiometric brightness due to
the waves span one to two quantiza-
tion units out of an average field of
eight. Even a mean wave slope as small
as one in 30 would imply roughly a
15-m significant wave height and such
a small slope could not account for the
one-in-eight brightness ratio. Thus, sur-
face waves must be ruled out.
The remaining possibility is that
the features are the result of oceanic
internal gravity waves. In light seas,
such oscillations often have surface
slicks associated with them whose
origins are ascribed either to the
sweeping together of surface material
in those portions of wave phase having
convergent water velocities to form a
high-reflectivity slick, or to the focus-
sing of capillary wave energy during
the same phase intervals to form a
low-reflectivity region due to en-
hanced small-scale roughness. In either
event, the result is a periodic variation
in surface roughness defining the in-
ternal wave field beneath. Such slicks
are common at sea (see Shand, 1953
and LaFond, 1962).
This view is reinforced by other
factors. At the edges of continental
shelves or island arcs, an incoming tide
may generate internal baroclinic tides
upon its reflection from the discon-
tinuity in depth; the resultant baro-
clinic shear flow instability may spawn
further, shorter period internal waves,
which may then be observed on the
surface via their associated slicks
(Halpern, 1971, a,b). The period of
the daughter waves is constrained to
be greater than the local Brunt-Vaisala
period; typically, a 1000-m internal
wave would have approximately a
15-minute period and a l/2m sec"
phase speed. The edge of the continen-
tal shelf lies about 20-30 km beyond
the corner of the picture, and the tide
was flooding along the eastern sea-
board. Temperature data obtained
from bathythermograph drops from two
ships in the area on the 16th and the
following day, show that there was
stratification necessary to support an
internal wave of this type, with a
mixed layer depth of about 60 m.
To further support this hypo-
thesis, refraction calculations have
been performed using published bot-
tom topography. A simple two-layer
model was assumed. The dispersion
equation relating frequency, o, and
wave number, K, is given by:
o
4
[j0,+p 2 coth (*ch 2 ) coth (Khi)] -
a
2 Kgp 2 (coth(Kh ( ) + coth(Kh 2 )) +
(Pi -Pi)g2 " 2 =0
Here the density and depth of the
upper layer are denoted by p, and h,
respectively, while lower layer density
and depth are denoted by p 2 and h 2 .
The four roots of a represent baro-
clinic and barotropic internal waves
propagating in each of two arbitrary
but opposite angles.
For wavelengths long compared
both with mixed layer and water
depths the baroclinic mode dispersion
relation simplifies to:
o^±k
(
P2-Pi \/hi-h 2 \
P2+P 1/\h,+h 2 /
'/2
Predicted phase speed (aIk) for typical
stratification and depth conditions
extant at the time of overflight is
about 1/4 to 1/2 m sec" 1
.
Using this two-layer model with
topographic data and BT-derived
density data, we have computed the
/V /'/ f/M
Figure 4. Comparison of observed wave pattern and theoretically refracted internal
wave fronts.
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progression of a plane wave, originat-
ing in deep water, up on the con-
tinental shelf in the vicinity of the
Hudson Canyon. The wave was as-
sumed incident parallel to the edge of
the continental shelf. This is probably
not a necessary assumption, since, for
wavelengths of the order of these,
phase orientation due to refraction is
so strong that by the time they have
progressed to the area of the image,
the wave fronts would be rendered
nearly parallel to contours of local
topography. An interpretation of two
crossing wave trains observed in the
extreme lower right-hand corner is
that the refraction process is not yet
quite complete in that area.
Figure 4 shows a comparison
between the observed wave packets (as
solid lines) and an arbitrarily spaced
set of phase fronts (as dotted lines)
computed from the two-layer disper-
sion relation above. Both theory and
observation show the wave fronts
advancing more rapidly in the deep
water over the Hudson Valley on the
adjacent continental shelf. The overall
agreement is quite good.
The waves tend to occur in
packets with a dominant leading edge.
Where the packets are pronounced, the
distance between successive leading
edges is about 10-15 km. Assuming
that the waves are excited by a semi-
diurnal tide at the shelf edge, and are
travelling at the calculated speed of
1/4 to 1/2 m sec" 1 , then one group of
waves will have moved about 11 to 22
km before the second set is generated
12 hours later. Agreement between
observed distances and theoretical
distances is good.
Subsequent ERTS overpasses of
New York Bight a year later during
July and August, 1973 again show a
similar set of periodic variations in
reflectance. Their orientation and
general shape are almost exactly the
same but position of packets is some-
what different.
Thus the evidence indicates that
the periodic features in this ERTS-
1
photo are internal waves which are
being detected by their associated sur-
face slicks in the relatively light winds
of the day. These internal waves are
being generated by tide action at the
shelf edge and are being refracted as
they move up onto the shelf.
Summary and Conclusion
From the foregoing it is ap-
parent that satellite remote sensing of
reflected light from the sea surface can
be useful in an examination of ocean-
ographic features. While the dynamic
range available on ERTS for ocean
observation is relatively low, it is suffi-
cient for monitoring surface and near
surface features. Because of the
problem of interfering atmosphere,
significant ground truth comparison to
satellite-obtained data must be made
prior to a complete evaluation of satel-
lite sensing for oceanography.
ERTS data are encouraging,
however, and indicate a usefulness in
observation over coastal marine areas.
These data indicate an ability to
study movement and structure of
suspended particulate plumes from
major river outflow, to monitor de-
position and dispersion of waste
dumps, to observe some water mass
boundaries, and to detect the presence
of and measure characteristics of in-
ternal gravity waves. A comprehensive
program to obtain ground truth data
at times of satellite overpasses may
help to quantify such future measure-
ments. SC
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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
DATA COLLECTED IN THE NEW YORK BIGHT APEX
DURING 1969-70
R. L. Charne11
D. V. Hansen
ABSTRACT
This report presents an analysis of physical
oceanography data collected on a monthly basis in the
apex of the New York Bight during 1969 and early 1970.
Data include temperature and salinity values, recovery
information on surface and seabed drifters, and current
meter observations. Hudson River discharge and wind
data from Ambrose light station are also included. The
data show apex water to be stratified three-fourths of
the year caused by high river runoff and insolation.
During winter, heat loss and wind mixing destroy and
impede reformation of stratification. There is a strong
northward flow of water in the lower layers along the
axis of the Hudson shelf channel; some of this bottom
water flows into the Hudson estuary and part turns east-
ward to flow parallel to Long Island. Eventually, this
eastward flow turns and joins the southwest flow of shelf
water, suggesting that an anticyclonic circulation exists
in the apex most of the year. Surface flow exhibits high
seasonality in response to surface winds, with northward
flow during spring and summer and southeast movement
during fall and winter. Surface flow from Raritan Bay
flows south along the New Jersey coast most of the year.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
Increasing awareness of man's impact on water quality of the New
York Bight has resulted in recognition of the need for detailed ecolog-
ical studies of the nearshore zone into which vast quantities of munici-
pal and industrial wastes are being dumped. Wastes from the metropolitan
area have been dumped into apex waters informally since settlement and
with government sanction since the turn of the century. Ecological
awareness, plus increased load of waste dumping, dictates a detailed
study of the apex system. In particular, an in-depth study of circu-
lation which controls material transport is vitally important.
Few physical oceanographic studies of the New York Bight water have
been made, and virtually none has focused on the nearshore zone. Bigelow
(1933) and Bigelow and Sears (1935) assembled data for various seasons
over several years which indicate that, in addition to fairly strong
demarcation of shelf and slope water, apex water seems to differ in
character from shelf waters during most of the year. However, temporal
and structural resolutions, involving details of water characteristics
near the New York Harbor mouth within the waste dumping area, are
lacking
.
The study of Ketchum et al . (1951), based on a year's worth of data,
presented a fairly comprehensive discussion of the distribution of
properties in apex waters. They were able to estimate some flushing
rates for the area, but avoided comment on circulation patterns. They
concluded that not more than 10 day's contribution of any pollutant,
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dissolved or suspended, would accumulate within the apex at any one time.
More recent works by Bumpus (1965) and by Bumpus and Lauzier (1965) with
seabed and surface drifters gave indication of seasonal flow structure
in the bight and within the apex. On the open shelf, mean flow generally
is to the southwest at both surface and bottom throughout most of the
year. Near harbor mouths, such as New York and Delaware Bay, the bottom
flow has a strong component into the estuary on the average. Spatial
resolution on this scale is poor, and temporal variability is probably
high.
In 1969, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers provided support to the
National Marine Fisheries Service Sandy Hook Laboratory at Highlands,
N. J., to augment its continuing studies of the marine environmental
features affecting distribution of marine organisms. These supplemental
observations in the area from Jones Inlet, N. Y., to Monmouth Beach,
N. J., were to provide details of nearshore water circulation as it
relates to movement and dispersal of sewage sludge and dredging spoils
deposited in the dump sites. Monthly observations made for 1 year under
this program form the basis for one of the first detailed studies of
physical oceanography in the apex. This report presents results of
analysis of these data. The original data are on file at the Middle
Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Center, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Highlands, N. J.
For the Corps of Engineers study, a sampling grid of 23 stations was
established in a part of the bight generally described as the apex. The
station designations and pattern are shown in figure 1. Measurements
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were made systematically at these stations to sample temperature and
salinity at nominal depth intervals of 4 m and for dissolved oxygen near
the bottom. Table I is a calendar of these cruises, and the appendix has
a description of instruments used for data collection.
Table I.
Calendar of Apex Cruises in 1969-70
Cruise # Date Cruise // Date
1 Jan. 31, 1969 8 June 26, 27
2 Feb. 6, 7 9 July 31, Aug. 1
3 Mar. 18, 19 10 Aug. 18, 19
4 Apr. 8, 10 11 Sept. 15, 16
5 Apr. 23, 24 12 Nov. 3, 4
6 May 15, 16 13 Dec. 18
7 June 5, 6 14 Feb. 8, 1970
In addition, several attempts at direct measurement of currents and
particulate transports were made. Current meters were placed at four
sites within the study area to measure current speed and direction near
the bottom and at approximately 13 m above the bottom. These obser-
vations yielded four usable records from three of the stations (see
fig. 1 for current meter station locations). Estimates of surface and
bottom particulate transport were made with the use of seabed and surface
drifters. These drifters were released at 21 of the fixed grid stations
on each of the regular cruises.
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2. TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY DATA
Temperature and salinity data were collected on a nearly monthly
basis from January 1969 through February 1970. Because cruises were
generally of over 36-hr duration, data from these closely spaced stations
were collected over several tidal cycles. This sample distribution,
coupled with the semi-estuarine nature of the region, resulted in data
sets with high spatial variability. For this analysis, these data are
treated by groups rather than as maps or standard sections of properties
to minimize biasing introduced by these variations.
2.1 Apex Water Characteristics and Their Seasonal Variations
Water in the bight apex is strongly influenced by runoff from the
Hudson River and its tributaries that produces large salinity gradients.
In the spring during high runoff, salinity values range from a low of
about 18 °/oo at the surface to 33°/oo at the bottom. Temperature is
dominated by seasonal changes in insolation. Apex water reaches a
seasonal high temperature of around 26°C in summer and a low of less
than 2°C in winter.
During winter, river runoff is low and wind energy input is high,
producing an apex water mass that is fairly well mixed and uniform in
character. With onset of higher rainfall after March, apex water begins
to stratify under the influence of a drop in surface salinity caused by
increased river runoff. The early phase of this transition is illus-
trated with Cruise 4 data in the bottom panel of figure 2. This panel,
like the two above it, is a composite temperature-salinity (T-S) diagram
135
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Figure 2. Temperature-salinity (T-S) data for every sta-
tion during cruises from spring into summer of 1969.
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of data from every station for a single cruise. Individual stations are
designated by numbers adjacent to the value taken at the greatest depth
sampled.
Conditions of strong salinity stratification continue with little
change during April. During May, runoff decreases and solar heating
increases with the result that while stratification continues, its
character shifts from being salinity-dominated to being temperature-domi-
nated. This transition is illustrated by Cruise 6 data, summarized in
the middle panel of figure 2.
Transition from salinity stratification to temperature stratifica-
tion is fairly rapid, apparently occurring within a month. Data from the
June cruise show very little residual river influence. These data,
summarized in the upper panel of figure 2, show only a narrow range of
salinities. Data from the station closest to the harbor (//3-1) and from
some of those in that immediate vicinity show salinity values lower than
characteristic of the rest of the apex water.
Temperature stratification increases through summer and into fall.
During August and September, surface water temperature reaches a high near
26°C, while bottom water in the apex generally gets no warmer than ap-
proximately 12 C. Bottom water temperature remains fairly constant
throughout the period from June to October, caused by the inhibition of
downward heat transfer.
Following the temperature maximum in August, surface water begins to
cool at the rate of about 3 C per month. Stratification maintains a well-
defined two-layer structure; after August, each layer becomes more
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homogeneous yet distinct from the other, caused by continued or increased
mixing. Near the end of October, loss of heat from the surface layer
brings its temperature to within a few degrees of that in the lower
layer. Increased storm energy then results in a breakdown of strati-
fication, and the entire water column becomes well mixed. At this time,
there is relatively little salinity variation in the apex; except very
near the harbor mouth, apex water becomes nearly homogeneous. This change
in structure is shown by comparing the T-S structure in figure 2 to
structure shown by the T-S data in figure 3. The three distinct groups
of curves in figure 3 represent data from the November, December, and
February cruises.
The upper data group in figure 3 was collected on November 3-4.
With the exception of stations along the New Jersey coast (#3-1, #2-1, and
#1-1), data from all stations show a salinity range of only 2°/ o and a
temperature range of about 2°C. The middle group of data, collected
December 18, show similar low ranges in temperature and salinity. Mean
salinity has increased by about 2 °/oo while the mean temperature de-
creased by over 7°C during the previous 44 days. The February 8, 1970,
cruise, depicted by the bottom group of curves, shows little mean salinity
change, but a further drop of about 4°C in mean temperature. Data from
Cruise 1, collected a yeai earlier, show a similar pattern.
A rapid breakdown in stratification occurs during October. Following
this change to near-homogeneous conditions, there is a rapid drop in temper-
ature of apex water. From November 3 to December 18, there is a 7°C drop
in temperature that represents a heat loss of about l^xlO^cal/cm /44 days.
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Figure 3. Temperature-salinity (T-S) data for every station during
cruises from fall into winter of 1969-70.
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Although this heat loss is high, it is consistent with estimates of
normal heat flux through the sea surface.
2.2 Hudson River Plume
The plume of Raritan Bay effluent, the so-called Hudson River plume,
is a dominant feature of the apex for nearly 9 months of the year. Even
during winter when apex water is fairly uniformly mixed, several of the
stations near New York Harbor show substantially lower salinities under
influence of the plume (cf., fig. 3). The plume is most well-developed
following the spring runoff increase. Plume growth is greatest in the
April-May period. Figure 4 is a plot of surface salinity for that
period. The data, collected April 23-24, clearly show the plume depict-
ed by a marked decrease in salinity. Near the bay mouth, salinity is
more than 10 °/oo> less than that of ambient apex water.
The plume apparently lies against the New Jersey coast rather than
flowing to the east or southeast into open water of the apex. For all
cruises of 1969 where data are sufficient to define a low salinity plume,
the feature is located adjacent to the New Jersey shore. In fact, subse-
quent satellite data (Charnell et al., 1974) suggest that this is the
preferred location of the plume all year long. This tendency for the
plume to follow the New Jersey coast may be explained as quasi-geostropic
flow of the riverine input or may simply reflect advection of the low
salinity water by general coastal circulation.
This preferred location can be shown in another way with the aid of
time history profiles. Figure 5 shows time history profiles of tempera-
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Figure 5. Time history profiles of temperature and
salinity for stations 1-1 (New Jersey coast) and
4-4 (Long Island coast).
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ture and salinity for a station near the New Jersey shore (#1-1) and for
one near the Long Island shore (#4-4). Station 1-1 shows a marked drop
in surface salinity as river-controlled stratification begins in late
March. Through April and May, surface salinity continues to drop sub-
stantially. A minimum value of less than 24°/ o is reached some time in
early May. Data from this station clearly show the effect of the Hudson
plume.
Data for station 4-4 do not show the same influence from river run-
off; during the season of maximum runoff, water along Long Island shows
only weak salinity stratification. A minimum in surface salinity occurs
from mid to late May, several weeks after the comparable minimum at
station 1-1. The minimum at station 4-4 occurs at a time of general
salinity reduction in all apex water affected by mixing and horizontal
distribution of the relatively "fresh" water of the Hudson plume and of
other sources along the coast. In general, stations east of the Hudson
shelf channel exhibit behavior much like that of station 4-4; all
stations west of the channel reflect the character of station 1-1.
Effect of river runoff on apex water can be shown with a comparison
of streamflow to surface salinity at selected stations. Figure 6 is a
composite time-history plot, showing streamflow and surface salinity at
both Ambrose light station and at station 3-1. Streamflow for the Hudson
River is gaged at Green Island, a point substantially upstream from
Raritan Bay (Water Resources Division, 1970, 1971). Because the Hudson
represents about 90 percent of the freshwater supplied to the Raritan
Bay system and the Green Island station gages a relative measure of
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Figure 6. Comparison of time history plots of Hudson River runoff to
salinity at station 3-1 and the Ambrose light station.
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Hudson flow, then riverflow measured at Green Island should accurately
represent relative input of freshwater to the apex. The Ambrose station
(data from Chase, 1971) lies to the east of station 3-1 and, because the
Hudson plume preferentially exists in the western portion of the apex,
that station should and does show less influence of the Hudson and hence
has generally higher salinities than station 3-1.
Maximum riverflow in late April is reflected by a substantial drop
in surface salinity at both apex stations. A secondary peak in river-
flow in late May shows a similar, but not as strong, decrease in surface
salinity. As riverflow drops with onset of summer, surface salinities
generally stabilize, and values at the two stations approach one another
with the station 3-1 values coming to within l°/oo of the Ambrose values.
A runoff increase that occurs in November is reflected by a drop in
surface salinity at station 3-1, but shows no similar influence at
Ambrose. This difference probably results from the plume lying even
closer to the New Jersey coast than usual and not penetrating as far east
as Ambrose. Additionally, since this is a period of high wind mixing,
the plume may have been completely mixed with ambient water and obliter-
ated before it had much opportunity to penetrate far into the apex.
The river plume lying along the New Jersey coast leads to a demar-
cation of water types even within such a small area as the apex. The
boundary between water types tends to be a north-south line that coin-
cides with the axis of the main topographic feature of the apex, the
Hudson shelf channel. East of the boundary, water is generally of shelf
influence and hence more oceanic in character. Water there tends to show
less salinity stratification.
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Figure 7 shows a comparison of T-S cycles for stations representing
each of these two water types. The left-hand section of the figure
shows T-S data for station 2-1, representing the area west of the
boundary; the right-hand section shows data for a station east of the
boundary (#2-4) . Each pair of curves includes the time history of
surface values (solid line) and of near bottom values (dashed line).
Numerals along the curves depict cruise numbers. There is strong river-
ine influence on salinity structure for the coastal water, with even the
bottom water showing large changes in salinity. Data from the shelf
water station show both less annual range and less vertical salinity
structure. The zone paralleling the Hudson shelf channel apparently
exerts a strong barrier influence; apex stations to the east exhibit
characteristics similar to station 2-4, while those to the west are
similar to station 2-1.
3. LAGRANGIAN MEASUREMENTS USING SURFACE AND SEABED DRIFTERS
Small drifters designed to measure direction of water movement at
the surface and bottom of the water column were used for this study.
Reaction of these drifters to water movement closely approximates that of
other small movable objects at the surface and near the seabed. Their
behavior thus provides an estimate of the effect of water movement on
transport and dispersal of sewage sludge and dredging spoils. The sea-
bed drifter is a positively buoyant plastic saucer (diameter 19 cm)
fastened to a small-diameter stem, 54 cm long. The free end of this
stem is weighted so that the whole drifter has slight negative buoyancy.
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Surface drifters used in the study were small bottles, ballasted to
float vertically and yet present a low above-surface profile to minimize
unwanted wind effects. Details of construction and operation of these
drifters can be found in Bumpus (1965) or Harrison et al. (1967).
A study of this sort relies on the public to return information on
the time and location of recovery for each drifter found. Positive
results are obtained only when drifters move into areas accessible to
the public. This may be an important consideration in an area like New
York Harbor where there are limited areas for drifters to wash up on a
beach.
Of the 1,886 surface drifters released in 1969, 497 or about 26 per-
cent were returned. Of the 2,190 seabed drifters released in 1969, 710
or about 32 percent were recovered. These rates of return are exception-
ally high for this type of investigation and are attributable to a
combination of vigorous onshore transport mechanisms and the intensity
of traffic on adjacent beaches. Results of the analysis reported here
are based primarily on spatial and temporal patterns determined by
returns of those drifters released during 1969.
3.1 Near Bottom Transport
Several studies using seabed drifters have been made on the conti-
nental shelf in the Middle Atlantic Bight area. The study by Bumpus
(1965) indicated that for nearshore, the tendency is for westerly or
southerly flow with a component toward the coast; however, the onshore-
offshore component is difficult to distinguish from more or less isotropic
dispersion because only those drifters carried onshore yield any infor-
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mation. Bump us ' study, like that of Harrison et al. (1967), indicated
that there is definite residual bottom drift toward the mouths of estu-
aries. Such flow into estuary mouths is expected as a normal consequence
of estuarine circulation driven by freshwater outflow and has been ob-
served in a wide variety of situations (Conomos, et al., 1970; Gross et
al., 1969).
Data from the present study also show the pattern described by
Bumpus. Circulation detail is, however, largely masked by greater varia-
bility. Overall patterns are more easily seen if the returns are present-
ed in relation to their point of origin. For example, figure 8 shows the
percentage return of drifters released from each station during the
entire year. Values for individual stations are contoured to provide a
visual impression of the pattern of returns. As might be anticipated
from simple dispersion considerations, areas closer to land have a higher
percentage return. A significant feature of these data is that minimum
percentage return occurs along the axis of the Ambrose channel-Hudson
shelf channel rather than from the station farthest from shore. This
might imply that drifters placed in this area are moved rapidly seaward
and are lost or that this area is a "dead area" of little motion. Neither
of these views is consistent with the interpretation by Bumpus or the
principles of estuarine circulation.
It appears more likely that drifters from this region are prefer-
entially drawn into the New York-Hudson River estuarine system. Stewart
(1958) showed that upstream flow of bottom water occurs in at least the
lower 50 mi of the Hudson River estuary. This phenomenon probably will
have a seaward continuation.
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Examination of a chart of the Upper Bay and Hudson River north of
the Narrows suggests few areas that are suitable for beaching of these
drifters. If not beached, in time they will become covered with marine
growth and will deteriorate. It is quite probable that the low return
rate near Ambrose reflects upchannel migration and subsequent loss to the
investigation rather than a seaward flushing of the drifters.
This view is also consistent with the fact that there are higher
return rates from stations farther out to sea. A drifter moving along
the bottom is subjected to two processes—advection and dispersion.
Advection is affected by the organized flow into the estuary, while
dispersion is induced by tidal flow and other oscillations. Drifters
deployed farther from the harbor entrance are more likely to be dispersed
out of the organized flow and to be beached before going through the bay
mouth.
The hypothesized flow into the estuary may be tested by identifying
the origin of all drifters found somewhere within the New York Harbor
system. Eighty-one drifters, or 3.7 percent of all those released, were
found within the bay. Greater sensitivity to origin is obtained by
relating bay recoveries to total returns from a single station rather
than to total releases (fig. 9, upper panel). For these data, highest
relative rates of return are found at stations closer to the mouth than
for those stations farther out. The axis of maximum relative return
corresponds in a general sense to the Hudson-Ambrose channel.
Drifters were found predominantly in two areas: 477 drifters were
recovered along the south coast of Long Island while 127 drifters
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Figure 9. Origin of seabed drifters
by recovery locations. Contours of
total seabed drifters recovered3 ex-
pressed as a percentage of those re-
leased at individual stations: upper
panel s recoveries in Hudson estuary;
middle panel 3 recoveries on the Long
Island coast; and lower panel s recov-
eries on the New Jersey coast.
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beached along the eastern coast of the mainland from Sandy Hook to Cape
May, N. J. The remaining 35 drifters were found at miscellaneous lo-
cations not germane to the study area and have not been included in our
analysis. For comparison to estuary returns, origin data for drifters
recovered in the two predominant areas are presented in the lower two
panels of figure 9. For the mainland recoveries (fig. 9, bottom panel),
return is clearly dependent upon distance from shore. Orientation of
contours generally follows the axis of hypothesized bottom flow into the
estuary. A significant feature of this distribution is that almost no
drifters released in the northeast section of the grid moved southwest
onto the New Jersey coast.
Returns of drifters beached on Long Island also show a dependence
on distance from shore (fig. 9, middle panel). Drifters appear to be
carried ashore here more frequently from a large part of the sampling
grid. Contours for these data also are generally parallel to the axis
of hypothesized flow into the estuary in the western portion of the
sampling grid. Returns are high from the south central portion of the
grid and from the northeast section of the grid. The general impression
conveyed by a year of bottom drifter data is of a general clockwise
circulation in the bight upon which is superimposed an estuarine circu-
lation into the estuary and dispersion by tidal and wind-driven currents.
This picture is consistent with the circulation pattern described by both
Bumpus (1965) and Bumpus (1973) using drifter data.
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3.2 Surface Drifter Returns
Surface drifter return data can be used to infer surface circulation
in the bight apex. There is somewhat more seasonal variability in these
data resulting from wind effects. As might be expected, there was almost
no evidence that surface drifters went upstream into the bay; only one
drifter was found in this area.
Data on the origin of recovered surface drifters are presented in the
upper panel of figure 10. It is evident that drifters released closest to
the south shore of Long Island had the greatest incidence of recovery
ashore. For a clearer picture of drifter migration, the data can be
grouped by Long Island or New Jersey recovery as was done for the seabed
drifters. Origin of release for the 406 drifters collected on the south
shore of Long Island is shown in the middle panel of figure 10. Again,
recoveries on Long Island are normalized by total recoveries. There ap-
pears to be a central ridge of high return with areas of low return on
either side. During most of the year, winds from the south and west pre-
dominated. Winds from these points moved the drifters to the north and
tended to ground them on Long Island.
The area of low return to the west can be accounted for by the shift
in recovery to the east coast mainland. Origin of release for these 37
recoveries is summarized in the bottom panel of figure 10. The data show
two features: overall low return to the mainland, and a very small area
from which drifters are likely to beach on the mainland. These two
diagrams clearly indicate, at least for 1969, that the predominant
character of surface flow was a tendency for floating material to move in
a northward direction. The 53 drifters not accounted for in these return
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Figure 10. Origin of surface drifter
recoveries. Contours of total sur-
face drifters recovered, expressed
as a percentage of those released at
individual stations: upper pane 1 3
total recoveries; middle panel, re-
coveries on the Long Island coast;
and lower panel 3 recoveries on the
New Jersey coast.
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areas were found in miscellaneous locations not germane to the study
area and have not been included in our analysis.
3.3 Temporal Changes in Circulation
It might be thought useful to examine the time-dependent aspects of
both surface and near bottom flow by interpreting data from the indi-
vidual cruises. This type of analysis, however, would require release of
substantially more drifters each month than were used for this study.
Because of the stochastic nature of the processes controlling drifter
movement, small numbers of returns from releases are not significant.
Another problem is indicated by the low recovery rate for upchannel sea-
bed drifter migrations. Ordinarily at a given station, direction of
drift is inferred from all returns for releases at one time; if a sub-
stantial number of drifters is not found (as is clearly the case for those
that are carried offshore and is believed to be the case for those carried
into the estuary), their direction is not represented and resultant flow
estimates are biased.
One means for delineating temporal aspects of the circulation is to
examine the total rate of return from all stations as a function of time,
as is depicted in figure 11. The middle panel of figure 11 indicates
return of surface drifters while the bottom panel indicates return of sea-
bed drifters. Dots for each curve represent the time the drifters were
released; on the average, most were recovered during the following month.
The upper panel of the figure shows the time history of weekly mean wind
vectors as measured at the Ambrose light station. Winds show a dramatic
shift in mean direction from northerly to southerly from March to April.
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Winds continue to be from the south and weaker till near the end of
September when another shift to northerlies occurs.
It is apparent from the surface drifter returns that wind-induced
effects tend to dominate surface circulation. In the early part of the
year when winds are from the north-northwest, virtually no surface
drifters are recovered; presumably they are swept out to sea. Similarly,
during spring and summer, winds push surface water and hence drifters
onto the Long Island beaches. Then into late summer and fall, recoveries
decrease as the winds become variable and then switch to the southeast.
It is not likely that decreased beach traffic in winter months accounts
for diminished returns of surface drifters because returns of bottom
drifters have a slight maximum for this period. In general, however,
return of seabed drifters showed little seasonality. There was a slight
decrease during the period of high surface return. This suggests that
during the spring, when outflow at the surface is strongest, more seabed
drifters return up the Hudson and hence are lost. Actual estuary re-
coveries of the seabed drifters do show a slightly different picture.
For just 2 months, August and September, recoveries were much higher
than for any other period; there were 17 and 20 returns, respectively.
This is nearly three times the recovery rate for the more nearly average
months of April and May that had recoveries of five and eight drifters,
respectively.
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4. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF CIRCULATION PATTERN
There are several other data sources that tend to confirm the
circulation picture inferred from drifters. These data include the
incomplete current meter records, density data, and distribution of dump-
site organic carbon deposited on the sea floor.
4.1 Direct Current Measurements
Evidence for the bottom circulation pattern also includes direct
current measurements made during the study. While the records are few,
nonsynoptic, and for only short periods, they do provide evidence for
bottom water movement similar to that inferred from bottom drifter
returns.
All current meters set out for this study rapidly developed marine
growth that interferred with their operation. For the four reliable
records, at least 2 weeks of observations can be considered valid. These
four records were taken at three stations: (a) near bottom and mid-depth
observation in late June, 3.5 mi south of Atlantic Beach, N. Y.
(station A); (b) near bottom observations in late February, 2.5 mi south-
west of Ambrose (station B) ; and (c) near bottom observations in late May-
early June, 3.5 mi east of Sandy Hook (station C) . Locations of these
stations are indicated on figure 1. A summary of these measurements is
presented in figure 12; for each station, the progressive vector diagram
is presented for the valid segment of each record.
The southernmost station B is not in an area that, on the basis of
drifter data, is in the main zone of upchannel return flow. Wind during
this period was predominantly from the west. The record for station B
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Figure 12. Progressive vector representation of current meter data
from current meter stations A 3 B3 and C.
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in February shows flow generally eastward away from the coast for the
first A days; subsequently, net drift was toward the north until the
record becomes invalid. Average net drift for the entire period was
3.9 mi/day toward the east-northeast.
Station A is situated in an area which, based on seabed drifter
analysis, is expected to have bottom flow predominantly to the west.
For this period, local winds were variable but generally from the south.
The current records show that flow tended to follow bottom contours away
from the e tuary mouth in a generally eastward direction, both near bottom
and at mi -depth. After about 1 week, net flow at mid-depth swung north-
east toward the shore while net bottom drift shifted to the southeast
away from shore. Average net drift was 3.3 mi/day toward the north-
northeast at mid-depth and 1.9 mi/day toward the east at the bottom.
Station C was situated almost in the path of inferred bottom flow
into the estuary mouth. Here, bottom water would be expected to flow
northwest into the bay. This, in fact, is what the current record shows
for late May and early June. There was substantial tidal oscillation,
but net drift followed a heading of about 320 ° true. Average net drift
over the period was 4.2 mi/day.
4.2 Density Distribution
Temperature and salinity values from this area also suggest an estu-
arine circulation pattern and/or general clockwise circulation in the
bight. Data from the four stations that were most nearly alined to the
Ambrose-Hudson channel can be used as a section along the most likely
axis of flow. Bathymetry tends to confine flow along the axis, and
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tidal currents tend to conform to this axis. Even though the study area
is an open ocean segment, there are bounds on the system that suggest
estuarine behavior. Figure 13 presents a vertical section of density
upon this axis about the time that current station C was occupied. The
data clearly suggest a pattern characteristically found in estuaries.
The pitfalls of attempting to infer circulation from temperature and
salinity distributions in estuaries and in coastal areas are legion, but
landward flow near the bottom should occur preferentially in the Hudson
channel region of the bight. A ubiquitous force for driving estuarine
and coastal circulations is the horizontal pressure gradient. The
horizontal pressure gradient is expressible as
8£ [
ps
-/
d
M -]Jo
where
P is pressure,
I is horizontal direction,
g is gravitational constant,
p is density,
S is surface slope,
z is vertical direction, and
d is a particular depth of interest.
In estuarine circulation, a near-surface seaward flow is driven by
the pressure gradient associated with surface slope. At greater depths,
the surface slope term is opposed by the vertically integrated horizontal
gradient 9p/8£, typically reversing it to drive a counterflow at inter-
mediate or great depths.
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Figure 13 shows that the horizontal density gradient is significant
to the greatest depths found in the region. Hence, by virtue of the
fact that the Ambrose and Hudson channels have more than twice the depth
of adjacent regions, we expect that the estuarine circulation, well-docu-
mented within the estuary, must preferentially occur also within the
channelized portion of the New York Bight.
In a similar manner, the density distribution for the entire spring
(March-June) suggests characteristic estuarine circulation—outflow at
the surface accompanied by bottom return flow up the channel into the
bay.
An alternative qualitative interpretation for the large-scale
aspects of this observed density distribution is that it is, in part, a
quasi-geostrophic response to the general clockwise circulation in the
apex, having a tendency for flow toward shore in the bottom boundary
layer. The difficulty of determining circulation in such coastal regions
stems from the coincidence of a multiplicity of processes.
4.3 Distribution of Deposited Organic Carbon on the Sea Floor
There is indirect evidence in support of the pattern of bottom
water movement as inferred from the seabed drifters. This evidence
results from deposition of organic carbon on the sea floor in the
vicinity of the dump sites. Contours of the ratio of organic carbon to
total weight of bottom sample, published by Sandy Hook Laboratory
(1972), are presented in figure 14. For the case of the sewage sludge
dump site, the deposition plume stretches to the northeast, with
diminishing concentrations away from the dump site. Sewage sludge is
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composed of particulates which take a finite amount of time to settle to
the bottom. During the period of settling, suspended particulates will
be transported horizontally by currents. Hence, the bottom distribution
pattern should indicate the mean direction of transport. If organic
carbon in bottom samples is a suitable indicator of sewage sludge spoils,
then data from figure 14 indicate that mean currents between the head of
the Hudson shelf channel to the coast of Long Island generally are to the
northeast.
If water continues moving east as suggested by the drifters and by
current meter measurements, it must eventually enter the offshore circu-
lation system with its tendency for southwest flow. This then would form
a closed circulation pattern, represented by an anticyclonic gyre en-
compassing most of the apex in and to the east of the Hudson shelf
channel.
5. SUMMARY
During 1969, diverse data types were collected at monthly intervals
to describe the physical oceanography in the apex of the New York Bight.
Data types include temperature and salinity, return information on surface
and bottom drifters, and current meter observations. The data were used
to describe water structure and nearshore circulation as they relate to
the dispersal of sewage sludge and dredging spoils deposited in the bight
waters. Analysis of these data results in several conclusions.
(a) Water in the apex is stratified for about three-fourths of the
year: firstly, caused by high river runoff in spring; then secondly, by
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solar heating throughout the summer. From November through February, heat
loss and wind mixing destroy and impede reformation of stratification.
Following breakdown of stratification in October, apex water rapidly
loses heat through normal thermal transfer processes at the sea surface.
(b) Effluent from Raritan Bay flows south along the New Jersey
coast most of the year, probably caused by momentum and Coriolis force.
This results in the western part of the apex being predominantly estuarine
in character; however, east of the Hudson shelf channel, apex water is
predominantly shelf-oceanic.
(c) There was substantial shoreward migration of drifters deposited
on the surface or at the bottom. Over 29 percent of all drifters re-
leased found their way to shore. Drifter data suggest a strong northward
flow at the bottom along the axis of the Hudson shelf channel and then
into the mouth of the Hudson estuary. Additionally, there is a large
component of this northward flow that continues north then east along the
Long Island shore. Continuity considerations suggest this eastward flow
must turn to the southwest as it meets the southwest-tending shelf water.
This flow pattern would result in an anticyclonic circulation feature
that exists in the apex during most of the year.
(d) While surface drift patterns exhibit strong seasonality, there
is only mild seasonal variation in returns of bottom drifters. Surface
seasonality results from change in wind structure over the apex. Domi-
nant winds are to the north (and hence high returns on Long Island)
during spring and summer. During fall and winter, winds are generally
to the southeast and tend to blow floating material out to sea.
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APPENDIX
Temperature
(1) Bucket Temperature. The mercury thermometers used for measuring
bucket temperature have a precision of 0.5°C and are calibrated
to an accuracy of ±0.1°C. The temperatures obtained from bucket
samples were used to check the validity of those taken with the
Beckman RS-5-3 and CM 2 salinometers.
(2) Electrical Resistance Thermistor. The electrical resistance
thermistor is incorporated in the sensing probe of a Beckman
RS-5-3 salinometer. This instrument gives temperature readings of
0.01°C and is accurate to ±0.1° C. The RS-5-3 was calibrated in the
laboratory and found accurate within these limits specified by the
manufacturer. Its accuracy was rechecked at each sampling location
by comparing surface readings with a mercury thermometer and bottom
readings with a reversing thermometer attached to a Nansen bottle.
(3) Temperature Recorders. Geodyne Temperature Recorders (Model A-119-
4), along with the current meters referred to below, were placed at
fixed locations. These instruments record temperature to an
accuracy of ±0.25°C.
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Currents
(1) Currents were estimated in the study area by using surface drift
bottles, seabed drifters, and permanently fixed recording current
meters.
(2) Surface drift bottle and seabed drifter data were sent directly to
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution where they were processed
and entered into the computer program directed by Dean Bumpus. The
results were returned to the Sandy Hook Sport Fisheries Marine
Laboratory monthly.
(3) Model A-100 Woods Hole current meters were installed at fixed
stations for current measurements. Current velocity and direction
were recorded every one-half hour for various time periods.
(4) Current meters were pretested and calibrated in the laboratory
following directions of the manufacturer.
Salinity
(1) Salinity was measured with Beckman RS-5-3 and CM salinometers.
The RS-5-3 is a portable, battery-operated, inductively coupled
instrument, giving a direct reading of salinity in parts per thousand,
The accuracy of the instrument is rated at 0.3 percent for salinities
in the to 40 °/ o range over a temperature range of 0° to 27° C.
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2
(2) Accuracy of the RS-5-3 and the CM salinometers was checked by
taking surface samples at each station with a bucket and bottom
samples with a Nansen bottle and by determining the salinity of
each titration, using the Harvey method. Field calibration was
maintained by using a 50-ohm calibration loop.
Dissolved Oxygen
(1) The Alsterberg Modification of the Winkler Method was used to
determine the dissolved oxygen (mg/&) in seawater collected near
the bottom with a Nansen bottle.
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ABSTRACT
As a meandering current changes its curvature vorticity, the lateral shear, the shearing deformation,
the vertical shear, and the lateral temperature gradient also change. Changes in these parameters, together
with their generating and conversion mechanisms, are called the turning process.
The objectives are first to identify, in a situation where friction is negligible, the pertinent generating
and conversion mechanisms generally, and second to assess their relative importance in the turning
process for high-speed inertial currents with horizontal meander scales small compared to the radius of
the earth. A conclusion is that in the dynamics of these high-speed currents, where vertical motion plays
a central role, the beta effect is negligible. Instead, the turning process is dominated by the banking and
the divergence mechanisms. The current banks as it turns and converts curvature vorticity to lateral
shear vorticity. As a striking consequence of this conversion, the speed axis migrates laterally from parcel
to parcel within the current, as curvature and lateral shear vorticities take on opposite signs.
1. Introduction
The wide interest in meandering currents shown in
the literature is devoted almost exclusively to the paths
of the currents. Thus, Warren (1963), applying a con-
cept introduced by Rossby (1940), studied the paths of
the meandering Gulf Stream using a model that com-
bines the Rossby wave with a "topographic" wave.
Variations on this general theme were carried out by
Robinson and Niiler (1967), Robinson and Gadgil
(1970), and Molinari and Cochrane (1972), among
others. Observationally, the interest in the paths of
meandering currents is exemplified in the work of
Hansen (1970), who tracked the course of the 15C
isotherm at the 200 m depth on the assumption that
the path of the Gulf Stream is given by the location
of the isotherm.
The general ocean circulation, in terms of the major
ocean gyres, the role and general level of transport of
the major currents, and the gross features of thermo-
haline circulation, is now understood. These ideas have
been incorporated and further developed in the first
generation of numerical ocean circulation models
(Bryan and Cox, 1968). But to take the next step
forward, inclusion of the eddy and meandering processes
is necessary. Although in an ocean model eddy and
meander processes may be parameterized, to do so cor-
rectly requires the understanding of the processes first.
An essential first step toward the resolution of the
odd)' process, which must ultimately encompass the
mechanics of production and interaction, is an explicit
description of the process of turning: how curvature
and shear vorticities are gained or lost, what are the
mechanisms involved, and how the mass field responds
to the changes. It is the objective of this study to
identify first the pertinent generating and conversion
mechanisms and then to present a case study of this
turning process.
Equations are derived governing separately the
curvature vorticity, the lateral shear vorticity, the
shearing deformation, the cross-stream gradient of
temperature, and the vertical shear vorticity. Together
they pinpoint the relevant mechanisms and outline the
mutual adjustment between the motion and the mass
field in the turning process. Then an assessment is made
from an analysis of drogue data of the relative im-
portance of the different mechanisms in the turning
process of high-speed inertial currents, meandering over
horizontal scales small compared to the radius of the
earth.
2. The turning process
a. The natural coordinate system
Five equations are derived, each governing a charac-
teristic feature in a turning current. We use a natural
coordinate system on a flat earth, with geometric height
as vertical axis to show the explicit role of vertical
motion. Let V = Ft be the horizontal and wk the vertical
velocity vectors, the latter positive upward. The
coordinate system is then a mutually perpendicular
frame of curvilinear coordinates that is defined, at any
point, by a set of three orthogonal unit vectors related
by the operation kxt = n. For reference, the traditional
vorticity equation is presented first.
b. The absolute vorticity equation
In a three-dimensional frictionless flow, the equation
of motion for the horizontal component may be
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written
where
Dt
+kX/V="(>
Dt \dt
d u>d\ d wd
+V-V+—W-+—
dz I dt dz
(2.1)
(2.2)
is the total derivative. The curl of (2.1) gives the equa-
tion governing the vertical component of the absolute
vorticity:
D r d\ 1
(/+r)+(/+r)v-v=-k- vwx -+VX-V-/
Dt dz
(2.3)
where f is the vertical component of the relative
vorticity, and V V is the horizontal divergence. Let <p
be the direction of, and K, the curvature of the hori-
zontal streamline (dip/ds). Then in natural coordinates
(s,n) the vorticity and the divergence are given respec-
tively by
a i/
t= K.V , (2.4)
dn
dtp dV dw
v-y=v—+—
—
,
dn ds dz
(2.5)
the latter for an incompressible fluid. The right member
of Eq. (2.3) represents the sum of the twisting and
solenoidal terms. Generally the twisting, and especially
the solenoidal terms, are negligible compared to the
advection of planetary vorticity, Df/Dt. Thus, Eq. (2.3)
is usually written
D
Dt
(/+f)+(/+f)v-v=o. (2.6)
Although the equation contains the relative vorticity
rather than the curvature vorticity alone, Eq. (2.6) is
a point of departure for most models of meandering
currents. One assumption generally made is the neglect
of the lateral shear vorticity. In Section 6, two typical
models are examined for the validity of this neglect.
c. The turning equation
In order to make explicit the several mechanisms
involved in a turning process, we use a different
formulation. In the natural coordinate system, inter-
change in the order of differentiation along horizontal
axes involves terms relating to the changing orientation
of the unit vectors. This is illustrated in
3 dV a 3F
V(k-VXW)=-V +V
dn ds ds dn
dV dV d*
+K.V 1 V— =0. (2.7)
ds dn dn
However, interchange in the order of horizontal and
vertical differentiation is allowed on the assumption
that the direction of the horizontal current vector is
constant with height.
Now consider the expansion of the cross-stream
irradient of the downstream acceleration
:
d DV 3 /aK dV dV
=
—(—+V—+w—
dn Dt dn\ dt ds dz }
d dV a aF dV dV
+v +
dt dn dn ds dn ds
dw dV a dV
+ +w , (2.8)
dn dz dz dn
and the vorticity equation (2.3) without the solenoidal
terms
d a dV Vd dV ar
-(J+K.V) +w—
dt dt dn ds dn dz
( dV\
=
-lf+K.V W-V+
\ dn/
dw dV
dn dz
(2.9)
When all the underlined terms are eliminated among
Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), and using Eq. (2.5), the
result is the turning equation
D
—I
Dt
<K.V)
a DV dV Df
= (f+K,V)V-\-K.V . (2.10)
dn Dt ds Dt
The total derivative of the curvature vorticity is a
function of four terms. From right to left, the first
represents the advection of planetary vorticity or the
beta term. Poleward motion will tend to give the
current anticyclonic curvature. The second is the
curvature-acceleration term, a product of the curvature
vorticity and the downstream speed variation. It con-
tributes to a gain in negative curvature vorticity as a
current decelerates in an anticyclonic turn. The third
term is the divergence term (or stretching term), of
which the part given by (A'.K)v'- V is the fluid analog
of the contribution to angular acceleration that arises
in rigid-body mechanics from a change in radius of
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rotation. The divergence term contributes to a gain in
negative curvature vorticity when in the presence of
horizontal divergence. The fourth term in (2.10) is the
cross-stream variation of the downstream component of
the pressure force and represents a torque resulting
from the distribution of mass. For convenience the
torque is called the banking term.
To interpret the banking term we consider a baro-
tropic current whose downstream acceleration is given
by
DV dh
—=~g- (2.11)
Dt ds
where h denotes the height of the sea surface above a
reference level. Moreover, since the sea surface is a
material surface, its vertical motion is
Dh dh dh
Dl dt ds
(2.12)
On using this equation to eliminate the downstream
slope from (2.11), it becomes
DV g dh w
Dl V dt V
(2.13)
d DV g dw w dV
V dn V2 dndn Dt
This equation states that when the local time change is
small, decelerating parcels ascend, and accelerating
parcels descend. Alternatively, in the steady state, the
equation shows that a decrease in the kinetic energy of
horizontal motion represents work against gravity,
while an increase represents work by gravity. This is
one form of the Bernoulli's theorem. For quasi-steady
barotropic motion the banking term is
(2.14)
In this situation, the banking mechanism has two com-
ponents: one is a function of differential raising or
lowering of the sea surface across the stream (dw/dn),
and the other a function of the product of vertical
motion of the sea surface w and the lateral shear
(dV/dn). Thus, the banking term is negative when the
sea surface, especially one with positive lateral shear
vorticity, rises faster on the left (facing downstream)
than on the right ; and it is positive when the sea sur-
face, especially one with negative lateral shear, sinks
faster on the left than on the right. A differential
raising of the sea surface across the stream will pile up
mass to the sides at different rates. This will tend to
turn the core of the current away from the side where
the sea surface is rising faster, simply because that side
of the current is losing kinetic energy more rapidly. A
differential lowering of the sea surface across the stream
will remove mass from the sides at different rates. This
will tend to turn the core of the current toward the side
where the sea surface is lowering faster, simply because
that side of the current is gaining kinetic energy more
rapidly. By turning the core of the current away from
the side of the current that is rising faster or lowering
slower, the effect of the banking term is analogous to
the inward inclination of the roadbed in a curving speed-
way. Hence, the first term on the right of Eq. (2.10)
represents a banking mechanism that modifies the basic
geostrophic slope of a linear current, helping to adjust
the cross-stream sea surface slope, and thus the cross-
stream velocity profile, to downstream changes in
curvature vorticity.
For a baroclinic current, with the help of the hydro-
static approximation, the counterpart of (2.11) is
DV
Dt
1 dp
p ds
h dp dh
—dz-g-
p J t ds ds
(2.15)
where all ratios of undifferentiated densities are taken
as unity. Now from the conservation of (potential)
density we can write
dp 1 dp W dp
ds V dt V dz
Thus, the counterpart of (2.13) is
DV g '*
Dl
(2.16)
g f
h / 1 dp w dp\ g dh wh
=-/ (--+ )dz+ g- (2.17)
pj z \V dt V dz! Vh dt Vh
where the subscript h denotes the value at the sea
surface. Thus, in the interior of a baroclinic current,
the cross-stream derivative of the vertical advection of
density also contributes to the banking mechanism.
The contribution is negative when positive vertical
advection is greater on the left than on the right,
especially when the lateral shear vorticity is positive.
d. The lateral shear vorticity equation
In Eq. (2.14) we saw how the lateral shear vorticity
plays a role in the banking mechanism. A more general
relationship between them is obtained by eliminating
the double underlined terms between (2.7) and (2.8).
The result is the lateral shear vorticity equation
D/ dV\ d
Dt\ dn) dn
DV dV
—
+—V V
Dt dn
dV dw dV
+K.V h . (2.18)
ds dn dz
Except for the twisting term, the tnree remaining terms
in (2.18) are also present in (2.10). However, the two
equations differ in two important aspects. The first is
that the Coriolis parameter and its derivative affect
only the curvature vorticity. The second is that the
banking and the curvature acceleration terms have
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opposite signs in the two equations. Hence, these two
terms act to transform curvature vorticity to lateral
shear vorticity, or conversely, lateral shear vorticity to
curvature vorticity. It follows that a parcel gaining
negative curvature vorticity will tend to gain positive
lateral shear vorticity and vice versa. Thus, there is a
general tendency for the two vorticities to offset each
other, and in Eq. (2.14) a tendency for the two com-
ponents of the banking term to reinforce one another
at an anticyclonic turn.
e. The shearing deformation equation
Adding Eq. (2.18) to Eq. (2.10) gives the relative
vorticity equation. But subtracting (2.18) from (2.10)
gives shearing deformation equation:
D / dV\
-(K.V+—)
Dt\ dn /
Df d DV
= +2
Dt
/
dn Dt \
dV\
V+—)vV
dn/
-2K.V-
dV dw dV
ds dn dz
(2.19)
All the terms present in (2.10) and (2.18) are included
in the deformation equation. Compared to Eq. (2.3)
without the solenoidal term, Eq. (2.19) has a different
divergence term as well as two more terms in the bank-
ing and the curvature-acceleration mechanisms. Since
these two terms are twice as large and have the same
signs as the corresponding terms in the turning equation
(2.10), we expect the sign of the lateral shear to follow
the sign of the curvature with the result that the
magnitude of the shearing deformation will be larger
than the magnitude of the corresponding relative
vorticity.
/. The equation for frontogenesis
To find the role that shearing deformation may play
in frontogenesis, consider the expansion of the cross-
stream derivative of the individual change of tem-
perature (D6/DI):
d D6 d /d6
dn Dt
O dO dV\
=—[-+V—+w— ), (2
dn\dl ds dz/
20)
in the manner after Eq. (2.8). Then, again using
Eq. (2.7) when interchanging the order of horizontal
differentiation, the expansion gives
D( d6\ / dK\d0
-(
—
)=Ik.v+— V-
Dt\ dn/ \ dn/ds
dd d<f dw d9 d D9
+—V—+— . (2.21)
dn dn dn dz dn Dt
In this equation, the negative of the cross-stream tem-
perature derivative coincides with the horizontal tem-
perature gradient only if the horizontal parcel motion
follows an isotherm; in this case the shearing deforma-
tion term in the equation disappears and (2.21) reduces
to that of Miller (1948). Generally, a flow cuts across
isotherms, so in a meandering flow the shearing deforma-
tion term can play an important role in frontogenesis.
Being the cross-stream derivative of the temperature,
dd/dn is always negative in large-scale flows. Thus, the
sign of the second term on the right of (2.21) is the
opposite of the sign of lateral spreading. Hence a difluent
flow tends to be frontolytic, while a confluent flow tends
to be frontogenetic. The twisting term in (2.21) is the
counterpart of the twisting term in (2.18). And the last
term in (2.21) disappears when the temperature is
conserved.
g. The vertical shear vorticity
The mechanisms that change the curvature vorticity
also affect the vertical shear vorticity. To see how, we
differentiate (2.15) vertically and substitute from (2.5)
to get the vertical shear vorticity equation
D/dV\
Dl\ dz /
dV d(f> g dp
—V—+--
dz dn p ds
(2.22)
after neglecting the term involving the vertical stratifi-
cation. In a region of the current where the vertical
shear is positive, a difluent flow contributes to increasing
vertical shear. Or, in view of Eq. (2.5), a current under-
going horizontal divergence also tends to increase its
vertical shear. The density term in (2.22) is more readily
interpreted when the density field is steady. Then
Eq. (2.16) allows the density term to be written as
N2 {w/V), where A'2 is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency.
Hence, when the local density change is small, ascending
difluent motion contributes to increasing vertical shear
vorticity.
h. A turning process dominated by the banking ami
divergence mechanisms
With the turning equation (2.10) in the central role,
the set of equations (2.10), (2.18), (2.19), (2.21) and
(2.22) describes the different kinematical and dynamical
aspects of the turning process in a meandering current.
In a steady two-dimensional barotropic flow with
horizontally uniform speed, the lateral and vertical
shears remain zero for all times according to (2.18) and
(2.22). Then both the turning equation (2.10) and the
shearing deformation equation (2.19) reduce to the
conservation of (f-\-K,V), representing the dynamics
of the Rossby or planetary waves.
In general, the turning process can be quite complex.
However, in the relatively simple situation where the
flow is adiabatic and quasi-steady, and where the
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banking and divergence mechanisms act in unison and
dominate over all other mechanisms, the equations
allow one to deduce the following description of the
turning process for the open sea.
When a current, as a collection of moving parcels,
approaches an anticyclonic turn, the parcels on the
left (facing downstream) rise faster than the parcels on
the right, banking the current and generating both
positive lateral and vertical shear vorticities. As the
parcels gain potential energy, the current slows down,
spreads out, and undergoes both frontolysis and
horizontal divergence.
When a current approaches a cyclonic turn the
parcels on the left descend faster than the parcels on
the right, banking the current and generating both
negative lateral and vertical shear vorticities. As the
parcels lose potential energy, the current accelerates,
contracts laterally, and undergoes both frontogenesis
and horizontal convergence.
In certain situations, the beta effect may remain
important, and the banking and divergence mechanisms
may not act in unison. The observations in the following
sections will show the relative importance of the differ-
ent turning mechanisms in a few instances.
3. The observations
Not all the terms in the turning equation (2.10) can
be measured at sea. The horizontal divergence is
especially difficult to measure kinematically, so it is
inferred from the distribution of other variables. The
banking term and the curvature-acceleration term are
more readily and more reliably measured by Lagrangian
methods than by Eulerian methods. Thus, the tracking
of free-drifting parachute drogues was chosen as the
principal observational tool.
Many processes occur simultaneously in the ocean.
The problem of separating the turning process of a
meandering current from other processes present is
facilitated when the acceleration and curvature are
large. Thus the Loop Current system and the Florida
Current were chosen for a study of the relative impor-
tance of the different mechanisms in the turning
process.
a. The parachute drogue
Free drifting parachute drogues at a depth of 40 m
were used. In a current regime where vertical motion
exists, the drogues follow only the drift of the current
momentarily at that depth. When on schedule, observa-
tions were made every 15 min of the positions of the
drogues relative to the ship by means of radar, and of
the ship relative to land by means of standard naviga-
tion procedures. Details on the construction of the
drogues, the means of position locations and their
errors, and other pertinent information are given in
the Appendix.
Table 1. The two drogue series.
Starting Duration Degree of
Series Sequence dates (hr) polynomial
1 1 9 Oct. 1970 24.75 2
2 10 Oct. 1970 40.0 2
3 12 Oct. 1970 24.0 2
4 13 Oct. 1970 46.3 2-6
5 22 Oct. 1970 71.75 none
6 26 Oct. 1970 59.75 6
2 26 Aug. 1971 117.5 8
b. The observation of October 1970
Two series of observations were made: one in the
Loop Current system in October 1970 and one in the
Florida Current in August 1971. In the first series winds
were rarely above 5 m sec-1
,
with many periods of
calm. In the second series, winds were usually easterly
with speeds that were generally 5-8 m sec-1
,
but
exceeding 15 m sec-1 near the end of the series.
In the 1970 series, partly because of equipment
failure, and partly because of the differing accuracy in
ship positions, the series is divided into six sequences.
They are listed in the first four columns in Table 1,
together with their starting dates and durations.
Following Cochrane (1972) and others, it is con-
venient to divide the Loop Current system into the
northbound Yucatan Current, the anticyclonic "Loop"
Current, and the southbound West Florida Current.
As shown in Fig. 1, sequences 1, 2 and 3 tracked the
drift of the Yucatan Current, 4 the Loop Current,
and 5 and 6 the West Florida Current.
In addition to tracking the drift of drogues, the
observation included sampling of the temperature field.
XBT's were dropped from the NOAA tracking ship
Pierce, but it was the NOAA Discoverer that carried the
major burden of temperature sampling.
c. The observation of August 1971
The series of August 1971 began with reconnaissance
XBT sections that led to a region 200 km north of the
Yucatan Channel where the drogues were first deployed.
Again, when on schedule, observations were made of
drogue and ship positions once every 15 min.
d . Polynomial fitting and error estimates
Each drogue track was fitted by a polynomial with
the method of least squares. This is chosen in preference
to such methods as moving means or more sophisticated
filtering techniques partly because of the many gaps in
the observation, and partly because the path curvature
and the speed and its downstream derivative can be
more simply obtained from a polynomial. However,
polynomials are sensitive to observational errors and
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Fig. 1. Drogue tracks superposed on the temperature field at 200 m. The temperature data were collected
during 2-5 October 1970, starting with a line from the Florida Strait to the Yucatan Strait. Large numbers
refer to sequence number in Table 1. Temperature sections A, B, C, D, E are referred to later.
local distortions at the end points. Hence, derivatives
for short tracks were usually discarded. Local features
remained a problem even in long tracks. The degree of
polynomial for each track is shown in the last column
in Table 1. The choice of the degree of polynomial is
largely subjective. A track fitted with polynomials of
degrees different from that shown in the table will give
different numerical values in speed, acceleration and
curvature, although the larger trends will remain.
Probable errors in estimating curvature or speed is
±10%; hence, errors for AT and AT2 are 20 and 30%,
respectively. Errors are more serious when a parameter
is the difference of component terms. Accordingly,
reliable estimation of relative vorticity is beyond the
accuracy of the present data.
4. The Gulf of Mexico data
a. The different currents
This section presents the results of the Gulf of Mexico
observation mainly in terms of the Loop Current and
the West Florida Current as denned in Section 3b. The
Loop Current turned in deep water in a region where
navigation was also the best of the series. Hence, the
turning process in the Loop Current is given a quantita-
tive description not possible for the other observations
in this series. The turning of the segment of the Yucatan
Current that grazed the Campeche Bank was qualita-
tively similar to the Loop Current, and is mentioned
later to illustrate how the banking and divergence
mechanisms in a turning process can account for the
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Fig. 2. The tracks of drogues 2, 3 and 4 of sequence 4 (Table 1). Observed positions are fitted with smooth curves polynomials:
2nd degree for drogue 3, and 6th degree for drogues 2 and 4. Vertical bars are 4 hr apart. Dotted and dashed lines connect same
drogues at 4-hr intervals.
presence of cold water formerly thought to be wind
induced. The West Florida Current also turns in deep
water, but the turning process of the current is repre-
sentative, instead, of a current impinging on a coast.
b. The Loop Current
The paths of the three drogues which drifted in the
Loop Current are shown in Fig. 2. They are of uneven
lengths because the fastest drogue, with the longest
path, outran the other two whose mission was later
aborted as they lagged increasingly behind. During the
first day, as shown in Fig. 3, all drogues decelerated,
and then the faster drogues accelerated. There was a
cross-stream variation in speeds and accelerations. For
the fastest drogue, the deceleration and acceleration
were largely symmetric, about 1X10~3 cm sec-2 , with
speed changing from almost 200 cm sec-1 to 125 cm sec-1
in less than a day. For the slowest drogue, the decelera-
tion was larger, about 1.8X10-3 cm sec-2 .
The pattern of Coriolis acceleration in Fig. 4 is very
similar to the pattern of speed in Fig. 3, because the
Coriolis parameter was nearly constant. The path
curvature shown in Fig. 5 was as large as — (1/60 km).
As determined from the sum of the centripetal and
Coriolis accelerations, the normal pressure force shown
in Fig. 6 resembles the Coriolis acceleration in Fig. 4.
The magnitude of the downstream acceleration
estimated above, together with a knowledge of the tem-
perature gradient, allows an estimate of the magnitudes
of the downstream component of forces, including an
estimate of the vertical motion. For this purpose, Eq.
(2.15), or its equivalent
dV dV g
—= —w
dt dz p
h dp dh
—dz-g—
ds ds
(4.1)
and the temperature sections labeled A, B and C in
Fig. 1 are used. In section A, shown in Fig. 7, the 27
and 28C isotherms were mostly below drogue depth.
In section B (Fig. 8), where the drogues were slower, the
same isotherms were largely above the drogues. At
section C (Fig. 9), where the one remaining drogue has
regained speed, the isotherms have also regained their
original depths. The temperature soundings reproduced
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Fig. 3. Computed drogue speeds for drogues 2, 3 and 4, sequence 4. Vertical bars are 4 hr apart.
in Fig. 10 show a mean downstream temperature
decrease of 1.5C per 70 km between sections A and B,
and (neglecting salinity difference) a corresponding
magnitude for the baroclinic integral in Eq. (4.1) of
-2.4X10-4 cm sec-2 at the 40 m depth. This is \ the
magnitude of the observed deceleration of — 1.4X10-3
cm sec-2 . As a first approximation, the magnitude of
the vertical advection term was set equal to the
baroclinic term. Hence, the magnitude of the vertical
motion is 0.024 cm sec-1 for a vertical shear of 10-2 sec-1 .
This estimate corresponds to a rise of an isotherm by
18 m in 20 hr, which compares favorably with the mean
rise of the 28C isotherm from section A to B. Thus, to
account for the balance of the deceleration in (4.1), the
downstream rise in the height of the sea surface must
average 10 cm per 100 km. And unless the sum of the
vertical advection and the baroclinic terms is much
larger than estimated, the possibility of a downstream
decrease in the sea surface height between these sections
is precluded. This situation suggests that the decelera-
tion extended to considerable depth.
The magnitude of the downstream friction force
appeared negligible. For if the estimated friction for the
Florida Current given by Chew and Berberian (1972)
applies, then friction was 1000 times smaller than the
observed deceleration of 10-3 cm sec-1 . Stronger
evidence for negligible friction is seen in Figs. 2 and 3
showing an initially difluent flow that soon evolved into
a confluent flow, and an initially decelerating flow that
soon evolved into an accelerating flow. While decelera-
tion and difluence are consistent with the possibility of
frictional influence, it must be discarded since no
dissipative friction can account for the ensuing con-
fluence and acceleration.
In decelerating, a parcel moves so as to cross isobars
toward higher pressure ; while in accelerating, it moves
toward lower pressure. The patterns of observed
difluence and deceleration, of confluence and accelera-
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Fig. 4. The IToriolis acceleration for drogues 2, 3 and 4. Short bars are 4 hr apart. Vertical axis is in units of
10-2 cm sec-2 .
tion suggest that, on a level surface, the concurrent
isobaric pattern was that of a semi-saddle, to use a
term proposed by Saucier (1955), so that the angles
between parcel motion and isobaric contours were
larger for parcels on the left (facing downstream) than
for parcels on the right.
The vertical component of motion could not be
measured. But where the temperature of the current is
conserved, the sign of the vertical motion can be in-
ferred from the horizontal fields of temperature and
motion in the region where the sign of the vertical
temperature gradient is known. This is assumed.
Fig. 11 shows the thermal field at 40 m with the
drogue paths superposed. The paths began in warm
water but crossed isotherms into colder water on
approaching the anticyclonic turn. Then as the current
lost negative curvature on leaving the turn, the paths
crossed isotherms into warmer water. Since the tem-
perature increased with height, the observed crossing of
isotherms is possible only if water ascends on approach-
ing and descends on leaving the anticyclonic turn. The
same pattern of vertical motion is extended at least to
the 200 m depth ; for, as shown in Fig. 1, temperature
change at 200 m along the paths followed the same
pattern as in Fig. 11.
In a preceding paragraph, the ascending motion at
40 m was estimated at 0.024 cm sec-1 . This gives a
horizontal divergence of 6X10-6 sec-1 . At 200 m,
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Fig. 5. Computed path curvatures for drogues 2, 3 and 4. Short bars are 4 hr apart. Vertical axis is in units of
1CT 6 cm"1 .
ascending motion will increase to 0.12 cm sec-1 for the
same horizontal divergence.
On the basis of the above data, the estimated magni-
tudes of the terms in the turning equation (2.10),
during the deceleration phase, are shown in Table 2.
In view of the error estimates given in Section 3d, the
first four estimates in Table 2 are each subject to a
probable error of ±46%, while the fifth estimate has
an error of ±10%. Within these errors it is possible to
Table 2. Estimates of the different terms in the turning equation
(2.10) during deceleration of the Loop Current.
Term
Magnitude
(lO-io sec-2)
Curvature vorticity change
Banking
Divergence
Curvature-acceleration
Beta effect
-3.0
-2.7
-2.4
-1.4
-0.14
balance the sum of the contribution of the various
terms in the table. However, this is not done to avoid
the appearance of suggesting more accuracy than the
data possess. Rather, the viewpoint of a large tolerance
is adopted. Thus, we conclude from Table 2 that the
banking, divergence, and the curvature-acceleration
were the more important mechanisms at work in
changing the curvative vorticity during the deceleration
phase.
For the acceleration phase, no comparable estimate
as in Table 2 can be given because the observation was
less complete. But the trend of the data supports the
notion that the three dominant terms of the right
member of (2.10) did have appropriate signs to match
the observed loss of negative curvature vorticity as the
current headed southeast and out of the anticyclonic
turn.
The twisting term in the lateral shear equation (2.18)
cannot be evaluated. The estimated magnitudes of the
remaining terms during the deceleration phase are
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Fig. 6. The normal component of the horizontal pressure gradient force per unit mass, obtained as the sum
of centripetal and Coriolis accelerations for sequence 4. Short bars are 4 hr apart. Vertical axis is in units of
10~2 cm sec-1 .
shown in Table 3. These estimates have the same
tolerances as those in Table 2, and are interpreted in
the same manner.
The relative vorticity change is readily estimated
from Eq. (2.6). For a horizontal divergence of 6X10-6
sec
-1
,
and an absolute vorticity of 4X10-6 sec-1 , the
rate of change of relative vorticity was — 2.4X10-10
sec
-2
,
as the Loop Current decelerated in negotiating
the anticyclonic turn.
Finally, the shearing deformation and the confluence
terms in the frontogenesis equation (2.21) are seen to
have different signs in different segments of the Loop
Current. During deceleration, when the shearing
deformation was negative, the sign of the shearing
deformation term was positive as the flow crossed
isotherms toward colder water; so the downstream
spreading of the isotherms at the 200 m depth shown
in Fig. 1 for segment 4 was due primarily to the negative
confluence term. During acceleration, when the shearing
deformation remained negative, the sign of the shearing
deformation term was also negative since the flow there
crossed isotherms toward warmer water; so the lateral
contraction of isotherms observed downstream of the
anticyclonic turn was due primarily to the positive
confluence term.
Table 3. Estimates of terms in Eq. (2.18) during
deceleration of the Loop Current.
Term
Magnitude
(lO"10 sec-2)
Lateral shear vorticity
Banking
Divergence
Curvature-acceleration
Twisting
+2.0
+2.7
-1.2
+ 1.4
unknown
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Fig. 7. Vertical distribution of temperature and drogue positions (triangles) along section A as
shown in Fig. 1.
c. The West Florida-Current
Sequences 5 and 6 tracked the southbound West
Florida Current. Both sequences show the characteristic
of bypassing much of the entrance to the Florida Strait
to impinge almost upon the Cuban coast before turning.
Because the temperature field was more completely
sampled, and because the individual drogue paths
were longer, attention is confined to sequence 6.
Typical temperature soundings obtained along the
paths of the drogues reveal an isothermal surface layer
whose thickness increased downstream. From sound-
ings 973 to 1053 in Fig. 12, the increase was 15 m in
90 km, implying a horizontal divergence of — 2X10-6
sec
-1
.
The drift relative to the temperature field at 200 m is
shown in Fig. 13. In the first half of the drift, the drogues
followed the orientation of the isotherms generally, but
in the last half, the paths cut across the isotherms
toward warmer water at large angles as the drift
slowed. Again, on the assumption that the direction of
the current was the same at 40 and 200 m, the crossing
implies descending motion and horizontal convergence
at 200 m.
Section D from Cuba to the Dry Tortugas in Fig. 13
was occupied on completion of sequence 6. Enroute, the
ship steered a constant course at constant engine speed
to estimate the current from the drift of the ship. Two
drift components were observed. One is an eastward
drift of 100 cm sec-1 that occurred between crossing
the 15 and 21C isotherms in Fig. 13, and between XBT
1154 and 1156 in Fig. 14 where the isothermal slopes in
the column were consistently the steepest. Another is
a northeastward current component of 50 cm sec-1
along section D.
The downstream speeds of the drogues are plotted
in Fig. 15. Considering the larger trend, drogues 1 and 2
are seen to drift initially at 160 cm sec-1 . Then rather
precipitously, they decelerated at a magnitude as large
as observed in the Loop Current ; but with the difference
of no obvious cross-stream variation in the deceleration.
Eventually the drogues decelerated to a speed of
70 cm sec-1 when west of the area of the 100 cm sec-1
185
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Fig. 8. Vertical distribution of temperature and drogue positions along section B in Fig. 1.
current estimated from the drift of the ship. Hence, as
the surface layer of the West Florida Current was
about to enter the Florida Strait, the original core speed
of 160 cm sec-1 was reduced to 100 cm sec-1 .
While the banking mechanism was initially absent,
the two other mechanisms in Eq. (2.10) began to
operate as the current approached within 100 km of the
Cuban coast. For a divergence of — 2X 10~ 6 sec-1 and a
(f+KV) of 7X10-5 sec-1 , a magnitude 1.4X10~ 10 sec"2
is indicated for the divergence mechanism. For a curva-
ture of (1/100 km), and a deceleration of — 1.5X10-3
cm sec-2
,
a magnitude of 1.5 X10~ 1U sec~ 2 is indicated
for the curvature-acceleration term. These magnitudes
are of the same order as in the Loop Current.
Finally, Fig. 13 shows that along the tracks of the
drogues, the cross-stream temperature gradient de-
creased downstream. With the shearing deformation
term in Eq. (2.21) positive, it is clear, as the current
spread out while slowing down, that the dominant term
in the equation was the negative confluence term.
d. Summary of the Gulf of Mexico data
The importance of the beta effect, especially that of
friction, was found to be small in the turning process.
On the other hand, the banking, divergence, and
curvature-acceleration mechanisms were of equal im-
portance in the turning process in the Loop Current.
However, the dynamics of the West Florida Current
represents another regime. The banking mechanism was
initially weak. And since the curvature-acceleration is
inoperative in a straight flow, to turn eastward, the
current needed to develop convergence, and this the
West Florida Current did by impinging on the Cuban
coast.
The role of the shearing deformation term in the
equation for frontogenesis appears to be one of opposing
the confluence term, with the sign of the latter deter-
mining the sign of the downstream change in the cross-
stream temperature gradient.
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Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of temperature and drogue position along section C in Fig. 1.
In both the Loop Current and the West Florida potential energies, so vertical motion played a vital role
Current, there was conversion between kinetic and in the turning process. This is also seen in the Yucatan
Current segment represented in Fig. 16. Sequence 2
shows a kinematic field similar to the corresponding
segment of the Loop Current. The cold water on the
TEMPERATURE fC]
15 20 25
26
Fig. 10. XBT traces along path of drogue 2, sequence 4.
Dashed line gives drogue depth. Station 154 is on section A, Fig. 11. Temperature (°C) at 40 m with drogue paths of se-
station 145 on section B. quence 4 superposed.
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Fig. 12. XBT traces along track of sequence 6. Dashed line shows drogue depth at 40 m.
Station numbers increase downstream.
Campeche Bank in Fig. 17, and in the tem-
perature soundings in Fig. 18, is interpreted as the
result of the operation of the banking and divergence
mechanisms.
Moreover, in a baroclinic region, spreading and
ascending motion increases the vertical shear, implying
a greater deceleration at depth than at the sea surface
;
this was alluded to previously. Similarly, contracting
and descending motion decreases the vertical shear,
implying greater acceleration at depth than at the sea
surface. Given the inferred pattern of vertical motion
in the Loop Current, one may also expect smaller
deceleration and acceleration at the surface than at
the 200 m depth.
In turning into the Florida Strait the West Florida
Current slowed down and converted part of its kinetic
energy into potential energy (a pressure head). In the
isothermal and (presumed) barotropic surface layer,
(2. 13) states that the conversion meant raising the sea
surface. But at 200 m, as noted earlier, there was
descending motion. So in view of Eq. (2.15), it is
concluded that deceleration in the top 200 m layer of
the current was due to the barotropic head at the sea
surface. Hence, it is inferred that deceleration was
smaller at larger depths, a pattern opposite to the one
inferred for the Loop Current. Moreover, the barotropic
head must have induced a barotropic current com-
ponent. This suggests that the difference in mass
transport resulting from replacing the upstream 160
cm sec-1 core by the 100 cm sec-1 core at section D was
compensated in part by an induced barotropic com-
ponent flowing into the Florida Strait.
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Fig. 13. Drogue positions in sequence 6 superposed on temperature field at 200 m.
Drogue positions at vertices of triangles are spaced about 3 hr apart. The easternmost
drogue was re-deployed to the west after the first 12 hr. XBT locations are indicated by
solid circles or small solid triangles. Diagonal line (section D of figure 1) shows course
(036°T) steered by ship, and circles show observed position every 20 min.
5. The Florida Current data
a. The meandering slope current
From Miami to Key West the sea surface has a mean
upstream slope of 5 cm in 250 km (Montgomery, 1941).
This is probably maintained upstream by conversion of
kinetic energy to potential energy in a manner illus-
trated by the West Florida Current in the turning
process described in Section 4c. In that situation, the
West Florida Current ended where its kinetic energy
was no longer converting to the potential form, and the
Florida Current began where the conversion was
reversed. Hence, the Florida Current, as denned,
accelerates from its source.
The observation of 26-31 August 1971, tracking the
Florida Current from its source, is shown in Fig. 19.
The drift began in a cyclonic turn in deep water north
of the axis of the Yucatan Strait, then continuing north-
eastward in an onshore flow toward the Florida
Peninsula, followed by an anticyclonic turn in an
offshore flow to the southeast, and covered nearly one
wavelength of a sinusoidal meander. The speeds of the
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Fig. 14. Vertical distribution of temperature along section D of Figs. 1 and 13. Drogue positions are shown at the south-
western end of the section.
drogues arc shown in Fig. 20. The broad pattern is one of
small fluctuations superimposed on a continuous rise
from 50 to about 200 cm sec~ : in the vicinity of Key
West. However, the mean speed off Miami is at most
200 cm sec-1 . Taking the mean upstream slope from
Miami to Key West into account, the mean speed off
Key West is at most 175 cm sec"" 1 . The dashed curve in
Fig. 20 is drawn visually to give 50 cm sec-1 at the
start and 175 cm sec-1 off Key West. The mean sea
level drop implied by the dashed curve is 12.5 cm in
450 km. Also, the implied amplitude of the fluctuations
was 30 cm sec-1 .
With the speed of the slope current as a datum curve,
the pattern of observed speed generally has two maxima
and one minimum. Comparison of Figs. 19 and 20
shows that the minimum speed coincides with the
meander crest and the two maxima with the two
meander troughs. While being advected by the slope
current, the drogues decelerated from trough to crest
and accelerated from crest to trough. The meander
component of the deceleration was opposed by a smaller
mean slope component, while the acceleration was
supported by both the mean slope and meander
components.
b. The kinematic features
There are several features of interest in Fig. 21. The
first is the coherence of the drogue motion. In the five-
day period, there was no tendency whatever for the
drogue formation to disperse, even as it went from deep
to shallow and back to deep water in an on and offshore
flow. This coherence implies that, as in the Loop
Current, friction may be excluded when considering
curvature vorticity change.
The second is the spreading out when slowing down
on approaching the meander crest, and the lateral con-
tracting when speeding up on approaching the trough.
Again, the difluence and confluence were opposed by
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Fig. 15. The downstream speed of the three drogues in sequence 6. Vertical bars are 4 hr apart.
the downstream speed gradient, as they were in the
Loop Current.
The third feature involves the signs of the curvature
and lateral shear vorticities. For a slow moving meander,
streamline curvature is positive at meander trough and
negative at meander crest. On the other hand, the sign
of the shear vorticity depends on the relative speeds. At
the two troughs in Fig. 21, the two drogues on the left
were faster than the one on the right. Hence, positive
curvature vorticity occurred with negative shear
vorticity. But at the meander crest the drogues on the
left were slower than the drogues on the right. Hence,
positive shear vorticity occurred with negative curva-
ture vorticity. Thus at both crests and troughs, lateral
shear vorticity was consistently opposed by curvature
vorticity.
The fourth feature is the apparent crossing of the
speed axis. This is best seen from the position of drogue
1, with drogues 2 and 3 to the right (facing downstream)
and drogue 4 to the left. At the meander crest, and in a
manner similar to the Loop Current, drogues 2 and 3
were faster than drogues 1 and 4. Hence, the speed axis
was to the right of drogue 1. But at the meander trough
drogue 4 was faster than drogues 2 and 3, so that the
speed axis was to the left of drogue 1. Hence, relative
to drogue 1, the speed axis switched from the right at
the crest to the left at the trough, and relative to the
speed axis, drogue 1 was first to the left at the crest
and to the right at the trough.
The fifth and last kinematic feature is the asymmetry
in the flows. The flow approaching and leaving the anti-
cyclonic turn in the Loop Current was largely sym-
metrical. In marked contrast is the asymmetry in the
meandering slope current. In Fig. 21, this asymmetry
appears in the difference in the 6-hr displacements in
the onshore and offshore flows. In Fig. 20, this asym-
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metry appears in the less than 140 cm sec-1 speed for
the onshore flow and the 140-200 cm sec-1 speeds for
the offshore flow.
c. The thermal features
There are four features of interest in Figs. 22-28. The
first is the coincidence of the drogues in locations where
the cross-stream temperature gradients at most depths
were largest, evidence that the drogues were in the
strongest part of the flow. This is true in the sections
across the meander crest in Figs. 22-24 where the east-
ward current was broad and sluggish, as well as in the
section near the trough in Fig. 25, where the eastward
current was displaced to deeper water.
The second feature is the relation of the temperature
field at 200 m to the path of the current as shown in
Fig. 26. As before, it is assumed that the current
directions were the same at 40 and 200 m. Then the
crossing of the current toward colder water on the ap-
proach to the meander crest implied ascending motion
and hence horizontal divergence. And the crossing
toward warmer water on the approach to the meander
trough implied descending motion and hence horizontal
convergence. This pattern of vertical motion is also
implied in the depth contours of the 15 and 28C surfaces
shown in Figs. 27 and 28.
The third feature is the downstream decrease of the
depth of the 10C isotherm. Off Sombrero Key in Fig. 25,
in the column bracketed by the drogues, the depth of
the 10C isotherm was 250 m. At section K in Fig. 22,
400 km upstream, the depth of the same isotherm
between the drogues was 450 m. We take the 200 m
change as a baroclinic response of the current to its
slope current component. For if the 10C isothermal
surface represents the interface in an equivalent two-
layer system with a density contrast of 10~3
,
then the
200 m change means a downstream sea surface drop of
20 cm, a magnitude of the correct order.
The fourth and last feature is the large difference in
the cross-stream temperature gradients at the meander
crest and trough. In particular, we see the cross-stream
distance between the 15 and 19C isotherms at the
meander crest in Fig. 26 was five times the correspond-
ing distance between the same isotherms at the meander
trough off Sombrero Key. Of the shearing deformation
and confluence terms in the frontogenesis equation,
the deformation term opposed the negative confluence
term on the approach of the current to its anticyclonic
turn, but they reinforced one another on the approach
to the cyclonic turn. If this pattern holds generally, then
since positive shearing deformation can also be much
larger in magnitude than negative shearing deformation,
the process of frontogenesis will generally evolve more
rapidly than that of frontolysis in an adiabatic flow.
Fig. ?1 is used to find the signs and magnitudes of the
ter .n (2.10) and (2.18) in the portion of the meander
in Fig. 21 that stretches from the inflection point near
87.60
LONGITUDE
87-11 86.63 86.15 85^6
cz
Fig. 16. Drogue paths of sequences 1, 2 and 3 as fitted to
2nd degree polynomials. Short bars are 4 hr apart; triangles
show drogue positions 8 hr apart.
section M to the meander trough downstream. The
results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Since these esti-
mates have the same tolerances as those in Table 2,
Table 4. Estimates of the terms in Eq. (2.10)
in the Florida Current.
Term
Magnitude
(10-10 sec-*)
Curvature vorticity change + 1.2
Banking + 1.0
Divergence + 1.0
Curvature-acceleration -0.1
Beta effect +0.1
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Fig. 17. Vertical distribution of temperature along section E in Fig. 1. The rise in the bottom represents the Campeche Bank.
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Fig. 18. XBT traces along sequence 2. Arrow shows drogue
depth at 40 m. Station numbers increase downstream with
station 150 over Campeche Bank.
we conclude that, for the Florida Current, the banking
and divergence mechanisms were the dominant ones
working to change the curvature and lateral shear
vorticities.
e. Summary of the Florida Current data
The absence of significant friction; the apparent
insignificance of the beta effect ; the observed patterns
Table 5. Estimates of the terms in Eq. (2.18)
in the Florida Current.
Term
Magnitude
(10-10 sec"2)
Lateral shear vorticity
Banking
Divergence
Curvature-acceleration
Twisting
-1.0
-1.0
-0.2
+0.1
unknown
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Fig. 20. The speed of the Florida Current as measured by the drogue observation of
August 1971. Dashed curve indicates probable speed due to the slope current component.
The location of Key West (KW) is shown.
of confluence and difluence, of acceleration and de-
celeration, of changing curvature and lateral shear
vorticities; and the pattern of inferred vertical motion
were similar to the turning process observed in the
Loop Current. The role of the banking mechanism was
especially evident. Its manifestation in the continuous
conversion between curvature and lateral shear vor-
ticities is seen, in part as an apparent crossing of the
speed axis, and in part as a sign difference between
curvature and lateral shear vorticities.
Thus in the Florida Current, the presence of a slope
current component has only a minor effect on the turn-
ing process of the meander component. A probable
reason for the weak interaction of the two components
is their difference in scales. One aspect of this difference
is seen in Fig. 20, where the apparent meander wave-
length was only one-fourth of the apparent wavelength
of the slope current component. Another aspect of the
difference is in their cross-stream structures. Duirig
(1973) has shown that the depth of the 10-15C iso-
therms changes nearly uniformly across the stream in
response to change in the slope current component. On
the other hand, the banking mechanism in the turning
process is dependent entirely on cross-stream gradient
of downstream acceleration.
But the superposition of a meander on a slope current
did result in the asymmetric flow feature noted in
Section 5b, a feature that can give rise to Eulerian
statistics suggestive of an eddy momentum flux of the
kind discussed by Webster (1961), Schmitz and Niiler
(1969), and Hallock and Duing (1973). However, the
evidences for vertical motion found in both the Loop
Current and the Florida Current suggest that all com-
ponents of eddy momentum flux should be measured.
The westward extension of the Florida Current shown
in Fig. 19 suggests the possibility of a direct linking
with the Yucatan Current. Wiist (1964), in his mean
surface current chart for October, shows the Yucatan
Current making a tight anticyclonic turn that could fit
the situation of August 1971. But his chart does not
show the deceleration required in the turning, especially
when compared to the turning of the Loop Current.
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Fig. 22. Vertical distribution of temperature along sections J and K in Fig. 21. Drogue
positions are also shown in section K.
However, the possibility cannot be ruled out completely.
An alternative is for the Florida Current to flow from
a region where a store of potential energy was built up
by the West Florida Current in the manner outlined
in Section 4c. This is supported by the thermal field in
the upstream region showing a narrow zone of gradient
in the midst of an extensive area of weaker gradients,
and by the crossing of the drogues toward warmer water
with its implication for descending motion and con-
version from potential to kinetic energy, both shown
in Fig. 26.
The important mechanisms in the turning process in
the Florida Current are the banking and divergence
mechanisms. This is in contrast to the Loop Current
where the banking, divergence, and curvature-
acceleration mechanisms were all important, and is in
further contrast to the West Florida Current where the
divergence and curvature-acceleration mechanisms
were initially important.
6. Discussion, summary and conclusion
a. The models of Warren and of Reid
The importance of the banking mechanism in both
the Loop Current and the Florida Current raises serious
doubts of the validity of meandering models where the
advection of lateral shear vorticity is discarded. We
will consider two models from this point of view : a Gulf
Stream model by Warren (1963), and a Loop Current
model by Reid (1972).
Let the subscript 3 indicate a three-dimensional
vector, as in \3 =Vt-\-wk. Then the equation that led
to the steady-state meandering model constructed by
Warren may be written
Vr(f+K.V)\3
/ dV\ df
=
-VrV 3( +/ovYfak)-2*-. (6.1)
V dn / dz
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Fig. 23. Vertical distribution of temperature and drogue positions along section L shown in Fig. 21.
The current direction is approximately into the plane of the section.
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Fig. 24. Vertical distribution of temperature and drogue positions along section M shown in Fig. 21. The Florida Peninsula
is on the left. This section was occupied by the ship Bellows.
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Fig. 25. Vertical distribution of temperature and drogue positions along section N shown in Fig. 21.
Sombrero Key is on the left.
The last term of the above equation is the vertical Following Warren, we consider a fixed volume which
advection of relative vorticity and is given by spans the entire width of a meandering current and
,.. , . -„ extends from the sea bottom to the sea surface. Then,
w—= w—K,V—
w
(6.2) as Warren noted, the integral through the denned
volume of the first term on the right-hand side ofdz dz dz dn
DRY TORTUGAS
A
SOMBRERO KEY
A..-
Fie. 26. Temperature at 200 m depth with drogue tracks superposed, August 1971.
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Fig. 27. Depth (m) contour of the 28C surface with drogue tracks superposed,
August 1971.
equation (6.1) is zero:
dV d dV\
V V \-w V/K=0.
dn dz dn /
(6.3)
Thus, substituting from (6.2) and (6.3), the integrals
through the volume of the different terms in (6.1) are
/Vr (f+K,V)V3dV= fQV 3 -(wk)dV
-
I w—K.VdV-
dz
dV
V-v
—
dV.
dn
(6.4)
The Warren model discards the last two terms in (6.4).
In particular, the neglect of the horizontal advection of
lateral shear vorticity is contrary to the findings in
Tables 3 and 5. Generally, the horizontal advection
of lateral shear is zero when the lateral shear is zero
everywhere or when the horizontal velocity is perpen-
dicular to the horizontal gradient of the lateral shear.
The first case corresponds to a uniform current of
infinite extent; the second case corresponds to a geo-
strophic flow. The first case is unrealistic; and the
second case is limited, at most, to the inflection points
in a meander.
Together with confluence, positive shearing deforma-
tion plays an important role in the process of fronto-
genesis, and lateral shear is a component of shearing
deformation. Hence, a feature in a meandering current
that is indicative of the importance of changing lateral
shear is the lateral separation of isotherms at, say,
200 m. The observation in the Florida Current shows
that, in part, because of increasing positive shearing
deformation the same isotherms were much closer
together at a trough than at a crest. The works of
Fuglister and Voorhis (1966), and of Hansen and Maul
(1970) show that this temperature pattern is also
SOMBRERO K€Y
100, 150
HABANA
Fig. 28. Depth (m) contour of the 15C surface with drogue tracks superposed,
August 1971.
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common in the Gulf Stream. In ignoring this feature,
the Warren model ignores the banking and curvature-
acceleration mechanisms in the turning process.
The result for the Loop Current listed in Table 2 is
at variance with the result of Reid (1972) who described
the northern penetration of the Loop Current system
beyond the Campeche Bank in terms of a beta model
where the vorticity sum (/+A's l) is conserved. To
arrive at the model, Reid made assumptions that are
equivalent to discarding the banking, divergence, and
curvature-acceleration terms in the turning equation
(2.10). These assumptions are obviously not supported
by our observations. The radius of curvature (1,'A')
implied by the beta model at its northernmost reach
is jriven by
;i/A')=-(K /2i8)J) (6.5)
where l' u is a constant speed and fl the latitudinal
variation of the Coriolis parameter. The deficiency of
the model is also evident when, to match the observed
radius of curvature of 60 km, Eq. (6.5) requires that
the speed be reduced to 15 cm sec-1 . On the otherhand,
for a characteristic speed of 100 cm sec-1
,
Eq. (6.5)
gives a radius of curvature of 150 km. Thus, the beta
model cannot describe the observation in Section 4b.
However, a current with a radius of curvature of
150 km does fit into the deeper water region NNE of
the Campeche Bank, suggesting that the Loop Current
may have a beta component upon which are superposed
meanders with stronger curvatures.
b. A scale analysis
The Loop Current and the Gulf Stream systems play
important roles in the general circulation of the Gulf
and the North Atlantic. By returning poleward the
broad, slow, equatorward transport induced by the
North Atlantic wind systems, these inertial boundary
currents are essential elements in oceanic gyres. By
their speeds and locations, these currents are important
factors in balancing the radiative heat loss in high
latitudes. And by their transports and dissipations of
momentum and vorticity fed into the North Atlantic
by the atmospheric circulations, these currents signifi-
cant!}' influence the momentum and vorticity equi-
librium of the ocean-atmosphere system. How strong
currents such as the Gulf Stream interact with their
surroundings is a vital question. One aspect of the inter-
action is the development in the strong currents of
meanders of increasing amplitudes that eventually
result in the formation of detached eddies. The forma-
tion involves rapid change in curvature vorticity and
hence involves the mechanisms in the turning process.
The perturbation that initiates the formation could act
through either the banking or the divergence or the
curvature-acceleration mechanism, or a combination
of them.
The relative importance of the different mechanisms
in the turning process can be measured against the
magnitude of the beta effect. For convenience, we will
call meanders with turning process where the beta
effect is one of several important mechanisms, a
geostrophic meander. Similarly, we will call meanders
with turning process where the beta effect is negligible
compared to the advection of curvature vorticity,
curvature-dominated meanders. The results in Sections
4 and 5 show that all the three currents have curvature-
dominated meanders. The results also show that, with
the exception of the West Florida Current which
impinged on the coast before turning, the order of
magnitude of the advection of curvature vorticity is
given by the banking term which is dependent on the
downstream acceleration {DV/Dt) and its cross-stream
gradient. Using this relationship, we will now consider
some scale estimates for the two classes of geostrophic
and curvature-dominated meanders.
From Tables 2 and 4, for both the Loop Current and
the Florida Current, the term V(DK/Dl) is of the order
of magnitude of 1X10-10 sec-2 . Hence, by setting the
banking term in (2.10) equal to the curvature term on
the left, the corresponding acceleration is
DV DK
~ VR « 10-3 cm sec-2
,
(6.6)
Dt Dt
where R, the width of the current, is taken to be 100 km.
This acceleration compares well with the observed
value, and gives a Rossbv number, defined as
(DV/Dt)/fV,oiOA.
On the other hand, in a geostrophic meander of the
same horizontal scales, i.e., small compared to the
radius of the earth, the magnitude of the horizontal
motion is
rdf\ //dfc
V O/QY 10 cm sec ', (6.7)
for <///</.? = 2X10-13 sec-1 cm-1 , and dK/ds = 2X 10" 14
cm-2 . The corresponding downstream acceleration,
again for an R of 100 km, is
DV /dK\
~ r/2 — \R~ iQ-5 cm sec-
Dt \ ds I
(6.8)
This is two orders smaller than in curvature-dominated
meanders. The Rossby number for a geostrophic
meander is 0.01.
In view of Eq. (2.18), the magnitude of the banking
term also gives the magnitude of the change in lateral
shear vorticity. For curvature-dominated meander, a
net change in lateral shear in one day is
1 DV
R Dl
-AZ-lO^sec- 1
,
(6.9)
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while in a geostrophic meander, the corresponding
change is
1 DV
At- 10-7 sec" 1 . (6.10)
R Dt
At this rate, even in 10 days, the expected change in
lateral shear vorticity is only 5 cm sec-1 over a cross-
stream distance of 50 km. However, the magnitude of
the beta effect in 10 days is of the same order. Thus, the
lateral shear vorticity change must be retained when
considering the dynamics of geostrophic meanders. But
in view of Eq. (2.21), we expect frontogenesis to be a
weak process in the absence of non-adiabatic effects.
Moreover, in view of Eq. (2.13), energy conversion in
a curvature-dominated meander proceeds at a rate of
V (DV'/Dt) ~ 10-1 cm2 sec-3 . Consequently, in order of
magnitude, the rate of falling or rising sea surface is
V DV
u>h~ ~ 10-4 cm sec-1
,
g Dt
(6.11)
or 10 cm in one day. This may be indicative of the
magnitude of energy conversion in amplifying meanders
leading to formation of detached eddies. Thus, recently
developed bottom pressure gauges, which have a
resolution of 1 cm, can be a valuable tool in the detec-
tion of eddy formation. On the other hand, in a geo-
strophic meander, the corresponding rate is
V DV
Wh~ ~ 10 7 cm sec-1
,
g Dt
(6.12)
or 1 cm in 100 days.
Finally, where the vorticity sum (f+K3 V) is strictly
conserved, both the vertical motion and the acceleration
(DV/Dl) are exactly zero. Thus, the dynamics of
Rossbv waves and curvature-dominated meanders are
opposite extremes in the spectrum of meander dynamics
implicit in the turning equation. In this light, any
agreement between a model based on the conversation
of (f-\-K,V) and a curvature-dominated meander is
coincidental.
c. Summary and conclusion
The objectives were first to identify generally the
mechanisms that change curvature vorticity and other
attendant parameters in the turning process in a
meandering current without friction, and second to
assess the relative importance of these mechanisms in
high-speed inertial currents meandering over horizontal
scales small compared to the radius of the earth.
To meet the first objective, five equations are derived,
each governing a separate characteristic of the turning
process: the curvature vorticity, the lateral shear
vorticity, vertical shear vorticity, the shearing defor-
mation, and the lateral gradient of temperature. The
equations are derived in natural coordinates with geo-
metric height as the vertical axis to exhibit the role of
vertical motion. But with proper adjustment they hold
also for a natural coordinates system with the potential
density of a water column as vertical axis. And when
compressibility is introduced, the equations also hold
for the atmosphere.
The central equation in the turning process is the
equation governing the curvature vorticity change, or
the turning equation, which is repeated here for
convenience
:
D d DV dV Df
—(K.V) = (f+K,V)V-V-K.V .
Dt dn Dt ds Dt
The turning equation identifies four mechanisms. From
right to left, they are the beta effect, a curvature-
acceleration mechanism, a modified divergence mecha-
nism, and a banking mechanism. The banking mechan-
ism is a vertical component of a torque resulting from
mass distribution, and piles up or removes mass differ-
entially across the stream.
The equation governing the lateral shear vorticity is
free of the Coriolis parameter and its derivative, but
contains the banking and curvature-acceleration terms
with opposite signs. The two mechanisms transform
curvature vorticity into lateral shear vorticity and
vice versa.
As a difference between the turning and the lateral
shear vorticity equations, the equation governing the
shearing deformation contains all the terms enumerated.
In an adiabatic regime, the equation for frontogenesis
contains three terms: a twisting term that is a counter-
part of the twisting term in the lateral shear vorticity
equation, a shearing deformation term that is a product
of the shearing deformation and the downstream tem-
perature gradient, and a confluence term that is a
product of confluence and the cross-stream temperature
gradient.
Finally, the equation governing the vertical shear
vorticity is dependent on density and difluence terms,
both of which are related to horizontal divergence.
To assess the relative importance of the terms in the
turning equation, we analyzed data from three currents
with the results shown in Table 6. In all three currents,
the change of curvature vorticity was one order of
magnitude larger than the beta effect. In the Loop
Current all the other three mechanisms were important
in bringing about the observed curvature vorticity
change. In the West Florida Current, as the down-
stream continuation of the Loop Current, the divergence
mechanism was initially the most important as the
current impinged on the Cuban coast before turning.
Finally, in the upstream segment of the Florida Current,
the banking and the divergence mechanisms were both
dominant. Here our observations extended over a
meander wavelength ; we have a complete cycle of
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Table 6. Relative importance of the different terms in the turning equation for three currents.
Volume 4
Characteristic- Curvature Curvature-
speed scale vorticity Hanking Divergence acceleration Beta
Current (cm sec-1 ) (km) change mechanism mechanism mechanism effect
Loop
Current 100 100 important important important important negligible
West Florida
Current 100 100 important initially
negligible
important initially
negligible
negligible
Florida
Current 100 100 important important important negligible negligible
vorticity conversion as the banking mechanism con-
verted curvature vorticity to lateral shear vorticity,
and then lateral shear vorticity back to curvature
vorticity; we also have a complete cycle of a fronto-
genetic process as the difluence mechanism first de-
stroyed, and the combined confluence and shearing
deformation mechanisms later recreated, a tight lateral
temperature gradient. In the terminology of the
previous section, the dynamics of the meanders in all
three currents are curvature-dominated.
In curvature-dominated meanders, transformation
between potential and kinetic energies may proceed at
the rate of 10-1 cm2 sec-3 ; while in geostrophic meanders,
where the beta effect is important, the transformation
rate is 10-4 cm2 sec-3 . The Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experi-
ment just concluded is a study of eddies of scales similar
to those of the geostrophic meanders. But in view of the
very small changes involved, resolution of pertinent
processes in geostrophic eddies seems largely beyond
today's technology. On the other hand, changes in
curvature-dominated meanders are two to three orders
of magnitude larger. Accordingly, not only are the
variables easier to measure, but since the energy level
of these meanders is much higher, it is believed they
play a larger role in the general ocean circulation.
In pure Rossby waves, both the vertical motion and
the downstream acceleration are exactly zero; so with
this only exception, all meandering currents are linked
to the motion and mass fields in the surrounding fluid.
Thus, meandering models that consider the currents in
isolation are dynamically incomplete and can lead to
serious errors.
A fresh vantage point is thus established to view the
complex process attending the gain or loss of curvature
vorticity in a meandering current. Intensive observation
is now in order to unravel in detail the many dynamical,
kinematical and thermal features of the turning process
itself, especially when time-dependent effects are
included.
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APPENDIX
Drogue and Measurement Characteristics
The free-drifting drogue had two principal com-
ponents: a surface buoy and an 8.5 m diameter
personnel parachute drogue, linked together by a small
wire weighed at the deep end. The metal buoy was disk
shaped, 1.8 m in diameter and 1.2 m in the thickest
part, with three built-in wells to hold the power packs
energizing the radar transponder mounted 1.8 m above
the buoy. A steel tripod with counterweight was
attached to the bottom of the buoy for additional
stability. When fully loaded for operation, each drogue
weighed about 675 kg.
The radar transponder had a reliable range of about
15 km but reached 30 km on occasions. Each trans-
ponder return was coded for identification. The ship-
board radar has an rms error in ranging of 0.3 km, and
in bearing of 0.8°. Of greater uncertainty was the
absolute location of the tending ship. In the observa-
tions of October 1970, Loran A was used. In the vicinity
of Cuba, accuracy was very poor: the rms error was
8-15 km, with larger error at night. Farther north,
accuracy improved considerably. In the vicinity of
27N, 86.5W, at the northernmost location of the
observation, the rms error was reduced to 2 km. In the
observation of August 1971, Loran C and a satellite
navigator were used with an rms error also of 2 km.
All drogues were set to drift at a nominal depth of
40 m below the sea surface. They are all assumed to be
in the same "level" surface on the basis of two monitor-
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ings of drogue depth on a previous occasion in the
Florida Current off Miami (Chew and Berberian, 1972).
To test the direct effect of winds on the drift of the
drogues for surface buoys of different sail areas, a com-
parison was made in the second series, using a special
buoy constructed from a 15 cm thick styrofoam disk.
Carrying a passive radar reflector on a 3 m tall bamboo
pole, the special buoy had an overall dimension of 1.3 m
in diameter, nearly | m in thickness, and a sail area of
about I of that of its companions. For over two days,
the special buoy drifted in a pattern similar to those of
the other drogues, suggesting that the winds encoun-
tered had the same effect on both types of buoys.
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A Revolution in the Earth Sciences:
From Continental Drift to Plate
Tectonics, A. Hallam. Clarendon,
Oxford, vii + 127 pp., 1973, $9.75.
A. Hallam, a fellow of New Col-
lege, Oxford University, has written a
short, well illustrated, nicely orga-
nized and lucid book that traces his-
torically the recent revolution in
earth science based upon emergence
of plate tectonics. The treatment is
semipopular and without references
(other than a brief listing of perti-
nent readings), but the coverage is
well balanced and perceptive. As an
active participant in this revolution
himself, Hallam writes in masterful
prose from the insider's vantage
point. One detects a slight British
flavor to the text, but it is good to
have the emergence of this new mo-
bilistic concept documented by one
fully competent to do so.
Alfred Wegener clearly emerges as
the protagonist of this story as can
be seen from the chapter headings:
(1) Wegener's Precursors; (2) Weg-
ener's Hypothesis; (3) Response to
Wegener Before World War II; (4)
Post-War Developments in New Re-
search Fields (this considers only
paleomagnetism by both the polar
method and the reversal method); (5)
Spreading Sea-Floor Hypothesis; (6)
Plate Tectonics; (7) Application of
Plate Tectonics to Continental Geol-
ogy (this emphasizes geosynclinal
theory and the origin of mountains);
(8) Reflections on the Revolution.
Much credit is appropriately given
to J. Tuzo Wilson and to the practi-
tioners of rock magnetism. This
summary results in a simplified his-
tory that omits numerous important
contributions. But Hallam does hit
the highlights, and of course it goes
without saying that revolutions are
won by soldiers and not by generals,
although the latter end up wearing all
of the ribbons.
The closing chapter, which treats
the revolution philosophically, is the
most interesting. Hallam emphasizes
that revolution has in fact occurred
in that there has been 'a complete
change, a turning upside down, a
fundamental reconstruction.' It is as
fundamental to earth sciences as
Charles Darwin's theory of evolution
was to biology. The turnover can be
traced to 1966-1967, when the
'invisible college,' the elder statesmen
of geology and geophysics, were
abruptly converted to this new set of
beliefs. (In this reviewer's opinion,
the critical battle of this revolution
was won at the spring 1967 meeting
of the AGU in Washington, D.C.,
with the papers by Sykes, Pitman,
Heirtzler, and Le Pichon, among
others.)
Quoting T. S. Kuhn, Hallam chal-
lenges the traditional view that sci-
ence progresses by the gradual ac-
cumulation of discoveries and inven-
tions. Rather, revolutions occur with
the replacement of one paradigm, or
world view, by another. Hallam
emphasizes that the new paradigm of
plate tectonics was achieved not by
'normal science,' but rather by an
intellectual leap that defied much of
the dispassionate objectivity of the
scientific method.
Hallam points out that 'What is
remarkable is not the existence of
dissenters who are prepared to write
articles or speak out at meetings, but
leir rarity.' He makes brief note of
some of the leading dissenters-
namely, Jeffreys, Beloussov, Carey,
and Meyerhoff, whose critiques have
been largely ignored as plate tecton-
icists complete their 'mopping up'
operations. It seems that those with
committed points of view rarely
change their opinions. Jeffreys, for
example, has 'resolutely discounted
the new geophysical and oceano-
grapluc evidence, as he had the geo-
logical and biological evidence ear-
lier, preferring to place more reliance
on, for example, his estimates of the
viscosity of the mantle, which seems
to him still to preclude significant
lateral mobility.'
There is little to criticize in Hal-
lam's treatment of the subject. One
might reasonably object, however, to
the statement that 'Obviously there
is no shortage of plausible sugges-
tions for the driving force or forces.'
It seems the present lack of a demon-
strated mechanism leaves plate tec-
tonics short of the status of being a
theory. Hallam believes present evi-
dence favors a shallow-water rather
than deep-water model for giant salt
deposits laid down 'luring the initial
rifting episode of continents in their
'Red Sea' phase. This seems unjusti-
fied to this reviewer, and in any
went, this subject would seem ripe
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for full review in an organized
symposium.
As Hallam notes, 'It would prob-
ably require a master of hyperbolic
prose such as du Toit to do full
justice of the impact which plate
tectonics has had on the geologic
community at large.' Although
hardly hyperbolic, this book demon-
strates that Hallam himself can write
excellent documentary prose, a rare
talent among working scientists. We
do not need to leave the telling of
this important scientific story to the
journalists.
This book is recommended for
any student of the history of science
and for those interested in plate tec-
tonics—especially if if is read in con-
junction with Ursula Marvin's more
thoroughly documented treatise,
Continental Drift: The Evolution of
a Concept.
Robert S. Dietz
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and
Meteorological Laboratories
Miami, Florida
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Book Review
Estuaries: A Physical Introduction. Keith R. Dyer. John Wiley, Chichester,
1973, 140 pp., £3.00.
A book dedicated to the physical oceanography and fluid dynamics of
estuaries has been long needed, and this one should be well received by a
broad spectrum of workers and students of estuarine processes. The major
emphases in Dyer's treatment are on non-tidal processes, and the viewpoint is
that of the physical oceanographer, as distinguished from the engineer.
The book is generally carefully prepared and edited and offers excellent
coverage of developments in the field since about 1950, but is weak in
regard to perspective on some of the classical work and in the experience
that has motivated study of estuarine phenomena. Although mathematical
methods and arguments are used extensively, the book should be useful to
students and researchers not versed in the methods of fluid dynamics.
Following a brief introductory chapter, attention is devoted to the several
schemes that have been prepared for classification of estuary types based on
consideration of geomorphology, stratification, or circulation. Approaches to
the problems associated with turbulence and entrainment are covered in a
way probably not useful to those not already familiar with these concepts.
Basic ideas about measurement and averaging are clearly presented, however.
Descriptive examples of conditions observed in a few intensively studied
estuaries are given and employed as a didactic device in subsequent discussion.
The examples are reasonably well chosen, but there is not much choice in
the matter in any case. It might, however, have been better to discuss a
single example of each major type in greater detail. Chapters are devoted to
presentation of results of field studies of kinematics and dynamics (budgets
of salt and of forces) in such of these examplary estuaries as for which
studies are available. The discussion of the relative importance of channel
curvature in this context is unsatisfying and probably incomprehensible to
most readers.
A chapter is dedicated to the important problems of flushing and pollution
distribution prediction. The treatment here is traditional but well balanced.
The book avoids preoccupation with dispersion coefficients, but also fails to
provide perspective on the applications and limitations of flushing concepts.
The final chapter is devoted to presentation of some recent mathematical
modelling of the dynamic interaction of the flow and density fields, but
again without any in-depth commentary. Notable omissions from the book
are any discussion of hydrodynamic/numerical and physical modelling tech-
niques, and adequate discussion of circulation forcing effects such as mixing,
surface winds, or time dependent density fields.
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It should not be inferred from these criticisms that the book is not a useful
one. Most of them stem simply from the fact that the book is after all a small
one for so broad a topic as 25 years of progress in estuarine concepts. While
the topical coverage of major developments and attribution of sources are
very good, those requiring in-depth discussion will have to seek out the
original sources.
D. V. HANSEN (Miami, Fla.)
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Printed in U. S. A.
Marine Physics. By R. E. Craig. Academic Press, New
York. 1972. 83 pages. $5.00. Paperbound.
This small book treats, however briefly, most of the topics
usually considered part of classical physical oceanography.
Eight chapters and an appendix cover the classical dynamics
of geostrophic flow in the sea and its computation, diffusion
processes, Ekman flow, circulation in estuaries and basins,
surface gravity waves, tides, optical and acoustic properties
of the ocean, and a small potpourri of physical and chemi-
cal properties of sea water. At an average of ten pages per
chapter, the treatment of topics is necessarily terse and
spotty. Because of the brevity of presentation, students not
already well versed will probably find little help from the
topics covered. The local dynamics of wind-driven current in
deep water is treated at greater length than any other topic,
but primarily from a purely theoretical viewpoint. There
is insufficient space available to permit any mention at all of
currently important topics such as /3-wave dynamics, internal
waves," microstructures, or Reynolds averaging.
The line of development is basically mathematical, some-
times simplified almost to the point of nonrecognizabifiry,
supplemented by a suitable number of line drawings. There
is amost no exemplary or descriptive use made of actual data
or distribution of any properties of the ocean.
The book should appeal primarily to instructors of ocean-
ography or meteorology interested in novel and especially
concise formulation of some of the important dynamic rela-
tionships in these sciences, or to mature physicists and engi-
neers interested in obtaining a brief review of selected topics,
or at least an introduction to terminology and notation used,
in physical oceanography.
—
Donald Hansen
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INLET CIRCULATION INDUCED BY MIXING OF STRATIFIED WATER MASSES
Donald V. Hansen and John F. Festa
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
15 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, Florida 33149, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Functional and numerical models have been de-
veloped to describe a three-layered circulation induced
by mixing of stratified water masses in estuarine em-
bayments having negligible fresh water inflow. The
flow is into the inlet at the surface and along the
bottom, and outward at middle depths. The charac-
teristic salinity distribution has the conventional po-
sitive seaward gradient in the lower portion of the
inlet, but a negative seaward gradient nearer the
surface. The regime is characterized by five dimen-
sionless parameters: an estuarine Rayleigh number, a
turbulence Prandtl number, the aspect ratio, the
ratio of horizontal mixing time scale to vertical mixing
time scale, and bottom friction. The strength of the
circulation is increased by increasing vertical Au-
stausch, and is decreased by increasing horizontal
Austausch.
INTRODUCTION
Estuarine circulation is usually considered to arise
as a result of the density difference between sea water
and the fresh water that is typically discharged into
the estuary. It has many variations, depending upon
the geomorphology of the estuary and the amount of
tidal energy available for turbulent mixing, but the
most fundamental parameter of the circulation is the
source of density anomaly: the volume of fresh water
discharged into the estuary. Nearly forty years ago
another source of density anomaly was described by
Hachey ( 1 934j . He hypothesized that vigorous tur-
bulent mixing by strong tidal currents in the Bay of
Fundy interacted with the stratified waters of the Gulf
of Maine to generate horizontal pressure gradients
that forced a three-layered circulation, and conducted
some laboratory experiments to simulate the pheno-
menon. His work drew little attention however and
discussion of this circulation mechanism virtually dis-
appeared from the oceanographic literature until it
was rediscovered in the course of an investigation of
the movement of industrial waste in Baltimore harbor
(cf. Pritchard and Carpenter, 1960; Cameron and
Pritchard, 1963). Stratification maintained in the
adjacent region of the Chesapeake Bay by discharge
of the Susquehanna River provides a stronger source
of density anomaly to drive circulation than does the
relatively minor amount of fresh water discharged
directly into the harbor, and turbulent mixing by
tidal currents and wind driven currents in the cm-
bayment is relatively more effective in reducing strati-
fication. The resulting characteristic salinity distri-
bution and the qualitative flow distribution inferred
from movement of acid wastes discharged within the
Harbor are shown in Figure 143. Present evidence
indicates that where it has been observed, the strength
of this flow is at or below the threshold of reliable
measurement, but that it yet may be the dominant
mechanism for renewing waters in many inlets where
other mechanisms are weak. In some cases it may be
exploitable for enhancement of water renewal. This
paper presents some results of attempts at improving
understanding through mathematical modelling of the
processes involved.
FUNCTIONAL MODEL
For investigation of the factors influencing the
mechanism of interest we postulate a simple recl-
"0246
DISTANCE (Km )
8 10 12 14 16
FROM HEAD OF HARBOR
Figure 143. Typical longitudinal sections of the salinity distribu-
tion in Baltimore Harbor. Chesapeake Bay, at the entrance to the
Harbor, is at the right side of the figure. Arrows indicate the in-
ferred pattern of net circulation (from Cameron and Pritchard,
1963).
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angular embayment of uniform width, depth D, and
length L, and sufficiently elongate or laterally homo-
geneous that cross-channel mean values are useful
representations of all properties. A rectangular (x, z)
coordinate system having its origin in the free surface
at the head of the inlet and positive horizontally sea-
ward and vertically downward respectively is em-
ployed.
We assume that external processes maintain a
density stratification at the entrance to the estuary,
x = L. The details of this stratification are not likely
to be entirely independent of processes occurring
within the embayment; to specify a clear mathema-
tical condition, we assume only that the surface and
bottom salinity values at the entrance to the inlet are
maintained absolutely. That is, S(L, 0) = constant =
S10 , S(L, D) = constant = Sn .
We wish to consider the flow averaged over one or
more tidal cycles so that tidal currents and most wind
driven current events may be considered as contri-
buting primarily to turbulent exchange. In view of
the weak circulation expected, it seems plausible that
Pritchard's (1956) determination that nonlinear ac-
celerations are dynamically unimportant in conven-
tional estuarine circulation in coastal plain estuaries
also applies to this process. The equations employed
by Hansen and Rattray (1965) in modelling the con-
ventional estuarine circulation should therefore be
applicable. These are:
\ dl =
-(av-\
n dx Oz \ dz]
'
1 Op
o dz
Ou Ow
Ox dz
OS OS
u — + w —
Ox Di
•Ut "\ + *(r«*
Ox Ox dz
g = o/(l + kS).
wherein u, w denote horizontal and vertical velocity
components averaged over one or more tidal cycles,
p denotes pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration,
o and 0/ denote density of esturaine water and fresh
water. A v , Kv , and h\ denote vertical turbulent vis-
cosity and vertical and horizontal diffusivity for salt,
all of which will be assumed independent of depth for
mathematical simplicity. By introduction of the stream
function defined by w = yx , u = - y z , Equations (1)
may be reduced to:
AvH'zzzz + gkSx = 0,
VxSz - VzSx = (h'hS2 KvS t
(2)
where subscripts x, z denote partial differentiation.
In addition to the previously stated stratification at
the entrance to the inlet, we require conservation of
salt and water at the boundaries: z = 0, D; x = 0. A
linear relationship between stress and flow is adequate
for present purposes and wind stress is neglected as
being irrelevant to the mechanism of interest. These
boundary conditions are expressed by:
KhSx(0,z) = v (0,z) = v(*,0) - v(x,D) vzz (x,0)=0
S z (x, 0) = S,(», D) = 0, A vVzz {x, D) - cy z (x, D)
S(L,0) = S10 , S(L,D) Sn . (3)
To obtain solutions to Equations (2) and (3) we
employ the method of similarity solutions introduced
by Hansen and Rattray (1965) for modelling conven-
tional estuarine circulation and subsequently shown
(Hansen and Rattray, 1972) to be equally applicable
to the present problem to obtain separable solutions
under somewhat special conditions. Because vertical
mixing of salt is an essential part of the circulation
generating mechanism, we specify for simplicity that
Kv is constant in the inlet, but that A v and A'a may
be allowed to vary for mathematical expediency. We
seek special separable solutions of the forms:
S = S- 5j[l + 0(0) J
I
*(»>)]
(4)
wherein f - xjL, »/ = z/D, S = l(Sll + S10 ) and S/\
(Sn — o 10 ).
Separation of x dependence upon substitution of (4)
into (2) requires y = 1 and h'^x^ 2 , A v x^-- 2 . The
exponent A is to be obtained by an Eigenvalue con-
dition analogously to a heat conduction problem. Be-
cause only positive values of A have physical meaning,
it is observed that application of the cited separation
condition to (4) satisfies the conditions on both y' and
S at x = 0. We denote the required constants of pro-
portionality by Kin and An . The ordinary differential
equations thus obtained for determination of <£(»/)
and 0(ij) are:
7 20"" + ?.RaO = 0,
1
I 2 [0" - 08' + WQ~\ + /.(/. + 1)0 = 0, |
(5)
where Ra = gk SjD3IA tlhh l is an estuarine Rayleigh
number, and I 2 = A',Z. 2 /A"/,
1
Z) 2 may be interpreted as
the ratio of horizontal to vertical mixing time scales.
Similarly, substitutions of (4) into (3) yields the new
boundarv conditions
0(0; = 0(1) = 0" (0) = 0' (0) = b' (1) - 0, |
0(1) - 0(0) = 1, and 0"(1) = 0, or #'(1) = 0. J
(6)
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The choice of bottom stress/flow condition is con-
sidered because homogeneous boundary conditions are
particularly convenient for similarity solutions. These
exist for the special cases of free slip (c = &"(l) = 0)
or no slip (c~ l = #'(1) = 0) bottom conditions. Other
stress/flow conditions can be included at the expense
of accepting further relationships regarding the x
dependence of the various parameters entering the
problem but will not be considered here.
Approximate solutions to (5) and (6) have been
obtained by expansion of </>, 0, and A in parametric
series,
*('/) = o('l) + *#i(»?) + e
2
2 {>i) + . . . .
6(1,) = 6 ( n ) +e61 (r]) + f 2 2 (^) + ...,
A = A + f
A
x
4- e 2 A 2 + . . . ,
where e = Raj(Ra + F) and F = 12-t4 in the case of
free slip on the bottom or F - 14-15.T4 for no slip
on the bottom.
The solutions obtained (to order of e) are:
(free slip <£(//)
/.Ra
12.-T 4/ 2
[6(Cos .-t/, - 2>] - 1) - .t 2 (2>/ 3 - 3>) 2 + }))], (7a)
).Ra
(no slip) &(>/)
8."7 4 / 2
[4(Cos .7i) - ,, 3 + 3// - 1) - -t 2 (// 3 - 2»/2
-^;)],
7 b)
<?('?)
1|
2 1
G(,h r) + -(G(l,r) - G(0, r))Cos a.,
I|"--r<P(>) Sin rrr r A„0'(r) C'.os .-rr]e/r + Cos .t//
,
(8)
/. -. ;.
n
(i - f
where /.y is the positive root of
;.„(/.„ )-!) nH>
(9)
CIO)
and G()], r) is the modified Green's Function for the
iteration series for 0(//) (cf. Hansen and Rattray,
1972). With no bottom stress, the How consists of a
pair of half-cells (Fig. 144) symmetric about the
mid-depth. In the case of no slip at the bottom, the
upper circulation half-cell dominates the circulation
pattern. The stream function in fact resembles that
expected of conventional estuarine circulation except
that it is of opposite sense, yielding inward flow at the
surface, with down-welling and outward flow through
much of the inlet.
Unlike the solution for the stream function, that for
the salinity distribution cannot be normalized by the
parameters entering the problem. Rather, values of
Figure 144. Circulation stream function from similarity solution-
Isopleths are \0 4PDy>l2RaLKv for (a) free slip at the bottom,
and (b) no slip at the bottom.
Ra and / must be specified to determine ).. The choice
/ = 1-6, Ra = 4 10 3 for exemplary values gives A = I.
Figure 145 shows the resulting salinity distribution.
For zero bottom stress the salinity distribution is also
symmetric about mid-depth, and strongly resembles
that observed in Baltimore harbor. The effect of
bottom friction on the salinity distribution is quite
interesting. Inward and downward flow of low salinity-
water reduces the horizontal salinity gradient at the
surface and strengthens it along the bottom while
reducing the mean salinity within the inlet, giving the
salinity distribution associated with this circulation
some resemblance to that found in conventional
estuaries. A suggestion of this effect also may be seen
in the Baltimore harbor example.
The strength of the circulation is proportional to
).gkSjD i ILA n , that is, proportional to the strength
of the density anomaly and a strong function of the
total depth. The effect of turbulent mixing appears
explicitly in the inverse dependence upon An and
implicitly through proportionality to ?.. The de-
pendence of A on Ra and / given by (9) and (10) is
shown as Figure 146 for free slip on the bottom and
is only slightly different for the no slip model. It is
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Figure 145. Salinity distribution, (S-S)IS/i from similarity solu-
tion using (a) free slip and (b) no slip bottom conditions.
seen that the inverse dependence of the circulation
on A n is partially offset by the dependence of / on
.-l n through Ra. Dependence of the circulation on
A r appears only through the /. dependence upon /
which changes from quadratic at small / to linear at
large /. The influence of horizontal mixing appears
10
1
= 10
5__
X'
4^
-^^^^
=S=I
—=2_
!__
_ 0.5
0.1
/ " —
-
—£JL
.1 1 1 1
—
—0-L
IO"
3
Ra
Figure 1 Mi. Dependence of /. on Ra and /. Dashed line denotes
exemplary effect of varying h'/ll only.
through A in its dependence on both Ra and /. An
exemplary effect of changing h\
l
alone is included in
Figure 146. Increased horizontal mixing reduces the
strength of the circulation sharply at small Ra, but
negligibly at larger Ra because horizontal mixing
becomes progressively less important.
The dependence of A on Ra reveals a feedback
mechanism that tends to govern the strength of the
circulation. The circulation acts similarly to horizontal
mixing in advecting stratified water further into the
inlet, thereby reducing the pressure gradient that
drives the flow.
Similarity models such as this provide some rela-
tively easy insight to the behavior of estuarine cir-
culation, but they also have some deficiencies that
detract from their utility. Among these may be men-
tioned the neglect of nonlinear acceleration terms in
(1) which is plausible for weak circulations, but be-
comes increasingly tenuous as Ra is increased. More
important however, the method itself forces certain
mathematical artifacts into the model. In the present
model, for instance, although considerable insight is
gained into the relationship of the horizontal salinity
gradient to various influences through the behavior
of A, in all cases except the trivial one, A = 0, complete
vertical mixing is forced at the head of the inlet. Also,
although the magnitude of the flow varies with other
parameters, its variation along the inlet does not be-
cause the conditions for separation of the x dependence
require the turbulent viscosity to vary in such a way
as to counteract the pressure gradient associated with
the varying salinity distribution. This aspect of the
model suggests that, simple as it is, it may be useful
for application in an integral way to some real inlets
such as was done by Hansen and Rattray (1972) but
precludes resolution of flow structure within most
inlets. Finally, the solution is in fact an approximation
by short truncated series which while seemingly well
behaved may leave considerable to be desired, especi-
ally in the determination of )..
NUMERICAL MODEL
In order to overcome some of the deficiencies of the
similarity model, we have undertaken development of
a numerical model of this process. For this model we
adopt the same geometry and notation except that
the origin of the coordinate system is placed at the
bottom and the z coordinate is taken as positive ver-
tically upwards. The model is fully non-linear, that
is, acceleration terms are now included in both the
momentum and salt equations. We assume constant
turbulent exchange coefficients throughout the inlet.
The governing vorticity and salt equations corre-
sponding to (2) are:
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drj/dt - - J (v. r]) ~ gkSx + A vV.22 i,, J
USIdt = - J{y>, S) + h'h Sxx + KVS ZZ . J
(11)
where y is a stream function with u = Vyxj, tj = Vo 2 V
is the vorticity and 5 is the departure of salinity from
that occurring in the surface at the entrance to the
inlet. J and V 2 2 are the Jacobian and two-dimensional
Laplacian operators, respectively. We define a charac-
teristic salt diffusive time scale, t^, by t<j = D 2KV 1 .
If one then scales / and r] by t^, x and z by L and D
respectively, y by KvLjD and S by S^, then the
vorticity and salt equations take the form
dvfit = - J(y, '/) + o{dhlxx + ,lzz -RaI' 2Sx),\
dS'dt J( V,S)+I-2SX
(12)
where >j = d2 yxx + y zz . We have now introduced two
additional parameters into the problem: the Prandtl
number, a = A
t
'h'v and the aspect ratio, ft = DjL.
The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the
numerical model with a free slip bottom flow condition
are:
tj = Sz = at z - and z = 1 , I
ij = Sx --= at -v = 0. ! (13)
V =
V =
<Pxx 0, .S
1
= J(z) at v = 1 .
(,9«ii
- S»-\})j2At - - Js ( v»,S»)l4,ixAz
+ /-* • (5« i+li + £»«_,, - S»+*tJ - 5»-»«,)/4*«
+ (5»</+] + £»„-, - £» + »„ - S-*v)IAt*. (15)
Special attention must be given to the procedures
used when calculating the various fields at the bound-
aries. The mouth of the inlet is considered an "open"
boundary. We have regimes of both inflow and out-
flow at this boundary, and would like to be able to
predict rather than specify such flows. In addition,
we would like to predict the salinity distribution.
However, as a first step in understanding such
boundaries, we chose to fix the salinity field at the
entrance to the inlet, and calculate the streamfunction
and vorticity fields by extrapolating the dynamics of
the interior solutions out to the boundary. The salinity
at the mouth is chosen as a cosine function,
SKj = [1 + Cos *Az(j- in-
to facilitate comparison with the type of profile ob-
tained by the similarity method. The vorticity distri-
bution at the mouth is calculated by two methods.
The first method is a second order extrapolation from
the interior outward.
')Kj 'lK-lj >lK-2j-
For simplicity, we chose the finite-difference grid
to be uniform in x and z such that
-i
1"
where Ax K-
iJx, i 0,1,
jAz,j = 0. 1.
n\l. n = 0,1.
. . K
•J (H
The numerical scheme presented here uses both
consistent and stable approximations for the governing
equations. The two-dimensional Laplacian operator is
approximated by the usual five-point difference
scheme. We approximate the advection of salt and
vorticity using the J2 and J3 forms of Arakawa (1966).
respectively; these conserve salinity and salinity
squared, and vorticity and kinetic energy. The dif-
fusion is approximated by the time-centered scheme
of DuFort and Frankel (1953). The resulting finite
difference analogs to M2i become:
r>/" +1t; * '/'
l-1
«)/2 At - - Jz{ Vn, V»)i\AxAz
- ad 2 [r,nin] - ,/'(-,; - ,/»+!<, - l} "-\j):Jx2
- «• (»/
Bi/+, +»?n</-i " >l
n+l
i} - >l
n
-\i)L\z 2
- aRnl 2 (Sn f+li - S»i .u)l2Ax,
The second method is a third order extrapolation
scheme.
>IKj = 3(llK -l} - >IK-2j) + 1K-3J-
If we know the vorticity at the boundary and assume
that vertical velocity variations with x are negligible
near the mouth, d 2 >fxx 4 0, we can double integrate
the vorticity field by means of a gaussian-ehmination
procedure to calculate y at the mouth. Given v' on all
boundaries and the "new" vorticity field in the
interior, rj" + l
(j, we can invert Poission's equation to
obtain the "new" streamfunction, yn+ltj. The results
obtained by both methods agree to within less than
1% using a number of different initial fields and
Rayleigh numbers. The latter method is used for all
calculations presented in this paper.
The salinity distribution on the top, bottom and
side boundaries are obtained using the full equations
and defining virtual points outside the boundary. The
vorticity distribution, for the case of a no slip bottom
boundary, is evaluated using the first order Taylor
series approximation developed by Bryan (1963).
Via = 2v>ijAz 2 .
In the calculations initial values are used which
shorten the time needed to reach steady state. In most
cases the similarity solutions were chosen as the initial
fields. Tests were run to check the convergence of the
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Figure 147. Stream function fields for numerical solutions using Figure 148. Salinity distribution from numerical model using
/ 1, a 10. «^ - 6-5 10 '. / 1, a - 10, d 6-3 10 '.
solutions for various initial fields and those tests
proved positive. The salinity, streamfunction, and
vorticity fields arc averaged periodically over adjacent
time steps to hasten convergence and maintain com-
putational stability. The fields are considered to re-
present steady state solutions when the differences
between the kinetic energy and salinity and stream-
function fields at two adjacent time steps are less than
1 % of the average kinetic energy and salinity and
streamfunction fields. In addition conservation of salt
at the mouth is tested by the condition
*"f (uS- KhSx)dz
1 =
The steady state solutions are obtained for a 32 v 16
finite difference grid. Initial runs were made with a
64x32 grid; however tests indicated that the coarse
grid could be used without sacrificing much accuracy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical model yields results qualitatively
similar to the functional solutions, except that the
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Figure 149. Comparison of streamfunction amplitudes from
similarity solution ( ) and from numerical model ( ) as a
function of / and Ra with a = 10, d = 6-5 x 10~ 4 .
¥
Figure 150. Variation of the streamfunction maximum as a func-
tion of/, Ra, and horizontal distance along the inlet with a 10.
* 6-5 10 -».
interior structure of the flow as well as its magnitude
now varies with Ra and the salinity distribution near
the head of the inlet is more realistic than in the
similarity model, in that complete vertical mixing at
the head of the inlet is not implied. The contours of
the streamfunction (Fig. 147) and salinity distribution
(Fig. 148), for the case of free-slip top and bottom
boundaries show the effects of varying Rayleigh
number. For low Ra, diffusive processes are dominant
in the presence of a weekly developed advective cell.
As Ra increases, the advective salt terms become more
and more important and the horizontal diffusive pro-
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Figure 151. Variation of salinity anomaly at the surface as a func-
tion of /, Ra, with a = 10, 6 = 6-5 - 10~ 4 .
cess becomes relatively weaker. The strength of the
circulation increases and the salinity fields at the
mouth of the inlet are advected further into the
interior.
Variation of the magnitude of the dimensionless
streamfunction at a fixed value of / (Fig. 149) is
similar to that predicted by the similarity model for
Ra up to the order of 10 3 or so; however for larger Ra,
the magnitude of flow given by the numerical model
becomes substantially greater, probably because the
determination of /. for the similarity solution becomes
poor at large Ra. This is not surprising for a first order
perturbation of a purely diffusive model, and should
not invalidate results inferred from this model, but
does limit the range of Ra to which it is applicable.
In the numerical model as well as in the similarity
model with a free slip bottom flow condition, the
streamfunction has a maximum value at z - 1/4. The
manner in which the interior structure changes with
Ra is therefore conveniently shown as the variation
of the magnitude of the streamfunction along this
horizon (Fig. 150), which can be compared to the
strictly linear variation given by the similarity so-
lution. Fxcept near the head of the inlet the longi-
tudinal variation of the salinity distribution as shown
by the variation of surface salinity (Fig. 151) is very
similar in form to the £' distribution obtained for the
similarity model if ?. > 1.
Some computations were also made using a no slip
bottom flow condition (y'z(O) = 0) in the numerical
model. The most significant results from these com-
putations are summarized in Table 24, in which V'max
and v'min denote the strength of the circulation_in the
lower and upper half cells, respectively, and S is the
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Tabic 24. Bottom friction effects on flow and salinit
_
Ra
'/'max V'mi ii S
(Free slip on bottom)
10: 0-083 - 0083 0-3
103 0-6t3 - 0-643 ()•;")
3 10 3 1-37 - 1-37 0-5
(No slip on bottom)
10 2 0-013 - 0-124 0-49
HP 0-294 -0-631 0-47
3 103 0-806 - 1-22 0-46
mean salinity within the inlet. For low Ra, the nu-
merical results confirm the indication from the simi-
larity model that addition of bottom friction reduces
the strength of the lower circulation cell while in-
creasing that of the upper cell. With increasing Ra,
the asymmetry remains but both cells arc reduced in
strength, more in accordance with intuition. This dis-
crepancy between the similarity and the numerical
models clearly arises because the scries used to ge-
nerate an approximate solution to the similarity
equation is truncated at low order, it is unable to cope
with the strong interaction between the density distri-
bution and the flow at large Ra. Bottom friction causes
a reduction of the mean salinity in the inlet in both
models.
These examples show that qualitatively correct be-
havior is shown by the similarity model, but that the
range of validity of this model is restricted to small Ra.
To extend the model to higher Ra requires develop-
ment of higher terms in the perturbation series. This
is an algebraically tedious task that is not justified in
view of the other special assumptions required by
similarity. The numerical model is not constrained by
these special conditions and is easily extended to Ra
of any practical value.
Of the other parameters which are as yet un-
explored, it is apparent from (12) that the effect of
the Prandtl number, a, is to enhance or reduce the
effect of non-linear accelerations which arc likely to
become important at large Ra. We expect the aspect
ratio, 8, to be of little consequence for the range of
values applicable to natural inlets.
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NEW YORK BIGHT PROJECT,
WATER COLUMN SAMPLING CRUISES #1-5 OF THE NOAA SHIP FERREL,
AUGUST - NOVEMBER 1973
John B. Hazelworth
Byron L. Kolitz
Robert B. Starr
Robert L. Charnell
George A. Berberian
During the period August - November 1973, a series of five
oceanographic cruises were made by the NOAA ship Ferrel in the
New York Bight. These cruises are the first in a series of
monthly cruises scheduled to last through 1975. Emphasis was
given to collecting physical, chemical, and geological data.
The objective of the cruises was to supply data to base analysis
of the water movements on the highly impacted ecosystem. This
report presents the corrected data from these five cruises and
describes the parameters measured, the measurements methods, and
corrections applied to the data.
Key Words: MESA, New York Bight, Physical Oceanographic Data,
Nutrient Data
1. INTRODUCTION
During 1973, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) began a large-scale investigation of the marine ecosystem of New
York Bight. This project is the first regional project of the Marine
Ecosystem Analysis (MESA) program and includes a data collection phase
in each of the major oceanographic disciplines of biology, geology, chem-
istry, and physics. The prime purpose in this field phase is to provide
baseline data on existing conditions and mechanisms from which changes
in the environment can be analyzed and guidelines for future assessment
of man-produced activity in the marine environment can be developed.
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The objective of the physical oceanography program is to obtain
direct and indirect measurements of water movements that will provide
an estimate of potential transport and energy dissipation within the
Bight apex, the relatively small area within 60 km of New York Harbor.
The direct measurement program, based on 10 current meter stations,
was designed to provide data on the time and space scale of water
motion in the apex and to test the circulation hypothesis proposed
by Charnell et al . (1972).
To supplement these data, a series of cruises were planned that
would provide data on density and quality of water in the apex.
The cruises were designed to coincide with the transits of the Earth
Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS ) . These remotely sensed data
were to help in an evaluation of the potential for satellite monitor-
ing of water quality changes in near-surface waters (cf . Charnell
and Maul, 1973, and Charnell et al . 1974).
From August to November 1973, NOAA conducted the first five of these
cruises. These water^sediment chemistry (WSC) cruises consisted of
25 stations (see fig. 1 for locations) that were occupied on an
approximately monthly basis by the NOAA ship Ferrel . Cruise dates are
given in table 1. The sampling program was designed by the oceanographic
staff at the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
(AOML) of NOAA. Those staff members who participated in the field work
are also listed in table 1.
Only the physical and chemical data obtained from water column
measurements on these five cruises are presented in this report.
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Table 1,
Waters-Sediment Chemistry Cruises by the NOAA Ship Ferrel
Cruise
1
Date
August 27-29, 1973
September 16-20, 1973
October 1-4, 1973
AOML personnel
R. Starr
P. Hatcher
P . Hatcher
D. Drake
D. Drake
November 5-9, 1973 G . Berberian
November 26-29, 1973 G . Berberian
P. Hatcher
D. Drake
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2. INSTRUMENTATION
The primary instrument used aboard the Ferrel for water column
sampling was the Inter Ocean Model 513-10 CSTD, with added sensors for
measuring turbidity, dissolved oxygen, pH, and Redox (Eh). This was
mated with a deep-well pump at the end of 300 m of hose so that
water samples could be drawn from any desired depth. The system
is equipped with a digital display to monitor sensor functions during a
cast. Data from the sensors were logged, one set per second, on a
magnetic-tape-recording system. The ship was also equipped to collect
water samples with sample bottles and has a wet laboratory for processing
water samples. Ship's position was determined by horizontal sextant angles,
by radar, and by Raydist.
The manufacturers specifications on the sensors are as follows:
(a) Depth, to 300 m, + 1 m,
(b) Temperature, -5° to 45°C, + 0.02°C,
(c) Conductivity, to 65 m mhos, + 0.05 m mhos,
(d) Salinity, to 40°/oo, + 0.05°/oo,
(e) Turbidity, to 100 percent, + 3-percent transmission,
(f) Dissolved oxygen, to 20 ppm, +0.2 ppm,
(g) pH, 2 to 12 pH, + 0.1 pH, and
(h) Redox (Eh), -2 to +2 V, + 5 mV.
Time constants for most of the sensors are relatively short, vary-
ing between 10 and 400 ms. Exceptions are oxygen, which has a
time constant of 10 s. , and salinity, which has a time constant of
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1.4 s. , caused by the use of slow-response thermistors.
The sensor package was calibrated by the National Oceanographic
Instrumentation Center (NOIC) in August 1973. Periodic calibration
checks were made by the NOIC between cruises.
3. DATA COLLECTION
The normal plan of daily operations was to occupy five to nine
stations, depending upon weather, depth of water, and travel distance.
At each station, the sensor/sampling device was lowered to just
below the water surface, and readings were logged from the digital
readout for each sensor. For cruises WSC-1 and WSC-2, a bucket was used
for collecting the surface water samples. For cruises WSC-3 through
WSC-5, these samples were obtained by pump. The underwater unit was
then lowered to the bottom at a rate of about 8 m/min, slow enough
to permit the sensors to respond to gradients existing at the
time. Another set of readings was taken at the bottom and the pump
turned on for water samples. The sensor/sampling unit was then raised
to the surface, stopping to take readings and water samples at 10-m
intervals . On cruise WSC-5, in addition to the pumped water samples
,
Nansen casts with reversing thermometers were made at selected
stations
.
These temperature data were sufficient to check the accuracy
of the temperature sensor and to compute a correction. In addition,
the water samples were analyzed for dissolved oxygen so as to evaluate
specifically the reliability of oxygen values obtained from pumped
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samples. At each sample depth, a water sample was drawn for nutrient
analysis into an aged 12 5-ml plastic bottle with polyseal cap and was
then immediately frozen. At the end of each cruise, the samples were
transported in freezer chests, packed with dry ice, to a freezer at the
AOML.
4. DATA PROCESSING
After each cruise, the raw data tapes were returned to AOML for
processing. In general, only the down-cast data were used. When
all or part of the down-cast was missing, data from the complete
up-cast were substituted.
Noise pulses were apparent in the original data, caused in part by
power fluctuations and intermittent instrument noise associated with
a faulty digitizer. This noise was removed by separate filters
developed for each parameter.
To the extent possible, all sensor-measured parameters were
checked for accuracy. Depth was compared to the meter-wheel reading
at the winch and appeared to be accurate within 1 m.
Salinity could be determined by two methods. Salinity values,
as computed by the instrument, were recorded directly. Salinity
could also be computed from the measured temperature and the conductiv-
ity value. After each cruise, salinity values were determined from the
water samples using a Plessey 6220 salinometer. The two separately
measured salinity profiles were plotted and compared with the salinity
values from the water samples . The sensor-recorded salinity
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values were inconsistent and, therefore, are not reported herein,
ihis poor result for directly recorded salinity value is caused
by the high time constant of the salinity sensor. On the other hand,
the salinity values computed from the temperature and conductivity
gave acceptable results because the temperature thermistor has a
time constant comparable to that for the conductivity sensor.
Computed salinity values compare well with the salinity
values from the water samples. The small correction required was con-
stant for each cruise, but drifted slightly from cruise to cruise. For
cruise WSC-1, the correction factor was -0.12°/oo, for cruise WSC-2
was -0.07°/oo, and for cruise WSC-5 was +0.02°/oo. The final recorded
salinity values are considered accurate to within + 0.05°/oo.
During cruises WSC-1 through WSC-4, no direct temperature check
could be made; however, as the computed salinity (using the temper-
ature sensor) gave very satisfactory results, temperature apparently
is accurate to at least + 0.05°C. During cruise WSC-5, reversing ther-
mometers were'" attached to the Nansen bottles . The mean difference
between the reversing thermometer observation and the correction
factor was applied to all temperature observations for cruise WSC-5.
Eh values were recorded during all cruises. However, no values
were tabulated. The Eh sensor is electronically connected to the Ph
sensor and appears to have malfunctioned until cruise WSC-5. No Eh
meter was available to check the water samples on that cruise.
During cruises WSC-1 and WSC-2, the oxygen sensor malfunctioned. It
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was not until cruise WSC-5 that the equipment for titration of water
by the Winkler method had been assembled. During cruise WSC-5, water
samples were drawn at each station and oxygen was determined. In
addition, 16 oxygen values were determined from water samples taken
by Hansen cast.
Differences between the oxygen values determined from the Nansen
cast and the pumped water were determined. The greatest difference
was 0.06 ppm, and the mean difference was 0.00 ppm. These differences
indicated that the oxygen values from the pumped water samples were suf-
ficiently accurate to be used to correct the sensor reading.
Differences between pumped water samples and sensor oxygen
values were determined and plotted. This plot indicated that the
sensor drifted during the day. No drift related to depth dependence
could be identified. During a single cast, the differences may be very
small or considerable. Nine casts were discarded because no accurate
correction factor could be determined. For the rest of the casts,
individual cast correction factors were determined and applied. Error
analysis indicate values are accurate to within +0.2 ppm.
Recorded pH values were compared with the water sample values
for cruises WSC-1 and WSC-2. Recorded values were in error because of
a suspected sensor malfunction. No correction could be determined.
By cruise WSC-5, the pH probe had been replaced, and a new pH meter
was used to check the water samples. It was noted that the pH sensor
had a slight variation with depth and also a day-to-day variation.
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Linear regression equations were computed and corrections were
applied. Values for pH represented herein are accurate to within +
0.1 units.
The turbidity probe on the profiling system is a 10 -cm path-length
transmissometer. Even for the coastal area where the water is highly
turbid, values from the probe fell in the operating range from 70 to
90 percent. While this is not the range of most sensitive operation
(Segar et al. 1974), the profiles provide useful data on the
relative turbidity in the water column. The system was originally cal-
ibrated using clean-filtered seawater for the upper transmittance
level. Periodic ca li bration checks showed the system to drift no
more than 1 percent in the operating range. Consequently, accuracy of the
measured data is considered to be within specifications of + 3 percent.
Although it was not discovered until after cruise WSC-4,
electronic problems had developed in the magnetic-tape-recording
system before cruise WSC-3. Attempts to salvage these data were made,
but were unsuccessful. Therefore, the only values tabulated were from
the oceanographic logs. The data were logged from the analog readouts
and the results of water sample analyses.
Water samples were analyzed for dissolved nitrates (NOg-N),
nitrites (NOo-N), orthophosphates (PO^-P), and silicates (SiOg-Si) with
a four-channel Technicon Autoanalyzer, generally within a period of
6 wk after their collection.
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The analytical procedures used in the analyses for nitrate and
nitrite are described by Armstrong et al. (1967). The orthophosphate
procedure is described by Grasshoff (1965), and the silicate procedure
is described by Strickland and Parsons (1968). The water used for
standardization, blank determinations, and wash between samples is
filtered Gulf Stream water obtained from the surface of the Straits
of Florida.
The detection limits and accuracies of analysis for the four
nutrients are as follows
:
NO3-N 0.1 to 40 ygat/L. Coefficient of variation—95-percent
confidence level at 15 ygat NO3-N/L—0.17 percent;
NO2-N 0.1 to 20 ygat/L. Coefficient of variation—95-percent
confidence level at 3.2 ygat NO2-N/L—1.2 percent;
PO1+-P 0.05 to 20 ygat/L. Coefficient of variation—95-percent
confidence level at 0.64 ygat PO4-P/L—1.6 percent; and
SiC^-Si 0.1 to 50 ygat/L. Coefficient of variation—95-percent
confidence level at 33 ygat Si03-Si/L—2.3 percent.
For profiling data taken on cruises WSC-1, WSC-2, and WSC-5, there
were generally two to five observations per meter recorded. To compute
values at 1-m intervals, several interpolation methods were tried. The
more sophisticated techniques—such as Lagrangian interpolation formulas
—
tended to introduce overshoots, especially at the beginning and end of
regions of large gradients. Because of the frequency of recorded data,
a linear interpolation was considered the most acceptable. The form used
was the normal one with a modification: if a reading occurred at an
interpolation depth, the accepted value would be the mean of the reading
itself and the value determined from the linear interpolation performed
as if the reading were absent. Values of sigma-t were interpolated rather
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than calculated from the interpolated temperature and salinity.
The interpolated data and corresponding profiles of temperature,
salinity, sigma-t, and turbidity are given in section 7, Serial Data.
The codes used in the table headers are from the National Oceanographic
Data Center Manual Series (1964). Profiles were made from the smoothed
raw data, with identifying symbols located at 5-m intervals.
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7. SERIAL DATA
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 7
SIGMfl T
AUGUST 27, 1973
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—
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—
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—
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-» «
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35
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 8 AUGUST 28, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 22
i 1 1 1 1
—
23 24 25 26 27H 1 1 1 1
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
» 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1
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* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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CRUISE I STATION NUMBER AUGUST 28. 1973
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 10 AUGUST 28, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TURBIDITY
75 80 85 90 95 100
—
»
1 1 1 • 1
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—
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1 1 1 • 1
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 11 AUGUST 27, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 gO 21 22 23
I I 4 1 1 1
—
*
*£
4 25 26H 1
X 55 60 65 70
i 1 1 1
—
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 12 AUGUST 27. 1973
SIGMA T
a IB 19 20
i 1 1
—
X 55
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—
I1 22 23 24 25 26 271 1 \ » 1
TURBIDITY
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—
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* 262728 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 3 3 1 « « 1 • • 1
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 13 AUGUST 29, 1973
SIGMA T
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 14 AUGUST 29. 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2627
» 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1
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—
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 15 AUGUST 29, 1973
SIGMA T
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> 1 » • 1 • 1 1 1 1
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TURBIDITY
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 16 AUGUST 27, 1973
SIGMA T
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i 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 • 1
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 17 AUGUST 27, 1973
a IB 19
i 1
—
3° S 1
SIGMA T
22 23 24 25 26 27
—
i
1 1 1 1 1
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
»
-; -? 1 1 * 1 1 1 1
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 18 AUGUST 29. 1973
SIGMA T
a IB 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1
X 55
*
TURBIDITY
60
—i
—
65
—(
—
70H
—
75
-t
—
80H— 85—i
—
90H
SALINITY
26 27 28 29 30 31
i 1 1 1 1 1
—
TEMPERATURE
95H 100
32 33 34 35H 1 1 1
23 26 29
i H
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 19 AUGUST 29. 1973
SIGMA T
a 18
i
—
19H ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 2 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 90 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
* ^6 ^7 ^8 ^9 30 31 32 33 34 3 5
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 20 AUGUST 29. 1973
SIGMA T
a
^8 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 24 ^5 26
X 55
TURBIDITY
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-t— 65 70i
—
75
-•
—
80
—
»
—
85
-•
—
90H
—
TEMPERATURE
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-»
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SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i > 1 > 1 1 1 > < i
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 21 AUGUST 27, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20
i 1 »
—
* 26
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
-3 1 3 -+ 1 1 1
X 55 60 65 70
i 1 1 1
—
TURBIDITY
75 80 85
1 1 »
—
90 95 100H 1 1
SALINITY
I 28H 29H 30-H 31H
—
$2 33H
TEMPERATURE
34H
—
35
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 22 AUGUST 27. 1973
SIGMA T
* 18 19 20 21 22 23 g4 25 26 27
i 1 1 1 1 1 -f 1 3 1
X 55
i
—
TURBIDITY
60H
—
65 70H 1 75-H 80H
—
85H 90H
TEMPERATURE
95H 100
SALINITY
X 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
l ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 23 AUGUST 29, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
i 1 1 1 1 1
1
—
S
^ Si
TEMPERATURE
27
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 ^6 2 9
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CRUISE I STATION NUMBER 24 AUGUST 29, 1973
SIGMA T
^1 22 23 24 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
*
19H 20-»
—
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
26 27 28 291 1 1 1
—
30H 31 321 1
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33H
—
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 1 STATION NUMBER 25 AUGUST 29, 1973
a IB
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—
SALINITY
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—
32 33H
TEMPERATURE
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X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 3 SEPT. 16. 1973
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 4
SIGMA T
SEPT. 17, 1973
a 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
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, 1 , ( i , , , , ,
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( i i 1 • 1 1 « 1 i
TEMPERhTURE
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 5
SIGMA T
SEPT. 17, 1973
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TURBIDITY
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i « 1 1 » > i » » »
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» 1 • 1 1 » I » ^ 1
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER SEPT. 19, 1973
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STATION NUMBER 8 SEPT. 16, 1973
SIGMA T
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i 1 1 1 1 1 1 » 1 1
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H 1 h
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 9
SIGMA T
SEPT. 17, 1973
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 10 SEPT. 17, 1973
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 11 SEPT. 19, 1973
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75 80 85
1 < «
—
90 95 100H * I
SALINITY
27 28 29H 1 30H
—
31H
—
32H
TEMPERATURE
33H 34 35H
^3 26 2 9
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 12 SEPT. 19, 1973
SIGMA T
a
^8 19 ^0 21 ^2 23 ^4 ^5 26 ^ 7
¥
?!
TEMPERATURE
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
» 1 1 1 « 1 I i 1 1
SALINITY
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
-» > » « t • i 1
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 13 SEPT- 18, 1973
SIGMA T
a 1 8 19 20 21 22 23 g4 25 26 27
» 1 1 1 » H I =f 1
TURBIDITY
65 70 75 80 85 90 95 1
—
«
H 1 i 1- » » H
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< « » 1 1
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 14 SEPT. 17, 1973
SIGMA T
a \d_ 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 23 ^4 ^5 ^6 2p
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
* » \ 1 1 i i \ 1
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 15 SEPT. 17, 1973
SIGMA T
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER IB SEPT. 19, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19
H
—
35. 21 22H
—
^3 ^4 21
SALINITY
TEMPERATURE
26 27
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 30 85 90 95 1 00
I 1 • 1 « 1 I I 1 H
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
\ 1 3 1 • 1 i 1 1 1
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 17 SEPT. 19, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 ^2 ^3 ^4 25 ^6
TURBIDITY
SALINITY
S 26 27 28 29
« »
•
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I
TEMPERATURE
27
-i
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
l 1 1 1 i t » 1 » 1
34 35H 1
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER IB SEPT. 18. 1973
SIGMA T
a 1 8 19 20 ^1 22 23 ^4 25 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i » 1 1 1 1 1 » » •
SALINITY
* 26 27 g8 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
r 1 • 1 1 1 » 1 i i
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 19 SEPT. 20, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 2 21 £2 23 g4 25 26 2 7
i < 1 3 1 -f i 1 <
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i « 1 1 1 1 1 1 » 1
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 20 SEPT. 20, 1973
a 18
i
—
SIGMA T
19 20H
—
I 22 23H
—
4 25H
—
X 55 60 65 70
< 1 1 1
—
TEMPERATURE
26
-f— 27
TURBIDITY
75 80 85 90 95 100
• t i t t 1
SALINITY
* 26 27 g8 29 30 31 32 33 3 4
t • -J 1 i 1 1 t i
—
35
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 21 SEPT. 18, 1973
SIGMA T
a ^B 19 20 21 22 ^3 ^4 ^5
2
,
TURBIDITY
TEMPERATURE
26 27
i
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 » » « i s 1
SALINITY
* 6 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 22 SEPT. 18, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 22
1 1 > 1
—
* 26
23 24 25 26 27H 1 1 t 1
X 55 60 65 70
i « 1 i
—
TURBIDITY
75 80 85
1 1
—
90 95 100
> i i
27H— 28 29H »
SALINITY
30 31
—
i
»
—
32 33
< i
—
TEMPERATURE
34 35
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 23 SEPT. 18. 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 19 20 21 22 23 £4 25 26 2 7
• i 1 f -f 1 1 1
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
« 1 1 I 1 i 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
* 26 2 7 g8 29 30 31 32 33 34 3 5
t • 3 1 3 1 1 > i i
8
TEMPERATURE
11 14 17 gO 23 26 2 9H 1 I -3 1 I f
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 24 SEPT- 20. 1973
SIGMA T
a 1 8 19 20 21 22 23 g4 25 26 g 7
i 1 « 1 » -I 1 -?
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 • i i 1 1
SALINITY
* 26 2 7 gB 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 1 3 1 1 1 t i 1 1
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 2 STATION NUMBER 25 SEPT. 20, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18
i
—
19 ^0 21 22 ^3 ^4 !?5 ^6 £j 7
TURBIDITY
X 5S 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
\ 1 1 1 1
—
1 1 1 H
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i -f ( 1 1 \— 1 1 1 \
TEMPERATURE
8 11 14 17 2023 26 29
H 1 • 3 -? h
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 3
SIGMA T
N0V. 27, 1973
a 18 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
X 55 60 65 70
i 1 1 1
—
TURBIDITY
75 80 85 90 95 100
1 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
K ^6 27 ^8 29 30 31 ^2 33 ^4 3 5
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 4
SIGMA T
N0V. 27. 1973
a 18 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 24 25 26 2 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
* 26 ?7 28 ?9 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 1 1 -? 1 1 1 1 1 i
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 5
SIGMA T
N0V. 27, 1973
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—
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 6
SIGMA T
a
^
8 19 ^0 21 ^2 ^3
N0V. 26. 1973
11H
—
5L_$! 27
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 • 1 » 1 1
SALINITY
* ^6 2p ^B ^9 30 31 32 33 34 3 5
TEMPERATURE
11 14 17 gO g3 26 2
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 7
SIGMA T
N0V. 28, 1973
19 20 21H 1 \— 22H
—
24H ^5 ^6 ^
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 » 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 8
SIGMA T
NOV. 27, 1973
a 18
*
19 20H 1
—
21 22 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 2 7
X 55 60 65 70
i 1 1 1
—
TURBIDITY
75 80 85 90 95 100
1 1 1 1 • 1
SALINITY
^6 2^1 j? 8 29 30
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—
31 32H 1 33H
—
TEMPERATURE
34 35
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 9 N0V. 27, 1973
SIGMA T
^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
*
19
H
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2^_^_ 28H £
SALINITY
30 31
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—
32 33 34 35H 1 1 1
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 10 NOV. 27. 1973
SIGMA T
a JjB 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 2 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3
SALINITY
* ^6 ^7 ^8 ^9 ^O 31 32 33 34 3 5
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 11 N0V. 26, 1973
SIGMA T
a I B 19 20 gj ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35
^ 1 1 3 ( 1 1 1 ,
,
V TEMPERATURE11 14 17 ^0 ^3 ^6
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 12 N0V. 28, 1973
SIGMA T
a
^8 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 23 ^4 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
X SS 60 65 70
i 1 1 1
—
TURBIDITY
75 80 85 90 95 100
• 1 f-= 1 1 3
SALINITY
* ^6 ^7 ^8 ^9 30 31 32 33 34 3 5
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 13 NOV. 29. 1973
SIGMA T
* IB
*
19
H ^0 21 ^2 ^3 24 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 1
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
*§_$
SALINITY
7 28 29 30 31
1 1 1 »—
TEMPERATURE
41
DO
32 33 34 35H 1 1 1
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CRUISE S STATION NUMBER 14 NOV. 28. 1973
SIGMA T
a
^
8 19 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 2fl
X ^5 60 65 70H
TURBIDITY
4175
-H
85H 90H
—
SALINITY
* ^6 27 28 ^9 30H 31H
—
32
-H
—
33H
<J> 2 5 8
Oi 1 »
TEMPERATURE
11 14 17 £0 2g_
95H
—
34H
100
35
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 15 N0V. 29, 1973
a 18
* 26
SIGMA T
19 20
H 1
—
21H
—
2 23 24 25 ^6 ^ 7
X 55 60 65 70
i 1 1 1
TURBIDITY
75 80 85
1 1 1
—
90 95 100H 1 1
SALINITY
27H I 8 29-i 30-i
—
31H
—
32H 33H
TEMPERATURE
34 35
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 16 N0V. 26, 1973
SIGMA T
a IB 19 gD 21
I 1 hF 1
—
22 ^3 24 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1
SALINITY
* ^6 2^1 ^8 ^9 30 31 32 33 34 3 5
TEMPERATURE
11 14 17 gO g3
-H 1 H—r^—
4 +
26 29
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 17 N0V. 26, 1973
SIGMA T
a 18
X 55
* 26
19
H 5° 3 i 22H
—
^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 2 7
TURBIDITY
60H
—
65 70H 1
—
75
-»
80H
—
85H 90H
—
SALINITY
27H 28 29-H 1 30H 31 32H 1
—
33H
TEMPERATURE
95H
—
100
34 35H 1
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 18 NOV. 28, 1973
SIGMA T
a I B 19 ^0 21 ^2 ^3 24 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 » 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SALINITY
* ^6 ^7 ^8 ^9 30 31 32 33 34 3 5
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 19 N0V. 28. 1973
SIGMA T
19 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X SS 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 -4 1 1
SALINITY
* 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
i =? 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 20 NOV. 29, 1973
SIGMA T
a ^B 19 ^0 j|JL ^2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 2^ 1
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t
SALINITY
* ^6 7p ^8 ^9 30 31 32 33 34 35H 1 1 1 1 1
TEMPERATURE
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 21 N0V. 26. 1973
SIGMA T
^3 24 ^5 ^6 2 7
<S>~2
19 20
H 1
21H
—
22H
—
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
i 1 1 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1
SALINITY
K 26 27 28 29 30 31
i 1 1 1 1
1
—
32 33 34 35H 1 1 1
8
TEMPERATURE
11 14 17 ^0 ^3 ^6 2 9
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CRUISE 5 STATION NUMBER 22 N0V. 26. 1973
SIGMA T
a 18 l
t
9 ^0 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 25 ^6 ^ 7
TURBIDITY
X 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
i 1 1 1 i i 1
—
*?
TEMPERATURE
95 100H 1
SALINITY
K ^6 27 ^8 ^9 ^0 ^l 32 ^3 34 3 5
^1 14 ^7 ^0 ^3 ^6 2 9
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AOML COMPUTER USERS GUIDE
Alan Herman
Recent conversion from Univac 1108 Exec II level 5 to
level 6.2 at ERL Miami left a user information gap that this
tech memorandum attempts to fill. Control cards and non-
standard library routines are described together with a
general system description.
1. INTRODUCTION
This publication describes the AOML Univac 1108 computer, its soft-
ware, and associated services. The operating system is a modified Univac
Exec II level 6.2 system. It is an adaptation of a National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) system by Economic Development Administration (EDA) and
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories (AOML). It con-
tains software generated at AOML, EDA, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory (GFDL), NBS, Univac, Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO), Univer-
sity of Miami (UM), National Institutes of Health (NIH), University of
Maryland, Harvard University, and others. It is a very nonpartisan
system.
This publication covers only the system highlights and accordingly
may not contain certain information needed by a user. This information
can be obtained from, or will be researched by, the author if formal re-
quest is made through, and approved by, the Director of the Physical
Oceanographic Laboratory (PhOL), AOML.
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2. HARDWARE
2.1 Components
2.1.1 Univac 1108 model 116 with 65K of core expandable to 131K.
2.1.2 Two Univac 1004 Reader printers, one of which has a high-speed
card punch.
2.1.3 Five Univac VIII C Tape Drives
2.1.3.1 Four are seven-track and one is a nine-track.
2.1.4 Eight FH 432 drums with approximately one-quarter of a million
words on each.
2.1.5 Two Univac Communication Terminal Synchronous (CTS).
2.1.6 One off-line Stromberg Carlson (SC) 4020 Plotter.
Detailed descriptions are published in manuals which are available
at the A0ML library in Miami, Fla.
3. SOFTWARE
3.1 Operating System
Univac Exec II level 6.2 is a priority-based, batch-processing, drum-
oriented system. The drums serve as buffers between the processor, main
memory, and the on-line peripherals. All jobs are stored on a drum queue.
Jobs to be run are selected on a priority system or by the operator at
the console. The system is written entirely in reentrant code and there-
fore can be made to do multiprogramming. To date (1974), we only do sys-
tems type jobs in multiprogramming, but other computer centers such as
that at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, have expanded
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the system to multi program user programs.
The drums and core are configured as follows.
Core Layout Drum Layout
Resident Exec
Symbiont Buffers
Instructions
Worker Program
Blank Common
Data
Nonresident Exec
Resident Exec
Symbiont Buffers
Executive
8 Processors
CUR, MAP, PMD, FOR
ABS, PDP, FAR, ASM
Library PCF
Validation Area
Execution
Alternate
Area
Processor
User PCF, Tables, Text
Processor Scratch
Recovery i\rea
Symbiont Drum Buffers
3.2 User Languages
There are two Fortran V compilers and an Univac 1108 Assembler on the
system. Other user languages are available and are described under avail-
able software. The two Fortrans are called by the control cards FOR and
FAR. FOR is a NBS-prepared, relatively cleaned up, Univac Fortran V level
18. This is the preferred compiler. It is lacking ENCODE, DECODE, and
READ with the ERR and END options on unformatted data. Users who must use
these statements have the FAR compiler which is not thoroughly tested but
appears to work. It is a combination of Fortran V levels 22, 23, and 25.
The two compilers share the exact same Fortran libraries. This is possi-
ble because Univac attempts to write code in an upward compatible manner.
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Table 1.
Allocation Table
(Definitions of pointers can be found in the Programmers
Reference Manual and Perrine Manual
, available in the AOML library.)
EXEC II 0000374
P$$ 0000374
ABS 0020004
MAP 0010340
PMD 0007430
FOR 0126704
PDP 0004570
ASM 0021514
ELT 0020064
FAR* 0132074
9 PROCESSORS
2/ EMPTY
BOOTAPE L68D
VALIDATION? - Y/N
TYPE D
D 08 07 74
*N
ADMAX$ 000005400037
ADMIN$ 000002140000
AUPCF$ 000002140000
040052032
040052426
040072432
040102772
040112422
040241326
040246116
040267632
040307716
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ASCRH$
APMAX$
APROG$
ALPCL$
ALPCF$
AUPCD$
SLIM
AUPCL$
AP
Table 1.
Allocation Table (continued)
000004240000
000000540000
000041400000
000000735754
000040442024
000040442012
014000163777
000002100000
000000260000
* FAR is a nonstandard name for another Fortran compiler at A0ML.
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The Univac Assembler is called by the ASM card.
3.3 System Processors
There are three types of processors: language, language enhancement
processors, and system control processors. Programs are data for pro-
cessors which are invoked by use of control cards. CUR (Complex Utility
Routines) is used to manipulate PCF (Program Complex File) elements, while
MAP (Memory Allocation Processor) and ABS (absolute) are used to control
the building of executable programs. PMD is used to obtain Post Mortem
Dumps.
If a programmer wishes to use a processor other than one on the sys-
tem, he may do so by placing it in his PCF. Then by using an ABS card
with the KVN options 1
,
he can place the processor in the alternate pro-
cessor portion of the execution area. The user cannot ABS an already ab-
solute element, but must use a relocatable or MAP element. The alternate
processor can now be used by placing a J option on his language processor
control card.
Further descriptions of processors and their control cards are in
section 6, Control Cards, which includes Fortran.
3.4 Available Software
There are three categories of available software: (a) in the system
library; (b) on tape or cards at AOML; or (c) published as being avail-
able by other governmental agencies. In the last category, only programs
x The KVN options are described on page F5 of the Univac Exec II Pro-
grammers Reference Manual , UP 4038, Rev. 2.
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Table 2.
Processor Table
Language Processors Enhancement Processors Control Processors
FOR (Fortran)
FAR (Fortran)
PDP
(Procedure Definition
Processor)
CUR
(Compiler Utility
Routine)
ASM (Assembly) CLP ABS (Absolute)
COB (Cobol)*
ALGOL*
(Cobol Library
Processor*)
MAP
(Memory Allocation
Processor)
PMD
(Post Mortem
Dump)
Not on system but available on tape.
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Table 3.
Software Tabl e
Software Package Reference
ALGOL* Univac Manual UP 7544
AOMLIO (Bad tape-read) Appendix A
BEEF* Univac Manual UP 3984
Block Buffering Package Univac Exec II Programmers
Calcomp* (This is for the UM Calcomp
only). See next page.
Calcomp Overlay for SC 4020*
FESTSA* (Fast Easy Scientific
Time-Series Analysis)
Fortran Character and Bit String
Manipulation (RHB's on UMFS)
6FDL 10 Error Checking Routines
GFDL SC 4020 Plot Routines
3
GFDL Tape and Drum Utilities
Harvard University 3D Plotting
Package as adapted by PhOL, AOML
to SC 4020* 1
LP (Linear Programming)*
MATH - PACK
MSEA (Overflow and Underflow Control)
NOAA Ship Discoverer Tape
Handling Routines^
NOAA Ship Researcher Tape
Handling Routines^
NOAA Ship Researcher STD
Processing Package^
Reference Manual
Calcomp Manual
Appendix A
FESTSA Manual
Appendix A
Appendix A
Appendix A
Appendix A
Harvard Manual in AOML Library
Office (Called SYMUYU Manual)!
Univac Manual UP 3897
Univac Manual Math Pack
Appendix A
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Table 3.
Software Table (continued)
Software Package Reference
SC 4020 Package
SNOBOL**
Sort Merge
Fortran Linkage to Sort Merge^
STAT - Pack*
Tape Handlers (Match, RP Dump)
2
Tape Translates
(1) IBM to Univac 1108
(2) Honeywell
(3) HP
(4) Sigma 7 to Univac 1108
(5) EBCDIC to BCD
(6) ASCII to BCD
TPR to SC 4020**
(7) CDC to Univac 1108 Floating Point
SC 4020 Print Tape Directly**
SC 4020 Programmers Reference
Manual
Univac Manual UP 4082
Univac Stat Pack Manual
Appendix A
^This is copyrighted material only for in-house use.
Available through PhOL, AOML.
^These routines were adapted from level 5 and made part of the level 6
system so that Dr. S. Rosenthall of the National Hurricane Research Labor-
atory (NHRL) would not have to modify his very complex models.
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anticipated to be of general interest are listed. Software available on
tape or cards will be marked with a single asterisk; those available at
other governmental agencies, but not yet procured, will be marked with a
double asterisk.
4. PRIORITY SYSTEM
Present procedure is for all users to run on D priority. The rela-
tive priority of jobs is then based only on the number of tapes requested
by ASG 2 cards that directly follow the RUN card. The smaller the number
of tapes, the higher the priority. If two jobs use the same tape or tapes
they will run back to back.
5. PERIPHERAL SERVICES
5.1 Stromberg Carlson 4020
Plot tapes submitted to the computer room are processed and developed
once daily.
5.2 Calcomp Drum Plotter
There are two plotters that can be used by arrangement at the Univer-
sity of Miami: one at Main Campus, and the other at the Rosenstiel School
of Marine and Atmospheric Science. The software on our system is that
given UM for Exec 8 by Calcomp, converted to Exec II by PhOL, and made
available to AOML only after an agreement with UM that this software will
2The ASG card is the control card for assigning tapes. See page 14 of
this manual for more details.
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Table 4.
Priority System Table
PGS Pririted Cards Punched TAPES
sue
40 4
75 200 3 2 3
125 200 5 4 5
2,500 20,000 5 5 5
CPU Time
A 2 min
B 5 min
C 10 min
D Unlimited
blank = D
E Run only if nothing else is in the machine.
Cheating automatically aborts job after RUN card.
Operator can give preferential priority to terminal
or central site as required.
Special priorities are assigned by operator.
Pages printed bear no significance on terminals (can
print as much as wanted with any priority).
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be used only to produce tapes for processing at UM. Tapes processed at
the Rosenstiel School should be created using a scale factor of 0.5.
5.3 Tape Cleaning and Degaussing
Tapes can be cleaned without any loss of data by submitting them to
the Computer Room with a request for cleaning. If degaussing (erasing) is
desired, a degausser is available in the Electronics Laboratory of PhOL.
5.4 Keypunching and Interpreting
Keypunches and a punch interpreter are available for general use in
the Ready Room next to the Computer Room.
6. CONTROL CARDS
(Copied almost directly from the National Bureau of Standards Compu-
ter Services Manual , dated June 29, 1971.)
6.1 Basic Control Cards
For quick reference, the more frequently used Exec II control cards
and their options are listed in this section. For complete descriptions
of control cards and their options, please refer to the Exec II Program-
mers Reference Manual ( PRM )
.
General control card format: ^Options AType, Flag ASpecifi cations.
Comments:
6.1.1 @ indicates a multiple 7/8 punch which must appear in column 1.
6.1.2 A indicates one or more blanks.
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6.1.3 Options are selected by letter codes punched immediately after
column 1. No blanks may be imbedded within options. Up to 26
options are permitted on a single control card.
6.1.4 Type refers to control card type such as RUN, FOR etc.; formats
for the different types are shown below.
6.1.5 The specifications field may contain subfields separated by commas.
In general, no blanks are permitted in the subfields except imme-
diately after a comma. The safest practice is not to leave blanks
anywhere in the specifications field.
6.1.6 Flag is an additional option used on some control cards.
6.1.7 The card types listed below are given in the order in which they
usually appear in a RUN deck.
Control cards:
RUN function: Marks the beginning of a job.
Format: @ options ARUN person, task, max time, max pages, max
cards.
Example: @C RUN Gilbrt,12345,3,10
Options: Priority code A, B, C, D, or blank (see "Priorities" sub-
section in NBS Computer Services Manual ).
TPR function: Specifies that print files are to be stored on tape rather
than on drum; the tape can be printed immediately after
the RUN or later at the discretion of the operator,
"ormat: @ TPR.
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Comments: When this card is used, it must immediately follow the RUN
card. Use of a TPR tape is advised when a RUN will gener-
ate more than 175 pages of output.
Options: P punched output is also to go on tape.
TCP function: Equivalent to a TPR card with a P option.
ASG function: Calls for the assignment of magnetic tape and identifies
the tapes to be mounted. Causes mounting message to be
typed at operator's console.
Format: @ Options aASG AAssignment, Assignment, ... etc.
Examples: @X ASG A=2291 (Typeout on console in Mount 2291.)
@S ASG C (Typeout on console is Mount*. The operator
mounts a scratch tape which will be saved.)
@M ASG, 2 X (Two units are reserved for logical tape X.)
Options: Override noise record restrictions. (Note: not odd
parity as stated in Exec II PRM .)
E Even parity (if no parity option given, odd parity is
assumed).
X Extra high density (800 BPI).
H High density (556 BPI).
L Low density (200 BPI). (High density, 556 BPI, is
assumed if none specified.)
R Rewind tapes at time of assignment.
K Causes automatic Fieldata-to-BCD hardware conversion on
output and BCD-to-Fieldata conversion on input.
N Nine-track tape.
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A Ignore frame count error. (A frame count error occurs
when a record consists of other than a multiple of six
characters, "this is likely to occur only on tapes
produced by a different computer.)
M Multireel file. When this option is used, a flag must
be appended to the ASG giving the number of units re-
quired for the file.
W Instructs the operator to insert a write ring in the tape.
P Ignore parity errors.
S Indicates this tape is to be saved for the user and not
assigned by scheduler to other jobs.
Comments: This card may not appear in the job deck after any execut-
able control cards. The only nonexecutable control cards
are RUN, TPR, TCP, ASG, HDG, MSG, and EOF.
MSG function: Message on this card is typed out on the console and in-
cluded in the print output. Messages to the operator
should follow the ASG and TPR cards.
Format: @ Options AMSG Amessage
Example: @ MSG please save TPR tape.
Option: N do not type message on console typewriter.
FOR or FAR
function: Calls the Fortran V compiler.
Format: @ Options AFOR, loc Ainput symbolic element name, output
relocatable element name, flag.
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Examples: @ITL FOR PROA, PROA
@NW FOR NAM, NAM
Options: I Single-space listing. (Double spacing is normal.)
T Printout compilation time.
N No listing.
W List correction deck prior to processor listing.
L Produces detailed listing.
P Punch object deck.
S Punch output element of updated source language (in
compressed form).
A Accept the output of the processor even if errors are
detected
X Abort RUN at end of compilation if error has been
detected.
J Causes compiler in alternate processor area to be used.
Loc: The loc position has the following meanings.
Blank Input symbolic element follows the control in deck.
* Input symbolic element is in the user PCF.
N Input symbolic element is on tape unit.
N (N=A,Z).
Flag: Single letter used to designate an element to the allocator
when there is an entry point ambiguity in the PCF.
ASM function: Calls the 1108 Assembler. (Format and options same as for
FOR as described above.)
XQT function: Calls for a program in the user PCF to be executed.
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Format: @ Options aXQT, flag Aelement name, num.
Examples: @ XQT PROGA
@ XQT test
(Note: A user element to be executed may not be named CUR,
which is a name reserved for the system.)
Options: N Produce no listing of memory map.
A Accept allocator output even if errors are detected.
This option not effective if errors are so serious that
an absolute program cannot be produced.
X Abort RUN if errors are detected during allocation.
L Produce a complete listing containing a summary of mem-
ory space used by each element in the program. The ab-
solute location of each symbol in those elements,
equipped with symbol tables, will also be listed.
T Indicates that a magnetic tape is available to the allo-
cator for scratch purposes. This increases to 50 the
number of links which can be allocated. It is the re-
sponsibility of the programmer to assign a tape to
logical unit T.
M Causes allocator to allocate all elements starting at
code addresses which are multiples of 0100.
D Print inline (for Cobol).
E Suppress monitor (for Cobol).
Flag: Used to specify further element versions for the allocator.
The flag must have been appended to an element at compila-
tion time.
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Num: Number of execution errors to allow. (See "allowing ex-
ecution errors" under "Fortran user tips" in NBS Computer
Services Manual ).
EOF function: Use to punctuate the end of the input data deck.
Format: @ EOF (EOF must appear in columns 3-5.)
PMD function: Post Mortem Dump.
Format: @ Options APMD Aelement, element
or or
segment segment.
Example: @AE PMD main, SEGA
Options: A Dump memory in each element or segment named.
D Same as A, but just bank 2 (Data area).
I Same as A, but just bank 1 (Instructions).
X Used in conjunction with A, D, or I; i.e., dump all
elements or segments except those named.
B After processing the rest of the PMD card, dump all of
blank common in octal format.
C Dump all words that were changed during execution of
the program.
E Dump areas named only when termination error occurs.
If used with the Q option, E must be punched in column 3
of the PMD card.
Q Used for absolute dumps of arbitrary area of core. (See
Exec II PRM, section 4, page 79, for details.)
FIN function: Used at end of job deck to terminate job.
Format: @ FIN (FIN must appear in columns 3-5.)
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6.2 Examples of Job Decks Without CUR
6.2.1 Fortran Compilation Without Execution
@ RUN Acct#, 12345,5,30
@IT FOR name 1 , name 1
Fortran source element
@IT FOR name 2, name 2
Fortran source element
@ FIN
6.2.2 Fortran Compilation and Execution With Data Deck
@D RUN Acct#, 12345,5,30
PIT FOR name 1 , name 1
Fortran source element
@ XQT name 1
Data cards
@ EOF
@ FIN
Note: If Post Mortem Dumps are desired, the PMD control card
follows the EOF control card.
6.2.3 Fortran Compilation and Execution With Tape Input
m RUN Acct#, 12345,1,10
@ ASG A=1758
@I T FOR CALC, CALC
Fortran source element which manipulates data on logical unit 7
that is tape A.
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XQT CALC
@ FIN
6.2.4 Fortran Compilations and Execution With a Flag
@B RUN Acct#, 12345,3,50
@IW FOR name 1 , name 2
Fortran source element, including an entry point CALC
@IW FOR name 5, name 5, name 6/ version (j)
Fortran source element, including a different entry CALC
@IW FOR main, main
Source program which calls CALC.
XQT, J main
6.3 Use of CUR
CUR (Complex Utility Routines) is a system processor which provides
the ability to manipulate elements in the user PCF and to build a program
library on tape. Users are urged to familiarize themselves with CUR
usage to utilize the 1108 system most effectively.
6.3.1 Saving Programs on Tape
The use of CUR tapes, together with source language corrections, is
especially recommended for users at remote terminals because this removes
the necessity for reading in or punching out lengthy decks. Onsite users
will find that for programs containing up to about 1,000 cards (about one-
half box), it is generally more economical to run the job from sources or
object decks.
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Programs on tape must be read into the PCF whenever the job is run.
The user must call CUR whenever he wants to: (a) transfer elements from
tape-to-drum or drum-to-tape; (b) add, delete, or modify elements on the
tape; or (c) interrogate the table of contents to obtain a record of his
program elements.
6.3.2 CUR Element Types
When elements are stored in the PCF, they are classified according
to type. The seven types defined are as follows. (See the Exec II PRM
,
section 4, page 58, for further explanation.)
Type number Definition
1 Symbolic (source program)
2 Absolute
3 Relocatable (object program)
4 Processed map
5 Compressed symbolic
6 Cobol library
7 Procedure definition
6.3.3 CUR Commands
CUR is invoked by use of an XQT control card as shown
@ XQT CUR
The only options available are: D which causes CUR directive cards
to be listed double-spaced; and N which suppresses page ejection. Pseudo-
instructions following the XQT CUR card direct the various CUR operations.
The repertoire of CUR pseudo-instructions is summarized below. A complete
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explanation of these instructions is given in the Exec II PRM , section 4,
beginning on page 61
.
Pseudo-instructions may begin in any column except column 1 which
must be blank. At least one space must separate the instruction from the
information field. "Unit" in the information field stands for some letter
A through Z designating a magnetic tape unit. (This letter must also have
appeared on an ASG card. See examples in the following pages.) "Name"
stands for the name of a program element. "Type" refers to CUR element
types defined above.
CUR Pseudo-operations
DEL name
ERS
FIND unit, name
IN unit
INF name
LIST name
Delete element name for user PCF
on drum. (Element still resides in
PCF, but is no longer accessible.)
Erase the entire contents of user
PCF on drum.
Locate element name on tape unit
designated. (See note below.)
Read one CUR file from specified
tape unit into the PCF.
Read CUR file of given name from
Fastrand storage into the PCF.
List program element name on printer;
not available for types 2 and 4.
Type 3 is listed with relocation in-
formation.
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MRK, type Delete all elements of specified type
from the user PCF.
OUT unit, type Write all nondeleted elements of
given type from user PCF onto tape
unit. If no type is specified, the
entire active contents of the PCF are
written out.
PCH name Punch element name onto cards.
PAC Compress the user PCF drum area so
that space occupied by deleted ele-
ments is made available.
PEF unit/N, unit. . Position tapes on specified units
forward past N ends of file. If N
is omitted, one file is skipped;
N must be a single integer.
TEF unit, unit,. . Write end-of-file marks on specified
tape units.
TOC XX, XX,. . . List table of contents as specified
by XX.
XX may be:
EL Element table in order of
storage;
A element table in alphabetical
order;
EP Entry point table;
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PN Procedure name table;
CL Cobol library table;
BL Block table.
(If XX is blank, all tables are
listed.)
TRD unit Read one element from specified tape
unit into the user PCF. This will
be the first element at the point
where the tape is currently posi-
tioned.
TRI unit, unit,. . Rewind tapes on specified units with
interlock.
TRW unit, unit,. . Rewind tape on specified units.
TWR unit, name Write element name on tape unit
designated.
6.3.4 Notes on the FIND Command
FIND is a useful command for doing a tape search for a single ele-
ment in a CUR file. The search will begin wherever the tape is posi-
tioned and continue until an EOF is encountered; at that time if the ele-
ment requested has not been found, the tape is rewound and the search
reinitiated. If another EOF is encountered before the element is found,
the search will be terminated. Thus when searching for several elements,
the order in which FIND's are issued is not crucial when the first file
on a tape is being searched (except that rewinds are time-consuming).
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However, FIND's must be issued in the sequence in which the elements
appear on the tape when a file other than the first is being searched.
This is true because a requested FIND for an element which has already
been passed causes a rewind, leaving the tape positioned at the beginning
of the first file rather than at the one supposedly being searched.
Because FIND is a locate command, it merely positions the tape to the
beginning of the element when found. TRD must then be used to bring the
element into the PCF or IN to bring in the remainder of the file.
6.3.5 Automatic Deletion of Elements
Whenever an element is inserted into the PCF (either by CUR command
or as the result of a compilation), CUR determines whether the name and
version of the new element duplicate those of an element already in the
PCF. If so, the older element is automatically "marked" deleted.
Note: When the Fortran compiler encounters "fatal errors," it fails
to create a new element, and the old element with the same name and ver-
sion will not be deleted. In these circumstances, it is possible to exe-
cute a job even though there have been fatal errors; but, it is the old
version which is used. If the programmer wishes to avoid this possibility,
he should delete the old version as follows.
@ XQT CUR
INF deck
DEL Prog/code
@I FOR, * Prog, Prog
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Another way to prevent execution with fatal errors is to use the X
option on the FOR card for a routine being recompiled with changes.
Because the X causes an immediate abortion for fatal errors, it is not
recommended when many routines are being recompiled in a single run.
6.3.6 Examples of Job Decks Using CUR
To compile from cards and save source and object programs on tape .
(3 RUN Person, 12345,5,30
@S ASG A
@IT FOR Progb, Progb (Compile Fortran program.)
Fortran Source Element:
@N XQT CUR (Call CUR processor.)
OUT A (Write drum contents onto tape A.)
TEF A (Put EOF on A.)
TRW A (Rewind tape A.)
ERS (Clear user PCF area on drum.)
IN A (Read PCF file from tape A onto drum.)
TOC EL (List table of contents for all ele-
ments in the user PCF on drum.)
TRI A (Rewind tape with interlock.)
(Interlock prevents accidental use of
tape by another program.
)
@ FIN
Note: We recommend listing the table of contents whenever a CUR
tape is created or updated. The table of contents may be listed before
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the tape is written. However, it is safer to write the tape first, read
it back onto the drum, and then call for a table of contents. This opera-
tion gives you the certainty of knowing what has been written on the tape.
To load and execute an object program from tape .
(a RUN person, 12345,5,30
ASG A=9876
XQT CUR (Call CUR processor.)
IN A (Read one file from A onto drum.)
TOC EL (List table of contents to make sure
tape contained desired file.)
TRI A (Rewind tape with interlock to pre-
vent misuse.
)
XQT PROGB
DATA DECK
@ EOF
@ FIN
To add new elements to tape . In this example, SUBR source and ob-
ject code are added to a tape.
@ RUN person, 12345,5,30
@ ASG A=9876
0S ASG B
0IT FOR SUBR, SUBR
Fortran Source Element:
0N XQT CUR (Call CUR processor.)
TRW A,
3
(Rewind tapes; this is redundant
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because the system rewinds tapes at
time of assignment.)
IN A (Read A file from tape to user PCF
drum area.
)
TRI A (Rewind A with interlock.)
OUT B (Write user PCF drum area onto tape B.)
TEF B (Put EOF on B.)
TRW B (Rewind B.
ERS (Clear drum file.
)
IN B (Read one file into drum area.)
TOC EL (List table of contents for elements.)
TRI B (Rewind with interlock to prevent
reuse.
)
@ FIN
To delete an element from tape .
@ RUN person, 12345,5,30
@ ASG A=9000
@ ASG B=5454
@ XQT CUR (Call CUR processor.)
IN A (Read file from tape A onto drum.)
TRI A (Rewind A with interlock.)
DEL SUBR (Delete SUBR source code. The code
remains on drum but is inaccessible.)
DEL SUBR/CODE (Delete SUBR object code.)
OUT B (Write drum contents onto tape B.)
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TEF B (End file tape B.
)
TRW B (Rewind tape B.
)
ERS (Erase user PCF area on drum.)
IN B (Read file from tape B into drum area.)
TOC EL (List table of elements.)
TRI B (Rewind tape B with interlock.)
@ FIN
Interpreting a table of contents (TOC) . The table of contents pro-
duced by the CUR directive TOC gives information from the five tables with
which the CUR processor keeps track of elements in the PCF. The reader
will find it useful to have a sample TOC listing in front of him while
reading the following description.
Element table . The element table has three fields on the left side
of the page and six or seven fields on the right. The three on the left
are fairly self-explanatory, being the name, version, and type of each
element in the PCF. Version may be blank.
On the right side of the page, the first two fields give the date
and time when the element was created; these provide useful identification
when a program has been changed frequently. The next four columns repre-
sent descriptors of "pieces" of the element. The l's or O's in the column
following time represent a code where 1 means "preamble" and means
"text." The preamble is the portion of an element which contains loading
information for the allocator; text represents the program itself. For
symbolic elements, of course, there is no preamble.
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The three columns following the preamble/text code contain the abso-
lute drum address (in octal) of the beginning of each piece, the record
length, and the number of records in the piece, the latter two numbers
being decimal,
A last field may be appended, stating "deleted" or "error." This
field is lost when the PCF is OUT-ed to tape. Deleted elements, of course,
are not written out, but error elements are; and when the latter are later
brought in, the user will have lost his error indicator— a possible source
of trouble.
Entry point table . The entry point table (EP) lists all external
definitions, or entry points, in elements in the PCF. With each entry
point name is listed the element in which it appears and the control
counter and its relative location within the element under that control
counter.
Block table . The block table (BL) lists the names of all common
blocks which have had data compiled into them through the block data
statement in Fortran or through the information directive in assembly
language. The name of the element in which the block is defined is also
given, along with the group number to which it has been assigned. (See
the Exec II PRM for description of information groups.)
Procedure name table . The procedure name table lists all procedures
or "procs" which have been processed by PDP (Procedure Definition Proces-
sor) and entered in the PCF. The number listed beside each gives its
octal location relative to the beginning of the element table.
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Cobol library table . This table is similar to the procedure name
table, but it is concerned with those elements produced by CLP, the Cobol
Library Processor.
6.4 Source Language Corrections
Source language programs residing on tape may be recompiled with
corrections without a need for inputting the entire source deck again.
This is a useful technique for debugging because a number of alternative
changes may be compiled and tested in one run.
Source language programs listed at compile time have a sequence num-
ber, suffixed with an asterisk, assigned to each line of coding. These
line numbers are to be referenced when making source corrections. Correc-
tion cards follow the processor control card (FOR, COB, ASM, PDP). A
hyphen must be in card column 1 of a correction card to identify it. The
formats are as follows.
To insert :
-LI
Cards following the correction card will be inserted after line num-
ber LI.
To substitute :
-LI, L2
Lines LI through L2 inclusive will be deleted, and the cards follow-
ing the correction card will be substituted.
To delete :
The control card is identical to that for substitution as shown above,
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However, there must not be any following source cards, or these will
be substituted for the deleted lines LI through L2 inclusive. If
L2 = LI, only line LI will be deleted.
Corrections must be made in order; that is, line numbers must appear
in the correction deck in normal ascending sequence.
Generally, corrections are applied to source programs on tape. There-
fore, the example given here uses CUR to read the program from tape into
the user PCF. Corrections are made to the source program in the user PCF.
Then CUR is invoked again to write the corrected program back onto tape
(advisedly a different tape).
To correct a source program on tape .
@ RUN person, 12345,5,30
@ ASG A=9876
@ ASG B=6789
@ XQT CUR
IN A
TOC EL
TRI A
@ITW F0R,*PR0GB, PROGB
-5
X=2.3
10 ARAY (I)=0
(Call CUR processor.
)
(Read first file from A into PCF.)
(List element table of contents.)
(Rewind tape on unit A with interlock.)
(*means compile from source element in
PCF.)
(Insert the next two corrections after
line 5 in the element PROGB.)
(These Fortran statements conform to
Fortran format; statement numbers in
columns 1 through 5, Fortran text in
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-10,10
-20,23
Write (6,3)
3 Format (1H1)
@ XQT CUR
OUT B
TEF B
TRW B
ERS
IN B
TOC EL
TRI B
@ FIN
column 7 or beyond.
)
(Delete line 10 from element.)
(Delete lines 20 through 23 inclusive,
replacing them with the two following
statements.
)
(Call CUR processor.
)
(Write user PCF onto tape B.)
(End file B.)
(Rewind B.)
(Erase what previously existed in PCF
on drum.
)
(Read file from tape B onto drum.)
(List table of contents for elements.)
(Rewind tape with interlock to pre-
vent reuse.)
6.5 ELT Control Card
6.5.1 Normal Usage
The ELT control card serves to introduce an element into the PCF
from punched cards; its format is described in the Exec II PRM , section 4,
page 59. An element punched by the system (that is, by CUR or by a pro-
cessor with the P option) will have the correct ELT card and EOF cards
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separating the pieces of the element, so the programmer need not concern
himself with them. If the ID card and the leading and trailing blank
cards are removed, the punched element can be inserted in a RUN deck.
Automatic deletion occurs when the name/ version of an element intro-
duced by an ELT card duplicates that of an element already in the PCF.
6.5.2 Use With Large Symbolic Decks
Use of the ELT control card is recommended for inserting large pro-
gram decks into the PCF before compiling. This prevents tying up the
symbiont drum buffers. An example follows.
@ RUN person, 12345,5,50
@ ELT PROGA (Insert following deck into PCF.)
SYMBOLIC DECK
@I FOR, * PROGA, PROGA (Compile from PCF, producing new
symbolic element PROGA and relocatable
PROGA/ CODE; original element auto-
matically deleted. The program can
now be stored on tape for later use.)
This is also a useful technique for examining source programs from
other computer installations. Control cards with master space in column
1 must be removed. Then the deck may be introduced into the PCF with an
ELT card and listed with the CUR LIST directive.
6.6 Data Elements
A data file may be made into a CUR element by treating it as a sym-
bolic element. The deck will consist of an ELT card in the format
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@ ELT NAME/VERSION
followed by data cards (no EOF's preceding the data and no data cards with
master space in column 1). This deck can then be read into the PCF and
stored on tape (and eventually Fastrand if desired). Data card images may
be read from the PCF by Fortran programs by use of the library routines
SRCHNV (Search Name and Version), NXTIMG (Next Image), and CUROUT, as de-
scribed below.
6.6.1 Making Corrections to Data Files With PDP Control Card
Corrections to data files may be made by use of the PDP control card.
An example follows.
@B RUN PROGNA, 12345,5,75
@ ELT DATA
DATA CARDS
@ XQT CUR
INF FILE A
@ XQT MAIN
@ PDP,* DATA, DATA
-5,10
CHANGE CARDS
@ XQT MAIN
@ FIN
(Introduces data element into the PCF.)
(Bring program file from Fastrand.)
(Execute program from file A which
reads data element.
)
(Alter the data element.)
(Reexecute the program with new data.)
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Note: The PDP processor will give an error message because it en-
counters no procedures, but it will perform the source alterations anyway.
Another use of the PDP processor with data is to get a quick listing
without forming an element. An example follows.
@A RUN PROGRA, 12445,2,37
GIL PDP DECK
DATA CARDS (Data should have no 7/8' s in column 1.)
@ FIN
6.7 Memory Allocation
6.7.1 General
The allocator is a processor whose function is to collect program
elements, resolve cross-references, assign relative locations, and then
produce an absolute element which can be executed. The allocator assigns
storage according to its own rules unless directed otherwise by the pre-
sence of a processed Memory Allocation Processor (MAP).
6.7.2 Memory Allocation Processor (MAP)
The MAP processor uses a source language of special directive ( Exec
II PRM , section 4, page 37) to specify in detail the structure of a pro-
gram. Its output is a series of tables called a MAP. MAP's are used to
specify the following kinds of allocation: (a) a series of chained inde-
pendent programs; (b) a segmented program whose segments overlay each
other in core at execution time; or (c) a program small enough to fit
into core, but which needs specific tailoring.
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6.7.3 The MAP Control Card
MAP function: Invokes the MAP processor.
Format: ^Options AMAP, LOC Ainput symbolic
element name, updated symbolic
element name, processed MAP name.
Example: @W MAP SYS1 , SYS1 , SYS1/MAP
Options: A Accept the results of the MAP
processing even if errors are
detected.
N Suppress listing. (Error messages
will be printed unconditionally.)
P Punch the resulting processed MAP.
S Punch the updated source element.
W List source language correction
cards prior to the MAP listing.
This option is effective even when
used with the N option.
X Abort the remainder of the run if
errors are detected.
When the program defined by a MAP is executed, the third name on the
MAP card (or second, if no third name is specified) is the one which
should be used on the XQT card. When an ABS control card is used with
a MAP, the MAP name is the first one given on the ABS card, with the
second name being different; thereafter, the second name on the ABS card
is the one which is executed. The following examples are illustrative.
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To execute with a MAP .
@B RUN PROGNA, 12345,2,75
@ FOR DECKI, DECKI (Main program and other Fortran decks
as needed.
)
@ MAP NAME 1 , NAME 2
MAP DIRECTIVES
@ XQT NAME 2
To save an absolute version and execute in the same RUN .
W RUN PROGNA, 12345,5,75
@S ASG A=6789
(Fortran decks as needed.)
@ MAP ANAME, BNAME, BNAME/MAP
MAP DIRECTIVES
@ ABS BNAME/MAP, BNAME/ABS
@ XQT CUR
OUT A,
2
TEF A
TRW A
ERS
IN A
TRI A
TOC
@ XQT BNAME/ABS
(Out type 2 -absolute.)
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6.7.4 Chained Programs
Several relatively independent programs called links in a chained
program may be allocated simultaneously. These links may share only
scratch drum, tapes, and blank common. Because the various links are
allocated independently, the restriction that external labels be unique
within a program is relaxed to say that uniqueness must be retained only
within a link. If uniqueness is not maintained, however, the USE direc-
tive should be employed to inform the allocator what element is to supply
a label for a given link.
Each link of a chain is introduced in MAP language by a CHN card.
When a chained program is executed, the first link defined in a MAP is
the first one executed. Thereafter, there is no particular link until
another CHN card is introduced or until the end of the MAP input is en-
countered. The following is an example of an assembly language program
that should load the AO register with the link number and execute.
LMJ 11,MCHN$
In Fortran, the calling sequence is
CALL CHAIN (R,T) where R is the link number and T is a dummy argument.
The program will delay until all user I/O has been completed, then
load the link into core and jump to its entry point.
6.7.5 Segmentation and Overlay
A segmented program is one in which an independent main link resides
in memory throughout a program execution, while dependent segments and
subsegments overlay each other at execution time. The overlay scheme is
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defined by use of SEG and BLK directives in a MAP program. Segments may
be loaded under program control or automatically if specified by use of
the "*" operator in a SEG directive. A description of loading may be found
in the Exec II PRM, section 5, starting on page 70. Assembly language
programmers should remember that a segment can be loaded automatically
only if the referenced entry point is defined under an odd-numbered loca-
tion counter.
6.8 Magnetic Tape Procedures
6.8.1 Definition of Terms
Scratch tapes. These are tapes which may be read and written on as
many times as required by a program during a run, but at completion are
released to the system. They are not saved for the programmer. ASG cards
in the following format are used to designate scratch tapes.
@ ASG A
@W ASG B
Save tapes . These are scratch tapes at the beginning and during the
execution of a program, but become user tapes when the execution of the
program has terminated. Save tapes will automatically be rewound with
interlock. When the save tape is dismounted, it will be file-protected
by removing the write ring before storing it in the tape vault. It is
the programmer's responsibility to indicate ring in or ring out in later
usages of these tapes. The save tape is entered in the tape log as be-
longing to the user who saved it. The S option on the ASG card indicates
a scratch is to become a save tape, for example.
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@S ASG A
User tapes . These are tapes belonging to a particular user. They
may have been generated on an earlier run or may be tapes brought from
another installation. It will be the user's responsibility to indicate
ring in or ring out conditions when a user tape is assigned. The W option
should be used for ring-in and omitted for ring-out. The operators will
make ewery attempt to file-protect a user's tape after run termination.
User tapes are assigned for a run by cards in the following format.
@ ASG A=9874
@W ASG A=9874
7. UNDERSTANDING ERROR MESSAGES
The worst possible thing an error can do is to cause the system to
blow, resulting in a reboot of the system. This situation is brought about
usually in one of two ways: (a) requesting many dumps during execution of
a program; and (b) executing with faulty drum or core allocation. This
situation can be created by the lack of an entry point or use of the A
option on a XQT card, allowing execution despite allocation errors.
When the system blows, you get no printout past the time you blow
the system, and therefore, you get no diagnostics with the exception per-
haps of a note from the operator.
Errors normally cause the job to terminate with MERR$ or MXXX$. If
you end with MERR$, your PMD card will be processed and no others. How-
ever, MXXX$ causes all other control cards to be ignored, but error diag-
nostics will be produced and printed.
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The discussion of error diagnostics will be divided into three
categories: (a) compilation errors; (b) execution errors; and (c) I/O
errors.
Compilation errors normally produce relatively clear diagnostic
messages except when the system fouls up by clobbering its own registers
or when it does not realize what you have done wrong and gives you the
message "unresolvable ambiguity caused by source language errors." If
the mistake is due to the system, using another compiler will normally
clear it. If it does not and you cannot see what you have done wrong,
shorten your long loops or make them implied loops. If none of this
helps, seek some assistance.
The most common execution time errors are store errors and calling
sequence errors. Store errors often occur because of the overflowing of
an array, whereas calling sequence errors occur when a file is used in the
wrong status.
I/O errors are by far the most common. They can usually be under-
stood if one knows what everything in the error message means. The fol-
lowing will hopefully accomplish this.
7.1 Error Messages
7.1.1 Tape Error C/U SS0000FFF00U
Where C=channel number (always 2)
U=unit number
SS=status code with following meanings:
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First character 1 - End of tape
2 - End of file
3 - Both 1 and 2
4 - Abnormal frame count
5 - Both 1 and 4
6 - Both 2 and 4
7 - 1, 2, and 4
- None of the above.
Second character 1 - Parity error
2 - Busy (rewinding)
3 - Both 1 and 2
4 - Interlock
5 - Both 1 and 4
6 - Both 2 and 4
7 - 1, 2, and 4
- None of the above.
FFF=function code with following meanings:
First character 1 - Read backward
2 - Rewind and unload
3 - Rewind to load point
4 - Bootstrap
5 - Write
6 - Read forward
7 - Skip/write.
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Second character - Hardware set density, odd parity
1 - 200 BPI, odd parity
2 - 556 BPI, odd parity
3 - 800 BPI, odd parity
4 - Hardware set density, even parity
5 - 200 BPI, even parity
6 - 556 BPI, even parity
7 - 800 BPI, even parity.
Third character - 3 - No translate
4 - 7 - Hardware translate.
This message accompanies a halt of the computer. The system expects
one of the three following responses from the operator.
C 2 Accept bad data and continue.
R 2 Reinitiate function.
F 2 Fault out tape. (Returns to calling routine with status of
3, i.e., unrecoverable error.)
7.1.2 Tape Fault C/U SS0000FFF00U
The meaning of the status word is usually the same as that given for
tape error. An unusual combination of circumstances may produce meaning-
less information in the left half of the status word.
7.1.3 Noise Record C/U 000000000001
Where I=number of words in the noise record.
This is printed only for the first appearance of noise for a given
run where "noise" is defined as a record of less than three words in
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length; it is checked only in case of a parity error. These parity/noise
records are skipped by the system which goes on to read the next record.
7.1.4 Noise is on C/U
This means a "hash mark" (i.e., some sort of data in the interrecord
gap) was found to have been left by a write operation. The operator must
respond with one of the following.
C 2 Ignore hash mark and continue.
R 2 Attempt recovery on same record.
F 2 Fault out run. (Exits to error return of calling program.)
7.1.5 Drum Fault HHSSAAAAAAAA
HH=hardware code (nature of interupt)
SS=software status code ( Exec 21 PRM )
AAAAAAAA=drum address
No operator action is required. The system returns to the calling
program which will take action according to the status code.
7.2 Causes of Tape Errors
The following are the most common causes of difficulty with tapes.
a. Tape call error. This results from a programmed attempt to read
or write on a logical tape which has not been specified on an
ASG card or from an attempt to write a "noise" record.
b. Interlock. This results from a reference to a tape after it has
been rewound with interlock (in the same run) or from attempting
to write on a file-protected tape.
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c. Attempting to write on a tape for which the W option was not
specified.
d. Noise. A record of less than three words in length is considered
"noise" by the system. An attempt to write a shorter record will
result in a "tape call error." On reading, a short record will
be accepted unless it causes a parity error in which case "noise
record" is typed on the operator's console and the record is
ignored. If a user wished to negate the three-word restriction,
he can use the option on his ASG card for the tape in question.
e. Parity errors. These may be caused by attempting to read a tape
in the wrong mode. If a tape is written in even parity, there
must be an E option on the ASG card. Assuming the mode is cor-
rect, this sort of error indicates the presence of erroneously
recorded data on the tape. If it is desired to accept such re-
cords with parity errors, the P option should be used.
f. Abnormal frame count. The abnormal frame count indicator is set
when the tape block just read did not appear to contain an exact
multiple of six data frames.
8. FORTRAN INFORMATION
As described earlier, there are two Fortran compilers on the system--
FOR and FAR. They are completely compatible, meaning routines compiled
under both can be executed in the same run. FOR is the preferred com-
piler, but is does not have ENCODE, DECODE, or READ with the ERR and END
options. When using FAR, the ERR and END options should be used together
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because occasional execution time errors occur when they are used separ-
ately. At the request of NHRL, the Fortran library at present contains
all GFDL library routines. FRVFIX was excluded because we no longer use
the FRV compiler.
If a Fortran user wishes a program to run despite errors other than
those that go to MERR$, he can do it with the statement
7 XQT PROG, n
8
where n is the number of errors he is willing to accept. Users of nine-
track tapes should use AOMLIO for reading tapes because it reliably recog-
nizes ends of file where NTRAN sometimes does not.
9. PROGRAMMING HINTS
If certain simple procedures are kept in mind by Fortran programmers,
their programs will run considerably faster. The items that follow are
probably not new in their entirety to most programmers, but occasional
reminders do not hurt. Benefits of faster running jobs are obvious.
a. Multiplication is about four times faster than division.
b. Multiplication is much faster than exponentiation.
c. Compute constants only once.
d. Logical relations using floating point are very time consuming.
If possible, use an alternative method.
e. Call subroutines, if possible, outside of loops rather than in
them because the linkages generate much more code.
f. Parameters passed through common calls generate much less code
than those passed through subroutine calls.
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g. The smaller the number of subscripts in an array, the fewer the
amount of code generated to handle the array,
h. Unformatted I/O is faster than formatted.
i. I/O routines are slow, and calls to them should be minimized.
j. Data lists in I/O statements should be as long as possible to
cut down the number of I/O calls,
k. Program AOMLIO is faster than a Fortran READ.
1. Writing with NTRAN is faster than writing with a Fortran WRITE
statement,
m. In subscripting, more code is generated when you say X(3+J) than
X(J+3).
n. Mixed mode expressions generate more code than single mode,
o. Exponentiation with an integer exponent is faster than with a
floating-point exponent,
p. Addition is faster than multiplication.
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11. APPENDIX
(AOML and GFDL I/O Information and SC 4020 PhOL Software)
An I/O unit is referenced in Fortran read/write statements and in
NTRAN calls by a Fortran integer. This integer is called the Fortran
unit number . On the GFDL and new AOML system, certain Fortran unit
numbers are automatically made to correspond to certain I/O units. This
standard correspondence is listed in table 5.
The following is a description of how the unit correspondence is
maintained and how the programmer may make his own unit assignments with
simple Fortran calls.
The unit definitions are kept in a table called NTAB$, which is a
label known to the Exec II system (in a manner similar to the way common
blocks or subroutine entries are made known to Fortran programs using
them). This table is kept in a subroutine, called IOTBL, which is auto-
matically loaded with each Fortran job that does I/O by read/write or
NTRAN calls.
Whenever a Fortran (or NTRAN) I/O statement utilizing the unit num-
ber is executed, the routine performing the I/O uses the unit number as an
index to a relative position in NTAB$. Fortran unit corresponds to the
first word in NTAB$, Fortran unit 1 to the second word, and so on. The
contents of word NTAB$+N must be a code number specifying which physical
unit corresponds to logical unit N. For example, the code for the type-
writer is 4. In the standard I/O table (table 5), the typewriter is also
Fortran unit 4. Hence, the contents of NTAB$+4 in the standard I/O table
is 4. Fortran unit 7 corresponds to tape A. The code for unit A (using
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a tape ASG card) is 6 (an A in Fieldata is an octal 6), so the contents
of NTAB$+7 in the standard I/O table is 6, making Fortran unit 7 corre-
spond to tape A. In the case of drum definitions, the code word in NTAB$
is an address which points to an additional seven-word table that is used
by the system routines when calls are made to do I/O on the unit. The
first three words of this seven-word table must contain the starting and
ending addresses of the logical drum unit before issuance of any requests
for I/O on the unit. The standard I/O table contains initialized tables
for 12 logical drum units as indicated in table 5. The size of these
units depends on how many FH432 drums are currently on-line to the system.
We normally operate with eight drums, but on occasion we may operate with
less. The eight may be regarded by the users as one large drum with con-
tinuous addressing starting at 1. The size of the 12 standard logical
drum units is given in table 2 for each configuration of six to nine drums.
If the programmer wishes to have Fortran unit numbers corresponding
to units other than the standard assignments, he may establish these cor-
respondences either by assembling his own IOTBL subroutine or by utilizing
certain facilities available by CALLS to entries in the standard IOTBL
subroutine. The latter procedure is the recommended one, and the details
are given below. These routines are now in the system library. They are
merely entry points to the IOTBL package. If you are using your own IOTBL,
these calls are not available. However, you should be able to set up an
equivalent correspondence in the standard IOTBL, utilizing the following
information.
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11.1 How to Set Up Your Own Unit Definitions
11.1.1 Tape
A tape unit definition may be made by the following call
CALL DFTAPE (KUNIT, 1HX)
where
KUNIT is a Fortran integer by which the tape is to be referenced.
It must be greater than and less than 101.
X is the letter used to assign the tape reel with the ASG
card.
Example:
RUN GF410S, 355616, 5, 10 STAMBLER
ASG D=G2008P
FOR EXAMPLE
IN = 7
CALL DFTAPE (IN, 1HD)
Following the CALL DFTAPE, reel G2008P will correspond to Fortran unit 7.
'iote: The statement IN = 7 is used to keep from placing the actual unit
number 7 in the CALL and would be used as the unit number in all I/O
statements referencing this unit. This allows one to change the value
of IN, if desired some time in the future, without having to go through
the program and change all the I/O statements referencing unit 7.
.Niote that if the CALL DFTAPE statement were not included, then reel
G2008P would be assigned to the standard unit number for D, which would
be 10.
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Naturally, the CALL DFTAPE statement must be executed before any
statement which references the tape unit (such as READ or WRITE).
There is nothing to prevent one from assigning more than one unit
number to a single tape reel, but care must be taken not to intermix
NTRAN and FORTRAN READ/WRITE type I/O statements on the same physical
tape.
11.1.2 Printer, Punch, Reader, and Console Typewriter
A Fortran unit may be made to correspond to the printer, card reader,
card punch, or console typewriter by the following four calls, respectively.
CALL DFPRNT (KUNIT)
CALL DFREAD (KUNIT)
CALL DFPNCH (KUNIT)
CALL DFTYPE (KUNIT)
The reader may be referenced in this manner with the statement
READ (KUNIT, KFORMT) LIST
where KFORMT is a FORMAT statement number. This will cause cards to be
read from the reader just as though the statement
READ KFORMT, LIST
had been executed.
Similarly, following a call to DFPRNT and DFPNCH with Kl and K2,
respectively, the statements
WRITE (K1,KFRMT1) LIST
WRITE (K2,KFRMT2) LIST
would have exactly the same effect as
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PRINT KFRMT1, LIST
PUNCH KFRMT2, LIST
respectively.
There is only one punch, printer, and reader. Hence, even though it
is possible to define, for example, two logical printers with calls to
DFPRNT, they are really one and the same printer; and intermingling of
WRITE statements directed to these units will produce intermingled output
on the printer in the same order as the WRITE statements were executed.
Further, this output will be intermingled in the same manner with any in-
tervening PRINT statements.
Example:
Kl = 4
K2 = 5
CALL DFPRNT(Kl)
CALL DFPRNT (K2)
WRITE (Kl ,2)
WRITE (K2,3)
PRINT 4
4 FORMAT (7H BOBBIN)
3 FORMAT (4H AND)
2 FORMAT (7H RATMAN)
END
This program will cause the following to be printed on the system
printer.
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RATMAN
AND
BOBBIN
A WRITE statement using a unit defined as a console typewriter will
cause the formatted line to be printed on-line at the operators console.
Example:
Kl = 7
CALL DRTYPE(Kl)
KTAU = 723
WRITE (Kl ,2) KTAU
2 FORMAT (11H TIME STEP, 15, 1 OH COMPLETED)
END
This will cause the following line to print on the console.
TIME STEP 723 COMPLETED
11.1.3 Drums
A routine called DFDRUM is available to give the user flexibility in
defining logical drum units. Recall, however, that a drum entry in NTAB$
is different from the entries for all other units. Instead of containing
a device code (which is filled in by all the routines described above for
defining the other devices), it contains the address of a seven-word table
used by the I/O routines for bookkeeping purposes. Rather than take up
unneeded space by reserving a seven-word table for each possible drum
definition within the IOTBL routine (which could theoretically be as large
as 700 for 100 drum units), the user is asked to provide his own space for
the drum tables. This is done as follows.
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a. Reserve a one-dimensional array of length equal to seven times
the total number of logical drum units which are to be defined
by subsequent calls to DFDRUM. This array may have any name and
may be real or integer.
b. Execute the following statement once before any calls to DFDRUM
CALL IODEF (NAME,L)
where NAME is the name of the array described in step a and L is
its length.
This call tells the IOTBL subroutine where to place the seven-word
drum tables needed for the drum definitions to follow. Space will be used
up sequentially in NAME in seven-word blocks. The user must take care not
to destroy any part of the array NAME subsequent to calling IODEF. Wildly
unpredictable results are sure to be obtained if he does.
To define a logical drum unit, the following call is made.
CALL DFDRUM (KUNIT, KSTART, LENGTH)
KUNIT is the logical unit number as described previously;
KSTART is the starting address for this logical drum unit; and
LENGTH is the desired length, in words, of this unit.
From the user's viewpoint, the drum system can be viewed as one long
string of words whose starting address is 1 and whose length is dependent
on the number of 432's currently on-line. The available drum space is
listed in table 2.
Logical drum units may overlap or coincide with each other; they need
not specify disjoint areas on the drum.
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Example:
Suppose we want to set up three logical drum units: Unit 1 is to run
from 1 to 500,001; Unit 2 from 400,001 to 1,000,002; and Unit 3 from 1 to
1,000,000.
Then,
DIMENSION TABLE (21
)
Kl = 1
K2 = 2
K3 = 3
CALL I0DEF (TABLE, 21)
CALL DFDRUM (Kl, 1, 500001)
CALL DFDRUM (K2, 400001, 600001)
CALL DFDRUM (K3, 1, 1000001)
Note that if drum 1 is positioned at 400001 and drum 2 is positioned
at 1 , a READ (by NTRAN only) of 512 words to either drum 1 or 2 would
cause exactly the same data to be read. However, note that following
such a READ, drum 1 would be positioned at word 400513 if the READ had
been done on drum 1, and drum 2 would be positioned at word 513 if the
READ had been done on drum 2. Note also that the data may be read twice
by reading 512 words from both drums 1 and 2. The ability to define over-
lapping drum units gives the user great flexibility in organizing drum
storage.
Drum availability . There is one additional call available in the
I0TBL package.
CALL DFLNTH(L)
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This call will cause the total number of words of drum storage available
on the current system to be stored as an integer in L. User calls to
DFDRUM do not use up drum storage in reference in DFLNTH. If the system
had 5 million words of storage available and the user defined four drum
units running from 1 to 4 million, a call to DFLNTH would return the value
5 million both before and after the calls to DFDRUM.
Example:
Suppose we want to define two disjoint logical drum units, 1 and 2,
each consisting of one-half of the available drum space. Suppose also
that we must have at least 1 million words on each logical drum; otherwise,
we stop with a message to the operator.
DIMENSION I0TAB(14)
CALL DFTYPE(3)
KA = 1
KB = 2
CALL DFLNTH (L)
IF (L..T. 2000000) GO to 99
LL = L/2
CALL DFDRUM (KA, 1, LL)
CALL DFDRUM (BK, LL+1 , LL)
C REMAINING CODE FOR PROGRAM
C ERROR ROUTINE
WRITE (3, 10) L
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3 FORMAT (37H THIS JOB WILL NOT RUN. NEED 2 MILLION
1, 16H WORDS AND ONLY, 18, 15H ARE AVAILABLE.)
STOP
Error diagnostics
. Any of the following errors will cause the job
to be aborted with an appropriate error message and a call to MERR$.
a. Attempt to define Fortran unit greater than 100.
b. Attempt to define drum with negative starting address or length
too large to be accommodated.
c. Failure to provide (sufficient) space for drum definitions
by IODEF call before any DFDRUM calls.
11.2 Important Details About I/O on the 1108
11 .2.1 Error checking
The user is most concerned with error checking on the tapes and drum
because these are the most frequently used devices over which the user has
almost direct control. A brief description of error checking on each of
these devices will be given.
Tapes . Checking is performed on tape by both reading and writing.
The tape unit has a write head followed by a read head, the latter capable
of reading back what has just been written on the tape. The tape moves
past the write head and information is recorded on the tape. The recorded
information then passes the read head which reads back the information
just written. The information read back in this manner is compared to
what was supposed to have been written by the write head. If the two do
not match, a parity error indication is sent back to the Central Processing
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Unit (CPU) after the block is completed. In addition, a parity bit
is recorded with each six bits of information, and a longitudinal check
sum is computed and recorded at the end of the block. The parity and
check sum bits are not available to the programmer. These bits are used
when a read operation is issued to the tape, allowing the CPU to determine
whether the information was read correctly by comparing the recorded check
bits with those it computes while reading back the tape. Hence, on a READ,
the computer is nearly 100 percent certain as to whether the data which
have been read from tape have been transmitted correctly over the data
channel to the computer.
However, on writing, parity and check bits are not sent across the
channel from the computer to the tape controller. Hence, the controller
does not know whether the bits it is receiving over the channel are ac-
tually the same bits that were transmitted by the computer over the
channel. It always assumes the bits were transmitted correctly. The
check on writing is made only after the data are received by the controller,
and this check only guarantees that the data recorded on the tape are the
same as that received by the controller.
Therefore, if an error occurs in transmission across the channel from
the computer to the tape controller, it will not be discovered . Hence, it
is possible to write a record and read it back without any error indication
on either the WRITE or READ, yet the data recorded on tape and read back
may not be the same as what were requested to be written by the original
WRITE.
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If an error persists on reading, after several retries, the record
becomes bad and cannot be read correctly.
Drums . The checking system on the drum is similar to tape in ewery
respect except that on writing the data, which are written on the drum,
are not immediately read back to determine accuracy. Check bits are re-
corded on the drum. These serve to identify errors in the data recorded,
but they are only used on reading. It is not possible to receive a parity
error by writing on the drum because the error does not get detected until
the data are read back.
Hence, there are two things that can go wrong when writing on a drum.
An error can occur in transmission from the computer to the drum control-
ler. This will never be detected by the hardware. Also, an error can
occur in recording the information on the drum surface. This will be
detected by the hardware, but not until the user issues a READ request to
read these data back. To make certain a detectable parity error did not
occur on a WRITE, it would be necessary to read back immediately what was
written so that a rewrite may be tried if there was an error on the first
WRITE. This procedure can be wery time-consuming and should be used only
when an error in writing cannot be tolerated. If an error persists on
reading, this is an error in the recorded information.
Programming methods for making I/O more reliable will be discussed
later.
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11.3 Use of Fortran READ/WRITE Statements and NTRAN Calls
Rule . A single logical or physical unit must be handled either
entirely by NTRAN calls or by Fortran READ/WRITE statements.
The reason for this is that Fortran READ/WRITE statements do logical
blocking on tape and drum, while NTRAN does not. Records produced by
Fortran READ/WRITE statements are always 256 words long and contain three
words of information that are used solely by the Fortran I/O routines
and are not available to the user. Records produced by NTRAN calls con-
tain only the data specified by the user and are exactly equal in length
to the number of words specified by the user in the NTRAN call to write.
It is permissible to have two different units and reference, one by
Fortran READ/WRITE statements and the other by NTRAN calls. The only
restriction is that the same physical unit must not be referenced by
both READ/WRITE statements and NTRAN calls.
11.4 NTRAN Handling of the Drums
The NTRAN package was written to treat the drum similar to tape,
but with the added facility of being able to skip to any word on the
drum file and to commence reading or writing at that word. However,
NTRAN does not permit unlimited skipping. It keeps a record of where
the last WRITE occurred on the file, and it makes an entry in the seven-
word drum table for that file to indicate that an EOF follows the last
written record. It does not actually cause an EOF or any other data to
be written following that record; it uses only the entry in the drum
table to mark the "EOF."
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To illustrate this, consider the following code.
DIMENSION IOTBL (7), A(500)
1 K = 1
2 CALL IODBF (IOTBL, 7)
3 CALL DFDRUM (K, 1, 10000)
4 CALL NTRAN (K, 1, 500, A, L)
5 CALL NTRAN (K, 1, 500, A, L)
6 CALL NTRAN (K, 1, 500, A, L)
7 CALL NTRAN (K, 10)
8 CALL NTRAN (K, 1, 500, A, L)
9 CALL NTRAN (K, 10)
10 CALL NTRAN (K, 2, 500, A, L)
11 CALL NTRAN (K, 2, 500, A, L)
For purposes of simplicity, status-checking statements have been
omitted.
Statements 1, 2, and 3 define logical unit 1 to be a drum of 10,000
words in length, starting at 1. Statements 4, 5, and 6 write three re-
cords of 500 words each from array A. Since the next call, statement 7
is a rewind; an EOF exists following word 1,500 on drum 1. Any attempt
to read past this would cause an EOF indication to be returned and no
data would be read.
Statement 8 causes 500 words to be written. Statement 9 is again
a rewind. Even though the data written in words 501 through 1,500 by
statements 5 and 6 are still present on the drum, the rewind in state-
ment 9 causes the logical EOF to be placed after word 500 because
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that was the last word written before a rewind. Statement 10 causes a
READ of the first 500 words. Statement 11 attempts to read the data
written by statement 5 but, even though the data exist on the drum, the
NTRAN package will not read any of the data and will return an EOF
indication by the status word L.
The rule by NTRAN is that the last word written before a rewind
determines an EOF , regardless of where the last word was written pre-
ceding any previous rewind.
Stated another way, one may not read past the last word written
before the most recent rewind command.
The above awkward feature of NTRAN causes difficulties when one
desires to do random accessing and replacing of records on the drum.
To alleviate this difficulty, alternate drum definitions are provided
in the standard IOTBL package; that is, in the standard table, units
1 and 2, although logically different, correspond to the same drum area.
The usual trick is to use one of the units solely for writing and one
solely for reading. However, one WRITE must be made on the read unit
because NTRAN will not permit one to read a unit on which nothing has
been written. Suppose we are going to use unit 1 for writing and unit 2
for reading. Then we issue a skip on unit 2 and write a single one-word
record on the last word of the drum. This defines the EOF on unit 2 to
be after the wery last word. Thereafter, we are free to read anywhere
on unit 2 regardless of where we write on unit 1. Note that although
units 1 and 2 are logically different, they refer to the same drum area.
However, caution must be used due to the positioning being handled
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independently for the two units. For example, if we start with drums 1
and 2 rewound (having written one word at the end of drum 2) and write
500 words on unit 1, unit 1 will be positioned at word 501 after the
WRITE, but unit 2 will still be positioned at word 1.
We rewrite the previous example using two units, and we set up our
own unit definitions solely for illustrative purposes.
DIMENSION I0TBL(14), A(500)
KIN = 10
KOUT = 11
CALL IODEF (IOTBL, 14)
CALL DFDRUM (KIN, 1, 10000)
CALL DFDRUM (KOUT, 1, 10000)
CALL NTRAN (KIN, 6, 10000)
CALL NTRAN (KIN, 1 , 1 , 0, L)
CALL NTRAN (KIN, 10)
CALL NTRAN (KOUT, 1, 500, A, L)
CALL NTRAN (KOUT, 1, 500, A, L)
CALL NTRAN (KOUT, 1, 500, A, L)
CALL NTRAN (KOUT, 10)
CALL NTRAN (KOUT, 1, 500, A, L)
CALL NTRAN (KOUT, 10)
CALL NTRAN (KIN, 2, 500, A, L)
CALL NTRAN (KIN, 2, 500, A, L)
Statements 1 and 2 write a "one-word" record consisting of the num-
ber at the end of the drum. Thereafter, we are free to read anywhere
we like on KIN and write anywhere we like on KOUT.
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11.5 DATIME, CHKSUM, GRDPRT
(Written by H. Stambler (GFDL), February 6, 1967)
The following routines are now in the system library in the drum
and will be loaded automatically by any job which calls them.
11.5.1 DATIME
To obtain date and time in BCD (Fi el data) format,
CALL DATIME (K)
K is an array three words long.
The current time and date are stored in K(l), K(2), K(3) in BCD
format (Fieldata) in the form
DybMTHbYRbHH:MM:SS
where
b = blank
DY = day
MTH = month
YR = year
HH:MM:SS = hours, minutes, seconds.
The information, as stored in K, may be printed on the console or
printer with a 3A6 format.
Example:
At 11:03:34 on January 4, 1983, the following code is executed.
JIMENSION K(3)
CALL DATIME (K)
PRINT 2,K
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Table 5.
Standard GFDL Unit Assignments Table (AOML Adopted)
UNIT DEVICE
1 Al 1 of drum
2 All of drum
3 Card Punch
4 Console Typewriter
5 Card Reader
6 Line Printer
7 Tape A (The reel a
8 Tape B
9 Tape C
A = xxxxxx.
)
32 Tape Z
33 First half of drum
34 Second half of drum
35 First half of drum
36 Second half of drum
37 First third of drum
38 Second third of drum
39 Last third of drum
40 First third of drum
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Table 5.
Standard GFDL Unit Assignments Table (AOML Adopted) (continued)
Unit DEVICE
41 Second third of drum
42 Last third of drum
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2 FORMAT (1H, 3A6)
END
The resulting printer output would be
04 JAN 83 11:03:34
11.5.2 CHKSUM
To compute check sum for a block of data,
CALL CHKSUM (A, K, KCHECK)
A check sum is accumulated by fixed addition with end-around carry
for the data A(l) through and including A(K), and the result is stored in
KCHECK. K and KCHECK must be integers; A may be any type of variable.
Example:
A(l) = 1.0 (201400000000 octal)
A(2) = 2.0 (202400000000 octal)
A(3) = 3.0 (202600000000 octal)
A(4) = 4.0 (203400000000 octal)
CALL CHKSUM (A, 4, KCHECK)
The result in KCHECK will be 012200000001 octal. The result is
intended to be meaningful only as a comparison against a CHECKSUM com-
puted on the same data at some other time. See "Notes on Error Checking
and Detection on the 1108."
11.5.3 GRDPRT
Gridprint and contouring routine for anyone who needs a writeup may
obtain one from Henry Stambler.
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The version on the system library has some new features.
a. GRDPRT now sets and resets its own margins. Hence, it is not
necessary to call any margin setting routines before or after
calling GRDPRT. Each time GRDPRT is called, it sets the mar-
gins to eliminate spacing between pages; and before returning,
it resets the margin to the system standard. If you are pre-
sently setting margins in your own program, they will not inter-
fere with the operation of GRDPRT. However, they are no longer
needed.
b. GRDPRT now leaves four lines of spacing at une top of the map;
the old version leaves only one line at the top.
c. There are now three lines of spacing between the I labels and
the grid values at top and bottom, as opposed to four on the
old version.
d. There is now one line of spacing between the bottom I labels
and the title, as opposed to two lines in the old version.
e. GRDPRT now rounds correctly on negative grid values. The old
version did not round correctly; it was usually off by a mag-
nitude of 0001.
f. GRDPRT now refuses to print garbage on crazy fields. The only
contour characters used now are blank and A through H. On
wildly fluctuating fields or incorrectly specified scaling,
GRDPRT occasionally printed characters other than the standard
contour characters. Also, odd characters appeared on data
falling below the specified contour origin. These data will now
be contoured with blanks.
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g. The maximum number of rows is 85. This is the same as the old
standard, but there have been some "larger" versions used at
various times.
Note:
It should be understood that a library routine will be loaded with
your job only if you do not have a version with the same name in your PCF
at run times.
For example, if you have a GRDPRT routine in your PCF at run time,
it will be used. If you have no GRDPRT routine in your PCF, the one from
the library will be used.
11.6 Subroutines for Displaying Variables
(Written by J. Welsh (ERL), July 13, 1970)
Three subroutines are now available (in card deck form) for dis-
playing variables.
CALL SHOW (A, B, C, ...)
CALL STOP (A, B, C, ...)
CALL PANIC (A, B, C, ...)
Any number of arguments may be included in the calling sequence; each
argument is a single variable, constant, expression, or array element.
The subroutine prints the location and line number from which it is called
and lists all the arguments, each printed on one line in I-, E-, 0-, and
A- type format.
SHOW returns to the calling program.
STOP exits normally to the executive.
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PANIC exits abnormally to the executive.
Program examples (using Fortran V ... for nH..):
IF (KSUM (A, N, I).NE.K) CALL PANIC ( SUMERR , I, K)
IF (A(I.J).GT.TOL) CALL PANIC ( BIGA ,I,J,A(I,J))
IF (LPRINT) CALL SHOW ( KE , .5*(U**2+V**2))
An output example is on the next page.
11.7 MATCH Comparison Routine for Tapes
(Written by J. S. Collins (Univac), June 10, 1966)
11.7.1 MATCH
This routine, operating under Exec II, accepts a group of CUR-like
control cards to direct it in comparing and duplicating tapes. A printed
output of the operations performed and the results of all comparisons are
provided. When a match is being performed on a symbolic element or pro-
cedure element, the data are treated as card images with a printout in
Fi el data for any mismatch. An attempt is made after any mismatch to
reestablish the comparison by looking ahead on both elements. All non-
matched cards are listed with serial item numbers assigned. Other print-
outs of mismatched data are in octal. Tapes with unrecognized formats
are compared on a block-for-block basis.
Input to MATCH is a deck of CUR-like control cards. Their format is
function unit, unit, ,unit
Blanks may occur before the function.
Function is a defined three-letter code.
Elanks may occur after the function.
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PI FOR PTEST,PTEST,PTEST/FOR
COMPILATION BY UNIVAC 1107 FORTRAN-IV DATED JUNE 22,1965 4008
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 10 JUL 70 Al 19:43:23
MAIN PROGRAM ENTRY POINT 000000
STORAGE USED (BLOCK, NAME, LENGTH)
0001 *C0DE 000025
0000 *DATA 000004
0002 *BLANK 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME]
0003 SHOW
0004 STOP
0005 NSTOP$
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME]
0000 R 000000 A 0000 R 000001 R 0000 I 000002 I
00101 1. DATA A,B,I/3.14.59,5HWELSH,17/
00006 2. CALL SHOW (A)
00107 3. CALL SHOW (A, I)
00110 4. CALL SHOW (A.I.B)
00111 5. CALL SHOW
00112 6. CALL STOP (I.A.B)
00113 7. END
END OF LISTING. ^DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE(S'
SHOW AT 014001 I E A
100000 17553718908 3.1415900+00 202622077174 KQMB9/
LINE NUMBER 000106
SHOW AT 014004 I E A
100000 17553718908 3.1415900+00 202622077174 KQMB9/
100002 17 3.0000000-39 000000000021 vmmi
LINE NUMBER 000107
SHOW AT 014010 I E A
100000 17553718908 3.1415900+00 202622077174 K0MB9/
100002 17 3.0000000-39 000000000021 WQQQL
100001 30237098821 4.4992371+28 341221301505 WELSH
LINE NUMBER 000110
SHOW AT 014015 I E A
LINE NUMBER 000111
STOP AT 014017 I E A
100002 17 3.0000000-39 000000000021 POP^L
100000 17553718908 3.1415900+00 202622077174 KQMB9/
100001 30237098821 4.4992371+28 341221301505 WELSH
LINE NUMBER 000112
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Unit is a single-alpha character.
Blanks may not occur within the unit list.
First blank or noncomma character terminates the unit list inspection.
The CUR operations performed are:
TRW rewind without interlock
TRI rewind with interlock
PEF position following next EOF or end of data on IIA
TEF write EOF
The same operation will be performed on all of the listed units.
The compare operation is
CMP unit 1, unit 2
Starting at the current position on each of the tapes, compare all
of the elements and/or blocks. Stop at EOF for each tape.
MCH unit 1, unit 2
It has the same effect as the CMP control card in comparing two
tapes, but, in addition, it punches the correction cards necessary to
make the elements of unit 1 look exactly like the elements of unit 2.
Punching is only effective for symbolic elements in PCF format.
The duplicate operation is
DUP unit 1, unit 2, ,unit N
Copy the contents of the current file of unit 1 to each of the tapes
unit 2-unit N.
Do not rewind or write EOF on any of the tapes.
Blocks up to 8,000 words can be used. MATCH will terminate if any
block exceeds this limit.
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Control card errors and tape errors cause termination with an
appropriate printout describing the reason.
11.7.2 Comparison Process for Non-PCF Tapes
MATCH allows the comparing of many tapes which have been merged into
one against the single output of the merging. As an example, the control
cards
DUP A,
6
DUP C,B
DUP D,B
TEF B
TRW A,B,C,D
CMP A,B
CMP C,B
CMP D,B
stack the contents of the three tapes on a single tape (B) and then com-
pare the result- The MATCH print output will list the control cards and
then only the title of a block that does not compare bit for bit. The
title will give the block number and will be followed by the octal repre-
sentation of the words that do not match.
A limit switch stops excessive printing.
No attempt is currently made to compare two nonrecognized format
blocks of. unequal length. The two lengths are listed, and the match
moves to the next blocks.
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11.7.3 Comparison Process for PCF Tapes
Find the first element on each tape. Check the name/version for
match. If it is not the same element, alternately skip one element on
one of the tapes. Try to find a match for the name/version.
List operational label of tape and ELT card for each to begin com-
parison. Determine element type from ELT card. Begin match at image
following ELT card assigning it serial number 0. (This is an EOF card
and is assigned zero so that symbolic cards are assigned numbers corres-
ponding to those assigned by SLEUTH II.)
Continue to match images to the end of the element or failure to
match. Print the serial numbers of those images that are matched. Fur-
ther action on a mismatch is based on the element type.
For nonsymbolic elements, print in octal the content of the first
two images that do not match. Move to the next images on each tape and
attempt to match as described for symbolic images. Do not print further
mismatches unless at some point the comparison is reestablished.
The ultimate effect for CRB elements is to match on the first EOF
card. Following this is the preamble. One set of images from the first
card of the preamble that does not match will be printed. Next is the
EOF preceding the text. It will match and, therefore, the first two card
images of the text that do not match, if this is the case, will be printed,
For symbolic elements, eyery attempt is made to match all possible
lines. Every image not matched for each of the tapes is printed with
the serial number assigned. Following is the algorithm used when a mis-
match occurs.
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If a mismatch occurs at serial A on the first unit and at serial B
on the second, A is compared to (B+l) through (B+n) while B is compared
to (A+l ) through (A+n). For each tape, n is the number of images remain-
ing in the current buffer plus the number of images in the next buffer
which, under normal circumstances, would be greater than 36 and less than
71.
One of the following occurs.
a. End of A; print image B and move ahead to B+l. Begin comparison
again.
b. End of B; print A and move ahead to A+l. Restart comparison.
c. A = (B+l), B f through (A+i); print B and move to B+l. Restart
comparison.
d. A f through (B+i), B = (A+i); print A and move to A+l. Restart
comparison.
e. A = B+i, B = (A+i); print and move to next image on one tape,
and set switch so that next skip will occur on opposite tape.
Restart comparison.
For steps 1 and 2, no match was made before the end of the look-ahead
area or the program end was encountered. Situations of this sort occur
only when the two inputs contain areas of greater than 36 images where
no match can occur or when significant additions have been made to one of
the elements.
Steps 3 and 4 are intermediate steps to reestablish the comparison.
Note that as A+l (or B+l) becomes A (or B), return is made to restart
the comparison.
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It may be that A (was A+l ) now matches B+j where j is less than i,
that is, A was skipped because B = (A+i), and at that point the earliest
match would be at A+i and B, but another match can be made at some closer
point which is only evident as the look-ahead progresses. It is assumed
that the new match is more significant.
MATCH Example:
13 8 17
@ RUN etc.
@X ASG A=158R
@X ASG B=167R
@ XQT MATCH
TRW A,B
DUP A,B
TEF B
TRW A,B
CMP A,B
TRI A,B
@ FIN
This example copies the first file of tape A onto tape B, then end
files tape B. After the duplication, the tapes are rewound, compared, and
rewound with interlock.
11.8 Computation Interrupt Actions
(Written by J. Welsh (ERL), July 24, 1970)
The normal procedure under Exec II for handling floating-point
characteristic overflow and underflow and divide-by-zero is to provide
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a standard fix-up and to proceed normally. For the type of problems at
6FDL, this is a wery risky proposition. I recommend all main programs
have the following statement at the beginning.
CALL MSEA
which will implement an error termination in case of these interrupts.
Until the subroutine MSEA is in the GFDL library, it will be available
on cards to be inserted in a run before the XQT card. An alternate
statement is
CALL MSEA (I)
where I has the following significance.
1=0; reset all interrupts to fix-up;
I is 1, 3, 5, or 7; error on overflow;
I is 2, 3, 6, or 7; error on underflow; and
I is 4, 5, 6, or 7; error on divide-by-zero.
CALL MSEA is equivalent to CALL MSEA (7).
11.9 Tape Dumping Utility (TPDUMP)
Subprogram-procedure name: TPDUMP.
Brief functional description: A system program to dump and copy
tapes by physical records and files. The first three and last three words
of each physical record are listed in octal.
Call example or input card(s):
Column(s)
1-2 NTAPE, logical unit to dump/copy; 7 is A, 8 is B, etc.
3 NACCPT, A for SETACE or STACE tape.
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4-5 NFILES, number of files to dump/copy; blank, one file.
6-10 MAXERR, allowable number of tape errors; blank, no errors.
11-12 NOUT, logical output unit for copying; blank, no copying.
13-20 NRECS, number of physical records to dump/copy; blank,
process file(s).
RUN Example:
@ RUN GF410W.
@ ASG C=G7000P,F-G8000N
(s>N XQT,V TPDUMP
9 2 1 dump (skip) w files on G7000. accept 1 error
9 1 12 copy file 3 from G7000 to G8000
@ FIN
Comments: This is basically a tape dumping program that generates
one print line for each physical record.
* tape copying is invoked by specifying NOUT (columns 11-12) >
* If NRECS = (or blank), copying is by files according to
NFILES: File marks are written, and double file mark is placed after
the last file.
* If NRECS > 0, NFILES should be specified 0; physical records are
copied, and no file marks are written on NOUT.
* If NTAPE = and NOUT > 0, NFILES + 1 file marks are written.
11.10 GFDL Core to Drum and Drum to Core Transfers
Brief functional description: Subroutines DREAD and DWRITE transfer
data files between central memory and drums, treated as a single exchange
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between storage arrays. The transfer may or may not be overlapped. Sub-
routine DCHECK is used to verify overlapped transmissions.
Call examples or input card(s):
CALL DREAD (drum address, block length, core array (g status)
CALL DWRITE (drum address, block length, core array (g status)
CALL DCHECK (status, block length)
Drum address: The drum word transmission starts; an integer in the
range 1 to the length of drum is assigned to Fortran unit 1.
Block length: The number of consecutive words to transfer.
Core array: Fortran array which receives the transmission (DREAD)
or contains the data to be transferred to drums (DWRITE).
Status: A local Fortran variable that DIO will use to manage com-
putation overlapped transmission. Status is an optional argument for
DREAD and DWRITE; not specifying the status provides nonoverlapped trans-
mission.
Examples:
CALL DWRITE (1, 1000, A) @ NON-OVERLAP
CALL DWRITE (1001, 1000, B ISTAT) @ OVERLAP
more computation
CALL DCHECK (ISTAT, 1000) VERIFY TRANSMISSION
Comments:
a. NTRAN and Fortran logical unit 1 are used by DIO. Programmers
with private NTAB$ or who use unit 1 should probably avoid DIO.
b. Invalid DIO specification will cause an error message and
determinations.
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c. Transmission errors cause termination and a message to the
operator suggesting a drum fault and the drum address.
11.11 Bad Tape-Read Program AOMLIO
Our UNIVAC 1108 tape-reading software limits users to reading
basically well-written tapes as does the standard software on other com-
puters. Collectors of field data are, therefore, forced to develop their
own tape-read routines. AOMLIO allows the Fortran programmer to decide
what actions are to be taken when an error exists because nothing will
bomb a READ.
The call statement is
CALL AOMLIO (A,B,I,J,K)
where
A is the letter designated on the ASG card in quotes.
B is a dimensioned buffer area into which the data are read.
I is the size of the buffer.
J is equal to -1 until a READ is accomplished, at which time it
equals the number of words in the record just completed. If an
EOF is encountered, it is set equal to -3.
K is the tape-read status word which is described in the Exec II PRM .
AOMLIO is a PCF tape available to the system at all times. FESTSA
also contains Time Series Analysis routines usually associated with
FESTSA and the CALCOMP routines PLOT, FACTOR, SCALE, LINE, AXIS, NUMBER,
and SYMBOL.
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Tape status word:
Bits Bits
0-3 Frame cnt (module 6) 14 Interlock
4 Always A 1 15 EOT/last pt.
5-8 (0 if 7-track) 16 EOF
9 Invalid function 17 Abnormal frame count
10 Tape hash
11 Rate acknowledge error
12 Parity error
13 Busy
11.12 CALCOMP Overlay for S.C. 4020
11.12.1 Subroutine Plots
Call plots (BUF, ISIZE, IUNIT)
Initializer plot routines (call only once).
BUF = array name to be used as 10 buffer
ISIZE = dimension of BUF
IUNIT = output tape unit
11.12.2 Subroutine Bounds
Call bounds (XLEFT, YLOW, XRT, YTOP)
This scales from inches to SC 4020 matrix.
XLEFT = minimum X- value in inches
YLOW = lowest value of Y in inches
XRT = maximum X-value in inches
YTOP = maximum Y-value in inches
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11.12.3 Subroutine Origin
Call origin (X,Y)
This establishes a new origin at X, Y.
11.12.4 Subroutine Factor
CALL FACTOR (F)
F = factor by which to reduce or magnify entire plot
= 1. returns plot to normal size
This routine changes the plot size.
Recommended for use during testing to reduce costs.
11.12.5 Subroutine Plot
CALL PLOT (X,Y,ir.)
(X,Y) = page coordinates of target point in inches
IC = logic control code
This is the basic plotting routine.
K Effect
-13 Pen up; use OFFSET factors, redefine origin at (X,Y).
-12 Pen down; use OFFSET factors, redefine origin at (X,Y).
- 3 Snaps picture.
- 2 Snaps picture.
2 Pen down; write a new block number, redefine origin.
3 Pen up; write a new block number, redefine origin.
12 Pen down; use OFFSET factors.
13 Pen up; use OFFSET factors.
999 Close plot tape.
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User must say CALL PLOT (0.,0.,999) at the end of his program to
terminate plotting properly.
11.12.6 Subroutine Where
CALL WHERE(XPEN,YPEN, FACTOR)
XPEN = x-coordinate in inches of current pen position
YPEN = y-coordinate
FACTOR = current plot-size factor (see FACTOR)
This routine returns the current state of the PLOT subroutine.
11.12.7 Subroutine Offset
CALL OFFSET(XOFF,XFCT,YOFF,YFCT).
This routine changes the plot factors. Subsequent page-coordinate
calculations can be run through the following function.
X = (X-XOFF)/XFCT
Y = (Y-YOFF)/YFCT
This is only calculated when the user calls PLOT directly with a
third argument of 12 or 13. Initial values for X0FF=0,
XFCT=1
,
X0FF=0,
YFCT=1.
Example:
CALL 0FFSET(1.,2.,3.,4.)
CALL PL0T(XPT,YPT,3)
CALL PL0T(XPT,YPT,12)
CALL 0FFSET(0.,1.,0.,1.)
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This will set the offset and factor values, move the pen to page
coordinates (XPT,YPT), then draw a line to (XPT-1
.
,YPT-3
. ) , and restore
2. 4.
the function to its original state.
11.12.8 Subroutine Symbol
CALL SYMBOL (X,Y, HGT, TEXT, ANGLE, NCHAR)
(X,Y) = page coordinates to start writing text
HGT = character height in inches
TEXT = character string
ANGLE = angle text is to make with bottom of page in degrees
NCHAR = number of text characters (if=0, one character is plotted
anyway)
This routine plots text characters.
If X,Y or both are set to 999.0, the value is taken as the character
position following the one plotted in the previous call to SYMBOL or
NUMBER.
CALL SYMBOL (X,Y, HGT, INTEQ, ANGLE, -IC0DE)
(X,Y) = page coordinates at which to plot special symbol
HGT = character height
INTEQ = integer corresponding to symbol desired
ANGLE = angle with bottom of page
-ICODE = -1 for pen up to (X,Y)
-2 for pen down (draw a line from the present location of
the pen to (X,Y) and then plot symbol)
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11.12.9 Subroutine Number
CALL NUMBER(X,Y,HGT,FPN,ANGLE, NDEC)
(X,Y) = page coordinates to start plotting floating-point numbers
HGT = character height
FPN = floating-point number to be converted to characters and
plotted
ANGLE = angle with bottom of page
NDEC = number of digits right of the decimal point to be plotted
= for integer portion and period
=
-1 for integer portion
=
-n for elimination of (n-1) low-order digits
This routine plots floating-point numbers.
If X or Y is 999., the treatment is the same as in the SYMBOL routine
Example:
VALUE =9.3
CALL NUMBER (1
.
,1
.
,0.7, VALUE, 0. ,1
)
This plots, starting at (!.,!.), the characters 9.3.
11 .12.10 Subroutine Scale
CALL SCALE (X,XLEN,NPTS,INC)
X = starting location of array to be scaled
XLEN = length in inches that data are to span
NPTS = number of data points to be scaled
INC = repeat cycle of array (normally 1)
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This routine calculates and saves values, allowing conversion from
data coordinates to plotter coordinates.
* The scale factor represents the number of data units per inch, but
is adjusted so that it is always 1 , 2, 4, 5, or 8 x 10 . The minimum
value is then computed as the largest multiple of the scale factor that
is less than or equal to the minimum of the data array.
* The adjusted minimum and the scale factor are stored at the end of
the data array in X(INC*NPTS+1 ) and X(INC*(NPTS+1 ). The user must allow
enough space at the end of his data array for these two values.
Examples:
DIMENSION X(102)
CALL SCALE (X, 10. ,100,1
)
The adjusted minimum will be stored in X(101) and the scale factor
in X(102).
DIMENSION Y(2,52)
CALL SCALE (Y(2,l ) ,6. ,50,2)
The adjusted minimum and scale factor for the row Y(2,l ) ,Y(2,2)
,
Y(2,3)..Y(2,50) will be stored in Y(2,51) and Y(2,52).
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11.12. 11 Subroutine Axis
CALL AXIS(XSTART,YSTART,LABEL,+NC,AXLEN,ANGLE, FIRST, SCALE)
XSTART,YSTART = page coordinates in inches of axis starting point
LABEL = BCD character field for axis title
INC = number of characters in LABEL
+ if LABEL to be written on counterclockwise side of axis
- if clockwise
AXLEN = axis length in inches
ANGLE = angle axis makes with bottom edge of paper in degrees
FIRST = data value to be assigned to start axis
SCALE = number of data points per inch
This routine draws an axis.
FIRST and SCALE can be calculated by the Calcomp routine SCALE.
Example:
DIMENSION X(52)
CALL SCALE (X, 10., 50,1)
CALL AXIS (0.,0.5,'X\-1,10.,0.,X(51),X(52))
This plots a 10.0-inch axis, starting at page coordinates (0.,0.5)
parallel to the bottom of the page labeled "X" on the underside.
11.12.12 Subroutine Line
CALL LINE(XARRAY,YARRAY,NPTS,INC,LINTYP,INTEQ)
XARRAY = starting location of X-data values
YARRAY = starting location of Y-data values
NPTS = number of data to be plotted
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INC = repeat cycle of arrays (normally = 1)
LINTYP = code for line type
= + n
>
=
<
draw symbols at every nth point
connect data points with a line
draw connecting lines, but no symbols
draw symbols, but no connecting lines
INTEQ = integer equivalent of symbol to be drawn (if any)
This routine plots data points.
* minima and scale factors must be prestored at the ends of the
two data arrays.
Example:
DIMENSION X(52),Y(52,2)
X(51)=0.
Y(51)=0.
X(52)=l.
Y(52)=l.
CALL LINE(X,Y(1,2),50,5,1,11)
This plots the points (X(l ),Y(1 ,2)),(X(2),Y(2,2)), (X(50),
Y(50,2)), connected by a line, with the symbol * at every 5th point.
{ minima
{ scale of factors
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APPLICATIONS OF ERTS DATA TO OCEANOGRAPHY
AND THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
G. A. Maul
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, Miami, Fla, USA
The multi-spectral scanner (MSS) on board the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS)
has returned some remarkable imagery with applications to oceanography. Theoretical back-
ground for understanding the penetration and reflectance of light from the sea is briefly given
for the MSS bands. Examples from the recent symposium on significant results include studies
of sea ice, fisheries, charting, beach erosion, limnology, estuarine circulation, ocean features
in the lee of islands, ocean currents, and internal waves. Several enhancement techniques are
discussed and exemplified in the context of its application.
1. Introduction
The attenuation coefficient tx for light traveling through water is dependent on
its wavelength X. The attenuation coefficient is defined as the sum of the absorp-
tion coefficient a and the scattering coefficient b. A general minimum occursjnear
0.5 |j.m with several orders of magnitude increase near 1.1. jj.m. These wavelengths
represent the lower cutoff of MSS 4 (0.5—0.6 jj.m) and upper cutoff of MSS 7
(0.8— 1.1 [xm) of the multi-spectral scanner (MSS); MSS 5 (0.6— 0.7 [xm) and
MSS 6 (0.7—0.8 y.m) are intermediately situated. The underwater irradiance H
in each of these bands is given by
fffo, Z) = J>(A)ff W exp -Ja{Z,X)ocZldX,
where </> is the response of the bandpass filter, H is the irradiance at the sea sur-
face, and Z is depth.
Calculations for the ERTS bands, normalized, and expressed in per cent, are
graphically depicted in Fig. 1 [1]. Of the energy that penetrates pure water, MSS 7
has an inverse e-folding depth of much less than 1 m, whereas MSS 4 decays to
1/e of its surface value at approximately 20 m. These are optimistic by a factor
of at least 2, for even the cleanest seawater has » values double that of pure water.
Practically, water information in MSS 6 and 7 are constrained to be surface
features, whereas MSS 4 and 5 can offer information at depth.
Chandrasekhar [2] formulated an expression for the reflectance R(Z, — ) at
the sea surface from the theory of radiative transfer. Reflectance is defined as
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Fig. 1. Percentage of the light that penetrates a colliinn of pure water reaching a given depth
for the four MSS hands (after Charnell and Maul [1]).
the ratio of the upwelling ( — ) to the downwelling ( + ) irradiance. At the sea„
surface. Z = 0, and for the simple case of isotropic scattering,
R(Z. -) = 1 - H(/t,c» ) (1 >o) 1/2
where co . the scattering albedo, is the ratio of the scattering coefficient to the
attenuation coefficient. FI(ti. c> ) are the //-functions tabulated by Chandrasekhar.
and // is the cosine of the zenith angle. The significant variable is o . Examining
the two limiting cases, note that R approaches 1 when o approaches 1 (scattering
dominant) and as o> approaches (absorption dominant), R approaches because
//(/*, 0) = 1. Thus if all the light that enters the ocean is scattered, reflectance
is 100% and the ocean appears white, and if all the light is absorbed, reflectance
is zero and the ocean is black.
The upwelling irradiance above the sea surface is the sum of R(Z, — ) plus the
reflection from the surface of direct and diffuse sunlight. Three spectra taken with
near equal solar zenith angles, differing chlorophyll-o concentration (affecting
absorption, a) and differing volume scattering coefficients /?45 (affecting scattering.
b) are given in Fig. 2. These are irradiance measurements taken from shipboard
at 4 m above the surface in the Straits of Florida; water depth was in excess of
100 m. These measurements are in qualitative agreement with calculations made
from isotropic reflectance theory given above, and serve to give relative energy
levels for MSS 4, 5, and 6 for different oceanic waters. Clearly ERTS bands have
information in them on the biomass of the ocean.
The radiant intensity N(/., 6) from a nadir angle received at the satellite is
attenuated by absorption and scattering in the atmosphere. For Rayleigh scat-
tering, Beer's law gives an exponential solution with a scattering coefficient
S(X) =
32rr3 (rc(/.) - l) 2o
3/.4.Vo n
where N is the number of molecules at STP, n is the index of refraction at STP.
o and n are the standard and actual densities of dry air. This brings out the
well-known inverse fourth powr law. Integration over the spectral response of
the MSS filters would give approximate scattering ratios of 9 : 5 : 3 : 1 for the MSS 4.
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Fig. 2. Spectra of upwelling irradiance taken from 4 m above the sea surface in the Straits of
Florida during 1—4 November 1972. The solar zenith angle was about 30°; sea state, wind
speed, percent cloudiness, and downwelling skylight were approximately the same. The
volume scattering function /315 is for blue (0.436 Lim) light.
5, 6, and 7 respectively. For the same surface signal, contrast is reduced by a
factor of almost 2 when viewing in MSS 4 as compared with 5. Many authors
report most satisfactory oceanographic results using MSS 5 for this reason.
2. Significant Results
In the sections that follow, the work of several contributors to the Symposium
on Significant Results obtained from ERTS 1 [3] are summarized. The figures
were given by the authors as representative of their work. Where results are not
specifically from the symposium, the proper reference is given at the conclusion of
the paper.
2.1. Sea Ice
Barnes reports that sea ice is detectable in all of the MSS bands and can be
distinguished from clouds through a number of interpretive keys. Overall, MSS 4
and 5 appear to be better for mapping the ice edge, whereas MSS 7 provides
greater detail in the ice features. Fig. 3 is imagery showing sea ice along the east
coast of Greenland on 25 September 1972. The left-hand image is MSS 4 and the
right-hand image is MSS 7. Differences in the reflectance in the two spectral bands
are believed to be associated with different ice types. Areas of probable brash or
rotten ice have a considerably higher reflectance in MSS 4 than in MSS 7 ; how-
ever, ice floes that are difficult to distinguish in MSS 4 have a significantly higher
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Sea ice detected in MSS 4 (left) and MSS 7 (riidil ). The larger floes in the ima.tie an
I'd :>l) km across (after Barnes f.
-
J|).
reflectance than the surrounding brash ire in .MSS 7. .Many surface features on ice
floes can lie seen in MSS 7 : t his is caused by the high absorption of lit pi id water in
the near infrared (MSS 7).
2. 2. Fisheries
Kenimerer and Benigno studied the application of spacecraft data to the
menhaden fisheries in the Mississippi Sound region of the northern ( in If of Mexico.
The goal here is to improve fisheries by locating areas of potentially high yield.
MSS 5 proved to be most useful in these efforts. Multiple regression analysis of
oceanographic variables collected during satellite transit showed that water depth
and turbidity had statistical significance with fish catch data: this is confirmed
by Maughan. Marmelstein. and Temple. Fig. 4 is a false color density slice of
MSS 5. taken on ."> August 15172. In this technique a color is assigned to each of
several discrete photographic densities (gray shades). The black dots are areas
of fish school locations observed during transit. Kach color represents a narrow
density range within the range containing the fish school locations: the fish
Fiji. 4. Location of menhaden schools in the Mississippi Sound are shown hy black dots. The
false color density slice of MSS.") shows t hat the fish local ions are just in. or adjacent to. regions
of high turbidity (orange). Horizontal scale is approximately 50 km (after keinniercr and
IVnimio | ."!|).
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schools fall cither adjacent to or within this narrow range. Szckielda and ('urran
I'eport correlation with ocean chlorophyll measiirenients of the ratio .MSS 4 MSS 5;
the higher the ratio the more chlorophyll. 'Phis is not supported l>\ the data of
Fig. 2 ::
.
2.L ('hailing
Shoreline information needed to update nautical charts and maps is emphasized
on .MSS 7. whereas shallow bathymetric Features are available in MSS 4 and 5.
Fig. 5 is from Williams and shows images in MSS 4. .">. and 7 and a conventional
map of the Cape Cod area on 1 September 1072. There are many inaccuracies in
the portrayal of the coastline and inland lakes when compared with the imagery.
The discrepancies are caused by cartographic generalization from larger scale
maps and. in some instances, actual changes in landlorms. The imagery provides
a very cost-effective method for increasing map accuracy, portraying additional
environmental information, and for frequent updating at scales of I : 250000 or
smaller. I'olcyn has obtained correlations over the Bahamas hanks of depth
measurements at 2. '.\ and Sin: a mathematical model for depth measurements
using ratios of MSS 4 and 5 has been developed. Ross found that where reflective
bottom and clear water are found. MSS 4 images can be used with density con-
touring for estimating depths in 2. 5 and 10 in steps. These findings may provide
significant data for assisting in the verification of navigation hazards in remote
areas as well as updating other chart products.
2.4. Beach F,rosion
Slaughter has been applying ERTS aircraft photographs to determine the
relationship of existing groins. This is being done to determine if further groin
construction is warranted. Iverhin has been using similar imagery for recognition
of beach ridges and sand waves. The ERTS imagery has marginally useful reso-
lution for the features themselves: however, indirect information, such as sedi-
ment transport patterns inferred from the imagery (see below) will prove useful in
this regard.
2.5. Limnology
Strong made an observation of an algae bloom on l'tah Lake on 12 September
l!)72. Kig. 6 shows an anticyclonic gyre in this shallow (ca. 'A in) and highly
entrophic lake. The imagery is an example of color infrared image reconstruction.
MSS 4. 5 and G were registered and projected on the same screen through blue,
green and red filters respectively. Hue algae are highly reflective ill MSS and
appear red on the color composite, l'tah Lake is known for its high turbidity, and
during summer months algae blooms frequently follow calm periods. Brigham
Young I'niversity conducted a limnology survey on the day of satellite transit
and found an extensive algae cover, mostly .1 ihiIh rtna . that was several cent i meters
thick.
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Fig. 5. MSS 4 (upper left), MSS 5 (upper right), MSS 7 (lower left) and a conventional map of
the Cape Cod area. Horizontal scale on the images is approximately 80 km (after Williams
EROS Program, USGS).
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Fig. (i. Color infrared recomposition of MSS 4 (blue), MSS 5 (green), and MSS 6 (red) over
Utah Lake. The area of the lake is about 375 km 2 (after Strong [3]).
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Fig. 7. Two views of Delaware Bay at different stages of the tidal current cycle: two hours
before maximum flood at the bay entrance (upper) and two hours after maximum flood
(lower). These are compared with'conventional National Ocean Survey (NOAA) tidal current
charts (after Klemas, Srna, and Treasure [3]).
23 Earth Survey Problems
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2.(5. Kshiarinc Cimdalion
Certain estuaries, sucli as Cook Inlet in Alaska, are so large that conventional
survey techniques may lead to erroneous conclusions concerning the overall
circulation patterns. Wright. ShaTma and Burba uk used natural tracers such as
the fine sediment (glacial flour) from deglaciation to study water movements.
MSS 4 and f) were the best hands for these waters where suspended sediment loads
range over 400 mg I '. The KRTS imagery was useful in identifying the boundary
between fluvial waters and marine waters. This boundary is important because
almost all pollutants are associated with turbid waters ; further, location is valuable
to commercial fisheries because fish congregate there and for navigation safety
because logs and other flotsam accumulate at such boundaries. Several new
Fig. S. The cyclonic boundary of tlio Loop{'urrent in the (!ulf of Mexico seen in MSS 4 as »
consequence of the color change between the coastal water and the current (left), and as a
result of higher sea state and hence higher reflectance (right) as seen in MSS .">. Horizontal
scale is 180 km in each scene (after Maid [3]).
Fig. it. Low reflectance features in the lee of the Antilles appear brighter on this negative
print mosaic. Sketch to the right outlines the features in an area of known eddies (after
Hanson |'4|).
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2.7. Ocean Currents
Detection of baroclinic flows in the suhtropics is not possible on a year-round
basis by infrared teelmi(|iies because the sea surface becomes seasonally isot hernial
in many areas. The location of water masses in hurricane-prone areas such as t he
(iulf of Mexico is important to transportation, fisheries, ami weather forecasting.
Maul is making cruises every 3(5 days into the (iulf to locale t he Loop Current by
ship and satellite. 'Pile findings to date have been several-fold: The edge of the
current is an accumulation /.one for surface algae and phytoplankton which fre-
quently delineate the boundary by high reflectance in MSS (i. In add it ion a change
of sea state frequently occurs, steeper waxes and more whiteeaps occurring in the
current. Fig. S shows how the cyclonic edge of the current has been detected bv
KRTS supported by concurrent surface observat ions. The left -hand panel (MSS 4)
shows the greener (lighter shade) water of Florida Hay delineating I lie edge of the
bluer (darker shade) Loop Current. This is an expected consequence of analysis
of the data in Fig. 2. The right-hand panel (MSS 5) shows the current appearing
brighter than the surrounding waters. Maul interprets this as the overriding in-
fluence- of whiteeaps and foam in the higher sea state of the current and suggests
that a sea state 1 correction measurement is necessary in order to quantify anv ocean
color measurements. Alternately, the possibility exists that the MSS observations
could be used to estimate sea state.
2.8. Ocean Features in Island Lees
Hanson. Hebard and Cram arc studying the application of KRTS data to
locating eddies in the lee of the Antilles. These eddies are known /.ones of high
productivity and possibly good tuna fisheries. Fig. !• is a mosaic of images from
two consecutive days. These are negative prints so that the lighter appearing
features to the west of the islands are regions of low reflectance. Note also the
rapid change in these features, particularly in the Ice of St. Vincent where the
one-day delay in adjacent transits produces a remarkable change in the imagery.
Hanson [A] has shown that these features align with the local wind and may lie
caused by a modification of the sea and/or swell in a wind shadow of the island.
The features are seen in all bands and hence are surface phenomena but have not
been confirmed in ground truth cruises to date. A firm conclusion as to the cause
of these features has not been reached nor has the impact of their existence on the
environment been analyzed.
•i.'.t. Internal Waves
Apel |o| has interpreted the wavelike features of Fig. 10 as surface manifesta-
tions of internal waves. The patterns on this image arc in agreement with re-
fraction patterns computed for internal waxes of 1000 in wavelength for the
bat hymetry in the southeastern New York Right. The left-hand panel is a conl last
st ret el icd computer enhancement of the original scene (right -hand panel) by Maul
et al. |(i|. The contrast stretching technique is to assign all values above a certain
cutoff on t he MSS digital tapes to the highest exposure and all those below another
threshold to the lowest exposure. Thus, only the radiance steps of interest are
518
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Fig. 10. Contrast stretched computer enhancement (left) of patterns interpreted by Apel [5]
to be surface manifestations of internal waves impinging on the continental shelf off New York.
Horizontal scale in the enhancement by Maul et al. [6] is about 60 km.
assigned the intermediate gray levels, and many significant portions of the ocean
scene are revealed. In this case the surface reflection patterns generated by the
slick water/rough water patterns, typical of these waves, are markedly enhanced.
3. Conclusions
ERTS has proven itself to be a valuable tool to oceanographers in many disci-
plines. In several cases it has provided the first repetitive synoptic view with high
spatial resolution ever obtained. Observations have been made of the effect man
has on his environment [1], and in this way the data have focused attention on
new or emerging problems. The problem of scientifically correlating these data
with additional surface measurements and optimizing multi-spectral pattern
recognition lies ahead. Indeed the labor and the reward of ERTS are just beginning
to surface.
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Historical Introduction
Early work in the Gulf of Mexico has been summarized by Galtsoff
(195A) who edited a complete overview of the biology, chemistry, geology,
and physics of the area. In 1895, Lindenkohl published a map of the
temperature field at 250 fathous (457 meters), in degrees farenheit,
which is reproduced in figure 1. The warm waters of the Caribbean can
be seen flowing northward into the Gulf and penetrating deeply into the
ambient thermal field; similarly the Gulf Stream, seen as a region of
large horizontal temperature gradient, is flowing easterly and then
northerly through the Strait of Florida. In an analysis of these data
Sweitzer, in 1898, reported that the circulation was a spreading of this
inflow which resulted in an anticyclonic circulation around the entire
Gulf basin. Parr, in 1935, reported the opposite conclusion using
ATLANTIS data taken in 1933: the Gulf Stream takes only the shortest
path from Yucatan to the Strait of Florida. Even after reviewing
Dietrich's 1939 map of the salinity maximum core, which reflects the
deep penetration seen in figure I, Leipper expressed this divergence of
opinion as the state of knowledge in 1954. Work done in the 1960's,
notably by Leipper, Cochrane, Nowlin, and others at Texas A & M Univer-
sity, led Leipper (1970) to speculate that there was an annual cycle in
the current patterns in the eastern Gulf. A time-series to establish the
seasonality was reported during the survey's progress by Maul (1973).
This paper is a preliminary descriptive report on the time history of the
current from August 1972 to September 1973.
Observation Program
The sequence of pathlines of the Gulf Loop Current was started to
obtain the location of the cyclonic edge by ship in order to evaluate
several methods of location by satellite. Figure 2 is a cross-stream
transect taken on May 1, 1973, from north to south along the suborbital
track of the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) . Speed of the
vessel was about 10 knots, so the horizontal distance traveled from 1200
to 1700 GMT is approximately 90 kilometers.
Cross-section plots of surface salinity (hourly) , chlorophyll-a
(continuous), volume scattering function, B45 (hourly), radiometric sur-
face temperature (dashed; continuous), and bucket temperature (solid;
hourly) are drawn above the cross-section of temperature down to 450
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meters. Figure 2 is oriented such that the current flow is into the plane
of the page and on the right-hand side (i.e., facing downstream). Sur-
face observations are typical in that there is an increase of temperature
and salinity, and a decrease of chlorophyll-a and scattering when enter-
ing the current from the cyclonic (left-hand edge facing downstream) side.
The temperature field dominates the salinity to produce less dense water
to the right in agreement with a geostrophically balanced flow; chloro-
phyll-a and scattering interact to cause a color shift from greenish-blue
outside the current, to the cobalt blue so characteristic of this relatively
sterile water mass.
Using the historical precedent of Leipper (1970) and others, the 22°C
isotherm at 100 meters depth was chosen as an indicator of the current.
This isotherm is approximately 20 kilometers to the right of the cyclonic
edge, and near the surface velocity maximum. The observational strategy
greatly improved tracking efficiency as it gave the research vessel an
average boost of 2 knots. The actual tracking was done using expendable
bathythermographs (XBTs) . After observing hydrographic sections across the
Florida Straits from Cosgrove Shoal to Havana, and across the Yucatan
Straits from Cabo San Antonio to Isla Contoy, a zig-zag tracking pattern
was initiated. Typically, hourly BT's were taken. When the depth of the
22°C isotherm exceeded 125 meters or so, the ship's course was altered
90° to the left. This course was run until the 22°C isotherm was less
than 80 meters or so, and then course was altered to the right. The pat-
tern was continued from Yucatan, around the Loop to Dry Tortugas, in all
but a few cases, where weather or fuel considerations made it advisable
to run for Key West. After each trip, the position data were replotted
and a smooth plot constructed, which made a best fit to the estimated
courses and speeds made good. Positioning was accomplished using Loran A,
radar, visual, and celestial observations. It is difficult to estimate
errors, but based on Loran A- radar comparisons, + 1-3 kilometers seems
reasonable.
The expendable BT data were adjusted so that the average surface
reading on the strip chart recorder was in agreement with the average
bucket temperature. The strip chart recorder was tested (and adjusted if
necessary) before and after each cruise with a test canister. Infrared
temperatures were calibrated using a blackbody source in the laboratory so
that the radiometric temperatures could be compared to the bulk values.
This latter comparison is necessary in order to study the infrared obser-
vations of the N0AA-2 scanning radiometer, and to properly interpret those
data.
Discussion
Pathlines of the 22°C Isotherm at 100 meters depth are summarized in
figure 3. The series was obtained at 36-day intervals, coincidental with
the 18-day period of ERTS. Dates of each survey are labeled on the ap-
propriate pathline; where the cruise started at Yucatan in one month and
ended off Dry Tortugas in another, both months are labeled. The shortest
tracking time was three days and the longest six days, so that near
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synopticity was accomplished. Hydrographic station transects of the
straits added two days to each cruise. Conditions prior to the first
cruise were that a large anticyclonic detached eddy was observed in May,
1972. The current flowed essentially north from the Yucatan Straits and
curved in a gentle anticyclonic curvature, ending tangent to the Florida
Keys platform.
By September conditions had changed markedly. The initial current
direction had a significant easterly component and flowed directly toward
the west Florida shelf. There was evidence of Loop Current water on the
shelf, and the 22°C isotherm apparently went aground well north of Dry
Tortugas. It is notable that a red tide of Gymnodinium breve was reported
on the Florida shelf at this time. By late October the current had re-
formed to its southernmost extent, and evidence of Florida Bay water flow-
ing south through the Keys was noted in both the ship track and an ERTS
image. Murphy, et al. (1974) have used this evidence to partially docu-
ment the source of the first reported Florida east coast red tide. Ap-
parently the organisms were carried by the current through the Florida
Straits and exchanged with local coastal water north of Miami.
By December 1972, the current had swung to the west and had penetrated
into the Gulf to the same latitude as August. At 24°N, the stream flowed
in a sharp anticyclonic turn to the east. January 1973 was the only month
in which transects of the Straits were not obtained. This was due to 50-
knot winds and high seas forcing the ship to turn back. Only four cross-
ings were obtained but sufficient detail permitted the observation, for
the first time, that the current penetrated north of Dry Tortugas (25°N)
.
The "spring intrusion" (Leipper, 1970) continued through February,
March, April-May, and June when the current extended to 27°N. As the
current penetrated deeper it also swung further to the west and seemed
to be controlled by the bottom topography of Campeche Bank in agreement
with a potential vorticity conserving flow as postulated by Molinari and
Cochrane (1972) . North of 24°N the isobaths curve sharply to the west
and the current flows into deeper water where different dynamics probably
dominate.
A deep intrusion in July 1973, coupled with a marked cyclonic curva-
ture off the west Florida shelf, led us to expect separation of an eddy by
the following cruise. The deep intrusion from the east was not a sampling
artifact; a second vessel from the State University System of Florida
Institute of Oceanography (SUSIO) obtained hydrographic station data
across the shelf and out into the main current throughout this area. The
furthest western extent of the current also occurred in July.
By August 1973, the current system extended almost to the Mississippi
Delta. The expected eddy had not separated. Very low salinity water
(<24°/oo) was recorded by the SUSIO vessel, again cooperating with the
NOAA ship, all along the current-edge off the Florida Shelf. The hydro-
graphic section in the Florida Straits had surface salinities less than
30°/oo along the cyclonic boundary. Since the Loop Current was so close
to the delta area, and there are no other significant sources of fresh
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water, it seems probable that this was Mississippi River water in origin.
During the last cruise, September 1973, the current was found well
to the south again, at approximately the same penetration as February.
A trackline from Ft. Myers, west to 87°W, and north to Pascagoula, con-
firmed that an anticyclonic eddy had indeed separated and a significant
change in the hydrography of the eastern Gulf had occurred in one month.
There was no hint in the extensive August data that a recirculation had
begun as a prelude to the eddy formation, although observations by
Cochrane (personal communication, 1974) made between the April-May and
June cruises, showed substantial closure in his isotherm field in this
area.
Niiler and Richardson (1973) obtained a one-year time series of the
transport of the Florida Current between Miami and Bimini. These data,
taken during 1964-1970, show a transport minimum in December and a max-
imum in June. The data in figure 3 show a minimum penetration into the
Gulf in October-November and a maximum in July-August, which is in fair
agreement with the average transport cycle.
Significance to Shelf Acitvities
The discussion on the red tide of 1972 points out the significance
of the Loop Current's interaction with the shelf waters. In fact, even
the area of the Mississippi Delta must be considered part of the eco-
system in question.
The OLD SALT fishing tournament is another case in point of the
Loop Current's effect on man's activities. This cooperative venture
between scientists and sportsmen is designed to study the best location
for game fish. The cyclonic side of currents such as the Gulf Stream
are regions of upwelling; this upwelled water, being rich in nutrients,
forms the basis for a food chain which comprises a favorite feeding
ground for large predatory fish. The June 1973 tournament was quite
successful because of the close proximity of the cyclonic edge to the
shelf. The July 1973 event however was one of the poorest in fish catch
statistics and was probably due to the significant offshore shift of the
current. This same experience has been noted in at least two other
commercial fisheries around the eastern Gulf.
Richardson (1974, personal communication) suggested the following
plausible scenario: consider the case of an oil spill in July at the
shelf break off St. Petersburg. The east and southeast prevailing winds
will advect the surface waters out toward the Loop Current area at per-
haps 10 mi. /day. If, as in this series, the current is there, the oil
could be transported into the Florida Straits at 75 mi. /day perhaps to
be blown ashore at Miami Beach. If the current had broken into an eddy
at this time (e.g., Cochrane, 1972), the oil could be trapped in the
anticyclonic gyre, prevailing winds permitting. If a third possibility
occurs (no Loop Current at this latitude) , the oil may be driven ashore
on the northern or western shore of the Gulf. Similar arguments can be
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fostered for the winter condition when the wind direction has a strong
northerly component and remnant eddies may exist. It is clearly necessary
to know the location of the current, or to be able to accurately predict
its location, if we are to have a meaningful model for oil spill advection
forecasting.
Further Monitoring Needs
One of the purposes of the time-series given in figure 3 was to ob-
tain surface observations for correlation with ERTS and the NOAA-2
meteorological satellite. In a recent publication Maul and Gordon (1974)
discuss the relationship between the upwelling spectral irradiance, and
identification of the cyclonic boundary. This work is being extended to
the general problem of water mass identification by optical properties.
It is necessary to extend the work, in order to catalog the characteristic
spectral reflectance with the biological, chemical, and geological (sus-
pended sediments) variables in these waters. Such a task must be started
prior to the inception of oil drilling so that a baseline is established.
Further, remote sensing of ocean color will never be quantified, unless
this catalog is initiated.
Infrared sensing of sea surface temperature in the subtropics, for
the purpose of locating oceanic boundaries, is virtually useless during
most of the summer and early autumn. This is because, in the Gulf of
Mexico for example, the sea surface becomes isothermal, and the strong
horizontal thermal gradient at the surface front (figure 2) of the cur-
rent disappears. The data given in figure 3 are being analyzed using
the techniques of Maul and Sidran (1973) for current boundary location
during the winter months. The reliability of this method is expected to
be superior to that using ERTS, because the ERTS sensors are not optimized
for ocean color radiance levels or spectral distribution. Future space-
craft will overcome some of these shortcomings, but not all of them.
This points out the need to model the Gulf Basin numerically as has
been proposed by AOML (unpublished document, 1973). That proposal calls
for the use of these and other data in a prognostic mode in order to de-
velop adequate circulation predictions, which in turn, are needed to
model oil spills. Additionally, the interaction with the west Florida
shelf must be known, since this will be the offshore boundary condition
for models of the shelf circulation. Such studies will lead to the com-
bination of observations (surface vessel, remote platform, and buoy)
needed to specify the currents at any given time and hence be responsive
to any catastrophic event.
Conclusion
Preliminary analysis of the data presented in this paper shows that
the Gulf Loop Current has an annual cycle but the variations from year to
year are as yet unknown and unpredictable. The current strongly Influ-
ences the shelf circulation and interacts to exchange waters and hence
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particles and organisms. Knowledge of the location of the cyclonic
boundary is necessary for oil spill trajectory models; a proper combina-
tion of surface vessel, remote vehicle and buoy observations to input
into prognostic numerical models is as yet unknown.
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List of Figures
1. Lindenkohl ' s 1895 map of the temperature field (°F) at 250 fathoms
in the Gulf of Mexico. Data are from soundings made by Sigsbee,
Bartlett, and Brownson between 1874 and 1883. The shallow waters
(<250 fms) of Campeche Bank, and the west Florida shelf, strippled on
the chart, outline the topographic constraints of the Gulf Loop Cur-
rent. The deep intrusion of warm Caribbean water was not recognized
as a current pattern at all, even as late as 1954.
2. Thermal cross-section of the Gulf Loop Current on 1 May 1973 north-
west of Dry Tortugas. Horizontal distance for the five-hour run is
90 kilometers . Bucket temperature (hourly) is solid line and radio-
metric (10.5 - 12.5 urn) temperature is dashed, other variables con-
nect to their respective ordinate. The indicator isotherm is 22° C
at 100 meters which is approximately 20 kilometers to the right of
the maximum surface thermal gradient facing downstream.
3. Pathlines of the 22° C isotherm at 100 meters from August 1972,
through September 1973. Surveys were 36 days apart and in coinci-
dence with every other transit of the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite: where two months are given, the survey extended over the
change of date. Cruises were from three to six days in duration and
the research ship motored with a following current.
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Paper M 1
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ERTS RADIANCES AND GRADIENTS ACROSS
OCEANIC FRONTS
George A. Maul, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Miami, Florida, Howard R. Gordon, Department of Physics, Optical
Physics Laboratory, and Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, University of
Miami, Coral Gables, Florida
ABSTRACT
A time series of the Loop Current in the
Gulf of Mexico, covering an annual cycle of
growth, spreading, and decay, has been ob-
tained in synchronization with ERTS. Com-
puter enhanced images, which are necessary
to extract useful oceanic information, show
that the current can be observed either by
color or sea state effects associated with
the cyclonic boundary. The color effect
relates to the spectral variations in the
optical properties of the water and its sus-
pended particles, and is studied by radi-
ative transfer theory. Significant oceanic
parameters identified are: the probability
of forward scattering, and the ratio of
scattering to total attenuation. Several
spectra of upwelling diffuse light are com-
puted as a function of the concentration of
particles and yellow substance. These
calculations compare favorably with experi-
mental measurements and show that the ratio
of channels method gives ambiguous inter-
pretative results. These results are used
to discuss features in images where surface
measurements were obtained and are extended
to tentative explanation in others.
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INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing of the ocean in the visible region of the
spectrum is being explored for a variety of reasons. Maximum
insolation at 475 nm provides a natural energy source for
passive sensors. A minimum in the attenuation coefficient
for water may allow a passive measurement of some oceanic
properties as a function of depth. Variations in the spectra
of upwelling light at these wavelengths can be attributed to
variations in pigment forming molecules such as in phyto-
plankton and to variations in the concentration of scattering
particles such as suspended sediments. Strongly baroclinic
currents in the subtropics and tropics can be detected by
change in the optical properties across their boundaries when
infrared techniques fail due to isothermal surface conditions.
Patterns of man's activities in and on the ocean have near
surface manifestations which change the nature of upwelling
visible radiance.
The social significance of oceanic observations from a
vehicle such as ERTS has recently been summarized by Maul
(1974a). Discussions in the present paper are limited to a
study of the dominant feature of the Gulf of Mexico circula-
tion, that portion of the Gulf Stream System called the Loop
Current. This intense current transports vast amounts of
thermal and kinetic energy into the basin through the Yucatan
Straits. Temporal and spatial variability in the flow (figure 1)
was studied as part of the ground truth time-series which
followed the anti-cyclonic turning from Yucatan to the Florida
Straits. Some dynamical results were reported by Maul (1973a)
and will not be discussed here. As a purely descriptive
oceanographic study however, these data have significance in
hurricane intensification studies such as by Leipper and
Volgenau (1970); the investigation of the Florida east coast
red tide (Murphy, e t at., 1973) used these ship tracks and a
supporting ERTS image to document their arguments; the en-
vironmental impact of a recent accidental jettisoning of
cyanide canisters following a ship collision in the Gulf of
Mexico is being studied using these data (Corwin and Richardson,
1974). Continued reconnaissance of this current pattern is
Significant in our understanding of, and reaction to, the
transport, which affects fishing industries, marine trans-
portation, and public health.
ERTS OBSERVATIONS OF OCEANIC FRONTS
The location of the cyclonic boundary of the Loop Current
was obtained by tracking the 22°C isotherm at 100 meters depth
using expendable bathythermographs. The pathline of this
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isotherm is of the order of 20 kilometers to the right
(facing downstream) of the surface frontal zone (Hansen and
Maul, 1970). This, coupled with ship observations of chloro-
phyll-a, surface temperature, volume scattering function, and
sea state, provides the baseline measurements to insure that
the interpretations to follow are well founded. Figure 2 is a
temperature-depth profile across the current along a suborbital
track during a satellite transit; surface observations are at
the top of the figure. This summarizes the general conditions
of increasing temperature and salinity and decreasing chloro-
phyll and scattering when crossing the boundary into the
current and serves to orient them to the indicator isotherm.
These observations confirm (Maul and Hansen, 1972) that
changes in all these properties occur simultaneously allowing
an increase in confidence when a recognition decision is made
using several variables.
Diffuse reflectance from beneath the ocean, which is de-
fined as the ratio of upwelling to downwelling irradiance,
measured just above the surface, is rarely more than 0.05.
Reflectance from the ocean's surface, which is independent
of diffuse reflectance, can be comparable or even substantially
larger depending on sea state, and this has been shown by Maul
(1973b) to be a useful indicator of the current. Reflectance
from clouds and agricultural scenes is sometimes an order of
magnitude greater than from the ocean, even in the 500-600 nm
wavelength (a.) region. In order for the NASA Data Processing
Facility (NDPF) to produce an image for an average scene
radiance, the ocean signal is compressed into the lowest few
gray scales. This is clearly illustrated in figure 3 which is
a scanline plot across the boundary of the Loop Current from
the multispectral scanner. The large spikes in all four
channels (MSS 4 upper) are clouds; there seems at first glance
to be very little change in digital number (DN) , which is pro-
portional to radiant intensity, as a function of the sample
number. However, careful examination shows that the average
value of the DN at samples greater than number 950 is slightly
larger than those before this point. It will be seen that
this marks the transition to higher radiances caused by in-
creased sea state in the current.
In order to graphically display this small change over a
two-dimensional region, computer enhancement is necessary.
Contrast stretching for the ocean scene is accomplished by
first studying the frequency distribution of DNs in a training
area on the image; the area is selected to be representative
of the ocean away from land and is large enough to be statisti-
cally significant. As seen from figure 3, such a histogram
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would be strongly bimodal due to clouds. Selection of the upper
(DN ) and lower (DN-,) cutoff can be set at + 2 standard deviations
about the ocean mode; in this case 9<DN<13 was used. It should
be noted that each image will have different cutoff values and
that the final image is quite sensitive to the range of DN chosen
(Charnell et al
.
, 1973). The general expression for computing
the stretch variable (C ) is:
C = M
DNu-DN
DN U -DN|
n
(for DN,<DN<DN U ) (l)
where M is the maximum value allowed by the output device, and
n is an arbitrary integer exponent. Equation 1 produces a nega-
tive of the input digital image; positive whole integers n,
further stretch the low radiance values encountered in the ocean.
The graphic result of using equation 1 on the data from which
figure 3 was taken is given in figure 4.
Figure 4 is a negative print of an area due north of the
Yucatan Straits using MSS 5 data. Computer enhancement in this
iamge uses only five gray scales of the 128 levels available;
all values below DN-, are set to 127 and all above DNU are set to
0. The boundary between the resident Gulf waters (left) arid the
current (right) is seen as a transition from light to dark tones
respectively. Since the radiance levels in the ocean are so low.
the oceanographer must resort to computer enhancement as this
example shows.
Figure 5 is another enhancement of the Loop Current boundary
using MSS 5 where 7^DN<15 and n = 2. In this negative image of
the western Florida Keys, water from Florida Bay extends into
the Florida Straits and is entrained by the Loop Current. The
current boundary in both figures 4 and 5 was delineated by sur-
face vessel tracks during the day of the satellite transit.
Notice that the current is darker in tone (higher in radiance)
in figure 5. This is caused by the dominance of surface reflec-
tion due to higher sea state in the current in figure 4, as com-
pared to higher reflectance due to particles in the Florida Bay
water in figure 5.
SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
At this point it is useful to consider in detail the proc-
esses contributing to the radiance spectrum N(a) at the position
of the satellite. Solar radiation incident at the top of the
atmosphere is absorbed and scattered in the atmosphere. Some
radiation is scattered back into space without striking the
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ocean contributing a radiance N (a) at the satellite. The rest
(which is not absorbed) will interact with the ocean. This
interaction can yield upwelling radiance above the ocean in three
ways: 1) specular reflection from the surface; 2) diffuse re-
flection from foam (bubbles) on or just beneath the ocean surface;
and 3) the diffuse reflection from water molecules and suspended
particles in the water. Of these the first two phenomena are
closely related in that they depend on the sea state, while the
third source of radiance is essentially independent of sea state.
The specular reflectance from the rough ocean surface can be
computed by the methods of Cox and Munk (1954) in terms of the
wind speed and incident radiance distribution. The diffuse re-
flectance from white caps can be approximately accounted for by
assuming they are "white", Lambertian, and have an albedo of 1
so that they contribute uniform upwelling radiance just above
the surface given by
H (X) ^r
where f is the fraction of the scene covered by the white caps
and H (a) the irradiance incident on the sea surface. The third
source of radiance, that from beneath the surface, is the most
difficult to compute and will be discussed in detail below. We
can write tbe radiance at the satellite as
N(X) = N s (X) + x (X)N ss (X) + a(X) Nd (X) ( 2 )
where Nss.(a) is the contribution at the surface due to reflec-
tion from the surface and white caps, Nj is the diffuse radiance
just above the surface due to photons that have penetrated the
ocean, a (a) and "'(a) are atmospheric transmittance factors for
Nj and Nss . "(a) and v(a) are in general not equal since
the radiance distribution (variation with angle) of Nss and N,
are different. It is possible for photons to be reflected from
the surface, backscatter from the atmosphere into the ocean,
and scatter back into the atmosphere. Photons which do this we
consider to be a part of N^ . It should be stressed at this
point that Nj(a) in the above equation is the only source of
radiance that contains information about conditions beneath the
sea surface such as the concentration and composition of sus-
pended particles and dissolved organic material. A thorough
understanding of the dependence of Nj(a) on the basic optical
properties of the water and its constituents is required in
order to obtain quantitative information about the constituents
of the ocean from measurements of N
,
(a ) . The remainder of this
section is devoted to relating N, (AJ to these optical properties.
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We shall assume that the radiance distribution incident on the
sea surface is given, and that the radiance is transmitted from
the ocean to the satellite in a known manner given by a (a) and
y(x) in equation 2. This reduces the problem to that of taking
a known downwelling radiance distribution just above the sea
surface, and computing the distribution (just above the surface)
of the upwelling radiance. As mentioned above, radiant energy-
interacting with the ocean can be absorbed by water, suspended
particles, and dissolved organic material commonly called yellow
substance with absorption coefficients aw , a , a respectively
and scattered by the water and particles with scattering coef-
ficients b and b (scattering by the yellow substance appears to
be negligible). The total attenuation coefficient, c, for these
interactions is given by
C = Cw + Cp + Cy ( 3 )
where Cw
s O^ + b^
C
P
=0
P +bP, (4)
c
y
= a
y
are the beam attenuation coefficients of the water, particles,
and yellow substance. The scattering is further characterized
by the phase function, P(0) , which relates to the intensity of
radiation, dJ(0), singly scattered from a small sample volume, dv,
when illuminated by an incidence irradiance, HQ , through
(H dv)b
(5)
2*/o
T P(0)sin0d0 = l
The total phase function for water and particle scattering is
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P{ft) _
(bw Pw (0) + bpPp(0))
(bw + bp )
where Pw and P^ are the phase functions due to water only
and particles only respectively. It is convenient to further
define the forward (F) and backward (B) single scattering
probabilities by
Bil-F
F=2ir f
w/z P(0)sin0 d0 (6)
Jo
and the single scattering albedo by
«.,| C7)
Hence it is clear that
(bpBp+bwBw ) (g)B=
(bp + bw )
(bw + bp)
w = -
,
(9)
(aw + ap + oy + bp+bw)
and in general, f\ . ,
It should be noted that all of the above quantities
depend on wavelength (a) . The transfer of radiation in the
ocean is governed by the radiative transfer equation which
has been discussed in detail by Chandrasekhar (1960) and
Preisendorf er (1965). Gordon and Brown (1973) have computed
the diffuse reflectance (upwelling irradiance/incident irradi-
ance) just above a flat homogenous ocean as a function of its
optical properties by a Monte Carlo technique. Using a com-
bination of the parameters which arise naturally from the
quasi-single scattering model (Gordon 1973), Gordon, Brown
and Jacobs (in preparation) show that the diffuse reflectance
(R(j) can be written
Rd=O.I79x + 0.05IOx2 + O.I7IOx3 ( 10 )
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Bw
x =
where (l w F)
Rd is to first order independent of the distribution of the
incident irradiance. It should be emphasized that the above
equation does not include the irradiance specularly reflected
from the sea surface or white caps, i.e. Rj is the contribution
to the reflectance from photons which penetrate the surface and
are multiple scattered back into the atmosphere. Preliminary
computations (Gordon and Brown unpublished) indicate equation 9
is also valid for a moderately rough surface. The radiance
distribution above the sea surface (due to photons scattered
out of the ocean) is only weakly dependent on m , and thus
the radiance at any viewing angle will in first order vary with
u,
o
,
and B in the same fashion as Rd . Hence, it is sufficient
to study the influence of the optical properties of the ocean
on Rj alone.
Equation 9 shows that the important oceanic parameters are
w and B, and so the observed reflectance spectrum, R, (A), can be
explained entirely through a knowledge of u. (a) and B(a). Con-
versely under optimum conditions, only<u (A) or B(A) can be de-
duced from R^j and then only if one of these quantities is al-
ready known. The situation appears quite depressing when it is
realised that i»„(a) is only imperfectly known even for pure water
and to our knowledge there are no measurements of B (X ) and
u)
o
(a) for various kinds of suspended particles. Hence at the
presf.i.r. time it is difficult to interpret "> (A ) and B(a) even if
both could be extracted from Rj( A ) measurements. This under-
scores the necessity of laboratory experimentation to determine
tliese optical properties for various ocean constituents such as
marine phytoplankton, and suspended mineral particles, for ade-
quate interpretation of oceanic "color". If the optical prop-
erties of the constituents are known, then it is theoretically
possible to determine their concentrations through observations
Of R^(a) as is discussed in several examples below.
We shall now examine a particularly simple problem of in-
terpretation, that of determining the concentration of suspended
material in the absence and presence of yellow substance. The
particles are assumed to be nonabsorbing , and their scattering
coefficient is assumed to be independent of wavelength [cases
where bp = (const.) A" n with n<l have also been investigated and
yield results not dramatically different from the n = case].
These calculations will not apply at all to locations with par-
ticles containing absorbing pigments such as phytoplankton in the
water, since Mueller (1973) and Gordon (1974) have shown that
scattering from such particles varies strongly with wavelength
near the pigment absorption bands.
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To find Bp , Petzold's measurements of P(#) from the Tongue of
the Ocean (T0T0) , San Diego Harbor (SDH) and Off Shore Cali-
fornia (OSC) at 530 nm have been used. Assuming the above for
By and bw , the contribution from water is subtracted yielding
the Bp values listed in Table 1 (o> is given in the paren-
thesis and cu
o
for filtered sea water at this wavelength is
0.136).
TABLE 1
Derived Values of B for the Indicated Locations
TOTO SDH OSC
0.0165 (.59)
0.0158 (.25)
0.0130 (.26)
0.0186 (.82)
0.0194 (.83)
0.0169 (.91)
0.00966 (.59)
0.00836 (.55)
0.00836 (.55)
From Table 1 it is clear that Bp not only varies considerably
from one location to another, but also varies considerably
for a single region. This is unfortunate in that for snail
o.
o
,
R(j is directly proportional to »> B and « and B are then
equally important in determining Rj for these cases. We
shall assume that Table 1 gives the range of variation of B
to be axpected in natural waters, however this is probably
not the case. Furthermore we will assume Bp (and Bw ) isindependent of wavelength.
Since a is taken to be zero, and the aw (x) estimate of
Tyler, Smith^and Wilson is to be used, only ay (a) remains to
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be considered. This is taken from Jerlov (1968, Page 56) and
is parameterized by
Qy(X) = a
ye
0'45(550-X)
where \ is in nm. Reasonably high concentrations^ of yellow
substances in the open ocean have ay ~ 5 x 10
3 m (i.e.,
near Galapagos Islands) however, ay can be much larger in
coastal regions.
Using the above and equation 10, we have computed R^(X)
called Reflectance (0,-) in the figures, as a function of
bp/bw (proportional to the concentration of suspended par-
ticles) for various values of Bp and a . The results are
given in figures 6 through 10.
Figure 6 shows the Rj for \ = 550 nm as a function of
b
p /bw and Bp . The linearity of Rj with bp /bw is to be noted.
These results clearly demonstrate the importance in knowing
Bp for a quantitative determination of the particle concen-
tration from R(j (which is measured at the sea surface) .
Figure 7 shows spectra of Ra again for various values of
bp /bw but now with Bp = 0.0165. These spectra have the samegeneral shape as those observed by Tyler and Smith (1970)
just beneath the surface in Crater Lake, but are not in
quantitative agreement even when the loss due to transmittance
through the water surface is considered. Basically the
difference is that quantitative agreement requires too large
a value of bp /bw . This could be due to the value of Bp used,
the fact B is assumed to be independent of wavelength, or
inaccuracies in their estimated a (X) on which the present
calculations are based. In any event the computations can be
used as a guide for examining ERTS related data. Figure 8
shows the influence of yellow substance on the reflectance
for the case with bp /bw = 128 and Bp = 0.0165. The majorinfluence of the yellow substance is to depress the blue
region of the reflectance spectrum. All of these results are
summarized in figures 9 and 10, where the reflectances have
been integrated over the ERTS MSS channels 4 (figure 9) and
5 (figure 10) for various B and ay as a function of b /bw .
It is seen that the yellow substance influences the reflec-
tance in MSS 4 only at very high concentrations (for the open
ocean) and essentially plays no role in the MSS 5 reflectance.
Therefore, for suspended particle concentrations, it appears
that MSS 5 is best with MSS 4 only slightly degraded by the
dissolved organic materials. It should be emphasized again
that the above discussion refers only to the case of no
phytoplankton (chlorophyll)
!
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We now turn to the problem of estimating bp/bw or some
related quantity from satellite observations. Since the
above calculations are only for the case of negligible
phytoplankton (chlorophyll) concentrations we must find
criteria from which to choose which ERTS channels will satisfy
this constraint. Also unless only MSS 5 is used we expect
yellow substances to be important especially in coastal re-
gions where river runoff, etc., may be considerable. Further-
more there is the additional problem that the reflectance
depends on B- which is also unknown, as will as bp/bw . We
have developed a method which partially overcomes some of
these problems. Considering the radiances observed in MSS 4
and 5, we have approximately
N 4 = °4Nd4 + r4NSS4+NS4
N 5 =a5 Nd5 + r5NSs 5 + N S5
ai)
where a^ and 7- (i = 4, 5) are the fractions of N^i and Nss -
(measured at the sea surface) that reach the sensor. It is
assumed that <»^ and yj are constant over an ERTS Frame (if
they vary in a known way, their influence is easily accounted
for and will not be discussed further) . Now from the theory
b,
Nd4 =k4
-
P
Nd 5 =k 5
W
bp (12)
bw
where k* and kr are essentially independent of bp/bw , but
depend directly on Bp . Taking the horizontal gradient, V^
?
of equation 11 using equation 12 we find
VHN i = k j a iVH (-^) + yjvHNss .
a3)
since N s ^ is nearly constant over a frame (v"N s . = 0). The last
term in equation 13, Vj^Nc S - , is the horizontal gradient of the
reflected radiance from the sea surface. This is nearly zero
everywhere except where the sea state changes dramatically
with horizontal distance (for example in figure 4). Nearly
everywhere on the frame then, VuN ss - = 0, so
VH N4 k4a4
VHN 5 k 5a 5 CM)
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Again a
4 /
a
c is constant (or slowly varying) over the scene;
so almost everywhere in the frame, variations in ?hn4/ vHN 5
are the result of variations in IC4/IC5. Now if
Bp is constant, or if the "mean" Bp is constant in each
wavelength band, this would imply that essentially only the
concentration of scattering particles varies over the frame,
i.e. not the nature of particles or their size distribution.
In this case, k4/k 5 would be constant. Hence essentially
k4/k$ will vary, if the nature or size distribution of the
particles varies over the frame (Bp changes) , or if the
yellow ,substance concentration varies considerably over the
frame, which would force k/\. to vary independently of ks.
Thus if we find
VH N4 „
vhn 5
" Const (is)
it is reasonable to expect that only the particle concentration
changes over the frame. In this case
VHN4 orVHN5 ~VH (particle concentration) t16 )
Note here that these relations should also apply to scenes
containing phytoplankton if they are the dominant scatterers',
but for mixtures of phytoplankton and suspended white particles,
one would expect equation 15 to be violated over a scene if the
relative concentrations vary drastically. To reiterate, if 15
holds, probably only the particle concentration varies over the
frame, and 16 can be used to measure the gradient of its con-
centration. Since Bp is unknown, the actual concentration is in-determinate without ground truth to better than a factor of two,
since this is the assumed uncertainty in Bp . Several examples of
the use of the above ideas for analysis of ERTS data are pre-
sented below.
DISCUSSION
Equation 16 was applied to MSS 4 and MSS 5 data in
figure 1.1. This computer enhanced negative image of the
Cape Hatteras region shows what appears to be large gradients
in suspended sediment. The Gulf Stream apparently has
entrained particles from Rayleigh Bay and is carrying them
out to sea. Along the scanline shown we have computed
17 M - g
-k M + h
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properties of the individual components with wavelength is
known.
As an example of this, the spectra given in figure 12
were integrated over the MSS 4, MSS 5, and MSS 6 filter
functions. A series of numerical tests were then made of
ratios, differences, and sums to see if the three water types
could be distinguished at the sea surface. It was quite easy
to distinguish on the basis of such calculations between the
Gulf Stream waters and the coastal waters, and between the
coastal waters and the plankton bloom; however it was not
possible to distinguish between the Gulf Stream and the
plankton bloom. This suggests, as the theory implies, that
for these data the ratio test (MSS 4/MSS 5) is not likely to
be successful in specifying the chlorophyll-a concentration.
Further, since the sea surface component, Nss , (a) ? spectrally
alters N (A), numerical tests (ratios, differences eta.) are
invalid indicators of oceanic properties.
Probably the most efficient method of determining the
concentration of the constitutents in the ocean will be to
compare theoretical and experimental spectra, adjusting the
constitutent concentrations in the theoretical spectra until
agreement is found. This of course requires a basic under-
standing of the optical properties of the constitutents which
can be derived only from carefulin situ and laboratory experi-
ments. It seems that at the present time much energy and
money is being expended to try and use optical methods to
locate and study materials with nearly unknown optical pro-
perties suspended or dissolved in a medium with only poorly
known optical properties. This must be overcome before
significant progress can be made.
A final interpretation of oceanic observations from ERTS
is given in figure 13 which is a computer enhanced MSS 6
negative image of southeastern Florida. The dark lineation
parallelling the coast in the upper portion of the image is a
zone of high reflection caused by locally increased Nss along
the edge of the Florida Current. The increase in surface
reflectance is probably caused by surface wave interaction with
the cyclonic boundary and is not bottom influence. This further
explains the edge effect and supports the discussion on the
local dependence of Vj_jN on v h^ss on ly given above. Another
example of the dominance of Nss is the bright slick areas
(low N) off the Virginia Key sewer treatment plant. This is
probably caused by the dampening of the glitter causing
capillary waves in the oil film associated with the organic
slick. The slick, which has drifted south past the popular
Key Biscayne beaches, offers an explanation of the narrow
lineation off shore in the Florida Straits: a passing oil
tanker heading south which is pumping her bilges would cause
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where the least squares values for g=0.38 and h=0.00, and the
linear correlation coef f icient, r
,
is 0.66. The coefficient of
determination, r 2 , which is the ratio of the explained varia-
tion from the mean (by the least squares line) to the total
variation, is 44%. Physically this means that this image may
not be useful for determining particle concentrations because
B <u (i.e. av ), or bp /bw may be changing. The extent to which
this holds true' in natural waters is unknown; this will be
extensively tested in the New York Bight area where turbidity
measurements are being made by NOAA vessels concurrent with
ERTS transits.
The data of figures 7 and 8 can be compared to measure-
ments of upwelling irradiance. Data given in figure 12 were
observed using a %-meter Ebert spectroradiometer from 3 meters
above the surface; these observations were made during the
time frame of figure 5 and represent the water types shown in
that image. All spectra were carefully selected to represent
the same downwelling irradiance, sea state, sun angle, cloud
cover, and absence of bottom influence. Specular reflection
due to waves were minimized by preselecting ten spectra with
similar shapes. After digitizing the records, averages and
standard deviations (") were computed at each wavelength; if
values exceeded the average by 1», they were rejected and a
new mean computed. Absolute values of the spectra are traced
to NBS through the 2 -meter integrating sphere at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center.
As the chlorophyll-a concentration increases, the spectral
peak shifts to longer wavelengths in similarity with the com-
puted data in figure 8. This is not to say that the chloro-
phyll-a and the yellow substance produce quantitatively similar
results; in general they will not. What it does imply is that
the broad absorption bands in pigments such as chlorophyll and
yellow substance at shorter wavelengths (<600 nm) produce
qualitatively similar effects in the spectra. When other fac-
tors are equal, increasing the concentration of pigments will
cause a decrease in the radiance in MSS 4 only. In nature
however, such as in a plankton bloom or in a river plume,
increased amounts of chlorophyll are normally accompanied by
increased particle concentrations (organisms which contain
the chlorophyll) as well as yellow substances (decay products
of the plankton) , and increased amounts of "white" suspended
particles in the river plume case. The radiances in MSS 4
and 5 will in these cases vary in a manner which frill depend
again on the relative concentration of the constitutents , and
since a and b vary almost independently, the reflectance
signature, which depends on <" (A) and B(A) is not unique and
can be unraveled only when the variation of the optical
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a similar feature on the image. Thus ERTS could be useful in
patrolling coastal waters for such illegal acts which affect
the nearshore water quality.
CONCLUSIONS
The spectral properties of the oceanic front associated
with the Loop Current have been studied by ship and satellite
observations and by radiative transfer theory. It is seen
that computer enhancement is required to extract useful
information from the ERTS data for the ocean scene. The
Current boundary can be detected by changes in the surface
reflectance, Nss , as well as the diffuse reflectance, Nj, from
below the surface; N^ however is dependent on both B and
"o,
and thus the spectral interpretation of ocean color requires
surface truth measurements for meaningful results. Particle
concentrations, which can delineate currents, can be estimated
in MSS 5 if the ratio vh^4 / vh^5 ^ s reasonably constant over a
scene. MSS 4 is strongly influenced by yellow substance, and
particle estimation based on these data are invalid in many
coastal zones. Water mass identification using ratios or
differences of MSS 4, 5, and 6 data have no validity in either
theory or observation in the Gulf of Mexico. Finally, it must
be emphasized that the spectrum of upwelling radiance just
above the surface is a function of both Nd and Nss and that
Nss frequently dominates.
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Figure 1. Time series of the Loop Current in the Gulf of Mexico, August 1972-
September 1973. The pathlines are the location of the 22°C isotherm
at 100 meters depth. Each cruise was synchronized with ERTS passes
over the area every 36 days. The indicator isotherm was located by
expendable bathythermographs from a surface vessel; this isotherm is
approximately 20 kilometers to the right of the cyclonic edge facing
downstream.
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crossing into the current. Similarly chlorophyll-a and volume
scattering function at 45° (436nm light) decrease. The temperature-
depth section shows the relation between the 22°C at 100 meters and
the surface frontal zone (at ca. 1330 GMT). Horizontal scale is 5
hours travel time at 9.8 knots or 90 kilometers.
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Fiaure 4 Neqative print of computer enhanced (9<DN<.13; n
= 1 ) MSS 5 image ofg . g p.
c ^^
P
Qf ^ ^ Loop
-
Current< Surface vessel track
confirmed the location of the current to be the darker shade
(higher
radiance) region on the right hand side of the image (ERTS ID 1065-
15411). Scanline plot in Fig. 4 horizontally passes through the
middle of the scene. Horizontal distance across the image is
9U
kilometers.
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Figure 7. Computed reflectance in percent at the sea surface as a function of wavelength for
various values of the ratio of the particle scattering coefficient to the water scatter-
ing coefficient. Note the wavelength dependence in these spectra of changing the
particle concentration.
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Observed upwelling spectral irradiunce in the Gulf of Mexico, November 1972. The
three spectra represent typical observations during the time series, and whow the
shift of the dominant wavelength to larger values with increased surface chlorophyll-a.
The volume scattering function, g45, is for blue (436nm) light.
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:igure 13. Negative print of computer contrast stretched (7^DN<15; n = 2) FRTS
image of South Florida (ERTS ID 1026-15230) . The Florida Current
can be seen as a line of dark lineation parallel to the coast; bot-
tom is essentially invisible in this MSS 6 scene. A ship can be
seen by its characteristic V-shaped wake just offshore of Miami
Beach. Possibly the Virginia Key sewer outfall area can be observed
by its low reflectance due to an organic slick. Hc.izcntal distant
across the image is 90 kilometers.
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Major ocean currents such as the Loop Current in the eastern Gulf of Mexico
have surface manifestations which can be exploited for remote sensing. A one
year time-series to study certain aspects of the surface expression of this cur-
rent was conducted in 1972-1973. Surface chlorophyll-a concentrations, which
contribute to the shift in color from blue to green in the open sea, were found
to have high spatial variability; significantly lower concentrations were obser-
ved in the current. The cyclonic edge of the current is an accumulation zone
which causes a peak in chlorophyll-a concentration. The dynamics also cause sur-
face concentrations of algae, which have a high reflectance in the near infrared.
Combining these observations gives rise to an "edge effect" which can show up as
a bright lineation on multispectral imagery delimiting the current's boundary
under certain environmental conditions. Frequently the sea-state in the current
is higher than in surrounding water due to differential shear. When high seas
introduce bubbles, white caps, and foam, the reflectance is dominated by scat-
tering rather than absorption. This has been detected in ERTS imagery and used
for current location.
Les grands courants oceaniques tels que le Loop Current, dans la region
orientale du Golfe du Mexique, sont sujets a des phenomenes de surface qu'il est
possible d'exploiter par la teledetection. Une serie d'experiences etalees sur
une annee et destinees a etudier certains aspects des phenomenes de surface de
ce courant furent menees en 1972-1973. On a constate que les concentrations en
surface de la chlorophylle-a, qui contribue a une modification de coloration, du
bleu au vert, en haute raer, etaient grandement variables d'un point a un autre;
on observa des concentrations nettement basses dans le courant. Le bord cycloni-
que du courant constitue une zone d 'accumulation qui provoque une concentration
maximale de la chlorophylle-a. L'effet dynamique provoque egalement une concen-
tration en surface des algues qui possedent une haute reflectance dans le proche
infra-rouge. En combinant ces observations, on aboutit a un "effet de bord" qui
se manifeste par une ligne brillante sur une image multi-spectrale, indiquant
les limites du courant dans certaines conditions d'environnement. II arrive fre-
quemment que le niveau marin soit plus eleve dans le courant que dans les eaux
avoisinantes en raison d'un cisaillement dif ferentiel. Lorsqu'une grosse mer
provoque la formation de bulles, de cretes et d'ecume, la reflectance est plu-
tot dominee par la diffusion que par 1 'absorption. Ce phenomene a ete mis en
evidence dans les images ERTS et utilise pour localiser un courant.
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INTRODUCTION
The major circulation feature of the Gulf of Mexico is the so-called Loop
Current. This flow enters the basin as a well formed western-boundary current
through the Yucatan Straits. It penetrates into the Gulf to a varying latitude
before it exits through the Straits of Florida. Transporting vast amounts of
heat, salt and momentum, the current significantly affects circulation on the
shelf, local fisheries, marine transportation and is thought to be associated
with hurricane intensification.
The current boundary separates two water masses. Across the boundary there
is a difference in temperature, salinity, color, velocity, and biomass. These
surface manifestations can be used for remote sensing in our efforts to monitor
the current's variability. However, surface temperature difference, one of the
best indicators, is not usable in the subtropics due to summer insolation which
makes the sea surface isothermal. Other surface features, such as ocean color
and evidences of horizontal current shear, probably have less seasonal vari-
ability.
This paper is a preliminary report on a time series of observations across
the surface boundary layer of the Loop Current, and its detection by remote
sensing, using several aspects of the surface features. The research is designed
to investigate the seasonal variability of the juxtaposed water masses, both
temporally and spatially, and the detection by the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) of their boundary.
FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The field work began in June 1972 with a ship/aircraft experiment designed
to detect the color boundary of the Loop Current front south of Dry Tortugas,
Florida. The NASA C-130 flew over the research vessel track which was oriented
in the same azimuth as the ERTS suborbital track. Seven altitudes were flown,
at 1 00 mb decrements, over the ship. Aircraft data collection included RC-8 col-
or and color IR photography as well as multispectral photography to simulate the
ERTS Multispectral scanner (MSS) imagery, PRT-5 sea surface temperature pro-
files, Bendix 24 channel scanner data, and inflight recordings of atmospheric
temperature, pressure and moisture.
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Prior to the aircraft overflights the scientific crew aboard R/V Bellows
located the boundary. Measurements of ocean temperature, chlorophyll-a, volume
scattering function, and salinity were made every ten meters down to 50 meters;
Forel color, and upwelling and downwelling spectral irradiance were taken at
each of the five stations that bracketed the front. During the overflights on
the following day, closely spaced surface measurements of the same variables
(except irradiance) were taken. All measurements were made using standard oce-
anographic techniques or analyzed by methods detailed by Strickland and Parsons
(1968).
In August 1972 a one-year time series of the Loop Current by ship and sat-
ellite was begun. The cruise plan was to occupy the suborbital track of ERTS
that crossed the west Florida shelf approximately 200 km west of Tampa and ter-
minates in the center of the Yucatan Straits. Every 36 days, the R/V Virginia
Key was on the suborbital track. Continuous surface observations of radiometric
temperature (in conjunction with the NOAA-2 IR sensors) and chlorophyll-a (by
the fluorometric method of Lorenzen, 1966) were made; at approximately 12 kilo-
meter intervals XBT's were taken, and samples were drawn for salinity, bulk tem-
perature, volume scattering function, and biomass analysis. At appropriate day-
light stations, measurements of upwelling and downwelling spectral radiance were
made using a 1/4 meter Ebert scanning spectroradiometer . A standard hydrographic
section of the Yucatan Straits was made in order to estimate the geostrophic
transport relative to 800 db. After the section, the cyclonic edge of the cur-
rent was tracked by following the pathline of the 22°C isotherm at 100 m; this
pathline loops from the western edge of Yucatan to the Florida Straits south of
Dry Tortugas and is in close proximity to the surface front. Finally another hy-
drographic section was observed along the suborbital track of ERTS that passed
from Key West to Havana.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The cyclonic edge of the Loop Current tends to concentrate flotsam and
jetsam. Natural materials, such as surface marine algae, were seen from the
June photography to have a pinkish cast on color IR (SO 397) film; this is con-
firmed in black and white IR photography (type 2 424 film and a 89B Wratten
Filter). When these algae are present, they appear as a bright lineation mark-
ing the edge of the current in ERTS MSS-6 (0.7 - 0.8 um)
.
A second consequence of the boundary layer dynamics is to concentrate chlo-
rophyll bearing organisms. A typical profile across the current boundary is giv-
en in figure 1 (*). This transect is from Key West harbor, out the channel into
the coastal water, and across the front. The feature of interest is the peak in
chlorophyll-a concentration just at the boundary. This is a phenomenon noticed
in many of the cruises and occurs to a varying degree in the deep sea as well
as near shore. Thus we have a dynamic explanation of the observations of
Lorenzen (1971). Details of the variability will have to await further analysis
because of expected seasonal and biological dependence. One would expect however
that a shift towards the green would occur and enhance the boundary in MSS-4
(0.5 - 0.6 um) . This does indeed happen as will be discussed below.
(') See figures I, 2 and 3 p . 58
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A third observation is the usual change in sea state across the boundary.
When winds and associated waves cross into zones of high current velocity with
an opposing set, the seas generally build up rapidly. It is not uncommon for the
sea state to increase from I to 2 m when crossing into the current. Thus an in-
crease of white caps, foam, and bubbles is encountered near the edge which in-
creases the reflectance in the current. This raises the reflectance in all chan-
nels, but in a non-uniform (wavelength dependent) manner.
The term "edge effect" (Maul, 1972) was coined to describe these phenomena
which can be exploited to detect the boundary of major ocean currents. Other
streaming events, such as sediments being entrained by the Gulf Stream after
passing source regions such as Cape Hatteras (ERTS 1 132 - 15 092), can be con-
sidered part of this edge effect. It allows a multispectral approach to recog-
nize the boundary of these currents in the absence of sea surface temperature
changes.
SPECTRAL INTERPRETATION
To understand the physics of reflection from the ocean, consider a simple
model of an ocean of semi-infinite depth (Z) with spherical scattering. The
spectral reflectance R(Z,-) is defined as the ratio of the upwelling irradiance
H(Z,+), i.e. that from the ocean, to the downwelling irradiance H(Z,-), i.e.
that from the sky and sun :
R(Z
'
_)
" H(zl-)
The reflectance is tacitly assumed to be a function of wavelength. From
scattering theory the reflectance at the sea surface (Z = 0) can be shown
to be :
R(0,-) - 1 - HOi) /I - to*,
where u>o is the ratio of the scattering coefficient (b) to the attenuation
coefficient (c) , H(u) is the so-called H-function for various scattering al-
bedos (ta)o) as tabulated by Chandrasekhar (1960) and u is the cosine of the ze-
nith angle. It should be emphasized that this model includes multiple scatter-
ing but does not include reflection back into the ocean at the sea surface or
the angular dependence of scattering, such as the Monte Carlo calculations of
Gordon and Brown (1973). Nevertheless it provides an analytic solution to the
radiative transfer equation which illustrates the fundamental variables in re-
flectance. An example of calculated reflectance from a plane water surface with
the sun in the zenith [ H(uq)] is given in figure 2. The curves are based on
scattering and attenuation coefficients given by Jerlov (1968) for natural
ocean water bodies; c and b are chosen to exemplify the behavior of reflectance.
Curve 1 is the spectral reflectance for pure water. Curve 2 is generated by
changing the attenuation coefficient due to an increased absorption coefficient
(a c - b) due to yellow substance. Note that the reflectance is lower and
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that the peak has shifted to a longer wavelength. Curve 3 is generated by in-
creasing the scattering coefficient due to isotropic scatters whose b is twenty
times the Rayleigh (molecular) scattering at 450 nm; only the magnitude of the
scattering increases, in a wavelength dependent manner, with the peak invariant.
Curve 4 combines the effects of absorption and scattering. The reflectance is
lower than pure scattering and the wavelength of the peak is shifted to the
green.
Curves 1 and 4 can be likened to the change in reflectance encountered when
crossing an ocean front. An example of an observed reflectance pair is taken
from the June aircraft experiment and given in figure 3. These are uncorrected
for the immersion effect and the reflectances are approximately 20% too high.
The zenith angle was 20° in each case. H(Z,+) was measured 1 m below the surface.
The Loop Current water (marked 2) is lower in chlorophyll-a (< O.lmg m~3)
and lower in volume scattering coefficient (6(45) = 2.6 x 1 0~3 m- ') than the
coastal water (marked 4) with 0.4 mg m~3 chlorophyll-a and 3(45) - 5.4 x 10
_
^m-1 .
If one assumes that the absorption coefficient is proportional to the chloro-
phyll-a concentration and the scattering coefficient is proportional to the vol-
ume scattering coefficient at 45° (Beardsley et/al
.
, 1970) then a qualitative
confirmation of reflectance theory is given.
The curves further suggest that changes in ocean color will be reflected
in MSS 4. Images MSS 4 and MSS 5 are images from ERTS I taken over the eastern
Gulf of Mexico during times of surface observations. Image ERTS 1 is MSS 4 data
showing the higher reflectance of water from Florida Bay pouring over the Keys
and being entrained by the Gulf Stream. This image confirms the discussion in
the previous paragraph.
Image MSS 5 data taken north of the Yucatan Straits during a period of sur-
face observations. The curving discontinuity in the water masses outlines the edge
of the current. However, the blue waters of the current are brighter than the
adjoining waters in contradiction to the results in figure 3. The explanation must
come from figure 2, where we see the effect of increased scatterers. A marked in-
crease in sea state was encountered in the current, which can account for a much
higher scattering coefficient due to entrapped air.
An additional explanation of this is offered through consideration of sea
state alone. Ross and Cardone (1972) observed that with 15 m s~l winds, 10% of
the surface of the sea is covered with white caps, and white caps reflect ap-
proximately 90%. If reflectance of the ocean is assumed to be 5% in the absence
of white caps and 10% of the sea is covered with white caps, then reflectance
is R = 5% (.9) + 10% (.9) = 13.5% or 270% higher than without white caps. Strong
and DeRyke ( 1"973) discovered that the location of current boundaries due to
changes in sea state could be detected from satellites due to changes in glitter
patterns; the sea state correlation which physically explains this was earlier
giver by Maul (1973).
The spectrum of total upwelling irradiance from above the ocean H'p(0,+)
R(0,~) + R s H(0,-) where Rs is the reflectance of the surface (both diffuse and
direct). For the case R s = constant and a given H(0,-), Hf depends on iHq. From
figure 2 we estimate that the ratio of R(0,-) at 450 nm to that at 525 nm for
pure water is ^ 4.5 (curve 1). The same ratio with scatterers only in the water
(curve 3) is 2.0. Quantative confirmation with realistic scattering phase func-
tions will have to be calculated using the Monte Carlo code. Theoretically, the
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signal of a differential radiometer (Arvesen, 1972) is subject to such variation
in w . If it is fortuitous that (Dq always varies in the ocean such that R(0,-)523
is constant (Duntley, 1972), then a dual channel instrument will work in the ab-
sence of sea state changes.
The solar spectrum is fairly flat in the visible region { H(o ,-)45()/H(0,-)700
•V 1 . 3] . Hence, higher sea states, which reflect high percentages of white light,
proportionally add more long wavelength energy to the upwelling irradiance. In
terms of a chromaticity diagram, this means that the purity changes but not the
dominant wavelength. To correct for sea state, a channel in a multispectral
scanner near 1 ym appears useful. At this wavelength there is a maximum in the
attenuation coefficient of pure water (i.e. UiQ * 0) , a maximum in atmospheric
transmissivity , and the influence of chlorophyll seems low.
CONCLUSIONS
ERTS imagery has been successful in providing information on the ocean in
both the near shore and deep sea environment. As the result of an "edge effect",
the cyclonic side of the Gulf Stream can reflect in several ERTS bands as a
prominent feature paralleling the current's edge. It is found however that sea
state is a significant variable that can dominate the reflectance and change
the spectral signature of surface waters. The prospect is therefore raised that
passive remote sensing using ERTS may be used to quantitatively estimate sea
state and near surface winds in areas of homogeneous water masses. Further, the
sea state problem must be considered a dominant variable in the determination
of ocean color from aerospace sensors.
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INTRODUCTION
La principale caracteristique de la circulation des eaux dans le Golfe du
Mexique est la presence du courant appele Loop Current deja nomme. Lorsque ce-
lui-ci s'introduit dans le bassin, c'est un courant dont la limite occidentale
est parfaitement nette a travers le detroit du Yucatan; il penetre dans le gol-
fe a une latitude variable avant d'en sortir par le detroit de Floride. Char-
riant d'enormes quantites de chaleur, de sel et d'energie dynamique , le courant
affecte de maniere significative la circulation sur le plateau continental, les
pecheries locales, les transports maritimes, et on pense que sa presence peut
etre liee a 1 'intensification de la force des ouragans.
La limite du courant separe deux masses d'eau; on note, de part et d'autre,
une difference de la temperature, de la salinite, de la couleur, de la vitesse
et de la bio-masse des eaux. L' etude de ces phenomenes de surface peut etre uti-
le dans les efforts entrepris pour surveiller les variations du courant par la
teledetection. Dans les regions subtropicales , il n'est toutefois pas possible
de se fonder sur l 1 etude des differences des temperatures de surface, l'un des
meilleurs indicateurs, en raison de l'ensoleillement d'ete qui rend la surface
de la mer isotherme. D'autres caracteristiques de surface, telles que la cou-
leur de l'ocean et les signes de cisaillement horizontal du courant, sont pro-
bablement moins sujettes a variations saisonnieres.
Le present document constitue un rapport preliminaire sur une serie d 'ob-
servations faites a travers la couche de surface limitant le Loop Current, et
son reperage par teledetection, a partir de plusieurs aspects de ses phenomenes
de surface. On a etabli ces recherches pour etudier la variation saisonniere des
masses d'eau voisines, aussi bien dans le temps que dans l'espace, et pour de-
tecter leurs limites a l'aide du Satellite de Technologie des Ressources Ter-
restres (ERTS).
EXPERIENCES OPERATIONNELLES
Le travail operationnel debuta en juin 1972; on fit appel a un navire et a
un avion et on tenta de detecter les limites de coloration du front du Loop
Current, au sud de Dry Tortugas, en Floride. Un avion C-130 de la NASA survola
le sillage du navire de recherche qui etait oriente selon le meme azimut que la
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trajectoire sub-orbitale de ERTS. L'appareil effectua plusieurs vols au-dessus
du navire a sept altitudes differentes, a des paliers decroissants de 100 en
100 mb. L'avion recueillit des photos-couleur RC-8 et des photos infrarouge
couleur, de meme que des photos multispectrales afin de simuler les images du
balayeur multispectral MSS de ERTS, des courbes PRT-5 de temperature de la sur-
face de la mer, des informations fournies par le balayeur Bendix a 24 canaux et
des enregistrements en vol de la temperature, de la pression et du degre hygro-
metrique de 1 'atmosphere.
Avant que l'avion ne survole la region, l'equipe scientifique a bord du
navire de recherche Bellows avait repere 1 'emplacement de la limite du courant.
Des mesures de la temperature de la mer, de sa teneur en chlorophylle-a, de la
diffusion par unite de volume et de la salinite furent effectuees tous les dix
metres jusqu'a une profondeur de 50 m; on effectua des mesures de coloration
Forel et d' eclairement energetique spectral dans les directions ascendante et
descendante a chacune des cinq stations deployees sur le front. Pendant les
vols de la journee suivante, on effectua des mesures de surface des memes varia-
bles (sauf l'eclairement energetique) a tres courte distance les unes des au-
tres. Toutes les mesures furent faites a l'aide des techniques oceanographiques
classiques, ou analysees grace aux methodes decrites par Strickland et Parsons
(1968).
En aout 1972, une serie d' experiences conjugant navire et satellite et eta-
lees sur une annee, commencerent dans le Loop Current. La trajectoire sub-orbi-
tale de ERTS que devait emprunter le trajet du navire, traversait le plateau
continental de la Floride occidentale a environ 200 km a l'ouest de Tampa, et
se terminait au centre du detroit du Yucatan. Tous les 36 j , le navire de re-
cherche Virginia Key se trouvait sur la trajectoire sub-orbitale. On fit des
observations continues en surface de la temperature radiometrique (conjointe-
aient avec les capteurs infra-rouge NOAA-2) et de la teneur en chlorophylle-a
(par la methode fluorometrique de Lorenzen, 1966); on prit des XBT tous les
2 km environ et on Dreleva des echantillons afin d'etudier la salinite, la tem-
perature generale, la diffusion par unite de volume et la bio-masse. Aux ins-
tants ou la lumiere du jour etait appropriee, on effectua des mesures de la lu-
minance energetique spectrale dans les directions ascendante et descendante a
l'aide d'un spectro-radiometre a balayage Ebert de 0,25 m. On fit une coupe hy-
drographique standard du detroit du Yucatan pour estimer le transport geostro-
phique relatif a 800 db . Une fois la coupe faite, le bord cyclonique du courant
fut repere en suivant le trajet de l'isotherme de 22 C a 100 m; ce trajet fait
une boucle a partir de la limite occidentale du Yucatan jusqu'au detroit de
Floride, au sud de Dry Tortugas, et se trouve a proximite immediate du front de
surface. Finalement, on etudia une autre coupe hydrographique le long de la tra-
jectoire sub-orbitale de ERTS, de Key West a La Havane.
RESULTATS PREL IMINAIRES
Le bord cyclonique du Loop Current tend a concentrer les epaves flottantes,
les mater iaux jetes a la mer. Les matieres naturelles, comme les algues marines
de surface, ont un reflet rose d'apres la photo prise en juin avec un film in-
frarouge couleur (SO 397) ; cette constatation fut confirmee par la photographie
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infrarouge noir et blanc (film 2424 avec un filtre Wratten 89B). Lorsque ces
algues sont presentes, elles apparaissent sous la forme d'une ligne brillante
qui marque le bord du courant dans la bande 6 du balayeur multispectral de ERTS
(0,7 - 0,8 ym)
.
Les phenomenes dynamiques de la limite du courant ont pour deuxieme conse-
quence de concentrer des organismes porteurs de chlorophylle. Une coupe-type a
travers la limite du courant est presentee a la figure 1 ( ). Cette coupe part
du port de Key West, a l'exterieur du chenal qui mene aux eaux cotieres, et tra-
verse le courant. II est interessant de noter le maximum de concentration de la
chlorophylle-a exactement a la limite. II s'agit la d'un phenomene note au cours
de nombreuses missions, et qui se produit a des degres divers aussi bien en eau
profonde qu'a proximite du littoral. Nous avons ainsi une explication dynamique
des observations faites par Lorenzen (1971). Pour avoir plus de details sur la
variability, il faudra attendre que de nouvelles analyses soient faites en rai-
son des contingences saisonniere et biologique probables. Cependant , on peut
penser qu'un passage au vert se produira et fera plus aisement ressortir la li-
mite du courant dans la bande 4 du balayeur multi-spectral (0,5 - 0,6 ym) . En
fait, c'est exactement ce qui se produit, comme nous le verrons plus loin.
Une troisieme observation a trait a la modification habituelle du niveau
de la mer au franchissement de la limite du courant. Lorsque les vents, et les
vagues qui leur sont associees, penetrent dans des regions ou le courant a une
vitesse elevee et se dirige en sens contraire, la mer, en general, devient ra-
pidement forte. II n'est pas rare que le niveau de la mer augmente de 1 a 2 m
a la traversee du courant. On rencontre done une augmentation des cretes, de
l'ecume et des bulles a proximite du bord, ce qui accroit la reflectance dans
le courant. Ceci provoque une augmentation de la reflectance dans tous les ca-
naux, mais de maniere non-uniforme (en fonction de la longueur d'onde).
Le terme "effet de bord" (Maul, 1972) a ete invente pour decrire ces phe-
nomenes, qui peuvent etre exploites pour detecter la limite des grands courants
oceaniques. D'autres phenomenes lies au courant, par exemple la presence de se-
diments qui sont charries par le Gulf Stream, apres avoir depasse les regions
d'origine comme le Cap Hatteras (ERTS 1132 - 15092), peuvent etre consideres
comme des aspects de cet effet de bord. Cela permet d'utiliser la methode mul-
tispectrale pour reperer les limites de ces courants, en l'absence de modifica-
tions de la temperature de la surface de la mer.
INTERPRETATION SPECTRALE
Afin de comprendre les phenomenes physiques de reflection de l'ocean, on
peut prendre un modele simple d'ocean de profondeur semi-infinie (Z) avec une
diffusion spherique. La reflectance spectrale R(Z,-) se definit comme le rap-
port de l'eclairement energetique ascendant H(Z,+), e'est-a-dire provertant de
l'ocean, a l'eclairement energetique H(Z,-), e'est-a-dire provenant du ciel et
du soleil :
R(Z
'
_)
" H(z|-)
(') Voir figures 1, 2 et 3 p. 58
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On admet que la reflectance est fonction de la longueur d'onde. D'apres la
theorie de la diffusion, il est possible de demontrer que la reflectance a la
surface de la mer (Z = 0) est :
R(0,-) - 1 - H(u) /T (jj
o
ou (jJQ est le rapport entre le coefficient de diffusion (b) et le coefficient
d'attenuation (c) , ou H(u) est la fonction dite fonction H pour les divers al-
bedos (d) )' de diffusion, d'apres les tables de Chandrasekhar (1960) et ou u est
le cosinus de 1' angle zenital. II convient de souligner que ce modele comprend
la diffusion multiple, mais non la reflection a la surface de la mer en direc-
tion de 1' ocean
,
ni la dependance angulaire de la diffusion, comme dans les cal-
culs faits a Monte-Carlo par Gordon et Brown (1973). II n'en demeure pas moins
que ce modele offre une solution analytique de 1 'equation de transfert d'ener-
gie rayonnee qui illustre les variables fondamentales de la reflectance. On
trouvera, figure 2, un exemple de reflectance calculee a partir d'une surface
d'eau plane alors que le soleil se trouve au zenith [ H(yQ )] . Les courbes sont
fondees sur les coefficients de diffusion et d'attenuation donnes par Jerlov
(1968) pour les etendues d'eau oceaniques naturelles; c et b sont choisis pour
donner un exemple de comportement de la reflectance. La courbe 1 est la reflec-
tance spectrale de l'eau pure. La courbe 2 est tracee en modifiant le coeffi-
cient d'attenuation resultant d'une augmentation du coefficient d'absorption
(a = c - b) en raison de la presence de substance jaune. II est a noter que la
reflectance est inferieure et que son maximum est decale vers une plus grande
longueur d'onde. La courbe 3 est produite lors de 1' augmentation du coefficient
de diffusion resultant de diffusions isotropiques dont le b atteint 20 fois le
coefficient de diffusion (moleculaire) de Rayleigh a 450 mm; seule l'ampleur de
la diffusion augmen:e, en fonction de la longueur d'onde, alors que le maximum
ne varie pas. La courbe 4 combine les effets d'absorption et de diffusion. La
reflectance est plus faible que dans le cas de la diffusion pure et la longueur
d'onde du maximum est decalee vers le vert.
On peut rapporcher les courbes 1 et 4 de la modification de reflectance
que l'on rencontre lorsqu'on traverse un front oceanique. Un exemple d'une tel-
le paire de courbes de reflectance observees lors du vol de juin est donne a la
figure 3. II s'agit de donnees qui n'ont pas ete corrigees pour tenir compte de
l'effet d' immersion et les reflectances sont approximativement de 20% trop ele-
vees. L'angle zenital atteignait 20° dans chaque cas. H(Z,+) a ete mesure a 1 m
en-dessous de la surface. Les eaux du Loop Current (indiquees par le chiffre 2)
ont une teneur inferieure en chlorophylle-a (< 0,1 mg m~3) et ont un coefficient
de diffusion par unite de volume (6(45) = 2,6 x 10~3 m~') inferieur a celui des
eaux cotieres (indiquees par le chiffre 4) dont la teneur en chlorophylle-a at-
teint 0,4 mg m~3 et pour lesquelles 6(45) = 5,4 x 10~3 m~ 1 . Si l'on admet que
le coefficient d'absorption est proportionnel a la concentration en chlorophyl-
le-a et que le coefficient de diffusion est proportionnel au coefficient de dif-
fusion par unite de volume a 45° (Beardsley et autres, 1970), on obtient done
une confirmation qualitative de la theorie de la reflectance.
Les courbes laissent egalement penser que les modifications de la colora-
tion de 1 'ocean seront discernables dans la bande 4 du MSS . Les images ERTS 1
dans la bande 4 et dans la bande 5 ont ete prises au-dessus de la region orien-
tale du golfe du Mexique pendant que l'on pratiquait des observations en surfa-
ce. L' image presente les donnees obtenues dans la bande 4 et montre la plus
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forte reflectance des eaux qui s'ecoulent dans la baie de Floride au-dela des
Keys et qui sont entrainees par le Gulf Stream. Cette image confirme ce qui a
ete dit au paragraphe precedent.
L' image presente les donnees obtenues dans la bande 5 au nord du detroit
du Yucatan pendant les observations simultanees en surface. La discontinuity
entre les masses d'eau dessine le bord curviligne du courant. Les eaux bleues
du courant ont toutefois plus d'intensite que les eaux adjacentes, ce qui con-
tredit les resultats de la figure 3. On doit en chercher 1 'explication dans
la figure 2 ou on peut voir 1 'influence de centres diffuseurs plus importants.
Dans le courant, le niveau de la mer devient nettement plus haut, ce qui ex-
plique que le coefficient de diffusion soit beaucoup plus eleve en raison de
la presence d'air captif.
Une autre explication de ce phenomene peut etre recherchee dans 1' etude du
niveau de la mer. Ross et Cardone (1972) ont observe qu'avec des vents de
15 m s
-
' , 10% de la surface de l'ocean est recouverte de cretes blanches et ces
cretes blanches ont un coefficient de reflection d'environ 90%. Si l'on admet
que la reflectance de l'ocean atteint 5% en 1 'absence de cretes blanches et que
10% de la mer soit recouverte de cretes blanches, la reflectance atteint done
R = 5% (0,9) + 10% (0,9)= 13,5% et elle est done de 270% plus forte qu'en l'ab-
sence de cretes blanches. Strong et DeRyke (1973) ont decouvert que 1 'emplace-
ment des limites du courant provoque par les modifications du niveau de la mer
pouvait etre detecte a partir de satellites en raison de modifications des phe-
nomenes de miroitement; la correlation avec le niveau de la mer qui donne 1 'ex-
plication physique de ce phenomene avait anterieurement ete donnee par Maul
(1973).
Le spectre de 1 'eclairement energetique total provenant de l'ocean et dans
la direction ascendante, est H^ (0,+) = R(0,-) + R s H(0,-) ou R s est la reflec-
tance de la surface (a la fois diffuse et directe) . Pour le cas ou Rs = constan-
te et pour un H(o,-) donne, IL, depend de co . D'apres la figure 2, nous estimons
que le rapport de R(o,-) a 450 nm et a 225 nm pour l'eau pure est peu different
de 4,5 (courbe 1). Ce meme rapport, mais avec des centres diffuseurs seulement
dans l'eau (courbe 3) atteint 2,0. La confirmation quantitative avec des fonct-
tions de phase de diffusion reelles devra etre calculee en utilisant le code de
Monte-Carlo. Theoriquement , le signal d ' un radiometre differentiel (Arvesen,
1972) est soumis a des variations de ce type dans 0)o . S'il est fortuit que u)
varie toujours dans l'ocean de telle maniere que R(o,-) soit constante
(Duntley, 1972), un instrument a double canal fonctionnera en l'absence de mo-
difications du niveau de la mer.
Le spectre solaire est relativement plat dans la region visible
[ H(o ,-)45o/H(o ,-)700 % 1 »3] . De ce fait, les niveaux les plus hauts qui refle-
tent un pourcentage plus eleve de lumiere blanche, ajoutent proportionnellement
une energie de plus grandes longueurs d'onde a 1 'eclairement energetique dans
la direction ascendante. En ce qui concerne le diagramme chromatique, cela si-
gnifie que la purete change, mais pas la longueur d'onde dominante. Pour appor-
ter les corrections rendues necessaires par le niveau marin, il semble qu'un
canal proche de 1 urn puisse etre utile dans un balayeur multispectral. A cette
longueur d'onde, le coefficient d'attenuation de l'eau pure (e'est-a-dire
Ub *" 0) , atteint un maximum, la transmissivite atmospherique atteint egalement
un maximum et il semble que 1' incidence de la chlorophylle soit faible.
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CONCLUSIONS
Les images de ERTS ont permis de fournir des renseignements sur 1 'ocean,
aussi bien a proximite du littoral qu'en haute mer. Du fait d'un "effet de
bord", le cote cyclonique du Gulf Stream peut se reflechir dans plusieurs ban-
des de ERTS sous la forme d'un phenomene caracteristique parallele au bord du
courant. On constate cependant que la houle represente une variable importante
qui peut masquer la reflectance et modifier la signature spectrale des eaux de
surface. De ce fait, on peut imaginer que la teledetection passive recourant a
ERTS puisse etre utilisee pour faire des estimations quantitatives sur la houle
et les vents a la surface de l'eau dans les zones ou les masses d'eau sont ho-
mogenes. En outre, on doit considerer que le probleme de la houle est une va-
riable essentielle dans la determination de la couleur de l'ocean avec des cap-
teurs aero-spatiaux.
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Computer Enhancement of ERTS -
1
Images for Ocean Radiances
GEORGE A. MAUL, ROBERT L. CHARNELL, and ROBERT H. QUALSET
Physical Oceanography Laboratory, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, Miami, Florida 33149
Subtle contrasts and low radiances observed by the ERTS multispectral scanner over the ocean require computer
enhancement for adequate analysis. Experiments designed to evaluate contrast stretching, ratioing, differencing,
smoothing, filtering, and false-color enhancing, indicate that the best information can be extracted by simple
contrast stretching. Spectral analysis of the data shows that a low-pass, two-dimensional filter kernel, designed to
be 6 db down at 10 scanspots, effectively eliminates the six-line banding caused by the multispectral scanner
design. Automatic contouring techniques require careful scrutiny because data fields are created which can lead
to false interpretations. Joint histograms of oceanic radiances did not prove to be useful due to the low range of
energy in the several spectral intervals. Comparisons of satellite data with surface ship observations confirm
theoretical predictions of the difficulty in interpreting scenes of the coastal zone.
Introduction
The Earth Resources Technology Satellite,
ERTS (NASA, 1971), was not designed for
ocean observations, however very early in the
mission it became apparent that features of
oceanographic significance were visible (e.g.,
Charnell and Maul, 1973). In the coastal zone,
radiance changes as large as 0.23 mW cm-2 sf 1
may be encountered across the interface of a
waste disposal site, but in the deep sea, changes
of less than 0.016 mW cm-2 sf 1 occur across a
current boundary. Ross (1973) was able to
demonstrate a degree of success with optical
enhancement techniques using ERTS images in
coastal areas, but changes whose radiance dif-
ferences are more than an order of magnitude
less than those of waste dumps cannot be
optically enhanced because their signature is
insufficiently defined in the original film pro-
duct. Any signatures sensed at all however, will
be in the digital data because ERTS digitizes
the multispectral scanner (MSS) output on-
board the spacecraft; such data are therefore
first generation information. Further, using the
digital product permits actual radiances to be
manipulated, thus avoiding certain vagaries
associated with films, chemicals, and optical
transforms.
Objectives of this study are to explore the
need for computer enhancement and to test the
application of several of these numerical tech-
niques. The usefulness of each computer-
generated product is analyzed for physical
interpretation from the point of view of optical
oceanography. The objective of obtaining
spatial fields of radiances from the spacecraft is
emphasized, because only these values can be
correlated to spectral surface truth mea-
surements.
Many of the digital manipulations to be
discussed below were performed at the Image
Processing Laboratory of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory using the VICAR system, which has
been so successful in analyzing the deep space
probe images (Billingsley, 1970). Routine pro-
cessing of MSS data for many studies in
physical oceanography and image enhancement
was carried out on the Atlantic Oceanographic
and Meteorological Laboratories' computer fac-
ility and the National Environmental Satellite
Services' digital-to-analog (D/A) facilities. The
programming effort in this research was mini-
mized by using existing software; the direction
© American Elsevier Publishing Company, Inc., 1974
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of the endeavor was to study the application of
digital image processing so as to better under-
stand ocean physics.
Contrast Stretching
The full range of 128 digital number (DN)
steps
1
on MSS 4 (0.5-0.6 jum), MSS 5 (0.6-0.7
Mm), and MSS 6 (0.7-0.8 fim) and 64 steps on
MSS 7 (0.8-1.1 /urn) are required in order to
digitize the range of radiances observed from
the earth in each of these bandpass intervals.
Figure 1 summarizes the range of DN on the
August 16, 1972 image of the New York Bight.
The scanline plot shows that DNs averaging 50
(~0.97 mW cm-2 sr_1 ) are typical over the land
in MSS 4, but oceanic values in this channel
average 20 (~0.39 mW cm-2 sr-1 ). In addition,
the range of DNs over the land is much greater
(A£W~25) as compared to the water
(ADN~8). Maul and Gordon (1974) gave an
extreme example of this in the Gulf of Mexico
where the cyclonic edge of the Gulf Loop
Current had a A£W~1 ; the scanline plot in that
case showed no more than a change in the
average number of spikes along the abscissa (see
for illustration the MSS 4 data between picture
elements (pixels) 2100 and 2200 in Fig. 1).
For the ocean scene then, all the information
is constrained to a low level, and to a low range,
of radiance. In order to optimize a display of
this information, a narrow range of DNs ex-
panded about the midvalue of the ocean DN
levels must be used. To do this a submatrix of
pixels (called the training area), approximately
500 X 500 elements, of "cloud-free" ocean
radiances are analyzed statistically for their
mean (DN), standard deviation (a), and fre-
quency distribution; for the MSS 5 data shown
in Fig. \,DN - 11, 2a - ± 4. If the training
area is carefully chosen to be representative of
the range of oceanic radiances, and the distribu-
tion is gaussian, then 95% of all data are
included in the range 7 < DN < 15. It should
be noted that some nonnatural ocean features,
such as the waste dump, fall substantially
outside this range.
To insure inclusion of all values in the
original data, with emphasis on a certain range,
a mapping algorithm for the stretch variable (f
)
must be chosen. If M is defined as the maxi-
mum value that the D/A converter can accept
as an input voltage, a simple expression for
contrast stretching is
b
2
1 + tanh
DN-DN
no
0)
where n is a constant. For n=M = 1 , 0.24 < f
< 0.76 for the MSS 5 example discussed above.
The distinct advantage of a continuous function
such as a hyperbolic tangent is that all values
are included and their weights are adjusted
according to the value of n. Several disadvan-
tages, such as nonlinearity of output, favor a
stretch variable of the form
$ =M, forDN<DN- 2a,
$=M (DN + 26) - DN
Ao
(2)
1 Also called Grey Levels or Grey Tones.
for - 2a < (DN - DN) < + 2a,
f = 0, for DN>DN+2o.
For n = M = 1 , this algorithm produces for the
7 < DN < 1 5 example above, < f < 1 , where
f = for all DN > 1 5 and f = 1 for all DN < 7.
Eauation (2) produces a negative, linear (for n
= 1), statistically based contrast-stretched
image of the data in the interval DN ± 2a. A
positive image could be produced if the numer-
ator of the bracketed term in (2) were changed
to DN - (DN- 2a), and the limits on f = and
f =M were reversed.
Figure 2 illustrates a comparison between
(a), the standard NASA Data Product Facility
(NDPF) negative image, and (b), the stretched-
MSS-5 negative image for n = 2. All high
radiance features (land, clouds, etc.) in the
stretched version are black, and no detail
remains. The NDPF image, which necessarily is
578
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produced for the average scene radiance, shows
significantly less detail in the water. The orig-
inal data matrix is 3240 X 2340 pixels; the
NDPF image is corrected for this aspect ratio
and for the rotation of the earth, whereas the
stretched version is not. This is of little signifi-
cance geographically, since an ERTS projection
can be computed, and it has the advantage of
retaining radiometric integrety. The many addi-
tional features now more clearly brought out
have been discussed by Charnell et al. (1974)
and will only be identified for further refer-
ence: The U-shaped features in the upper left,
just offshore of the Hudson River suspended
sediment plume are residue from waste dump-
ing events by motorized barges; the north-south
radiance discontinuity in the upper center
appears to be an oceanic front with an assoc-
iated thermal change as detected by a near-
synoptic aircraft infrared survey; the large
northeast-southwest tending feature in the right
center is a cloud and its shadow; and the
wavelike patterns in the lower right have been
interpreted as surface manifestations of internal
waves. The enhanced image uses three of the
original four computer compatible tapes (CCTs)
and covers only the eastern three-fourths of the
NDPF image.
Since ocean features are always at the low
end of the radiance range, it is sometimes
advantageous to emphasize them by a nonlinear
stretch. Equation (2) will allow this by setting n
= 2, 3, etc. If the positive version of Eq. (2) is
used, then n = 1/2, 1/3, etc. for stretching
the low DN values. An example of changing n
in Eq. (2) is given in Fig. 3 for MSS 5 using the
range 7 <ZW< 23, and n = 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
stretched and weighted versions are compared
to an unstretched image. Increasing n empha-
sizes the detail in the sediment plume but
increasingly at the cost of shoreline information
(cf. the case where n = 4). Contrast of features
in the waste disposal site is rapidly improved up
to n = 2, but for higher exponents the banded
noise becomes pronounced, and the detail in
the dump signature degrades due to bleeding of
the photographic materials.
An example of varying the stretch limits is
FIG. 2. (a) Original NASA data product negative
image of the New York Bight on August 16, 1972.
Data are bandpassed 0.6-0.7 jum (MSS 5) of the
multispectral scanner.
(b) Computer enhanced negative version of the eastern
3/4 of (a) using approximately 15% of the original
radiance range. The line through (b) identifies the
geographical source of data presented in Fig. 1.
580
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
FIG. 3. Changes in output due to nonlinear stretching
using Eq. (2). Top to bottom: (a) Original unstretched
data in same output format as given by Eq. (2), (b)
n=l; (c) n—2; (d) n=3; (e) (the most emphasis on the
range 7 < DN < 23) n=4. Negative images.
presented in Fig. 4 for MSS 5 of the May 31,
1973 observation of the New York Bight. The
original pixel matrix was characterized by DN
— 15, 2a = 4. The left-hand image was obtained
by using DN = 19, 2a = 8, the center image by
using DN = 17.5, 2a = 6.5, and the right-hand
image by using DN = 15, 2a = 4 for a form of
Eq. (2) with n = 1. The ongoing waste
dumping, which looks like a fishhook in the
apex of the bight, becomes more and more
apparent as the stretch is tightened. Ships and
their wakes, a prior dump in a diffused state,
and a wind shadow off the New Jersey coast
caused by the 6 m sec
-1
westerly winds, also
have higher contrast from left to right. Detail of
the coastline and the edge of clouds is increas-
ingly lost, however. The right-hand image of
Fig. 4 then, is produced using Eq. (2) exactly as
described. Thus if a cloud-free training area is
analyzed for its statistics, this objective map-
ping algorithm allows a one-step computational
effort. Using n = 1 is generally preferred siriee
it produces a grey scale that is linear in
radiance. In every case, the histogram from the
training area's statistics should be studied to
insure that the frequency distribution has a
gaussian form. If land or clouds were inadver-
tently included in the training area, or the area
is too small, a nongaussian form will be
encountered.
Ratioing
Identification techniques which depend on
significant spectral differences between targets
use the ratios and differences between radiances
recorded by a multispectral scanner. Deep-
ocean spectra display only subtle differences
between the cobalt blue of the Gulf Stream and
the greenish-blue of a plankton bloom, a shift
in the spectral peak from 470 to 540 nm being
characteristic. Maul and Gordon (1974) inte-
grated actual ocean spectra observed 3 m above
the sea surface for the MSS 4, 5, and 6 filter
functions. Although they could distinguish be-
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FIG. 4. Effect of varying the stretch limits on the same image. Left to right: (a) DN range is 16; (b) DN range is
13; (c) DN range is 8. Data were all from MSS 5 which proved to be the most useful in these studies. Negative
images.
tween coastal water and the Gulf Stream and
between coastal water and a plankton bloom,
they were unable to distinguish between the
Gulf Stream and the plankton bloom using
several ratio and differencing techniques. This is
contrary to the result obtained by Szekielda
(1973) who reports good agreement between
the quantity MSS 4 4- MSS 5 and surface
chlorophyll a measurements by ship.
Some light may be shed on these divergent
conclusions by considering Gordon's (1973)
single-scattering model. In this formulation (cf.
Jerlov, 1968) the forward scattered light is
approximated by a delta function and the
diffuse reflectance R(z,±) can be written
R(0,-)
t-w„F (3)
where z = is the surface, k is a constant, co is
the scattering albedo equal to the ratio of the
total scattering coefficient (b) to the total
attenuation coefficient (c), B is the fraction of
back-scattered light equal to \-F where F, the
fraction of forward-scattered light, is
F = 27/ 0(0) sxnd dd, (4)
b
and where /3(0) is the volume-scattering func-
tion which is angular (9) dependent. Reflec-
tance "thus defined is the ratio of the upwelling
(+)to the downwelling (-) irradiance (//), and
can be converted to radiance (N) through
N(0,+)=R(Q,-)H(0,-)ln for an isotropic ocean.
Neglecting the effect of the atmosphere and the
sea surface (which cause wavelength-dependent
variations) Gordon's model says that the diffuse
reflectance at any wavelength (X) is a function
not only of the ratio b/c, that is of two
independent variables, but also of the scattering
characteristics of the suspended particles (&(0)).
Thus there exists an infinite set of variables {b,
c, j3), which could combine to produce the same
reflectance spectra. It may well be that in the
ocean, characteristic spectra may be identified
with biogeographic conditions which make cer-
tain simplifying assumptions valid (Duntley,
1972); measuring and cataloging of those
spectra and the associated in situ optical prop-
erties has not been done. It is obviously a
complex problem to interpret an ERTS image
in terms of a single channel in the deep ocean
where simplified optical conditions exist. Ratio-
ing complicates the interpretation further, par-
ticularly because variations in sea-state alone
can alter the ratio.
In the coastal zone, reflectance spectra dis-
play significantly more variability than in the
deep sea. This is due to large variations in
suspended sediments and Gelbstoff (yellow
absorptive humus substances), and to human
activities. In the coastal zone the range of
spectral peaks, from <470 to >600 nm, is
larger by a factor of two than in the open
ocean. This results in a large variability of
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R(0,-), which can increase the range of DNs.
The ratios of MSS 4, MSS 5, and MSS 6, and
the ratio of these three channels to the average
of the three, were computed to evaluate these
techniques in an aquatic province with ex-
tensive spectral variability. The resulting images
are presented in Fig. 5.
Images in the upper panel in Fig. 5 are from
left to right: MSS 4 * MSS 5, MSS 5 4- MSS 6,
MSS 6 t MSS 4, and a false-color composite
using yellow, red, and green, respectively, for
the ratios. Images in the lower panel of this
figure are the MSS 4, MSS 5, MSS 6, divided by
2 MSS.-/3; the false-color composite assigns
the same sequence of colors to these ratios. The
boundary between the Hudson River plume and
the resident water of the bight is best deline-
ated in the ratio to average false-color image, as
are details in the dump site and other oceanic
boundaries. Analysis of channel/average ratios
is coarsely analogous to a chromaticity diagram
in that identification of the dominant band in a
given portion of the image, relative to others, is
simplified. Another use of these images is to
study the temporal changes associated with
similar processes. For example, if the upper
"U" pattern in the waste-dump site is the same
material as the others, the different color could
indicate diffusion or sinking; it could not be
identified as the same material on the basis of
these images alone. This is a fundamental
difficulty with water studies. The depth at
which an object is viewed alters its spectral
signature R(0,-) [A]. Considering the overall
theoretical complexity as discussed in Gordon's
radiative-transfer model, and the general lack of
proper spectral observations, these ratio tech-
niques do not appear to be a useful quantitative
tool to oceanographers at this time. The advent
of narrow-band multispectral scanners designed
for ocean radiances and wavelengths, and cata-
logs of observationally supported theoretical
spectra, will undoubtedly improve this sit-
uation.
Masking, Clean-up, and Contouring
When sharp boundaries between land and
water are required, it is advantageous to com-
pute a binary mask. Statistics from MSS 7 data
are used to compute a cutoff between land and
water. Water is usually in the range < DN < 4
(cf. Fig. 1 ) because of the very high absorption
coefficient in the near infrared. The mask is
created by assigning the value to all DNs
above 4 and 1 to all others. Multiplication of
another channel by the mask matrix sets all
land and most cloud values to zero, which
removes them from the statistics if null ele-
ments are excluded. Statistics on data which
remain after multiplication, constitute those
required from a training area for use in Eq. 2.
The resulting image is superior for near-shore
processes and in regions where very turbid
water exists. Fig. 2(b) would not have lost as
many details in lower New York Harbor if the
data had been masked beforehand and if a
training set had been based on all water
radiance levels [see again Figs, 4(c) and 3(d)
and (e)]
.
A scanline with bad data is seen as a black
line across the upper portion of Fig. 4(a). The
VICAR technique for automatically removing
such scanlines is to compute the average DN for
every scanline (row) on the image. Then, if any
one row (j) of the matrix i, j has a mean (J)
much different than /-l and /+1 the /, / are
replaced by i [(/+1) + (j-l)]/2. By analyzing
the trend of the /, the case of invalid data for m
superposed rows can be solved by a linear
replacement between the acceptable/ and; + m
+ 1 rows. The limitations and detriments of
such a technique are: an overabundance of
randomly spaced bad data, a large block of
bad lines m wide, and the fact that data are
created for essentially esthetic reasons.
Two examples of automatic contouring for
an ocean scene are presented in Fig. 6. The
left-hand image of the Bight apex including the
584
FIG. 6. Automatic contouring by grey-scale assign-
ment, (a) Odd-valued pixels are assigned different
levels of grey, even-values pixels are set to black; data
are MSS 4 contrast stretched (16 < DN < 24). and
smoothed before computation.
waste-dump site is a MSS 4 scene. After
smoothing (see next section) the data were
gated such that all DN < 16 were set to zero
and all DN > 24 were set to M. Then the even
DN (i.e., 18, 20, 22) were also set to M,
whereas the odd DN retained their value. Six
values of f are thus computed, distributed over
the full range M. The six grey scales clearly
separate the data field. Careful inspection of
this image and comparison with the enhanced
MSS 4 image give the impression of having
created information that was not in the original
product (cf. Fig. 2). This is caused in part by
the output of a smoothed matrix (see below).
When two adjacent pixels are even but not of
the same value; there is no boundary between
them when applying this technique. This makes
interpretation hazardous because oceanic
boundaries are characterized by small DN
changes.
The right-hand image in Fig. 6 is of the same
smoothed matrix and has been contoured by
setting all even DN to M and all odd DN to
zero. Structural detail in the waste dump lends
itself to an altered interpretation compared to
the spatial radiance distribution in Fig. 2. Here
again the problem of two adjacent pixels with
(b) Odd-valued pixels are set to white, even-valued
pixels are set to black; data are the same as in (a) but
not contrast stretched.
values DN, DN + 2,DN + 4, etc. is present, but
amplified in that both even and odd boundaries
may be lost. If a technique using blocks of DNs
assigned to a grey scale were used, instead of
one DN to a grey scale, the lack of range would
leave too few "contours." For the ocean then,
with its small range of DN and subtle bound-
aries, these contouring techniques can alter the
physical interpretations and are not recom-
mended.
Smoothing and Filtering
The data in Fig. 6 were smoothed before
contouring in an effort to remove excessive
noise and high wavenumber variability. This
was accomplished on the VICAR system by
convolving a 13 X 13 boxcar smoother kernel
(SK) with the data matrix (DM)
SM = 1 IS
jxk I k
DM(j,k), (5)
to produce a smoothed matrix (SM). An SK of 7
X 7 has been used but proved inadequate in
reducing the level of apparent "noise" during
experiments leading to Fig. 6.
Distinction should be made of the usage
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herein between the terms smoothing and filter-
ing. The convolution of an image with an
equally weighted smoother kernel or a bell-
shaped filter kernel are both low-pass filtering
operations. A filter kernel, however, is the
Fourier transform of a gate function from
sample interval space (frequency domain) into
sample number space (spatial domain). Use of a
smoother kernel can leak undesirable high-fre-
quency information for certain frequencies,
whereas a low-pass filter kernel eliminates those
frequencies and allows the interpretation of an
image in terms of specific remaining length
scales.
In order to analyze the frequency characteris-
tics of ERTS data, power spectra were com-
puted along and normal to several scanlines in
the oceanic region of Fig. 2. Power spectra for
data along a scanline (solid) and normal to
scanlines (dashed) are given in Fig. 7; 600
points and a Lanczos squared window were
used to compute these results. The along-scan-
line power spectrum uses sample numbers
1000-1600 of the MSS 5 data given in Fig. 1,
60r
50 30 20 15 12 10 8 6 5 4
DATA SAMPLE INTERVAL
FIG." 7. Solid line: Along scanline power spectra of
oceanic data in MSS 5 Fig. 2 and Fig. 1. Dashed line:
Cross scanline power spectra of oceanic portion of Fig.
2. Power is in units of DN 2 which has a radiance
equivalent of mW 2 cm" 4 sr~2 .
and the across-scanline calculations were made
through the same region with sample number
1300 of MSS 5 as the central value.
Both power spectra have the shape typical of
the geophysical continuum, i.e., increasing
power with increasing sample interval. However
the energy along the scanline is generally higher
than across the scanline. Referring back to Fig.
1, an increase in the overall DN with increasing
sample number is observed (cf., departure of
the MSS 7 scanline from the abscissa). Phys-
ically this means that the average radiance at
higher sample numbers (farther to the east) is
higher than at low sample numbers. Strong
(1973) argued that ERTS data have sunglint at
the larger nadir angles toward the solar specular
region. That notion is supported in these power
spectra, since the energy at larger sample
intervals is higher along the scanline (oriented
toward the specular region) than across scan-
lines (which is quasiparallel to the specular
region). The large amplitude spike in the across
scanline power spectrum of Fig. 7 at every sixth
sample is not observed in the along-scanline
power spectrum. This spike is due to the
so-called "six-line banding" caused by the use
of six-detectors in the MSS.
Many other power spectra were computed
from different parts of the scene and different
spectral bands. There is a great deal of variabil-
ity in the results because power spectra are very
sensitive to the data chosen. Thus any conclu-
sions based on Fourier estimates must be
carefully viewed in light of the particular
sample and judiciously applied to the ensemble.
From study of representative power spectra
such as these, a filter can be designed which will
effectively eliminate undesired variations and
noise. The Lanczos squared low-pass filter used
in this study is designed to eliminate the six -line
banding. It has a half amplitude point (6 db
down) at 1 samples and is 90% effective (20
db down) at 14 and 6 sample points. The filter
kernel was chosen to have 19 X 19 elements.
That size is a compromise based on sharp cutoff
for a 10-sample interval and a practical amount
586
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FIG. 8. Effects of smoothing and filtering
on a portion of the data in Fig. 2(b). Top to
bottom (a) 3 X 3 boxcar kernel, (b) 10 X 10
boxcar kernel, (c) 19 X 19 boxcar kernel,
(d) 19 X 19 Fourier filter. The images are
contrast stretched after convolution with
the appropriate kernel. Negative images.
587
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of computer time. The elements are given as an
appendix.
Examples of different smoothing and filtering
on the MSS 5 scene in Fig. 2 are given in Fig. 8.
The upper three panels are examples of using 3
X 3, 10 X 10, and 19 X 19 boxcar smoothers,
top to bottom, respectively. The lowest image
is a filtered version using the 19 X 19 low-pass
kernel derived from analysis of Fig. 7. After
convolving DM with the appropriate kernel,
each image has been stretched for 7< £W< 1
5
and n = 2 by use of Eq. 2. Smoothing clearly
reduces the overall variability in the imagery;
but the six-line banding, which has the appear-
ance of corduroy material in the original data,
is still present even with a 19 X 19 smoothing
kernel. More significant however, is the loss of
detail when smoothing as compared to filtering.
Detail in the waste-dump site, for example, is
retained in the filtered matrix (FM) as is
variability in the plume region. The filtered
version eliminates variability in the scene with
wavelengths less than about 1 km.
Most of the contribution to filtering with a
19 X 19 kernel comes from the central 10X10
elements of the matrix. Comparing the 10 X 10
SK image [Fig. 8(b)] with the filtered version
[Fig. 8(d)] , note that variability is retained in
the plume region, and east of the waste-dump
site for the same stretched DN range in FM, but
not in SM.
Large sample internal variability, such as
glitter, can be removed by high-pass filtering.
An alternate technique is to least squares fit a
low-order polynomial to the scanline and sub-
tract out the contribution due to glitter. The
least-squares approach will not reduce the data
matrix size due to convolution by a high-pass
kernel, however, the physical interpretation is
more succinct when the data are viewed as
being bandpassed in sample interval space.
Since low-pass filtering eliminates small sam-
FIG. 9. Two-dimensional Laplacian computed for the matrix in Fig. 8(d). Stretch for this images was < DN <
4 which accounts for the shades of grey. Negative image.
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pie interval variability, it emphasizes zones of
equal radiance. The image is thus "contoured"
in a way that is superior to the techniques
described in Fig. 6. Each grey level in the
filtered image represents a specific radiance
interval. In addition if actual isopleths are
required, using the filtered matrix will reduce
excessive contours. Figure 9 is the result of
computing the two-dimensional Laplacian
2 =H + iL
h ax 1 3v 2
(6)
on the filtered matrix. Since V
2
h
FM =
everywhere except at changes in FM, the
isopleths delineate the boundaries between re-
gions of different radiance. Superposition of
Fig. 9 on the original data, or on any level in
the processing, allows an immediate comparison
between these several processing techniques, or
emphasizes the results of the filtering.
Miscellaneous Experiments
Joint (or two-dimensional) histograms were
computed for several combinations of channels
in an effort to evaluate this basis for pattern
recognition. As expected, clouds and land could
easily be grouped as separate and distinct from
the ocean, however, in the ocean itself it was
not successful. For example, the north-south
trending hooked boundary in the upper central
portion of Fig. 2(b) apparently marks the
discontinuity between two water masses. The
joint histograms were unable to isolate one
training area (left side) of the boundary from
the other area, due to the small (1-2 DN)
change; the location vectors in three-channel
space were virtually identical. Similarly, joint
histograms were unable to separate the statistics
of training areas in the waste-dump site and the
river plume. However, using the irradiances
reported by Maul and Gordon (1974) for the
Gulf Stream, coastal waters, and a plankton
bloom, the computed vectors in three-dimen-
sional clustering space for MSS 4, MSS 5, and
MSS 6 separated into three distinct lengths and
angles, which is decidedly encouraging. The
experiments on this particular image were not
successful, but the success of using actual
spectra, and the positive results by Szekielda
(1974, personal communication) suggest that
some degree of favorable outcome is possible
with this technique.
Attempts to enhance the NDPF by color
additive viewing of the four MSS images, did
not contribute to easier interpretation of the
ocean scene. This again is due to lack of signal
in the ocean. It has not been attempted after
computer enhancement of those MSS data
because it is an anologue equivalent to the
multidimensional histograms which were not
successful.
False-color enhancement of the filtered, com-
puter-enhanced image was studied with a tele-
vision-type device. The system was unable to
assign specific colors to the specific grey scales
of Fig. 8(d). This created gradients of color
tones within a given grey scale which may be
misinterpreted as a change in radiance; again
the technique appeared to "create" data.
Further tests were conducted on assigning
distinct colors to several steps of a grey-scale
wedge. These again proved unsuccessful. In the
ocean, where one grey scale may mean entirely
different conditions in the water because
R(0,~) = R(co ,B), it seems speculative to
compound interpretative difficulties with color
assignments that do not reflect, on a one-to-one
basis, the radiances.
An Environmental Example
The New York Bight is currently the subject
of an intensive program of marine ecosystem
analysis (MESA) by NOAA. This program
provides extensive opportunity to relate basic
oceanographic observations to the observed
satellite radiances. Cruises by NOAA research
vessels are being made in synchronization with
ERTS transits. The transmittance data given in
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FIG. 10. Percent transmittance for the apex of the New York Bight. MESA Cruise 1: (a) August 29, 1973
transit contrast stretched and filtered as in 8(d). MESA Cruise 2: (b) September 16, 1973 transit processed as
in (a). Oceanographic stations used are located by dots. Negative images.
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Fig. 10 were collected over a several-day period
nearly centered on the day of transit.
The images are computer enhanced, filtered
MSS 5 data in the apex region of the Bight
using Eq. (2) and the 19 X 19 filter kernel
described above. Transmittance is defined as
the percent transmission measured by a 10-cm
attenuation meter in the surface layer (upper
meter) of the water column. Isopleths of
transmittance were contoured from the ship
data without regard to the satellite data for
comparison purposes. A cursory inspection of
Fig. 10(a) reveals that the lower transmittance
areas are also areas of higher radiance (negative
image has high-radiance black), but in Fig.
10(b) this is not the case at all. The assignment
of grey scales is arbitrary in each image.
Physically, the bandpassed radiance (N) re-
ceived at the satellite is the sum of the radiance
from the air (Na ), the radiance from the sea
surface (N s ) and the diffuse radiance (TV^) from
below the sea surface; the latter two sources of
N are modified by atmospheric transmittance.
If Ns is constant (or high-pass filtered out as
required for the glitter problem) and if Na is
also constant, then changes in N are due to
changes in Nd, i.e., changes in R(0,~) as given
by Eq. (3). In this equation, F [see also Eq.
(4)] and hence B, depend on the particle
concentration, the particle size, as well as the
size distribution of the particles. Due to differ-
ential particle settling, changes in all three
variables relating to the phase function (fi(d)lb)
will occur in the Hudson River plume area. In
addition, changes in to can be expected here
due to changes in the Gelbstoff distribution;
these changes are independent of scattering and
affect only absorption.
In addition to the variables affecting the
reflectance, nonsynopticity must be considered.
Semidiurnal bidirectional tidal currents dom-
inate the flow in the entrance to lower New
York Harbor, but offshore the current regime is
rotary, superimposed on a highly variable but
generally net anticyclonic drift. Horizontal ex-
cursions for the rotary currents are less than 5
km, and net drifts are approximately 6 cm sec-1
(~5 km day-1 ). Winds were light and variable
during these two passes, so that there was no
significant effect on the surface circulation. The
transmittance data therefore represent a quasi-
steady-state situation especially in the region of
the waste-dump site and along the coast away
from the harbor entrance.
The inconsistency between observations of
transmittance and ERTS radiances presented
here is contrary to the conclusion by Klemas et
al. (1973) in that these data show both theo-
retically and observationally that agreement
hinges on the behavior of to a°d B. These
experiments do support their conclusion on the
usefulness of several analogue-enhancement
techniques. Additional spectral studies of
/?(0,-) and the in situ variables are now in
progress in the Bight area. These measurements
will give the proper background for interpreting
ocean radiances from space. In light of these
needs, filtered and contrast-stretched images
have the advantages of physical interpretability
in terms of both the radiances and their spatial
distribution and are recommended for use in
the ocean and coastal zone.
Summary and Conclusions
The data used in this study were first-genera-
tion information, since the same digital values
are used by the NDPF to produce their film
products. Hence one of the objections to film
processing is removed: loss of detail due to
multigeneration products. UNIVAC 1108 com-
puter time required to contrast stretch an entire
3240 X 2340 image is 0.9 hr; filtering with the
19 X 19 matrix requires 8.2 hr. No attempt has
been made to optimize the processing tech-
niques, that properly being the development
province of systems such as VICAR. For most
of these studies, only a small portion of the
image was worked on.
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Specific conclusions and recommendations
are as follows.
(a) Computer enhancement is required for
the ocean scene because the NDPF product
does not emphasize the low radiances in the
water and because the computer tape provides
first-generation data.
(b) Spectral analysis shows that six-line
banding is the most important noise source and
that this can be effectively eliminated by a
properly designed Fourier filter kernel but not
by smoothing kernels.
(c) Multispectral-channel analyses such as
ratioing, differencing, and joint histograms were
not successful because the physics of diffuse
reflectance is further complicated and intejpre-
tation becomes very difficult. False-color pro-
cessing of ratios or of single-channel data does
not consistently assign a specific color to a
specific grey scale and hence interpretations are
ambiguous.
(d) Masking and clean-up techniques are very
valuable for automatic processing of images,
but contouring by other than computation of
the Laplacian on a filtered image may create
data which will be falsely interpreted.
(e) Positive results from optical spectral ob-
servations suggest that tt-dimensional classifica-
tion schemes will work, although ERTS is not
designed for the proper oceanic intervals. A
vigorous theoretical and field program is neces-
sary to catalog reflectance data so that a
physical basis for classification is established.
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SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY OF EDDIES IN THE GULF LOOP CURRENT
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Abstract
. Cyclonic ocean eddies
,
approximately 12-32 kilometers in dia-
meter, have been photographed in the
eastern Gulf of Mexico by SKYLAB
.
Apparently caused by horizontal velo-
city shear, these features are associat-
ed with the Gulf Loop Current, whose
position was known a fortnight before
and after the observation. The eddies
were discovered in sunglint-enhanced
patterns of streamlines on the surface,
and appear to be embedded in the flow.
Cyclonic ocean eddies in the east-
ern Gulf of Mexico were photographed by
the multispectral photographic facility
aboard NASA's Skylab satellite. Figure
1 shows a portion of a photograph taken
vertically from an altitude of 434
kilometers at 1735 G.m.t. on August
4, 1973. Solar azimuth at this time
was 175 degrees and the zenith angle was
10 degrees. The sun's glitter pattern,
or sunglint, permits the observation of
the eddies which are located by arrows
in figure 1.
Geographic position of the photograph
used in figure 1 is shown on figure 2 as
a hatched area southeast of the
Mississippi Delta. The centers of these
eddies are located by dots. Four
other cyclonic eddies of the same
size range, approximately 12-32
kilometers in diameter, were photograph-
ed several seconds later northeast of
the Yucatan Peninsula; their centers
are located by dots near 24° N. , 87° W.
The heavy lines in figure 2 are path-
lines of_the 22°C isotherm at 100 meters
depth (Maul., 1974) which has been shown
to be a good indicator of the Gulf Loop
Current ( Le_ip_p_er , 1970) . This isotherm
is on the average, 20 kilometers to the
right of the current's cyclonic edge
(left-hand boundary facing downstream in
the northern hemisphere)
.
Copyright 1974 by the American Geophysical Union.
The bright feature dominating the low-
er left of figure 1 is part of a large
cloud region, the height of which may
be estimated from its shadow to be
12,000 meters. Lower clouds, however,
are difficult to separate from ocean
surface sunglint. The photographs
were spaced so that 18 percent of the
area in one appears in the adjacent
photograph. This provides the par-
allax for a stereographic analysis
which insures that the eddies are
indeed water surface features.
The specular point of the sun is out-
side the field of view, but surface
waves spread the glitter pattern past
the photograph's nadir point. During
periods of light winds (2-4 meters per
second for these data) , alternating
slicks made visible by changes in re-
flectance delimit the circulation
pattern ( Ewing , 1950). Reflectance
differences are caused by slicks with
suppressed capillary waves in which
organic films are compacted due to
lower surface tension under the film.
The most probable generation mechanis-
ms of eddies are shear instability, top-
ographic influence, or current meander-
ing. Ocean eddies whose diameters
are in the range 10-100 kilometers
have been reported to be quasi-geostroph-
ic and confined to the upper 100-200
meters of the water column f Spilhaus. ,
1940; Reid, et al., 1963). Consider-
ing the size, shTpe, and position of
the eddies, it seems reasonable to pro-
pose that they are associated with the
horizontal velocity shear of the Gulf
Loop Current and appear to be actively
growing instabilities at a surface of
separation. According to this inter-
pretation, the eddies are decidedly
cyclonic; that is the water on the right
of figure 1 is moving toward the top of
the photograph relative to that at the
left.
Because the indicator isotherm
256
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has undergone a large east-west transla-
tion between July and August, exact
relation of the eddies in figure 1
to the current is difficult to ascertain.
However, the data suggest that these
eddies may be in the main body of the
current. The four eddies northeast
of the Yucatan Peninsula are to the
right of both indicator isotherms
and within the current's characteristic
width of 100 kilometers. The eddies
studied by Lee (1974) were at the
cyclonic edge of the Florida Current,
which in analogy, is 20 kilometers to
the west. Hence, they appear to be
embedded in the main flow near the
current axis. With such embedment,
the cross-stream surface velocity
profile could have two peaks (bimodal)
separated by a zone of lower velocity,
caused by the superimposition of the
eddies' velocity field on the current's
velocity field. Bimodal velocity pro-
files have frequently been observed in
this area in both geostrophic and geo-
magnetic electrokinetograph current
transects ("Cochrane . 1963) .
Though other high-resolution photo-
graphs of this scale eddy have been
taken f Soules
,
1970; Szekielda , 1971),
the observations discussed here are the
first associated with the known location
of a current. These observations
show that there is fine- structure motion
which has not been revealed by convention-
al methods. Temporal and spatial
frequency of these eddies has to be
established in order to assess their
role in ocean dynamics; satellite photo-
graphy of sunglint may well be the most
propitious approach.
Acknowledgment . The referenced photo-
graphs (SL3-22-124, 126) are available
from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. This study was in part
supported by NASA's Earth Resources
Program.
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1012 BOOK REVIEWS
Dyer, K. R. 1973. Estuaries: A physical intro-
duction. Wiley-Interscience, New York and
London, xv + 140 p. £3.00.
The physical oceanography of estuaries deals
with the mixing processes within estuaries and the
resulting density and velocity distributions. There
has been need for a book that would summarize
and place in perspective this field as it has evolved
during the last two decades. This book by Dr.
Dyer largely fulfills that need. It is readable and
carefully prepared; the author shows considerable
understanding of the subject as he leads the reader
from the basic processes driving estuarine circula-
tion through the latest theories.
Estuarine dynamics is a difficult subject, which
requires a knowledge of elementary physical ocean-
ography, turbulence, and tidal theory. The book is
intended both to describe the physical ocean-
ography of estuaries and to give enough back-
ground that the reader can understand the basic
processes governing estuarine dynamics. The au-
thor begins with a general introduction describing
estuaries and their origins. Each type of estuary
(coastal plain, fjord, salt wedge, etc.) is discussed
and classified according to topography or, more
satisfactorily, according to the salinity and velocity
structure. Chapters on mixing processes and quali-
tative descriptions of several estuaries and their
dynamics precede more quantitative discussions of
diffusion and advection of salt and momentum,
beginning with basic principles and leading to
detailed discussions of salinity and momentum bal-
ances. There is a chapter on the dispersion of
pollutants and the flushing times of estuaries.
Finally, the latest similarity theories of estuarine
circulation are presented and evaluated. The bibli-
ography at the end of the book covers the litera-
ture well.
Scientists working in estuarine research will find
this book useful. It is a good text for advanced
graduate students with a background in physical
oceanography; the book is too brief to provide all
the necessary background itself. The treatment of
estuaries is excellent, and much of the qualitative
discussion should be comprehensible to students
who do not have a quantitative background in
physical oceanography.
Harold Mofjeld
Physical Oceanography Laboratory
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological
Laboratories
15 Rickenbacker Causeway
Miami, Florida 33149
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Tidal Currents on the West Florida Shelf
Harold 0. Mofjeld
NOAA/Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
Miami, Florida
Much of the water motion on the West Florida Shelf is due to the
tides. Perhaps the most familiar examples of tidal currents are the cur-
rents at the mouths of harbors. These currents are caused by the differ-
ences in water level between the water on the continental shelves outside
the harbor and the water within the harbors. On the West Florida Shelf
and in the deep water beyond, similar tidal currents exist because of
differences in sea level caused by the tides. As will be discussed
later, there are two other kinds of currents which resemble the familiar
tidal currents and which can make important contributions to the water
motions on the shelf.
The tides in the Gulf of Mexico originate in the Atlantic Ocean.
It propagates as a wave into the Gulf where, it has a very complicated
but poorly described distribution. Tides are composed principally of a
semi daily part with a period of about 25 hours. As seen in the Tide
Tables, published by the Department of Commerce, the tides along the East
Coast of the United States are semidaily. At the southern limit of the
West Florida Shelf, Key West has a semidaily tide; the range of the tide
is small compared with representative tides along the East Coast. Along
the West Coast of Florida, the tides change becoming more daily toward
the north. At Pensacola, the tide is almost purely daily. The transi-
tion does not proceed smoothly up the coast as shown by Zetler and Hansen
(1972) in their description of tides in the Gulf of Mexico. Apalachicola
Bay has a profound effect on the tides, a phenomenon not well understood.
Theoretical models of the tides in the Gulf, such as the model
described by Mihkaylov et al. (1969), which predict the distributions of
tides are available. Observations of pressure, made by AOML using a
bottom-mounted pressure gage in the middle of the Gulf, indicate that
the general features of Mihkaylov' s model are at least correct for the
semidaily tide in deep water. Much work, both making observations and
developing models, must be done before the tides which drive tidal cur-
rents on the West Florida Shelf are adequately described.
If the currents on the shelf were due solely to the vertical move-
ments of the sea surface associated with the tides, the currents would
be as regular and predictable as the tides. Unpublished current obser-
vations at 26° N on the West Florida Shelf, made by Prof. C.N.K. Mooers
and others at the University of Miami/RSMAS and NOVA University, show
that the currents with periods of half a day to a day are irregular.
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These currents consist of not only tidal currents but also internal waves
of tidal period and inertial currents caused by the winds. The latter
two types of motions are responsible for this irregularity.
From the middle of spring until the middle of autumn, the water
over much of the West Florida Shelf consists of a well-mixed surface
layer of low density and a well-mixed, heavier layer underneath. Separat-
ing these two layers is a thin layer, called a pycnocline, in which the
density of the water increases rapidly with depth. Undulations in this
pycnocline are created at the shelf break, by the tidal currents moving
water on and off the shelf. These undulations propagate as internal
waves toward shore from the shelf break. Since they have the same period
as the tide, they are often called internal tides.
A clear example of internal tides off Panama City, Florida, was
observed and reported by Bos on (1964). During three days of observation,
the pycnocline was seen to undulate with the period of the daily tides.
Since the shelf is narrow at Panama City, the internal tide reflected off
the nearshore bottom topography and formed a seaward propagating wave.
Elsewhere on the West Florida Shelf where the pycnocline disappears sea-
ward of the nearshore region, no reflected wave would be produced.
Instead, the shoreward propagating internal tide is dissipated entirely
into turbulence, probably where the water column becomes vertically
homogeneous.
As the pycnocline moves up and down, it induces currents of tidal
period in the surface and bottom layers. The currents in these two
layers are opposite in direction. The current in each layer rotates in
direction during the tidal cycle because of earth's rotation. Since the
pycnocline is seasonal, currents due to internal tides are also seasonal.
When the pycnocline over most of the shelf disappears in the fall, the
internal tides also disappear. However, during much of the year, par-
ticularly on the outer shelf, internal tidal currents are probably a
significant part of the total current regime.
Whenever the wind blowing over the sea surface changes either in
intensity or in direction, it induces near-surface currents which rotate
in time. The sense of rotation is clockwise, looking down on the sea
surface, in the northward hemisphere. The period of these inertial cur-
rents, as they are called, in the Gulf of Mexico is very close to the
period of the daily tide. If the changes in the wind are sufficiently
strong, the resulting inertial currents can exceed the tidal currents
on the shelf. An example of storm-induced currents can be seen in unpub-
lished current observations made by AOML off the West Florida Shelf.
Current measurements near the surface clearly show inertial currents
generated by the passage of a tropical storm. Rotatory currents with
the inertial period appeared and then decayed with time. This decay in
the inertial current's intensity was probably due to three processes
which affect inertial currents. Since inertial currents have some wave-
like attributes, some of the motion propagates away from the generation
region. Turbulence causes the near-surface motion to diffuse downward
so that the inertial motion is no longer concentrated near the surface.
Finally, this same turbulence dissipates the motion.
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These three processes, propagation, vertical diffusion, and
dissipation, also affect inertial currents on the West Florida Shelf.
The motion is further complicated on the shelf by the effects of
shallow and variable water depth and by the presence of the coast.
Since strong wind events, tropical storms, hurricanes, and cold
fronts occur frequently on the West Florida Shelf, inertial currents
can be expected to occur often with considerable intensity in this
region.
At least conceptually, the shelf may be subdivided into smaller
regions, more or less parallel to shore, in which the composition
and characteristics of the tidal and inertial currents differ. Near
the shelf break, the tide makes a transition from the deep sea to
the shelf. Throughout the year, the water in the immediate vicinity
of the shelf break and seaward tends to be vertically stratified.
The motion of the tides on and off the shelf therefore generates
internal tides during the entire year.
During the summer regime when the water is stratified over much
of the shelf, these internal tides propagate from the shelf break
across the outer shelf toward shore. In the middle shelf, the den-
sity stratification may disappear; and the internal tides cannot
propagate into this region. Nearshore, the presence of the shore
and inlets strongly affects tidal and inertial motions. Density
stratification also affects the vertical distribution of inertial
currents; and the different density regimes on the shelf therefore
also apply to inertial currents. In general, internal tides and
inertial currents on the shelf are seasonable. Currents associated
with the surface tides, on the other hand, persist throughout the
year.
There are very few direct measurements of currents on the West
Florida Shelf. The measurements which do exist are limited to the
Panama City area in the north and the southern section of the shelf
around 26° N. The current regime over most of the West Florida Shelf
is unexplored; the discussion above is necessarily qualitative.
Before quantitative estimates can be made and before the distribu-
tion of currents throughout the year can be described for the West
Florida Shelf, a great deal of field work must be done. Hopefully,
this work will be done in the near future. Associated with field
observations should be the development of models, first descriptive
and then predictive, to compute the currents on the shelf, using a
small number of field data. The number of expensive monitoring
stations could then be kept to a minimum.
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DATA FROM THE NOAA SHIP VIRGINIA KEY AND THE
SUSIO SHIP BELLOWS, COLLECTED DURING CICAR SURVEY MONTH II
Robert L. Molinari
Data collected during May 1972 aboard the R/V Virginia Key
and R/V Bellows are presented. The techniques used to reduce
these data are also given. These cruises were part of a coop-
erative venture, CICAR, to map synoptical ly the circulation in
the western Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico.
1. INTRODUCTION
This publication is the second in a series of reports presenting data
collected during May 1972. The data were collected by the Atlantic Oceano-
graphic and Meteorological Laboratories (AOML) of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, Nova University, the State University
System Institute of Oceanography (SUSIO) of Florida, the Instituto de
Geofisica of the Uni vers i dad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, and Texas A&M
University (TAMU) as part of the Declared National Program, Cooperative
Investigation of the Caribbean and Adjacent Regions (CICAR). May 1972
was designated CICAR Survey Month II to coordinate ship schedules so as
to monitor simultaneously the currents of the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of
Mexico.
Morrison, Merrell, and Nowlin (1973) presented the data collected
aboard TAMU's Research Vessel (R/V) A1 aminos . This memorandum lists the
data collected aboard AOML's R/V Virginia Key and SUSIO' s R/V Bellows .
The Bellows data were collected and reduced under the supervision of Mr.
M. Rinkel of SUSIO.
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2. NAVIGATION
The Virginia Key was to monitor the mass transport through the Yuca-
tan Channel. Reliable Loran-A signals are difficult to obtain in the
Channel, and the majority of the accurate fixes was obtained by radar
positioning at the Mexican and Cuban coastlines. Some sunline and celes-
tial fixes were obtained in the central portion of the channel. Within
20 mi. of either coast, the fixes are accurate to within +1 n.mi. In the
central portion of the Channel, the positioning accuracy is approximately
+3 n.mi
.
The Bellows collected density data in the eastern Gulf of Mexico.
The ship was positioned by a Loran-A navigational system. Loran-A has a
probable error of +1 n.mi. in this portion of the Gulf of Mexico.
Figures 1 through 15 include the Salinity/Temperature/Depth (STD)
and Expendable Bathythermograph (XBT) stations occupied by the Virginia
Key . Although a standard section was devised for the AOML research ves-
sel, navigational and instrumental difficulties encountered during the
cruise made the occupation of the standard stations impossible. Figure
16 shows the Bellows STD and XBT station positions.
3. EXPENDABLE BATHYTHERMOGRAPH DATA
The XBT's were edited visually to eliminate the obviously bad traces.
The AOML XBT's were further edited to find those without check-cycle tick
marks. The check-cycle is initiated at the start of an XBT launch, and,
if the system is properly activated, a tick mark is made on the chart
paper. Although XBT's without ticks can be valid, tickless traces were
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compared with the preceeding and following profiles. The SUSIO XBT's
were visually inspected to insure a valid calibration tick.
The Virginia Key XBT times, positions, and isotherm depths are
listed in appendix 1, and the Bellows data in appendix 2. The XBT
traces were forwarded to the National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC)
for analysis and now are filed under NODC reference numbers 42490
(AOML XBT's) and 44057 (SUSIO XBT's).
4. DENSITY DATA
Temperature, salinity, and depth measurements were taken on both
vessels with Plessey Corporation Model Number 9060 Salinity/Temperature/
Depth (STD) meters. This meter is a self-contained unit which records
internally and continuously on an analog chart.
The AOML STD data were reduced by the following procedure. Tempera-
ture and salinity values were visually determined from the down trace at
20-m intervals. Only surface water samples were collected; and from these,
surface temperature and salinity values were obtained. The surface tem-
perature was read from a bucket thermometer. The salinity of the surface
sample was determined on an inductive salinometer.
The surface temperature differences are within the accuracy of the
measuring systems, and the average salinity difference is 0.05°/oo for
stations number 2 through 58. After station 59, the salinity difference
is within the accuracy of the two systems. The temperature versus depth
profiles of simultaneously obtained XBT and STD stations were compared.
There were no consistent differences between the profiles considered.
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The historical data set of hydrographical stations occupied in the
Yucatan Channel was supplied by NODC. The mean Temperature-Salinity (T-S)
curve for the Channel was determined from these data. Below 17°C, there
is little variability in the T-S relation, and this relation is used to
correct the deeoer salinity values.
In particular, the value of the minimum salinity at the depth of the
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AIW) exhibits little variability with time.
Therefore, this minimum is compared to the average AIW minimum determined
from the Virginia Key data, and the difference is found to approximate
the surface salinity difference for stations 2 through 58. Therefore,
0.05°/oo was subtracted from the salinity values of these stations.
A T-S histogram was computed for the historical data collected in
May and is given in figure 17. A similar computation was performed using
the Virginia Key data, and the resulting histogram is given on figure 18.
The similarity between the shapes of the two histograms and the mean T-S
curves supports the validity of the calibration.
Appendix 3 lists in chronological order the Virginia Key's tempera-
ture and corrected salinity values at observed and standard depths. Also
listed are sigma-t, specific volume, dynamic height, and transport func-
tion values at standard depths. On some stations, the STD temperature sen-
sor did not function because of low battery power. The temperatures of sta-
tions 15 (from to 100 m), 48 (from to 60 m), and 50 (from to 60 m) were
determined by linear interpolation between the surface-water sample temper-
ature and the first available temperature. The temperatures of stations
13, 16, and 71 were taken from XBT profiles obtained at the same location.
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The SUSIO STD's were visually read at 20-m intervals to obtain tem-
perature and salinity values. Two water samples were collected when the
sensor reached the desired maximum depth. Water samples and temperature
values, from reversing thermometers, were obtained just above the STD
sensor and at the surface.
Differences between the surface sample and STD temperature and sa-
linity values were computed and plotted as functions of time. The plots
were visually inspected to identify intervals of constant calibration.
Lines of best fit were determined for these intervals, and these constant
values were added to the surface STD temperature and salinity values.
The reliability of the STD depth sensor was checked by comparing the
thermometric depth, determined from the protected and unprotected ther-
mometers, and the equivalent STD depth. A correction to the STD depth
values was applied if necessary.
The temperature and salinity values determined from the bottom water
samples were compared to the corresponding STD values. A correction fac-
tor versus depth was computed from these values. Appendix 4 lists the
Bellows STD data.
Figure 19 presents the T-S histogram and average T-S values deter-
mined from the Bellows data. The mean salinity at 5°C is somewhat lower
than the historical mean salinity. The Virginia Key data exhibit a simi-
lar feature. The original salinity-versus-depth curves suggest that at
greater depths the instrument does not respond quickly to small salinity
changes (<0.02°/oo). Although salinity variations exist at these depths,
the STD records frequently exhibit isohaline layers below 700 m. This
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slow response of the STD is apparently the cause of the lower salinities
at depth.
5. PRELIMINARY DATA PRESENTATION
Figures 1 through 15 also give vertical temperature sections drawn
from the Virginia Key data. The station positions were projected north
or south to place them on a standard section. The figures include the
station locations and the necessary movements.
Figure 16 gives the contoured depth field of the 22°C isothermal sur-
face during the Bellows cruise. The positions of the XBT and STD stations
are also included.
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Figure 1. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on April 29 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 2. Lower panel. XBT (circles
)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 2-3 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 3. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 3 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 4. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 4 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 5. Lower panel. XBT (circles
)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 5 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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igure 6. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 8 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 7. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 8-9 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 8. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 9 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 9. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 10 by the E/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 10. Lower panel. XBT (airales)
and STD (squares) stations oaaupied
on May 14 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 11. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 14-15 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 12. Lower panel. XBT (circles
)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 15-16 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 13. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 16-17 by the R/V Virginia Key.
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 14. Lower panel. XBT (circles)
and STD (squares) stations occupied
on May 21-22 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure IS. Lower panel. XBT (oiroles)
and STB (squares) stations occupied
on May 28 by the R/V Virginia Key .
Upper panel. The vertical tempera-
ture section obtained after projecting
the stations onto the standard section
shown in the lower panel. The hori-
zontal scales used on the two panels
are different.
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Figure 16. The positions of the XBT's (+) and STD's (X) occupied
by the R/V Be I lows . Also shown is the contoured depth field
(in meters) of the 22°C isothermal surface.
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Figure 18. The T-S histogram computed from the STD data of
the R/V Virginia Key .
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APPENDIX 1.
R/V VIRGINIA KEY XBT LISTING
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27 6o 58 uq 68 58 50
2b 120 112 P2 126 123 120
2b 15? 1'iR 130 146 149 148
24 lbP 173 157 170 163 166
2j loi.' L85 179 189 1 84 184
2d 200 20 203 19Q 190 209
21 20o 2!5 221 22Q 220 219
2u ^^ 2-^'+ 26? 257 255 231
lb) c40 25ft 281 291 ?R0 24°
lo 2b° 2.ro 312 320 "*27 291
17 ?.7«=: 2 C 5 34° 362 !*88 313
lo bUo 325 386 392 416 363
15 3^4 375 411 426 430 430
14 3b5 40Q 440 446 450 479
13 365 4«*0 46? 510 488 531
12 41S <t*2 509 547 ^16 560
11 4-bP 510 548 587 549 581
1U Dl2 560 597 630 ^95 622
9 SoS 6^5 650 685 654 667
o
7
o
620
7ln
700 730 720 730 719
635
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M>
SHIP P/V VIRGINIA KFY CRUISE VK 72-j 3
XPT NO. 22 23 24 25 26 27 2B
OATt (GmT)
TIME (GMT)
3-V
lbU^
3-V
1640
3-V
1710
3-V
174*
3-V
1810
3-V
1840
3-V
1910
LATITUDE °
t
21
47
21
45
21
'4?
21
40
21
3ft
21
36
21
34
LONoITUOE
t 15
35
19
85
25
85
30
8b
34
85
39
85
46
SURf- T (C) 27.7 27.5 27.4 27.5 27.6 27.8 27.4
2o
27
2b
2b
92
13"
63
12b
149
^9
ino
1U4
69
118
150
69
125
145
82
112
148
68
110
140
24
2j
2<L
21
lb c
184
2U3
22«^
169
183
201
240
167
17Q
l c l
210
169
ie3
191
207
163
178
192
209
160
175
191
POO
154
175
185
198
2U
ly
18
17
2b0
260
27c
310
262
2*0
296
339
223
2^^
269
207
220
241
270
300
227
24G
264
293
no
926
241
->65
208
220
234
249
lb
lb
14
13
3b
41S
453
bOn
381
413
443
500
342
368
428
4^9
330
368
400
436
321
359
378
418
291
325
360
"*99
275
312
341
369
12
11
1U
9
o
7
b
523
570
619
676
73Q
525
572
621
687
500
b<*8
586
630
680
739
465
508
549
603
664
764
441
480
519
582
650
728
431
459
504
581
659
730
410
490
503
560
620
710
636
ISOTHERM HEPTHS <M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XRT no. 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
HATE (GNT)
TIME (GrtT)
3-V
19*40
3-V
2010
3-V
2040
3-V
2110
3-V
21*+0
3-V
2210
3-V
22*40
LATITUDE °
t
21
32
21
31
?1
31
21
30
21
29
21
28
21
26
LONbITUuE°
f
85
51
85
55
*6
01
86
06
86
11
86
15
86
20
SURF T (C) 27. '4 27.3 27.7 27.8 27.7 27,8 27.6
2a
27
26
2a
30
10G
13?
64
80
120
49
76
100
44
7?
91
54
68
7<4
33
45
73
2h
?.d
21
146
17"*
134
190
138
15b
180
186
1?9
138
1^0
165
122
130
139
145
101
HI
119
129
90
93
114
123
do
19
lo
17
195
19o
20^
220
192
200
210
223
1 7 2
l n 8
1°8
2U
166
171
1*5
201
134
156
171
196
128
137
148
188
lu
lb
1h
13
241
268
314
350
240
275
313
342
2"1
268
3H2
332
240
261
2Q8
320
228
249
289
314
?12
239
268
296
12
11
10
9
338
430
4d4
544
370
427
480
521
3P0
430
485
530
363
410
462
518
350
412
445
490
331
360
410
475
7
b
606
665
750
594
668
578
b70
575
649
562
650
740
637
ISOTMFPM TEPIHS (M)
SHIP p/V VIRGINIA KFY CHUTSE. VK 72-13
XBT NO. 46 37 38 39 40 41 t+2
^ATt (Gi-iT)
TIMl (G.viT)
3-V
?J>1p
4-V
1611
4-V
2001
4-V
2156
4-V
222fc
4-V
2301
4-V
2350
LATITUDl. °
»
2l
2*
21
211
21
23
21
2^
21
25
21
26
21
2^
LONGlTUjL
*
b6 36
27
86
16
P6
11
66
07
86
03
85
56
smrf r IC) 27.8 27.6 27.5 27.6 27.6 27.5 27.5
2u
27
2o
£0
7
o
26
'+n
bP
33
'12
49
1 1
AO
7J
40
7H
88
51
8U
109
559
6^0
565
656
75?
566
640
60
94
1 18
589
663
50
98
135
?M bu 59 ^0 105 12b 139 163
2o 6? 61 1^0 12
1
138 15b 186
22 7n 70 1M 13? 150 ^69 200
21 75 78 115 146, 159 179 212
2U 78 83 122 lb? 171 191 225
ly e*3 91 1^0 163 182 ?0b 237
la 91 106 1^9 177 200 ?19 248
17 103 120 160 201. 230 239 260
lo lbn 152 2^0 23^ ?46 271 280
lb 194 185 240 259 280 295 302
i4 222 270 28? 306 T 19 330
lo 2o1 2°8 319 331 '41 360
12 300 332 350 372 370 398
11 359 408 410 412 432
lu 409 425 460 460 472
9 500 ue3 520 529 558
630
712
638
ISOTHERM HFPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRIJTSE VK 72-13
XPT NO. 4* 44 45 46 47 48 49
^ATl IGfsT) 5-V 5-V 5-V 5-V 5-V ^-v 5-V
TIMt (Gi'viT) 013n o3°o 0435 0530 0706 0753 0838
LATITUDL ° 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
i J1 35 "*9 TO 47 44 41
LON^ITUut° ^ "5 n 5 85 85 85 85
i 4? 31 24 1 A 12 19 27
SUPF T lC) 27.5 27.5 27.7 27.5 27.5 2^.4 27.5
26
21 oO 70 48 41 40 46 56
2d 91 109 100 85 123 97 AO
2 b 13^ 139 IMP 132 134 132 138
24 lo° 172 l^a 162 157 160 160
2j 2u7 198 l p 5 185 174 172 177
2^ c2P 213 207 IQ7 194 186 192
2x 24n 2*40 2?^ 212 210 210 219
2u do'* 257 240 248 224 P35 245
19 2t>o 272 2^9 260 240 ^51 260
Id 27^ 289 274 2R2 280 P72 281
17 2o? 303 310 315 310 ^30 319
lb 300 328 3^0 356 37U 360 342
Id 325 350 378 385 411 380 371
14 347 370 3QS 402 460 424 389
13 3bP, 408 425 448 499 455 414
Id 402 428 475 490 526 480 470
11 441 469 525 541 542 519 497
10 48? 529 563 575 571 588 555
9 539 600 6^3 630 610 650 590
o bOO 650 700 715 6R8
7 710 730 760
b
639
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUTSE VK 72-13
XPT NO. bo bl ^2 53 54 55 56
OATfc. (GMT) b-V 5-V 5-V 5-V 5-V 8-V 8-V
TIMfc. (GMT) 0930 1016 1102 1210 1255 0102 0155
LATITUDl 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
* 3a 36 37 37 38 22 25
LONGHUuE J5 85 85 85 86 86 86
i 3* 43 52 59 06 18 11
SURr T (C) 27."^ 27.3 27.4 27,4 27.
b
27.5 28.2
2o 19
27 o't 58 r^ ? 55 58 28 38
2b 1U0 102 102 90 99 68 69
2b 13ft 138 131 118 111 81 90
24 16p 174 152 129 113 86 111
2.3 2J0 211 17? 139 118 95 120
22 21f! 220 IP 3 155 136 100 130
21 230 24 200 168 148 103 138
2u 248 255 2?3 180 161 123 149
1* ^oO 264 236 197 171 137 161
lb 27? 268 24 4 211 182 147 185
17 299 278 253 228 206 165 211
lu 31o 293 265 258 233 176 237
lb 33P 310 2°1 288 255 210 268
m 361 331 321 316 ?43 298
15 381 362 355 345 287 320
12 418 402 390 381 322 361
11 49P. 451 419 428 362 398
10 565 503 481 464 407 442
9 618 580 530 512 490 500
a b60 648 5^0 611 561
7 750 760 705 680 659
b 764
640
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M>
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUTSE VK 72-13
XBT NO. 57 58 59 60 61 62 63
OATE (GMT)
TIMt (GMT)
6-V
02b0
8-V
0350
8-V
0440
R-V
0528
8-V
0616
8-V
0708
8-V
0756
LATITUDE °
t
21
2«
21
32
21
34
21
38
21
41
21
43
21
46
LONbITUu^°
t
c>6
03
85
55
P5
48
85
39
85
32
85
25
85
18
SURF T (C) 26.0 28.0 28.0 27.9 27.7 27.8 27.7
26
27 53 66 c 8 54 65 55 38
2b 77 93 no 3 03 90 101 94
25 110 128 132 134 137 139 138
24 IIP 139 1M7 156 160 161 157
23 129 151 160 168 178 177 168
22 142 168 173 180 191 200 206
21 16? 178 1°0 199 206 ?17 223
2u 180 190 210 218 222 ?34 23M
19 1^8 210 228 244 258 259 258
lii 212 234 2^9 266 280 280 281
17 240 270 281 292 310 307 315
16 2bR 296 311 316 340 334 355
15 292 343 339 338 358 370 390
14 332 352 359 380 380 402 419
13 353 378 382 406 418 425 448
12 387 415 417 431 466 466 471
11 430 452 450 480 501 508 510
10 479 499 503 517 533 539 560
9 530 550 547 572 578 594 620
8 580 620 618 610 650 650 675
7 661 670 730 718 740 730 741
b 7b6
641
ISOTHERM PEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUTSE VK 72-13
xbt no. 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
DATE (GMT) 8-V 8-V 8-V 8-V 8-V 8-V 8-V
TIMl (GMT) 08«+6 0948 1036 1310 1412 1453 1547
LATITUOL ° 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
f 4Q 45 U3 41 39 38 35
LONbITUuE° 85 «5 85 85 85 85 86
t 12 20 27 39 45 52 01
SURF T (C) 27. R 27.5 28.2 27.
9
28.0 2«.0 28.0
2o 30
27 5* 60 67 61 70 51 50
2t> 1U8 105 122 Q3 100 90 79
2b 138 141 151 l<4l 132 122 110
2*+ 167 153 171 156 151 144 126
23 lb3 186 183 173 164 153 135
2* 202 199 200 190 181 165 153
2i 21^ 219 220 201 193 180 161
20 230 237 239 213 210 194 176
19 25f> 259 259 240 230 218 190
Id 2 77 289 298 260 253 238 211
17 301 329 3?6 28^ 283 272 245
lb 340 366 352 324 327 291 270
Id 388 398 385 353 360 319 302
14 426 420 411 388 386 355 328
13 47 A 447 449 410 «U1 375 349
Vd 508 475 487 451 440 409 376
11 536 509 517 48.3 479 449 420
10 577 560 551 519 520 493 490
9 623 610 609 570 560 537 545
6 68* 671 648 623 629 619 600
7
6
722 7^8 721 720 *99 666
642
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO, 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
DATfc. (GMT)
TIML (GMT)
8-V
2008
9-V
0045
9-V
0255
10-V
0725
14-V
0135
14-V
0216
14-V
0300
LATITUDE
°
t
21
3]
21
21
21 21
31
21
19
21
21
21
25
LONbITUbE°
i
•
li6
15
86
24
86
15
85
59
86
26
86
21
86
17
SURF T (C) 27. Q 28.0 27.9 2^.0 28.0 27.8 28.0
2b
2 1
2b
2b
8
7
b
'13
b1
76
33
43
69
26
53
45
80
111
36
49
58
590
672
740
620
690
50
86
95
55
77
95
2h 95 73 58 157 89 99 120
25 9Q 90 61 16^ 100 114 130
2d 115 100 75 1H0 104 121 135
21 120 109 P9 19'4 HO 140 165
20 127 120 inn 215 129 161 175
19 13p 129 103 235 136 171 184
16 154 144 122 268 140 178 198
17 179 163 130 290 158 183 224
16 200 193 160 319 181 228 260
lb 238 235 196 343 210 242 288
14 2 76 257 219 375 227 266 300
13 310 289 260 403 260 282 350
12 343 328 428 299 328 370
11 380 369 478 350 354 400
10 430 510 406 400 445
9 509 522 437 485
572
660
7*5
643
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUTSE VK 72-13
XBT NO. 78 79 80 81 82 83 84
DATE (GMT) 1<!-V 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V
TIME (GMT) 0346 0430 0512 0554 0636 0718 0800
LATITUDE
°
21 21 21 21 21 21 21
i 25 27 29 31 33 35 36
LONGlTUuE° 36 86 A6 85 85 85 85
t 11 06 00 55 50 45 40
SURF T (C) 28.2 28.2 28.1 28,3 28.5 28.1 28.0
2b 25 28 30 28 39 38
27 45 55 70 52 90 80 74
2b 80 90 PI 101 127 118 121
2b 105 115 129 130 142 139 145
2H 140 151 154 149 160 149 161
23 170 165 170 170 170 164 180
22 180 180 186 180 186 184 191
21 190 198 204 202 197 198 206
20 19Q 212 230 222 226 219 230
19 210 224 254 250 261 252 248
18 230 240 280 280 290 280 271
17 243 260 293 306 302 319 304
16 270 285 301 332 360 356 350
15 302 325 321 360 378 383 377
1** 323 349 360 374 401 415 419
13 360 370 382 403 428 445 440
12 375 390 410 440 454 473 480
11 401 410 439 470 490 515 520
lu 445 450 480 517 521 550 571
9 489 504 531 578 574 598 630
6 550 580 610 630 653 650 680
7 645 650 660 713 723 726 746
b 768 762
644
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO, 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
DATE (GMT) 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V 14-V
TIME (GMT) 0842 0924 1006 1048 1410 1612 1831
LATITUDE 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
t 38 40 42 43 46 42 37
LONGITUDE 85 85 85 85 85 85 85
t 34 29 23 17 18 28 37
. SURF T (C) 28,2 28.2 28,3 28.2 28.2 28.0 28.4
28 18 32 28 21 31 30
27 71 69 76 50 74 61 71
26 130 123 138 128 128 127 116
25 15P 165 163 153 163 149 133
24 172 180 180 184 178 157 148
23 188 190 193 194 194 172 162
22 195 204 207 211 202 186 172
21 215 219 221 232 222 208 199
2U 228 237 241 258 238 222 216
19 250 256 263 282 257 247 250
18 290 283 301 307 290 278 270
17 316 319 330 340 330 322 308
16 360 358 371 380 357 354 344
15 386 400 404 402 385 387 373
14 416 436 436 438 436 412 401
13 441 469 468 470 474 436 438
12 468 491 504 510 501 486 470
11 524 539 551 553 530 522 495
10 600 605 589 600 569 562 536
9 650 642 631 680 633 598 579
8 641 727 685 720 728 642 623
7
6
758 746 768 720 687
645
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO. 92 93 94 95 96 97 98
DATE (GMT)
TIME (GMT)
14-V
2136
15-V
0110
15-V
0255
28-V
1844
28-V
1855
28-V
1909
28-V
1947
LATITUDE ° 21
34
21
28
21
27
21
18
21
19
21
19
21
20
LONGITUDE
t
85
47
86
02
86
08
86
30
86
28
86
25
86
23
SURF T (C) 28.4 28.3 28.2 28.5 28.3 .0 28.3
28
27
26
2b
030
50
110
131
26
50
72
108
20
46
81
104
25
39
71
80
22
32
51
63
022
38
48
61
31
40
48
70
24
23
22
21
154
170
184
202
138
155
168
174
130
145
151
172
85
98
108
119
72
89
100
118
75
88
94
97
90
98
99
101
2U
19
18
17
218
241
266
288
190
210
231
243
176
184
199
208
120
125
138
144
140
147
156
168
98
105
148
161
116
119
154
180
lb
lb
14
13
12
11
10
9
303
337
363
388
*U2
450
498
540
280
299
338
373
390
419
454
514
241
270
309
340
367
407
438
490
188
215
232
282
308
319
335
200
214
270
335
370
416
178
185
250
311
350
382
221
244
268
311
340
351
385
8
7
6
612
670
7b0
555
630
750
646
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO. 99 100 101 102 103 10*1 105
.—•_-.i———.—.—-.——-————.—„——————.
DATE (GMT) 28-V 28-V 28-V 28-V 28-V 28-V 28-V
TIME (GMT) 2000 2015 2030 2035 2045 2100 2228
LATITUDE
°
21 21 21 21 21 21 21
• 20 21 22 22 23 23 25
LONGITUDE 86 86 86 86 86 86 86
21 17 l*f 13 12 09 04
SURF T (C) .0 .0 .0 28.0 .0 28.2 28.4
28 9 28 6 29
27 31 49 39 49
26 4Q 77 66 75
25 !5«+ 82 98 94
24 59 90 113 115
23 76 101 121 123
22 109 108 124 132
21 122 110 131 156
20 13? 124 137 170
19 138 146 163 179
18 17* 149 187 209
17 195 187 242 262
16 217 204 261 282
15 236 231 270 296
14 250 272 301 330
13 320 348 377 399
12 341 383 406 418
11 423 395 455 451
10 420 458 485
9 490 527 516
b 513 539 568
7 610 606
6 750 735
647
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO. 106 107 108 109 110 111 112
HATE (GMT)
TIME (GMT)
28-V
2243
28-V
2258
28-V
2313
28-V
2328
28-V
2345
29-V
0114
29-V
0129
LATITUDE °
t
21
24
21
25
21
25
21
26
21
27
21
29
21
30
LONGITUDE
«
86
01
85
58
85
55
85
52
85
48
85
44
85
41
SURF T (C) 28.6 28.7 28.4 28.3 28.3 28.4 28.3
28
27
26
25
28
58
100
128
34
62
106
132
33
60
110
135
29
50
109
139
24
23
2c.
21
143
156
165
174
152
164
171
185
151
160
170
186
159
170
181
194
20
19
18
17
183
215
249
285
197
225
276
308
205
233
277
323
220
242
281
332
lb
lb
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
320
380
430
460
470
510
538
565
620
727
341
386
429
467
508
532
555
599
650
747
359
408
447
480
499
532
568
613
668
760
390
426
478
493
503
538
576
630
690
765
648
ISOTHFRM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP P/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO, 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
DATE (GMT)
TIME (GMT)
29-V
0144
29-V
0159
29-V
0214
29-V
0229
29-V
0244
29-V
0405
29-V
0420
LATITUDE °
i
21
32
21
33
21
34
21
36
21
37
21
40
21
41
LONGITUDE 85
39
85
36
85
33
85
31
85
29
85
24
85
22
SURF T (C) 28.3 28.3 28.3 28.3 28.2 .0 28.2
28
27
26
2b
3?
56
116
14*
30
62
110
149
33
66
119
160
40
58
133
162
37
65
132
162
24
2d
22
21
lb7
173
185
197
169
178
187
198
164
175
180
193
168
178
186
203
176
181
191
210
2U
19
18
17
221
260
298
338
222
264
289
330
227
275
3H0
338
241
288
326
372
241
291
319
367
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
ti
7
o
390
438
471
490
522
559
592
650
717
770
381
441
470
501
531
556
599
651
707
410
447
480
500
533
562
590
655
723
400
422
450
480
499
522
590
641
700
398
435
461
481
500
528
570
630
711
649
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (Ml
SHIP R/V VIRGINIA KEY CRUISE VK 72-13
XBT NO. 120 121 122 123
DATE (GMT)
TIME (GMT)
29-V
0435
29-V
0449
29-V
0502
29-V
0517
LATITUDE
°
t
21
42
21
43
21
45
21
47
LONbITUuE°
•
85
20
85
17
85
15
85
13
SURF T (C) .0 28.1 .0 .0
2d
27
2b
2b
40
66
140
160
33
63
1U2
161
33
60
137
162
24
2i
22
21
1 7 4
187
203
231
176
190
210
231
173
183
208
248
20
1.9
Id
17
260
292
325
353
2*2
2*8
3?9
351
265
291
320
350
lb
lb
14
13
380
402
427
447
379
3<>5
427
448
372
389
423
455
12
11
10
9
486
530
585
640
481
536
595
655
490
536
586
670
8
7
b
717 735 721
650
APPENDIX 2.
R/V BELLOWS XBT LISTING
651
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V HELLOW.S CRUISE B 7204
XHT no. 1 4 5 6 7 8 9
DATE (G.viT)
TIME (G.viT)
6-V
1230
8-V
0239
8-V
0710
8-V
1120
8-V
1528
10-V
0510
10-V
1000
LATITUDE °
»
27
15
26
08
25
55
25
42
25
25
24
31
24
43
LONGlTUiiE
*
84
36
84
17
84
47
85
16
85
50
85
16
84
43
SURF T (C) 26.2 26.8 26.1 26.1 27.1 26.5 27.7
2 b
27
2b
2b
lb 23
42
10
45
12
62
5
40
51
14
28
52
82
90
2 a
25
2?
2i
57
69
79
92
72
83
93
115
82
94
101
122
70
80
90
99
31
37
47
56
100
112
126
137
19
la
17
129
160
165
127
150
170
195
134
150
183
200
120
138
162
186
58
63
78
97
142
149
173
225
lb
15
14
13
240
285
298
307
242
280
305
345
216
236
297
325
122
140
173
220
268
300
323
350
1^
11
10
9
327
370
416
485
390
425
468
512
355
470
536
630
256
300
353
428
384
433
473
7
o
580
640
583
700
730 528
710
652
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (M)
SHIP R/V HELLOWS CRUISE R 7204
XBT NO. 10 11 12 14 15 16 17
DATE (G.v.T)
TIME (GmT)
13-V
0020
13-V
0519
13-V
1043
14-V
1030
14-V
1745
14-V
2235
15-V
0230
LATITUDE
°
t
24
12
23
58
23
44
25
25
25
39
25
55
26
06
L0iNl6lTu.yE°
i
63
44
84
18
84
47
85
50
85
16
84
47
84
19
SURF T (C) 27.6 27.6 26.0 26.3 27.0 27.1 26.7
tin
27
2D
44
73
115
52
96
146
60
e7
125
35
92
62
78
66b
76U
727 736.
1
23
68
512
625
20
38
£1* 146 160 146 100 102 76 64
4- wJ 172 173 154 109 115 87 77
Ct 164 187 171 133 140 113 89
21 193 203 182 161 140 106
c ) 2Uu 220 200 175 154 120
1 i 219 236 228 190 170 144
In 24b 268 270 210 200 164
1/ 277 290 301 231 217
ll. 317 350 345 275 257
ib 34b 378 381 308 288
i<4 375 425 420 340 307
1.. 397 464 475 375 324
i.f 433 520 521 400 335
11 U6b 569 550 443 344
'
lu S3U 609 607 497 370
4 620 660 690 627 430
c
653
ISOTwePM HEPTHS (M)
SHIP p/V L3FLLOWS CRUTSE B 7204
XBT NO. 1« 19 20 21 22 24 25
DATc. (GW.T) lb-V 17-V 17-V 17-V 17-V 17-V 17-V
TIME (Gk,T) 2120 0020 0255 0503 0912 1435 1705
LATITUDE
°
2A 26 26 26 26 26 26
b^ 49 44 38 28 32 51
LONulTUuE 85 85 S5 P.6 86 86 86
t 25 38 49 04 29 39 21
SURf- T (C) 2b. 9 26.9 26. Q 26. P 27.0 26.3 26.1
2o
27
2b 55 55 <40 22 40 35 67
2b 9? 147 1^3 165 172 174 170
2* IIP 159 173 186 195 192 183
23 Ul 172 195 202 215 205 203
2<L lHl 1Kb 204 220 232 225 215
21 ion 208 2?2 232 260 250 225
2u IB] 21b 2*47 255 283 273 250
lv 195 228 273 288 312. "*05 288
lb <ilO 24 b 2^0 315 340 340 320
17 23u 2*5 316 352 37b ^80 350
lb 2u1 293 34 395 420 427 410
lb 2d0 32b 375 430 455 460 436
14 blA 350 403 465 485 490 470
Id 3b0 390 442 510 532 525 506
Id J>66 '127 4^0 550 566 570 562
U 43? 470 516 585 605 *93 588
lu 47* 523 560 628 658 640 632
9 bbO 580 618 685 720 710 714
u
7
b
607
70
650
750
740 750
654
ISOTHERM DEPTHS (?/.)
SHIP H/M rtELLOWS CRUISE R 7204
XRT NO. 26 27 28
DATE (bi..T)
TIiME < C.i T )
17-V
221U
lfl-V
0235
lfl-V
0640
LATITUU °
i
27
17
27
40
28
03
LONGITUDE
t
6b
Ob
85
50
85
34
SURF T (C) 2b. 1 25.7 25.6
27
26 37
25 125 48 36
2s 150 58 50
d/> lb2 68 60
Z? 170 85 78
21 21^ 105 96
2J 232 117 104
19 313 128 115
1<; 372 143 137
17 415 160 148
lb U6a 187 172
1:, 216 197
14 243 227
1.3 278 252
1, 307 297
11 355 340
1U 403 388
h 463 450
« 535
7 630
o 750
655
APPENDIX 3.
R/V VIRGINIA KEY STD LISTING
Z - Depth (m)
T - Temperature (°C)
(-9.9°C- no T - data)
S - Salinity (°/oo)
SIGT - Sigma-t
TANOM - Thermosteric anomaly
SVA - Specific volume anomaly
SVEL - Sound velocity (m/s)
DYNHGT - Dynamic height (dyn. m)
TRANS - Transport function
656
\i/'\l ilKblMA KclY VK 7?-lo
ltiln &...T >iAY 2 1972
21 L9 h 36 31 W 201 M
surface sample salinity 3b. 95
SUKhACc SAMPLE rEMPERATURE
STu STATlOi.
2
J
20
40
to
eu
100
1^0
l*+0
16U
r
27. b
*:o. 7..
24.7,
24. fc( ,
19.b.i
17,+c
it), a*
Id . J -»
lb.tin
1 b . U i
,
3 b . 97
3o.4b
35.57
3b. b
7
3b. bb
3 o . 2 &
3b. 2u
36.1?
3 o . y 5
SloT
23. Jl
23. 3o
24. o.}
24.-37
26.01
2<-.4u
26. bd
2o. bj
<ib . b7
2fc. 7^!
TmNOM
4bd.O
39b.
9
331.
&
309.5
200.2
163.
b
146.3
144.9
137.
133.1
SVA
456.
399. f
333.2
311.9
c. Oo . 2
lbb.9
150.?
149.5
142.^
13c. 6
SVEL
1541. 7B
lb40.74
Ib26.b7
153b. 72
lb?4.b3
1 b 1 7 . 7
1
1515. tb
1515.27
1513.70
1511.34
DYNHGT
.On go
,0 c 5b
.1591
.223b
.2751
.3121
.34 3b
.373b
.4030
.4*12
TRANS
0.
9.
33.
71.
121.
180.
246.
317.
39b.
47fi.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY \/K 72-13
19oo GMT MAY 2 1972
21 20 N 86 26 W 457 M
SUHFACE SAf-.PLE SALIhlTY 35.98
SUKFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
2 T S SI3T
27. 4o 3o.05 23.40
20 27.27 36.05 23. 4h
40 26.90 36.03 23.55
toO 26. 00 36.47 24.16
60 23.3/1 36.65 25.09
100 21.20 36.65 25.71
120 16. mj 36.53 26.26
140 17.6* 36.44 26.44
160 16.80 36.33 26.60
160 16.6u 36.28 26.61
200 16.2b 36.19 26.62
220 15.20 36.05 26.75
TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
449.1 449.1 1541.63 .0000 0.
445.1 446.0 1541.67 .0895 9.
435.2 436.9 1541.15 .1778 36.
376.4 376.9 1539.81 .2594 79.
267.8 291.0 1534.01 .3264 138.
228.9 232.7 1528.73 .3788 208.
177.0 181.3 1522.35 .4202 288.
160.1 165.0 1519.76 .4548 376.
144.7 150.0 1516.96 .4863 470.
143.8 149.7 1516.63 .5163 570.
142.5 149.0 1515.79 .5461 676.
130.0 136.8 1512.72 .5747 789.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY
214/ o!,T >1AY
21 ;_*» N 86 17 W
SUk>=ACE SaNiPLE SAL I
VK 7?-13
2 1972
9b 1 M
MTY 3b. 97
STu STATlot.
SUKKACc SAMPLE TE!viPERATURE
z T S SIbT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHftT TRANS
27.41 36. ul 23.37 452.3 452.3 1541.62 .0000 0.
2U 27. o 7 36.02 23.39 450.4 451.2 1541. b7 .0904 q
40 ^7.1^ 36.05 23.47 442.7 444.4 1541.82 .1799 36.
60 26.1^ 3o.l9 23. d9 402.2 40<4.7 1540.00 .2646 81.
80 2b. i t 36.444 24.34 359.9 363.2 1538.64 .3416 141.
100 24. o7 36.60 24.76 319.4 323.5 1536.72 .4103 216.
120 21.67 3u. 70 25.62 237.7 242.3 1530.33 .4689 304.
1^0 20 .20 36.63 2b. 97 204.5 209.7 1526.66 .5121 402.
loO 19. lH 36. bb 26.1b 164.8 190.6 1524.08 .5521 508.
160 18.3^ 36. bO 26.34 lb9.1 175.4 1522.08 .5«67 622.
c!00 17. bii 36.3b 26.42 lbl.5 168.4 1520.00 .6231 744.
^20 16. oi 3o.2b 26.5b 146.2 153.5 1517.27 .b553 871.
240 16. U.j 36.0 6 26. oa 146.5 154.2 1515.54 .6860 1006.
260 lb. un 35.9b 26.71 134.4 142.3 1512.61 .7157 1146.
«;b0 14. 4i, 35.85 26.76 128.0 136.3 1510.93 .7435 1292.
3C0 14.1, 3b. 81 26.80 125.2 133.9 1510.30 .7706 1443.
320 13.4/ 3b. b7 26.64 121.5 130.5 1506.18 .7970 1600.
3b0 £- • U _> 35.48 26.97 109.5 116.8 1504.00 .8465 1929.
400 10. oi 35.29 27.0b 101.5 110.9 1500.10 .8930 2277.
u^u 9.bi 35.13 27.15 92.1 101.4 1495.91 .9368 2643.
480 9. On 35.0b 27.18 89.9 99.5 1494.53 .9773 3026.
b20 6 . 0/' 3b. 04 27.23 b4.9 94.9 1493.75 1.0161 3424.
b60 8 . 2 i; '34.95 27.22 ob.4 95.7 1492.70 1.0553 3839.
uOO 7.76 34.94 27.28 60.2 90.7 1491.74 1.0925 4268.
o40 7.2u 34.66 27.32 76.6 87.1 1490.07 1.1261 4712.
bbO 6.b/^ 34.6b 27.37 71.3 81.6 1488.42 1.1620 5170.
720 6 . 3o 34.6b 27.42 66.5 76.9 1487.81 1.1936 5642.
7b 6.0b 34.87 27.47 62.0 72.6 1487.28 1.2234 6125.
nOO b . c>u 34.89 27.51 58.1 66.9 1467.16 1.2519 6620.
d4U b. D^' 34.92 27.5e> 53.8 64.8 1487.13 1.2787 7126.
d60 5.59 34.93 27.57 52.7 64.2 1487.67 1.3044 7643.
920 b.4i 34.93 27.59 b0.6 62.2 1487.60 1.3295 8170.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
o GMT MAY 3 1972
21 27 N 86 06 a 1756 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 35.99
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
Z
20
40
60
6u
100
120
140
lbO
180
200
22G
240
260
*fcO
300
320
360
*0O
4*40
460
520
560
oOO
b4U
o60
72U
76U
bOO
b40
1
27.4?
27. Jb
27.28
26.6?
26.15
25. 3u
24. 2i)
22. bu
21.50
20. 6u
18. 3u
17. iu
16.7(j
15.62
15.1;,
14. 20
13.5b
12.3;
11.33
10. 4^
9.72
9.0ii
8.7?
6.2?
7.4*
b.9?
6.4o
6.20
5.b*
5.bU
S
35.96
35.95
35.97
36.05
36.26
36.55
36.67
36.74
36.73
3b. 57
36.45
36.33
36.27
36.06
35.95
35.82
35.67
35.49
35.33
35. 23
35.07
35.02
34.99
3*. 94
34.84
34.61
34.60
34.63
34.84
34.65
SIGT
23.33
23.34
23.38
23.59
23.96
24.44
24.87
25.33
25.69
25.82
26.32
26.53
26.58
26.64
26.70
26.80
26.61
26.93
26.99
27.07
27.07
27.15
27.17
27.21
27.25
27.30
27.3b
27.41
27.47
27.51
TANOM
456.2
455.1
451.2
431.3
396.0
349.9
309.5
265.3
231.0
219.1
170.8
151.5
146.8
141.1
135.2
126.1
124.6
113.7
107.6
99.7
99.7
92.1
90.1
66.4
b2.6
78.1
73.0
67.5
b2.3
58.8
SVA
456.2
455.9
452.9
433.9
399.3
354.1
314.4
270.8
237.2
225.8
177.8
158.9
154.7
149.4
143.8
134.9
133.7
123.1
117.4
109.7
109.9
102.5
101.0
97.5
93.3
88.8
83.6
78.3
73.1
69.7
SVEL
1541.60
1541.78
1541.94
1541.31
1540.30
1538.89
1536.69
1533.59
1530.55
1528.34
1522.13
1518.62
1517.68
1515.32
1513.26
1510.57
1508.70
1504.93
1501.97
1499.35
1497.20
1495.14
1494.70
1493.41
1490.87
1489.53
1488.36
1486.02
1487.25
1486.95
DYNHGT
.0000
.0912
.1821
.2708
.3541
.4294
.4963
.5546
.6056
.6519
.6923
.7259
.7573
.7877
.8170
.8449
.8717
.9239
.9718
1.0170
1.0606
1.1026
1.1434
1.1828
1.2214
1.2574
1.2920
1.3244
1.3548
1.3836
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
82.
144.
223.
315.
420.
536.
662.
796.
938.
1087.
1241.
1402.
1568.
1739.
2099.
2478.
2876.
3291.
3724.
4173.
4639.
5119.
5615.
6125.
6648.
7184.
7732.
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R/l VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0230 GMT MAY 3 1972
21 31 N 85 57 W 1920
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
M
L
20
*+0
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
280
260
300
320
J>bO
400
U40
460
520
bbO
600
o40
obO
720
760
600
a40
660
920
9b0
1U00
T
27.37
27.3 7
27.37
27.«;U
2b. 62
26.0.5
25.46
24. 9n
24.05
23.1s
21.60
18.7.,
16. o7
15.46
14. bb
14.24
13.0'i
12. bw
11. b2
lO.b.i
10. Lu
9.4*
6.6r>
8. lo
7.79
7.45
b.«r.
IS
fa]
5.2s
5.1*
5 . U .;
b
35.96
35.96
35.96
35.96
36.05
36.25
36.41
36.55
36.63
36.74
36.65
36.43
36.15
36.02
35.95
35.80
35.67
35.54
35.3b
35.26
35.14
35.09
34.9b
34.94
34.92
34.86
34.83
34.63
34.84
34.64
34.84
34.65
34.65
34.86
SIGT
23.34
23.34
23.34
23.40
23.59
23.99
24.29
24.54
24.69
25.22
25.55
26.19
26.56
26.67
26.75
26.77
26.79
26.91
26. 9o
27. Oo
27.08
27.13
27.16
27.22
27.26
27.27
27.32
27.37
27.42
27.47
27. bO
27.55
27.56
27.59
TANOM
454.7
454.7
454.7
449.4
431.3
393.1
364.4
340.0
307.5
276.0
244.7
163.8
146.1
137.5
130.0
128.3
126.6
115.3
110.5
100.7
99.1
94.4
91.3
65.6
61.8
bl.5
76.1
71.2
b6.b
62.5
59.6
54.7
53.9
51.2
SVA
454.7
455.5
456.4
452.0
434.7
397.3
369.4
345.8
314.0
283.2
252.5
191.6
155.9
145.7
136.5
137.2
135.7
124.9
120.5
110.6
109.6
105.3
102.1
96.5
93.0
92.9
87.4
82.5
76.0
73.8
71.1
66.0
65.5
62.9
SVEL
1541.49
1541.61
1542.13
1542.08
1541.63
1540.34
1539.45
1533.74
1536.68
1535.22
1531.91
1523.60
1516.76
1514.11
1512.47
1510.67
1509.03
1505.93
1503.01
15C0.06
1498.30
1496.99
1494.40
1493.18
1492.39
1491.65
1490.05
1489.21
1466.65
1467.94
1467.63
1486.83
1487.20
1467.13
DYNHGT
.0000
.0910
.1*22
.2730
.3617
.4449
.5216
.5931
.6591
.7168
.7724
.8166
.6515
.8K17
.9101
.9376
.9649
1.0165
1.0651
1.1116
1.1556
1.1966
1.2404
1.2798
1.3178
1.3549
1.3910
1.4252
1.4573
1.467b
1.5168
1.5441
1.5704
1.5956
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
82.
145.
226.
323.
434.
559.
697.
846.
1005.
1172.
1345.
1525.
1709.
1900.
2296.
2712.
3148.
3601.
4072.
4560.
5064.
5584.
6118.
6667.
7231.
7807.
8396.
8997.
9609.
10232.
10866.
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R/v VIRGINIA KLf VK 7^-li
053., GiViT MaY b 1972
21 37 N 85 40 W 2195 M
SUio ACL SAMPLE SALINITY 36. C5
SUKhaCc SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
2 T s SI3T TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.20 36.05 23.47 443.0 443.
C
1541.19 .0000 0.
20 27.^1, 36. 05 23.47 443.0 443.8 1541.51 .0887 9.
40 27.20 3b .05 23.47 443.0 444.7 1541.64 .1775 35.
bO 26. hi 36.0 5 23.59 430.7 433.2 1541.27 .2653 80.
60 26.21 3b. 11 23.83 4U8.6 411.9 1540.30 .3498 141.
100 £b. 05 36.17 23.92 399.5 403.6 15^0.31 .4314 219.
120 25. o, 36. 35 24.13 379.7 384.7 1540.26 .5102 314.
140 ^5.^/ 3b. 55 24.42 352.0 357.8 1539.71 .5845 423.
lbO 24. 50 36.65 24.76 319.5 326.1 1538.04 .6528 547.
180 25. St. 3b. 75 «d5.13 2b4.0 291.2 1536.00 .7146 684.
200 22. 7 3b. 76 d5.55 244.0 251.8 1532.71 .7689 832.
220 2 1 • Q u 3b. 74 25.84 217.1 225.5 1530.20 .81,66 990.
<i40 19. c, 3b. 5b *6.07 194.5 203.3 1526.55 .8595 1158.
2bO 18./,- 3b. 4 ft 26.24 178.7 137.9 1524.32 .8986 1334.
<LbQ i7.o.. 36.38 «i6.4j 164.0 173.7 1521.89 .9346 1517.
JOO i7.c/ 36.25 26.44 160.0 170.1 1520.38 .9691 1708.
o20 16.4., 3o . lo 26. 5o 148.1 158.5 1518.14 1.0020 1905.
JbO 1 5 . 1 -. 35.9b 26. o9 136.2 147.2 1514.61 1.0631 2318.
*00 1 3 . b ;
:
35.75 26.37 119.2 130.5 1510.14 1.1190 2754.
440 12. b»; 35.53 26. 9j 116.0 127.7 1507.21 1.1716 3213.
460 11. 4i, 35.36 27.00 106.6 118.4 1503.54 1.2206 3691.
520 10.45 36.^3 ^7.07 99.8 111.7 1500.67 1.2664 4189.
560 9.92 3b. 15 27.10 97.0 109.2 1499.31 1.3106 4704.
bOO 9. OH 35. 04 *:7.1o 91.9 103.9 1496.75 1.3536 5237.
b4 8.55 34.95 *7.17 90.5 102.7 1495.30 1.3947 5787.
ofaO 7.7/, 34.be, 27.24 o3.9 95.7 1492.75 1.4342 6352.
72 7.4b 34. b7 ^7.27 b0.9 93.0 1492.35 1.4719 6934.
7b0 7.L7 34.85 27.31 77.1 89.3 1491.47 1.5063 7530.
600 6 . b 34.85 27.36 73.6 86.0 1491.06 1.5435 8140.
tJ40 6.41 34.8b 27. 4u b8.6 80.9 1490.18 1.5769 8764.
ofeO 5 • b 1
1
34.85 27. 4d fal.l 72.9 1488.40 1.6076 9401.
920 5.41 34. bb 27.04 55.8 67.4 1487.50 1.6355 10050.
9bO 5.14 34.87 27.57 52.5 64.2 1487.27 1.6618 10709.
662
R/v VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION
0812 GMT MaY 3 1972
21 hG N 85 30 W 1737 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.00
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
Z T b SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL CYNHGT TRANS
27. HO 3b. 0? 23.38 451.3 451.3 1541.61 .0000 0.
20 27.40 36.05 23.40 449.1 450.
C
1541.96 .0901 9.
40 27. jb 36.05 23.42 447.6 449.3 1542.17 .1801 36.
60 26.9s 3b. 05 23.53 436.5 439.1 1541.69 .2689 81.
60 26.07 36.06 23.83 408.0 411.3 1539.93 .3539 143.
100 26.0H 36.15 <i3.92 399.4 403.6 1540.18 .4354 222.
120 25. bu 3b. 33 24.21 371.7 376.6 1539.50 .5134 317.
140 24.9U 36.60 24. bO 334.7 340.4 1538.64 .5851 427.
160 24.38 36.71 24.64 311.8 316.3 1537.80 .6510 550.
160 23.32 36.75 25.19 278.9 286.1 1535.56 .7114 687.
^00 ZZ.Ji; 36.75 25.4b 253.1 261.0 1533.50 .7662 834.
220 21.01 36.72 25.82 218.8 227.2 1530.21 .8150 993.
240 20.20 36.65 25.98 2o3.1 212.0 1528.29 .8569 1160.
dbG 19.40 36.56 26.14 lb8.1 197.5 1526.34 .8998 1336.
260 18.62 3b. 55 26.32 171.2 181.1 1524.43 .9377 1520.
j>00 17.94 3b. 45 26.40 163.4 173.6 1522.64 .9732 1711.
320 17.57 36.42 <i6.48 155.6 166.7 1521.90 1.0073 1909.
360 16.3b 3b. 15 26.57 147.7 159.3 1518.63 1.0724 2325.
400 14. lr 35.92 26. 7o 129.4 141.4 1513.95 1.1323 2766.
H40 14.19 35.62 26.80 125.9 136.7 1512.79 1.1864 3230.
480 13.10 35.56 26.84 121.9 135. 1509.58 1.2426 3716.
520 12.00 35.45 26.96 110.8 124.0 1506.36 1.2934 4224.
560 11.01 35.28 26.99 107.2 120.4 1503.34 1.3<4l9 4751.
bOO 10. is 35.15 27.0b 101.4 114.7 1500.93 1.3884 5297.
640 9.47 35.06 27.11 96.5 109.8 1496.85 1.4336 5861.
u80 8.61 35.00 27.17 90.7 104.0 1496.99 1.4763 6443.
720 6.2i, 3H.90 27.19 b9.1 102.2 1495.21 1.5182 7042.
760 7.5i, 34.84 27.24 b3.7 9b.
5
1493.11 1.5^76 7658.
600 6.9u 34.84 27.33 75.6 88.2 1491.44 1.5945 8288.
o40 6.5,; 34.64 27.36 70.5 8£.9 1490.52 1.6286 8933.
660 5.90 34.86 27.48 bl.b 73.6 1468.61 1.6606 9591.
920 5.7S 34.89 27.52 57.5 69.6 1468.90 1.6695 10261.
960 5.4.6 34.92 27.5a 51.5 63.7 1488.31 1.7162 10942.
luOO 5.1l 34.93 27.63 47.0 59.0 1487.64 1.7407 11633.
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R/M VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1046 GivlT MAY 3 1972
21 40 N 85 10 W 1829 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 3b. 96
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
z T b SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
u 27.^ 35.95 23. 3d 4b0.S 450.8 1541.14 .0000 0.
20 27.t? 35.95 23.38 4b0.6 451.6 1541.47 .0902 9.
40 27.2,1 3o.C2 .£3.44 445.1 446.8 1541.81 .1801 36.
oU 26. 9o 36.03 23.54 436.1 436.7 1541.54 .2686 81.
80 26. bo 36.17 23.78 413.0 416.4 1541.02 .3541 143.
10U 26.3** 36.3b 23.96 396.0 400.2 1541.26 .4358 222.
120 2b. Mn 36.62 24.46 347.8 352.
e
1539.51 .5111 317.
14U 24.94 36.65 24. b3 332.2 336.0 1538.77 .5802 426.
160 24.1b 36.75 24.94 302.3 308.8 1537.28 .6449 549.
160 23.20 36.76 25.23 274.9 282.1 1535.26 .7039 683.
200 22. Mm 36.76 25.44 255.1 263.0 1533.77 .7584 830.
.-20 21.0.) 36.7*1 25.64 217.1 225.5 1530.20 .8073 936.
2<+0 20. 0*, 36.65 26.04 198.0 206.9 1527.74 .8505 1152.
dfcO 19. 2b 36.59 26.1b 184.4 193.8 1526.01 .8906 1326.
26 16.61, 36 . 52 26.30 172.9 182.8 1524.34 .9283 1508.
oOu 18. ul 36. MM 26.39 lb4.6 175.0 1522.89 ,9b40 1697.
J20 17. Dh 36. 3b 26. 4d 156.9 169.8 1521.89 .9965 1893.
J>bU 16.67 36.2b 26. b3 151.3 163.3 1520.31 1 .0652 2306.
•400 15.7b 36.06 26.6b 139.6 152.2 1517.36 1 .1284 2745.
MHO 14.br, 3d. 89 «d6.7b 130.8 144.0 1514.43 1 .1879 3208.
460 13. bu 3b. 7M 26.62 123.9 137.6 1512.07 1 .2441 3695.
520 12. bd 3b. bb 26.92 114.2 127.9 1508.45 1 .2970 4203.
660 11. b4 3d. 37 26.9b 108.4 122.2 1505.32 1 .3475 4732.
oOO 10.7m 35.25 27.03 104.0 117.9 1503.16 1 .3950 5281.
b40 9. bo 35.13 27.14 93.8 107.4 1499.53 1 .4407 5848.
bbO 9.1b 3b. 03 27.14 93.7 107.4 1498.28 1 ,4840 6433.
/2U U.bO 3M.96 27.19 69.1 102.6 1496.42 1 .5254 7035.
76U 7.7s 34.93 27.26 60.5 93.7 1494.19 1 .5647 7653.
dOU 7.13 34. 6H ^7.33 75.7 86.6 1492.39 1 .6014 8286.
b40 6.72 34.6b 27.37 71.8 84.7 1491.41 1 .6362 8934.
bbO 6.M? 34.8* 27.42 67.1 80.1 1491.10 1 .6690 9595.
^2u 6.17 34.90 27.47 61.9 74.9 1490.59 1 .6998 10269.
S*60 5.40 34.93 27. b9 50.4 62.6 1468.20 1 .7270 10954.
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R/V VIKoIMA KEY VK 72-13
1330 SMT MAY 3 1972
21 oO N 85 05 In 1518 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 10
2
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
ltoO
160
200
220
240
260
260
500
320
3fa0
400
440
460
520
560
oOO
640
o80
720
760
600
o40
680
920
960
T
27.4D
27. *u
27. li,
26.42
26.40
26. 3H
26.02
25.25
24. 4U
23.33
21.ob
21.20
20.40
19.9b
16. bl
16. 5u
16.01
17.40
16.64
15.02
13.35
12.35
10.61
10. 1^
9.5b
8.65
8.2,,
6.00
7.b3
7.07
6.72
5.95
5.4h
S
36.05
36.05
36.10
35.95
36.15
36.24
36.35
36.55
36.64
36.77
36.76
36.74
36.67
36.65
36.57
36.55
36.47
36.39
36.31
35.95
35.73
35.55
35.33
35.24
35.15
35.05
34.99
34.97
34.95
34.93
34.90
34.91
34.93
SIGT
23.40
23.40
23.53
23.64
23.80
23.87
24.07
24.46
24.78
25.20
25.63
25.78
25.95
26.05
26.29
26.35
26.41
26.50
26.57
26.72
26.90
26.97
27.09
27.14
27.16
27.20
27.26
27.27
27.32
27.37
27.40
27.51
27.58
TANOM
449.1
449.1
436.3
426.4
411.4
404.4
365.6
348.5
317.4
277.8
236.8
222.4
206.7
196.7
174.3
168.3
162.4
154.0
147.0
133.5
115.7
109.9
98.6
93.6
91.1
67.6
62.4
61.0
75.9
71.2
68.8
58.4
51.4
SVA
449.1
450.0
438.0
428.9
414.8
408.5
390.6
354,3
323.9
285.0
244.5
230.8
215.7
206.4
184.3
176.9
173.5
166.2
160.3
146.9
129.1
123.5
111.7
106.9
104.5
101.0
95.6
94.7
89.5
84.7
82.3
71.1
63.7
SVEL
1541.63
1541.96
1541.66
1540.31
1540.77
1541.13
1540.72
1539.42
1537.79
1535.60
1532.01
1530.74
1528.85
1527.92
1524.99
1524.41
1523.24
1522.02
1520.91
1515.58
1510.58
1507.67
1502.72
1500.79
1499.26
1497.20
1495.33
1495.20
1494.02
1492.87
1492.11
1489.73
1488.52
DYNHGT
.0000
.0899
.1787
.2654
.3498
.4321
.5120
.5865
.6543
.7152
.7682
.8157
.8603
.9025
.9416
.9779
1.0132
1.0815
1.1467
1.2086
1.2636
1.3136
1.3607
1.4041
1.4465
1.4874
1.5267
1.5649
1.6020
1.6369
1.6703
1.7009
1.7277
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
80.
142.
220.
314.
424.
548.
685.
834.
992.
1160.
1336.
1520.
1712.
1911.
2330.
2776.
3247.
3742.
4257.
4792.
5345.
5916.
6502.
7105.
7724.
6357.
9005.
9666.
10341.
11026.
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K/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 11
1730 GMT MAY 4 1972
21 13 N 86 33 W 91 M
SUKFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.07
SU*f-ACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.4? 36.10 23. 43 446.2 146.2 1541.72 .0000 0.
20 27.20 36.10 23.50 439.4 440.2 1541.56 .0886 9.
40 24.1b 36.53 24.79 316.7 318.4 1535.03 .1645 34.
60 20.4b 36.45 25.78 222.6 224.9 1525.75 .2188 73.
666
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
18H2 GMT MAY 4 1972
21 22 N 86 22 W 457 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.01
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 1?
Z T S SIGT
27. bt. 36.04 23.33
20 27.43 3o. 04 23.3d
40 27. 2u 36.04 23.46
60 26. 3u 36.25 23. 9u
60 24.2u 36.57 24.79
100 20.4b 36.70 25.97
18. b7 36.49 *6.26
17. bu 36.36 26.45
17.21 3b. 34 26.51
160 16. bu 36.25 26.59
^00 15.77 36.10 26. bo
15.41 36.05 26.71
14.75 35.94 26.77
14.01 35.76 26.79
I3.4u 35.67 26.85
12.9D 35.62 26.91
12.19 35.48 26.94
11. b7 35.38 26.97
10. bh 35.26 27.02
120
140
160
220
240
260
260
300
320
360
400
TaNOM SVA SVEL
455.4 455.4 1542.02
450.8 451.6 1542.02
443.7 445.4 1541.83
401.2 403.7 1540.31
316.7 320.0 1535.96
204.6 208.3 1526.62
176.8 181.0 1521.94
158.5 163.3 1518.75
153.3 158.7 1518.19
146.0 151.9 1516.60
138.6 145.0 1514.23
134.5 141.4 1513.38
128.6 135.9 1511.50
126.6 134.2 1509.25
121.1 129.0 1507.47
115.1 123.3 1506.07
112.1 120.4 1503.83
110.0 119.0 1502.57
104.9 114.4 1500.31
DYNHGT TRANS
.0000 0.
.0907 9.
.1804 36.
.2653 81.
.3377 141.
.3905 214.
.4294 296.
.4639 385.
.4961 481.
.5271 584.
.5568 692.
.5855 806.
.6132 926.
.6402 1051.
.6665 1182.
.6917 1318.
.7161 1459.
.7639 1755.
.8105 2070.
667
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
203n GMT MAY 4 1972
21 Jr5 Ivl 8b 11 W 1463 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.08
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 13
l
20
40
60
60
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
*40
260
280
300
320
360
400
440
480
520
b60
oOO
o40
o80
720
760
oOO
o40
«60
920
960
T
27. 7u
27. 6u
27.0b
26.1b
25.50
24. 4u
23.K,
21. 7u
19.1b
17.6b
17. 2u
16.2b
15.7b
15.0b
14.2b
13.6b
13.00
11.7b
11.12
10. lh
8.b9
b.bi
7.68
7.19
b.7^
6.4.3
6.0 b
5.7,,
5.6b
5.35
5.19
5.01
S
36.14
36.12
35.96
36.17
36.35
36.65
36.73
36.73
36.55
36.4b
36.32
36.24
36.13
35.97
35.91
35.72
35.60
35.44
35.34
35.17
35.05
34.96
34.94
34.92
34.86
34.85
34.85
34.64
34.65
34.66
34.86
34.86
34.86
SIGT
23.37
23.39
23.46
23.91
24.23
24.79
25.24
25.63
26.20
26.45
26.50
26. e>7
26.70
26.74
26.86
26.84
26.88
27.01
27.04
27.07
27.14
27.17
27.2b
27.25
27.30
27.35
27. 4U
27.45
27.49
27.51
^7.54
27.5b
27.56
Tanom
452.0
450.3
443.3
401.0
370.2
316.7
274.3
236.3
162.9
158.9
154.5
137.8
134.9
131.6
119.5
121.4
118.5
106.1
103.2
99.8
93.3
90.4
63.4
63.1
78.0
73.5
68.9
b4.3
60.6
58.0
55.1
53.3
51.3
SVA
452.0
451.1
445.0
403.5
373.5
320.7
279.1
241.7
136.6
165.2
161.2
144.9
142.5
139.6
127.7
129.9
127.2
115.1
112.8
109.6
103.1
100.4
93.5
93.7
88.4
84.0
79.5
74.8
71.3
68.9
66.1
64.4
62.5
SVEL
1542.38
1542.46
1541.31
1539.78
1538.87
1536.83
1534.02
1530.76
1523.86
1520.36
1518.78
1516.01
1514.68
1512.64
1510.35
1508.50
1506.70
1502.75
1501.25
1498.35
1495.35
1493.54
1491.97
1492.09
1490.01
1489.08
1488.32
1487.24
1486.95
1486.97
1486.61
1486.61
1486.53
DYNHGT
.0000
.0903
.1799
.2648
.3425
.4119
.4719
.5240
.5670
.6024
.6350
.6656
.6944
.7226
.7493
.7751
.8008
.8484
.8936
.9383
.9*17
1.0230
1.0620
1.0995
1.1359
1.1706
1.2033
1.2342
1.2634
1.2915
1.3183
1.3443
1.3695
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
141.
217.
305.
405.
514.
631.
754.
884.
1020.
1162.
1309.
1462.
1619.
1949.
2298.
2664.
3048.
3449.
3866.
4299.
4746.
5207.
5682.
6169.
6669.
7180.
7702.
8235.
8777.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 14
225<+ GMT MAY 7 1972
21 18 N 86 31 W 146 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.73 36.12 23.35 454.3 454.3 1542.42 .0000 0.
20 27.40 36.13 23.46 443.4 444.2 1542.03 .0899 9.
40 26.9o 36.17 23.65 425.2 426.8 1541.27 .1770 36.
60 19.00 36.25 25.99 202.2 204.3 1521.69 .2401 77.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STO STATION 15
2348 GwT MAY 7 1972
21 20 N 86 26 W 283 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.05
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.6
Z T S SIGT TaNOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27. bJ 36.05 23.34 455.3 455.3 1542.08 .0000 0.
20 25. 9u 36.14 23.95 397.2 398.0 1538.64 .0853 9.
40 24. 2u 36.22 24.52 341.9 343.5 1535.00 .1595 33.
60 22.50 36.67 25.36 262.1 264.5 1531.48 .2203 71.
80 20. bd 36.74 25.89 211.9 215.0 1527.42 .2682 120.
100 19.10 36.60 26.21+ 179.2 182.9 1522.94 .3080 177.
120 17.3m 36.36 26.48 155.7 159.8 1518.07 .3423 243.
140 16.20 36.23 26.6b 138.5 143.1 1514.72 .3726 314.
160 15. 2b 36.08 26.77 128.9 133.9 1511.95 ,4003 391.
670
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1154 GMT MAY 8 1972
21 41 N 85 39 W 2103
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 3b. 05
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.8
STU STATION 16
z T S SIoT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.00 36.15 23.28 460.6 460.6 1543.04 .0000 0.
20 27. 9u 36.15 23.31 457.5 456.3 1543.15 .0919 9.
40 27.8u 36.10 23.31 458.0 459.7 1543.21 .1837 37.
60 27.00 36.10 23.57 433.2 435.8 1541.76 .2732 82.
60 26.5(1 36.16 23.77 413.7 417.1 1541.01 .3585 146.
100 26.00 36.25 24.00 392.2 396.4 1540.27 .4399 225.
120 25. Hu 36.51 24.38 355.8 360.7 1539.42 .5156 321.
140 25.10 36.60 24.54 340.5 346.3 1539.11 .5863 431.
160 23.90 36.68 24.96 300.3 306.7 1536.61 .6516 555.
180 22. fau 36.73 25.38 260.5 267.6 1533.72 .7090 691.
200 21. 2u 36.65 25.71 228.9 236.5 1530.33 .7594 838.
220 19. 7w 36.64 26.11 191.2 199.3 1526.58 .8030 994.
240 19. Ou 36.57 26.24 179.0 187.6 1524,88 .8417 1159.
260 18.00 36.44 26.39 164.4 173.4 1522.21 .8778 1331.
280 17.30 36.37 26.51 153.1 162.6 1520.41 .9114 1509.
300 16.60 36.33 26.60 144.7 154.6 1519.20 .9431 1695.
320 16. 20 3o.l7 26.62 142.9 153.2 1517.55 .9739 1887.
360 14.70 35.95 26.79 126.8 137.7 1513.28 1.0320 2288.
400 13.2.) 35.75 26.95 111.3 122.4 1508.62 1.0850 2711.
4<40 12.20 35.55 27. OU 107.1 118.5 1505.67 1.1336 3155.
480 11.10 35.37 27. Oo 100.6 112.1 1502.50 1.1808 3618.
520 9.90 35.21 27.1b 92.3 103.6 1498.67 1.2241 4099.
560 9.20 3s. OA 27.17 90.8 102.2 1496.60 1.2650 4597.
600 8.40 34.97 27.21 66.8 96.1 1494.12 1.3044 5111.
e>40 7.7u 34.94 27.29 79.0 90.2 1492.07 1.3420 5640.
o80 7.bu 34.91 27.30 78.5 90.0 1491.91 1.3776 6184.
720 7.0o 34.90 27.36 72.5 84.0 1490.61 1.4131 6743.
760 6.50 34.86 27.40 69.0 80.3 14*9.25 1.4459 7314.
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H/M i/IKblNlA KEY VK 72-13
170u 3MT MAY 6 1972
21 34 ix 8b 09 ft 1737 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 3b. 06
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.9
STD STATION 17
I
u
20
40
bO
80
iOU
i20
140
lbO
180
*00
220
240
260
2bO
JOO
320
^i6u
400
440
480
520
560
bOO
b40
680
720
7fc0
aOO
b40
T
2 7 . o .y
27 . 6ij
2b . bii
26. U3
25. 2d
23. V9
23.10
20. bO
19.4j>
18.62
17. 4u
16.70
15. bl
15.25
14.6.}
14.15
13.40
12. Uo
11.26
10.25
9.87
9.5n
8.9r,
8.2u
7.5*
7.U2
b.57
b.is
5.79
5.57
3d. 09
36.0 5
36.00
3b. 25
3d. 5h
36.66
36.71
3o.67
3o.65
36.46
3b. 36
36.26
36.08
36.05
30.95
35.85
35.70
3d. 52
35.37
3a. 25
35.17
33.16
35. u3
34.95
34.92
34.86
34.87
34.65
34.85
34.65
SIGT
23.29
23.34
23. b5
23.99
24.49
24.92
25.22
25.92
26.19
26.23
26.44
26
26
26
26
26
26
57
t>6
74
80
63
6/
27. UO
27.03
27.12
27.13
27.17
27.17
27.22
^7.29
27.34
27.40
27.43
27.48
27.51
T.ANOM
459.6
465.3
425.2
393.1
344.9
3U4.2
275.7
209.3
163.7
177.7
134.7
147.5
136.6
131.1
125.4
122.9
118.9
107.1
103.4
95.0
94.7
90.6
90.6
65.4
78.9
74.2
69.1
65.9
61.0
58.4
SVA
459.6
456.2
U2b.9
395.6
346.2
306.3
280.5
214.6
189.6
184.1
161.5
1 54 .
144.2
139.1
133.8
131.6
127.9
116.4
113.2
104.9
105.1
101.8
101.7
96.4
89.8
85.1
80.0
76.7
71.7
69.3
SVEL
1542.62
1542.40
1540.22
1539.69
1538.36
1535.64
1534.00
1527.51
1524.87
1522.73
1519.43
1517.55
1514.35
1513.52
1511.77
1510.44
1508.15
15G4.15
1501.78
1498.70
1497.67
1497.45
1495.61
1453.35
1491.59
1490.02
1488.89
1488.01
1487.07
1486.83
DYMHGT
.oooo
.0916
.1799
.2621
.3365
.4022
.4610
.5106
.5510
.5883
.6229
.6545
.6844
.7128
.7401
.7666
.7926
.8417
.8873
.9316
.9735
1.0148
1.0551
1.0941
1.1312
1.1665
1.1996
1.2309
1.2606
1.2886
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
140.
214.
301.
398.
504.
618.
739.
867.
1001.
1140.
1286.
1436.
1592.
1919.
2265.
2629.
3010.
3408.
3822.
4251.
4697.
5156.
5629.
6116.
6614.
7124.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
203b GNiT MAY 8 1972
21 31 N 86 20 W 823 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.08
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.0
STD STATION IB
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYimHGT TRANS
28.00 36.12 23.26 462.8 462.8 1543.01 .0000 0.
20 27.36 36.12 23.46 443.5 444.3 1541.98 .0907 9.
40 i:7.u3 36.13 23.58 432.0 433.7 1541.53 .1765 36.
60 26. On 36.40 24.09 363.2 380 .
6
1539.89 .2605 80.
60 23.lt, 36.50 25.04 293.1 296.3 1533.38 .3287 139.
100 20.iiiJ 36.55 25.91 210.3 214.0 1525.94 .3797 210.
120 19.90 36.55 ^5.99 202.7 207.2 1525.44 .4218 290.
140 17. Ho 36.35 26.47 106.9 161.7 1518.44 .4587 378.
160 16. bu 36.27 26.60 144.5 149.6 1516.29 .4898 473.
160 16. in 36.23 26.67 137.6. 143.5 1515.24 .5192 574,
200 15. 79 36. 15 26.70 135.4 141. P. 1514.34 .5477 680.
220 15.3^ 36.07 ^6.74 131.1 136.0 1513.12 .5757 793.
240 14.4 7 35.94 26.33 122.6 130.0 1510.61 .6025 910.
260 13.69 35.81 26.63 120.6 126.1 1508.91 .6283 1034.
^60 13. 4u 35.74 26. 9j 116.0 123.9 1507.55 .6535 1162.
300 12.7,
»
35.66 26.97 109.9 116.0 1505.72 .6777 1295.
320 12. ^r, 33.55 26.98 108.2 116.6 1504.15 .7011 1433.
060 11,40 35.42 27.0o 102.2 111.1 1501.66 .7471 1722.
400 10. bu 3:3.33 «>7.09 98.4 107.8 1500.11 .7910 2030.
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K/w VIRGINIA K£r VK 72-13 STD STATION 19
0148 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 19 N 86 31 M 110 M
surface sample salinity 36. 11
surface sample temperature 27.8
I T S SIGT TaNOM SVA SVEL
27.7>> 36.15 23.3s 453.7 453.7 1542.56
20 27. bo 3o.20 23.48 441.5 442.3 1542.31
40 26.99 36.20 23.6:3 425.8 427.4 1541.50
60 25. b^ 36.45 24.30 3b3.6 366.1 1538.68
80 l9.t,S 36.35 25.85 216.0 218.9 1524.48 .3144 136.
DYNHGT TRANS
.0000 0.
.0896 9.
.1766 36.
.2559 79.
674
R/\t VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
031H SMT MAY 9 1972
21 23 N 86 22 KH 19** M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.14
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.
4
STU STATION 20
2 T S SI6T TANOM SVA SVEL DYnhgT TRANS
27. 3m 36.09 23.44 445.6 445.6 1541.63 .0000 0.
20 27.0^ 3o.08 23.4J 446.4 447.2 1541.94 .0893 9.
40 26. 42 3d. 14 23.7.3 412.8 414.4 1540.16 .1754 35.
60 25.9^ 36. Its 23.97 394.9 397.4 1539.37 .256b 79.
ao 24.61 36.^3 24.5b 338.5 341.fi 1536.63 .3^05 137.
lOO 22.66 3b. b5 25.24 273.4 277.4 1533.02 .3925 210.
120 21.10 36.63 25.73 227.7 232.3 1526.76 .44 34 293.
i*40 19. u7 36.47 26.14 lb7.9 193.0 1523.38 ,4»60 386.
160 16.27 3o. 43 26.32 171.5 177.1 1521.38 .5230 487.
160 17. 20 3 o . 2 6 <^6.47 157.4 163.5 1518.42 .5570 595.
^Ul) 16 . OJL 3o.l7 26. b2 152.0 15b. 6 1516.67 .5892 710.
220 lb.fob 3 6 • 5 26.65 139.9 14b. 8 1514.15 .6196 831.
<;40 lb.U 3j.96 2 6 . 6 o 136.6 144.2 1512.98 .8489 957.
2bO 14. 7t, 35.94 <c6.77 128.8 136.7 1511.85 .8770 1090.
<;60 14.21, 35. 6 26.78 1^:7.5 135.7 1510.23 .7042 1228.
675
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
053b GMT MAY 9 1972
21 26 N 86 11 W 16*46 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.11
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27,5
STD STATION 21
Z
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
260
500
520
560
400
440
460
620
660
600
b40
b80
720
760
oOO
b40
680
920
960
T
27.60
27.60
26.94
26. 6J
25.6t>
25.0u
<i3.4n
21.6b
21.2.)
20.1,;
18. 32
17. dn
16. bo
16.1k
15. bi
14.43
13. d4
12.7b
11.69
10. toil
9.b2
9.20
8.46
7.4b
7.b8
7.2U
6.61
6.23
5.99
5.60
5.42
5.27
5.07
S
36.10
36.05
36.09
36.17
36.25
36.60
36.66
36.75
3b. 65
36.5b
3b. 45
36.35
36.25
36.06
36.00
35.86
35.77
35.55
35.37
35.27
35.14
35.05
34.96
34.92
34.88
34.86
34.84
34.84
34.85
34.85
34.85
34.86
34.86
SIGT
23.37
23.34
23. 5o
23.75
24.04
24.57
25.07
25.61
25.71
25.95
26.32
26.3b
26.64
26.55
26.64
26.76
26.83
26.89
26.97
27.04
27.11
27.14
27.19
27.24
27.26
27.30
27.37
27.42
27.46
27.51
27.53
27.55
27.58
TANOM
451.7
455.3
433.7
416.0
368.1
337.6
269.9
238.8
228.9
2U7.8
171.2
168.1
150.
5
149.2
140.7
127.8
122.5
117.4
109.3
102.8
96.1
93.0
68.8
64.0
81.8
78.1
71.9
67.1
63.4
58.8
56.7
54.2
52.0
SVA
451.7
456.2
435.3
416.5
391.4
341.7
294.7
244.3
235.0
214.5
178.3
175.7
15b.
4
157.5
149.5
13t.7
131.7
127.1
119.2
113.1
106.5
103.6
99.4
94.8
92.8
89.2
82.8
76.0
74.5
69.7
67.8
65.5
63.3
SVEL
1542.12
1542.40
1541.40
1540.92
1539.62
1538.23
1534.91
1531.16
1529.69
1526.96
1522.19
1521.14
1518.16
1516.22
1514.66
1511.35
1509.67
1506.45
1502.92
1500.68
14Q7.65
1495.92
1493.77
1492.36
1491.54
1490.69
1489.01
1488.16
1487.86
1486.95
1486.87
1486.93
1486.77
DYNHGT
.0000
.0908
.1799
.2653
.3463
,4196
.4833
.5372
.5851
.6300
.6693
.7047
.7381
.7697
.8004
.8290
.8559
.9068
.9558
1.0016
1.0463
1.0890
1.1296
1.1681
1.2055
1.2416
1.2765
1.3087
1.3389
1.3679
1.3954
1.4222
1.4460
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
142.
218.
309.
411.
523.
645.
774.
912.
1056.
1207.
1364.
1527.
1695.
2048.
2421.
2812.
3222.
3649.
4093.
4552.
5027.
5516.
6020.
6537.
7067.
7608.
8161.
8724.
9298.
676
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0812 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 29 N 86 00 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.7
STO STATION 22
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27. ot. 3o.l3 23.38 451.4 451.4 1542.28 .0000 0.
20 27. oQ 36. 12 23.3b 453.1 453.9 1542.66 .0905 9.
40 27.48 36.05 23.37 451.6 453.3 1542.46 .1813 36.
60 27. Ik 3b. 04 23.46 443.1 445.6 1542.11 .2712 81.
60 26. U4 3o.25 23.98 393.4 396
.
8
1540.03 .3554 144.
100 25. hi. 3o.47 24.35 358.6 362.fi 1539.06 .4313 223.
120 24.90 3d . 5b 24.57 337.6 342.5 1538.28 .5019 316.
140 23.79 3o.b5 24.97 299.3 305.0 1535.99 .5666 423.
160 22.6b 36.69 25.35 263.4 269.7 1533.37 .6241 542.
160 21.69 36.70 25.61 238.2 245.1 1531.35 .6756 672.
200 20. 7u 36 . Do 25.36 215.2 222.7 1529.01 .7224 812.
220 19.99 36.58 25.99 202.3 211.0 1527.33 .7657 961.
*:40 16.67 36.38 26. 2u 182.3 190.8 1523.48 .8059 1118.
26U 17. 42 36.30 26.43 161.0 169.8 1520.38 .8420 1283.
260 16.77 36.24 26.54 150.5 159.8 1518.70 .8749 1454.
300 16.24 36.13 26.58 146.7 156.4 1517.31 .9065 1632.
320 l5.o^ 36. 05 26.61 143.5 153.7 1516.28 .9375 1817.
360 13. 9o 35.74 26.7b 1^7.1 137.5 1510.67 .9951 2203.
400 12. b2 35.54 26.91 115.7 126.3 1506.64 1.0479 2612.
440 11.4s 35.31 26.95 111.2 122.0 1503.01 1.0971 3041.
460 10.71 35.25 27.04 102.8 113.9 1500.98 1.1438 3489.
620 9.9y 35.15 27.09 98.2 109.5 1498.92 1.1891 3956.
660 9.12 35.01 27.13 94.7 106.0 1496.21 1.2322 4440.
oOO 8.41 34.95 27.19 88.5 99.7 1494.13 1.2733 4942.
o40 8.1-4 34.91 27.20 87.5 99.1 1493.71 1.3131 5459.
b6u 7.67 34.85 27.24 83.9 95.5 1492.10 1.3520 5992.
720 7,uu 34.82 27.30 78.5 89.9 1490.51 1.3890 6540.
760 6.53 34.82 27.36 72.4 83.7 1489.31 1.4235 7103.
dOO 6.17 34.82 27.41 67.9 79.2 1488.54 1.4561 7679.
677
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK It!-13 STD STATION 23
1056 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 33 N 85 50 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.13
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.7
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27. 7u 36.15 23.38 151.3 151.3 1512.38 .0000 0.
20 27.70 36.14 23.37 452.0 152.8 1512.70 .0901 9.
10 27. 52 36.09 23.39 150.0 151.7 1542.58 .1809 36.
60 26.60 36.14 23.66 121.3 126.8 1511.35 .2687 81.
80 26.50 36.25 23.84 107.3 110.6 1511.09 .3521 143.
100 25.94 36.33 24.08 381.7 388.9 1510.20 .1321 222.
120 25.38 36.46 24.35 358.8 363.7 1539.33 .5076 316.
110 24. 9j 36.55 24. 5o 338.3 311.0 1538.59 .5781 121.
160 23.2,3 36.70 25.17 260.0 286.1 1531.97 .6115 516.
180 22.52 36.77 25.43 255.5 262.6 1533.55 .6961 680.
200 21.40 36.70 25.70 230.5 238.2 1530.91 .7161 821.
220 20.35 36.65 25.94 206.9 215.1 1528.37 .7918 978.
210 19.1b 36.51 26. lo 167.0 195.6 1525.25 .8328 1111.
260 18.5m 36.46 26.26 176.8 185.9 1523.91 .8710 1311.
260 18.07 36.44 26.37 166.0 175.8 1522.71 .9072 1189.
300 17.21 36.32 26.49 151.7 161.8 1520.12 .9112 1671.
320 16. bi, 3o. 14 26.52 151.7 162.2 1518.13 .9739 1865.
.360 15.6U 36.05 ^6.66 138.6 119.
e
1516.21 1.0359 2267.
400 13.95 35.78 26.32 121.0 135.5 1511.32 1.0917 2693.
410 12.6U 35.56 26.92 113.8 125.5 1507.21 1.1131 3110.
480 11. 5i> 35.38 27.00 106.9 118.8 1503.91 1.1920 3607.
620 10. on 35.27 27.06 99.1 111.1 1501.26 1.2382 1093.
56 p 9.62 35.15 27.15 92.2 101.1 1198.23 1.2816 1597.
60 .77 35.05 27.21 86.1 96.1 1195.61 1.3223 5118.
61u e.2u 34.95 27.22 85.1 97.1 1193.99 1.3617 5655.
o60 \br> 34.92 27.28 79.6 91.6 1192.50 1.3990 6207.
720 .41 34.90 27.30 78.0 90.1 1192.20 1.1352 6771.
760 6.b3 34.85 27.34 71.0 85.8 1190.53 1.4701 7355.
600 6.44 34.85 27.40 69.0 80.8 1189.65 1.5039 7950.
640 6.0u 34.86 27.46 62.8 71.1 1188.56 1.5350 8558.
678
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1312 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 41 N 85 29 N 2012 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36,03
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.9
STD STATION 24
I T S SIGT
27. 6m 36.06 23.28
20 27. 80 36.15 23.35
40 27.52 36.18 23.46
60 26.44 36.29 23.39
60 26.20 36.34 24.00
100 25. 63 36.37 24.14
120 25.77 36. 44 24.21
140 25.40 36.55 24.41
160 25. Oh 3b. 63 24.58
160 24.30 36.69 24.65
200 22.60 36.75 25.34
220 21.10 36.69 25.77
240 19.90 36.65 26.06
19.05 36.52 26.19
18. .50 36.46 26.33
17.7b 36.40 26.42
16. 9h 36.28 26.52
15. bo 36.10 26.64
14.33 35.90 26.33
13.15 35.70 26.92
12.20 35.51 26.96
10.9a 35.34 27.07
9.60 35.16 27.13
9.00 35.07 27.19
6.35 35.00 27.24
7.97 34.98 27.28
7.4« 34.91 27.30
6.9u 34.88 27.36
6.bu 34.88 27.40
6.06 34.89 27.48
5.85 34.91 27.52
5.59 34.93 27.57
260
^80
300
320
360
400
440
480
b20
560
oOO
O40
b30
720
760
600
840
880
920
TANOM sva svel dynhgt trans
4b0.6 460.8 1542.52 .0000 0.
454.4 455.2 1542.93 .0916 9.
443.5 445.2 1542.66 .1816 36.
402.6 405.1 1540.66 .2667 81.
391.8 395.1 1540.48 .3467 143.
378.6 382.7 1539.98 .4245 220.
371.7 376.7 1540.22 .5004 312.
352.9 356.7 1539.78 .5740 420.
336.9 343.5 1539.34 .6442 542.
310.9 318.2 1537.92 .7103 677.
264.6 272.5 1534.57 .7694 825.
223.4 231.7 1530.43 .8198 984.
195.5 204.3 1527.46 .8634 1152.
163.8 193.1 1525.30 .9032 1329.
170.0 179.9 1523.42 .9405 1513.
161.4 171.7 1522.09 .9756 1705.
151.9 162.6 1519.96 1.0091 1903.
141.0 152.4 1517.13 1.0716 2320.
122.9 134.7 1512.68 1.1303 2760.
114.0 126.2 1509.24 1.1829 3223.
110.0 122.5 1506.47 1.2324 3706.
100.2 112.6 1502.58 1.2792 4208.
94.3 106.4 1498.89 1.3234 4729.
88.4 100.4 1496.49 1.3657 5267.
83.9 95.8 1494.62 1.4050 5821.
79.9 92.1 1493.80 1.4425 6391.
78.2 90.4 1492.48 1.4788 6975.
72.7 84.6 1490.84 1.5136 7573.
68.8 80.9 1490.32 1.5467 8185.
61.5 73.3 1488.92 1.5782 8811.
57.2 69.2 1488.68 1.6067 9448.
52.7 64.7 1488.32 1.6330 10096.
679
R/v VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1524 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 46 N 85 17 W 1463 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.21
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.2
STU STATION 25
I T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL dynhgt TRANS
28.03 3o. 25 23.35 454.4 454.4 1543.19 .0000 0.
20 27.90 36.24 23.38 451.0 451.9 1543.22 .0906 9.
40 27.67 36.24 23.39 450.1 451.8 1543.48 .1810 36.
60 27.40 36.19 23.51 439.1 441.6 1542.73 .2703 81.
80 26. 6o 36.25 23.74 416.4 419.7 1541.77 .3565 144.
100 26.40 36.27 23.69 402.8 407.0 1541.20 .4391 224.
12U 25. bu 3o.44 24.20 372.6 377.6 1540.29 .5176 319.
140 25. bit 36.57 24.39 354.4 360.2 1540.03 .5914 430.
160 24. 7u 36.66 24.71 324.6 331.1 1538.53 .6605 555.
163 23.50 36.75 25.13 284.0 291.2 1536.00 .7227 694.
200 22.37 36.76 25.47 252.1 260.0 1533.48 .7779 844.
220 20. 95 36.74 25.86 215.3 223.7 1530.02 .6262 1004.
<i4o 20.2b 36.67 25.99 202.9 211.8 1528.44 .8698 1174.
260 19.57 3b. 61 26.12 190.1 199.6 1526.84 .9109 1352.
260 18. 7b 3b. 54 26.27 175.8 165.8 1524.87 .9495 1538.
oOO 18. 0? 36.45 26.36 lb5.3 175.7 1523.07 .9856 1731.
320 17. d!, 3b. 40 26.47 156.7 167.7 1521.82 1 .0199 1932.
3b0 16.40 3b. 23 26.62 143.0 154.7 1518.86 1 .0845 2353.
400 14.80 3b. 00 26.80 125.3 137.3 1514.29 1 .1440 2799.
440 13.21 3^.74 26.94 112.3 124.5 1509.49 1 .1970 3267.
4fcJU 12.0D 35.53 27.02 104.9 117.2 1505.81 1 .2457 3756.
b2U 11.34 35.43 27.06 101.3 114.0 1504.23 1 .2923 4263.
bbO 10.60 35.35 27.10 96.9 110.0 1502.71 1 .3372 4789.
bOO 9.6* 35.17 27.12 94.9 107.9 1499.64 1 .3810 5333.
640 9.04 35.10 27.21 86.8 99.7 1497.32 1 .4223 5894.
o80 8. Is 35.01 27.27 60.8 93.3 1494.67 1 .4608 6470.
720 7.32 34.92 27.33 75.3 87.2 1491.88 1 .4977 7062.
7fcO 7.0i, 34.92 27.36 71.0 83.1 1491.29 1 .5316 7668.
isOO 6.bi, 34.92 27.43 65.8 77.9 1490.37 1 .5638 8287.
640 6.20 34.92 27.48 60.8 72.fi 1489.44 1 .5941 8919.
a60 5.9b 34.93 27.52 57.1 69.2 1489.15 1 .6223 9562.
920 5.6b 34.95 27.55 54.2 66.8 1489.39 1 .6494 10216.
960 5. 50 34.95 27.60 50.1 62.5 1488.63 1 .6752 10881.
680
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1912 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 50 n 85 05 w 1097 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.20
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.6
STD STATION 26
2
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
.500
320
360
400
440
i+60
b20
560
&00
o40
660
720
760
H00
d40
860
920
T
28.00
27.93
27. 7u
27.39
26.62
26.06
25. 6b
25.65
2*+. 59
23. bu
22.50
21.15
20.52
19. bu
19. lh
16.30
17.99
16.17
11.90
14.03
13.31
12.3b
11. bo
10.43
9.60
8.80
6.2u
7.90
7.42
7.22
6.87
6.24
S
36.15
36.11
36.11
36.05
35.91
36.00
36.20
36.45
36.59
36.66
36.71
36.66
36.64
36.58
36.50
36. 4H
36.39
36.22
35.95
35.79
35.69
35.48
3b. 41
35.21
35.06
34.99
34.95
34.95
34.94
34.93
34.88
34.89
SIGT
23.28
23.27
23.35
23.40
23.48
23.79
24.01
24.29
24.69
25.04
25.39
25.73
25.89
*6.Q<+
26.15
26.32
26.36
26.66
26.74
26.81
26.3b
26.92
26.95
27.06
27.09
27.16
27.22
27.27
27.33
27.35
27.36
27.46
TANOM
460.6
461.3
454.1
448.8
441.4
412.0
391.4
364.5
326.4
293.2
259.2
226.8
212.0
198.0
167.7
171.5
167.3
138.6
131.0
124.8
117.9
114.7
111.2
101.0
98.5
91.3
85.4
61.1
75.2
73.2
72.3
63.5
SVA
460.6
462.2
455.8
451.4
444.7
416.1
396.3
370.3
333.0
300.5
267.1
235.2
221.0
207.6
197.6
182.0
176.8
150.2
143.1
137.5
131.2
126.2
125.3
114.6
112.0
104.5
98.6
94.6
88.6
86.9
86.0
76.7
SVEL
1543.04
1543.18
1543.00
1542.58
1541.51
1540.18
1540.20
1540.04
1538.21
1536.17
1533.77
1530.53
1529.15
1527.45
1525.68
1523.73
1523.10
1518.15
1514.55
1512.23
1510.41
1507.52
1506.48
1501.87
1499.33
1496.93
1495.28
1494.79
1493.59
1493.45
1492.67
1490.86
DYNHGT
.0000
.0923
.1841
.2748
.3644
.4505
.5317
.6084
.6787
.7421
.7988
.8491
.8947
.9375
.9781
1.0161
1.0521
1.1163
1.1790
1.2357
1.2894
1.3413
1.3913
1.4393
1.4844
1.5275
1.5680
1.6064
1.6430
1.6779
1.7125
1.7450
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
83.
147.
228.
326.
440.
569.
711.
865.
1030.
1204.
1388.
1579.
1779.
1985.
2420.
2879.
3362.
3867.
4394.
4940.
5506.
6091.
6694.
7313.
7948.
8598.
9262.
9940.
10632.
681
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
21W2 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 49 N 85 10 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.16
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.7
STU STATION 27
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.20 36.20 23.25 463.3 463.3 1543.52 .0000 0.
20 27.7s) 36.17 23.3b 452.6 453.5 1542.92 .0917 9.
40 27.61 36.16 23.42 447.7 449.4 1542.84 .1820 37.
60 27. 4i) 3b. 16 23.48 441.2 143. 8 1542.70 .2713 82.
80 26. 7u 36.15 23.70 420.5 423.9 1541.45 .3581 145.
100 26.23 36.22 23.90 401.3 405.4 1540.77 .4410 225.
120 26.0ij 36.33 24.06 386.5 391.5 1540.66 .5207 321.
140 25.45 36.4b 24.33 360.8 366.6 1539.82 .5965 133.
160 24.tiu 36.59 24.62 332.5 339.0 1538.71 .6670 559.
160 23.77 36.70 25.02 295.1 302.4 1536.63 .7312 699.
200 22.65 36.75 25.38 260.5 266.4 1534.19 .7883 851.
220 21.5s 36.73 25.67 233.4 241.9 1531.76 .8393 1013.
<i40 20. bo 36.65 25.88 213.3 222.3 1529.37 .8857 1186.
260 19.80 3b. 59 26.04 197.3 206.9 1527.46 .9286 1367.
260 18.95 36.53 26.22 160.6 190.7 1525.35 .9684 1557.
.500 18.22 3b. 45 26.34 168.9 179.3 1523.50 1.0054 1754.
320 17. bl 36.35 26.37 166.4 177.4 1522.54 1.0411 1959.
360 16.20 36.14 26.59 145.1 156.7 1518.16 1.1085 2389.
400 14. «n 35.96 26.7b 129.4 141.5 1514.44 1.1662 2845.
H40 13.7^ 35.75 26.84 121.6 134.1 1511.18 1.2236 3323.
480 12. 7i; 35.59 26.93 113.5 126.3 1508.26 1.2755 3823.
520 ll.-7u 35.44 27.01 106.1 119.1 1505.32 1.3246 4343.
560 10.93 35.33 27.06 100.6 113.9 1503.14 1.3712 4882.
bOO 10.34 35.25 27.11 96.5 110.0 1501.59 1.4154 5440.
o40 9.59 35.15 27.16 91.7 105.2 1499.41 1.4588 6015.
b80 8.9o 35.05 27.19 88.4 101.8 1497.38 1.5002 6606.
720 7.95 34.94 27.25 82.6 95.4 1494.32 1.5406 7215.
760 7.44 34.91 27.31 77.7 90.4 1492*98 1.5780 7838.
600 6.9b 34.87 27.34 74.2 86.6 1491.71 1.6137 8477.
640 6.75 34.87 27.37 71.5 84.4 1491.54 1.6479 9129.
860 6.36 34.93 27.47 62.0 74.9 1490.74 1.6797 9795.
920 5.98 34.93 27.52 57.3 70.1 1489.88 1.7087 10472.
682
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
2242 GMT MAY 9 1972
21 45 N 85 19 W 1554 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.01
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.6
STD STATION 28
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
<£8.43 36.05 23.06 481.3 481.3 1543.88 .0000 0.
20 27. 6u 36.01 23.31 458.2 459.1 1542.36 .0940 9.
40 27.26 36.05 23.45 444.8 446.5 1541.97 .1846 37.
60 27. 19 36.23 23.60 429.7 432.3 1542.30 .2725 83.
80 26.7^ 36.17 23.69 421.5 424.9 1541.65 .3582 146.
100 26.41 36.27 23.88 403.1 407.3 1541.22 .4414 226.
120 25. oh 36.45 24.19 374.3 379.3 1540.49 .5201 322.
140 25.4U 36.57 24.42 351.4 357.2 1539.79 .5937 434.
160 24. 5<* 36.66 24.74 321.4 327.9 1538.27 .6622 559.
160 23. ys 36.72 24.97 299.9 307.2 1537.19 .7257 698.
200 22.81 36.7b 25.34 264.1 272.0 1534.60 .7837 849.
220 21.90 36.76 25.60 239.5 248.0 1532.59 .8357 1011.
^40 20.4L 36.67 25.95 206.7 215.7 1528.85 .8*20 1183.
260 19.77 36.65 26.10 192.2 201.8 1527.43 .9238 1363.
«fOO 19,10 36.5b ii6.20 162.1 192.2 1525.80 .9632 1552.
2>00 18.2* 36.45 26.34 168.9 179.3 1523.50 1 .0003 1748.
,520 17.2.3 36.43 26.57 147.2 156.0 1520.91 1 .0341 1952.
360 16.4,. 36.21 26.60 144.4 156.1 1516.84 1 .0973 2378.
400 15.45 3o.05 26.70 135.3 147.6 1516.39 1 .1583 2829.
440 14.1b 35.84 26.32 123.6 136.4 1512.68 1 .2151 3304.
*80 12.61 35.63 26.94 112.7 125.6 1508.67 1 .2677 3801.
b20 11. bu 35.43 27.02 105.0 117.9 1504.96 1 .3163 4317.
660 10.57 35.26 27.09 98.2 111.0 1501.61 1 .3621 4853.
600 10. Ou 35.17 27.10 96.8 109.9 1500.27 1 .4061 5407.
640 9.20 35.12 27.20 87.8 100.8 1497.94 1 .4476 5978.
t>80 8.59 35.02 27.22 85.9 96.9 1496.19 1 .4876 6565.
720 7,«1 34.95 27.28 79.8 92.5 1493.80 1 .5257 7167.
760 7.13 34.88 27.33 75.7 86.0 1491.74 1 .5624 7785.
800 6.60 34.87 27.36 72.1 84.5 1491.09 1 .5969 8417.
d40 6.40 34.87 27.42 67.0 79.3 1490.16 1 .6296 9062.
880 5.99 34.89 27.49 60.4 72.6 1489.21 1 .6597 9720.
920 5.77 34.93 27.55 54.8 67.1 1489.04 1 .6873 10390.
960 5.23 34.94 27.62 47.8 59.6 1487.53 1 .7125 11070.
683
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0112 GMT MAY 10 1972
21 41 N 85 29 * 1829 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.06
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.3
STD STATION 29
z T S SI6T TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
26.02 36.15 23.27 U61.2 461.3 1543,08 .0000 0.
20 27.62 36.16 23.35 454.3 U55.1 1542.98 .0916 9.
40 27.50 36.06 23.38 451.5 <*53.2 1542.51 .1825 37.
bO 26. 5lJ 36.05 23.69 421.6 424.1 1540.59 .2702 82.
80 26.16 36.32 23.99 392.6 395.9 1540.42 .3522 144.
100 25.91 36.34 24.09 383.1 387.2 1540.14 .4305 222.
120 25.42 36.5? 24.38 355.6 360.6 1539.47 .5053 316.
IUO 25.02 36.55 24.53 341.8 347.5 1538.88 .5761 424.
160 24.6D 36. b4 24.66 328.9 335.5 1538.75 .6444 546.
160 24.1(j 36.68 24.90 305.9 313.2 1537.42 .7093 682.
200 22.63 36.74 25.38 260.6 268.5 1534.13 .7675 829.
220 21.76 36.74 25.62 237.7 246.2 1532.26 .6189 988.
240 20.61, 36.66 25.90 211.1 220.2 1529.40 ,8656 1156.
260 19. bb 36.58 26.06 194.3 203.
R
1527.03 .9080 1334.
260 18.61 36.45 26.25 178.2 188.1 1524.30 .9472 1519.
300 17. 70 36.38 26.42 161.7 172.0 1521.92 .9832 1712.
320 17.3b 36.35 26.48 155.8 166.6 1521.19 1.0170 1912.
.660 16.2* 36.16 26.61 144.1 155.7 1518.24 1.0816 2332.
400 15.07 35.96 26.71 133.8 146.0 1515.10 1.1417 2777.
440 13. 6u 35.77 26.84 121.7 134.3 1511.46 1.1973 3245.
480 12.4iJ 35.52 26.93 113.0 125.6 1507.16 1.2497 3734.
b20 11.1b 35.33 27.02 104.4 116.9 1503.27 1.2979 4244.
560 10.24 35.23 27.11 96.3 108.9 1500.57 1.3430 4772.
600 9.41 35.08 27.13 94.0 106.5 1498.01 1.3858 5318.
to40 8,bl 35.00 27.20 67.7 100.0 1495.59 1.4?69 5880.
o60 8.17 34.95 27.23 65.0 97,4 1494.52 1.4667 6459.
720 7.5b 34.88 27.27 81.4 93.6 1492.71 1.5046 7054.
760 7.19 34.86 27.32 76.5 88.9 1491.97 1.5410 7663.
600 6.79 34.85 27.35 73.5 85.8 1491.02 1.5762 8286.
o40 6.50 34.86 27.40 69.0 81.5 1490.55 1.6096 6923.
e>80 5.97 34.86 27.47 62.4 74.5 1489.09 1.6407 9573.
920 5.46 34.87 27.54 55.9 67.6 1487.79 1.6690 10235.
960 5.23 34.92 27.61 49.3 61.0 1487.50 1.6950 10908.
684
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0324 GMT MAY 10 1972
21 37 N 85 40 W 2012 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.18
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.0
STD STATTON 30
I T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYMHGT TRANS
ki 8 . u 36.15 23.28 460.6 46U.6 1543.04 .0000 0.
2U 27.63 36.16 23.34 454.6 455.4 1543.00 .0916 9.
40 *!7.4m 36.17 23.47 443.0 444.7 1542.57 .1816 36.
to 27. Ui) 36.16 23.63 427.5 430.0 1541.83 .2691 82.
80 26. 16 36.35 24.02 390.4 393.8 1540.44 .3515 144.
100 25. by 36.45 24.2tt 3o5.7 369.8 1539.49 .4278 222.
120 25.24 3o. 56 24.47 347.5 352.4 1539.08 .5001 314.
140 24.75 36.57 24.t>2 332.5 338.2 1538.25 .5691 421.
160 24. 6u 3o.65 24. 73 3^2.4 326.9 1538.28 .6358 542.
160 24. 1,, 3o.73 24.94 302.3 309.6 1537.46 .6997 675.
200 22.41 3q.76 25.46 253.2 261.1 1533.59 .7568 821.
220 21.14 36.70 25.77 223.7 23*:.
1
1530.54 .8061 977.
240 ZU.Z5 36. 65 25.98 2u3.8 212.3 1528.37 .8506 1143.
2b0 19.40 3o.55 26.12 190.3 199.7 1526.31 .3918 1317.
260 18.70 36.50 26.26 176.8 186.7 1524.61 .9304 1499.
300 17. o* 36.34 «i6.41 162.7 173.0 1521.65 .96o4 1689.
320 17. Oi, 3o.^6 26.50 154.3 164.9 1520.06 1.00U2 1886.
360 1 6 . 1 i 36.10 26.61 143.6 155.1 1517.50 1.0642 2299.
400 14. Oil 35.90 26.77 128.4 140.4 1513.55 1.1244 2737.
440 13.59 35.72 26.85 121.2 133.6 1510.72 1.1790 3197.
460 I2.ua 35.46 26.95 111.5 123.8 1506.00 1.2314 3679.
b20 10.69 35.31 27.06 101.4 113.7 1502.33 1.2798 4182.
5fcU 10.19 35.17 27.07 100.0 112.4 1500.31 1.3250 4703.
faOO 9.3r> 35.10 27.15 92.1 104.5 1497.93 1.3664 5242.
640 8.81, 35.01 27. In 69.3 102.3 1496.32 1.4095 5797.
obO 7.95 34.94 27.25 62.6 94.7 1493.67 1.4467 6369.
720 7.51 34.86 27.26 62.4 94.5 1492.53 1.4860 6956.
760 6.99 34.86 27.33 75.3 87.4 1491.17 1.5222 7557.
dOO 6.41 34.86 27.41 67.9 79.6 1489.54 1.5555 8173.
640 b.lu 34.87 27.46 63.3 75.1 1488.98 1.5867 3802.
680 5.72 34.87 27.51 58.7 70.3 1488.11 1.6160 9442.
920 5.45 34.89 27.56 54.0 65.7 1487.70 1.6431 10094.
960 5.30 34.91 27.59 50.8 62.7 1487.77 1.6686 10756.
UUO 5.0h 34.92 27.62 <*7.6 59.5 1487.54 1.6930 11429.
685
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0542 GMT HAY 10 1972
21 34 N 85 49 W 2140 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.9
STD STATION 31
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
G 27, 9o 36.15 23.29 460.0 460.0 1543.00 .0000 0.
20 27.61 36.15 23.34 454.7 455.5 1542.95 .0916 9.
40 27.3*1 3o.06 23.41 447.8 449.5 1542.25 .1821 37.
60 26.06 35.95 23.75 416.2 418.7 1539.53 .2689 82.
60 26.02 36.17 23.93 398.6 401.9 1539.92 .3509 144.
100 25.60 36.44 24.26 366.7 370.8 1539.50 .4282 222.
120 25.01 36.53 24.51 342.9 347.8 1538.51 .5001 314.
l<+0 24. t>2 36.65 24.72 323.0 328.7 1538.01 .5677 421.
160 23. 7h 36.65 24.98 299.0 305.5 1536.29 .6311 541.
160 22.79 36.60 25.29 269.3 276.5 1534.16 .6893 673.
200 21.40 36.70 25.70 230.5 236.2 1530.91 .7UQ8 816.
220 20. ol 36.64 25.87 214.3 222.5 1529.07 ,7869 969.
240 19.60 36.55 26.07 195.2 204.0 1526.54 .8295 1130.
260 18.7b 36.52 26.2to 176.5 185.8 1524.45 .8685 1300.
28U 18.19 36.44 26.34 168.9 178.6 1523.09 .9050 1478.
300 17. 4u 3to.34 26.46 157.6 167.8 1521.00 .9396 1662.
320 16. ton 36.25 26.53 151.4 162.0 1519.57 .9726 1853.
J60 15.4.J 36.04 26.70 135.0 146.2 1515.58 1.0350 2255.
400 13.79 35.77 ^6.64 121.5 132.9 1510.79 1.0907 2680.
440 12. Oh 3b. 46 26.96 110.6 122.1 1505.22 1.1416 3127.
480 11.21 35.36 27.04 103.3 114.9 1502.87 1.1888 3593.
S20 10.12 35.24 27.14 93.6 105.2 1499.50 1.2339 4078.
660 9.41 35.08 27.13 94.0 105.7 1497.37 1.2763 4580.
600 8.79 35. G3 27.19 68.2 99.9 1495.66 1.3176 5099.
o40 6. In 34.95 27. 23 65.1 96.8 1493.91 1.3569 5633.
o60 7.61 34.92 27.29 79.3 91.0 1492.35 1.3946 6184.
720 7.0 34.85 27.32 76.2 87.7 1490.55 1.4302 6749.
7t>0 6.Drt 34.85 27.38 70.8 82.2 1489.55 1.4636 7328.
aOO 6.22 34.86 27.43 65.5 76.9 1488.79 1.4954 7919.
640 5.83 34.87 27.49 60.0 71.3 1487.90 1.5250 8524.
660 5.55 34.87 27.53 56.7 68.0 1487.42 1.5530 9139.
920 5.34 34.88 27.56 53.5 65.0 1487.24 1.5794 9766.
960 5.16 34.89 27.59 50.7 62.3 1487.17 1.6048 10403.
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R/v VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 33
4H GMT MAY 14 1972
21 18 N 86 31 W 174 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.12
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.0
Z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.au 3e>.13 23.33 455.3 455.6 15U2.59 .0000 0.
20 27. b,: 3b. 14 23.40 449.5 450.3 1542.52 .0906 9.
<4G 26.62 36.23 23.79 412.3 414.0 1540.70 .1770 36.
60 24.40 36.67 24.81 315.2 317.7 1536.20 .2502 79.
BO 22. Uu 36.58 25.44 255.1 256.2 1530.44 .3076 134.
100 20. Ufa 3o.35 25.81 219.7 223.4 1525.21 .3560 201.
120 18. 3u 36. JO 26.21 181.7 135.9 1520.70 .3^69 276.
687
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1130 GMT MAY 1** 1972
21 47 N 85 12 W 1372 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 35.96
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 34
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DVNHGT TRANS
27.6*- 3b. 97 23.20 467.9 467.9 1542.49 .0000 0.
20 27. 6u 35.98 23.22 466.6 467.4 1542.78 .0935 9.
40 27.44 36.03 23.38 451.5 453.2 1542.33 .1856 37.
60 2b. 6b 36.05 23.58 432.3 434.8 1541.38 .2744 83.
80 26.70 36.15 23.70 420.5 423.9 1541.45 .3603 147.
100 26.39 36.15 23.80 411.1 415.3 1541.07 .4442 227.
120 26. 19 36.39 24.04 387.9 392.9 1541.15 .5250 324.
140 *:5.42 36.55 24.40 353.
b
359.3 1539.62 .6002 437.
160 2b. 1? 36.63 24,56 338.9 345.5 1539.51 .6707 564.
loO 24.69 36.67 24.75 320.7 326.0 1536.60 .7360 705.
^00 24. Oi) 36.75 24.99 298.0 306.1 1537.56 .8015 859.
k20 ^2.4u 36.75 25.4b 253.6 262.3 1533.67 .8583 1024.
«i40 20,b«f 36.71 25.92 209.5 218.5 1529.48 .9064 1201.
260 19.60 36.64 26.14 168.7 198.2 1526.95 .9480 1386.
260 i8.b« 36. 53 26.31 171.7 161.6 1524.29 .9*60 1580.
400 17. 7« 36.45 ^6.45 158.5 168.
R
1522.22 1 .0211 1781.
420 17.21 36.37 26.53 151.1 161.9 1520.79 1 .0541 1988.
J>bO 16.t)i> 36.25 26.59 146.0 157.fi 1519.49 1 .1162 2423.
•400 16.79 36.05 26.62 142.7 155.3 1517.45 1 .1808 2882.
440 14. ou 35.94 <i6.7b 129.6 142.9 1514.87 1 .2401 3367.
460 13.79 35.77 *6.34 121.5 135.2 1512.07 1 .2961 3874.
b2U 12.4/ 3b. 56 26.96 110.5 124.1 1507.92 1 .3460 4403.
bbO 11.17 35.35 27.04 103.3 116.8 1504.01 1 .3957 4952.
dOO 10. Uu 35.16 27.10 97.6 110.7 1500.26 1 .4411 5519.
c40 9.j,n 35.10 27.15 92.1 105.3 1498.57 1 .4841 6104.
b60 ri.hr> 35.05 27.20 87.6 101.1 1497.24 1 .5258 6706.
720 8.3.4 34.97 27.21 86.5 100.0 1495.98 1 .5656 7325.
760 7.7^ 34.94 27.29 79.3 92.5 1494.09 1 • 6039 7959.
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K/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1442 GMT MAY It 1972
21 44 N 85 23 M 1097 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.05
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 35
Z
2U
40
60
60
100
120
140
160
160
200
220
240
*ibO
^bO
3C0
o20
jOU
40
440
460
d20
d60
oOO
o'4
obO
720
760
T
28. ui
28. U2
27. 3u
27.24
26.62
2o.6ii
26.24
25. bO
24. bb
23. U.;
21. 7o
20.67
19. 4n
18.75
18.1m
I7.bi)
1 7 . u
lb. lb
15. ku
14. Un
13. bu
12. 34
U.b2
9.bi
6.o3
7.7^
6.97
6.67
b
3o. 10
36.10
36.05
36.12
3b. lb
36.21
3b. 31
36. bb
3b. 70
3b. 8?
36.77
3b. 75
36. bb
3b. 60
36.53
36.46
3b. 37
36.24
3o.l0
35.92
35.75
35.57
35.40
35.15
35.03
34.95
34.91
34.88
SIGT
23.23
23.24
23.43
23.50
23.66
23.78
23.97
24.36
24.77
25.33
25.67
25. 9o
26.17
26.33
2b. 42
26.51
26.56
26.66
26.79
26.92
26.87
26.97
27.01
27.15
27.22
27.30
27.37
27.39
TANOM
465.2
464 . a
446.1
439.2
424.2
413.2
395.1
355.8
318.8
265.0
233.4
205.3
185.0
170.0
lb2.1
153.5
146.3
136.7
126.4
114.7
119.2
109.2
105.8
92.0
65.8
78.6
71.3
69.7
SVA
465.2
465.7
447.7
441.7
427.5
417.3
400.1
361.6
325.3
272.2
241.1
213.6
193.8
179.3
171.9
163.8
157.0
146.3
136.7
127.5
132.7
122.8
119.6
104.7
98.1
90.4
82.8
81.3
SVEL
1543.06
1543.36
1542.06
1542.31
1541.72
1541.60
1541.20
1540.01
1538.33
1534.81
1531.76
1529.06
1526.30
1524.44
1523.14
1521.71
1520.16
1518.11
1515.66
1512.28
1511.43
1507.83
1505.29
1498.83
1495.71
1492.81
1490.51
1489.94
DYNHGT
.0000
.0931
.1844
.2734
.3603
.4448
.5265
.6027
.6714
.7311
.7825
.8280
.8687
.9060
.9411
.9747
1.0068
1.0682
1.1267
1.1811
1.2333
1.2837
1.3326
1.3780
1.4187
1.4567
1.4914
1.5242
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
83.
146.
227.
324.
437.
564.
704.
856.
1017.
1187.
1364.
1549.
1740.
1938.
2353.
2793.
3254.
3737.
4241.
4764.
5306.
5866.
6441.
7030.
7634.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 36
1648 GMT MAY 14 1972
21 39 N 85 33 N 1737 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.12
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.2
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYMHGT TRANS
28. lj 3b. 15 23.24 464. 7 464.7 1543.32 .0000 0.
20 28. uo 36.16 23.29 459.9 460.8 1543.37 .0925 9.
4u 27.br, 3o.l4 23.42 447. b 449.3 1542.72 .1836 37.
6U kl,*J 36.13 23.53 437.2 439.8 1542.23 .2725 82.
60 26. 7q 36.15 23.67 423.2 426.6 1541.66 .3591 146.
100 26.
t
t 3o.l9 23. /6 4l5.2 419.4 1541.63 .4437 226.
120 26. co 36.35 23.99 392.8 397.8 1541.28 .5254 323.
140 25. bi, 3b. 47 24.29 3b4 . 5 370.3 1540.18 .6022 436.
160 24. Ou 3o.73 24.97 299.5 306.0 1536.90 .6699 563.
180 22.62 36.77 25. 4u 258.2 265.3 1533.81 .7270 702.
200 21. 4u 3o.79 25. 7t> 224.0 231.7 1530.99 .7767 853.
220 20. 3u 3o.73 26.02 199.3 208.1 1528.31 .8207 1013.
240 19.*+u 3b. 65 26.20 lb3.0 191.8 1526.08 .8607 1181.
*60 16. 7i 36.58 26.31 172.2 181.4 1524.50 .8980 1357.
260 16. Ou 3b. 47 26.41 lb2.2 171.9 1522.56 .9333 1540.
300 17. bn 36.45 26.50 153.8 164.1 1521.64 .9669 1730.
320 17.0/ 3d. 35 26. b6 148.2 15e.9 1520.20 .9992 1926.
o60 lb. bo 3a. 16 26. bo 139.2 150.7 1517.57 1.0*0e 2338.
400 15. Oi. 35.99 26.7b 130.2 142.4 1514.91 1.1198 2775.
440 13.7,1 35.75 ^6.65 121.2 133.7 1511.11 1.1753 3234.
48U 12. 4u 35.56 26.96 110.1 122.7 1507.21 1.2262 3714.
520 11. 2h 35.38 27.05 102.3 114.9 1503.65 1.2742 4214.
o60 10. Si. 35.27 27.09 97.7 110.5 1501.55 1.3195 4733.
oOO 9.5u 35.11 27.14 *3.2 105.8 1498.38 1.3627 5270.
o40 8. on 35.03 27.23 65.3 97.6 1495.60 1.4031 5823.
680 7.**^ 34.95 27.2b b2.4 94.6 1493.64 1.4413 6392.
720 7.*> 34.92 27.35 73.9 85.8 1491.49 1.4776 6976.
760 6.64 34.67 27.39 70.0 81,6 1489.81 1.5115 7573.
800 6.22 34.87 27.44 64.7 76.2 1488.80 1.5430 8184.
840 5.7u 34.91 27.54 55.4 66.6 1487.43 1.5714 R807.
860 5.42 34.93 27.59 50.7 61.9 1486.98 1.5972 9441.
<*20 5.29 34.93 27.61 49.2 60.6 1487.11 1.6217 10085.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1906 GMT MAY If 1972
21 36 N 85 43 W 1920 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.19
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.6
STD STATION 37
Z
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
160
<-00
d20
<^40
260
<ifaO
300
320
3bU
«*00
440
480
520
bbO
oOO
640
680
720
760
600
640
tt80
920
960
1000
T
28.4^
26.41)
27. ou
27.17
27.0,,
26.6*!
26. lri
C b a c- i i
22.61
22. In
21,0i]
19.7.J
19. U2
ld.2,:;
17. 6>:
16.9ii
15.8*
14. 3o
12.99
11 .60
10. Ju
9.67
d.ou
8 • u
7.6ii
7.1a
6.70
6.22
5.69
5.42
5.19
5.06
4-.9M
S
36.15
36.25
36.15
36.15
3o.l8
3o.26
36.36
36.62
3o.75
36.63
3o.79
36.73
36.67
3b. 60
3o.48
36.43
3b. 35
3b. 10
35.92
35. b7
35.46
35.27
35.15
35.04
34.97
34.95
34.92
34.90
34.91
34.94
34.95
34.95
34.95
34.95
SIGT
23.14
23.22
23.35
23.55
23.60
23.81
24.02
24.52
25.04
25.45
25.57
25.83
26.13
^5. 2b
26.37
26.46
26.59
26. o5
26.84
26.93
27.03
27.13
27.16
27.23
27.27
27.31
27.36
27.40
27.47
27.57
27.61
27.63
27.65
27.66
TANOM
473.8
466.0
454,4
434.9
429.9
410.2
3o9.7
342.0
292.7
253.6
242.7
217.9
169.0
177.3
lb6.7
156.2
145.5
139.7
122.0
113.2
103.6
94.4
91.4
84.6
61.0
76.9
72.6
68.6
61.7
53.1
49.2
46.6
45.1
44.2
SVA
473.9
466.9
456.1
437.4
433.3
414.4
394.7
347.8
299.1
260.7
25C.5
226.2
197.8
186.6
176.5
166.5
156.1
151.1
133.F,
125.2
115.5
106.1
103.2
96.1
92.6
88.6
84.3
80.2
73.2
64.3
60.4
57.8
56.6
56.0
SVEL
1543.95
1544.31
1543.25
1542.18
1542.33
1541.69
1541.10
1539.36
1536.45
1533.83
1532.61
1530.20
1526.93
1525.29
1523.21
1521.74
1519.84
1516.95
1512.80
1508.68
1504.34
1500.19
1498.04
1494.96
1493.26
1492.35
1491.11
1490.09
1488.86
1487.43
1487.01
1486.73
1486.85
1487.17
DYNHGT
.0000
.0941
.1864
.2757
.3628
.4476
.5285
.6027
.6674
.7234
.7745
.6222
.8646
.9030
.9393
.9736
1.0059
1.0662
1.1223
1.1741
1.2221
1.2673
1.3091
1.3490
1.3868
1.4231
1.4577
1.4906
1.5213
1.5487
1.5732
1.5968
1.6198
1.6423
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
84.
148.
229.
326.
439.
566.
705.
855.
1015.
1183.
1360.
1544.
1736.
1934.
2348.
2786.
3245.
3725.
4223.
4738.
5270.
5817.
6379.
6955.
7545.
8147.
8761.
9386.
10020.
10663.
11316.
691
H/\J VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
2218 GMT MAY 14 1972
21 32 N 85 53 W 1737 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.13
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.7
STD STATION 38
2
20
40
60
oO
100
120
140
160
160
200
d2Q
240
260
260
300
J20
^60
400
440
460
o20
b60
dOO
o40
uciO
720
760
rtOO
b40
660
920
960
luOO
T
26.3b
28.10
27.31,
26. 76
26.40
2b. oil
25.00
24. Oi;
23.1...
22.41;
21. It,
20.4..
19.64
16. b^
16.<_7
16.3.;
1 5 . 4 u
14.ou
12.4.
10.70
9 . b I >
9.00
8.50
8.0u
7. jb
b • o:>
6 . 2 5
b.y?
5.70
5.43
5.30
5. lu
4.95
4.65
S
36.15
36.13
36.15
3o.lR
3b. 25
36 . 35
36.61
3o.7b
36.60
3b. 80
36.70
36.66
3b. bb
36. 53
3b. 45
36.16
3b. 06
3b. 90
35.64
35.33
35.20
35.08
35.03
34.96
34.94
34.91
34.88
34.90
34.90
34.91
34.9?
34.93
34.93
34.93
SIGT
23.17
23.23
23.51
23.71
23.87
24.20
24.58
24.99
25.29
25.49
25.78
25.9a
26.08
^6.31
26.33
26. bu
26.72
^6.84
27.03
<i7.11
27. lo
27.20
27.24
27.26
27.34
<±7.39
27.45
^7.50
27.53
27.57
27.60
27.63
27.65
27.66
TANOM
471.6
465.2
438.9
419.9
404.2
373.2
336.9
298.0
2b9.2
250.0
222.6
206.0
194.2
171.9
170.1
144.4
133.5
122.3
104.2
96.7
91.4
67.7
63.9
b0.3
74.2
69.6
64.4
69.4
56.2
52.3
50.0
47.0
45.4
44.3
SVA
471.6
466.1
440.6
422.4
407.6
377.3
341.8
303.7
275.6
257.1
230.3
214.2
203.0
181.1
179.9
154.1
143.5
132.9
114.8
107.0
101.8
96.1
94.5
91.1
84.9
80.4
74.8
70.0
66.3
63.0
61.0
58.1
56.6
55.7
SVEL
1543.80
1543.56
1542.15
1541.27
1540.86
1539.43
1538.56
1536.59
1534.72
1533.27
1530.11
1528.54
1526.53
1524.00
1523.33
1517.54
1514.96
1511,94
1506.02
1500.40
1497.65
1495.21
1493.93
1492.62
1490.73
1489.40
1467.64
1487,20
1486.77
1486.35
1486.48
1486.34
1486.37
1486.62
DYNHGT
.0000
.0936
.1844
.2707
.3537
.4322
.5041
.5667
.6266
.6799
.7266
.7731
.8148
.8532
.AR93
.9227
.9525
0072
0575
1016
1436
1H39
1.2222
1.2595
1.2952
1.3279
1.3586
1.3879
1.4152
1.4410
1.4658
1.4896
1.5125
1.5349
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
83.
145.
224.
317.
425.
544.
675.
816.
966.
1125.
1291.
1466.
1647.
1834.
2226.
2640.
3072.
3521.
3986.
4468.
4964.
5475.
6000.
6537.
7086.
7647.
8218.
8800.
9391.
9991.
10601.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0100 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 28 N 86 03 w 1551 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.16
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.2
STD STATION 39
z
20
10
60
60
100
120
140
ibU
180
*0u
220
210
2b0
260
bOO
j20
.560
400
410
480
52U
j60
oOO
o40
o80
T
26. Uh
27.br.
27.0
26.br.
25.97
25.1u
21. bh
24. In
22. ni,
21.10
19. ot,
19. On
18.12
16. 9u
lb. 3u
15.2 1)
14. 7h
13. 55
11.9/
10. ho
9.^n
9.10
6.4
7.nu
7.0b
6 . h J
S
36.07
36.07
3o. 06
3b. 08
3b. 25
36.52
36.67
3b. 74
36.75
36.68
3b. 63
3b. 50
36.14
36. 25
36.17
35.9b
35.90
35.71
35.11
35.26
35.16
35.10
34.98
34.93
31.66
31.85
SIGT
23.21
23.26
23.55
23.70
21.01
21.46
21.75
21.9b
^5.31
25.76
26.06
26.18
26.36
26.51
26.58
26.66
26.71
26.87
26.9b
27.05
27.10
27.15
27.22
27.27
27.32
27.38
TANOM
167.6
162.6
131.7
120.1
391.1
316.3
320.1
301.6
261.6
221.1
191.1
161.0
167.2
152.7
116.1
136.6
131.7
118.9
110.1
102.1
97.2
92.1
66.1
61.2
76.1
71.0
SVA
167.6
163.5
136.1
122.6
391.7
350.1
325.3
307.3
270.9
231.0
201.8
191.9
175.6
161.1
155.5
115.8
111.1
129.1
120.2
112.1
107.8
103.2
96.6
91.7
86.1
81.3
SVEL
1543.06
1513.03
1511.12
1510.66
1539.87
1538.10
1537.61
1536.63
1533.93
1529.77
1526.53
1521.19
1522.21
1518.78
1517.39
1513.91
1512.77
1509.33
1501.15
1500.69
1198.26
1196.71
1193.19
1191.60
1189.16
1188.31
DYNHGT
.0000
.0931
.1831
.2690
.3507
.1252
.1928
.5560
.8139
.6611
.7073
.7167
.7835
.6171
.8468
.8790
.9077
.9616
1.0126
1.0 592
1.1035
1.1453
1.1851
1.2230
1.2591
1.2925
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
82.
141.
222.
314.
418.
535.
663.
800.
946.
1099.
1259.
1425.
1598.
1777.
2151.
2546.
2960.
3393.
3843.
1309.
1791.
5287.
5797.
693
K/w VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0324 GMT MAY lb 1972
21 24 N 86 13 W 805 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.16
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 40
I T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
\j 27. bo 36.15 23.35 454.4 454.4 1542.60 .0000 0.
20 27.76 36.05 23.28 460.3 461.2 1542.75 .0916 9.
40 ^6.02 3b. 19 23.95 397.2 398. B 1539.29 .1776 36.
60 2 5 . ti r> 36.40 24.16 377.0 379.5 1539.40 .2554 79.
60 25.3b 36.<45 24.36 357.1 360.4 1538.49 .3294 138.
10 25.12 3b. 55 24.50 344.7 346.6 1538.47 .4003 211.
120 24.2,'i 3b. 73 24.91 305.2 310.1 1536.74 .4662 297.
140 22.6:3 36.67 25.26 270.3 275.9 1533.54 .5248 397.
160 21. 7* 3b. 65 25.56 243.1 249.3 1531.11 .5773 507.
i.60 20.w»h 36 . b5 25.93 208.1 214.8 1527.69 .6237 627.
200 17.61; 3t>.33 26.41 163.0 169.8 1519.97 .6622 755.
^20 lb.b.-> 36.20 26.54 150.3 157.5 1517.26 .6949 891.
«^40 lb. l«i 36.11 26. 6u 145.1 152.6 1515.89 .7259 1033.
^bU 15.60 36.05 26. 6o 136.6 146.7 1514.61 .7559 1181.
<±60 15.1, 35.95 26.69 135.6 144.2 1513.32 .7850 1336.
oOO 14.7,, 35.65 26.71 134.1 143.1 1512.21 .6137 1495.
320 13.57 35.71 26.34 121.5 130.6 150 8.72 .8411 1661.
JbO 12.43 35.55 26.95 111.4 120.9 1505.37 .8917 2008.
4U0 11.4* 35.35 26.99 107.7 117.5 1502.31 .9388 2374.
•440 10.58 35.26 27.0 7 99.6 110.0 1499.69 .9*41 2758.
hcO 9. to3 35.16 ^7.13 94.8 105.2 1497.71 1.0274 3161.
b20 8.9u 35.05 tl.ll 68.4 96.7 1494.81 1.0666 3580.
694
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0524 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 21 N 86 22 W 421 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.11
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.8
STD STATION 41
Z
20
40
60
80
iOO
120
i40
160
160
200
<l2U
<:40
260
^bO
300
32
T
27.74
27.7.-,
27.20
2b. 57
25.59
24. bu
23.1s
22,50
20.4b
17. m,
15.3s
11.93
14.4,'
14.0!)
13.4b
13.1 1
12.57
S
3b. 13
36.10
36.10
36.16
36.39
36.6b
3b. 70
3b. 66
3b. 53
36.2?
36.01
3b. 95
35.64
35.61
3b. 72
3b. b7
3 j. 56
SIGT
23.35
23.33
23.50
23.76
24.23
24.76
25.19
25.3b
25.84
^6.27
26. b8
26.74
26. 7o
26.82
26.88
26.69
<;6.93
TANOM
453.9
455.6
439.4
414.4
370,0
319.5
278.9
262.9
216.9
175.7
137.0
131.6
129.1
123.8
118.4
116.6
113.3
SVA
453.9
456.6
441.1
416.9
373.3
323.6
283.7
268.4
222.8
181.8
143.2
136.3
136.2
131.3
126.3
124.9
121.8
SVEL
1542.45
1542.73
1541.88
1540.86
1539.11
1537.07
1534.22
1532.76
1527,44
1520.13
1512.95
1511.76
1510.34
1509.43
1507.69
1507. C3
1505.21
DYNHGT
.0000
.0911
.1808
,?66b
.34 56
.4153
.4761
.5313
.5804
.6209
,*534
.6<U5
.7090
.7357
.7615
.7866
.8113
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
142.
218.
308.
408.
519.
640.
767.
900.
1040.
1184.
1334.
1489.
1648.
695
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 42
073b GMT MAY 15 1972
21 18 N 86 30 W 91 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.15
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.6
Z T S SI6T TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
U 27.60 36.15 23.41 448.1 448.1 1542.16 .0000 0.
20 27. bb 36.15 23.43 446.6 447.4 1542.38 .0996 9.
40 26. fcw 3c>. 50 23.93 398.4 400.1 1541.33 .1743 35.
60 21.2^ 3o.44 25.55 244.6 246.9 1527.95 .2390 77.
HO 20. o.j 36.43 25.6b 234.4 237.4 1527.14 ,2«74 129.
696
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0848 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 20 N 86 25 » 329 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.12
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.3
STD STATION 4 3
I T S SIGT
27.80, 36.11 23.32
20 27.77 36.10 23.32
40 2o.bl 36.20 23. dJ
bO 25. 6u 36.35 24. 2U
ttO 23.96 36.68 24.94
100 23. 4o 3o.72 25.14
120 21. 9tt 3a. o3 25.48
140 19.95 36.66 26. Oo
16U 16.90 36.54 26.74
i80 16.14 36.23 26.68
200 15. on 36.15 26.81
^20 15. uo 35.99 26.74
tl40 14.4,, 35.^8 26.30
^60 13. uu 35.80 26.91
TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
457.2 457.2 1542.57 .0000 0.
457.0 457.9 15U2.62 .0915 9.
411.2 412.8 1540.42 .1786 36.
373.2 375.7 1538.78 .2574 30.
302.0 305.2 1535.46 .3255 138.
2o3.3 237.3 1534.44 .3848 209.
251.0 255.7 1531.08 .4391 291.
196. J 201.2 1526.00 .4846 384.
151 .6 137.0 1517.46 .5166 484.
157.2 143.0 1515.13 .5466 591.
124.8 131.1 1512.81 .5740 703.
131.4 138.2 1512.21 .h009 820.
125.8 132.9 1510.32 .6?tt0 943.
115.5 122.9 1507.95 .6536 1071.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STU STATION 44
1006 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 23 N 86 18 W 530 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.12
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.4
Z T s SIGT TaNOM SVA SVEL
27.7S 36.14 23.35 453.5 453.5 1542.49
20 27. 7u 36.15 23.38 451.3 452.1 1542.71
40 27.5^ 36.16 23.44 445.3 447.0 1542.67
60 27.3-j 3b. 17 23.49 440.2 442.7 1542.69
80 25.6., 3b. 17 24.06 3o6.1 389.4 1538.94
iCO 23. li, 36.66 25.16 279.3 283.3 1533.64
i20 21. it 36.65 25.74 226.3 230.fi 1528.78
140 20.53 36.62 25.87 213.7 218.9 1527.55
160 18.93 36.45 26.16 166.0 191.7 1523.28
160 17. bu 3b. 35 26.42 161.5 167.7 1519.67
ZOO 16. bu 36.18 26.56 148.8 155. 4 1516.54
220 16.03 36.15 26.64 140.6 147.7 1515.40
<>4Q 15. 6ii 36.11 26.71 134.2 141.8 1514.35
260 14. 6u 35.94 ^6.80 125.5 133.3 1511.34
260 14. Oh 35.86 26.8b 120.7 126.9 1509.90
300 13. 4u 35.76 d6.92 114.5 123.0 1507.69
320 13. Ui) 35.65 26.91 114.8 123.6 1506.76
360 12. lu 35.51 26. 9d lu8.2 117.5 1504.20
400 10. 9n 35.32 27.05 101.9 111.4 1500.66
440 10.2S 35.24 27.11 95.8 105.7 1498.69
DYNHGT TRANS
.0000 0.
.0906 9.
.1805 36.
.2694 81.
.3527 143.
.4199 221.
.4713 310.
.5163 409.
.5574 516.
.5933 631.
.6256 753.
.6559 881.
.6849 1015.
.7124 1155.
.7366 1300.
.7638 1450.
.7865 1605.
.8366 1930.
.6815 2274.
.9246 2635.
698
R/W VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
113b GMT MAY 15 1972
21 25 N 86 12 to 1280 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 3b. 19
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 45
Z T S SIGT
27. 9« 3o.l8 23.31
20 27.98 3b. 15 23.29
40 2b. bn 3b. 13 23.72
bO 25.80 3b. 43 24.20
60 25. 00 3b. 54 24.52
100 24.39 36.65 24.79
120 23.10 35.65 25.17
140 21. 9H 36.be 25.52
loO 20. 9u 3o.55 25.72
160 19. u.j 36.42 26.12
200 16. 16 36.15 26.61
220 15. ou 3o.07 26.63
£40 15.12 35.97 26.71
260 14.63 35.93 26. 79
35.90 ^6.7rt
35.74
35.o5
35. 4G 26. 9o
10.60 35.25 27.06
10. U . 35.17 27.09
9.57 35.10 27.12
6.9i 36.12 27.26
34.95 27.20
34.88 27.23
34.85 27.31
34.34 27.34
34.84 27.43
<ibO 14. b4
300 13. u.)
j20 13.02
J; 6 1 1 . 8 1
J
400
44 J
460
b^O
5O0
dOO
o40
o60
720
7b
26. db
26.91
7.78
7.1.;
b . 8l '
b.l^
5.83 34.85 27.48
Tanom
457.6
4b0.0
418.3
373.3
341.9
316.4
260.0
247.4
2^:8.3
169.3
143.9
141.4
134.2
126.6
127.2
119.9
115.2
110.6
100.9
98.1
95.1
63.2
67.4
64.6
77.5
74.3
65.7
61.5
SVA
457.8
460.8
420.0
375.8
345.2
320.4
284.8
252.8
234.3
196.3
150
146
141
134
135
128
124
119.9
110.1
107.9
105.2
93.6
97.9
95.1
87.9
84.9
75.9
71.8
SVEL
1543.02
1543.32
1540.52
1539.31
1537.65
1536.81
1533.95
1531.44
1528.60
1523.78
1515.54
1514.61
1512.70
1511.43
1511.43
1508.53
15C6.63
1503.04
1499.30
1497.99
1496.69
1494.90
1493.23
1491. b6
1489.64
1489.11
1487.07
1436.58
DYNHGT
.0000
.0919
.1300
.2595
.3316
.3982
.4587
.5125
.5612
.6043
.6389
.6688
.6976
.7254
.7525
.7789
.6041
.8539
.8999
.9^33
.9362
0270
0662
1048
1413
1759
1.2085
1.2381
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
80.
139.
212.
298.
395.
503.
619.
743.
874.
1011.
1153.
1301.
1454.
1612.
1944.
?295.
2664.
3050.
3452.
3871.
4305.
4754.
5218.
5695.
6184.
699
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 46
1324 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 27 N 86 06 M 1646 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.06
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
I T . S SIGT TaNOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
U 2b. O.J 36.15 23.28 4b0.6 460.6 1543.04 .0000 0.
20 28. Ou 36.15 23. 2d 460.6 461.5 1543.36 .0922 9.
40 26.o,J 3o.07 23.67 423.8 425.5 1540.55 .1809 37.
60 26.1;; 36.24 23.96 396.0 398.4 1539.64 .2633 81.
60 25. bd 3o.49 24.33 360.1 363.5 1538.99 .3395 141.
JUU 24. bu 3o.66 24.73 322.4 326.5 1537.31 .4085 216.
120 24.1*, 3b. 67 24.87 309.2 314.1 1536.66 .4725 304.
140 22. ou 36.71 25.31 2b7.4 273.0 1533.57 .5313 405.
ibO 21.9,- 3b. 70 25. S5 244.3 250.5 1531.63 .5836 516.
ibU 20. 3J 3o.61 ^5.93 2U8.5 215.2 1527.56 .6302 637.
cOJ 18. 4u 3o.43 26. 2d 174.6 181.7 1522.40 .6699 767.
<;2U 16. 65 3o.25 26.57 147.1 154.4 1517.39 .7H35 905.
240 16.hu 3o.l7 26.52 151. d 159.7 1517.48 .7349 1049.
^bb 15. ou 3o.l2 26.72 133.5 141.7 1514.68 .7650 1199.
c.60 15. Ou 35.95 26.72 133.1 141.7 1512.94 .7933 1354.
oOO 14. J,, 35. d4 26.79 126.6 135.5 151U.91 .8211 1516.
o2U 13.7;, 35.72 26.62 123.4 132.5 1509.15 .6479 1683.
JibU 12.05 35.49 26. 9d 108. H 116.0 1504. Ul .8961 2032.
*C0 11.1; 35.35 27.04 102.4 112.1 1501.26 .9434 2400.
440 lu.3o 35.20 27. Oo lUO.9 110.9 1499.10 .9877 ?787.
4tfU 9,ow 35.09 27. li 96.3 106.5 1496.79 1.0310 3190.
_2U 6.6* 3S.U3 ^7.19 d8.9 99.2 1494.56 1.0720 3611.
'juO B.i.r- 34.94 ^7.22 66.1 96.4 1492.69 1.1112 4048.
bGO 7.du 34.90 27.25 d3.4 93.9 1491.76 1.1492 4500.
u4U l.c? 34.65 27.29 79.2 89.6 1490.11 1.1863 4967.
^bO b.o^ 34.81 27.34 74.3 84.5 1488.36 1.2215 5449.
/20 6. In 34.81 27.40 68.4 76.5 1487.15 1.2542 5944.
Vbb 5.9b 34.62 27.44 65.2 75.6 1487.02 1.2849 6452.
oOO 5.53 34.85 27.51 57.9 66.2 1486.02 1.3137 6971.
u40 5.25 34.85 27.55 54.7 65.0 1485.54 1.3404 7502.
660 5.12 34.85 27.5b 53.3 63.8 1485.66 1.3662 8044.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1530 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 30 N 85 58 W 1829 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.13
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.3
STD STATION 47
Z
20
HO
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
*uo
22u
*40
260
^80
300
320
360
4U0
440
480
b20
^60
oOO
o40
b60
720
760
oOO
84
T
28. li
28.02
27. 03
26.50
25. 6»)
24.93
24.20
23.31
22.77
21. Oo
19. o?
19. ub
18. 4u
17.33
16.70
lb . on
lb. lb
13. o7
11.43
10.1 1.
9.oi.
6.7b
8.21
7.44
6.93
6.42
6.17
5.9u
5. ob
5.39
S
36.07
36.07
36.15
36.20
36.35
36.58
36.67
36.75
36.75
36.69
36. 6U
36.58
3t>.45
36.36
36.24
36.12
3b. ?6
35.77
35.40
35.21
35.06
35.04
34.98
34.90
34.86
34.63
34.85
34.85
34.85
34.86
SIGT
23.18
23.21
23.60
23.80
24.13
24.56
24.87
25.19
25.35
25.76
26.09
26.23
26. 3u
26.50
26.55
26.67
26. 7u
26.89
27.03
27.12
27.10
27.21
27.25
27.30
27.34
27.38
27.43
27.47
27.50
27.54
TANOM
469.8
4&7.0
430.6
410.9
379.1
337.0
309.5
278.7
263.7
222.3
193.3
179.5
173.2
154.6
148.9
137.8
135.5
117.1
104.2
95.5
97.0
66.6
83.3
78.4
74.5
70.2
65.6
62.3
59.3
55.6
SVA
469.8
467.8
432.3
413.4
382.4
341.1
314.4
284.3
270.1
229.2
200.7
187.4
181.6
163.4
158.2
147.3
145.4
127.3
114.1
105.3
107.2
97.0
93.7
86.5
84.7
80.2
75.9
72.7
69.8
66.1
SVEL
1543.21
1543.34
1541.55
1540.72
1539.57
1538.04
1536.69
1534.89
1533.85
1529.68
1526.14
1524.71
1523.06
1520.17
1518.49
1515.94
1514.07
1509.42
1502.40
1498.11
1496.78
1494.23
1492.78
1490.38
1488.99
1487.60
1487.28
1486.66
1486.50
1486.12
DYNHGT
.0000
.0938
.1838
.2683
.3479
.4203
.4858
.5457
.6011
.6510
.6940
.7328
.7697
.8042
.8364
.8669
.8962
.9509
.9992
1.0428
1.0848
1.1251
1.1636
1.2004
1.2351
1.2679
1.2994
1.3289
1.3574
1.3847
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
82.
144.
221.
311.
415.
529.
654.
789.
932.
1082.
1239.
1403.
1574.
1750.
2120.
2510.
2916.
3344.
3786.
4244.
4716.
5204.
5704.
6218.
6743.
7281.
7829.
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H/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1800 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 34 N 85 48 W 1920 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.08
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.4
STD STATION 48
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28. 3u 36.07 23.12 475.8 475.8 1543.62 .0000 0.
20 27.90 36.10 23.28 461.1 461.9 1543.10 .0938 9.
40 27.50 36.09 23.40 449.4 451.0 1542.54 .1851 37.
60 27. In 36.10 23.53 436.3 438.8 1541.98 .2741 83.
ao cib. tan 36.17 23.73 417.9 421.2 1541.38 .3601 147.
100 26.21 36,33 23.99 392.3 396.9 1540.62 .4419 227.
120 25.3,: 3o.55 24.43 350.5 355.5 1539.26 .5171 323.
140 24.1b 36. b8 24.90 305,9 311.6 1536.77 .5838 433.
160 c 2 » O ( . 3d. 75 25.37 2bl.3 267.6 1533.62 .6418 555.
160 2 1 . 2 1
1
36.71 25.7b 224.5 231.4 1530.07 .6917 689.
^uo 19.92 36.63 26.04 197.4 204.8 1526.86 .7353 831.
*20 19.*,r 36.55 26.17 165.8 193.8 1525.16 .7751 982.
*4U la.o.i 36.53 26.30 172.9 181.4 1523.79 .8127 1141.
dbO 18. 4u 3b. 48 26.32 171.0 180.1 1523.41 .8488 1307.
tLHQ 16. j 36.43 26.38 lb5.1 174.8 1522.53 .8843 1481.
300 17. 3n 3b. 32 26.45 158.6 166.8 1520.92 .9187 1661.
320 l6.ti 36.23 26.57 147.7 158.2 1518.85 .9514 1848.
J,60 14. bj 35.94 26.79 126.5 137,3 1513.11 1.0124 2241.
HbU 1.5. J.^ 35.64 26.83 122.9 134.1 1509,29 1.0668 2657.
440 11. 7u 35.43 27,0b lOb.3 117.8 1504.02 1.1170 3094.
HbO 10 .hi, 35.26 27.0 7 100.2 111.2 1500.60 1.1622 3550.
b2U 9 . 4 b 35.08 27.13 93.9 104.7 1496.69 1.2057 4023.
bbb 8.t>i 35.0 27.20 67.7 98.5 1494.30 1.2462 4514.
oOO 8.2b 34.95 27.22 85.4 96.4 1493.34 1.2852 5020.
o4 i » Dr\ 34.90 27,28 60.3 91.3 1491.56 1.3224 5542.
Dt*.0 7.00 34.83 27.31 77.7 86.5 1489.87 1.3582 6078.
720 6 . bu 34.85 27.39 69.7 80.5 1488.59 1.3917 6628.
7bO 6.0b 34.86 27.46 62.8 73.3 1487.27 1.4224 7191.
oOO 5.7?) 34.86 27.49 59.8 70.5 1486.92 1.4510 7765.
o4 5.48 34.36 27.53 56.6 67.3 1486.48 1.4785 8351.
Ci60 5.3b 34.86 27.54 55.2 66.2 1486.64 1.5052 8948.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
2006 GMT MAY 15 1972
21 36 N 85 40 W 1920 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.14
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.3
STD STATION 49
Z
20
40
60
60
100
120
140
160
180
^00
220
240
260
<i80
^UO
320
360
400
*40
480
520
b60
oOO
o40
o60
720
760
800
b40
680
920
T
28. Oh
27.61
27. 6u
27.07
26.83
26.23
25. bj
25.27
23.7?
22. 4i;
20. 61
19. 70
18.94
lti.3rt
17. yo
I7.ii
16.77
15.24
14. 2*
13.21
12.3*
11.06
9.60
8.97
8.53
7.99
7.49
6.65
6.39
5.90
5.5b
5.17
S
36.13
36.11
36.11
36.15
36.18
36 . 33
36.46
36.58
3d. 73
3o.73
36.67
36.63
36.52
36.45
36.40
3b. 27
36.21
35.95
35.76
3t3.62
35.50
35.26
35.11
35.03
34.99
34.94
34.87
34.85
34.85
34.85
34.86
34.86
SIGT
23.25
23.31
23.38
23.58
23.66
23.98
24.20
24.47
25.05
25.44
25.89
26.10
^6.22
26.3b
26.39
26.48
26.51
26. o7
26.76
26.8b
26.92
26.99
27.09
27.17
27.20
27.25
27.27
27.37
27.40
27.47
27.52
27.57
TANOM
463.6
457.6
451.0
431.8
422.3
393.4
372.7
346.9
291.6
255.1
212.1
191.9
161.1
172.7
lb4.9
156.1
152.7
138.2
129.4
121.1
114.1
108.0
98.0
90.9
87
63
61
71
68.4
62.3
57.8
53.1
SVA
463.6
458.4
452.7
434.3
425.7
397.5
377.7
352.7
298.0
262.2
219.6
200.0
189.7
181.8
174.6
166.1
163.3
149.2
141.1
133.2
126.7
120.4
110.0
102.9
99.4
95.3
93.5
83.2
80.1
73.8
69.2
64.2
SVEL
1543.13
1542.91
1542.78
1541.96
1541.77
1540.87
1540.43
1539.50
1536.21
1533.21
1528.77
1526.57
1524.66
1523.32
1522.21
1520.07
1519.32
1514.98
1512.19
1509.35
1507.07
1502.87
1498.83
1496.33
1495.28
1493.83
1492.47
1489.82
1489.45
1488.15
1487.53
1486.52
DYNHGT
.0000
.0922
.1833
.2720
.3560
.4403
.5179
.5909
.6560
.7120
.7602
.8021
.8411
.8783
.9139
.9480
.Q809
1.0441
1.1025
1.1573
1.2090
1.2566
1.3045
1.3465
1.3870
1.4261
1.4640
1.4997
1.5326
1.5632
1.5921
1.6187
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
82.
145.
225.
321.
432.
557.
693.
841.
997.
1161.
1333.
1512.
1698.
1891.
2296.
2726.
3178.
3651.
4145.
4658.
5188.
5735.
6297.
6875.
7468.
8075.
8694.
9325.
9967.
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R/v VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
221* GMT MAY 15 1972
21 37 N 85 31 W 1554 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.11
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.2
STD STATION 50
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.^0 36.15 23.21 466.9 466.9 1543.47 .0000 0.
20 27. 9u 36.15 23.31 457.5 458.3 1543.15 .0925 9.
40 27. di. 3b. 15 23.44 445.0 446.7 1542.59 .1830 37.
60 27. lu 3b. 16 23.56 432.0 434.5 1542.04 .2712 82.
ftO 26.62 36.19 23.69 421.3 424.6 1541.76 .3571 145.
ICO 26.40 36.26 23.86 403.
5
407.7 1541.19 .4403 225.
120 2b. Lm 3b. 40 24.10 3b2.7 387.6 1540.81 .5198 321.
mo 25. 4t. 3b. 55 24.41 352.9 358.7 1539.78 .5945 432.
160 24. bL. 36.71 24.79 316.6 323.2 1536.21 .6627 558.
ibG 22 • oi, 3b. 75 25.34 2b4.6 271.7 1534.25 .7221 696.
200 21. £L + 3b. 75 25.73 222.7 230.4 1530.53 .7724 846.
220 20.35 36. b9 25.97 204.0 212.2 1528.41 .8166 1005.
240 19. bo 36.63 26.15 lob.
9
195.7 1526.34 .8574 1172.
*bO 16.94 3b. 56 26.25 176.2 187.5 1525.02 .8957 1347.
^au 16.33 36.48 ^6.34 169.3 179.1 1523.53 .9324 1530.
300 17.9,; 3b. 44 26.42 162,0 172.4 1522.57 .9675 1720.
j20 17.2u 3b. 36 26.53 151.6 162.3 1520.75 1 .0010 1917.
jbU lb.biJ 36.26 26.59 145.2 157.1 1519.50 1 .0648 2330.
4G0 15. bo 36. 05 25.69 136.4 146.9 1516.55 1 .1260 2769.
440 14. ci 35.82 26.79 126.7 139.5 1512.91 1 .1836 3231.
4bO 12.65 35.59 26.90 116.4 129.3 1508.76 1 .2370 3715.
b20 1 2 . G i j 35.45 26.9b 110.8 124.0 1506.36 1 .2873 4220.
obU 11 .Go 35.33 27.05 101.6 115.1 1503.39 1 .3349 4744.
bOO 10.22 35.22 27.10 96.8 110.1 1501.13 1 .3802 5287.
b40 9.3si 35.09 27.14 93.0 106.2 1498.60 1 .4239 5848.
bbO 8.bu 35. 03 27.23 65.3 98.4 1496.24 1 .4649 6426.
720 7.92 34.92 27.24 83.6 96.4 1494.18 1 .5039 7020.
/60 7.37 34.87 27.26 79.7 92.3 1492.65 1 .5411 7629.
hOO 7.Gu 34.88 27.34 74.0 86.7 1491.88 1 .5770 8253.
o40 6.2? 34.88 27.45 64.0 76.0 1489.47 1 .6101 8890.
bbO 5.6b 34.89 27.51 58.7 70.7 1488.65 1 .6394 9540.
*20 5.57 34.90 27.55 54.7 66.6 1488.20 1 .6667 10201.
960 5.30 34.90 27.58 51.5 63.4 1487.76 1 .6926 10873.
704
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
3b GMT MAY 16 1972
21 46 N 85 22 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.12
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.2
STD STATION 51
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.20 36.13 23.20 468.3 468.3 1543.45 i.0000 0.
20 28.14 36.12 23.21 4b7.2 468.0 1543.64
,
.0936 9.
40 27. bu 36.10 23.37 451.7 453.4 1542.77 ,.1858 37.
oO 26.92 36.14 23.62 427.9 430.4 1541.62 .2742 83.
60 26.44 36.22 23.64 407.6 110.9 1540.93 .3583 147.
100 26.3b 36.23 23.87 404.2 408.3 1541.05 .4402 226.
120 26.0b 3b. 2b 23.99 393.0 398.0 1540.71 .5209 323.
140 25. o3 36.45 24.26 366.9 372.7 1540.23 .5979 434.
160 24. 30 3b. 58 24.77 318.8 325.3 1537.50 .6677 561.
180 22. 6u 36.75 25.39 259.1 266.2 1533.74 .7269 700.
200 21.20 3o.76 25.60 220.9 228.6 1530.43 .7764 851.
220 20.50 3o.71 25.95 206.4 214.7 1528.83 .8207 1010.
240 19. nu 36.65 26.09 193.0 201.8 1527.19 .8623 1179.
260 18.99 36.57 26.24 178.7 188.1 1525.17 .9013 1355.
280 10. HI 3o.b4 26.37 166.9 176.7 1523.62 .9378 1539.
30u 17.9, 36.45 26.42 161.8 172.1 1522.63 .9727 1730.
320 17. 2u 3o. 33 26.50 153.6 164.5 1520.72 1 .0064 1928.
3b0 1 6 . U ^ 36.15 26.64 140.4 151.9 1517.62 1 .0696 2343.
400 lb . uii 35.97 26.72 132.9 145.1 1515.08 1 .1286 2783.
440 14. bJ) 35.83 ^6.34 121.9 134.6 1512.28 1 .1845 3246.
h80 12 . ou 35.62 26.9b 110.4 123.2 1508.12 1 .2353 3730.
520 12.0u 35.51 27.00 106.4 119.7 1506.43 1 .2842 4234.
560 10.90 35.31 27.05 101.6 114.8 1503.01 1 .3316 4757.
bOO 10.26 35.23 27.11 96.7 110.1 1501.28 1 .3767 5299.
u40 9.oL 35.15 27.12 95.1 106.8 1500.17 1 .4207 5858.
o60 8.bb 35.02 27.18 69.8 103.2 1497.16 1 .4631 6435.
720 8.4,, 34.95 27.18 69.5 103.0 1496.33 1 .5044 7029.
760 7.4* 34.89 27.29 79.2 91.9 1492.95 1 .5431 7638.
riOO 7.12 34.66 27.31 77.1 89.9 1492.32 1 .5796 8263.
d40 6.79 34.85 27.35 73.5 86.4 1491.67 1 .6146 8902.
ofaO 6.34 34.85 27.41 67.7 80.5 1490.55 1 .6475 9554.
920 5.84 34.86 27.48 60.9 73.2 1489.22 1 .6762 10219.
960 5.38 34.88 27.56 54.0 66.0 1488.05 1 .7061 10896.
lOCO 5.07 34.90 27.61 49.0 60.8 1487.47 1 .7316 11584.
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R/W VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0230 GMT MAY 16 1972
21 48 N 85 12 W 1463 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.10
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 52
2
20
40
b0
60
100
120
140
160
160
200
220
240
260
260
JOO
320
360
400
440
4HU
620
DfoO
bOO
o40
660
720
760
u0o
o40
o60
920
*60
T
26. Oh
28.07
k7.<+o
26.9^>
2b. be
26. 37
26.0 1,
2b. 63
24.7b
23.36
22.2/
2 1 • 2 Li
20. if t
19. *H;
16. 5w
17. bo
17. bh
16.7a
lb. 92
14. Ui,
13.72
12.7/
11. 4*
10.5*
9.66
9.19
6.b.s
7.99
7.17
6.64
6.38
6.21
6.01
S
36.12
36.09
36.13
36.13
36.16
36.24
36.37
36.53
36.6b
36.74
3b. 75
3o.70
3d. 67
36.60
36.46
36.44
36.36
36.24
3b. 06
36.67
3b. 7b
3b. b7
3b. 37
35.23
35.11
3d. 03
34.96
34.90
34.86
34.84
34.85
34.85
34.85
SIGT
23.23
23.21
23.44
23.60
23.73
23.67
24.09
24.32
24.66
25,16
25.50
25.7b
25.9b
26.16
26.28
26.43
26.45
26.54
<i6.6u
26.7b
26.64
26.91
27.00
27.06
27.12
27.13
27.17
27.22
27.31
27.36
27.41
27.43
27.45
TANOM
465.3
467.1
445.2
429.9
417.4
404.
1
363.6
3bl.l
326.7
261.3
248.8
225.3
206.2
166.6
174.8
161.1
158.9
lb0.8
144.3
130.6
121.6
115.4
106.6
101.0
95.
b
94.3
90.2
b6.1
77.7
72.3
68.2
66.1
63.7
SVA
465.3
466.0
446.9
432.4
420.7
406.2
386.6
366.9
333.3
288.5
256.6
233.7
215.2
196.1
184.7
171.4
169.8
162.6
157.5
143.7
135.2
129.2
120.3
114.7
109.2
108.1
103.9
99.6
90.7
85.0
61.1
79.2
76.9
SVEL
1543.19
1543.46
1542.49
1541.70
1541.28
1541.11
1540.70
1540.30
1538.64
1535.70
1533.09
1530.70
1528.79
1526.35
1524.00
1522.45
1521.89
1520.02
1517.66
1514.16
1511.82
1508.94
15C4.98
1502.21
1499.57
1498.43
1496.72
1495.06
1492.51
1491.07
1490.71
1490.68
1490.54
DYNHGT
.0000
.0933
.1*48
.2728
.3581
.4410
.5206
.5962
.6662
.7284
.7829
.6319
.8768
.9179
.9560
.9916
1.0258
1.0921
1.1556
1.2159
1.2723
1.3253
1.3760
1.4230
1.4681
1.5113
1.5533
1.5936
1.6315
1.6663
1.6992
1.7312
1.7624
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
83.
146.
226.
322.
434.
560.
699.
851.
1012.
1183.
1362.
1550.
1745.
1946.
2370.
2820.
3294.
3792.
4311.
4852.
5411.
5990.
6586.
7199.
7828.
8473.
9133.
9806.
10492.
11191.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0448 GMT MAY 16 1972
21 45 N 85 20 W 1006 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.01
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.2
STD STATION 53
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNMGT TRANS
28.06 36.03 23.16 471.7 471.8 1543.11 .0000 0.
20 28.00 36.00 23.17 471.4 472.2 1543.23 .0944 9.
40 27.03 3b. 94 23.44 445.7 447.3 1541.36 .1364 38.
bO 26.4a 35.98 23.64 426.1 428.6 1540.48 .2739 84.
80 26. eLl 36. U3 23.75 416.2 419.5 1540.37 .3588 147.
100 26.1b 36.15 23.86 404.8 409.0 1540.59 .4416 227.
120 25. 94 3b. 35 24.09 363.3 388.2 1540.54 ,5213 323.
140 25.6.6 36.44 24.26 367.6 373.4 1540.22 .5975 435.
160 24.7V 36.5b 24.61 333.8 340.3 1538.61 .6686 562.
160 23.42 3b. 75 25.16 281.7 288.9 1535.80 .7318 702.
200 21. bu 36.77 25.64 236.1 243.8 1532.02 .7851 853.
<L20 21.4i. 3b. 75 25.73 226.9 235.4 1531.27 .8330 1015.
240 19.90 36.67 26.08 194.0 202.9 1527.48 .8768 1186.
260 19.20 36.57 26. IS 183.9 193.3 1525.77 .9164 1366.
260 16. 4u 36.46 26.31 172.4 182.3 1523.71 .9540 1553.
300 17. bu 36.35 26.42 161.5 171.8 1521.60 .9894 1747.
320 17.01 36.31 26.53 150.9 161.6 1520.13 1 .0227 1948.
360 lb.9ri 3o.l0 26.62 143.2 154.6 1517.44 1 .0866 2370.
400 14. o7 3b. 92 26.77 128.4 140.4 1513.79 1 .1461 2817.
440 13.7b 3b. 75 26.64 122.2 134.7 1511.28 1 .2007 3286.
460 12.70 35.55 26.90 116.4 129.3 1508.21 1 .2536 3777.
520 11.61 35.40 26.99 107.4 120.3 1504.96 1 .3034 4289.
560 10.93 3b. 33 27.06 100.
6
113.9 1503.14 1 .3507 4819.
oOO 10. 40 3b. 22 27.07 99.7 113.3 1501.77 1 .3965 5369.
o40 9.99 35.16 27.10 97.4 111.4 1500.87 1 .4413 5936.
obO 9.60 35.10 27.12 95.6 109.9 1500.02 1 .4852 6522.
72U 9.0b 35.02 27.15 92.9 107.2 1498.55 1 .5284 7124.
760 7.«u 34.92 27.26 81.9 95.2 1494.37 1 .6687 7744.
hOO 7.2b 34.86 27.29 78.8 91.9 1492.82 1 .6059 8379.
o40 6.70 34.85 27.36 72.3 85.1 1491.32 1 .6412 9028.
b80 6.07 34.85 27.45 64.4 76.7 1489.48 1 .6730 9691.
920 5.63 34.86 27.48 60.7 73.1 1489.18 1 .7030 10367.
960 5.7b 34.66 27.49 59.8 72.5 1489.51 1 .7322 11054.
luoo 5.30 34.90 27.58 51.5 63.9 1488.41 1 .7597 11752.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0648 GMT MAY lb 1972
21 42 N 85 27 W 1646 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 35.96
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 54
Z
20
40
60
60
100
120
mo
160
xfaO
200
220
240
260
i:cO
JOO
j20
360
+00
440
460
l>20
5bO
600
o40
ofcO
720
7bO
bOO
o40
.-stiC
920
960
1UU0
T
28.0
27. bl;
26. 9b
26.7b
26.52
26.2r>
2b. Ob
25. 5u
24. 4u
21.60
20. 7n
19.60
18. 9u
18. Do
17. 50
16.92
15. 90
14.6;)
13.4ii
12. 50
11.3U
10.45
9.7,1
9.2^
8. oil
8.0^
7.5n
7.2b
7.0u
6.2^
5.82
5.23
5.Cb
S
35.96
35.92
35.95
35.99
36.05
36.22
3o.37
36.54
3b. 59
36.74
36.75
36.68
3b. 62
3b. 54
36.42
36.35
36.27
36.13
35.86
35.65
35.54
35.35
3d. 22
35.15
35.05
34.96
34.93
34.88
34.86
34.85
34.85
34.86
34.87
34.92
SIGT
23.14
23.24
23.47
23.56
23.6b
23.89
24.09
24.37
24.74
25.32
25.68
25.85
26.12
26.24
26.38
26.45
26.52
26.6b
26.74
26.83
26.93
27.01
27.06
27.13
27.14
27.19
27.24
27.27
27.29
27.32
27.43
27.49
27.57
27.62
TANOM
474.3
464.7
442.5
433.5
422.2
402.2
383.6
356.6
321.0
2b5.8
232.2
215.8
190.1
178.7
lb5.8
159.2
151.7
139.2
131.3
122.6
113.4
105.6
100.6
94.7
93.3
89.1
b4.3
61.6
78.8
76.2
66.2
60.6
53.0
47.6
SVA
474.3
465.5
444.2
436.0
425.6
406.3
386.6
362.3
327.5
273.0
239.9
224.1
198.9
188.0
175.5
169.4
162.4
150.7
143.3
134.8
126.1
118.2
113.3
107.6
106.3
101.9
97.2
94.5
91.9
89.5
78.8
73.0
64.7
59.5
SVEL
1542.87
1542.28
1541.19
1541.10
1540.95
1540.84
1540.70
1540.00
1537.75
1534.29
1531.48
1529.56
1526.61
1524.69
1522.52
1521.31
1519.83
1517.23
1513.50
1510.01
1507.52
1503.62
1501.31
1499.45
1497.92
1495.78
1494.57
1493.40
1492.82
1492.49
1490.07
1489.14
1487.43
1487.54
DYNHGT
• 0000
.0940
.1849
.2730
.3591
.4423
.5218
.5969
.6659
.7259
.7772
.8236
.8659
.9046
.9410
.9755
1.0087
1.0713
1.1305
1.1860
1.2375
1.2870
1.3332
1.3772
1.4193
1.4605
1.5008
1.5391
1.5762
1.6126
1.6464
1.6766
1.7045
1.7294
TRANS
0.
9.
37.
83.
146.
226.
323.
435.
561.
700.
851.
1011.
1180.
1357.
1541.
1733.
1931.
2347.
2788.
3251.
3736.
4241.
4765.
5307.
5866.
6442.
7035.
7643.
8266.
8904.
9556.
10220.
10897.
11583.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0854 GMT MAY 16 1972
21 39 N 85 34 W 1646 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.10
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 55
z T S SIGT tanom SVA SVEL dynhgt TRANS
28.05 36.08 23.21 467.2 467.2 1543.09 .0000 0.
20 28i04 36.08 23.21 466.9 467.8 1543.39 .0935 9.
40 27.44 36.00 23.35 454.0 455.7 1542.33 .1858 37.
60 27. Ou 36.04 23.52 437.6 440.1 1541.71 .2754 83.
60 26.62 36.05 23.65 425.3 428.6 1541.18 .3623 147.
100 26. OH 36.16 23.90 401.1 405.2 1540.37 .4457 228.
120 25.9b 36.36 24.09 383.1 388.1 1540.59 .5250 325.
140 25.00 36.53 24.52 342.6 348.4 1538.81 .5987 437.
160 23. 6U 36.65 24.97 299.6 306.0 1536.34 .6641 564.
180 22.5rt 36.70 25.36 262.2 269.2 1533.65 .7216 702.
<;00 20.35 3b. 62 25.92 209.1 216.5 1528.02 .7702 851.
220 19.34 36. 55 26.13 188.8 196.8 1525.50 .8115 1010.
2*+0 16.71 36.51 26.27 176.3 184.8 1524.00 .8497 1176.
260 18. Ou 36.41 26.37 166.6 175.6 1522.19 .«857 1349.
260 17.25 3b. 34 26.50 154.2 163.6 1520.24 .9196 1530.
300 16.93 36.26 26.51 152.7 162.7 1519.52 .9523 1717.
320 16.30 36.19 26.61 143.7 154,0 1517.87 .9839 1911.
360 15.26 35.95 26.66 139.0 150.1 1515.11 1 .0445 2316.
400 13. In 35.74 26.82 123.5 134.9 1510.72 1 .1009 2746.
<+40 12.63 35.52 26.89 117.3 129.0 1507.30 1 .1533 3196.
460 11 .6h 35.40 26.98 108.7 120.6 1504.56 1 .2029 3668.
520 10.77 35.26 27.04 103.0 115.2 1501.85 1 .2503 4158.
560 10.19 35.16 27.06 100.7 113.1 1500.30 1 .2961 4668.
bOO 9.50 35.07 27.11 96.2 106.7 1498.33 1 .3402 5195.
b40 8.9u 34.99 27.15 92.8 105.4 1496.66 1 .3829 5740.
ottO 8.2i 34.91 27.19 68.5 101.0 1494.62 1 .4237 6301.
720 7.76 34.85 27.21 66.4 98.9 1493.44 1 .4633 6879.
760 7.33 34.85 27.27 80.6 93.2 1492.47 1 .5016 7472.
bOO 7.09 34.84 27.30 78.2 91.0 1492.18 1 .5383 8080.
840 6.50 34.83 27.37 71.2 83.7 1490.50 1 .5732 8702.
680 5.90 34.64 27.46 63.1 75.0 1488.79 1 .6049 9338.
920 5.59 34.85 27.51 56.6 70.5 1488.21 1 .6341 9985.
960 5.1? 34.86 27.57 52.5 64.0 1486.97 1 .6610 10645.
1000 4.90 34.87 27.61 49.3 60.8 1486.74 1 .6860 11314.
709
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1054 GMT MAY 16 1972
21 36 N 85 42 W 1920 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.11
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.0
STU STATION 56
2 T b SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHfiT TRANS
26.0b 36.13 23.27 462.1 462.1 1543.02 .0000 0.
20 28. U(j 36.10 23.24 4b4.2 465.1 1543.32 .0927 9.
40 27. 5u 3o.06 23.38 451.5 453.2 1542.51 .1845 37.
60 27. Ou 36.07 23.54 435.4 437.9 1541.73 .2737 83.
60 26. oO 3b. 15 23.73 417.5 420.8 1541.23 .3595 146.
100 26.20 3b. 2b 23.94 397.5 401.7 1540.74 .4418 226.
120 25.4.) 3b. 45 24.33 3b0.1 365.0 1539.37 .5184 322.
140 24. j? 3b,57 24.74 321.6 327.2 1537.34 .5877 433.
lbO 23 . 3b. 72 25.26 272.2 278.6 1534.41 .6463 556.
ibO 21. 4«4 3o.73 25.71 229.4 236.3 1530.72 .6997 691.
200 20. bi, 3b. 68 25.93 208.6 216.1 1528.49 .7450 836.
*20 19. 2n 3b. 63 26.21 lbl.5 189.5 1525.40 .7855 989.
240 18.67 3o • 55 26.2b 177.2 185.8 1524.49 .8231 1150.
^bU l7.rio 3b. 48 26.4b 158.2 167.2 1521.84 .8584 1318.
260 17. jo 36.35 26. 4a 156.0 165.5 1520.57 .8916 1493.
300 16.60 3u.23 ^6.57 147.4 157.3 1518.50 .9239 1674.
320 16.2b 3b. 15 26.60 144.4 154.7 1517.53 .9551 1862.
3b0 14. yu 35.95 26.7i+ 131.0 141.9 1513.91 1 .0143 2256.
400 13. bo 3b. 75 26.87 118.8 130.1 1510.08 1 .0687 2673.
440 11.99 35.45 26.9b 110.6 121.8 1505.04 1 .1194 3111.
480 11. 5ft 35.41 27.01 105.8 117.7 1504.15 1 .1669 3568.
520 10.39 35.22 27.07 99.6 111.3 1500.45 1 .2128 4044.
5bO 9.o* 3b. 13 27.13 94.0 105.9 1498.27 1 .2562 4538.
oC H.62 35.02 27.18 69.4 101.1 1495.76 1 .2974 5049.
d4^ 8 .2b 34.95 27.22 66.3 98.1 1494.21 1 .3376 5576.
bbO 7.ou 34.92 27.2b 81.9 93.9 1493.08 1 .3759 6118.
/20 7.UU 34.83 27.31 77.7 89.1 1490.52 1 .4123 6676.
7b0 6.42 34.85 27.40 68.7 79.9 1488.92 1 .4464 7248.
bOO 6.1^ 34.85 27.43 65.7 77.1 1488.62 1 .4775 7833.
b40 6.10 34.85 27.44 64.3 76.5 1488.95 1 .5082 8430.
dOO 5.64 34.86 27.52 57.3 68.6 1487.37 1 .5373 9039.
920 5.39 34.86 27.54 55.6 67.1 1487.42 1 .5643 9659.
y60 5. 16 34.86 27.57 53.0 64.5 1487.13 1 .5906 10290.
ldOO 4.bl 34.86 27.61 49.1 60.4 1486.36 1 .6157 10932.
710
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1330 GMT MAY 16 1972
21 33 N 85 50 W 1920 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.05
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 57
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.0* 36.06 23.20 168.2 168.2 1513.15 .0000 0.
20 28. Oo 36.07 23.19 168.9 169.7 1513.17 .0938 9.
10 27.57 36.13 23.11 118.6 150.3 1512.73 .1858 37.
60 26. fan 36.15 23.67 123.6 126.1 1511.36 .2731 83.
80 26.50 36.25 23.81 107.3 U10.6 1511.09 .3571 116.
100 25.90 36.10 21.11 378.5 382.6 1510.17 .1361 226.
120 21.86 36.58 21.60 331.7 339.6 1538.18 .5087 320.
mo 23,50 36.76 25.11 283.2 288.9 1535.37 .5715 128.
161) 22. 10 36.76 25.16 252.9 259.2 1532.92 .6263 518.
160 21.26 36.75 25.7a 223.0 229.9 1530.23 .6752 678.
<±00 20.02 36.67 26.05 197.1 201.5 1527.17 .7186 818.
220 19.2* 36.60 26.20 162.2 190.2 1525.21 .7561 965.
210 16.56 36.52 26.31 171.9 180.1 1523.58 .7952 1121.
260 17.10 36. 36 26.16 156.2 165.0 1520.38 .8297 1283.
260 16.6«4 36.25 26.58 116.9 156.1 1516.32 .8618 1152.
300 16. Hb 36.23 26.61 111.1 153.9 1518.05 .8928 1628.
.520 15. bO 36.02 26.61 110.8 150.6 1515.51 .9233 1809.
360 13.78 35.75 26.33 122.8 133.0 1510.09 .9806 2190.
hOO 13.10 35.55 26.82 121.1 135.0 1508.26 1 .0336 2593.
*4lO 11.22 35.39 27.06 101.2 111.9 1502.30 1 .0822 3016.
«*60 10.38 35.23 27.08 98.7 109.5 1199.78 1 .1269 3158.
620 9.^t* 35.05 27.11 93.6 101.2 1196.06 1 .1697 3918.
660 6.62 31.98 27.18 69.1 100.1 1191.32 1 .2100 1391.
bOO 8.2o 31.95 27.22 65.1 96.1 1193.31 1 .2193 1885.
610 7.6d 31.56 27.21 66.1 97.6 1192.35 1 .2876 5393.
obO 6.6h 31.86 27.35 73.5 81.1 1189.33 1 .3235 5915.
720 6.6 31.65 27.38 71.0 81.9 1188.98 1 .3566 6151.
760 6.2ii 31.85 27.13 66.0 76.8 1188.05 1 .3881 7000.
bOO 6. Uii 31.85 27.16 63.5 71.6 1187.90 1 .1181 7562.
610 5.6S 31.85 27.50 59.3 70.1 1187.15 1 .1175 8135.
660 5.11 31.85 27.53 56.5 67.6 1186.63 1 .1753 8719.
920 5. 2 tl 31.85 27.55 51.2 65.3 1186.63 1 .5021 9315.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
2218 GMT MAY 16 1972
21 32 N 85 58 W 1737 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.05
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.6
STD STATION 58
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28. b2 36.05 23.00 487.4 487.4 1544.29 .0000 0.
20 28.21 36.10 23.17 470.8 471.7 1543.77 .0959 10.
40 27.42 36.13 23.45 444.0 445.7 1542.40 .1876 38.
60 26.80 36.22 23.72 418.5 421.0 1541.42 .2743 84.
80 26.40 36.36 23.95 396.3 399.7 1540.96 .3564 147.
100 25. 4U 36.55 24.41 352.9 357.0 1539.13 .4321 226.
120 24. 4u 36.75 24.87 309.5 314.4 1537.24 .4992 319.
140 23.3b 36.77 25.19 278.3 283.9 1535.00 .5590 425.
160 22.21 36.76 25.51 247.8 254.1 1532.43 .6128 542.
180 20.79 36.73 25.89 212.4 219.2 1528.99 .6602 669.
200 19.50 36.63 26.15 186.9 194.2 1525.69 .7015 806.
220 18.3a 36.53 26.39 165.0 172.7 1522.52 .7382 950.
240 17.72 36.43 26.45 158.5 166.
e
1521.07 .7722 1101.
260 17.20 36.35 26.52 152.3 161.1 1519.78 .8049 1258.
280 16. 3d 36.25 26.64 141.1 150.2 1517.53 .8361 1422.
300 15. bli 36.13 26.73 132.7 142.2 1515.33 .8653 1593.
320 14.61 36.02 26.82 124.0 133.7 1513.06 .8929 1768.
360 13. rib 35.83 26.87 118.9 129.3 1510.51 .9458 2136.
400 12.59 35.63 26.98 108.5 119.2 1506.65 .9957 2525.
440 11. 4u 35.43 27.05 101.5 112.3 1502.98 1.0423 2932.
460 10. 2u 35.17 27.07 100.1 110.8 1499.06 1.0868 3358.
b20 9.4b 35.13 27.17 91.0 101.8 1496.94 1.1293 3801.
560 8.7a 35.03 27.20 68.0 99.0 1494.98 1.1698 4261.
bOO 7.94 34.94 27.26 62.4 93.1 1492.34 1.2077 4737.
b4G 7.1b 34.88 27.32 76.4 86.8 1489.99 1.2435 5227.
b80 6.7b 34.85 27.35 73.1 83.6 1488.96 1.2777 5731.
720 6.40 34.85 27.40 68.5 79.1 1488.19 1.3102 6249.
760 6.00 34.85 27.46 63.5 74.1 1487.26 1.3408 6779.
bOO 5.bl 34.85 27.50 58.9 69.3 1486.34 1.3694 7321.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
54 GMT MAY 17 1972
21 32 N 86 03 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.17
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.3
STD STATION 59
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.22 36.20 23.25 463.9 463.9 1543.56 .0000 0.
20 28.01 36.20 23.31 457.3 458.2 1543.43 .0922 9.
40 27.39 36.17 23.49 440.2 441.9 1542.37 .1822 37.
60 26.60 36.21 23.78 413.2 415.7 1540.96 .2680 82.
80 25.80 36.50 24.25 368.3 371.6 1539.70 .3467 143.
100 24.9k 36.64 24.62 332.4 336.5 1538.07 .4175 220.
120 24.19 36.70 24.89 307.0 311.9 1536.69 .4824 310.
140 23.35 36.75 25.18 279.8 285.4 1534.99 .5421 412.
160 21.60 36.70 25.64 235.8 242.0 1530.79 .5948 526.
160 19. 6o 36.60 26.09 193.1 199.7 1525.79 .6390 649.
200 18.4b 3o. 52 26.34 169.5 176.6 1522.65 .6766 781.
220 18.05 36.46 26.39 164.1 171.8 1521.74 .7115 919.
240 17. 5* 36.40 26.47 156.5 164.7 1520.51 .7451 1065.
260 16. Uu 36.15 26.65 140.0 148.3 1515.95 .7764 1217.
280 15.2U 36.04 26.75 130.7 139.4 1513.67 .8052 1375.
300 14.42 35.90 26.81 124.7 133.6 1511.36 .8325 1539.
320 13.52 35.78 26.91 115.4 124.5 1508.63 .8583 1708.
360 12.9* 35.68 26.94 112.2 122.1 1507.37 .9066 2062.
*400 11.60 35.44 27.03 104.3 114.3 1503.04 .9556 2435.
440 10.56 35.27 27.08 99.1 109.2 1499.90 1.0008 2826.
480 9.47 35.13 27.16 91.3 101.4 1496.37 1.0426 3235.
b20 8.96 35.07 27.20 87.8 98.2 1495.05 1.0825 3660.
560 6.4o 34.98 27.22 86.1 96.6 1493.49 1.1220 4101.
600 7.76 34.90 27.25 62.6 93.3 1491.61 1.1601 4557.
640 7.20 34.89 27.32 75.9 86.4 1490.08 1.1957 5028.
otiO 6.6M 34.87 27.38 70.5 81.0 1488.68 1.2293 5513.
720 6.3d 34.83 27.39 69.7 80.3 1488.09 1.2617 6012.
760 6.oo 34.83 27.44 65.0 75.5 1487.23 1.2929 6523.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
030b GMT MAY 17 1972
21 32 N 86 09 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.16
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.0
STD STATION 60
Z
20
40
60
80
100
120
l<+0
160
180
200
220
*40
260
260
300
320
360
400
440
460
520
560
600
640
680
720
760
T
27. 9h
27.64
27.28
26.67
25. 96
24. 4U
22.71
21.50
19.80
19.19
17.65
16.48
16.37
15.4o
14.70
14. Oo
13.63
12.60
11.60
10.42
9.37
8.79
8.1u
7.4«
7.Uu
6.65
6.30
5.97
S
36.20
36.18
36.22
36.31
36.40
36.58
36.73
36.73
36.60
36.53
36.39
36.23
36.15
36.04
36.00
35.82
35.78
35.63
35.43
35.24
35.10
35.03
34.96
34.69
34.89
34.86
34.84
34.83
SIGT
23.32
23.36
23.57
23.83
24.12
24.74
25.35
25.69
26.05
26.16
26.39
26.60
26.56
26.70
26.83
26.84
26.89
26.94
27.02
27.09
27.16
27.19
27.25
27.28
27.35
27.38
27.41
27.44
TANOM
456.4
453.5
433.2
408.1
380.9
321.7
263.5
231.0
196.6
186.5
164.5
144.7
148.1
135.0
123.2
122.0
117.6
112.5
105.0
98.6
91.9
68.2
63.2
79.7
73.2
70.9
68.0
64.7
SVA
456.4
454.3
434.9
410.6
384.2
325.8
268.3
236.4
202.5
193.0
171.4
152.0
155.9
143.1
131.6
130.7
126.7
122.2
115.0
ioe.6
101.9
98.4
93.4
89.9
83.5
81.3
78.4
75.1
SVEL
1543.04
1543.04
1542.17
1541.20
1540.03
1536.77
1533.04
1530.23
1525.86
1524.41
1520.77
1516.85
1516.76
1513.98
1512.05
1509.92
1508.99
1506.71
1503.03
1499.29
1495.96
1494.37
1492.33
1490.52
1489.31
1488.55
1487.79
1487.11
DYNHGT
.0000
.0911
.1800
.2645
.3440
.4150
.4744
.5249
.5668
.6083
.6448
.6771
.7079
.7378
.7653
.7915
.8173
.8671
.9146
,9595
1.0012
1.0409
1.0791
1.1161
1.1508
1.1833
1.2151
1.2456
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
142.
217.
306.
406.
516.
633.
759.
891.
1029.
1174.
1324.
1480.
1641.
1978.
2334.
2709.
3101.
3510.
3934.
4373.
4826.
5293.
5773.
6265.
714
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0606 6MT MAY 17 1972
21 22 N 86 20 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.11
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.9
STD STATION 61
I T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.61 36.19 23.37 451.8 451.8 1542.66 .0000 0.
20 27.80 36.18 23.37 452.2 453.1 1542.95 .0905 9.
40 26.99 36.20 23.65 425.8 427.4 1541.50 .I7e5 36.
60 26. 6j 36.28 23.83 408.1 410.6 1541.02 .2623 80.
60 25. In 36.40 24.18 374.9 378.2 1539.56 .3412 140.
100 24.20 36.60 24.81 314.5 318.6 1536.30 .4109 216.
120 22. 9n 36.71 25.26 272.4 277.2 1533.70 .4705 304.
140 22.16 36.70 25.46 250.8 256.2 1531.92 .5238 403.
160 19. 30 36.56 26.15 187.1 192.9 1524.43 .5687 512.
160 18.24 36.43 26.32 170.8 177.1 1521.61 .6057 630.
^00 16. Dr> 36.28 26.59 145.1 151.8 1517.13 .6386 754.
220 16.43 3o. 20 26.59 145.8 153.0 1516.67 .6691 885.
2^0 15.62 36.12 26.67 138.2 145.9 1515.04 .6990 1022.
260 15. 4j 36.08 26.73 132.1 140.2 1514.02 .7276 1165.
260 14.57 35.90 26.78 127.8 136.2 1511.52 .7552 1313.
300 13.6n 35.83 26.93 113.3 121.9 1508.63 .7810 1466.
520 I3.2rt 35.71 26.90 115.8 124.8 1507.76 .8057 1625.
360 12.20 35.52 26.97 109.3 118.7 1504.56 .8539 1957.
715
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0330 GMT MAY 17 1972
21 19 N 86 27 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.8
STD STATION 62
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27. bu 36.15 23.35 454.4 454.4 1542.60 .0000 0.
20 27.50 36.16 23.52 438.1 439.0 1541.84 .0893 9.
HO 26.40 36.30 23.91 400.6 402.3 1540.26 .1735 35.
60 25.70 36.45 24.24 368.9 371.4 1539.10 .2506 78.
BO 24.72 36.62 24. b7 328.0 331.3 1537.25 .3211 135.
100 23.hu 36.70 25.01 296.0 300.0 1535.41 .3843 205.
120 22,20 36.70 25.47 251.8 256.5 1531.71 .4399 288.
140 20. 4o 36.60 25.88 213.1 218.3 1527.31 .4874 381.
160 19. b7 36.48 26.02 199.5 205.4 1525.11 .5298 482.
180 17. bo 36.40 26.48 156.3 162.4 1519.52 .5666 592.
716
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 63
2106 GMT 4AY 21 1972
21 19 N 86 30 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.5
Z T S SI6T TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27. fau 36.22 23.40 449.3 449.3 1542.66 .0000 0.
20 27.78 36.21 23.40 449.4 450.3 1542.94 .0900 9.
40 26. fau 36.30 23.78 412.8 414.5 1541.16 .1764 36.
717
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 6U
2206 GMT- MAY 2i 1972
21 18 N 86 22 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.19
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.5
2 T S
-9.9u 36.19
20 -9.9o 36.19
<+0
-9.9i; 36.30
SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
.00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 0.
.00 .0 .0 • 00 • 0000 0.
.00 .0 .0 .00 .0000 0.
718
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13 STD STATION 65
2324 GMT MAY 21 1972
21 17 N 86 15 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.22
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.5
Z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.70 36.25 23.15 144.1 ^4,1 1542.47 .0000 0.
20 27.73 36.22 23.42 447.2 448.0 1542. 81 .0892 9.
40 27.43 36.22 23.52 137.8 439.5 1542.50 .1780 36.
60 26.50 36.21 23.81 410.1 412.6 1540.73 .2632 80.
80 25.48 36.45 24.31 362.4 365.7 1538.91 .3410 140.
100 23.63 36.70 25.06 291.2 295.2 1534.99 .4071 215.
120 22.30 36.74 25.47 251.7 256.4 1532.00 .4623 302.
110 21.Su 36.76 25.63 236.8 242.2 1531.01 .5121 399.
160 18.60 36.55 26.33 170.7 176.4 1522.44 .5510 506.
180 18.03 36.17 26.11 162.9 169.2 1521.05 .5886 620.
200 17.61 36.12 26.17 156.7 163.6 1520.09 .6218 711.
220 17.32 36.10 26.53 151.1 158.9 1519.51 .6511 869.
210 17.05 36.35 26.56 118.9 156.9 1519.01 .6857 1003.
260 16.60 36.25 26.59 116.0 151.5 1517.88 .7168 1143.
260 15. 7u 36.19 26.75 130.5 139.1 1515.39 .7162 1289.
300 11.61 35.99 26.79 126.2 135.3 1512.71 .7737 1111.
320 13.10 35.78 26.93 113.0 122.1 1508.23 .7991 1599.
360 12.27 35.51 26.97 109.1 118.5 1501.82 .8176 1928.
100 11.48 35.15 27.06 101.1 111.3 1502.61 .8932 2276.
110 11.09 35.39 27.08 99.0 109.6 1501.85 .9371 2613.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0224 GMT MAY 22 1972
21 27 N 86 08 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.20
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.5
STD STATION 66
2
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
360
400
440
480
b20
b60
bOO
640
b&O
720
760
800
840
660
920
960
1000
T
27.6b
27.73
27.7b
27.61
26.2b
25.70
24. 2u
22. 5ft
20.00
18.7ft
18.32
17. b2
16.4ri
16.24
15.70
15.17
14.60
13.37
12.1b
11.1?
10.5ft
9.60
9.03
8.41
7.85
7.40
6.64
6.40
5.9ft
5.4ft
5.23
5.09
4.92
4.80
S
36.22
36.21
36.21
36.12
36.31
36.47
36.70
36.71
36.60
36.54
36.46
36.34
36.23
36.17
36.04
35.98
35.89
35.64
35.43
35.32
35.25
35.12
35.04
34.95
34.90
34.89
34.83
34.86
34.89
34.89
34.91
34.92
34.92
34.93
SIGT
23.45
23.41
23.41
23.39
23.96
24.26
24.89
25.37
26.00
26.27
26.33
26.43
26.60
26.61
26.63
26.71
26.72
26.83
26.91
27.02
27.06
27.10
27.16
27.19
27.24
27.30
27.36
27.41
27.49
27.55
27.60
27.62
27.64
27.66
TANOM
444.7
447.9
448.5
450.6
395.4
367.5
307.3
261.4
201.6
175.8
170.5
160.4
144.7
143.8
141.5
134.5
133.3
122.7
115.0
104.7
100.6
97.3
91.1
88.5
64.1
78.6
73.0
67.7
60.3
54.4
50.0
47.7
45.8
43.7
SVA
444.7
448.7
450.2
453.2
398.8
371.6
312.2
267.0
207.6
182.2
177.6
167.9
152.6
152.2
150.3
143.7
143.0
132.8
125.3
115.2
111.6
108.5
102.3
99.7
95.4
90.0
83.9
78.9
71.4
65.1
60.8
58.7
56.9
55.1
SVEL
1542.34
1542.83
1543.20
1543.13
1540.57
1539.76
1536.71
1533.01
1526.41
1523.26
1522.20
1520.07
1517.17
1516.70
1515.23
1513.83
1512.89
1508.62
1504.92
1501.87
1500.52
1498.20
1495.92
1494.14
1492.60
1491.50
1489.11
1488.86
1487.88
1466.52
1486.19
1486.28
1486.24
1486.41
DYNHGT
• 0000
.0893
.1792
.2696
.3548
.4318
.5002
.5581
.6056
.6445
.6805
.7151
.7471
.7776
.8078
.8372
.8659
.9212
.9727
1.0199
1.0652
1.1091
1.1518
1.1920
1.2306
1.2675
1.3026
1.3350
1.3646
1.3921
1.4175
1.4416
1.4647
1.4872
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
143.
222.
315.
421.
537.
662.
795.
934.
1080.
1233.
1391.
1556.
1726.
2084.
2463.
2861.
3278.
3713.
4165.
4634.
5119.
5618.
6133.
6660.
7200.
7752.
8313.
8885.
9467.
10057.
720
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0424 GMT MAY 22 1972
21 30 N 86 00 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.21
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 27.8
STD STATION 67
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.73 36.20 23.41 448.6 448.6 1542.49 .0000 0.
20 27.73 36.19 23.40 449.3 450.2 1542.81 .0899 9.
<+0 27.79 36.19 23.38 451.2 452.9 1543.27 • 1802 36.
60 27.36 36.14 23.47 442.1 444.6 1542.64 .2699 81.
80 26.80 36.14 23.66 424.3 427.6 1541.67 .3571 144.
100 26.00 36.31 24.04 387.9 392.1 1540.32 .4391 223.
120 25.37 36.50 24.38 355.6 360.6 1539.34 .5144 319.
140 23.53 36.66 25.06 291.3 296.9 1535.36 .5801 428.
160 20.21 36.60 25.94 206.9 212.9 1526.98 .6311 549.
180 18.35 36.53 26.37 166.2 172.5 1522.03 .6697 679.
200 17.38 36.34 26.47 157.2 164.0 1519.34 .7033 817.
220 17.00 36.31 26.54 150.6 158.0 1518.50 .7355 961.
240 16. 43 36.22 26.60 144.4 152.2 1517.01 .7665 1111.
260 16.15 36.15 26.61 143.3 151.6 1516.41 .7969 1267.
260 15.80 36.12 26.67 137.8 146.7 1515.62 .8267 1429.
300 15.20 36.02 26.73 132.2 141.5 1513.97 .8556 1598.
320 14.61 35.94 26.80 125.7 135.3 1512.34 .8832 1772.
360 12.99 35.68 26.94 112.4 122.3 1507.40 .9352 2135.
400 12.00 35.50 27.00 107.1 117.4 1504.49 .9834 2519.
440 11.19 35.38 27.06 101.5 112.1 1502.19 1.0295 2922,
480 10.40 35.25 27.10 97.5 108.4 1499.88 1.0738 3342.
520 9.59 35.13 27.14 93.2 104.2 1497.45 1.1165 3781.
560 9.09 35.07 27.18 89.8 101.1 1496.18 1.1568 4235.
600 8.72 35.03 27.21 87.1 98.8 1495.40 1.1970 4706.
64G 8.03 34.95 27.25 63.0 94.5 1493.35 1.2358 5193.
660 7.45 34.90 27.30 78.6 90.0 1491.71 1.2726 5694.
720 6.90 34.85 27.34 74.9 86.2 1490.16 1.3078 6210.
760 6.60 34.86 27.38 70.3 81.7 1489.64 1.3415 6740.
600 6.27 34.84 27.41 67.6 79.1 1488.96 1.3737 7283.
840 5.97 34.88 27.48 60.9 72.5 1488.47 1.4039 7839.
860 5.63 34.90 27.54 55.4 66.9 1487.79 1.4317 8406.
920 5.27 34.90 27.59 51.2 62.6 1486.99 1.4576 8984.
960 5.11 34.91 27.61 48.7 60.2 1487.00 1.4821 9572.
1000 4,92 34.93 27.65 45.0 56.7 1486.90 1.5054 10170.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
1906 GMT MAY 28 1972
21 19 N 86 25 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.18
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 68
2 T S SI6T TANOM SVA SVEL DVNHGT TRANS
28.11 36.23 23.30 458.3 458.3 1543.35 .0000 0.
20 27.83 36.25 23.41 448.1 449.0 1543.08 .0907 9.
40 27.00 36.32 23.73 417.4 419.1 1541.63 .1775 36.
60 25.03 36.64 24.59 335.6 338.1 1537.69 .2533 79.
80 24,19 36.75 24.93 303.4 306.7 1536.08 .3177 136.
100 23.10 36.80 25.29 269.2 273.2 1533.76 .3757 205.
120 19. OU 36.56 26.23 179.7 184.0 1522.94 .4215 285.
140 18.50 36.54 26.34 169.0 174.0 1521.82 .4573 373.
160 17.80 36.45 26.45 158.9 164.5 1520.04 .4911 468.
160 16.6b 36.31 26.62 143.0 148.9 1516.84 .5224 569.
200 16.35 36.30 26.68 136.8 143.3 1516.21 .5517 677.
220 14.60 36.02 26.82 123.8 130.5 1511.42 .5790 790.
240 14.53 35.96 26.83 122.6 129.8 1510.82 .6051 908.
260 14.19 35.90 26.86 120.0 127.7 1509.98 .6308 1032.
280 13.80 35.84 26.90 116.6 124.6 1508.97 .6561 1160.
300 13.16 35.84 27.02 104.4 112.7 1507.25 .6798 1294.
320 12,65 35.59 26.94 112.6 121.1 1505.52 .7032 1432.
360 11.30 35.49 27.12 95.3 104.1 1501.42 .7485 1723.
722
R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
2100 GMT MAY 28 1972
21 23 N 86 09 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.19
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.4
STD STATION 69
Z
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
160
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
360
400
440
480
520
560
600
640
T
28.21
27.82
26.90
26.00
25.20
24.30
23.01
21.21
20.80
18.80
17.84
17.68
17.58
17.00
15.70
14.75
14.17
13.62
13.00
11.40
9.78
8.85
8.00
6.92
6.27
S
36.23
36.20
36.24
36.41
36.60
36.67
36.72
36.77
36.77
36.72
36.52
36.47
36.45
36.34
36.25
36.02
35.90
35.80
35.70
35.48
35.19
35.09
-34
. 97
34.89
34.84
SI6T
23.27
23.38
23.70
24.12
24.51
24.84
25.25
25.80
25.91
26.40
26.49
26.49
26.50
26.56
26.79
26.83
26.86
26.90
26.95
27.09
27.16
27.23
27.27
27.36
27.41
TANOM
461.5
451.4
420.1
380.7
343.4
312.4
272.5
220.5
209.8
163.2
154.8
154.7
153.8
148.5
126.1
122.8
119.6
115.9
111.2
97.8
91.8
84.7
81.0
72.2
67.6
SVA
461.5
452.3
421.8
383.2
346.7
316.4
277.3
225.8
215.9
169.7
161.7
162.3
162.0
157.2
135.0
131.8
129.0
126.1
122.1
106.6
102.2
94.9
91.2
81.7
76.9
SVEL
1543.56
1543.02
1541.34
1539.76
1538.38
1536.61
1533.79
1529.50
1528.73
1523.49
1520.86
1520.67
1520.68
1519.17
1515.45
1512.55
1510.88
1509.62
1508.10
1503.04
1497.57
1494.67
1491.97
1488.35
1486.37
DYNHGT
• 0000
.0914
.1788
.2593
.3323
.3986
• 4580
.5083
.5525
.5910
.6242
• 6566
• 6890
.7209
.7501
.7768
.8029
.8541
.9039
.9495
.9913
1.0312
1.0682
1.1030
1.1347
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
80.
139.
212.
298.
394.
501.
615.
736.
864.
999.
1140.
1287.
1440.
1598.
1929.
2281.
2652.
3040.
3445.
3864.
4299.
4746.
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R/v tflkiilNlA KEY VK 72-13
234m liWiT MAY 26 1972
21 27 N 85 18 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 28.1
STD STATION 70
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
28.33 3b. 00 23.06 461,8 481.8 1543.62 .0000 0.
20 28.17 36.01 23.12 476.0 476.9 1543.61 .0959 10.
40 27.37 36.04 23.40 448.9 450.6 1542.21 .1886 38.
60 26. on 36.05 23. 6o 424.7 427.2 1540.61 .2764 85.
60 26. 2o 36.08 23.81 410.5 413.6 1540.25 .3605 148.
100 25.dJ> 36.18 24. Ou 392.2 396.3 1539.81 .4415 228.
120 25.42 36.46 24.35 358.5 363.5 1539.44 .5175 324.
140 24.59 36.75 24.81 314.9 320.7 1538.02 .5859 435.
160 23. 4<* 3o.60 25.19 278.7 285.1 1535.57 .6465 558.
180 22.01; 3o.8? 25.62 237.8 244.8 1532.26 .6995 692.
200 20.5b 3o.72 26.00 201.8 209.3 1528.11 .7449 837.
220 i9.c:j 36.61 26.11 190.9 196.9 1526.28 .7*57 990.
^40 18. on 36.58 26.30 173.4 181.9 1524.32 .8?3d 1151.
260 18. Or. 3b. 50 26.42 lol.4 170.5 1522.45 .8590 1319.
280 17. 7* 3b. 42 26.44 159.7 169.4 1521.76 .6930 1494.
J00 17.22 36.39 26.54 149.9 160.0 1520.52 .9260 1676.
320 16. 7.
i
36.30 26.60 144.6 155.1 1519.19 .9575 1865.
o60 15. 6
u
36.14 26. o9 136.3 147.7 1516.93 1.0188 2260.
400 lb.Urt 36.05 26.78 127.5 139.7 1515.23 1.0761 2679.
440 14. bt; 35.91 26.73 131.8 145.1 1514.64 1.1324 3121.
460 13.0/- 35.69 26.94 112.3 125.4 1509.44 1.1875 3585.
520 11.26 35.40 27.05 101.6 114.2 1503.61 1.2358 4070.
660 10.1, j 35.23 27.13 94.0 106.4 1500.06 1.2799 4573.
oOO 9. 3d 35.15 27.19 88.4 100.8 1497.99 1.3212 5093.
b40 8.«2 35.08 27.23 64.9 97.5 1496.48 1.3613 5630.
660 7.90 34.99 27.30 78.1 90.2 14P3.55 1.3999 6182.
720 7. 45 34.96 27.3b 73.6 86.0 1492.36 1.4348 6749.
7o0 7.b7 34.94 27.3d 70.4 82.7 1491.59 1.4669 7330.
600 6 . oil 34.90 27.42 67.3 79.4 1490.34 1.5019 7924.
d40 6. c\\ 34.90 27.47 62.2 74.3 1489.41 1.5326 8531.
dSO 5.ri/" 34.90 27.52 57.6 69.5 1488.55 1.5614 9150.
920 5.42 34.91 27.58 62.2 63.8 1467.60 1.5880 • 9780.
960 5.16 34.94 27.63 47.2 58.9 1487.32 1.6125 10420.
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R/V VIRGINIA KEY VK 72-13
0242 GMT MAY 29 1972
21 37 N 85 29 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY 36.00
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 71
Z
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
160
200
220
240
260
260
300
320
360
400
440
460
520
560
600
640
680
720
T
28.60
28.40
27.80
26.90
26.60
26.30
25.90
25.80
25.00
23.50
21.20
20.80
20.40
20.10
19.70
19.40
18.50
18.00
17.60
16.50
14.70
13.80
11.80
10.70
10.20
9.50
9.10
S
36.07
36.07
35.99
36.02
36.12
36.12
36.30
36.60
36.70
36.78
36.75
36.71
36.68
36.62
36.61
36.49
36.37
36.33
36.09
35.95
35.72
35.51
35.28
35.20
35.09
35.01
34.96
SIGT
23.02
23.09
23.23
23.54
23.7l
23.80
24.07
24.32
24.65
25.16
25.79
25.87
25.95
25.99
26.09
26.07
26.21
26.31
26.22
26.38
26.61
26.64
26.86
27.00
27.01
27.06
27.09
TANOM
485.3
479.0
465.9
435.9
419.6
410.6
385.7
361.1
330.4
261.8
221.6
214.1
206.0
202.7
193.4
194.6
161.4
172.4
180.4
165.6
143.6
140.7
119.7
106.3
106.0
100.6
98.1
SVA
485.3
479.8
467.6
438.5
423.0
414.7
390.6
366.9
337.0
289.0
229.3
222.4
215.0
212.3
203.6
205.5
192.6
184.8
193.9
179.8
157.9
155.4
133.6
120.1
120.1
114.7
112.5
SVEL
1544.26
1544.16
1543.11
1541.46
1541.20
1540.84
1540.40
1540.75
1539.28
1536.03
1530.42
1529.64
1528.86
1528.31
1527.52
1526.90
1524.56
1523.72
1522.95
1520.16
1514.95
1512.45
1506.11
1502.81
1501.54
1499.54
1498.65
DtfNHGT
• 0000
.0965
• 1912
.2819
.3680
.4518
.5323
.6081
.6785
.7411
.7929
.8381
.8818
.9245
.9661
1.0070
1.0468
1.1214
1.1959
1.2684
1.3350
1.3966
1.4561
1.5069
1.5545
1.6015
1.6471
TRANS
0.
10.
38.
86.
151.
233.
331.
445.
574.
716.
869.
1032.
1204.
1385.
1574.
1771.
1977.
2410.
2874.
3367.
3888.
4434.
5005.
5597.
6210.
6841.
7491.
725
APPENDIX 4.
R/V BELLOWS STD LISTING
Z - Depth (m)
T - Temperature (°C)
(-9.9°C - no T - data)
S - Salinity (°/oo)
SIGT - Sigma-t
TANOM - Thermosteric anomaly
SVA - Specific volume anomaly
SVEL - Sound velocity (m/s)
DYNHGT - Dynamic height (dyn. m)
TRANS - Transport function
726
R/V BELLOWS B 7204
0448 GMT MAY 9 1972
26 (JO N 8^ 29 W 210
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
M
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SV^L DYNHGT TRANS
26.60 36.24 23,80 411.0 411,0 1540.01 ,0000 0.
20 26.55 36.26 23.83 408.1 408.
9
1540.24 ,0820 8.
40 25.90 36.34 24.10 382.8 384.5 153^.14 .1613 33.
60 24. lu 36.45 24.73 322.5 324.9 153^.29 .2323 72.
80 22.60 36.34 25.08 2*8.7 291.8 1531.77 .2939 125.
100 21.23 36.36 25.48 250.6 254,4 152*. 54 .3486 189.
120 20. 3u 36.35 25.73 227.3 231,8 1526.35 .3972 263.
140 19. 4u 36.43 26.03 1°8.9 204.0 1524.27 .4408 347,
160 18.49 36.36 26.21 181.9 187.5 1521.95 .4799 439.
lflO 17.65 36.2to 26.36 167.8 174.0 151^.75 .5161 539.
727
R/V BELLOWS R 7204
0900 GMT MAY 9 1972
25 47 N 85 01 W
surface sample salinity
surface Sample temperature
STD STATION
M
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
26.10 36.16 23.91 400.3 400.3 1538.82 ,0000 0.
20 25.62 36.19 24.01 391.2 392.0 1538,50 ,0792 8.
40 25.67 36.23 24.08 383.9 385.5 1538.51 ,1570 32.
60 25.05 36.35 2M.37 357.0 359.5 1537.48 ,2315 70.
30 24.08 36.48 24.76 339.8 323.0 1535,59 ,2997 124.
100 21.90 36.33 25.27 270.5 274.4 .1530,28 ,3595 189,
120 21.21 36.46 25.57 242.9 247.4 1528,90 ,4117 267.
140 19.50 36.36 25.96 205.1 210.1 1524,50 ,4574 353.
160 18. 7U 36.38 26.17 185.5 191.1 1522.57 ,U975 449,
180 17,99 36.32 26.30 172.9 179.1 1520,79 ,5346 552.
200 17.10 36.22 26.44 159.5 166.2 1518,39 ,5691 663.
220 16.3c 36.16 26.59 145.7 152.9 1516.44 ,6010 780.
240 15.89 36.09 26.63 141.9 149.6 1515,23 ,6312 903.
260 15.10 36.00 26.74 131.6 139.5 151?.99 ,6602 1032,
230 14.70 35.87 26.73 132.7 141,1 1511.91 ,6882 1167,
300 14. Ou 35.81 26.83 122.8 131.5 150^.91 ,7155 1307,
320 13.62 35.73 26.85 121.0 130.1 150*. 90 ,7416 1453.
360 12. 9c 35.60 26.89 117.0 126.7 1507.08 ,7933 1760.
400 11.69 35.39 26.97 109.6 119.6 1503.30 ,8425 2087.
440 10.73 35.22 27.01 105.3 115.5 1500.37 ,8895 2434.
480 9.88 35.14 27.10 "7.1 107.5 1497 .87 ,9340 2798.
520 9.14 35.02 27.13 Q4.3 104.8 1495.66 ,^765 3180.
560 8.44 34.98 27.21 86,7 97.3 1493.64 1,,0166 3579.
600 7.92 34.91 27.24 84,4 95.0 1492.23 1,,0552 3994.
640 7.46 34,88 27.28 80.5 91.3 1491 .15 1,,0924 4423.
680 6.96 34.85 27.32 76.0 86,7 1489.63 1,,1282 4867.
720 6.66 34.84 27.36 72.8 83.8 1489.29 1,,1623 5325.
760 6.34 34,84 27.40 68.5 79.5 148*. 59 1,,1948 5797.
800 6.10 34,84 27.43 65.5 76.7 1483.29 1,,2260 6281.
840 5.8o 34.84 27.47 62.2 73.5 1487.86 1,,2561 6778.
880 5.70 34.85 27.49 59.9 71.5 1488.01 1,,2852 7286.
920 5.49 34.85 27.52 57.5 69.2 1487.81 1, 3132 7806.
960 5.31 34.85 27.54 55.4 67.3 1487.73 1, 3407 8336.
728
R/V BELLOWS R 7204
1254 GMT MAY 9 1972
25 33 N 85 32 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 11
M
2
20
40
60
30
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
230
300
320
360
400
440
430
520
560
600
640
630
720
760
800
840
880
920
T
26.10
25.85
25.70
24.50
23.44
21.80
20.45
19.50
18.49
17.63
16.90
16.10
15.40
14.88
14.41
13.94
13. 6j
12.20
11.29
10.27
9.83
9.17
8.6U
8.32
7.7U
7.10
6.82
6.4b
6.09
5.79
5.53
5.45
S
36.19
36.21
36.21
36.33
36.35
36.37
36.36
36.37
36.39
36.32
36.23
36,09
36.04
35.95
35.87
35.77
35.69
35.47
35.33
35.20
35.14
35.03
34,97
34.94
34.90
34.85
34,84
34.83
34.83
34.84
34.84
34.84
SIGT
23.92
24.01
24.06
24.52
24.85
25.33
25.70
25.96
26.23
26.39
26.50
26.58
26.70
26.75
26.79
26.81
26.82
26.93
27.00
27.08
27.11
27.13
27.18
27.20
27.26
27.31
27.34
27.38
27.43
27.47
27.51
27.52
TANOM
399.5
390.7
386.2
342.6
311.1
265.0
230.4
205.8
179,7
164.4
154.2
146.5
135,0
130,6
126.7
124.5
124.2
113.0
106.9
99.1
96.3
94.0
89.8
87.9
82.0
77.5
74.6
71,0
66.1
61.7
58.7
57.8
SVA
399.6
391.5
387.9
345.0
314.3
268.8
234,9
210.9
185.3
170.6
160.9
153,6
142.5
138.5
135.0
133.2
133.2
122.3
116.6
108.9
106,7
104.6
100.5
99.0
93.1
88.5
85.8
82.2
77.3
73.0
70.0
69.4
SV^L
1533,83
1538.59
1533.56
1536.15
1533.89
1530.05
1526,77
1524.49
1521.98
1519.73
151*7.80
1515.55
1513.66
1512.24
151^.98
1509.67
1503.69
1504.50
1501.83
1498.71
1497.69
1495.78
1494.23
1493.79
1499,03
1490.29
1489.83
1489.13
1483,24
1487.70
1487.31
1487.64
DYNHGT
.0000
,0791
,1570
.2303
.2963
.3546
.4049
.4495
,4891
.5247
.5579
.5893
.6189
.6470
.6744
.7012
.7278
.7788
.8260
.8696
.9128
.9550
.9959
.0356
.0743
.1107
.1455
.1791
.2110
.2410
.2696
.2975
TRANS
0.
8.
32.
70.
123.
188.
264,
349.
443.
545.
653.
768.
888.
1015.
1147.
1285,
1428.
1729.
2050.
2389.
2746.
3119.
3510.
3916.
4338.
4775.
5226.
5691.
6169.
6660.
7162.
7675.
729
R/V BELLOIwS R 7201
1730 GMT MAY 9 1972
25 17 N 86 OR W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAHPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 13
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT
27.20 .00 .00 • .0 • 00 .0000 *
20 26.61 .00 .00 .0 • • 00 .0000 *
10 25. 9j .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
60 23.01 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
80 21.30 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
no 20.50 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
120 19.55 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
110 18.37 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
160 17. 7U .00 • 00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
180 16.72 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000
200 15.90 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
220 11.92 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
210 11.10 .00 .00 .0 .0 .00 .0000 *
260 13. 1U .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
280 12.17 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
300 11.90 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 .0000 *
320 11.17 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
360 10.17 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
100 9.63 .00 • 00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
110 9.10 .00 • 00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
180 8.50 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
520 7.70 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
560 7.21 .00 .00 .0 .0 .00 ,0000 *
600 6.90 • 00 • 00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
610 6.70 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
680 6.3b .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
720 6.02 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
760 5.79 .00 • 00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
800 5.55 .00 • 00 .0 .0 .00 ,0000 *
8U0 5.10 .00 .00 .0 .0 .00 ,0000
880 5.2U .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
920 5.10 .00 .00 .0 .0 • 00 ,0000 *
TRANS
730
R/V BELLOWS B 7204
0154 GMT MAY 10 1972
24 23 N 85 35 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 14
M
7. T S SIGT TANOM SVA SV»="L DYNHGT TRANS
26.7b 36.36 23.84 406.9 406.9 1540,46 , 0000 0.
20 25.87 36.40 24.15 377.6 378.4 153*. 80 , 0785 0.
40 2**. 3U 36.43 24.65 329.6 331.3 1535.43
,
1495 31.
60 20.0b 36.39 25.82 218.9 221.1 1524.83 , 2047 66.
<?0 10.10 36.32 26.28 175,5 178.3 151^.50 , 2447 HI.
100 16.82 36.15 26.46 158.2 161.5 1515,87 , 2786 163.
120 15.30 35.95 26.65 139.4 143.2 1511.32 , 3091 222.
140 14.24 35.80 26.77 128.3 132.5 1508.11
,
3367 287.
160 13.24 35.67 26.88 118.0 122.5 1505,02 , 3622 357.
180 12.56 35.56 26.93 113.1 117.9 1502.94 , 3862 431,
200 11.90 35.44 26.97 109,7 114.8 150H.87 , 4095 511.
220 11.30 35.34 27.00 106.3 111.7 1498,99 , 4321 595.
240 10.55 35.24 27.06 100.8 106.3 1496.55 , 4539 684.
260 10.11 35.24 27.14 93.5 99.3 1495.29 , 4745 777.
280 9.7b 35.14 27.12 95,0 101.1 1494.19 , 4945 874.
300 9.43 35.05 27.11 96,6 102,9 1493.23 , 5149 974.
320 9.10 35.05 27.16 91.4 97.9 1492.33 , 5350 1079.
360 8.30 34.95 27.21 86.9 93.6 1489.86 , 5733 1301.
400 8.00 34.92 27.23 84.8 92.0 148^.33 , 6105 1538.
440 7.54 34.89 27.28 00.5 88.1 148*. 18 , 6466 1789.
480 7.10 34,86 27.32 76.8 84.6 148"T .08 , 6811 2055.
520 6.84 34.87 27.36 72.6 80.8 1486,72 , 7140 2334,
560 6.63 34.86 27,38 70.7 79,2 1486.53 , 7459 2626,
600 6.38 34.86 27.41 67.5 76,3 1486.19 , 7770 2931.
640 6.03 34.85 27.45 63.9 72.8 1485.44 , 8067 3247.
680 5.70 34,84 27.49 60,7 69.7 1484.75 , 8351 3576.
720 5.50 34,84 27.51 58.3 67.6 1484.59 , 8626 3915.
760 5.30 34.84 27.53 56.0 65.5 1484,43
, 8891 4266.
800 5.16 34,85 27.56 53,7 63.4 1484,53 , 9149 4626.
840 5.05 34,85 27.57 52.5 62.4 1484.73
,
9401 4998.
880 4.90 34,87 27.61 49.3 59.5 1484.79 , 9647 5378.
731
R/V BELLOWSi B 7204
0718 GMT MAY 10 1972
24 37 N 84 59 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 16
M
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVFL DYNHGT TRANS
27.56 36.21 23.47 442.6 442.6 1542,13
, 0000 0.
20 27.50 36.21 23.49 440.7 441,6 1542.32 ,.0884 9.
40 26.37 36.28 23.90 401.2 402.9 1540,17 , 1729 35.
60 23.30 36.41 24'.93 302.9 305.3 1533.27
, 2437 77.
90 21.40 36.56 25.59 240.6 243.7 1528.85 , 2986 131.
100 19.68 36.63 26.11 1<U.4 195.1 1524,59
, 3425 195.
120 18.80 36.55 26.27 175.5 179.9 1522,37 , 3800 267.
140 16.07 36.46 26.39 164.6 169.5 1520,51 , 4149 347.
160 17.22 36.35 26.51 152.8 158.2 151«.23 , 4477 433.
180 16.3b 36.20 26.60 144.3 150.1 1515.82 , 4785 526.
200 15.74 36.10 26.67 137.9 144,3 1514.13 , 5079 624.
220 15.14 36.03 26.75 130.2 137.0 1512.51 , 5361 729.
240 14.46 35.88 26.78 127,4 134,6 1510.57 , 5632 839.
260 13.85 35.77 26.84 122.3 129.8 1508.67 , 5896 954.
280 13.13 35.67 26.90 115.9 123.6 1506.58 , 6150 1074.
300 12.80 35.62 26.93 113.2 121.3 1505.74 , 6395 1200.
320 12.05 35.50 26.99 108.0 116.3 1503.38 , 6632 1330.
360 11.14 35.35 27.04 102.8 111.5 1500.69 , 7092 1605.
400 10. 0Q 35.19 27.12 95.4 104.2 1497.08 , 7524 1897.
440 9.30 35.05 27.13 94.5 103.6 1495.00 , 7938 2206.
480 6.73 35.05 27.22 85.8 95.2 149^.53 , 8336 2532.
520 8.30 34.99 27.24 83.9 93.6 1492.49 , 8715 2873.
560 7.80 34.94 27.28 80.4 90,3 1491.17 , 9084 3229.
600 7.33 34.90 27.31 76.9 86.9 1489.96 , 9442 3599.
640 7.08 34.90 27.35 73.6 83.9 1489.64 , 9784 3984.
680 6.65 34.86 27.38 70.9 81.3 1488.55 1,,0117 4382.
720 6.2*1 34.85 27.42 66.5 76.8 1487.57 1,,0432 4793.
760 5.97 34.85 27.46 63.2 73.7 1487.14 1,,0734 5216.
800 5.73 34.85 27.49 60,3 70.9 1486.83 1,,1022 5651.
840 5.54 34.85 27.51 58.1 68,9 1486.71 1,,1302 6098.
732
R/V BELLOWS B 7204
1442 GMT MAY 10 1972
24 b5 N 8*+ 16 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 19
M
2 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
27.99 36.16 23.29 459.6 459.6 154^.03 ,0000 0.
20 27.62 36.16 23.41 448,0 448.9 154?. 54 .0908 9,
40 27. 47 36.16 23.46 443.4 445.1 1542,54 .1802 36,
60 27.29 36.18 23.53 436.4 438.9 1542,48 .2687 81.
80 26.19 36.22 23.91 400.1 403,4 1540,35 .3529 143.
100 26.00 36.29 24.03 389.4 393.5 1540,30 .4326 222,
120 24.7b 36.62 24.66 328.9 333.8 1537.97 ,5053 316.
140 22.3b 36.75 25.47 252.3 257.8 1532,46 ,5645 423.
160 21.75 36.73 25.62 237.6 243.8 1531,21 .6146 540.
HO 20.37 36.60 25.90 211.0 217.8 1527,74 ,6608 668.
200 18.95 36.52 26.21 181.4 188.5 1524,05 .7014 804.
220 16.26 36.47 26.35 168.4 176.1 152*. 35 .7379 948.
240 17.43 36.25 26.39 164.9 173.0 1520.04 .7728 1099.
260 16.38 36.12 26.54 150.5 159.0 1517.08 .8060 1257.
280 15.79 36.02 26.60 144.9 153.7 1515,49 .8373 1421,
30 15.15 35.95 26.69 136.3 145,5 1513.74 .8672 1592.
320 14.75 35.90 26.74 131.5 141.2 151?. 74 .8958 1768.
733
R/V BELLOWS B 7204
1700 GMT MAY 10 1972
25 UO N 84 04 W 138 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATUPE
S^D STATION 20
z T S SIGT TAMOM SVA SVH_ DYNHGT TPANS
2b. 03 36.15 23.27 461.6 461.6 1543,10 .0000 0.
20 27.38 36.16 23.49 440,6 M41.5 1542.01 .0903 9.
40 27.3b 36.20 23.53 436.8 438.5 154'>.31 .1783 36.
60 27.03 36.25 23.67 423.4 425.9 1541. .96 .2647 80.
*0 25.90 36.32 24.06 384.2 387.6 1530.77 .3461 141.
100 25.18 36.62 24.53 341.4 345.5 153*. 67 .4194 218.
120 23.90 36.64 24.93 303.1 308.0 1535.93 .4847 308.
734
R/V BELLOWS R 720** STD STATION 21
193d GMT MAY 10 1972
2b US N 83 i*7 W 100 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACF SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
7 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SV^L DYNHGT TRANS
26. 0^ 36.15 23.27 461.2 461.3 1543.08 .0000 0.
20 27.00 36.20 23.64 426.1 426.9 1541.20 .0888 9.
UO 26. 7u 36.22 23.75 415.5 417.2 154^.87 .1732 35.
60 26.6b 36.23 23.78 413.2 415.8 1541.09 .2565 78.
^0 25.65 36.49 24.29 364.6 367.9 1539.34 .3349 137.
735
R/V rlELLOWS B 7204
2142 GMT MAY 10 1972
2b 17 M 83 35 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STO STATION 22
M
z 1 S SIGT TANOM SVA SVFL DYNHGT TRANS
27, 92 36, 20 ?3,,34 454,,5 454.5 154?, 91 .onoo 0.
20 26, 83 36, 22 23,,71 419,,4 «20.3 1540, 84 .0875 9.
(+0 26, 78 36, 22 23',,73 417,,9 419.6 154T, 05 .1715 35.
60 26, lb 36,,33 24,,01 391,,0 393.5 1.540, 04 .2528 77.
736
R/V BELLOWS B 7204
I84<i GMT MAY 1? 1972
24 30 N 63 18 W
surface: sample salinity
surface sample temperature
STD STATION 23
M
7. T S SIGT
^6.6b 36.32 23.84
20 25.4b 36.32 24.22
40 21.33 36.32 25.43
TANOM SVA SVH. DYNHGT TRANS
406.8 406.8 1540.19 .0000 0.
370.9 371.7 1537.76 .0779 8.
2*6.1 257.7 152 7 .81 .1408 30.
737
R/V BELLOWS B 7204
2100 GMT MAY 1? 1972
24 22 N 83 30 W M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 24
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA svn_ DYMHGT TRANS
27.5b 36.18 23.45 444.4 444.4 1542.08 .0000 0.
20 27.27 36.18 23.54 435.8 436.6 1541.79 .0881 9.
40 27.09 36.17 23.59 431.0 432.7 1541 .70 .1750 35.
60 26.99 36.17 23.62 427.9 430.4 1541.80 .2613 79.
BO 2b. 74 36.18 23.71 419.6 422.9 1541.57 .3467 140.
ion 26. 6U 36.20 23.77 413.9 418.1 1541 .50 .4308 217.
120 26.10 36.30 24.00 391.6 396.6 1540.86 .5122 312.
140 23.3b 36.72 25.15 281.9 287.5 1534.96 .5807 421.
160 20.30 36.62 25.93 207.8 213.8 1527 .24 .6306 542.
1B0 18.41 36.43 26.2b 174.9 181.2 1522.10 .6703 672.
200 16. 4U 36.13 26.54 150.2 156.8 1516.19 .7041 810.
220 14.88 35.93 26.73 132.0 138.7 1511 .58 . 7336 953.
240 14.25 35.89 26.84 121.6 128.6 1509.78 .7604 1103.
260 13. 9d 35.82 26.84 121.6 129.2 150^.21 .7862 1257.
2B0 13.0b 35.57 ?6.34 121.7 129.3 1506.19 .3120 1417.
300 12.09 35.33 26.85 121.3 129.0 150?. 99 .3378 1582.
320 10. 6b 35.30 27.09 93.1 105.5 1498.26 .8613 1752.
36C 9.61 35.13 27.14 °3.5 101.2 1494.95 .9022 2105.
400 8.52 34.99 27.21 87.1 94.8 1491 .38 .9412 2474.
440 7.87 34.92 27.25 82.9 90.8 148^.47 .9783 2858.
480 7,62 34.91 27.28 80.2 88.5 1489.15 1.0142 3256.
738
R/V BELLOWS R 7204
U23fa GMT MAY 13 1972
24 U6 N *3 59 W M
SURf-ACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TE^PFRATURE
STD STATION 26
z T S SIGT TANOM SVA SV^L DYNHGT TRANS
n 27.63 36.19 23.43 446.2 446.2 1542.27 ,0000 0.
20 27.63 36.19 23.43 446.2 447.1 1542.59 ,0893 9.
4 27. 5u 36.15 23.44 445.0 446.7 154?. 59 ,1787 36.
60 27.37 36.15 23.49 441.0 443.6 154°. 63 ,2677 80.
*0 26.65 36.14 23.71 419.7 ^23.1 1541 .33 ,3544 143.
100 26.1b 36.23 23.93 3^8.2 402.3 1540.59 ,4369 222.
120 «d5.8u 36. 4U 24.17 3^5.5 380.5 1540.26 .5152 317,
140 ^4. 7b 36.60 24.65 330.3 ^36.1 153*, 28 ,5869 427,
160 23.65 36.72 25.07 290.3 296.8 1536,03 ,6502 551.
no ie.2 .55 36.79 ?5.44 254.8 261.9 1533.65 ,7060 686.
200 d0»8b 36.72 25.86 214.7 222.3 152°. 46 ,7544 833.
220 19.60 36.67 26.11 191.5 199.6 1526.88 ,7966 Q88.
240 19. lu 36.57 26.21 181.4 190.1 152^.16 ,8356 1151.
260 a .3b 36.49 26.34 169,1 178,2 152^.27 ,8724 1322.
280 17.73 36.42 26.44 159.5 169.1 1521.73 ,9072 1500.
300 17. lu 36.30 26.50 153.7 163.7 1520.07 ,9404 1684.
3?0 16.66 36.27 26.58 146.3 156.9 1519,10 ,^725 1876.
360 15.65 36.13 26.71 133.8 145.1 151*. 45 l!,0340 2277.
4 r>0 14.70 35.^4 26.78 127.6 139.6 1513.91 1,,0909 2702.
440 14.7b 35.76 26.64 140.9 154.1 1514.63 1,,1483 3150.
4*0 12,77 35.56 26.89 117.0 129.9 150*. 46 1,,2026 3620.
520 11.7b 35. 4o 26.98 108,3 121.3 150^.58 1,,2526 4111.
560 10.95 35.30 27.04 103,2 116.4 150"*. 18 1,,3001 4622.
60 10.18 35.16 27.08 OQ ,l 112,3 1500.93 1,,3458 5151.
640 9.53 35.07 27.11 96.7 110.0 149^.09 1,,3905 5698.
6*0 ^.6b 34.99 27.19 89.1 102.1 1496.38 1,,4330 6263.
7?0 f .25 34.95 27.22 86.1 99.4 1495.47 1,,4735 6*45.
760 7.7b 34.89 27.24 83.5 96.6 1494.14 1,,5126 7442.
800 7.0b 34.87 27.33 75,4 88.2 1492.06 1,,5497 8054.
84 6.66 34,85 27.37 71.8 84.5 1491.16 1,,5842 8681.
8*0 6.27 34.84 27.41 67,6 80.2 1490.26 1,,6171 9322.
920 6.03 34.84 27.44 64,6 77.4 1489.96 1,,6488 9975.
960 5.7b 34.84 27.48 61.6 74.4 148°. 61 1,,6793 10640.
739
h/V BELLOWS B 7204
0730 GMT MAY 13 1972
23 45 N 31 30 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 28
M
7.
20
'4
f>0
BO
100
120
140
160
1*0
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
360
400
U'*0
480
520
560
600
640
680
720
760
BOO
840
8*0
920
960
T
<>7.9b
27.95
27.83
26.60
26.06
25.85
25.35
24.61
23.65
22.27
^1.34
20.15
19. 4U
18.38
17.55
16.94
16.53
15.71
14.4b
13.21
12.56
11.54
10.76
9.99
9.37
8.80
8.31
7.77
7.25
6.79
6.3b
6.0b
5.89
S
36.22
36.22
36.19
36.15
36.26
36.46
36.60
36.70
36.80
36.82
36.77
36.72
36.61
36.48
36,39
36 . 32
36.22
36.12
35.8b
35.67
35.48
35.36
35.28
35.15
35.04
35.03
34.95
34.92
34.87
34.84
34.82
34.82
34.83
SIGT
23.35
23.35
23.37
23.73
23.98
24.20
24.46
24.76
25.13
25.54
25.77
26.05
26.16
26.33
26.46
26.56
26.58
26.69
26.79
26.89
26.87
26.97
27.06
27.09
27.11
27.19
27.21
27.27
27.30
27.34
27.39
27.42
?7.45
TANOM
454.0
454.0
452.4
417.5
303.9
372.7
347.8
319.1
284,6
245.1
223.9
196.7
185.9
170.5
157.5
148.6
1^6.6
135.8
127.0
117.4
118.9
109.1
101.4
98.2
96.4
88.3
87.0
81.5
78.1
74.2
70.1
66.7
63.7
SVA
454.0
454,9
454.1
420.0
397.2
376.8
352.8
324.8
291.0
252.1
231.6
204.9
194.6
179.6
167.
C
158.6
157.1
147.2
138.8
129.6
131.6
121.9
114.4
111.2
109,5
101.6
100,3
94,8
91.1
87.1
82.8
79.5
76.7
svn_
154^.99
154 , .32
154^.35
1540.90
1540.14
1540,10
1539,38
1538,03
1536,09
1532,96
1530,81
1527,89
1526,04
1523,35
1521.17
1519.61
1518.60
1516.63
1513.08
1509.
m
1507.66
150^.67
1509.48
1500,21
1498.46
1496.99
149^.70
1494.26
1492,84
1491.66
1490,55
1490,13
149^.03
DYNHGT
.0000
,0909
.1818
.2692
.3509
.4283
,5013
.5691
.6306
.6850
.7333
.7770
.8169
.8544
.8890
.9216
.9532
.0136
,0714
.1257
.1767
.2268
.2740
.3187
.3623
.4046
.4445
.4834
.5208
.5564
.5903
.6229
.6540
TRANS
0.
9.
36.
81.
143.
221.
314.
421.
541.
673.
815.
966.
1125.
1292.
1467.
1648.
1835.
2229.
2646,
3085,
3546,
4026.
4527.
5045.
5581.
6135.
6705.
7290.
7891.
8507.
9136.
9779.
10434.
740
h/V GELLOWS P 7204
1346 GMT MAY 13 1972
2b 31 N 85 On w
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION
M
30
7 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVFL DYMHGT TRANS
28.1b 36.26 23.33 4*6.0 456.0 154*.48 .0000 0.
20 ^6. lb 36.26 23.33 456.0 456.9 154^.80 .0913 9.
UO 27.68 36.2b 23.46 443.4 445.1 1543.08 .1815 36.
60 27.17 36.22 23.60 4P9.8 432.4 154?. 25 .2692 81.
so 26.27 36. ?4 23.90 401.1 404.4 lb40.55 .3529 144.
100 25.8b 36.42 24.17 375.5 379.7 1540.07 .4313 222.
120 2b. lb 36.62 24.54 340.5 345.5 153*. 92 .5038 316.
140 24.19 36.73 24.91 304.
9
310.6 1537.04 .5694 423.
1*0 *2.40 36.7b 2*. 45 253.6 259.9 153^.91 .6265 543.
1*0 21.31 36.72 25.74 226.7 233.6 1530,37 .6759 673.
2no ^0.3^ 36.70 25.99 202.5 210.0 152*. 01 .7202 812.
2?0 19. 3b 36.60 26.17 1*5.
4
193.4 152*. 57 .7605 960.
240 18. 3u 36.45 26.32 170.8 179.2 1522.77 .7978 1116.
260 i7.b2 36.36 26.46 157.5 166.4 1520.75 .8324 1279.
2*0 16.82 36. Pd 26.54 150.2 159.5 151*. 87 .8649 1449,
300 lb.bU 36.22 26.59 145.9 155,7 151*. 19 .8965 1625.
3'0 i^.Ob 36.18 26.66 138,9 149.1 lsi^.io .9270 1808.
360 15.4b 36.04 26.69 136.1 147.3 151*. 74 .9862 2190.
40 14.7b 35.90 26.74 131.5 143.5 1514.03 1.0441 2596.
440 i3.9,d 35.76 26.31 124.8 137.5 151' .84 1.1007 3025.
400 13.1b 35.62 26.86 119.9 133.1 150Q.80 1.1549 3476.
5^0 il.4u 35.32 P6.97 109.6 122.2 1504.13 1.2057 3949.
660 iO.bu 35.23 27.0b 100.7 113.4 1501.50 1.2535 4441.
610 Q .80 35.14 27.11 95.8 106.7 1499.51 1.2983 4o51.
640 9.37 35.09 27.15 92.7 105.9 14Q3.53 1.3415 5479.
6^0 9.02 35.03 27.16 °1.7 105.2 1497.81 1.3837 6024.
7?0 6.7o 35.01 27.19 89.1 103.0 1497.42 1.4254 6586.
760 fc.Oa 34. 91 27.22 86.2 99.9 149S.31 1.4662 7164.
600 7.71 34.86 ?7.24 *3.6 97.4 1494.62 1.5057 7759.
340 7.31 34.87 27.29 78.9 92.7 149^.72 1.5436 8369.
8*0 6.88 34. So 27.35 73.9 87.6 1492.69 1.5796 8993.
q?n 6.4b 34.83 27.38 70.6 84.1 1491.61 1.6140 9632.
741
R/V BELLOWS R 7204
053o GMT MAY 14 1972
25 17 N 86 09 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STQ STATION 32
M
20
40
60
BO
100
1^0
1'40
160
100
200
2?0
240
260
200
300
320
360
400
440
410
520
560
600
640
610
720
760
800
840
T
26.47
26.3b
^6.34
25.94
25.79
25.14
23.35
22.47
20.96
19.32
17.77
17.16
16.35
15.72
15.30
14,54
13.94
12.81
11.75
10.93
10.0b
9.32
8.59
8.06
7.66
7.12
6.7h
6.38
6.11
5.79
S
36.14
36.12
36.12
36.12
36.22
36.43
36.43
36.75
36.66
36.43
36.34
36.25
36.16
36.00
35.89
35.80
35.79
35.60
35.44
35,32
35.19
35.09
34.99
34.94
34,92
34.87
34.86
34.85
34,85
34,95
SIGT
23.77
23.79
23.79
.23.92
24.04
24.40
24.94
25.43
25.78
26.05
26.37
26.45
26.58
26.60
26.61
26.71
26.83
26.91
27.00
27.06
27.11
27.16
27.20
27.23
27.28
27.32
27.37
27.41
27.44
27.48
TANOM
414.3
412.1
411.8
309.8
388,2
353.9
302.8
2^5.5
222.4
1Q7.0
166.2
159.1
147,0
144.8
143.8
134.5
123.0
114.9
107.0
101.4
96.7
^1.9
80.2
84.4
80.0
76.3
72.1
68.2
64.9
61.0
SVA
414.3
412.9
413.5
402.3
391.5
358.0
307.6
261.1
228.5
203.5
173.1
166.5
154.8
153.0
152.5
143.4
132.3
124.6
117.1
111.8
107.3
102.6
98.9
95.3
91.0
87.3
83.1
79.3
76.1
72.3
SVEL
1539.63
1539.66
1530,96
1539.36
1539.43
1538.41
1534.39
153*. 76
1520.11
1524.69
1520.48
1518.98
1516.71
1514.93
151"*. 82
1511.64
1510.01
1506.71
150^.56
1501.20
1498.66
1496.41
1494.22
!49?.88
1491.90
1490.39
1480.55
1488.76
1488.34
148^.71
DYNHGT
.0000
.0827
.1654
.2469
.3263
.4013
.4678
.5247
.5736
.6166
.6545
.6885
.7206
.7514
.7819
.8115
.8391
.8909
.0393
.9852
,0294
.0718
.1123
.1509
.1880
.2237
.2577
.2902
.3213
.3510
TRANS
0.
8.
33.
74.
132.
204.
291.
391.
500.
619,
747.
881.
1022.
1169.
1322.
1482.
1647.
1993.
2359.
2744.
3147.
3567.
4004.
4457.
4924.
5407.
5903.
6413.
6935.
7470.
742
K./V BELLOWS R 7204
1400 GMT MAY 14 1972
25 33 N 85 32 W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STQ STATION 34
M
•7
T S SIGT TANOM SVA SV^L DYNHGT TRANS
^6.55 36.07 23.69 421.7 421.7 1539.75 .0000 0.
20 ^6.45 36.07 23.72 418.7 419.5 153°. 34 .0841 3.
40 26.35 36.12 23.79 412.1 413.8 1530.98 .1675 34.
60 *6.1b 36.22 23.93 3Q8.9 "01.4 1530.94 .2490 75.
no 25.57 36.41 24.25 368.0 371.3 1530. 08 .3262 133.
100 24.73 36.49 24.57 337.7 341.8 1537.49 .3975 205.
120 23. lo 36.64 25.15 282.1 286.9 1534.07 .4604 291.
140 2l.6o 36.43 25.41 257.4 ?62.8 1530.44 ,6154 388.
ISO 20.40 36.51 25.82 218.3 224.3 152"7 .42 .5641 496.
1*0 19.30 36.64 26.08 193.7 200.3 1526.21 .6065 613.
200 18.77 36.55 26.28 174.8 182.0 152^.57 .6448 739.
220 IB. 15 36.52 26.42 162.1 169.3 152?. 08 .6800 871.
2'40 17.66 36.42 26.46 158.3 166.6 1520.94 . 7 136 1010.
260 16.74 36.2b 26.56 148.4 157.0 1518.31 .7460 1156.
230 I6.6ci 36.18 26.51 1*2.9 162.1 1518.37 .7779 1309.
30n 15.33 36.09 26.64 140.6 150.2 1516.01 .3091 1^67.
320 1^.75 35.93 26.80 125.7 135.3 1512.83 ,837b 1632.
350 13.65 35.32 26.91 115.0 125.3 1509.74 .8895 1978.
400 12.83 35.67 26.96 110.1 120.9 1507.50 .9407 2344.
4 40 12.15 35.54 2 7.00 106.9 118.3 150^.70 .9885 2730.
4*0 11.32 35.35 27.01 105.9 1. 1 7 .
6
150^.25 1.0356 3134.
5^0 10.37 35.16 27.03 103.7 115.4 1500.30 1.0815 3558.
560 °.2b 35.0b 27.14 ^3.8 105.2 1496.75 1.1249 3999.
6'10 8.1^ 34.92 27.21 06.5 97.4 149^.00 1.1652 4457.
640 7.4i 34.11 27.31 77.3 88.0 1490.92 1.2017 4931.
6 3P u.87 34.88 P7.36 72.3 82.9 1489.43 1.2360 5418.
7>0 6.54 34.37 27.40 68.8 79.6 1483.77 1.2684 5919.
760 6. Id 34.35 27.44 65.4 76.1 1487.85 1.2994 6433.
aoo 5.9b 34.35 27.46 62.9 73.9 148"\71 1.3293 6959.
340 5.73 34.35 27.49 60.5 71.7 1487 .55 1.3533 7496.
743
K/V BELLOWS B 7204
194b GMT MAY 1'+ 1972
25 49 N 85 01 W w
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 36
7 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVEL DYNHGT TRANS
a6.84 36.21 23.72 418.3 418.3 1540.55 ,0000 0.
?0 26.06 36.40 24.08 3*3.8 3*4.7 1539.29 ,0803 8.
40 25.63 36. '+2 24.24 369.0 370.7 1538.59 ,1558 32.
<so 24.54 36.45 ?4,60 335.1 337.5 1536,35 ,2267 70.
80 23.41 36.58 25.03 293.7 296.9 1534.02 .2901 122.
ion 22.61 36.64 25.31 267.3 271.2 1532.38 .3469 185.
120 21. 6u 36.65 25.60 239.4 244. n 1530.10 .3984 260.
140 20.2b 36.52 25.87 213.8 219.0 1526.70 .4447 344.
160 19. 3b 36.46 26.06 195.5 201,3 1524,48 ,4868 437,
100 l?.2b 36.44 26.32 171.0 177,3 1521.74 ,5246 538.
210 17.53 36.36 26.45 159.2 166.0 1519.80 ,5590 647.
2?0 lb. 6b 36.20 26.53 151.0 158.2 1517.37 ,5914 762.
240 15. 9b 36.12 26.64 141.1 148.7 1515,44 ,6221 883.
260 15.21 36.01 ?6.72 133.1 141.2 1513.35 ,6511 1010.
230 14.24 35.88 26.83 122.5 130.7 1510.44 ,6783 1143.
300 13.70 35.78 26.87 119.0 127.5 150*. 90 ,7041 1282.
320 13.04 35.66 26.91 114.9 123.6 1506.91 ,7292 1425.
360 11.95 35.45 26.97 109.9 119,1 1503.62 ,7779 1726.
400 11.09 35.32 27.03 104.1 U3.7 1501.12 ,*242 2047.
440 10.54 35.26 27.08 99.1 109.3 149^.75 ,8690 2386.
4R0 9.80 35.15 27.12 95.1 105.4 1497,60 ,9129 2742.
520 9.34 35.08 27.14 92.9 103.7 1496.47 ,9541 3115.
560 8.3b 34.95 27.20 A7.6 98.0 1493.27 ,9953 3505.
600 7.94 34.93 27.25 *3.2 93. 9 1492.33 1 ,0332 3911.
640 7.54 34.91 27.29 79.0 90.0 I49t.43 1,,0699 4332.
6^0 7.01 34 . 86 27.33 75.6 86.4 1489.96 1,,1055 4767.
7">0 6.6b 34.85 27.37 71.7 82.6 1489.18 1,,1392 5216.
760 6.35 34,84 27.40 68,6 79.7 148*. 63 1,,1716 5678.
600 6.04 34.34 27.44 64.6 75.8 1488.01 1,,2026 6153.
840 5.S5 34. *4 27.47 62.5 73.8 1487.94 1. 2325 6640.
8*0 5.67 34.85 27.50 59.6 71.1 i487,a8 1, 2616 7139.
920 5.5* 34.85 27.52 57.8 69.6 1487.93 1, 2897 7649.
960 5.3b 34.05 27.54 ^5.9 67.8 1487.90 1, 3171 8171.
744
R/V MELLOWS R 72^4
C 24 GMT MAY 15 1972
26 M 84 29 Ml
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TE'WRATURE
STD STATION 38
7 T S SIGT
c>6,9*4 36.22 ?3«63
20 dt.yj 36.22 23.86
40 2b. 6b 36.33 2^.17
60 *«.0H 36,39 ?'4.70
10 <±2.6b 36.42 25.13
110 21. 9o 36. 42 25.32
1*0 <;r.93 36.60 25.75
l'+O 19. 7i 36.42 25.94
160 iQ,l t 36.42 ?6.09
1^0 13.44 36.41 2fS.2b
T/»NOM SVA SV^L
422.8
404.9
376,1
325.1
284.3
266.1
2*5.4
207.4
192,3
177.0
405.7
377.7
"^27.5
237.4
270.0
230.0
212.5
! 98 .
6
183.4
1540.76
153'*. 75
153^.55
153^.09
t531.97
1530.57
152*. 28
1525.12
IS2"*.79
152*. 17
DYMHGT
.0000
.0829
.1612
.2317
.2932
.3490
,^QQ0
.4432
.U843
,522b
TRANS
0.
8.
33.
72.
124.
189.
263.
348.
440.
541.
745
R/V ijRLLOWS R 72.H4 5 TD 5TATT0N 40
041^ GMT MAY 1=1 1972
26 J.6 N tiU 02 W 1«*0 M
SUfrACF SAMPLt SALINITY
5URHACH SAMPLE TFVPFRATIP*"
7 T S SlGT TANOM SVA SVCL DYrJHOT TPANS
26.4b 36.36 23.94 3^7.
Q
397.
P
1539.78 .0000 0.
20 26.05 36.36 24.0b 3P5.8 386.7 153^.18 .0785 8.
40 24.6/ 36.35 24.48 346.0 347.7 153*. 25 ,1519 31.
60 23.13 36.40 24.98 2^8.9 301,3 153?. 84 .2168 68.
10 cl.2i 36.43 25.54 245.0 248.1 152^.23 .^717 117.
l'»0 20.1b 36.52 2S.Q0 211.2 214.9 152.^.78 .3180 176.
15>0 l9.2u 36.54 26.16 186,0 IPO.
4
152"'. 49 .3585 243.
746
U/V MTLLOw-) R 72 4
121*1 GMT MAY 1* 197,?
27 1-5 M 84 37 W leu
SURFACE SAMPLE! SALINITY
OuHFACE SAMPLE TEMPER ATUPF\
S TD STATION fl
7 T s SIGT TAfJOM SVA SVFL DY'IHGT TRANS
n 2b. 93 36,30 ^<4.06 386.6 386.6 1538. S3 .nooo 0.
^0 25. 7J 38.36 ?4. 16 376.3 377.1 1538. if «t ,°764 8.
'4U 25.31 36. '4 3 ?**.35 355.9 360.5 1537 .ti5 .?.50i 30.
^0 «^3. u7 36.39 ?4.8l 314.7 317.1 1534.18 .?179 67.
^0 ^,0b 36.36 ?5.?6 27?. 4 P75.5 1530.37 ,?772 117.
ion 21. 4o 36.33 ?5.43 255.7 ?59.6 152^.22 .3307 177.
i?o 20.SU 36. U2 ? 5.70 2*9.9 ?34.4 15?"7 .23 .3801 ?45.
lao i<i.^y 36. '42 ?fo.25 177.5 1.82.** 1521. be .4217 329.
ISO 17. 7b 36.40 ?6.42 162.1 167.6 1510.93 .4566 416.
747
TVV -3FLL0WS R 7204
143u GMT MA Y 16 197?
27 10 N 84 51 W U M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
ST STATTOr 42
7
?o
<*o
60
<*0
100
1?0
I S SIGT
26.1b 36.12 23. 8b
25.94 36.32 24.07
^5.5,3 36.62 24.35
23.7b 36.45 ?4,63
22. 3u 36.42 25.09
TANOM SVA SVrL DYMHGT
406.1 406.1 163«.b8 .0000
160
100
200
2?0
24
££ OU OO Ht ^-.7.U^
22.0b 36.41 ?5.29
21 .60 36,40 25.41
2C.9U 36.40 05. b0
19,5/ 36.39 26.95
1^.12 36.36 ?6.32
140 0 0 J ,69~
.3<:
17. Oo 36.29 26.52
.3b 36. 14 ?6.56
36.09 ?6.67
16
15.
7
A
3*5,4
358.9
312,6
208.4
268.7
257.5
239.1
206.1
171.6
1^2.1
1^8.4
138.0
386.3
360.5
"*15.0
291.5
^72.6
262.1
244. «.
211.9
177.9
158.8
155.6
145.6
1538.90
153«.44
153'i.43
1532.35
1530.74
1.52^.68
152«.34
152^.03
1521.22
151°. 16
1516.37
5514.67
.0792
.1539
.^215
.2821
.3385
."^920
.4427
.4 883
.^273
.5609
.5924
,622b
TRANS
0.
8.
31.
69.
119.
181.
254.
338.
431.
532.
641.
757.
878.
748
R/V iFLLOnS 9 7204
17 Id GMT ^A v 16 197?
27 02 N l-5 Gfl W
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TE^PFRATUPF
STD STATION
M
43
7
1 S S1GT TANOM SVA SV^L DYMHGT TRANS
d6. be 36. 31 2.3.86 4°5.4 40b.
U
1540.03 ,0000 0.
^c elO i 17 36. ^b «?4.12 380.
a
3«1.6 15"< r, .56 .0787 8,
'10 • . rCO t 7d 36. bo 9«-.30 363.4 36b.
1
153°. 05 ,1*34 31.
-",0 t 5, '4 7 36. bl 24.36 367,8 360.3 lb3*.61 ,2259 60.
00 59 36. 4b 24.89 307.4 310.6 1634.36 ,2°30 121.
1 no <:2. 7o 36, 47 25.13 284.2 288.2 1539.66 ,3629 185.
f?n id2, Ob 36, 4b 2b. 31 267.3 272.0 1531 .U8 ,4089 262.
140 4l. 39 36, 42 2b. 49 250.5 955.8 152.1. b7 ,4617 340,
160 *P, Ob 36, 4b 9b. 86 215.2 223 .1 1526.39 ,S0Q4 446.
no 1 s
.
bo 36, 4J 26.24 178.6 184.8 152 9. 54 ,6499 ""52.
?oo x7, S<4 36, 33 26.42 161.6 168.4 isn.bo ,6863 665,
??n ifi,6b 36, 22 26.55 149.3 166.
b
151"\36 ,617b 786,
240 1?.,,9a 36,,12 9*^.64 l'*0.4 148.3 1515.35 .6482 912.
?^o IS, 2d 36. 01 96. 7i l""-4.0 142.0 5.51"*. 48 ,6772 1045.
280 L4, 57 3b, 5d ?6.76 129.3 137.6 lbl 1 .50 ,"'052 1183.
310 13. 7b 35, 77 26.95 120.7 129.3 3.501, u5 ,7319 1327.
3*0 lb,,2i 35,,69 26. 9U 116.9 1.24.8 150"'. bl .7573 1476.
360 1' « lo 35,,bu 26.98 l n 8,9 118.2 1504.19 .8067 1788.
U^O i '•"' , 6b 3b, 27 27.03 1^3.7 1 1 3 . 1500.^2 ,851b 2120.
4 10 11. 2d 3b,,24 27.12 °b.3 10b. 1 1498, b8 ,8949 2^69.
'+•10 f bo 3b,,16 27.17 °0.8 101.0 1496,61 .c^b 2«36.
5?0 >; (,6b 35, , >d 27.21 86.8 Oo. Q 149"". b4 .^762 3218.
560 c , 2* 34,,°b 27.23 «4.5 94.9 14^3,08 1 ,014b 3616.
f,nn 7
,
,7b 34,
,
c >3 27.28 80.5 91.0 14*51.61 1 ,r>5ie 4830.
640 7,,lu 34,, p 7 27.31 76.9 87.3 1.48°. 90 1 .0873 4457.
613 n ,7b 34 ,8b 97.35 73.1 83.6 1488.97 1 .1212 4 n 99.
720 fc ,3b 34 .85 27.41 67.8 7i<,4 148 Q .00 1 ,153b 5354,
7n0 6 .09 34 .04 27.44 6b,
4
76.0 148"'. 60 1 .1843 5822.
boo i~ ,83 34 ,8b* 27.48 61.5 72.3 148^.23 1 .2140 6301.
8 40 13 ,6u 34 .^6 27. bl 68.0 68.9 1486.97 1 ,9423 6793.
p\n 5 ,5** 34 .86 97.62 67.3 68.6 148"\38 1 ,96Q7 7295.
9?0 c .49 34 .90 27. b6 53,7 6b. 148"'. d8 1 ,2969 7800.
749
K/V BELLOrf'o B 7204 STD STATION <+5
G 18 GMT KAY 17 1972
2b 49 N 85 38 w ' *
SURFACE SAi .OLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
7 T S SlGT TANOM SVA SVH_ DYMHG1 TPANS
*7. Ob 36.09 93.53 436.4 436.4 1540.96 ,0000 0.
?o 26. 5y 36. ni 23.63 427.2 428.1 1540.11 .0864 9.
40 26. 4ii 36.12 23.77 414,2. 415.
9
1540,14 .1708 34.
60 26.2 b 36.12 23.82 409,1 Ml.
6
1540.08 .2536 77.
30 26.17 36.11 23.84 407.4 "10. 7 1540.21 .3358 136,
no 2e>.07 36.12 23.86 403.7 407.8 154 r\31 .4177 211.
l?n *5.72 36.1b 24.01 391.1 396.0 153^.85 .4981 303.
140 2b. 44 36.41 24.29 364.1 "*69.9 153^.75 .5747 410.
160 24.35 36.64 2M.P0 315.9 "<22.b 1537.67 .6439 532.
lip 23.1b 36.71 2b. 21 277.1 234.3 1535.10 .7046 667.
POO 21.7.5 36.7b 2b. 64 2*5.6 243.4 1531,02 ,"T573 813.
?°n d:0.73 36. bo ?b.77 223.2 231.4 1529.32 ,^046 969.
240 18. 8U 36.40 26.22 1*1.6 189.2 152'*. 23 .8469 11.34.
260 17. oo 5b, 34 26.39 164.1 173.0 1521 .18 ,H*31 1307.
2^0 16.66 36.23 96.56 148.8 158.0 1518.36 .9162 1487.
3 TO 15. So 36.12 26.65 139.5 149.1 1516.19 ,°"69 1673.
320 IS. 21 36.02 26.73 132.4 142.3 1514.32 .9760 1«66.
360 13.99 5b. ° 2 26.84 121.8 132.3 1510.05 1 ,0314 2267.
400 13. Ou 3b. 67 96.93 113.4 124.3 150*. 07 1 ,0829 2690.
HHQ 12.06 3b. bu 26.98 108.2 119.5 1.505.34 1 ,1316 3133.
U-,0 11.17 35.37 27.0b 101.8 113.4 1509.75 1 ,1785 3^95.
520 10.4b 3b. 24 27.08 °9,1 110.9 1500.69 1 ,2230 4076.
5
-SO r>.60 3b. 11 97.12 °4,8 106.7 149*. 10 1 ,2662 4574.
6oo f, .0j *5.02 97.15 92,1 104.1 1406.43 1 ,3077 5088.
640 B.bb 35.0*2 27.23 8b.
3
97.6 1495.40 1 ,3477 5619.
6 *0 7.9^ 34.04 97.26 »2.1 94.2 149*. 56 1 .3862 6166.
790 7.52 34,90 97.29 7 r>,5 91.7 149°. o2 1 ,4236 6728.
760 7.1l> 34.96 97.32 76.0 88.3 1491 .82 1 ,4595 7305.
810 6.7b 34.06 97.36 72.2 84.5 1490,68 1 ,4938 7896.
S ;tO 6. SO 34.0 5 97.39 69.7 82.2 1490.53 1,,5272 8500,
a-o 6 . lo 34.8b 97.43 65,5 77.9 148^,84 1 (,5590 9117,
750
l</v MtXLOJb n 72 n
4
050U G^T MAY 17 1972
26 OS N 86 04 W
surl-acf sample salinity
surface Sample tempfpatupe
STD STATION 47
M
-7
r S S][ST TANOM SVA SV^L DY K1HGT TRAMS
*6.7b 36,,0b 23,,61 4?9 ,2 '129,, c 1540.18 ,0000 0.
20 26.32 36,,12 23,,80 41.1 ,2 412,,0 1539.59 ,0841 8.
4 26, 1* 36,,12 ?3,,84 407 3 408,,9 153 r, .b2 ,1662 33.
(SO e:5.9b 36 ,li 23 ,91 if no ,8 403,( 3 1639.38 2474 75.
*n *5.77 36 ,12 ?7,,°7 3^4 ,8 398,,1 1539.29 ,3276 132.
nn e5.7l 36 ,13 24,.00 392 .3 796,,4 153-1.49 ,4070 206.
1 ^0 2 5. bb 36 ,13 24,,0b 387 ,5 392,,4 1639.44 "859 295.
140 25.39 36 ,14 2'+,,10 382 ,1 387, , n 1639.39 ,5679 400.
160 ^-..^ 36,,3b 24,,26 3*6 ,9 ^73,,4 153^.96 ,6401 520.
nu d <* . 8 x 36 ,61 94,,64 3M .3 338,,7 1539,08 7113 656.
?no ^ _ • 7 q 36 ,7b 28
,
,06 2n l ,1 2Q9,,2 1537.03 ,*?751 A04.
2^0 c.2 • 6 J 36 ,«o 26,,43 285 ,5 ?64,,2 153^.43 <^14 965.
2'tO tl .34 36 ,79 25,,7b 222 ,4 231,,6 1531 .47 nA 10 1136.
260 20.27 36 ,74 26,,03 1H8 .3 206,,1 1528.88 ,9249 1317.
2 r>0 * r) . rW 36,,70 26.,19 1*3,,6 193, q 162^.24 ,1651 1506.
3 1 19.0 7 36, 61 26.,25 1^7 ,8 188,,6 1526,08 1,,0034 1703.
3°0 i.«.3 7 36,,82 26
.
,36 167 ,4 1 78,,6 152^.33 1,,0401 1907.
3^0 17. la 36,,36 26. 84 150,,4 162. 5 1521 .24 1,,1082 2337.
4nn i<^ • 2j 36,,22 2'-,,65 130,,7 162, 6 151°. 94 1,,1712 2793.
<-':u i!"».ly 36,,03 26,,74 131 ,3 144, n 1516.20 1,,930u 3273.
(i TO 1 '•» . 1
4
58,,83 26,,82 124 ,1 1 38, 1 151"*. 28 1,,2867 3776.
5*0 13. 2 c 38,,67 96,,8a 1!8,,4 132, 7 1.51*. 86 1,,741b 4302.
C)AQ 12.5a 35,,5b 26, 93 1T3 ,6 128,,4 150^.99 1,,3940 4^49,
600 11. ad 36,,37 ?6, , f->7 inq,,1 123, q 1506.11 1,,4'4 43 5417.
b4P in.5o 38,
,
5 3 ?7,,05 lf>2,,0 116,,7 150^.07 1,,4914 6004.
6 " 3 9.64 3S,,13 27,,13 H4,,0 1 08,,3 150H.21 1,,535b 6610.
7'^0 8.9a 38, , f, 3 27,,17 q o,,6 104, 8 mna,19 1,,5779 7232.
76 n 8.3b 34,,95 27,,20 87,,6 .101, 7 i(4QC».49 1,,618b 7872.
^
; in 7.D/ 3a ,93 27,,29 "*q ,4 93,,1 1494.53 1,,6577 8^27.
640 7.3a 34,,91 27,.32 76,,4 Q 0. 4 1.49^.92 1,,6946 9198.
'31(3 7.01 34 .90 27,,36 72 ,6 86,,6 14Q"».24 1,,7299 9«83.
Q^O h.54 34,,80 27,,39 69,,5 83, 2 149^. UO 1,,7640 10581.
960 -.24 34,,8b 2 7 , 43 65,,7 79, <4 1491.47 1, , 796b 11294.
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»VV ALLOWS B 7204
1154 GMT MAY 17 1972
26 19 N 86 49 tf
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPFRATUPE
STO STATION 49
7 T S SIGT T/INOM SVA SV^L DYNHGT TRANS
n *6.58 36.12 23.72 419.0 419.0 1539,86 ,0000 0.
^0 26.58 36.12 23.72 419.0 419.9 1540.18 ,0839 8.
40 2b. 19 36.12 ?3.84 407.3 408.9 1539,62 ,1668 33.
60 25.87 36.12 ?3.94 3^7.7 400.2 1539,20 ,2477 75.
*0 25.79 36.13 23.97 394.6 397,9 153q .35 ,3275 132.
100 25,75 36.13 23.98 393.4 397,6 1539,58 ,4070 206.
120 25.73 36.12 2^.98 393.6 398.5 1539.85 ,4867 295.
140 25.55 36.15 24.06 386.1 391.8 1539.78 ,5657 400.
ISO 25.43 36.26 24.18 374.6 381.2 1539.92 ,6430 521.
no ^5.11 36.52 24.48 346.5 353.9 1539,71 ,7165 657.
210 24,19 36.67 P4.87 309.2 317,3 153">.96 ,7836 807.
2^0 <;2.87 36.76 25.32 265.8 274,5 1535.08 ,8428 970.
240 21. 6o 36.75 25.66 234.3 243.6 1532.33 ,8946 1144.
260 20.67 36.73 25.92 209,3 219.1 1529.96 ,9409 1327.
2*0 19. 9d 36.67 26.07 195,3 205.6 1528.26 ,9834 1520.
300 19.01 36.60 26.26 177.0 187.8 1525,90 l!,0227 1720.
320 18.47 36.53 26.34 169,0 180.3 1524,62 1,,0595 1928.
360 17.52 36.38 26.46 1*7.5 169.7 1522.36 1,,1301 2367.
410 16. 7j 36.27 26.53 146.8 159.9 1520.45 1,,1962 2832.
440 15.95 36.12 26.64 141.1 155.0 1518,66 1,,2588 3*23.
4*0 14.83 35.99 ?6.79 126.6 141,1 1515.66 1,,3184 3839.
5^0 13. 9o 35.76 26.80 125.4 140,3 1513.23 1,,3750 4377.
560 13.15 35,63 26.87 119.2 134.5 1511.09 1,,4301 4938.
600 12.13 35.49 26. <*6 110.2 125.6 1508.14 1,,4819 5521.
640 11.24 35.35 27.02 104.5 119.9 1505.54 1,,5308 6123.
6*0 lO.ltt 35.18 27.08 °9,1 114.1 150'. 22 1,,5777 6745.
720 9.12 35,05 27.16 91.7 106.2 1498,84 1, 6224 7385.
7o0 8.54 34.99 27.20 87,4 101.8 1497,26 1, 6639 8043.
8,10 7.75 34.92 27.27 81,2 95.1 1494,82 1, 7034 8716.
840 7.32 34.90 27.32 76.8 90.6 1493,79 1, 7405 9405.
0*0 6.8l 34.82 27.32 76.0 89.5 149?. 35 1. 7763 10108.
Q20 6.35 34,85 27.41 67,8 81.2 1491.24 1, 8100 10826.
960 6.09 34. *6 27.45 63.9 77.3 1490.37 1, 8416 11556.
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R/V MELLOWS 8 7204
ltt«h> GMT MAY 17 1972
27 U4 N °6 18 W
SURFACE SA.1PLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 52
7 T S SIGT TANOM SVA svn_ DYNHGT TRANS
n c-.13 35,,72 23. 5o 434.3 434.3 1530.46 ,0000 0.
">o *:6.3b 38,,13 2 3.80 410.8 4 11.6 1539,62 ,0846 8.
40 26. lb 36,,13 23.86 405,4 "07.0 1539. 53 ,1664 34.
60 <_b.99 36,,12 23.90 401.3 403.O 1539,48 ,247b 75.
80 *b.9ri 36,,12 23.91 401.0 "04.3 1539,78 ,3283 133.
no 2b. 9b 36,,1b ?3.94 397.9 "02.1 154°. 06 ,4090 206.
1?0 2b. 6o 36,,22 24.07 304.9 389,8 1539.82 ,4882 296.
140 25,36 36,,43 54.33 360.3 ^66.1 1539.58 ,5*38 401.
ifsQ 24. bD 36,,6b 24.74 321.0 327,5 1530.16 ,6331 521.
lao 23.2b 36,,7b 25.21 277.0 284.2 153*. 38 ,6P 43 654.
2^0 iU.7b 36,,77 25.65 234,7 242.5 153 1 .89 ,7470 798.
2^0 eiO.3** 36,,74 9*. 00 201. .4 209.7 1*2.0. b6 ,7922 952.
24 19. 5
j
36,,67 26.17 105.3 194.1 152*. bl ,0325 1114.
260 x>-.7tj 36,,61 26.33 170.0 179.3 152 ".53 ,8699 1284.
2^n it .2u 36,,52 26.40 163.3 173.1 152"*. 19 ,9051 1462.
3 on 17.74 36,,"D 26.46 157.5 167. 9 1525.11 ,9392 1646.
3?n i7.0b 36,,33 26.54 1*0.3 161,0 152°. 27 ,9721 1837.
360 1^.99 36,,12 26.63 141 .9 1.53.4 161"\49 ll,0354 2239.
t*nn i l .60 35,,91 26,76 12^.3 141.3 151^.61 1,,0937 2*65.
ii •x x^.3b 35,,70 26.88 117.9 130.2 1509.91 1,,1481 3113.
4 AO 12. 7b 35,,61 26.93 113.0 125.9 lbno,45 1,,1995 3583.
5"»u 12.03 35,,49 26.96 1^8.4 121.7 1506.51 1,,2497 4073.
56Xi 10.77 35,,30 27.07 100.1 113.2 150 n .54 1,,2962 4682.
bOO °.93 3*>,Jo 27.12 95.0 108.0 150^.03 1,,340e 5U0.
e>'io ?.lb 35,,0b 57.15 °2.2 105.1 149^.66 1,,3834 5*54.
68u i ; .b^ 35 ,01 27.22 P5.6 9e,5 1495.92 1,,4237 6216.
7^0
<? . 1 u 34,,9b 27.23 84.6 97,0 1495,13 1,,4629 6793.
7*0 7.67 34,,91 27.27 80.8 93.9 1493.66 1,,5016 7386.
800 7.19 34,,87 27.31 77.3 90.2 1495. 61 1,,*384 7994.
84 C.39 34,,87 ?7.35 73.3 66.4 1495,09 1,,5734 8617.
8^0 6.53 34,,8b 27.39 70.1 83.2 1491 ,30 1,,6073 9253.
920 6 .lb 34,,85 27.43 65.5 78.5 149". 49 I,,6396 9902.
9*0 5.91 34 ,8b 9 f 1 > ? 62.4 75.5 1490.14 1,,6703 10664.
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h/V HFLLOwb P 7204
C U GMT MAY IP 19^2
27 30 N 85 59 W
SURFACE" SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STO STATTOM 54
W
^0
40
*0
80
100
120
l<+0
1*0
mo
2.TO
2^0
2'»0
2*0
2^0
300
320
3*0
400
440
4^0
52.0
5*0
600
6U0
*<*0
720
7*0
800
auo
680
T
26.31
26.31
26 .-02
25.4*
2*+. 3b
22,97
21.74
21.03
19.61
i*,37
17.1b
16.3b
15.42
i<+.95
1^.37
13.66
13.1b
12. ll
11.0b
10.33
9.5b
f .94
6.4b
6.13
7.54
7.08
f .74
t.34
6.02
5. fix
5.56
S
36.32
36.32
36.42
36.5b
36.46
36.36
36.42
36.44
36.42
36.36
36.2b
36.17
36.09
35,09
35.8b
35.72
35.67
35.49
35.33
35.22
35.14
35.03
34.09
3^.94
34.89
34.8b
34.8b
34. A4
34.85
34,8 b
34,86
SIGT
23.95
23,95
24.12
24.40
24.66
24.99
25.39
25.60
25.07
26.24
26.45
26.56
26.74
26.76
26.78
26.63
26.90
26. c 7
27.04
27.09
27.16
27.17
27.21
27.23
27.28
27.33
27.36
27.40
27,45
27.48
27.52
TANOM
3Q6.5
3Q6.5
380,6
353.5
327.5
2"7,4
259.7
230.6
204.9
179.
159,1
146.2
I'M. 8
120.1
127.3
123.0
116.2
109.9
102.7
°8.6
°2.0
Q0.5
86.
5
85.1
80,5
75,0
72,8
68.5
63.8
61,2
*7.8
SVA
396.5
397.3
382.
3
356.0
330,7
301.3
?64.4
244,9
210.7
3 85,3
165.8
153.4
139.3
137.1
135,6
131.5
125.1
119.2
112.3
108.5
102.1
100.8
97.2
96.1
91.4
86.0
83.9
79.5
74,9
72.5
69.2
SV^L
1530,42
153°. 75
I53«,49
153*. 53
1536.24
153^.05
1530.26
1528.73
1525,16
1521.92
151*. 66
1.51*. 40
1513.77
m^.bl
1510.83
150«.77
150^.28
150'i.21
1500.99
149 fi .95
1496.71
149^.93
1493,61
149"*. 07
1491,40
1490.25
1480,53
1488.59
.1487.99
1487, ao
1487,5^
OYNHGT
0000
0794
1573
2312
2996
3630
4196
4705
5161
5557
590b
6227
6520
6796
7069
7336
7593
P543
8°7fe
0397
°802
0200
0585
095e
1313
1653
198U
2289
2584
2867
TPANS
0.
8.
32.
70.
124,
190.
268.
357.
456.
^63.
678.
799,
Q26.
1060.
1198.
1342.
1492.
1805.
2138.
2488.
2856.
3240.
3*40.
4056.
4486.
4932.
5"*9i.
5864,
6349.
6847.
7356.
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F/V ijf-LLOwb B 7204
04'la GMT i^AY IP 1972
27 52 N 85 42 W
SURFACF SAc.nLE SALiriTY
surfacf Sample te^pfratupe
STD STATION
M
56
7 r 5 SIHT TANPM SVA SVrL 0Y MHGT TRANS
<i5.4b 36,,09 24.0b 387.5 387.^ 153^.23 ,0000 0.
?n ^5.5b 36, , T 4 P4.20 372.4 373.2 1538.01 .0761 8.
an t;4.4b 36,,'43 ?4.61 333.9 "*35.6 153^.80 .1470 30.
60 c«-.6b 36,,'+5 25.14 282,9 265.3 1631 .75 ,2090 66.
ao 21 .7i 36,,'+7 25.43 255.3 258,4 1529. 69 .2634 113.
inn ^C ,6t> 36,,49 25.74 226.4 230.2 1527.14 .3123 170.
IPO li .9b 36,,'4 7 26.17 1^5.0 189.3 152P.72 ,3642 237,
140 17.63 36,,36 26.42 181 .5 166.3 151°. 13 .3898 311.
160 U .bo 36,,22 26.57 147.0 152.3 1516.09 ,421b 393,
no 15. 5b 36,,12 26.72 133.0 138.7 1513.34 .4507 480,
?no 15.04 35 ,°9 26.74 13.1.0 137.2 1511 .83 ,4783 573.
220 i'4 .44 35,,89 06.80 125.9 1 32 .
4
1518.14 .6053 671.
2'^n 13. 6a 35,,79 ?6.89 117.2 124.1 150 7 .7Q .5309 775.
260 13.2-+ 35,,69 ^6.90 116.5 123.8 1506. b4 .5557 883.
2
-in l?.52 35,,57 ?6.95 11 1.6 119.0 1504.42 ,5600 997.
3nn 11.90 35,,4tt p7.no l r'6.8 114.4 1^0^.52 .6034 1116,
3?n il.7i 35,,41 ?6.°B 10H.5 116.5 160-5.11 .6264 1238.
360 10.7a 35,,31 P7.09 98.3 106.8 14^9.13 .6712 1498.
400 r%37 35,,15 P7.U °6.2 104.9 1406.56 .7137 1775.
4
'4
i;>.2d. 35,,10 27.17 ^0.5 99.6 1494.99 .7547 2069.
4 an 8.67 35,,ou 27.19 80.6 97.° 149^.24 ,^944 2378.
520 8.1b ^4,,94 27.22 85.6 95.1 1.491 .89 ,8327 £704.
560 7.7j, 34,,^1 27.27 81.4 91.5 1490,79 ,8699 3044.
60 n 7.2j 54,,*8 2 7.31 77.3 87.2 1480,o2 ,905b 3400.
640 6.67 34,,87 P7.36 73.0 83.1 14P8.78 ,939b 3769.
G80 ^.4ti 3 '4,,85 P7.39 6b.
5
79.6 1487, s7 , Q722 4151.
7?0 6.1b" 34,,04 27.43 66.1 76.3 1487,20 1,1034 4*46.
750 S.94 34 ,34 27.46 63.6 74.0 1487.01 1.0333 4953,
3 on 5.71 34 ,04 27.46 60.8 71.4 1486.73 1.0623 5373.
8 '4 5.3b 34,,85 ?7.53 56.2 66.7 1486,07 1,0900 5803.
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R/V ^ELLOrib B 7204
082H GMT MAY 18 1972
26 15 N 85 25 W 274 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALIMITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
STD STATION 58
7 T S SIGT TANOM SVA svn. DYNHGT TRANS
*5.3a 36.26 ?4.20 373.2 373.2 1537.21 .0000 0.
20 ^5.7h 36.51 24.27 365.8 366.6 153*. 60 .0740 7.
40 25.4b 36.52 24.36 357.4 359.1 153*. 32 .1466 29.
60 23. 2u 36.45 24.99 297.2 299.6 1533.06 .2124 65.
80 22.01 36. H4 25.33 265.5 268.6 1530.34 .2692 114.
ino 20.75 36.49 25.71 228.7 232.5 1527.38 .3194 172.
120 19.23 36.4t> 26.09 192.6 196.
9
1523.50 .3623 241.
1*40 17.6b 36.37 26.42 161.3 t66.1 1519.20 .3986 317,
160 16.73 36.23 26.54 150.4 155.7 1516,65 .4308 400.
HO 15. 8b 36.1b 26.68 136.7 142.4 1514.20 .4606 489.
2^0 15.08 36.03 26.77 128.9 135.1 151*. 00 .4883 584.
2?0 14.57 35.95 26.82 124.1 130.8 1510.62 .5149 684.
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R/V CLLPwb 3 72H4 STD STATION 59
103U GMT MAY l fl 1972
2fl i.5 N 85 09 W la2 M
SURFACE SAs-lPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPFRATUPE
* T S SIGT TANOM SVA SVrL
^b.uy .^6.3b 24.23 3f^.9 369. 9 153 7 .55
10 <;5.4y 36.35 ?4.23 3*9.9 370. R 153 7 .d8
40 ^5.1o 36.49 24. MM 3SQ.2 -»51.^ 1537 .54
GO <i2.9b 36.43 26.05 2*51.3 2Q4.1 1532.41
10 21.79 36.44 ?5.39 25^.6 ?62.7 152^.77
l'"»0 *".73 36.44 25.68 231.8 ?35.6 152"'. 28
170 lf4.9* 36.43 26.13 1*8.9 193.2 152?. 79
140 i7.9o 36.41 26.37 16G.1 171.0 152^.20
160 1^.1/ 3G.2V 26.48 1^6.0 161. *» 151 q .u2
DYNHGT TPANS
.oonu 0.
.0741 7.
.1463 29.
.2109 65.
,266b 113.
.3164 171.
.3593 239.
.3Q57 314.
.4^90 ^97.
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t'/V HELLOWS R 72™* STD STATION 60
123o GMT MAY 18 197?
?.b 15 fJ «4 51 W 91 M
SURFACE SAMPLE SALINITY
SURFACE SAMPLE TEMPFRATURE
7 T S SIGT TANOM SVA SV^L
<±5.22 36.31* 24.31 362.7 "<62.7 153*. 91
20 25. Ou 36.30 24,34 359.2 360.0 1536.68
40 23.19 36.14 ?4.7b 319.3 320.° 153^.43
60 22.32 36.36 ?5.19 278.2 ?80.5 1530.76
80 20.81 36.40 25.63 236.8 ?39.« 152"M4
DYMH6T TPANS
.0000 0.
.0723 7.
.1404 28.
.2005 63.
.2525 108.
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FLAMELESS ATOMIC ABSORPTION GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
KEY WORDS: Flameless Atomic Absorption, gas-liquid chromatography
D. A. Segar
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories
15 Rickenbacker Causeway
Miami, Florida 33149
ABSTRACT
A flameless atom reservoir and an atomic absorption spectro-
photometer have been used as a detector system for a gas liquid
chromatograph. This flameless atomic absorption gas chromatograph
permits high sensitivity element specific analysis for the volatile
compounds of many elements including metals.
INTRODUCTION
The analytical determination of low concentrations of metallo-
organic compounds particularly those present in a complex organic
sample is extremely difficult. The total concentration of the metal
in the sample can be readily determined by a number of techniques
including atomic absorption and neutron activation. However, if the
concentration of the metallo-organic compound itself is to be deter-
mined, this normally requires a separation and purification procedure.
89
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After separation the concentration of the compound can be determined
either from the metal concentration of the pure sample or by a
technique which is sensitive to some other part of the molecule.
The latter would involve UV visible, infrared spectral, mass
spectral or other techniques
.
The ideal analytical situation uses the same instrument to
achieve both the separation and determination. Thus, volatile
metallo-organic compounds are. often determined by gas chromato-
graphy . Unfortunately the detectors available for gas chroma-
tography are not normally specific to a single element or to a
single class of organic compounds. Some specific detectors such
as the flame photometric detector do exist, but only a very small
number of elements may be selected.
A novel gas chromatograph detection system, cold vapor atomic
absorption has been described for the analysis of alkyl mercury in
2
environmental samples . This detector system thermally decomposes
the mercury organic compounds and the resulting mercury vapor is
passed through a quartz cell in the light beam of an atomic absorp-
tion spectrophotometer. The detector is thus absolutely specific for
mercury containing compounds. This technique is not applicable to
other elements. Other elements for which atomic absorption may be
used would not be volatile enough to be carried through the quartz
cell, or would not form a monatomic vapor. The purpose of this
paper is to describe a detector system for gas chromatography
combining the specificity and high sensitivity of flameless atomic
absorption spectrophotometry. The detector system is generally
90
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applicable to each of 43 or more elements that may be determined
by the flameless atomic absorption technique, simply by changing
hollow cathode lamps and instrument settings.
EXPERIMENTAL
Apparatus
A Perkin Elmer 403 atomic absorption spectrophotometer
equipped with an HGA-70 heated graphite atomizer was used as the
detector. The HGA-70 was modified as previously reported in order
to permit continuous variation of the ashing temperature up to the
3
maximum offered by the atomizer . The gas chromatograph used was
a simple custom built construction. The chromatograph consisted
of a thermally insulated resistance heated box which contained the
column. The temperature was adjusted by rheostat and no thermo-
static control was provided. The air within the oven was circula-
ted by a small fan and a simple on column injection port and a
needle valve and rotameter for carrier gas flow rate control were
provided. The column was glass of i.d. 5/16" and about 6 feet in
length, packed with 4% SE-30/6% OV-210 on Gas Chrom Q. All chroma-
tographic analyses were carried out with an argon carrier gas
flowing at 50 mls/min and the column temperature was held at 150 C.
Interfacing the chromatograph with the heated graphite atomizer
was achieved crudely. The effluent end of the chromatographic
column was placed as close as possible to the heated graphite atomizer
sample port. A tungsten transfer line of about 10 cms in length
was connected to this end of the column and its free end was passed
through a somewhat enlarged sample entry hole in the side of a grooved
91
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4
graphite tube
. Care was taken to arrange the tungsten transfer line
so that it did not contact the surface of the heated graphite atomizer
However, the tip of the tungsten tube was placed as close as possible
to the rear wall of the graphite tube so that the effluent gas from
the chromatograph would impinge directly upon the heated surface.
No attempt was made to control the temperature of the transfer
line. The normal argon flow to the heated graphite atomizer was
maintained at about 30mls/min.
The operating conditions of the atomic absorption spectro-
photometer were those recommended by the manufacturer for the
analysis element and the output was monitored undamped on a Sargent
Model SRG recorder. A deuterium arc background corrector was used
to compensate for broad band absorbance interferences although this
was negligible except during passage of the solvent peak through the
atomizer.
RESULTS
In order to test the possibility of operating a flameless atomic
absorption gas chromatograph samples of commercial gasoline, standard
lead alkyl compounds and a lead alkyl mixture TMX 50 (Dupont) were
injected into the chromatograph and the atomic absorption spectro-
photometer was set to the normal conditions for lead analysis. The
heated graphite atomizer was maintained at 5.3V (ca 1700 C) during
the entire analysis . The alkyl lead compounds were separated on the
chromatographic column and passed in the vapor phase into "the atomizer
where the organo-metallic compounds were effectively broken down and
free lead atoms generated. An atomic absorption signal was recorded
92
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and the output obtained with a 2\iZ injection of leaded gasoline and no
instrumental scale expansion is shown in Figure 1. The sensitivity of
the analysis (i.e. peak absorbance 0.005) for lead as its tri methyl
—8
ethyl compound was approximately 10 gPb or with a 2 \it injection
about 5ug Pb/m£. This sensitivity is not as good as obtained by
solution injection into a flame atomizer but only very small samples
TMEL
TML
y
FIG 1.
Flameless atomic absorption gas chromatograph of leaded gasoline
(Standard Oil Company) TML = tetra methyl lead, TMEL = tri methyl
ethyl lead, DMDEL = dimethyl diethyl lead, MTEL = methyl tri ethyl
lead, TEL =. tetra ethyl lead.
93
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are required for gas chromatography. No attempts were made to optialze
any of the analytical parameters and better sensitivities are undoubted-
ly possible. In addition, the detection limits should be considerably
better than the sensitivity if peak area integration and signal
amplification are used. The noise level in the atomic absorption
signal is minimized by the constant temperature of the heated graphite
atomizer which completely eliminates the transient electronic
noise and noise associated with atomizer emissivity changes,
both of which are occasionally found during conventional flame-
less atomizer operation.
In order to show that the flameless atomic absorption gas
chromatograph may be used for compounds other than the alkyl lead
group, solutions of the fluorinated acetyl acetonates of chromium
were injected into the chromatograph. Atomic absorption peaks
were obtained but the tungsten transfer line was slowly deformed
at the necessary atomizer temperatures (approx. 2700 C) and fur-
ther study of these compounds must await the substitution of a
more refractory transfer line.
The potential of this flameless atomic absorption gas chroma-
tographic technique in organo-metallic analysis is limited only by
the requirement for volatile compounds and by the relatively poor
sensitivity. Both of these problems may be alleviated by two
developments in progress at this time . The requirement for
volatile compounds may be eliminated by interfacing the flame-
less atomizer with a liquid/liquid or liquid/solid chromatograph.
9k
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The sensitivity of the flameless atomic absorption gas chromato-
graphic technique may be considerably improved if the atomizer is
not operated continuously but instead if the effluent compounds are
caused to accumulate in the atomizer and are atomized instantaneously
immediately following the ellution of each component. Promising
results have been obtained with both of these lines of investigation
and they will be reported elsewhere.
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Theoretical and laboratory models of certain types of strait and sill flows are discussed.
Specifically, we consider a two-layer rotating fluid; the upper layer is at rest and the lower
layer flows from one large basin to another via a connecting channel. The flow is assumed
to be principally in a down-channel direction. The cross-channel balance is therefore
geostrophic and the Bernoulli and potential vorticity equations are simplified. We further
invoke the usual non-rotating hydraulic principle of maximum transport in flow over a
weir—here the end of the channel—and thereby calculate relations between transport,
rotation rate, and upstream interface height. One of these relations is tested experimentally
with favorable results. A nonsteady decaying flow in the same system is analyzed similarly
and also compares well with experiment, as does a flow in both layers driven by an initial
density imbalance. Some connections with oceanic strait and sill flows are discussed.
1. Introduction
In texts on oceanography (e.g., Sverdrup, Johnson, and Fleming (1942), ch.
1 5) one finds discussions of the circulations in straits connecting oceans with
fContribution No. 3038 of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
JPresent affiliation: NOAA-AOML, Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami, Florida 33149
§Present affiliation : Scripps Institute of Oceanography, La Jolla, California 92037
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their Mediterranean basins. The case of the Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea,
and the Straits of Gibraltar has received perhaps the most attention. Such
discussions usually focus on consequences ofcontinuity requirements, evapor-
ation-precipitation balances and the like to arrive at "budget" calculations of
transports and exchanges. Little work appears to have been done on the
dynamics of the How and particularly on the effects of the strait itself, which
typically presents a severe constriction, at least geometrically. The work which
has been done to date confines itself mostly to flow in straits where friction
dominates (Defant (1961), ch. 16). Although there are passages connecting
basins which are long and narrow enough for friction to generate appreciable
resistance to the fluid flow, most straits are short and wide enough for flows
to be dominated by frictionless hydraulic principles.
At the present time, there exists a considerable body of theory and empiri-
cal knowledge in the field of hydraulics concerning the dynamics of non-
rotating, frictionless flow past constrictions such as dams, weirs, and
channels. A good text on such matters is Rouse (1961). One basic result
which emerges is that such constrictions can act as "controls" on the flow
without the agency of friction. In the case of flow over a dam, the height of
water over the dam is found to "control" (i.e., to be sufficient information to
calculate), the height of water in the upstream basin as well as the velocity and
transport of water over the dam. This is so because only one flow of the poss-
ible flows consistent with the steady momentum equations is actually observed,
and this flow can be calculated from a simple rule: that the speed of outflow
is just the shallow-water wave speed based on the water height above the dam.
Thus the dam "controls" the flow by blocking changes in downstream level
from propagating upstream as waves. Several equivalent rules can be formu-
lated.
In this paper we seek to apply some of these ideas to flow past a constriction
in a rotating system. We shall deal with a fluid of two layers with nearly equal
densities, since the "reduced gravity" allows internal rotational effects to be
appreciable on a much smaller scale than would be the case for a single layer.
This facilitates the construction of the laboratory experiments; it also affords
a crude approximation to the continuous stratification of the oceans. We
examine first a steady flow in the lower layer which transfers fluid from one
large basin to another via a connecting constriction in the form of a small
shallow channel. This flow is maintained by pumping fluid back into the
upstream lower layer without materially altering its nearly stagnant character.
Our method is to augment Bernoulli's principle with the simplest possible
rotational dynamics: geostrophic balance in the cross-channel direction and
conservation of potential vorticity in the flow. We retain the selection rule of
hydraulics, in the form of a maximization of the transport, in order to
determine the solution. Relations between transport, upstream interface
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height and rotation rate are then derived, and the law connecting the latter
two quantities is tested by experiment, with encouraging results. The para-
meters of the problem combine in such a way as to show that rotation is
important when the channel width is comparable to the internal Rossby
radius of deformation calculated using the density contrast and the upstream
depth of the lower layer above the channel floor. We treat similarly the same
flow system when it is allowed to decay in time, by turning off the pump,
again with favorable experimental comparisons. A third comparison is made
on a two-layer flow. This flow is produced by first blocking off the channel,
filling the basins with fluids of slightly different densities, and then removing
the barrier.
Our aim is not to produce detailed models of particular oceanic situations.
We do apply the theoretical results to a number of observed strait and sill
flows, but our emphasis to date is on understanding the most elementary
dynamical schemes of hydraulic rotating flows and testing in the laboratory.
We hope to refine and extend such schemes in the direction of more specific
oceanic models in the future.
2. Formulation
Consider the system shown in Figure 1 . A region fixed in a rotating coordinate
system and consisting of two large basins connected by a channel of width b
is occupied by a two-layer fluid. Each layer is homogenous and inviscid, and
all motions are assumed to be in hydrostatic balance. A Cartesian coordinate
system is defined as shown in Figure 1 ; the z-axis, rotation axis, and vertical
direction are parallel. For either layer the horizontal momentum equation is
:
Du -s 1
—+fkxu+-Vhp = (2.1)Dt p
Here u is the horizontal velocity, p the density, and p the deviation of the
pressure from its motionless hydrostatic value. £ is a unit vector in the z
direction and / is twice the angular speed of rotation. VA is the horizontal
gradient operator, and DjDt = d/dt+ u • V h .
Because the motions are hydrostatic, and the fluid layers are homogenous,
the horizontal pressure gradients depend only on the slopes of the free
surface and interface. These are functions ofx and y alone, and the horizontal
velocity is likewise taken to be depth independent. We can thus integrate the
continuity equation
:
VA -u+ wz = (2.2)
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from the bottom of the layer, - = B, to the top, z = T, to obtain
!+v„ •*. = <>
where /; = 7"— 5 and we have used the boundary condition
Dh
w(T)- W(B) = —
(2.3)
FIGURE 1 Sketch of the system studied and definition of co-ordinates.
Thus for steady motions we can define a stream function \\j:
V.wjjk = hu. (2.4)
Again for steady motion, scalar multiplication of the momentum Eq. (2.1) by
//u yields Bernoulli's principle in the form:
or
\^^2 l °\
2
+ '}
1
, P|u|V-= G(</0
2 o
(2.5)
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where J is the Jacobian and G is a function of \J/ alone to be determined for
any particular problem.
Taking the curl of 2.1 and integrating across the layer leads to the conserva-
tion of potential vorticity
:
so that for steady motions
D_
Dt
dv du
dx dy =
dv du
dx dy
m) (2.6)
where F is another function of \j/ to be determined. We note, however, that
(2.5) and (2.6) are not fully independent, for manipulation of the original
momentum and continuity Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) will show that dG/dtj/ = F
[Charney (1965), acknowledging a conversation with C. G. Rossbyj.Thus
the choice ofF and G in any particular problem must preserve this relation in
order to yield a valid solution.
We further assume that the flow down the channel is straight, with little
curvature of the streamlines, so that the x component of the momentum
Eq. (2.1) reduces to:
-fv+-px =
P
(2.7)
which is the familar geostrophic relationship. Equations (2.5) and (2.6)
under the same assumption respectively reduce to :
2 p
vx+f
= *w
(2.8)
(2.9)
3. Steady flow in lower layer
We consider now the flow which results from steadily pumping fluid out of the
lower layer of the downstream basin and into the lower layer of the upstream
basin via an external circuit; the upper layer is at rest. The latter basin is
sufficiently large and deep, and the pump outlet is sufficiently diffused, that
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this recirculation does not alter the nearly stagnant character of the ba.sin nor
does the relatively small flux of fluid down the narrow channel. The volumes
of the fluid layers are such that the interface is at a constant height //„ above
the channel floor in the upstream basin, at lesser heights in the channel, and
drops abruptly over the end of the channel into the downstream basin; the
channel thus acts like a dam. The Bernoulli potential G is found simplv bv
reference to the upstream basin; there the velocities are negligible and the
pressure is just that due to the interface elevation, so
(,(«//) = - =
f
^—^>.:h„ = g'h
u
(3.1)
/' /':
where />, and p 2 are the densities in the upper and lower layers, respectively.
g' is often referred to as the "reduced gravity". Note that this specification o{'
G give d(J dip — 0, so that F in the potential vorticity Eq. (2.6) must vanish
to yields a consistent solution. Since in the upstream basin /•=/(//„+//,,)
where H is the depth below the channel floor, we must take H'<> to be very
large; so F ^ 0.
We now use (2.7)-(2.9) to determine the flow in the channel A-hich results
from these upstream conditions. (2.9) yields
dv
ex
which integrates to:
v =
-fx+v (3.3)
where r is the velocity at .v = 0. Using (2.7) and the expression for the pres-
sure p = gh(p 2 -p t ):
fv = g'hx
where // is the interface height above the channel tloor at a general location
in the channel. Use of (3.3) and integration gives:
,,
= -QlV-^ + /,„ (3.4)
2g g
where h is the interface height at x = 0.
There are two unknowns in (3.4), h and v . The Bernoulli equation now
reads:
-v
2 +g'h=g'hu (3.5)
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and can be applied to the streamline at x = to give
v = V2g'{hu-h ) (3.6)
We seek another relation to determine either h
u
or h . As mentioned in the
introduction, hydraulics theory uses an empirical rule for this purpose. For a
discussion, see Rouse (1961), pp. 301-326. A number of such rules exist, each
one leading to the correct result. It is not clear that all the rules are equivalent
in the rotating situation, but we cannot resolve this uniqueness question
either theoretically or experimentally within the scope of this paper. Instead,
we assume the validity of the most convenient rule, that the transport of fluid
Q' is maximized for a given hu :
dh
This can be made plausible as follows: Suppose the pump is switched on to
start the flow. Then the upstream level rises and fluid begins to flow down the
channel at an increasing rate Q'; these are related by continuity:
4-a-cr
where Q is the rate of pumping, assumed steady, and A is the basin area. At
any instant of time there are several values of Q' and associated values of h
possible from steady theory; it is reasonable that when the maximum possible
value of Q' becomes as large as Q, the flow reaches and maintains steady state.
In appendix 1 we show that maximizing Q is equivalent to a stability criterion
of Stern (1972).
We calculate Q' for the steady state by evaluating
C° f ° e'h dh e'Q'=\ vhdx=\ ^~-dx = yihl-h\-xb )\ (3.7)
where — xb is the point at which the interface intersects either the bottom or
side of the channel ; in the latter case xb = b. We first treat the simple case in
which the intersection is on the bottom. Then /?(— xb ) = and
* 2/
h can be at most equal to hu , from (3.6) so the maximum transport Q'm is
Q'm =
8
-f°
0.8)
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From (3.6)
and thus from (3.3) and (3.4)
J. A. WHITEHI ao
h = -
Co = °
v =
-fx
f2X2
2g'
+ /'„
The value of xh is
2 vl/2x^ag'hjry
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
which will be recognized, apart from the factor of 2 ' : , as the internal Rossby
radius of deformation based on the upstream height.
If the parametersare such that (2g'hjf2 )' 2 > b,wc have a second regime.
The transport calculation is now, using (3.7):
Q' = jf{lr -h
2(-b)l
and using (3.4) we find:
2/ 2g' g
f
2b 2 fbv
2h
-—r--
2.? g
It is convenient to eliminate h using (3.6) to obtain
:
2
_o
g 2g
I2=2 fb
2
Y+c 6 21,-iJ^J^ (3.13)
We maximize Q' with respect to v , which is equivalent to maximizing
with respect to /; at fixed /;„, by (3.6). The value of o at which the maximum
occurs is:
"»"--i +(?"--> 2
and the value of Q' is
3/2
(3 I bg'
' f 2b r
" 8g'
3/2
(3.14)
(3.15)
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From (3.3) and (3.14) the velocity profile is:
! »+j)+(|i'V
\l/2
12
J
109
(3.16)
and from (3.4), (3.6), and (3.14) the height profile is
k-Jw+yK--f»\ iu-\j-u+-\+lK , (3,7)
and h is
/
2
, Jb
3 2g ?'"--r/
2
*
2
1/2 2l2f b
12g'
(3.18)
Figure 2a shows the interface height, and velocity across the channel as a
function of rotation, corresponding to solutions 3.10, 3.1 1, 3.16 and 3.17. At
zero rotation the results reduce to the hydraulic results for flow over a weir:
» = \k
1/2
' =
I
-/h, i (3.19)
Q'
m = (Itf'W12
As /increases, the fluid at x = increases its depth and decreases its speed.
The interface slopes in the cross-channel direction; the fluid at x — — b
decreases in depth and increases in speed. When the Rossby radius (3.12)
equals b, the interface lies in the corner of the channel and the height at
x = "0 is equal to the upstream height hu . For faster rotation, the interface
intersects the bottom of the channel.
Equations (3.8-3.18) describe how the mass flux Q'm , the upstream height
hu , and the rotation parameter / are interrelated. These dependencies are
plotted by pairs in Figure 2b; certain normalizations have been applied as
explained in the captions. In particular, the transition from the slowly to the
rapidly rotating regime occurs at a value of one on the abscissae. The upper
curve shows hu as a function of dimensionless rotation, <5, given a value of
Q'
m , together with the height on the deep (short dashes), and shallow (long
dashes) sides of the channel. hu increases as 5
2 fox slow rotation, and as <5 1/2 for
rapid rotation. The height on the deep side increases linearly with 5, until it
becomes equal to hu at transition. The center panel shows mass flux as a
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function of dimensionless rotation for given upstream height. The flux is
proportional to/" 2 for slow rotation, and to/ ' 2 for rapid rotation. The
lower panel shows mass flux as a function of upstream height, //„. The flux
is proportional to h
u
2 for small /;
u ,
and it is proportional to (//„ — a constant)"1
for larger /;„.
.-'- ^q' h
.
2q h
u
-
I 2 g h u _
^H
FIGURE 2a Theoretical predictions of velocity, and height of fluid in the channel for
slow rotation (top), at transition (middle), and for rapid rotation (bottom).
4. Steady flow: laboratory experiment
In order to test the results of the previous section a laboratory experiment was
conducted in the Hydrodynamics Laboratory of the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution. The apparatus, shown schematically in Figure 3, con-
sisted of a cylindrical plexiglas container 28 cm in diameter. This was divided
in half by a vertical 1/4-inch plexiglas wall. Into a rectangular notch in the
wall was cemented a channel 3.1 cm wide by 6 cm long by 15 cm deep; the
channel floor was 45 cm above the tank bottom. A submersible pump in the
bottom of one section fed the bottom of the other section via a tube, the
outlet of which was in the middle of a bed of crushed rock. The entire tank was
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mounted on a variable-speed rotating turntable. The pump was tested to
ensure that its pumping rate was unaffected by rotation.
FIGURE 2b Top, theoretical prediction of nondimensionalized and normalized up-
stream height (Eqns. 3.8 and 3.15) H = hu(S)/hu(0) as a function of the rotation parameter
S = [3f
2b 2/8g'hu(0)] il2 . Middle panel, theoretical predictions of nondimensionalized and
normalized transport Q* = Qm(y)IQm(Q) as a function of a rotation parameter defined as
y = fb/(2g'hu) 1 ' 2 . Bottom panel, theoretical predictions of nondimensionalized and
normalized transport Q** = Sg'Qmlf 3b*, as a function of upstream height Axllb 2 =
Zg'hJPb 2 .
o$>
o^
FIGURE 3 Schematic of the experimental apparatus.
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Both halves of the tank were filled to the channel floor with an alcohol-
water mixture with specific gravity 0.855 at 20°C and 0.838 at 40 C. The upper
layer was kerosene of specific gravity 0.805 at 20°C and 0.786 at 40"C so that
values of g' were 57.3 cm/sec ~ 2 at 20 C and 60.8 cm/sec " 2 at 40 C. Upstream
height was measured in two ways. For low rotation rates, a depth micrometer
connected to an ohmmeter was driven downward by a small motor until
contact with the lower layer caused the ohmmeter to jump. The drive was then
stopped and the micrometer was read. For larger rotation rates, a catheto-
meter was used to sight the outer edge of the upstream interface. The neces-
sary corrections for purely centrifugal distortion of the interface were made.
1
j
1
^^\* 1
20
1.0
<
1
•
*
1
1
1
n n
TRANS
L. 1 , 1
ITION
1
00 20 30
FIGURE 4 Comparison of observations with predictions for steady flow in the lower
layer (Eqns. 3.8 and 3.15), W s hu(S)lha(0), S = [ib 2f 2/8g'h a(0)]" 2 .
The experiment began by turning on the pump without rotation, allowing
the flow to become steady, and measuring h
u
. Then the apparatus was spun up
to a selected rotation rate; after the flow again became steady, the new value
of h
u
was measured. Data of this type for a range of rotation rates and for
different pumping rates are shown in Figure 4; as explained in the caption,
the normalization places data for all pumping rates on the same curve. It is
evident that the data fall on the theoretical curve within the error estimates of
the experiments.
Pictures of the flow through the channel opening are shown in Figure 5.
Some of the predicted features are evident in the pictures. The cross-stream
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fFIGURE 5 Front and side views of flow through the spillway for the conditions S =
0.0, 0.497, 0.927, 1.30, and 2.01, respectively, from top to bottom. Although these pictures
show a considerable amount of surface waves and ripples in the channel, the true steady
flow was considerably smoother than these pictures indicate. The waves are shown here
because they afford the viewer a clearer picture of the position of the interface.
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lilt of the interface is clearly evident, and it is seen lo increase with increasing
rotation. The downstream tilt of the interface along the deep side o\' the How
is seen lo decrease with increasing rotation, i.e.. /;,, approaches /;„. There are
other features not encompassed by the theory, however. Wa\es and ripples
are *-een: these are probably formed by the abrupt channel entrance, or are the
result of the small Hows in the upstream basin. Also, at high rotations the
interface does not intersect the channel floor, even though the parameters are
such that it should do so. One possible reason is frictional effects. The inviscid
theory presented above yields zero height and the largest velocity at this
intersection, and one may expect this singular situation to be frictionally
modified in a real flow.
5. Transient flow of lower layer
To learn whether the steady dynamics developed in section 3 might have a
greater range of validity, experiments were performed just as described in
section 4 except that once the flow had become steady, the pump was
switched off. Measurements of/;,, as a function of time were then taken and
compared with a simple quasi-steady theory. This theory is obtained by
supposing that the time rate of change of/;,, required by continuity is pro-
portional to the flux down the channel as computed by steady theory, or:
<//',, /'„y
., / 2b 2
and
clhu /2V
1
-
,
12
/ \f 2b 2 \ i2 . c f
2 b 2
lit \3J ° \ " 8 g' J 2g
w here A is the area of the basin. (5.1) integrates to give
2/X f
2b 2
I',. = 77—;
,
if
-z-r > K <-s -3)g{t + t ) 2g
while (5.2) gives:
f
2 b 2
.
21A 2
.rf
2
_b 2
- + ; i if
"
< /'„ (5.4)
8#' Igbht+ t.) 2 ~>°'
where r and r, are integration constants allowing /;„ to assume given initial
values and to have the correct value at the transition between regimes. Note
that the form of the time dependence of/;,, changes at transition from a -2
power law to a — I power law.
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Figure 6 shows three experimentally determined curves of hu vs. / for three
different rotation rates, and it is seen that all three sets of data follow the — 1
power law quite closely. (Data could not be taken soon enough after the
stopping of the pump to obtain points in the — 2 power law range).
6. Flow in two directions
Another set of laboratory experiments was performed to simulate flow in
both directions driven by a salinity imbalance as occurs, for instance, through
the Straits of Gibraltar connecting the Mediterranean Sea with the Atlantic
Ocean. The basin was 29 cm in diameter and 30 cm deep. A barrier was
h'(t)
50 100
t+t
,
seconds
FIGURE 6 Observations of the emptying of a basin. For the data labeled ©, X, and #
the rotation rate is 1.1, 0.83, and 0.38 revolutions per second, respectively; h'(t) is defined as
g'hu't)/2fA, and t is defined as 2fA/g'hu(0). The line is equation (5.3).
cemented across the diameter of the tank with an opening 3 cm wide. A
sliding door with water-tight edges was fitted to the opening so that the two
reservoirs on each side of the barrier could be isolated. A handle was attached
to the door so that the door could be raised when the container was rotating.
The procedure was to fill up the tank with 4 cm of salt water which had a
density p equal to 1.0 182 + .00005, to close the gate, and then to add enough
salt to one side to make density on that side 1.0280 ±.00005. After both
reservoirs were thoroughly mixed, the container was spun up on the turntable;
the gate was raised for a specified period of time, /, then lowered again ; the
turntable was stopped; liquids on both sides were thoroughly stirred; and
density of the two samples was determined using a precision hydrometer. If
| Ap| denotes the difference between the initial and final density of one
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reservoir and if p 2 — p, denotes the initial density difference between the
reservoirs, then the flux Q out of a reservoir in time ( is just
Q =
_\MV_
where V is the reservoir volume. Such a measure of flux is plotted as a
function of rotation rate in Figure 7.
FIGURE 7 Experimental measurements for a double flow system compared with equation
(6.9) (curve "A" which is valid up to the transition point labelled "T"), and equation
(6.10) (curve "B", valid at values of/greater than T).
The methods of section 3 provide a simple way to calculate the flux Q as
follows: Let subscript 2 refer to the heavy lower fluid and subscript 1 to the
light upper fluid, and let H be the total depth of fluid above the opening. Then
In place of (3.3) we now have
h
x
+h 2 = H.
Vi = -fx + Cy
»2 = ~fx+ C2
(6.1)
(6.2)
where the center of the gap is at x = 0. Since both layers move, the condition
of geostrophic balance now involves the velocity change across the interface:
/0'2-t'i) =
Combining (6. 1)—(6.3) we obtain
g'?l*2
dx
h 2 = ; x+D.
S
(6.3)
(6.4)
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Mass continuity requires that:
L
j(v 2h 2 + v 1 h 1 )dx = (v 2 > 0, v t < 0)
-L
where the channel walls are at x = ±L, and this leads to:
117
D
He,
Co-C,
A relation between c 2 and c l is now obtained from energy considerations.
The fluid along the walls x = ±L moves two-dimensionally, and for these thin
layers we may equate the gain of kinetic energy in a time At to the release of
potential energy due to change in the density field as the two fluids advance in
opposite direction. An analogous calculation is performed by Yih (1965,
p. 136) for the non-rotating case. One finds eventually
p x v\ p 2 v\
+-r— = g(pi-Pi)
h 2 h t
or approximately
2 2
h 2 hi
where v t , h x , v 2 , h 2 are to be evaluated at x = ±L. Using v lh l + v 2h 2 —
and h i +h 2 = H, we obtain
j-(H-h 2 ) 2
and evaluating this expression at x = ±L gives
c2 ~Ci = Vg'H,
which is the relation sought. We now evaluate the mass flux in, say, the lower
layer
L
Q = \v 2h 2 dx
-L
using 6.2, 6.3, and the relations between c lf c 2 , and D. After some algebra we
obtain
Q = A 1 +A 2 c 2(c 2 -Vg'H)
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where A^ and A 2 are constants. Maximizing Q with respect to the last
remaining free parameter c 2 then gives
c 2 = \V¥h
This is the same result obtained by Yih (1965) for the nonrotating case. The
situation is seen to be symmetric in that the interface lies at depth H/2 in
midchannel:
and the velocities are equal and opposite there
:
-Ci - ^y/g'H.
We rewrite these results as
:
h 2
-fl"
i+
-l2 L *<>J
i \7h
»2 = 2 Vg'H 1
—
»i = -^S'H 1+-
^V^'^ 3/2^ 1
3,J
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)
(6.9)
If the parameters are such that x < L, the interface intersects the surface
and bottom, not the channel walls. We simply assume that the same sym-
metric flow geometry obtains, with stagnant regions near both walls. In this
case the transport integral yields a law similar to (3.8)
e =
1 g'Hl
6 / " (6.10)
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Equations (6.9) and (6.10) represent the slowly and rapidly rotating regimes,
respectively. These calculations are plotted in Figure 7, and agree with the
experimental observations.
7. Discussion and possible applications
In this section predictions from the previous formulae will be applied to a
number of natural strait and sill flows. This is done principally to illustrate
the possible application of the theories, to outline their weaknesses, and to
suggest future refinements.
100
,
200
Uj 300
Jj-
400
500
600
FIGURE 8 A density section in the vicinity of the shallowest part of the sill in the
Denmark Straits. Data taken from Grant (1968).
We will first compare the model analyzed in section 3, with the flow of
water from the Norwegian Sea spilling southward through the Denmark
Straits. Such Norwegian sea water spills southward over three sills, one in the
Denmark Straits, one south of Iceland, and one (the deepest sill) in the Faroe-
Bank channel. Observations indicate that the greatest volume flows through
the Denmark Straits, estimated at 5xl0 6 m 3/sec (Worthington, 1970). A
section of the density (a t ) is shown in Figure 8 at the shallowest sill depth, the
data taken from Grant (1968). The dense water spilling out of the Norwegian
Sea has p = 1.02805 while the adjacent water has p = 1 .02770. The sill in the
Denmark Strait is approximately 620 meters below the surface of the ocean
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at its shallowest point. It is difficult to estimate the upstream depth of the deep
water due to the influence of the surface Greenland Current in this section.
For purposes of comparison with the theoretical prediction we will lake the
strait lo be 100 km wide, g' = .333 x 10 2 m sec 2 . /' = l.338x 10 * sec '.
// = 410 m (a minimum estimate read as the minimum depth of the n, =
27.91 line), and// = 620 meters (maximum estimate assuming this water exists
at the surface upstream in the Norwegian Sea as shown, for instance, in
Die trich's'Allas (1969)). In applying these numbers to flow in a rectangular
cha nncl, we must first inquire whether the strongly rotating limit Eq. 3.8 or
the weakly rotating limit Eq. 3.15 is valid, which is determined by whether
the Rossby deformation radius \h = [2g'huf2 ) 1 2 is greater or less than the
strait width, h. Using the above numbers \ h comes out lo be approximately
12 k m in the first case, and 15 km in the second, which is considerably less
tha n />, so Eq. 3.8
<„'7/
2
Q' = -
—
2/
is appropriate, and yields lower and upper estimates of 2.1 x IC' 1 and
4.8 x 10 6 m 3 sec. Both are well within an order of magnitude of the
measured values, and the latter is within ten percent. One can also estimate
the interface slope as //„ .v
ft
which is 34 in km for the theoretical estimate,
using the smaller value of//,, and 41 m km for the theoretical estimate using
the larger value of //„. The sharp density jump from a, = 27.7 toe, = 27.9 or
above in Figure 8 has a slope of approximately 25 m km and so the theoretical
estimates are larger by forty lo eighty percent.
The above numbers indicate that the correspondence between theory and
observation is reasonably good. However, we must point out a number of
pitfall s:
1
)
The formula 3.8 can be derived by a simple consideration of geostrophic
balan ces, and most mass flux measurements are obtained by taking this into
ac:ou nt in some way.
2) The geometric details of the flow field may possess many irregularities
wh ich differ from the simple, stationary pattern described by theory.
3) There are many indications that the flow through the Denmark Straits
is sporadic in nature and it perhaps even shuts off at times, which would
indie ate that at times the flow differs considerably from the stationary model
descr ibed here.
Before comparing the predictions with a second natural sill flow, it is
int eresting to calculate a "drainage time" for the Norwegian Sea basin using
the predictions of section 5, in particular Eq. 5.3, which, with the constants
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which we have assumed for the Denmark Straits and an area of the Norwegian
Sea of 10 6 km 2 , becomes
h„ = 8xl0 10
where, if hu is 620 m at t = 0, t = 1.29 x 10
8
sec. Thus an initial height hu
will be halved in a time t = 1.29 x 10 8 sec & 4 years, which would imply that
the flow through the straits would not respond greatly to the yearly cycle, but
that it would remain relatively uniform even if most of the water were formed
in a few winter months.
We can make a second comparison with a recent series of measurements by
Metcalf and Stalcup (private communication) made in the Anegada Passage,
which separates the eastern Caribbean Basin from the Guiana Basin of the
Atlantic Ocean. Although these measurements are still being analyzed, the
picture emerges of a 3.7°C mass of water, approximately 100 meters deep
under 4°C water flowing through a passage approximately 5 km wide. The
4° isotherm continues to lie 100 meters above the sill maximum for a con-
siderable distance upstream. Measurements from current meters yield
estimates of volumetric flow of 10 5 m 3/sec. The isotherms have a small tilt
of about 5 m/km. For purposes of comparison with theory of section III we
take/?„ = 10 2 m,g' = 4x 10-4 m/sec 2
, b = 5xl0 3 m,/ = .45 x 10
~
4
sec"
1
.
Using these numbers the Rossby radius xb is 6.2 km, slightly greater than the
5 km opening, and we get a mean change in depth of 16 m/km, which is about
three times greater than visual inspection of the Metcalf-Stalcup data appears
to yield. The slowly rotating mass flux prediction Eq. 3.15 is Q' =4.03 x
104 m 3 /sec which is a little less than half the current meter estimates derived
from current meter readings, which average about 20 cm/sec.
Three physical processes can account for the discrepancy between observa-
tion and theory: (1) tidal fluctuations which are apparent in all of the velocity
measurements in the sill, (2) the long channel in the Anegada Passage, with a
large depression immediately in front of the sill—this depression might
generate unusual vortex-stretching or three-dimensional effects, (3) frictional
effects generated by the long passage.
A third comparison can be made with the flow through the Straits of Gib-
raltar. Water in the Mediterranean is roughly two parts per thousand more
saline than the Atlantic. For these purposes we take the reduced gravity
caused by the differences between saline Mediterranean water and fresher
North Atlantic water to be
2xl0- 2 m/sec 2 ( — = 0.002
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the minimum sill depth to be 286 m (Frassetto, 1960), width of the opening
(2L) to be 7 km (the width of the 100-meter depth contour at the sill) and /
to be 0.85 x 10
" 4
sec
1
. These numbers give a Rossby radius of deformation
as defined for flow in both directions (Eq. 6.6) of v = 14 km, four times the
half width of the strait. We thus use Eq. 6.9 and calculate Q = 1 . 16 x
10 6 m 3 /sec, which is surprisingly close to Lacombe's ( 1961 ) measurements of
1.2 x 10 6 m 3 /sec. The slope of the interface predicted can be estimated as
2.v //y = 10.2 m/km. It is hard to compare this number with observations in
the straits because of the great temporal and seasonal fluctuations that occur
there, but it appears to agree reasonably well.
In comparing the theory of section 6 with field observations, it must be
emphasized that any close numerical agreement between observations and the
present theory is fortuitous. The influences of rough topography will prob-
ably always inject an uncertainty of at least a few tens of percent into the
values of width and depth of the sill. Likewise, tidal, seasonal, and meteoro-
logical fluctuations will always inject temporal variations into field measure-
ments, and such variations might not easily be incorporated into corrections
to the above theory. Lastly, the energy dissipation due to turbulent circu-
lations, unaccounted for in the theory, would certainly appear to play some
dynamic role in the Straits of Gibraltar, where fluctuations are often as large
as the mean flow.
In summary, a number of idealized models have been made of strait and
sill flows; these have been theoretically analyzed and tested in the laboratory.
A comparison with observed flows, which appear to have the various limits
of the theoretical analysis, has been performed to indicate the appropriateness
of these models. It is hoped that field workers will continue to test these pre-
dictions against their observations of other oceanic flows, cautioned by the
fact that a meaningful comparison can only be expected with flows in the
vicinity of the shallowest and narrowest sill.
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Appendix
Comparison with Stern s Stability Criterion. Stern (1972) has considered geo-
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strophically balanced flow down a channel whose bottom slopes in the cross-
channel direction, the slope chosen so that the flow has uniform thickness and
velocity. He inquires as to what happens when this flow passes through a
contraction (a section in which the channel walls are closer together)
;
pre-
servinggeostrophicbalance, energy (Bernoulli function), and potential vorticity.
For sufficiently severe contractions, it is not possible for the flow to preserve
these quantities and the given upstream mass flux; Stern terms the flow
"critical" when even an infinitesimal contraction leads to no solution. (In a
real flow a shock or other phenomenon outside the grasp of the theory would
presumably occur.) The "critical" condition turns out to be the same as the
nonrotating one, that is, that uniform upstream speed is just the shallow-
water wave speed based upon the uniform upstream thickness. In a later
work (personal communication), Stern has expanded this idea to include
upstream flows with thickness and speed variation in the cross-stream
direction. The "critical" criterion is found to be, in the notation of section 3.
1
_
1
oi-Z3*-0. (A 1.1)
In the nonrotating case the condition v 2 = gh satisfies Eq. (A 1.1) identically.
Note that this criterion can only apply in what we have termed the slowly
rotating regime in which the fluid touches both channel walls. Mathematically,
this is because, in deriving Eq. (A 1.1), Stern has used the geostrophic
relation
dx = (g'lfv)dh (A 1.2)
to convert from an integral over h to one over x, and in our rapidly rotating
regime v vanishes at x = 0; the Jacobian of this transformation therefore
vanishes. Physically, Stern's infinitesimal contraction has the effect of making
an infinitesimal reduction in the channel cross-section available to transport
mass ; this infinitesimal reduction makes a flow of the specified upstream flux,
Bernoulli function, and potential vorticity impossible when the upstream flow
is "critical". In our rapidly rotating regime, however, a similar infinitesimal
contraction only yields a doubly infinitesimal reduction in cross-section ; the
intersection at x = — b of the interface with the channel floor is pushed
infinitesimally toward x = 0, and the thickness of the moving layer is itself
infinitesimal at the intersection. Phrased another way, dQ'm/db vanishes at
the transition point from slowly to rapidly rotating regimes (cf. 3.15) and
also, of course, throughout the rapidly rotating regime.
Restricting ourselves to the slowly rotating regime, therefore, we evaluate
the integral in A 1.1 using our solutions of section 3. We first transform to an
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integration over /; using the geostrophic Eq. (A 1.2) and Bernoulli's Eq. 3.5.
we have:
2f(2i>)
1 2
2//,, - 3/j
//
2 (//„-//)'
(
-, d/i = (A 1.3)
which is more conveniently written as
tlh
2/<2t') J hi -b) //
2 (//„-//)' 2
'"" dh
ll( - h) h(h„-h)
32 =
These can be integrated to nive
f(2gy
2 /•(/•„-//)' 2
which is, in terms of velocities
1 . I
/it -M
/ V h(-b)ii-b)
or
/
h(-b)r(-b)
•/Wo
h Qv h(-b)v(-b)
=
=
(A 1.4)
(A 1.5)
This last form shows that Stern's criterion in this problem is satisfied if the
transport per unit width is the same at both channel walls. Simple substitution
for //„, r , h(-b), v(-b) from Eqs. (3.14), (3.16), (3.17), (3.18) shows that
indeed /? r = li{—b)c( — b) and Stern's criterion for critical flow is therefore
satisfied by our solutions in section 3. Therefore, Stern's (critical) condition is
equivalent to maximizing mass flux for the weakly rotating case.
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